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The Life History of PolysipHoiiia Violacea
By SHIGEO YAMANOUCHI, Fellow in Bota ny in the University of Chicago

:>4 pages, 10 plates, 8vo, paper, net $1.00, postpaid $1.05

Various authors have published Accounts of investigations on the red algae, but the true life history
of the group has never been given. This paper presents first the results of the author's studies of
the mitosis in germinating tetraspores and carpospores, and in the vegetative cells of mature plants;
hen comes an account of spermatogenesis, formation of procarp, fertilization, and development of
the cystocarp; tetraspore formation is next considered, followed by a description of certain abnor-
malities; finally there is a discussion of the cytological phenomena and alternation of generations.
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New Astronomical Photographs

From the Yerkes Observatory

Supplied in the form of lantern slides for
paper prints for detailed exam or illustrative
purposes, or in larger sizes as transparencies to be
hung in class-room or study.
Appendix B to Catalogue No. i has just been issued,
and contains about 150 subjects not heretofore listed.
Of these, the following are worthy of particular men-
tion:

THE SUN. A sun-spot at five different levels; new erup-
tive prominence showing great changes; spectro-
hel.iogram illustrating development of spot and
rotation of sun H

THE MOON. The earth-lit moon; total lunar eclipse;
lunar stereograms.

THE PLANETS. Mr. Barnard's new
,, T .

photographs of
Venus, Jupiter, and Neptune, taken with 40-inch
refractor, and new drawing of Saturn; Transit of
Mercury.

COMETS;,
t

Giac°bini's Comet of 1905-1906; a series of
photographs of Daniel's Comet of i 9o 7 and More-
house's Comet of 1908.

THE MILKY WAY. Recent photographs taken with the
rJruce lelescope.

NEBULAE. Late photographs with and without color-
screens.

SPECTRA Spectroscopic binaries showing marked shift
ot fraunhofer lines.

SS^'Jr* °f " PageS ' WUh A^ndi* A ('904), -eluding 20Ssubjects, mD be sent on request, together with Appendix B.
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Modem Constitutions. By Walter Fairleigh Dodd, oj Johns

Hopkins University.

Two vols., 724 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $5.00, domestic express 42 cents

A collection of the fundamental laws of twenty-two of the

most important countries of the world, with historical introduc-

tions, notes, and bibliographies.

This work contains the texts, in English translation where

English is not the original language, of the constitutions of fun-

damental laws of the Argentine nation, Australia, Austria-Hun-

gary, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Denmark, France, Ger-

many, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,

Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States.

These constitutions have not heretofore been available in any

one English collection, and a number of them have not before

appeared in English translation.

Each translation has been carefully made, and the constitu-

tional texts are given as now in force. Notes to the constitutions

have been given sparingly, and have been confined almost entirely

to information regarding constitutional amendments, election-

laws, and other matters absolutely necessary for the under-

standing of the texts. Each constitution is preceded by a brief

historical introduction, and is followed by a select list of the

most important books dealing with the government of the country

under consideration.

Although constitutions do not in any case represent the com-

plete political organization of a state, they do furnish an excel-

lent basis for study in courses on comparative constitutional law.

Heretofore no comprehensive collection of constitutions has been

available in the English language. While the notes, historical

introductions, and select bibliographies especially fit this volume

for use in connection with college and university courses, they

also increase its usefulness to all persons who are interested in

the subject of comparative constitutional law.
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Primary Elections. By C. Edward Merriam, Associate Professor

oj Political Science in the University of Chicago.

300 pages, i2mo, cloth; net $1.25, postpaid $1.35

The purpose of this volume is to trace the development of

the legal regulation of party primaries from 1866 down to 1908,
to sum up the general tendencies evident in this movement, to

discuss some of the disputed points in the primary problem, and
to state certain conclusions in regard to our nominating machinery.
The material employed has been the session laws of the states,

the decisions of the courts, publications dealing with the theory
or practice of the primary system, newspapers and periodicals,
extensive correspondence and interviews with persons who had
had special opportunities for judging the primary laws in the
different states, and, finally, personal observation of the primary
election process in several states. The subject is one of wide
interest, and no adequate presentation of it has previously been
made. Professor Merriam has shown himself thoroughly equal
to the task, and the book will undoubtedly take its place at once
as a standard authority.

The Process oj Government • A Study of Social Pressures. By
A rthur F. Bentley.

432 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $3 . 00, postpaid $3 . 20

This book is a technical study of the methods which must be
used in the scientific interpretation of the phenomena of govern-
ment The author holds that the manner in which ideas and
belieis are made to do service in most present interpretations is
artinaal and unsatisfactory. It may safely be said that no such
detailed attempt to grapple with the intricacies of public opinionon a strictly social basis has hitherto been made

>/ Sociology. This is a real book. It is more genuine
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Value and Distribution. By Herbert J. Davenport, of the Uni-

versity of Missouri.

600 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $3.50, postpaid $3.72

The author thus defines his position in his preface: "Since

the time of Adam Smith, economic theory has been in possession

of doctrines enough for a reasonably complete, consistent, and

logical system of thought—if only those doctrines had been, with

a wise eclecticism, properly combined and articulated. The
emphasis in the present volume upon the entrepreneur point of

view in the computation of costs and in the analysis of the process

by which distributive shares are assigned, has nothing new in

it; it was necessary only that the point of view be clearly dis-

tinguished, consistently held, and fully developed."

Nation. The most notable achievement in systematic economic criticism

that has appeared on this side the Atlantic.

Economic Bulletin. The reader will

every There is an excellent and

brief summary of the author's doctrines in the closing chapter.

The True Nature of Value. By Rufus Farrington Sprague.

190 pages, i2mo, cloth; net $1.00, postpaid $1.10

Mr. Sprague is not a professional economist, but a successful

manufacturer, whose attention has been for many years directed

to the abstract principles underlying exchange. In the public

discussions of a few years ago on the subject of a monetary

standard he took an important part, and he was the candidate

of the "Gold Democrats" for governor of Michigan. He has

developed a theory of exchange value which resembles in some

points that of Bastiat, but is much more elaborately developed

and in many respects entirely new. The book deserves the
m

attention of all economists.

Economist. His reasoning throughout is clear.

Journal of Political Economy. Mr. Sprague's book is admirably ingenious,

compact, and original in thought, as it is admirably clear in point of

exposition.

Value is placed in service-utility, and the argumentNews

and cogently put.

shown to be synonymous

3
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Chapters in Rural Progress. By Kenyon L. Butterfield, President

of the Massachusetts Agricultural College.

276 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $1.00, postpaid $1.10

The increasing interest in rural matters is gradually being
broadened to embrace the field of economic and social investiga-
tions. At present the literature regarding the sociological phases
of rural life is particularly meager. President Butterfield's book
emphasizes the social aspects of rural communities and describes
some of the newer movements resulting in the expansion of
country life.

World To-Day. A book of no small significance. It is the farthest possible
from being a technical discussion of farming. Prof. Butterfield empha-
sizes the new type of farmer which is appearing throughout the country,
it is recommended to every man who has begun to realize what the real
possibilities of a farmer's life may be.

Country Life. Interestingly written and of especial value to students of farm
sociology.

Charities and The Commons. A book which balances and gives weight to its

and secondary schools as well as in agricultural col
Advance. Since farming is our largest single industry

gricultural

primary

considered and understood by educated persons. So thinks Prof Butter-

suggest solutions.
write

Heralds oj American Literature. By Annie Russell Marble

394 pages, 11 plates, small 8vo, cloth; net $1.50, postpaid $1.64
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English Poems. Selected and Edited, with Illustrative and Ex-

planatory Notes and Bibliographies, by Walter C. Bronson,

Professor of English Literature in Brown University.

The Restoration and The Eighteenth Century

548 pages, i2mo, cloth; school edition, net $1.00, postpaid $1.15;

library edition, net $1 .50, postpaid $1.66

This volume has already won a distinguished place in the

estimation of teachers and students of English poetry. Planned

primarily for college classes, it will be found a most convenient

and serviceable collection for the general reader. The poems

are so selected and arranged as to give a clear idea of the literary

tendencies of the period, as well as the most important work of

individual poets.

Especial attention is invited to the bibliographies and notes,

which contain in a small space an immense amount of interesting

and valuable information.

The Nation. Professor Bronson's long experience in teaching literature

has familiarized him with the needs of the average student in the matter

of elucidations. More important, however, than his glosses of the text

are his extracts—as from Dryden's numerous prefaces—giving "the

poet's view of poetry in his own words " and the attitude of contemporary

critics. These passages are remarkably illuminating and offer in brief

perspective.

very

The Nineteenth Century

635 pages, i2mo, cloth; school edition, net $1.00, postpaid $1.15;

library edition, net $1 .50, postpaid $1 .68

Authors and poems have been chosen both for their merit

and for their significance in the history of English literature.

The book is therefore not an anthology, or collection of the best

poems. It is a collection of good poems that illustrate the

different periods and phases of the work of individual poets, and

the rise, growth, and decline of schools of poetry. Entire poems

have been given wherever that was possible, and the bulk of the

book is made up of them.

Outlook. The excellence of the selection of individual poems is beyond

dispute.

Journal of Education. This is an important contribution to the study and

teaching of English verse.

World To-Day. The notes are unusually full and inspiring.
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Literature in the Elementary School. By Porter Lander Mac-
Clintock

320 pages, i2mo, cloth; net $1.00, postpaid $1.12

Contains studies on the choice and teaching of stories; on
poetry

;
on the drama ; on myth as literature ; on the correlation

of literature with the other disciplines ; on the actual teaching of
the class

;
on the return to be asked from the children ; on out-

of-school reading for children; and finally a list of titles' in litera-
ture for each of the elementary grades.

E. H.Lewis in " The Elementary School Teacher." The book is unquestion-
ably authoritative. It is so important, so well balanced, so scientific, so
artistic so human, so exquisitely adequate to the task proposed, that it
ought to become a gospel. Teachers ought to buy it as they buy diction-,r,.=_o^ ^ad it better. It is the only complete treatment of the sub-
,». w? u^fore the public; and it is not likely that another person will
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The English Reformation and Puritanism, vnih Other Lectures andA ddresses. By the late Eri B. Hulbert, Professor and Head of
lite Department of Church History in the University of Chicago.

352 pages, 8vo, doth; net $2 . 50, postpaid $2.71

The late Dean Hulbert was a unique and strikina character
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' and wil1 b" mprLedsw^«Asr&^i*:*1 and reiigious

~"^S ottS„tefl!^P

-

d '- 'ecture to .ecture

Deacones

, .. with
delivery.

ago Record- Herald. The lecture* nn t^ r • L ^ ,

of thrilling interest Nor is Zl " ^gllS
,
h Refo™ation are often

in Dr. Hulbert's style
" * Partlde of the dry-as-dust quality
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The Tragedies of Seneca. Translated by Frank Justus Miller,

Associate Professor of Latin in the University of Chicago.

544 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $3.00, postpaid $3.20

This is a translation of the ten tragedies which have come

down under the name of Seneca. They are rendered in English

blank verse, with appropriate lyric meters for the choruses. The
work is enriched and its value greatly enhanced for both classical

and English students, as well as for the general reader, by an

introduction on the influence of Seneca upon early English drama,

contributed to the volume by Professor John M. Manly; also by

a review of the Roman historical drama in connection with the

Octavia, by comparative analyses of Seneca's tragedies, and by

a comprehensive mythological index and glossary.

Spectator poetry

and life.

Edticational Review. The book is one which will appeal not only to students

of both Latin and English literature, but to the general reader who can

appreciate a good piece of work for its own sake.

The Nation. Professor Miller deserves high credit for making the best of

his opportunities, and producing a book that is at once good reading in

English and a faithful reproduction of the spirit of the original. It is

a fact that in order to produce the same poetic effect there must almost

always be a slight heightening of the style in passing from one language

Miller

instrument

Two Dramatizations from Vergil, By Frank Justus Miller.

132 pages, 1 2mo, cloth; net $1.00, postpaid $1.08

"Dido the Phoenician Queen," and "The Fall of Troy."

Two little dramas in English verse, founded on the Aeneid.

They are intended for presentation by high-school students, and

have been found well adapted to that end. They will be helpful

also as a supplement to the Vergil teacher's work in the classroom.

The volume is illustrated and includes stage directions and music.

The fine classic flavor, exquisite taste, and dainty fancy that

characterize the author's other works, are h\evidence here.
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Ancient Italy: Historical and Geographical Investigations in Cen-
tral Italy, Magna Graecia, Sicily, and Sardinia. By Ettore

Pais, translated from the Italian by C. Densmore Curtis.

460 pages, 8vo, cloth; net $5.00, postpaid $5.24

Dr. Pais is well known to classical scholars. The articles in

the present volume are the results of his studies in the ancient
history of the Italian tribes. Every available source of informa-
tion is drawn upon, and their breadth of view is masterly. They
embrace the relations of these peoples with the surrounding
nations, and incidentally throw light on the history of Greece.
Their publication has been welcomed by scholars, to whom they
have never before been generally accessible. Many of them were
printed as detached papers with a limited circulation, and all

were of course in Italian.

American Journal of Philology. On this period of pre-Roman Italy new light
has been shed by Professor Ettore Pais The author subjects the
ancient authorities to careful and minute criticism, supplements literary
testimony with topographical and archaeological evidence, and makes an
especially effective use of the study of local names.

American Historical Review. Pais often shows himself a keen and some-
times over-destructive critic of tradition, but we must recognize that
there is a large amount of constructive work of a high order.

Old Testament and Semitic Studies in Memory oj William Rainey
Harper. Edited by Robert Francis Harper, Francis Brown,
and George Foot Moore.

Two volumes, 878 pages royal 8vo, cloth; net $10.00, postpaid, $10.64
bold by subscription only

These
^
sumptuous volumes contain contributions from the

chief Semitic scholars of the country on topics of timely interest
in this field. A full description of the collection will be furnished

request

Francis
CONTRIBUTORS

McDonaldCrawford Howell Toy William Hayes WardHenry Preserved Smith Ira Maurice PriceCharles Augustus Briggs Lewis Bayles Paton

xA
N
v
CK

T
LE
lr

GlLBERT M™*** Charles Cutler ToiMax L. Margolis Paul Haupt

William
Moore

julius
^^visv George A. Barton

« juunston John Merlin Powts Smttw
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Fragments from Graeco-Jewish Writers. By Wallace Nelson

Steams, Professor in Wesley College.

135 pages, i2mo, cloth; net 75 cents, postage extra

The book aims to present in easily accessible form the frag-

ments of a few Palestinian writers whose literary remains are not

common property. The authors represented are Demetrius,

Eupolemus, Artapanas, Aristeas, Malchus, Thallus, Aristobulus,

Philo, Theodotus, and Ezekiel. With this material before him
the student realizes that the New Testament writers are not

anomolous, but part of a natural development.

Chicago Literary Papyri. By Edgar J. Goodspeed, Assistant

Professor of Biblical and Patristic Greek in the University of

Chicago.

58 pages, 8vo, paper; net 50 cents, postpaid 54 cents

Among the Chicago Papyri which have been published in

the course of the past ten years are some literary pieces of value

which seem to merit republication in collected form. This is

especially desirable because they were first published scattered

through journals, American and English, so that they have not

been available for the textual and literary studies to which they

are related. It has seemed advisable, therefore, to collect, revise,

and present them as a group, unmixed with non-literary material.

A Bibliography of Congo Languages. By Frederick Starr, Asso-

ciate Professor of Anthropology in the University of Chicago.

98 pages, 8vo, paper; net $1 . 00, postpaid $1 . 07

Not more than half of the titles included have previously been

listed. The others have been secured by diligent search through

sales catalogues and references contained in special publications,

and by conversation and correspondence with missionaries. The
titles are arranged in alphabetical order according to authors

and translators. Titles in European languages are not trans-

lated, but translation of titles in Congo languages are given as

far as possible. The book is supplied with a double index.
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CONSTRUCTIVE BIBLE STUDIES

The Constructive Bible Studies are the ou

the prevailing systems of Sunday-school instruction are insufficient to meet

the growing demands of the times. Believing the Sunday school to be the

great educational branch of the church, the editors have sought to produce

a series of religious textbooks, based on the fundamental laws laid down

by trained educators. One of the most important of these laws is the prin-

ciple that the curriculum must be adapted to the capacity of the pupils, giving

to each grade work which is suited in material and method of treatment to

the stage of development of the pupils. The studies comprise four series,

each corresponding to a definite stage of development in the pupil.

KINDERGARTEN SERIES

e, Gift, and Story for the Sunday Kindergarten. By Carrie S. Ferris.

(In preparation.)

Year of Sunday-School Lessons. By Florence U. Palmer. Postpaid

$1.00.

ELEMENTARY SERIES

Child Religion in Song and Story. By Georgia L^ Chamberlin and Mary

Root Kern. Teacher's Manual; postpaid $i.oo. Pupil's Notebook;

postpaid 40 cents.

An Introduction to the Bible for Teachers of Children. By Georgia L.

Chamberlin. Postpaid $1,00: Pupil's Notebook; postpaid 10 cents.

The Life ofJesus. By Herbert W. Gates. Teacher's Manual; postpaid 75

cents. Pupil's Notebook; postpaid 50 cents.

Paul of Tarsus. By Louise Warren Atkinson. {In preparation)

Heroes of

SECONDARY SERIES

Mark. Ernest De Witt Burton. Post-

paid $1.00.

Hes in the Fi
Hon)

f Samuel By Herbert L. Willett. (In prepara

ife or Christ. By Isaac B. Burgess.

Notebook; -bostfiaid 25 cents.

$

Old Testament History and Prophecy. By Clifton D. Gray. {In prepara

Hon
.)

ort History of C

Postpaid $1.00.

H

ADVANCED AND SUPPLEMENTARY SERIES

The Life of Christ. By Ernest De Witt Burton and Shailer Mathews.
Postpaid $ 1 .00.

The Priestly Element in the Old Testament. By William Rainey Harper.
Postpaid $1,00.

10
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The Prophetic Element in the Old Testament. By William Rainey Harper.
Postpaid $i .00.

A Short Introduction to the Gospels. By Ernest DeWitt Burton. Postpaid
$1.00.

A Handbook of the Life of the Apostle Paul. By Ernest DeWitt Burton.
Postpaidjo cents.

Christianity and Its Bible. By Henry F. Waring. Postpaid $i .oo.

Great Men of the Christian Church. By Williston Walker. Postpaid $i .30.

HELPS FOR SUPERINTENDENTS AND TEACHERS
deals for the Sunday S
Mathews. Postpaid $

Be

S/.65.

Hebrew Lift

>/ W. Pease. Postpaid

Houghton . Postpa id $
New Appreciation ofthe Bible. By Willard C. Selleck. Postpaid $1.63.

Scripture and Song in Worship: A Service Book for the Sunday School. By
Francis Wayland Shepardson and Lester Bartlett Jones. {In preparation.)

OUTLINE COURSES FOR HOME STUDY
Foreshadowings of the Christ. By William R. Harper; a study of Ok
Testament history and prophecy.

Life of the Christ. By Ernest D. Burton; a study of the Four Gospels

yf

Work of

Epistles

Ernest D. Burton; a study of

Wisdom
Harper; a study of

Work of

worship

Harper; a study of

and Ethical Teaching of Jesus. By Shatter Mathew

yf Jesus related to modern lift

Element M. P. Smith; a study of
the Psalterfrom the point of view of its personal

Book of Job (half course.) By William R. Harper; a study of the problem
of human suffering as treated in Old Testament thought.
f Letters of Paul (half course). By Ernest D. Burton; a study of the

letters to the Corinthians, Romans, and Galatians in the light of the

history of the early church.

Origin and Religious Teaching of the Old Testament Books. By Georgia
L. Chamberlin; a general course introducing the student to the literature

of the Old Testament.

Price, each, 50 cents net, postage extra
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Jerusalem in Bible Times, By Lewis Bayles Paton.

150 pages, 1 2mo, flexible covers; net $1.00, postpaid $1.09

0t

From the Preface

"At the time of the meeting of the World's Sunday-School

Convention in Jerusalem hundreds of eager people found it

impossible to get, either from men or from books, an accurate

account of the remains of the ancient city. To help this difficulty

I was invited to lecture before the convention and to conduct

some parties about the city. At the close of the meeting I was
asked to put my addresses into permanent form, so that it might

be possible for those who had heard them, and for other students

of the Bible, to give them more careful consideration. -The
result of this request has been the preparation and publication of

this series of studies into the archaeological history of ancient

Jerusalem."

World To-Day. Professor Paton has had exceptional opportunities to study
the excavations and the general topography of the city, and his volume
is specially valuable as a summary of the recent work on the walls of the
sacred site.

Christian Register. history

besides, many references to existing conditions. To students of the

Jerusalem

interested in Palestinian history

trustworthy statement of known

Books for Old Testament Study: An Annotated List for Popular
and Professional Use. By John Merlin Powis Smith.

70 pages, 8vo, paper; net 50 cents, postpaid 54 cents

CONTENTS
I. History IV. Interpretation

II. Introduction to the Old V. Miscellaneous Books

rTT „, _ VI. The Old Testament Apoc-
lll. I he Language and Text of rypha

the
VII. Periodical Publications

12
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Publications oj the American Sociological Society.

Vol. I. Papers and Proceedings of the First Annual Meeting

148 pages, 8vo, paper; net $1 .50, postpaid $1 .56

Contents: The American Sociological Society; "The Establishment of

Sociology," by Lester F. Ward; "How Should Sociology be Taught as

a College or University Subject?" by Charles A. Ellwood; "Western
Civilization and the Birth-Rate," by Edward A. Ross; "Points of

Agreement Among Sociologists," by Albion W. Small; "The Fine Arts

as a Dynamic Factor in Society," by Mrs. J. Odenwald-Unger; "Social

Consciousness," by Charles H. Cooley; "Social Darwinism," by D.

Collin Wells; Constitution of the American Sociological Society; List

of Members,

Vol. II. Papers and Proceedings of the Second Annual Meeting

198 pages, 8vo, paper; net $1 .50, postpaid $1 .59

Contents : Modern
by Lester F. Ward; "The Basis of Social Conflict," by Thomas N.

Carver; "Competition," by Lindley M. Keasbey; "Is Sectionalism in

America Dying Away ? " by Frederick J. Turner; "Race Friction between

Whites and Blacks," by Alfred H. Stone; "The Significance of the

Orient for the Occident," by William I. Thomas; "Class Conflict in

America," by John R. Commons; " Contradictions of Ideas and Beliefs,"

by Franklin H. Giddings.

Publications oj the National Society jor the Scientific Study oj

Education (formerly the National Herbart Society) .

We are sole agents for these publicat The
ports (each issued in two parts) contain important papers and

discussions on pedagogical subjects. Detailed information will

be furnished on request. The Yearbooks for 1895-1 899 and for

90
being £5

906 have been bound together, the price of each

13
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The Study oj Stellar Evolution: An Account oj Some Modern
Methods of Astrophysical Research. By George Ellery Hale,

Director oj the Solar Observatory oj the Carnegie Institution,

Mount Wilson, California.

250 pages, 104 plates, 8vo, cloth; net $4.00, postpaid $4.27

In untechnical, clear-cut language, easily followed by the
layman, this work by one of the foremost authorities in the field

of astrophysical research presents a fascinating account of the
study of the origin, evolution, and decay of celestial bodies, and
of the instruments and methods of a modern observatory, accom-
panied by illustrations in the text, and by a series of plates repro-
ducing a number of the best and most recent photographs obtained
with the largest telescopes.

London Times. When a man is rapidly exploring untrodden ground, it is
not easy for him to find time for giving a popular account of his explora-
tions. We

enterp
Herein we may read not only how the biggest lens in the world has been
mounted and set to work near Chicago, but also how the two longest
telescopes in the world have been set up on Mount Wilson, one horizon-
tal y along the ground, and one vertically, with a high tower and a deep
TITO! V*/^ ttr^*, J ^*-£, .1 — 1 A 1 1 • I - *well.

arm
chairs, practically put us in possession of the same knowledge which
has been won by others with so much labor.

World
ot the actual working of an observa
Mount Wilson

Hale has had the good fortune to organize. It is the kind of a book that
an educated person who is really interested in scientific procedure will

will be greatly

»/nm oj ermsn Astronomical Association. Prof. Hale, who is one of the
foremost authorities in the astronomical world, explains in language
adapted to the "man of the street," the discoveries that have been made
in that branch of science which is now known as the New Astronomy.

instruments
clear, non-mathematical language tells how the results obtained by their

Wnt'-L
1ntTeted

-
T1

?
e book appeals to the ordinary as well as to the

n^tj I\l
Udi °n kymg * down

'
one feels that Jt w not a work to be

I't doe not ™t ^ P
'

Ut
i"

5

£f *

ThC langUage and^ are such that
it does not contain a single "dry" page.^i&^ iS °ne that does not rec

I
uire ««* technical

and comSw S?^ ftronomy or w^h physics. The pleasing style

andX™ tL T* °f

,

any traC
-

e
u°

f eg0tism
'
«*e the book a characterana charm that are rarely met with.
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First- Year Mathematics for Secondary Schools. By George William

Myers, Professor of the Teaching of Mathematics and Astronomy

in the College of Education of the University of Chicago,

assisted by the Instructors in Mathematics in the University

High School.

198 pages, i2mo, cloth; net $1.00, postpaid $1.09

The object of this new course in mathematics is to do away

with the present artificial divisions of the subject and to give it

vital connection with the student's whole experience. The first

year of secondary work is devoted (i) to generalizing and extend-

ing arithmetical notions, (2) to following up the notions of men-

suration into their geometrical consequences, and (3) to recon-

noitering a broadly interesting and useful field of algebra.

Geometric Exercises for Algebraic Solution, for Secondary Schools.

By George William Myers and the Instructors in Mathematics

in the University High School.

90 pages, i2mo, cloth; net 75 cents, postpaid 82 cents

This book supplies means for holding, through the second-

year geometry course, the ground made in algebra during the

first year. By the use of geometric problems to be algebraically

solved the course serves the threefold purpose (i) of keeping

algebraic procedure in continual use, (2) of holding the unity

of the geometrical course intact, and (3) of pointing out many

connecting by-ways of the two domains.

Medico-Physical Works. By John Mayow, LL.D. ,
M.D. A lembic

Club Reprint No. 17.

368 pages, i2mo, cloth; net $1.25, postpaid $1.36

John Mayow, a graduate of Oxford and a successful physician,

died in 1679 at the age of thirty-six. He was the author of five

treatises on chemical and physiological subjects, written in Latin:

1 Nitrum and Nitro-Aerial III. On the Respiration of the Foetus

Spirit Uterus

Muscular MotionII. On Respiration IV. On
V. On Rickets

Although several times reprinted, these attracted little atten-

tion until the discovery of oxygen, when it was found to the

astonishment of chemists, that the new chemistry which was

rapidly conquering the scientific world was to be found in these

old writings. They are here reprinted in English translation.
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BOOKS IN PRESS

Industrial Insurance. By Charles Richmond Henderson.

The Cameralists. By Albion W. Small.

English Poems: The Elizabethan and Caroline Periods. Edited

by Walter C. Bronson.

The Huguenots: Catherine de Medici and Philip the Second,

1559-76 By James Westjail Thompson..

Christ and the Eastern Soul: The Witness of the Oriental Con-
sciousness to Jesus Christ. By the late Charles Cuthbert Hall

The Religious Life and Attitude in Islam. By Duncan B. Mac-
donald.

Social Duties from the Christian Point oj View: A Textbook jor

the Study 0} Social Problems. By Charles Richmond Hender-
son.

The Teaching oj Jesus about the Future, According to the Synoptic
Gospels. By Henry Burton Sharman.

The Development oj the Idea oj Atonement. By Ernest D. Burton,
J. M. P. Smith, and Gerald B. Smith.

Studies in Galilee. By Ernest W. G. Masterman.
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EVERY HOME
should have them. Re-
product ions of the

world's great paintings

ERRY

ICTURES
ONE CENT

each for 25 or more. Size
5%x8. (6 to 10 times the
size of this picture.)

Send today 25c for 25
art subjects, or 25 Madon-
nas,or 25 kittens, etc., or 25
for children, or $1.00 for the

4 sets.

Send 3 two-cent stamps
in January for catalogue of
1000 miniature illustra-

tions, two pictures, a
colored Bird picture and a
picture of Mr. Taft.

THE PERRY PICTURES CO.,
Box 501 Maiden, Mass.

Ikreuterbucb By H. Hicronymus Bock.
Publisher; Josiam Rihel,

Strassburg 1572. Size: 21x32 cm. 369 double pages,
excluding index pages, with 555 colored illustrations.

Good print and well kept. To be sold. Offers to be
directed on A. MEISSMER, Steglitz, Berlin,
Siblopstr. 115.

The

Journal

of

Geology

Edited by Thomas C Chamberlin. Published
semi-quarterly, with illustrations. Subscrip-
tion price, $3.00 a year; single copies, 50
cents ; foreign postage, 53 cents
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Young Marsh Hawks

Lantern Slides
for

Nature Study
We are offering for the use of Schools, Audubon
Societies and those interested in Nature Study, a
series of extremely interesting- and beautiful lan-
tern slides from original negatives, photographed
from life, illustrating many of our

NATIVE BIRDS AND INSECTS
We also offer lantern slides illustrating Zoology,

Geology, Botany, Bacteriology, Physical Geography, His-

tory, Industrial Subjec/s, and a full line of

Mounted Microscopical Specimens

Circulars and Catalogue on application.

WILLIAMS, BROWN & EARLE
Manufacturers of Projecting Lanterns, Microscopes

and Slides

Dapt. 24, 918 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

By Albert A. Michclson

1. Wave Motion and Interference. 5
a. Comparison of the Efficiency of the Micro- 6.

scope, Telescope, and Interferometer.

3- Application of Interference Methods to
Measurements of Distances and Angles. 7.

4- Application of Interference Methods to

Light Waves as Standards of Length.

Analysis of the Action of Magnetism on

Light Waves by the Interferometer and

the Echelon. •

Application of Interference Methods to

Astronomy.

Spectroscopy. 8. The Ether.

With 108 text figures and three full-page lithographs.

accuratepractical applications 01 recent lucunw iu v^n^» w&^*~~ - — -

illustrations and descriptions of apparatus add materially to the value of this book.

Students of physics and astronomy will find here an admirable condensation of the some-
imrVtrx 4._^^a._ -l* a . - _ *1 - mm • • _ _ t 3 __*,«».«•***. Initio minriPfmanner

$1.50 $1

University of Chicago
and New YorR



MONTHS
FOR

AND YOUR MONEY BACK
We believe THE WORLD TO-DAY is one of the

best magazines published for the general reader.

uite naturally you will say that our judgment is

biased because we are its publishers, and, of course,
every publisher thinks his magazine is the best and the
only one worth reading.

While we have back of us the verdict of an ever in-

g of thousands of subscribers, we propose
put our opinion to a practical

HERE IS OUR PLAN
WORLD

cents.
three copies 45

mail us 25 cents in silver, stamps
the realm, and we will send vo

issues, beginning with January number. At the end of the three
months, if you are not satisfied that we have given you big value,
simply drop us a card and we will promptly refund your money.

These copies will not be sent on "suspicion," but on your
honor. We want Is it a go ?

THE WORLD TO-DAY
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By George W. Fitz, M.D., former Assistant Professor of Physiology

and Hygiene, Harvard University, and sometime Teacher of Science

in Cook County Normal School, III. xiii+ 357 pp. 12010. S1.12.

Dr. George L. Meylan, of Columbia University, in the Educational

Review: "This volume marks a distinct advance in the effort to produce

a satisfactory textbook of physiology and hygiene for high schools. The

remarkable development of hygiene and sanitation during the last few

years has caused the school" textbooks on hygiene to become obsolete and

unsatisfactory. The typical school textbook on this subject contains a

description of elementary anatomy and physiology supplemented by

dogmatic rules of hygienic living, with a disproportionate emphasis on the

evil effects resulting from the use of alcoholic beverages and narcotics.

The subject of community hygiene has been ignored almost entirely.

Such important topics as the cause of disease; the ways by which germ

diseases are transmitted; the defenses against disease; the significance

of vaccination, isolation, and quarantine; the reasons for inspection of

water, milk, and food supply, etc., have been omitted from school books.

s volume includes chapters on physiology, personal hygiene,

community hygiene, and first aid to the injured. In the first chap-

ter a clear description of the fundamental biological laws governing

the growth, nutrition, and reproduction of organisms serves the purpose

of a good introduction to the treatment of physiology in the following

chapters. The treatment of physiology deserves especial commendation.

The essential principles of elementary physiology are presented clearly and

concisely. An abundance of exceptionally good illustrations and the addi-

tion at the end of each chapter of simple experiments constitute valuable

aids in understanding the structure and functions of the various organs.

The general subject of personal hygiene is well presented. ... A
fair amount of well-selected material on public hygiene adds greatly to the

value of this book. ... the treatment of physiology and hygiene shows

originality in statement and arrangement of material."

Thi

Holt and Company
34 West 33d Street, New York 378 Wabash Avenue, Chicago



verybody asks this question after

a fire. The next question, which is just

as important, "What Company?" no
ody asks. The property owners o

America pay annually three hundre
minion dollars in premiums tor hre in-

surance, but not one in ten of them
nows even the name of the Company

whose policy may be his only asset in

case of disaster. Do YOU know?
not, what an astonishing state of affairs

or an enlightened businesslike Ameri
can citizen

you do know the name of the
Company, what ao you know ot its

standing or its reputation for fair dealing?
The Hartford Fire Insurance
Company for ninety-nine years has
paid promptly every just claim, so that
to-day it does the largest fire insurance
usiness in America. When next you

insure, tell your Agent you want to

Insure in the
LOSSES PAID "CASH WITHOUT DISCOUNT"

AGENTS EVERYWHERE

+
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VOLUME XLVII NUMBER i

Botanical Gazette
JANUARY igog

ON TRIPLE HYBRIDS
Hugo de Vries

Twin hybrids are produced when the pollen of Oenothera Lamarck-
iana or of one of its derivatives is crossed with the European sub-
species of O. biennis or of O. muricata. These twins appear in about
equal numbers and are constant in succeeding generations. One
of them, O. laeta, is broad and smooth leaved ; the other, O. velutina,
is more hairy and has furrow-shaped leaves. 1

_

Triple hybrids may be produced by combining this phenomenon
with the hereditary qualities of O. lata and O. scintillans. Both of
them originated in my garden from O. Lamarckiana. O. lata is

female, its anthers are barren. O. scintillans is an inconstant species
which repeats its type only in one-third or two-thirds of its offspring.
Both of them, when pollinated by O. Lamarckiana, give a mixed
Progeny, only part of which is like the mother. 2

In order to get triplets, therefore, we have to cross O. lata or O.
scintillans with some species which will split them into laeta and
velutina (as it would do O. Lamarckiana itself or some others of its

mutant species), and which, moreover, does not prevent them from
repeating their own type in their progeny. The triplets will then be

•
aeta, O. velutina, and O. lata. The first two will drop the special

c aracter of the mutant-parent (Box. Gaz. /. c. 403), but all three will
e intermediate hybrids between O. Lamarckiana or O. lata and the

species used as the other parent.

com

f°Und that °' StHgosa Rydberg, O. Hookeri T. and G., and the
mon American subspecies of O. biennis L. comply with these
1 Bot. Gazette 44:401-407. x 9o7 .
3 ^e Mutations-Theorie. Vols. I and II.
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requirements. The experiments to be described in this article are
.

limited to the effects of their pollen on 0. lata and O. scintillans.

O. strigosa Rydb. has very small flowers, of the size of those of

. O. muricata, but in less dense spikes. They open their anthers

two or more days before unfolding the corolla, and the pollen comes

in contact with the whole outer surface of the stigma and causes

fertilization. The leaves are bluish green and furrow-shaped, and

the tip is bent sideways. The tops of young shoots, when seen from

above, therefore, present the aspect of a wheel with spokes all curved

to the left or to the right. This striking feature is repeated, though

somewhat reduced, in all of its hybrids and causes them to be easily

recognized. I collected seed in the Yellowstone Park in 1904.

Another lot was kindly sent to me by Mr. T. D. A. Cockerell from

Boulder, Colorado. Of both strains I have since cultivated two

generations.

In crossing O. strigosa with O. Lamarckiana, twins arise which

combine the characters of laeta and velutina with those of strigosa.

They differ more widely from one another than do the twins of any

other cross I have studied up to this time. The velutina is almost like

the velutina of O. muricata X Lamarckiana, but has the bluish tinge,

the more pointed leaves with bent tips, and the wheel-shaped tops

of the young shoots described above for O. strigosa. The laeta from

the strigosa cross is a very stout plant with very broad leaves (6
cm

),

blunt at the apex and indented at the base, with smooth surface, and

bright green. The flower buds are more narrowly conical than those

of velutina, the flowers open more widely, the fruits are conical with

four sharp and protruding teeth, whereas those of velutina are blunt

and short. By this mark and by the somewhat narrowed neck of the

fruits of velutina, the two forms are most easily distinguished when

flowering is over. The laeta is usually poor, but the velutina is rich

in pollen.

In contrast to the species previously dealt with, O. strigosa pro-

duces twins from O. Lamarckiana when used as male parent as well

as when used as female parent. In these reciprocal crosses both of

the twins are identical.
1

The twins produced by O. strigosa from O. scintillans and from

O. lata comply with the description given. They cannot be distin-
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*

guished from them externally, even when cultivated in large and pure

lots.

0. Hookeri T. and G. is a Californian species and is also found in

Texas. 3 I collected seeds in the vicinity of Berkeley, California, and

another lot was sent to me from Riverside by Mr. Fred M. Reed.
It is a striking species, even more beautiful than O. Lamarckiana.

The flowers are of the same size, protruding their pistils high above

the anthers: but the netals are more
nearly obcordate, and a paler yellow. The plant is hairy and reddish,

and the leaves (especially those of the rosette) are long and narrow.

With Lamarckiana it produces twins identical in both reciprocal

crosses and both of them as large-flowered as the parent species.

The laeta is bright green, with smooth leaves and slender flower buds.

The velutina is hairy and reddish, with furrow-shaped leaves and thick

buds. It flowers more profusely and resembles O. Hookeri almost

exactly, but is stouter, with dense and richly flowered spikes.

Hooket

from
The American subspecies of O. biennis used for my experiments

was collected by me in 1904 at Chicago, near Jackson Park. Tt seems
to be the same form as that which is most common in the eastern

-tates. Other subspecies I have collected in Pennsvlvania, Kansas,
Mis

Europ

souri, and elsewhere. All of them are quite different from the

my
m my article on twin hybrids (Bot. CxAzette I.e.). A systematic

numerous b

my
call it Chicago. Its most curious duality is that of producing twins
when male
crossed with the pollen of this species. In this respect it is exactly

and

from
and darker green than the European form. Its flowers are much
smaller, sometimes reaching the size of those of O. muricata, but

Ho
Grav R •

and G -
="°nagra Hookeri Small = 0. biennis hirsutissima

UnJ'nT;
CaHf

' See H - M - "all, A botanical survey of San Jacinto Mountain.
UniV - Cahf

- Publ. Bot. x S98. I002 .
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deeper yellow. The stigm

open early in the bud. T]

surrounded by the anthers which

velutina

from

the European O. biennis, although the leaves are narrower and darker

I cultivated this strain during three succeeding generations.green

mutant

Mutations from

iana seed of 1889 which was sown in 1895. In 1906 I had the fourth

from

cross. periments

article arose as a mutant in 1901. It was artificially fertilized. My
crosses were made with specimens of the

of its progeny.

I will now describe the crosses from

Oenothera scintillans X strigosa. made in July

specimens. It yielded a small lot of seed

which was sown the next spring. From

most

during the summer. The laeta and velutina agreed with the descrip-

tion given above; the lata was a mutant. The scintillans were inter-

hybrids, which had the habit and leaves of the mothermediate hybrids, which had

parent, or nearly so, but small flowers with the anthers surrounding

stigm I fertilized all three forms

with their own pollen and intend to sow the seed next year.

Oenothera lata X strigosa.—This cross was effected in 1905, both

parents being annual specimens. I used different plants of lata and
sowed the seed of one cross in 1906, of another cross in 1907, and a

third lot in 1908. I got the following results:

Year Number of
specimens

1906
!907
1908

Total

41

47
270

358

Percentage laeta

36

49
27

Percentage
velutina

59
40

34

Percentage lata

5
11

38

40 33 27

Lamarckiana. I

from

from
1 most
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flowered. All of them were velutina. In 190 /
nated

laeta and some velutina and got 80 and 45 seedlings respectively.

The first were all laeta, the second lot was uniformly velutina. Of

specimens

tie time of flc

intermediate In

them

them

under the same conditions for comparison. The lata from the

strigosa cross had narrower leaves but with the rounded tips; the

bracts were broad but less bent downward. The flowers were much

smaller than those of the mother, but somewhat larger than those

of the father. Their shape resembled that of 0. strigosa, but the

stigma showed, although in a lessened degree, the peculiar hand-

shaped form of the ordinary O. lata. The anthers touched the

stigma, but only with their lower halves. The flower buds were

broad, and the tube was relatively short. In all these points and in

the other characters the lata hybrids were strikingly intermediate

between the two parents. Even the bent tips of the young leaves

were to be seen, and at once revealed the father. But the most

interesting feature was that of the pollen. O. lata is purely female,

while O. strigosa has the ordinary supply of pollen. The hybrids

showed some pollen and a relatively small number of fertile grains.

These were, during ordinary weather, insufficient for fertilization,

even if the pollen of many flowers was brought upon one stigma.

But there were individual fluctuations, and so I succeeded in getting

self-fertilized fruits on at least one specimen.

Oenothera lata X O. biennis Chicago.—This cross was made in

1905, both parents being annual. Two
used.

specimens

three

years and had the following results

:

6

Year Number of
specimens

Percentage laeta

27

34
36

35

Percentage
velutina

Percentage lata

70
29
28

34

3

37

35

3i
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The laeta and the velutina were of the description already given.

I sowed the self-fertilized seed of 1906 in 1907 and 1908 and had

four lots of the second generation. The lots of the first included

69 and 139 individuals, all of which were laeta; the sowings of the

other strain extended over 38 and 158 samples, all of which were

velutina. Both of the twins thus complied with the rule of constancy

in the second generation. From the lots of 1907 I cultivated in 1908

a third generation comprising 70 children of laeta and 90 of velutina;

both lots were once more uniform and similar to their parents.

The lata individuals of this cross were almost similar to those of

O. lata itself. However, they had the smaller flowers of O. biennis,

with the self-fertilizing position of the stigma, and the long lobes of

the father. Their flower buds were intermediate between those of

the two parents. In 1906 and 1907 the anthers seemed wholly

barren; but in 1908, during the very warm last days of July, they

yielded some pollen, which was used partly for self-fertilization,

partly for crosses.

Hookeri most

crosses with O. lata, since its lata hybrids are almost as rich in pollen

as any other evening primrose. This enabled me to study the second
generation of the lata, which, in contrast to that of the laeta and the

elutina repeats the splitting. The yield of the pollen was small in

the unfavorable summer of 1907, but large during the hot days of

July and August, 1908.

I have made this cross twice, in 1905 and 1907; the parents were
annual specimens. I had the following results in the first generation

:

Year

J 9Q7
1908
1908

Total

Seed of
Number of
specimens

Percentage
laeta

J 9°5
I905

1907

Percentage
velutina

51
229

72

53
45

49

352 47

39
47
28

42

Percentage
lata

8
8

22

11

Here also the laeta and from
cross with Lamarckiana. I sowed some self-fertilized seed of the
velutina of 1906, partly in 1907 and partly in 1908, and cultivated
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specimens

acters.

The lata specimens also were cultivated from seed of 1906 in both

succeeding years. Their flowers were as large as those of both

parents and intermediate in the tinge of the yellow, the Hookeri

being paler yellow than the Lamarckiana and its lata. The anthers

did not reach the stigma, which was often hand-shaped. The spike

was much denser than that of Hookeri but thinner than that of the

mother. Stem, veins, and calyx were reddish; and leaves were

narrower than in O. lata. In all these and in other characters the

plants were strikingly lata, but with the addition of the differentiating

marks of the Hookeri.

The self-fertilized seed of the lata plants of the first generation

gave a mixed progeny, consisting of velutina and lata, both resembling

the types of the first year. No laeta specimens were produced.

numbers were the following

:

The

Year

J 9°7
1908 ,

Total

Number of

seedlings

53
134

Percentage
velutina

85
81

Percentage
lata

is

19

187 82 18

From the experiments described the following table may be

compiled

:

Triple hybrids and their succeeding generations

Mother Father
First generation

Percentage

O. scintillansXO. strigosa

O. lata XO. strigosa

O. lata XO. bien. Chicago

O. lata XO. Hookeri

49
29
21

40

33
27

35

34
3 1

47
42

laeta

velutina

scintillans

laeta

velutina

lata

laeta

velutina

lata

laeta

velutina

Second
generation

Third
generation

80 laeta

158 velutina

11 lata

j

70 laeta

196 velutina 90 velutina
208 laeta

120 velutina

82 per cent,

velutina

18 per cent,

lata

<
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Quadruple hybrids.—The discovery of twin and triple hybrids

naturally suggests the idea of the possibility of a hybrid quartette.

As a matter of fact the experiments did the same. In the case of 0.
lata X O. biennis from Chicago a fourth type appeared in one speci-

men, and in that of O. lata X O. Hookeri in two specimens. These
three plants belonged evidently to the lata type, but combined with
this the smooth, broad, and bright-green leaves of the laeta, whereas
all the other latas of these crosses had gray and furrow-shaped leaves

like the velutina. The lata-laeta of the first cross was sufficiently

fertile, but of two of the Hookeri cross one had barren anthers and
the other only some spare pollen in comparison with the rich supply
of pollen in the other lata plants of this cross. In this respect, there-

fore, they also showed the character of the laeta type.

It would seem probable that the lata-laeta should be produced in

the same number as the other lata, or lata-velutina as we could now
call it. But then the laeta itself often appears in too small numbers.
The cause of this phenomenon has still to be investigated.

Summary
i

.
Triple hybrids are produced in crosses of Oenothera scintillans

American

from O. Lamarckiana
i Rydb., O. Hookeri

'

from
corresponding Lamarckiana crosses and bear the characters of O. laeta
and O. velutina combined with those of the other parent.

4. The third type resembles the mother (O. lata or O. scintillans),
but in its special marks is also intermediate between its parents.

5. The laeta and velutina are constant and uniform in their succeed-
ing generations, so far as experience goes. In this respect they follow
the rule for the twin hybrids of O. Lamarckiana.

6. The lata, however, in the only case tried, repeated the splitting
after self-fertilization, producing, however, only lata and velutina.

7- It seems probable that the whole progeny of the crosses named
should split up into two equal parts, laeta and velutina, and that each
of them should produce a certain percentage of lata. In this way
quadruple hybrids would arise.

Botanic Garden
Amsterdam



PERIODICITY IN SPIROGYRA
W. F. COPELAND

The object in beginning these studies with Spirogyra was to get

notes on the rearing of species and to see how far they could be

changed by conditions. With this end in view ioo aquaria were

started and soon contained puzzling results. To interpret these and

to get on with the experiments, it soon seemed desirable, if not neces-

sary, to know how Spirogyra lives under natural environment. For

this reason the major part of my time was given to a consideration of

this plant out of doors. An attempt has been made to repeat all

observations and experiments under as great a variety of conditions

as possible in an ordinary biological laboratory. When field-work

was not practicable or necessary, laboratory work was resumed. In

this way scores of experiments have been in progress from the begin-

ning.

After this work had continued for some months, considerations

were given to conditions appearing with some regularity whether

Spirogyra was being studied under natural or under artificial environ-

ment. As a possible constant condition, it was finally decided to give

special attention to the subject of periodicity. In this paper only

those experiments will be mentioned which seem to have some bear-

ing on this subject. Although laboratory studies are of minor

importance in the subject of periodicity, in the present discussion

they will appear first.

in any way aided me
my

y. It is a pleasure to thank
Dr

- C. F. Hodge, who suggested the problem, for his help and criti-

cism; Helen Reinherr Copeland for help in identification of

micr W
lls, Millbury, Mass., for collecting much valuable material in

that locality; and Dr. O. P. Dellinger, Worcester, Mass., for help-
ul suggestions and criticisms. The following persons have sent me

specimens from more distant localities: W
9]

Johns r, B. A. Place, Iowa

[Botanical Gazette, vol. 47
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Wesleyan University; S. G. Winter, Illinois Wqsleyan University;

and W. A. Matheny, Sardis, Ohio."

Review of literature

In 1803 Vaucher (6) tells of his attempt to work out the life-

history of the Conjugatae. For this purpose the genus Spirogyra

Mulleb

Conf made

in the spring and it was found that this species would fruit and dis-

appear as early as February 15 and as late as March 20. The zygo-

spores which he had collected germinated July 15, and all seemed to

germinate on the same day.

A history of the British freshwater algae by Hassall (3) appeared

in 1857. This well-known work contains descriptions of 42 species

of Spirogyra under the name Zygnema. A single hint is given as to

the time of year when conjugation takes place; namely, "The
species of this group of confervae may be found in a state of conjuga-

tion during the entire spring, summer, and autumnal months, but

more abundant in the spring."

In 1874 The freshwater algae of the United States by Wood (9)

was published in the Smithsonian Report. Speaking of the Zygne-

maceae he says: "The family under consideration is among the

commonest and most widely diffused of all the freshwater algae.

They may be found in greater or less abundance at all seasons, but

the spores appear to be formed only in the spring and early summer,
at least these are the only times at which I have found fertile filaments.

In the neighborhood of Philadelphia I have collected them in excel-

lent condition as early as the beginning of April and as late as the

latter part of June. Further south conjugation of course commences
earlier, and fine specimens received by myself from Mr. Canby
were collected by him in Florida in February."

The work of Paul Petit (5) entitled Spirogyra ties environs de
Paris appeared in 1880. No general statement is made regarding
the fruiting season of this genus, but, with one exception, dates are
given with the description of the different species. These dates show
that 20 of the 36 species described matured during March, April, and
May;

July. These were found
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in fruit from Juki until October. One species fruited in April and

May and agJon in October.

Since 1880 a number of papers relating to Spirogyra have appeared,

but only a few of them give any facts that can be used in a study of

periodicity. Bennett and Murray (i) write: " Germination some-

times takes place while still in the mother cell; but most commonly

both filaments perish after conjugation, with the exception of numer-

ous zygospores which fall to the bottom. These remain dormant

through the winter .... germinating in the spring .... instances

are recorded of filaments persisting through the winter. Hofmeister

states that the growth of Spirogyra is intermittent."

The following case is reported by W. and G. S. West (7): "We
have melted out of the ice from Micham Common, Surrey, excellent

examples of Spirogyra catenae]ormis in conjugation, the vitality of

which was in nowise impaired."

The few scattered remarks given include all the notes the writer

has been able to gather from papers published before 1905. In this

year a few papers appeared which had a more direct bearing on the

subject at hand. These seem to be the pioneer publications on the

subject of algal periodicity. In indicating some of the "problems of

aquatic biology" Fritsch (2) calls attention to the fact that different

bodies of water, often far apart, will have the same dominant and

often the same subordinate vegetation ; also that a plant may be very

abundant one month and almost, if not entirely, absent the next

month. An intimate relation was found to exist between the relative

abundance of an alga and its period of reproduction; the formation

of the sex organs frequently preceding the disappearance or dimin-

ished abundance of a given species. Fritsch writes: "In some

cases no doubt these features (maximum abundance and period of

reproduction) are influenced by the periodically recurring factors

such as the rise of temperature and the increase in the intensity of

light in the spring; so that the maximum abundance and period of

reproduction are definite phenomena."
Another paper on the subject of algal periodicity appeared in

905- So far the publications mentioned have had to do only with

freshwater algae; for that reason it is well to call attention to studies

made on marine forms. While at work on Dictyotaceae, Williams

1
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(8) discovered that Dictyota had definite periods for the development
of its fruit. This is well explained in his introductory paragraph:

"While studying the development of the sexual cells in Dictyota,

the interesting discovery was made that the process was practically

simultaneous, not only for a given plant but for all the plants of the

locality."

This work by Williams was done at Bangor, Wales, and at Ply-

mouth, England. During the summer of 1906, observations were
made on the same plant at Beaufort, North Carolina, by W. D.
Hoyt (4): "It was found at Beaufort, also, that this alga produced
its sexual cells in regular, periodic crops One observation is

interesting in this connection. A female plant kept in the laboratory
for nearly two months and then examined showed sori only slightly

less advanced than those on plants growing in the harbor
1 ms result is similar to the one observed by Williams but goes a
step farther in showing that periodicity is transmitted to new struc-
tures formed from the original plant, even where these are not sub-
jected to alternating conditions It still remains to be seen
whether the periodic habit can be transmitted through the nroto-
asm

Spirogyra under artificial environment

experiments were conducted
windows were used which faced toward the northwest, northeast,
and southeast. Whenever a new line of investigation was begun,

aquaria One set was
placed in a northwest, one in a northeast, and one in a southeast
window. The conditions made use of in the three sets of experiments

temperat

experiments
and a difference in light intensity. Other „_ WM
ducted which had nothing to do with conditions of"temperature and
light.

In the first experiments Spirogyra was brought into the laboratory
and small amounts placed in aquaria filled with water from the
pond from which the plant was taken. In some cases the plant was
washed before being transferred to the aquaria, in others it was not.
A second group of experiments contain^ th* Mm —^™* I
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with the exception of the culture medium. In this group attempts

were made to repeat the experiments while using tap instead of pond

water. As a result, it was found that the aquaria with tap-water were

as satisfactory, and, in most cases, much more so than those with

pond water. Hence tap-water aquaria were used as controls.

It is well to note concerning this point that the tap-water was from

reservoirs which were in turn supplied by small brooks and surface

drainage. In many cases the pond water was taken from ponds

supplied b.y brooks which drained the reservoirs just mentioned.

I next tried a group of experiments for the purpose of fixing some

value to the use of plant food solutions for the investigation at hand.

most

was employed in a great many experiments

taneously with Knop's. In comparing aqua

solutions, no general rule ronlH he establish On the whole, how-

ever, the writer is inclined to favor at least a weak food solution.

Knop's solution as low as o . 04 per cent, gave favorable results.

A long list of experiments was prepared in which rain and distilled

water were used ; and in others melted snow. Some of these were not

disturbed after being placed in their respective windows. Others

were left in these media for periods varying from one to ten days

and then changed to a weak food solution (usually 0.05 per cent.),

and this was raised by degrees to o. 2 per cent, where it was allowed

to remain. In this group care was taken to select Spirogyra from

different localities. Specimens were obtained from swift water, from

slow-running brooks, and from small quiet pools and ponds where very

httle disturbance was possible. Notes on these experiments show
that no particular advantage was gained by using these media.

From the first the aquaria located in the southeast windows were

shorter lived than either of the other sets of aquaria. It will be

remembered that the only difference in conditions was a slight differ-

ence in temperature plus a difference in light intensity. Experiments
were now conducted in order to try the effect of shading the cultures.

lssue PaPer of different colors was used for this purpose. The best

results were obtained when the aquaria wpty> ^nt shaded above the

surface of the water. After scores of e periments

started
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it was shaded with black paper; after two weeks, this was changed

to yellow; and after another two weeks the shading was not used at

all. This was a decided advantage to the aquaria in the southeast

windows. While the effect was not so noticeable in the other labora-

tories, the results were sufficient to justify this method in all the win-

dows. It is not to be understood that tap-water aquaria were the

only ones used with a shade. On the other hand, snow, rain, distilled

water, and food solutions were used in every case. The same applies

to the following series of experiments.

Up to this time no attention has been given to the substratum,
nor to other plants with which Spirogyra is most frequently asso-

ciated in its natural habitat. For this group of aquaria soil, debris,

and plants, for the most part, were used from the immediate locality

from which the specimens were taken. In some cases the soil was
first sterilized.

Among the plants which seemed beneficial to Spirogyra, none
proved more helpful than Oedogonium. In fact in every aquaria
in which Spirogyra lived for several months or a year, Oedogonium
was invariably present and often the predominating alga. The
Oedogonium could usually be found attached to the sides of the jar
or floating at the surface, thus shielding the Spirogyra from too much
sunlight. Chara supplied to the aquaria was helpful so long as it

was not too abundant. In some cases where aquaria were thus
started, the Chara died out after two or three months and was followed
by an abundant growth of Oedogonium, and later by Spirogyra. In
the field, masses of Spirogyra were often collected among water cress,
but in no case was a good growth of Spirogyra obtained in an aquarium
with this plant. A number of jars were supplied with oak leaves
taken directly from the trees where they had remained all winter.
To other aquaria pieces of charcoal were added. Both of these
factors seemed beneficial and in most
Spirogyra were obtained which lasted until conjugation had taken
place.

Spirogyr

Field-work was begun early in April. At this time 400 aquaria
o all sizes were in use and too of them contained excellent cultures
of Spirogyra which had been under cultivation for two months. On
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April 27 S. quadrata was found conjugating abundantly. This one

was followed by others until twelve different species had matured and

disappeared. At first all material was brought to the laboratory in

small jars and then examined, but this method was by no means

satisfactory. A microscope together with a crude temporary stand

was added to my collecting outfit, and an examination of all material

was made on the spot. There are so many chances of collecting

worthless material that no other method was found which would give

definite results.

The first task was to locate Spirogyra in a number of different

localities with different conditions of environment. Accordingly

a few localities were selected varying from a few rods to twelve

miles apart. Within these regions 40 different places were selected

which could be visited frequently and studied with care. Some

were in open places, while others were in deep shadow; some were

in pure running water, others in filthy stagnant pools; some with

numerous other algae, others almost alone; and under many other

conditions.

For identification of species some of the material was usually

killed in the field as soon as collected. From 2 to 4 per cent, solu-

tion of formalin was used for this purpose when larger masses were

killed, but in most cases chromacetic solution was used according

to the formula given in Chamberlain's Methods in pi

°gy> P- 139 (chromic acid i
gr

,
glacial acetic acid 4", water 400°'

Several stains were used, but Haidenhain's iron-hematoxylin was

most satisfactory. Some of the specimens stained in this way were

afterward mounted in glycerin, others in balsam, and others in Vene-

tian turpentine. I found the balsam more satisfactory than the

turpentine, but excellent preparations were obtained by using the

Venetian turpentine method recommended by Chamberlain (stain

with magdala red and anilin blue and mount in Venetian turpentine).

Stained preparations in glycerin were most quickly obtained by tak-

mg the material as soon as washed from the chromacetic solution,

transferring it to a 10 per cent, solution of glycerin to which was
added 2 or 3 drops of Ehrlich's blood stain, and allowing it to con-

centrate. method

mon This method
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much success bv F. N
laboratory

Periodicity of species studied
m

For the purpose of identifying the different species, the following

authors were consulted: Vaucher (6), Wood (9), Petit (5), and

Wolle (10). A brief account of the fruiting season of the different

species will be given below.

Spirogyra infiata (Vaucher) Rab.

—

Vaucher reports this species

in fruit from February 20 to March 19. Petit gives April-May.

Unfortunately I was not able to find it except in a single locality.

This was in a small pond covering an area of perhaps iooo^- ft
. The

surface was well covered with algae and floating debris of small sticks

and grass. This species was found floating on the water together

with S. catenae}ormis and 5. calospora. On May 2 all three species

were found in a state of conjugation interwined with each other. No
2, although this pondiflata 1

summer
Spirogyra quadrata (Hassall) P. Petit.—This is the Zygnema

quadratum of Hassall. Petit gives the fruiting season as April-
May. The writer studied this species in eight different localities,

varying from a few rods to twelve miles apart, but under no great

variety of conditions. In every case it was found in quiet surface-

meadow

middle of J

were collected from among dead grass and leaves. S. quadrata was
found fruiting abundantly April 27, and within a week the eight
places mentioned above were visited and found in about the same
state of conjugation. By May 5 the Spirogyra at two localities had

maximum
every case and no fruiting material

found after May 19. The temperature of the water recorded at each
visit to the different ponds gave a range of 10-25 C. It was very

filaments

maximum
Spirogyra calospora (Cleve).-WooD found this species fruiting
a ditch in a meadow late in April, and as late as May 25 in the
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"neck' 5 below Philadelphia, The season given by Petit is April-

May, and the habitat "ditches in low ground and swamps." For

this species the present paper includes notes from observations of

five different ponds and one brook in different localities, and includ-

ing a greater variety of conditions than those described for S. quad-

rata . growm

and continued in increasing abundance until about the second week

in May. In two of the ponds the disappearance was by no means

rapid. May 6 and the last

June 4. The average temperature was 7-1

4

C. In the pond in

which most fruiting material was found the temperature ranged from

7 to 1 1° C at the time of maximum conjugation.

Spirogyra Hantzschii Rab.—In 1906 fruiting material was col-

lected first on April 28, and, with one exception, no fruiting material

was gathered after May 23. In the fall of 1905 this species was found

in active vegetative condition in three localities. Examinations were

made frequently during the fall and, when the ponds were free from

ice, during the winter. This species lived beneath the ice and in two

come
of conjugation, but was collected from the debris at the bottom of the

ponds. Temperature of the water varied from i2-28°C. There

was no great range of habitat; generally in shallow ponds near the

dav
more or less protected from

sun.

Spirogyra mirabilis (Hassall).—This species is described by

Hassall and also by Petit as producing spores without conjugation

and by no other method. Wolle states that lateral conjugation is

more frequent than scalariform. I was not able to find this species

in fruit in the pond from which this material was taken. It was

brought into the laboratory in the vegetative condition April 2 and

5

formed

scalariform

aquaria. On May 7

all other spores

n nlace. Corn-

formed spores and very

July as the fruiting sea In the material

-cmionea ail fruiting specimens
by the second week in June.
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Spirogyra Jurgensii (Ktz.).—This species was found in fruit in

the neck of a small pond May 4, 1906. In the same locality were

found vegetative filaments of S. Hantzschii and Oedoeonium, besides

grass, rusted wire, and tin cans. The algae m
January

j

present. The fruiting specimens were most abundant when the

temperature averaged about 12 C, and lasted about a week. No
fruiting specimens were found after May 25. Petit gives the con-

jugating season as April-May.

Spirogyra catenaeformis (Hassall) Ktz.—This species, so far as I

know, has not been reported for this country, and is so placed because

it corresponds so closely to the descriptions in the works of Hassall
and Petit. The latter author gives the fruiting season as April-May,

», wooded ponds, etc." The first

y 4 and the last May 22. It was

miles apart. One was a shallow

racks near a small stream. The

for both localities. The tempera-

:o 1

7

C. This species was found

ith S. injlata and S. calospora in

ery

same

another pond.

Spirogyra varians (Hassall) .—This plant was studied in five

from In one case the water was
rather swift and the Spirogyra was fruiting wherever it happened to

lodge against a support. The other localities were shallow ditches

and ponds. The first fruiting material was collected May 2, and
the last May 23. In all localities except that in swift water this

species fruited abundantly. The average temperature of the water
was 8-12 C.

Spirogy
' this species my observations

mile apart. In one S. longata

200
rods of surface. In both ponds the plant in question was well
exposed to bright sunlight, receiving its

ous algae which were present. The tei

main protection from

L
ged

from
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several feet. Vaucher says that this species conjugates from Febru-
ary 20 to April 1 2 ; Petit gives April-May. In the ponds mentioned
this species appeared in July and with increasing abundance until

early in August. The first fruiting specimens were collected August

2, and the last August 21, and neither vegetative nor conjugating
filaments as late as September 1.

Spirogyra Lutetiana (P. Petit).—I was not able to identify this

species except in a single locality. Its habitat was a small open ditch
in a meadow unprotected from the sun. Petit gives the fruiting sea-

son as March-May. The only date at which I found it in a state

of conjugation was October 14, and when collected it had all the

erial which had fruited earlier. Thisma

Sp
month

writes: "I
have found this species fruiting abundantly in May. When

mass
as follows: " May; forming

Wolle agrees

green masses." I have found this species in fruit in seven different

localities. The first date for each was as follows: May 1, May 2,

July 3i, July Those fruiting

weeks

in May were found in rather sluggish streams and in water varying
in depth from one to four feet ; those fruiting in July and August were
in cattle tracks and in a small ditch. The conjugating period in the
spring lasted about four weeks ; in the summer the period was about

temperature of the water in the former ponds varied
from 12 to 18 C; in the latter places from 22 to 28 C. All seven
ocahties were situated where the plant was protected from direct
sunlight for a part of the day.

Spirogyra orthospira (Nageli).—I had an excellent opportunity
to watch the life-history of this species in a small pond of about

in area, two to four feet deep, and well shaded with low
-I he surface of the pond was entirely covered with Spirogyra

t° a depth of several inches. May1 ~~« ^U -LT-i-CXJ <C* XL VVCVO XV/C4X1VJ. LW U\* AAW*xvxi.i&
undantly both at and beneath the surface. It reached its maximum

a out the second week of June, and by June 30 either vegetative or
onjugatlng filaments could be found examining the debris at

the bottom of the pond.
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General conclusions

In forming conclusions concerning whether any given plant passes

through a series of regular recurring phenomena, it is well to with-

hold positive conclusions until the plant in question has been carefully

observed for a number of successive seasons. This method of ap-

time

may

plant can be studied from a number of varying <

ment. However valuable external conditions

any given phenomenon, it seems well not to overlook whatever influ-

ence may be due to internal conditions. There may be conditions

that cannot be seen, felt, weighed, or measured, that initiate and

support even the simplest plants through a series of complicated

phenomena. Notes on Spirogyra for this region seem to credit much

influence to internal conditions. Here were forty different places

in which this plant appeared, matured, and disappeared, in a single

season. Without a single exception the disappearance was imme-

diately preceded by a period of conjugation. Special importance is

given to the fact that in no case did all of the filaments enter into

spore formation either with or without conjugation. It is to be

further noted that both the vegetative and conjugating filaments dis-

associated almost at the same time and disappeared, even from

of surface.

abundant over comparat

Of the twelve species studied, ten were in fruit in May, and

in every case the maximum abundance of conjugation occurred within

this month. In a few nlacpe more

forms grew
" maximum

succeeding one another at intervals ranging from one to two weeks

within

species of Spirogyra were found growing together at three different

places at the edge of a slow brook. In two of the three places Spiro-

gyra was very abundant and covered an area in each of about 200
sqft

.

Probably all had had the same source earlier in the year during
high water, but remained distinct until all had disappeared in June.
No fruiting material was found in either of the larger patches; two

same
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May 21-T

May i-May 15; S. dubia was found

iflata mention

that on May 2 this species together with S. calospora and S. catenae-

formis were found in fruit at the same time and place. It ought to

be noted, however, that S. infiata had passed its period of maximum
conjugation and that there were comparatively few filaments of

either of the other two species. No S. inflata was found after May
4, but from this until May 22, S. catenae}ormis was abundant. In
giving a description of the latter species it was noted that this form
was found fruiting abundantly at the same time and quite near S.

varians. I did not find the two species intermingling, although grow-

same
season.

I am inclined to think that not enough emphasis is given to the

fact that the lower plant forms do not have a continuous period of

growth, either vegetative or reproductive. In other words, the normal
period for either activity is continuous for only a few weeks or months •

at most
;

it remains a problem of research to show how inclusively this

generalization applies to the freshwater algae. For Spirogyra the

observations reported in this paper seem to offer overwhelming evi-

dence in support of the view, for this region at least, that it is not a
perennial plant. I have only a single exception to this conclusion and
will speak of it later. A few of the species studied appeared more or
less abundantly in the fall ; in this connection S. Hantzschii furnishes
a specific example. In a majority of the forty localities kept under
observation during 1905-6, several forms of algae succeeded one
another in maximum abundance in the course of a year. In only
four of the forty places was any trace of Spirogyra found in the fall

where it had been in a state of conjugation in the spring. The man-
ner in which different species appeared, matured, and conjugated was
or most of the forms quite distinct and constant for the several locali-
!es. Following the fruiting season the disappearance of the plant
took place sometimes suddenly and sometimes gradually.

It is a well-known fact that vegetative material is very difficult to
n

* y; the same might as well be said of conjugating material.
nis reason it is difficult to follow any given species with certainty;
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where several closely allied species are associated, this is practically

impossible. Fortunately this did not occur except in a few places.

may and

conclusions relative to a given species during its period of vegetative

ermine with some
the different species of Spirogyra have any definite or fixed periods

at which they conjugate, or whether this phenomenon takes place only

under certain conditions of environment. In all cases notes were

taken at each visit to a pond, and the determination of the species

my
life-history could be worked out with some certainty. Leaving out

of account uncertain conditions such as the vegetative activities, and
placing special importance on the period at which conjugation takes

^ m _ jfe

nomena (vegetative and reproductive activities) in the life-history of

this alga appears periodically, not due exclusively to seasonal condi-

tions nor to environment.

No one can say with absolute certainty whether the natural forces

that produce conjugation are internal or external. It is a fact,

however, that whenever a condition was present, in any part of a

mass, which was able to initiate and control reproductive activity,

there was at the same time and place either the same or some other

condition which brought about the destruction of all vegetative
filaments. In this study no exception was found to this rule, whether
under laboratory or under natural environment.

Up to the time when conjugation was abundant in ponds, brooks,
and ditches, I still had over 300 aquaria in the laboratory. A small
percentage of them contained fruiting Spirogyra. The
for any given species began about one week earlier and lasted about
one week longer in the laboratory than that of the field. The disap-

time

filament It was

May they began to decline and were kept only with increasing care
until mid-summer, when out of 700 only one remained.

As to the different sizes of aquaria, it ought to be said that some
ary test-tubes; some contained 25-30 liters; and the

one to ten liters. The results were not constant

were

majority ranged from
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for either the large or small sizes, although all sizes were usually

arranged at the same time. In dozens of test-tubes two-thirds full

media

four

factory. In three large aquaria of about forty liters each no successful

cultures were made, although frequently attempted.

An attempt was repeatedly made to grow Spirogyra in some of the

larger aquaria after a species had died in it and without renewing the

culture media. In every instance where this was tried the plant

died down in a few days, showing that the solution contained a toxin

injurious to Spirogyra. It is left as an open question whether a mass
of Spirogyra in nature dies from the accumulation of this same destruc-

tive element.

Aside from the twelve species herein described, there was still

another which has been kept under observation since early in the fall

of 1905. It is a large form and was found growing in rather large

bright-green patches in the

one to three miles apart. When first found, a few aquaria were

running

remained
indication of decline. This is an ordinary aquarium of about 10 liters

;

it is kept well covered and for that reason very little evaporation takes
place. Oedog
and green hydra have lived in the aquarium from the beginning.

7
the season of 1906. In concluding, I wish to call attention to the

filament
aquarium; and furthermore, that none was found at any of the
three brooks mentioned, although in one case the plant was very
abundant. It is also remarkable that there has not been a time

obtained.

first wh

duri

In addition it ought to be said that this study was continued

same
e same conditions and methods of study. This second year's

observations and experiments did
the

ary enough from
previous year to warrant any change in the conclusions above

given.
3 &
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Summary
r

i. Few of those who have published papers on the genus Spirogyra
have given any notes on the subject of periodicity.

2. Out of 700 aquaria it was found that the best way to arrange
a culture was to place some sterilized earth in the bottom, add some
dead leaves or dead grass, allow to settle well, then add a small amount

irogyra, and place at first in a window not exposed to direct
sunlight.

3- time
most

about
5 per cent, which contained conjugating material. The time

corresponded with that of the field.

4- Leaving out of account the number of species which may have
been collected in the vegetating condition and for that reason doubt-
fu of identification, there were at .least thirteen different species
collected, of which twelve fruited more or less abundantly.

5- Ten of the thirteen species passed their period of maximum
May, one in August doubt

Hantzschii
August The only reliable example of a second fruiting period found
was 5. «», which fruited in May, and again in small patches, but
relatively abundant, during the latter part of July

6. When field-work was first begun, material was collected and
then brought to the laboratory for examination. This method was by
no means satisfactory and for that reason was discarded. All the

7
microscope

maximum abundance corresponds in every
"

* pc"°u OI nax'm«m conjugation. The decline of one was
always accompanied by that of the other.

nJ; TT
COnjU

f
atr had ceased the fruiting filaments disappeared

ZZ 1 K
* ^ The V6getative filamen^^ disappeared,and at the same time as those containing zygospores.

but'il™^ T^r Spir0gyfa WaS found f™itin« a' the surface

5 to7Z H ^ rV

UbStratUm
-

In 'he fidd the r—™ t™.

To T>1 t ;
HantZSCkii

'
hOWeTCr

>
werc P^nent exceptions.

. 1„ • ,
h

',
rteen Species one has ^t been found in a state of

conjugation.
observation
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dition, both in the laboratory and in the field, since October, 1905,

but no trace of fruiting material has been found.

11. Notes taken in the field and supplemented by those in the

laboratory offer overwhelming evidence in support of the view that

the phenomenon of conjugation results not so much from external as

from internal conditions.
1

12. The writer therefore concludes that Spirogyra has definite

periods of growth and activity.

Clark University

Worcester, Mass.
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ON THE POLLEN OF MICROCACHRYS TETRAGONA
Robert Boyd Thomson

(WITH PLATES I AND II)

"Microcachrys tetragona occurs only on the highest summits of tl

Western

William

3.ange and Mount Lapeyrouse in Tasmania. It was intro-

the Royal Gardens at Kew about the year 1857 by Mr.
Archer, on whose property it grew. Although of great

interest in a botanical sense, its only value as a garden plant is for

conservatory decoration, for which the elegant habit it can be made
to assume under pot culture, its neat foliage, and bright-red fruits

render it highly suitable." 1 The specimens for this work were ob-

tained through the kindness of the present director of Kew Gardens,
Colonel Prain, whose courtesy and that of the staff is much appre-
ciated by the writer.

The general features of the fruiting branches of microsporangiate
and megasporangiate plants are indicated in pi. I. The cones are

borne terminally and their sporophylls are spirally arranged, in

contrast to the opposite and slightly concrescent vegetative leaves
(pi. I, and pi. II, fig. 1, the branch to the left).

The microsporophylls bear two somewhat spherical, pendant spo-
rangia

(fig. 2), whose form and structure, after the discharge of

the pollen, is indicated in figs. 3 and 4. The terminal scale of the

(fig

(fig. 2) , very

The inner layers of the wall are much collapsed at the stage indicated,
but the epidermis retains a very definite structure on account of its

peculiar thickened bands. These are shown in transverse and in
longitudinal section in figs. 5a and 5b.

In fig. 4 some linear and branched structures are apparent in and
around the sporangia. These are the hyphae of a fungus, and to
their presence the retention of many of the pollen grains in the
dehisced sporangia of my material is due. The hyphae are often

« Kent, Adolphus H., Veitch's manual of Coniferae z6r. x9oo. The references
to the discovery of this form and its description are given here.
Botanical Gazette, vol. 47]

[26
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in intimate association with the pollen, they frequently branch, and
form o This pollen is no different

from the less abundant found in uninfected sporangia.

The pollen of Microcachrys
(fig. 8) is small as compared with

that of Saxegothaea (fig. p), Podocarpus (fig. 10), or Pinus (fig. 11),

all these figures being the same magnification for the purpose of

comparison. The grains vary considerably in size, a feature which
my material of Saxegothaea also shows. They are winged, though
in some instances I have thought that no wings were present, but

more material was needed to determine this point than was at my
disposal. ordinary

the exine from the intine. In longitudinal section the grains usually

show two rather poorly developed wings (see various grains in fig. 6),

and in following the series these two are often all that one can be
certain of. In gross material, however, three wings are readily

apparent
(fig. 8).

2 In transverse sections, also, which pass through
the ventral part of the grain, the three-winged condition is clearly

(fig

fig. 6). In some cases one of the wings is very

field). The lowest grain in

fig- 6 shows the presence of four wings (the cei

Some four-winged grains have one pair of wings much smaller than
the other. Exceptionally, five and six-winged grains are found. A
student, Mr. W. P. Thompson, kindly made a careful determination

gross
the grains in fluid under the cover glass. He

very
wing; nine were four-winged ; two had five, and three had six wings.

mature
ave been fully developed. Fig. 7 shows the greatest expansion of

the wings that I have observed. They usually do not extend laterally
beyond the body of the grain (fig. 8, also some grains in fig. 6).

ey project, however, beyond the body of the grain ventrally,
though not to such a degree in either direction as do those of Podo-
carpus

(fig. I0) or Pinus
(fig. 11). A small amount of material from

e apex of one of the cones showed another feature. When the

of thl
StUdled the Srains in section first, and this led me to misinterpret the number
wmgS

,
as stated in Box. Gazette 46:465, 466. 1908.
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gram

much

tetrad condition. The wings of Microcachrys

With
acquirement

%

three are more usual. When three only are present, it is the second
prothallial cell that has divided

(fig. 7). The first and second
prothallial cells have walls which turn blue with chlor-iodide of zinc.

No further cellulose walls were demonstrated. Fig. 7, in addition
to the prothallial cells, shows a lateral derivative of the body cell and
the tube nucleus. The gametophytic structure thus conforms to
that which recent investigators have shown characterizes the related
forms. Perhaps it is not out of place here to give credit to Thibout,3

the first person, so far as the writer knows, to describe and figure a
multicellular gametophyte in the Podocarpeae.

form to the Araucarieae. He
em

tion to the supernumerary prothallial cells, there is a curious remi-
niscence of this group in the mode of pollination, the pollen sometimes
being deposited in the cavity around the ovule and growing over the
tissue into the micropyle, a condition which so far as can be judged
is essentially similar to that which I have found in Agathis. He also
calls attention to the wingless condition of the pollen in both Saxego-
thaea and the Araucarieae.

With the present contribution our knowledge of the occurrence
o excess prothallial tissue in all genera of the Podocarpeae is com-
plete.

Microcachrv
indefinite character, late in development, and undoubtedly of primi-

carpus

form occupying in this respect an intermediate

Dacrydium

from
three wings in some speeies of Podocarpns. TmeoOT describes the

tr « "' Podoca'P"' P'bstachya.

s™-tm£ '"o™ni

;,t
r
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,
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pollen of P. dacrydioides as having normally three wings (op. cit., pi.

14, figs, io, 11). I have found three wings present exceptionally

in the usually two-winged P. jerruginea
(fig. 12). Unfortunately, no

data nor material of the more probable genus Dacrydium were

available.

The bi-winged condition of the pollen on the pines and podocarps

has often been referred to as an indication of affinity between the

groups. This view has no longer support, since the winging of the

grain has arisen in the Podocarpeae within the group itself, and so

is distinct from that of the pines. In a further contribution on the

character of the megasporophyll of Saxegothaea and Microcachrys,

the writer hopes to show the essential difference of this structure in

the two great phyla of the conifers.

University of Toronto

EXPLANATION OF PLATES I AND II

PLATE I

Twigs

PLATE II

Fig. 1. icrosporangiate

Fig. 2.—One of the same enlarged; the sporangia can be seen in pa

eath the terminal scale of the sporophyll. X9.
FlG

- 3 —A microsporophyll in longitudinal section, to one side of the axis

Fig. 4. sporangium

fungus shown in contact with pollen grains in fig

Fig. 5a.—The wall of the microsporangium in tangential

Fig. 56.—The same in transverse section.

Fig. 6.—A field of sectioned pollen grains; below is one with four wings;

above it one with three wings cut transversely and a small part of the body

uniting these; various other aspects of the wings.
* IG

- 7-—The microgametophyte.
Figs. 8-1 i.—Pollen grains at same magnification: fig. 8, Microcachrys,

from below;
fig m p, Saxegothaea; fig. 10, Podocarpus jerruginea (a and b two latera

views at right angles; c, dorsal view); fig. 11, Pinus resinosa.

*ig. 12.—A three-winged grain of Podocarpus Jerruginea.



THE PRINCIPLE
HOMOEOSIS IN PLANTS

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE AMES BOTANICAL LABORATORY, NO. 9

Robert Greenleaf Leavi

(WITH NINETEEN FIGURES)

TT

When viewed in their relations to morphogenetic and broader
evolutional problems (as distinguished from narrower phylogenetic,
or genealogic, problems) numerous facts of teratology-a descriptive
cult without unifying principles, heretofore pursued chiefly by the
vaguely curious and lending itself discreditably with equal readiness
to either side of many a morphological discussion in the past-mani-
test a snenal ar»H K;*»k ™i..~ r™ rfest a special and high value.
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The present paper is sequel to a casual observation made several

years ago, when as I was passing near a horsechestnut tree in the autumn
I noticed, upon a depending branch, a leaf which had lost several of

its leaflets. I found that the palmately compounded leaves of this

species fall to pieces as they are cast off by the tree, or even before

this event. The leaflets are removed as if by a clean cut; and some-

times the petiole, quite devoid of blades, is left standing alone upon
the stem.

This complete dismemberment seemed to me a curious thing.

Abscission at the base of the petiole is not a simple decay, but is, as

everyone knows, a somewhat complicated process, wherein there is

formed across the leaf-stalk, through suitable cell divisions, a plate

or layer of cells, by the disintegration of which the leaf is ultimately

allowed to fall away. The cell walls of the scar-surface become
suberized, so that the wound is sealed against the loss of water.

Leaf-abjection is thus a complex adaptive process.

The question arose, Why should the abscission proper to the

petiole-foot be repeated in all of its details at the bases of the petio-

lules?—for I ascertained that the process is carried out in full at

these points in this species. Of what use to the tree is it that the

frame of the leaf, now emptied of its valuable contents which have
been withdrawn into the stem, should be carefully disarticulated ? I

nave never been able to imagine any utility nor have those to

whom I have propounded the riddle suggested any. I believe that

in fact the habit is neutral in the tree's economy.
If this is so, the evolution of absciss-layers in petiolules cannot

be referred to natural selection. For in the plan of evolution by
the accumulation of variations under the guidance of natural selec-

tion, developing organs must pay their way as they go.

An explanation of the presence of the useless structures occurred
to me. It seemed probable that the absciss-layer perfected in the
natural course of evolution at the foot of the leaf-stalk had, sub-
sequently to the compounding of the blade in this species, been
transferred, so to speak, to the bases of the petiolules. The disartic-
u ations of the leaflets seemed to be a series of ecologically meaning-
ess echoes of the primal, useful disarticulation at the junction of stem
and petiole.
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The horsechestnut is not peculiar in this respect, and further con-

siderations, with regard to compound leaves generally, have confirmed
in my own mind my first understanding of the matter. Disarticula-

tion of the leaflets seems to be universal in deciduous-leaved species.

It occurs in many families separated in a natural system by entire-

leaved groups, as in Juglandaceae, Berberidaceae, Anonaceae,
Rosaceae, Rutaceae, Sapindaceae, Vitaceae, Oleaceae, Bignoniaceae,
Caprifoliaceae. That is, it must have arisen in evolution many times

independently. There must, then, be some
ciple capable of bringing the disarticulation in question to light,

wherever compounding of the blade establishes the conditions for its

operation. This principle seems, as has been argued above, not to

be natural selection. There is, however, in plants a recognizable
principle of morphic translocation, mobility of characters, or homoeosis
(Bateson), to which the phenomenon may very well be referred.

1

The conditions favorable to its operation in this case are very obvious,
since the structural relations at the junction of the petiole and stem
are imitated at the junction of petiolule and petiole (or rhachis).

The Pierson fern

Recently evidence corroborating the above interpretation has
come to hand in a case where advance in complexity has been all

mutation
out pernaps 1 am using the word somewhat loosely, if the DeVriesian
sense is to be insisted upon. The plant is the Pierson fern, now well
known to horticulturalists and to the public generally. The meta-
morphosis of the Boston fern, to which the Pierson owes its origin,
seems not to have been hitherto described as a
formation

; yet such it is.

homoeot

small— .WMV ,yas 1UUUU wnne u was still smau,
among vegetatively propagating Boston ferns in the greenhouses of
Mr. F. R Ptttbc^xt *u„ —n i .. . .. *

N

appeared fn"lStoVM xT'
""^ "°n translocati*n <* characters in plants,"

that Bateson had briefly treaL £?«
I9°S\.

When k wa* written I did not know

and had devised the^E^TfiS^t5 """T 5 **?" °f anlmaIS

pose and more convenient to use than my own %££*****' * *" <""* PUF"

• Mr. F. R. Pierson, in a letter to the writer.
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grow

poor conditions, they generally revert temporarily, in a part of their

fronds at least, into the primitive state, which is seen to be that of

the Boston fern. This constitutes highly desirable proof of parentage.

Whether the sudden alteration of character took nlace in a snore, or

from Nevertheless

cumstances leave little doubt on this head; for the Boston fern, while

richly stoloniferous, is almost universally sterile. Mr. Pierson

believes the original individual to have been port. The
young plant caught the eye of a gardener, who brought it to the

notice of Mr. Pierson, and it was set aside so that its development

might be followed. All Pierson ferns

from

may
the leaves of the fern and consists not in the introduction of alto-

gether novel outlines or

proportions, but rather in

the relocation of forms
already in existence, has
taken place under observa-
tion. A single individual

has been noted to emerge
from the common mass

—

as an

very

under cultivation

isolated colony—with
markedly altered characters.
New features have not been slowly
generations, but have appeared suddenly.

Fig. i.—Pinna of Boston fern.

developed through several

The Boston fern has.

serrulate-margined

sim fronds. The pinnae are

and usually bluntly toothed or

margin at base (fig In the new plant,

ted

developed, toothed or auriculate on the upper margin

often much elongated. Their divisions, the pinnules, are oblong and,
*-hen fully

" r

\fig- *). ine pinnules, in fact, are very goo<

each

3 ^Cn the nCW f°rm is ful,y exPressed. The division may
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original pinnae; and if we lay a well-developed pinna of the Pierson

fern by the side of a small frond of the Boston fern, we shall be

struck with the fact that they are almost identical. In short, the

Fig. 2.—Pinna of Pierson fern.

pinnae of the new variety are transformed from the original condi-

tion in such a way that the plan of the whole frond of the Boston

fern is now seen in the primary segments of the Pierson frond.

The completeness of the

imitation may be indicated

still further:

i. The pinnae are elon-

Fig. 3.—Growing apex of pinna of Pierson
fern (left) and Boston fern (right).

gated, the growth being less

strictly determinate than that

of the original pinnae, and

more like that of the frond.

2. The apical growth of the

pinnae is now circinnate, as

shown in fig. 3, after the

fashion of the original frond. The pinnae of the Boston fern on

the other hand, while lapped together in the young state at the

summit of the developing frond, are not in the least circinnate.

3. The blades of the pinnae are divided.

4. The outline of the pinnules is like that of the original pinnae.

5. Finally, the peculiarity of the original form, that its pinnae in

age become disarticulated by the development of an absciss-layer,
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and ultimately fall off after several layers of brown tissue have been

developed on the scar surface-to-be, is now shown by the pinnules

of the Pierson fern. The pinnules of the latter are discovered to be

deciduous, and a minute investigation shows that deciduity is secured

by the development of an absciss-layer at the base of the pinnule,

the formation of brown scar-tissue. Thus the translocation ofwith

structures

ascertained occurrence: these structures have passed at once and
unaltered from the bases of the pinnae to the bases of the pinnules.

The beautifully soft and luxuriant aspect of such ferns as the

Wh

Fig. 4.—Pinna of Whitman fern.

many small fronds. In this last-named variety, and in some others,
as Pierson's ekgantissima and superbissima, homoeosis has gone one
step farther than in the Pierson, so that we find a thrice-compounded

^
af

(fig- 4), and the segments of the third order have the frondlike
character-^ven to the circinnate apical growth.

we b°

rCtUm t0 thC maUer °f normal castinS of leaflets, with which
egan. The fact that in an instance now before us positive evi-

dence of the translocation of absciss-layers, etc., from one part of

enc 1

t0 an°ther has been secured, strongly corroborates the infer-
ence already made on more speculative grounds, that leaflet-abjection

general is to be understood as an imitative or repetitive phenomenon.

Whitman^UasT^
**"* °riginated in the greenhouse of H. H. Barrows & Son,

si*>rt from th^p'
19°4

'
*S * bud"sPort»

uP°n a runner of the Barrows fern (itself a
e Person).—Letter from H. H. Barrows & Son to the writer.
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The principle of homoeosis

But whether or not the transference of absciss-layer from leaf to

leaflets in this fern verifies in any material degree the idea of a trans-

locational origin for leaflet-abjection, it alone, were there no other

available demonstration, would suffice to establish the important

truth, that a character perfected in the course of evolution under one

relation in the plant body may make its appearance suddenly under

another relation and in a region of the body to which it is not native.

Here is a principle of wide import in morphogenesis, and not without

bearing—as has just been shown—upon some of the minor problems

of plant evolution; concerning which principle some further obser-

vations may be offered.

The described involution of frond-plan belongs to one among

several categories of homoeosis all subsumed under the larger type,

but of this type it is a rather com-

plicated example. A simpler illus-

tration will make the nature of the

general principle clearer, and at the

same time exhibit its distinctness

from another aspect of morphogene-

sis with which it is frequently con-

fused—that of reversion.

In 1906 there was discovered in

the county of Dorset, in England, a

solitary plant of Platanthera viridis,

Fig. s.-Abnormal flower of P/a-
th° fl°Wer °f whkh WaS remarkable

tanthera viridis, with three spurs. ^or the possession of three Spurs

After Hemst.f.v

a

(fig- 5)

normal

one under the lip in the

the lateral sepals. 3 The extraordinary spurs entirely resembled the

normal one. The general conformation of the flower was very

nearly that of the species, though slight modifications were observable
throughout.

The conditions of the occurrence make it highly probable that

we have here the offspring of normal parents, rather than one mem-
ber of a long series of gradually deviating forms; for in a botanicaUy

s Hemsley, W. B„ Journ. Linn. Soc. 38:3. l9o7 .
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often- and well-explored country a race of deviants undergoing a

the species couldfrom

hardly have escaped observation. It is necessary

structure

this individual, supervened suddenly. The supernumerary spurs

formed struc

tures, except when regarded as sepallary appendages, and their

origin morphogenetically and historically considered is easily dis-

covered. The spur elaborated and perfected by the usual evolu-

tionary processes—whatever the "usual" processes may be—as an
appendage of the lip, has in a moment been transferred in full char-
acter to parts which heretofore have not been concerned—namely, to

the sepals.

The principle is not new in biology. More than a century ago it

began to be observed that when a part of such an animal as a worm
is cut off, a new part different from that removed, but like some
other part, may grow from the cut surface. 6 Boknet believed that
there are special germs for the development of the various organs;
as head-germs and tail-germs. From his experiments he made cer-
tain inductions concerning the distribution of these germs. Loeb 7

has investigated the conditions under which substitutions for lost
parts may be induced, this process being regarded by him as essen-
tia

y different from regeneration and deserving the distinct name
eteromorphosis. Loeb also discovered that in some cases hetero-

wn,md°
S1S

-

Can
.

be produced without any organ being cut off, or any
Wo»"d being inflicted upon the animal. Other investigators have

to tb

Wlth thC matter on exPerimental lines, especially with reference
e physiology of the process. Weismann has independently

dealt

argued

normal 8U1C1» lw ^S
ae. He uses the word hetero-

the

a m connection. 8 Bateson, who appears to have discovered

nameTo
01^6 ^ *" °riginal wav in his studv of variation, gave it the

6 Bo°
m°eOS1S '

9 He descriDes cases in several phyla; for example,

247- 1779.

T
'
CH

"' °euvres d '

histoire naturelle et de philosophic 1:191, 215; 3:

7 Loe

The8

B
'
J

;'

StUdies in 8en«-al physiology 115, i 0I , 627. 1905.

Thompson)\r... ,. ' \"«**«>i. uy XtlUMPSON)
•^tenals for the study of variation 85^894.
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development of the extremity

in the form uncommon
pigment

the tubercles proper to the upper side.

An interesting case in animals, which has lately come to my

notice, is furnished by a crab, the claw being modified as shown in

fig. 6. The superfluous claw, developed

upon the normal dactyl, repeats in detail

the style of the larger claw, as regards

the general form and even the teeth.
10

Fig. 6.—Crab claw, showing . .

homoeosis. moulting.

The formation is believed not to be

congenital, but to result from a wound

to the normal claw near the time of

The presence of the principle in

animal development greatly enhances the interest which the botanical

student of morphogenesis must entertain with respect to homoeosis.

In plants the transposition of organs has frequently been described
m\ — _

in teratolog enomena
confused with those of a different nature, and the larger relations of

homoeotic formations have not been recognized by teratologists.

Masters devotes a short chapter to the subject, under the caption

heterotaxy 11—an expression which, as used by him, seems only in

part to cover the ideas I am here endeavoring to formulate. Mas-
ters' chapter is a miscellany of teratological facts which will not go

compendium. His
metamorphy 12

is too general for the present
^

10 Photograph in St. Nicholas Magazine 25:177. 1907. The specimen is in my
possession. A number of similar anomalies have been described by W. Faxon, Bull.

Mus. Comp. Z06I. Harv. Coll. 8:257. 1881; by F. H. Herrick in "The American
11 i 4 1 TV It mm j~ Mi m M

writers
work a summmary appears in Bateson's Materials. These authors do not specifically

recognize the homoeotic nature of the anomaly.

"Vegetable teratology 156. 1869.

"It will be remembered that Goethe employed the word metamorphosis in a

different sense. Sachs, again, has a definition: "Metamorphosis is the varied develop-
ment of members of the same morphological significance resulting from their adapta-
tion to definite functions."—Sachs, Text-book of botany, tr. by Bennett & Dye*
(1875). tax.
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"to distinguish cases where the ordinary course of development has
been perverted or changed" (p. 241). This author's Vegetable tera-

tology, while it is a rich storehouse of facts for the study of homoeosis,
is—as might be expected from the period of its publication—entirely
wanting in illuminating discussion and appreciation of relations to
the problem of organic evolution such as are to be found in Bateson.
The latter author recognizes the presence of homoeosis in plants. 13

Sachs distinguished clearly between atavistic formations and those
which are merely translocational. His explanation of the aberra-
tions now being considered would indeed give a degree of literality
to the expression morphic translocation, since he attributes them to
changes in sap movement, with disordered nourishment and abnor-
mal distribution of the formative stuffs. 14 Penzig's perception of
the real nature of the anomalies now under discussion is clear. 1 *

Modes

In the \ om homoeosis
some of which I may indicate. The facts being superabundant, it

them
<* er that new and possibly suggestive points of view may be won.

i- The translocation of characters may be acropetal.
veryone recalls numerous instances where details of the foliage

toothing, texture, hairing, etc.—have appeared in the floral
leaves

leav A case of acropetal translocation is that of the corolla fringe,
Pcu iar to Gentiana crinita, from its normal site to the summit of
"* carpels. 16 A rem*rl™hU f~~.™u:_ u„„ morenr.i 1 .

w "v*xi^v/oit!VU J.ACLO XAIAJJ.^ Lliail V71IV^ L/^V-ll

semi ' 1

6 secretory hairs (tentacles) of Drosera foliage to the

the

Petal

fermce may be tesipetal.
eaoid and sepaloid characters—color, texture, outline—not

sometimeseven the foliar tk '
™»^"™ L"c^^ *<*«-"

asc - ine most remarkable case that has come to my
13 Bateson, op. cit. 1Ih SJo,

M-^S
T**°

rm de
f
^-enorgane, |3 . Arbeiten*

also C
w'6°usi S3- /u-Deiten uot. inst. wurzDurg

^esam. Abhandl. Planzenphysiologie Bd. 2 : 1 159-1 231. 1893.

Rhod
Rhodo

lO-I

0ra
> *• c; Planchon, Ann. Sci. Nat. Bot. III. 9:84, 86. ph. 5, 6. 1848.
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notice occurs in a hybrid of the saffron (Crocus sativus). Stigmatic

characters in this plant have wandered so far that not only the anthers

and floral bracts, but also the foliage leaves are sometimes surmounted

by portions of clearly characterized stigma, furnished with papillae;

and even the sheaths below the leaves are tinged with saffron color.

3. Translocation may be lateral.

Peloria, whether regular or irregular, illustrates this form of

homoeosis. In the well-known Uropedium Lindenii (Selenipedium

cauda turn, Orchidaceae) the form of the remarkably long pendent

petals invades the labellum, entirely subduing the saccate character

of that member and converting the strongly zygomorphic into an

actinomorphic corolla. 19 Contrariwise, the irregular member may

impose its form upon the remainder of the corolla, as in the well-

known peloric Linaria vulgaris.

4. The invasion of migrating characters may be partial in any

degree.

The curious modifications of the pistil and its contents in abnormal

Drosera intermedia illustrate this truth in several different ways.
20

As vegetative influences begin to evince their presence in the flower,

the first modification of the gynoecium is an elongation of the ovary,

especially its lower part. The carpels, while still concrescent, ovulif-

erous, and terminated above by the usual stigmatic apparatus, in a

slight degree respond to the influx of foreign morphogenetic forces

by the lengthening of their basal portions, corresponding to the

petioles of foliage leaves: the carpels sensibly approach a petiolate

condition. In flowers yet more affected the carpels separate in

various degrees, finally falling apart altogether; their bases become

form more
complanate and spathulate; the ovules after suffering a series of

changes are finally replaced by tentacles ; and the styles and stigmas,

still retained even when the carpel-foliage-leaves spread horizontally

from the center of the flower in rosette fashion, lose much of their

rightful character. Thus is the gynoecium transformed step by

step into a whorl of leaves. The metamorphosis of each part of

'« Chapellier, P., Journ. Royal Hort. Soc. 24:277. 1900.
'9 Linden, L., Pescat. pi. j; Reichb. f., Xen. Orch. i:pl. i5 .

"° Planchox, /. c. 86.
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the carpel is marked by the same flexibility and miscibility of charac-

ters which pertains to the whole gynoecium. In ovaries affected by
the anomaly, but not yet resolved into separate carpellary leaves,

ovules become stalked, the integuments may compose a small cup
from the edge of which a few tentacles arise, or may be converted

into minute modified discoid or concave leaf-blades bearing numerous
minute tentacles. Between these blades, representing many charac-

ters of the radical leaves of the plant, and apparently perfect ovules,

Similarly the stigmas

combine with their own

many stages of gradation have been observed.

most

marginal

fig

tion of the calyx of Ranunculus bulbosus. The normal sepal A is

green and hairy on
the back, while the

petal is glabrous and
yellow. Sepals 5, C,
and D are progres-

sively invaded by
yellowness and glab-

rousness (and doubt-
less by other corolla Fig. 7.—Progressive homoeosis in sepals in Ranunculus

characters), until in

A D

bulbosus. After

all that remains of sepal nature is hairiness and slight greenness
m *e median line of the back.

intermediate formations described here, which are of very

occurrence in plants, are the "anamorphoses" of Cela-
common

kovsky.

Migrating characters may transgress boundaries of
term homologous," applied to organs supposed to have had

common evolutionary origin, is very often vague and not rarely is

homology» « —"«5*v,oo im uiic icctbuii mat, wiiiie uegitreb ui
ln mte

>
the specific degree of homology in many cases

ho\T
n eVen approximately- In spite of this vagueness in the word,

ovule• v«w*«w win prouaDiy agree mar me ovuie is m uu

stam^

ense the homologue of a shoot, nor yet of a pistil, nor of a
Cn

'
nor of a foliage leaf, nor of the droseraceous tentacle. Yet
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observed

these structures Marchantia polymorph

(presuma

gemmae) took exactly the places of archegonia. Yet cupules and

archegonia are not homologous.

When against homology, the invasion may be partial

degree.

may
Without entering into details, the literature of ovular abnormality

of this opinion. 22 Even when the imitating

imitated structures

from
organ may merely be indicated by some faint resemblance, or may
be pronounced in any degree up to the total replacement of the local

member by the foreign. •

A corollary of the above propositions (5 and 6) may be stated:

Homology of two organs cannot be inferred on the ground alone of

the replacement of the one by the other, or of the translocation of

features proper to the one into the other of the organs. The exist-

ence of even a so-called "complete" series of gradations between
two members does not necessarily imply the homology of the mem-
bers. I think that the anamorphoses of Celakovsky have not the

extraordinary phylogenetic significance, as compared with other

kinds of abnormality, which this author has attributed to them.
7. In homoeosis characters may pass from one to the other of the

alternating generations.

Yamanouchi has recently published 2* an account of the very

interesting conditions attending apogamy in Nephrodium molle. The
apogamous prothallia bear no functional archegonia, but they pro-

ceed to initiate the sporophyte directly. A superficial cell on or near
the cushion divides perpendicularly to the surface, and underlying
cells divide in various directions. From the .„ \
the sporophyte develops. The cytological history" being" followed

"Bot. Zeit. 33:747. 1875.

» Wigand, A., Grundlegung des Pflanzen-Teratologie 39. Marburg. 1850;
Masters, op at. 186, 262-27l; WydLER, Denkschr. Regensb. Bot. Gesells.
4=77- 1850; Planchon, article cited; Celakovsky, Bot. Zeit. 33:1^x77. 187*

"I Box. Gazette 44:143. I0O7; 45:2g9> ig^

com
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throughout the critical stages, no nuclear fusions were found; and as

a matter of fact the chromosomes of the sporophyte continue to be

of the reduced (or x) number. Here we have a sporophytic form

imposed homoeotically upon a gametophytic cell basis.

The contrary or aposporic case in ferns has been studied in detail

by several workers. In Athyrium Filix-foemina, Bower24 found
the sporangia arrested at various stages, the development being carried

on by prothalloid growths which organized typical wedge-shaped
cells at one or more points on their margins, while rhizoids were
formed at the same time by the outgrowth of individual cells.

Druery25 had already observed sex-organs and even young plants

arising from these prothallia. Wollaston26 found in Polystichum

angulare that the tips of pinnules were converted directly into pro-

thallia, bearing archegonia and antheridia. In these cases a game-
tophytic form is imposed homoeotically upon a sporophytic cell

basis (with little doubt ; though the cytology, I believe, has yet to be
worked out)

.

Entirely parallel is the production of protonemata from the
setae of mosses, as observed by Pringsheim27 in Hypnum and
Bryum, and by Stahl28

in Ceratodon. Lang29 has demonstrated the
power of Anthoceros capsules to produce thalli aposporically.

The adventive structures are, of course, gametophytic, yet they
arise by the prolification of sporophytic tissues.

When

~>f extraneous characters may be partial

P
Goebel3° has recently induced the formation of prothalloid

growths from cut fronds of very young plants in several species of
erns. Some of the aposporous prothallia bore stomata, as well as

organs
(p. 132). Lang31 found sporangia in various stages of

Mourn. Linn. Soc. 21:360. jt886.
25 Ibid

- 2 i:354. 1886.

As reported by Bower, /. c. 362.

Akad
B°t. Zeit. 34:689. 1876.

^£^<* Botany ,5:503.1901.
S*zb. Bayer. Akad. Wiss. 37:119-138. 1907.
hlU Trans

« R°y- Soc. B. 190:194. 1898.
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perfection, produced in groups having a superficial resemblance to

Scolop

Scolopendrium

time without fertilization. Lowe's

?>

Fig. 8. Abnormal flower of Cattleya labiata. Aftera colored drawing by O. Ames.

9. The exact char-

acter of homoeotic

>/

pilosis is ofI

predominant

meaning
general statement. A plant of Cattleya labiata, formerly grown in
tne greenhouse, ann^ ^ <.u- i_i _ _

J &

formly exhibit
ory

of the calyx (fig. 8). The
three

r
palhf in„— -™£«•£^—w ere broadeneH q^ +1^; .

J

report

3>Journ. Linn. Soc. 32:536. l896.

imitation

Druerv

native generations in an interesting manner.* 2 "We have here

consequently a posi-

tion as nearly as
j

possible intermediate

between sporophore

and oophore, the

sporophoric character

distinctly existing in

the shape of a circle

of stalked fronds gen-

erated spirally from a

regular axis of growth,

while the oophoric

character as distinctly

appears in the fact

that these fronds are

practically stalked

prothalli bearing the

sexual apparatus

proper to them
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ovate crispate petals. The two lateral sepals, however, differed from

the dorsal in that the inner half of each became colored like the

labellum. The latter organ forms in this species, by the inflection of

its margins, a loose tube, embracing the column, open distally and

expanding to form the landing-stage for the pollinating insect. The

floor of the tube has a broad yellow stripe, widening toward the

mouth, and at the extremity replaced by a large purple or crimson-

magenta patch. These colors are bounded by the pale magenta

body-color of the flower. In the abnormal specimens the halves of

the lateral sepals next the labellum reproduced the color-pattern of

half the labellum. The halves away from the labellum were like

the rest of the flower in hue. This peculiar distribution of the colors

becomes interesting when an examination of the base of the perianth

shows that in Cattleya labiata the foot of each lateral sepal is close to

the foot of the labellum and overlaps it by just half—the half corre-

sponding to the homoeotized half-limb in the abnormal flowers;

while the other perianth segments stand somewhat apart from the

lip- In these particolored sepals the discrimination between homoe-

otic and non-homoeotic areas seems to be directly related with con-

tiguity to the "source" of the derived features.

Penzig33 has dwelt upon this phase of the phenomenon which we
are now calling homoeosis, in his general considerations of the sig-

nificance of monstrosities and in his arguments for the theory of

Delpino regarding the nature of the fertile scale in Abietineae. He
was impressed, as everyone must be, with the agreement between
the facts of this category and the formative-stuff theory of Sachs.

10. A compound member may be changed in such a way that some
or all of the parts exhibit the plan originally characteristic of the whole

mmber {entropic homoeosis).

The general plan of organization is transferred from the member
as a whole to the constituent parts. Compound members may thus,

y an entropism of form, suddenly become decompound. This form

p.
homoe°sis has already been illustrated in the description of the

lerson fern above. Further examples in leaves of ferns and flower-
ln
g plants may be noticed here, since this variation has an interesting

Fe atlon t0 the question of the evolutionary origin of compounding;
33 pflanzen-Teratologie,

/. c. (and elsewhere).
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m<

view. The same species of variation is also to be observed occa-

sionally in inflorescences.

manyA glance into two or three private and as

herbaria makes it evident that entropic homoeosis is prevalent in

ferns. I have found it in the ten species following, repeatedly in

several of them: pidium Thelypteris, A. spinulosum

lypt

pi

Dicksonia punctilobula , Polypodium vulgare, Osmunda
cinnamomea.

Among these species I have found the phenomenon most fre-

quently in Polystichum (Aspidium) acrostichoides, in which species

its operation takes some

interesting turns. The

fronds of P. acrosti-

choides are somewhat

dimorphic, not only in

the sense of being

soriferous and non-

soriferous, but also in

the fertile and sterile

fronds having slightly

different general out-

Abnormal pinna of Poly- lines. The sterile fronds

stichum acrostichoides. have their apical pinnae

non-auriculate, obtuse

and oblong or elliptical to obovate. In the fertile fronds,

dimorph:
shorter, narrower, and abundantly soriferous. Homoeotized

dimorph
specimens

herbarium
J. Winslow, collected in Lowman
m — r —

transformed into miniature,.._,, - • — fronds. Their
length and breadth are increased, and the segmentation is quite
perfect. One of them very nearly represents a fertile frond, its ter-

minal portion being constricted and soriferous, and

(fig

many
Some nules,
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frond, as above described,

occupied bv pinnules much

vard the extremity of the infertile

proximal fourth of this pinna is

normal. This

the pinna corresponding to the stipe of the frond, and would be bare

of pinnules were the frond-plan fully realized; as a matter of fact

two form-forces are

expressed, the pin-

nar, which gives a

blade of proper
width on either side

Fig. 10.—Normal pinna of Polystichum Braunii. of the mid-vein, and

the frondescent,
which divides the blade. In the opposite basal pinna of this specimen

pattern of the sterile frond.

homoeosis refers to the terminal

Gray. Near
Herbarium

interplay
exhibits an interesting

sight appears to be extreme irregularity gradually

definite

Pre-existing types. Frond-plan in the
Pinnae is expressed by
segmentation

the character of
the segments, by
their increased
le*gth, and
increased width
°* the distal two-
thirds, and in so
fr°m the low

and by

Fig. 11.—Homoeotic pinna of Polysti-

chum Braunii (specimen in herb. Gray).

by the absence

third

G

T
er Side °f the Pinnar rhachis, throughout the basal one

or thereabouts of its length—in an "pfiWt" tn tmIiV.p thilength—in an "effort" to realize the

segments, more
Prolate condition of a frond
ai"e thr (

"onu. x 11c segments, more or less complete,

and the

S

f °V
he api

.

Cal region of the infertile frond of the sPecies>

form
typ

(P
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is able to express itself simultaneously in the mor
maintainin

•rmal

New

the basal segment on the upper side of the pinna, in correspond-

ence with the large tooth or auricle which stands there in normal

pinnae. The homoeotic character of the variation is unmistakable,

though partial.

In a specimen from the Torrey herbarium, at the

Botanical Garden, the frondescent pinnae of the lower section of the

aberrant frond

imitate an occa-

sional trick of the

species, by which

soriferousness may

run down the

margin of the sterile

y specimen, the lower

Fig. 12.—Normal

region, on the tips of the pinnae. In the Torrey

frondlets (pinnae) are soriferous and constricted in their apical

region, and the soriferousness runs down their margins on the tips of

the pinnules.

Dicksonia punctilobula in the herbarium of Mr. F. G. Floyd

shows entropic homoeosis of an interesting type, inasmuch as the

Fig. 13.—Homoeotic pinna in Osmunda cinnamomea (in herb. Floyd).

primary segments become frondescent in imitation, not of the

but of the infantile, or nepionic, leaves.

Asplenium thelypt

Milton, Ma
sixth pinnae frondescent (others in a less degree), the modification

proceeding upon the basis of the lobing already normally present in

/
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the pinnae, and resulting in the formation of segments of a second-

ary rank imitating the normal primary segments; and further, in a

change in spacing of the divisions, which brings the modified pinnae

into conformity with the main frond-plan as regards the distance of

the segments. Increased spacing, correlated with perfected divisions,

in very obvious homoeosis, is also seen in Osmunda cinnamomea

(Jig. 13) collected by F. G. Floyd at Mt. Desert, Me., where, accord-

ing to the collector, the form is evidently hereditary, numerous modi-

fied plants covering a considerable area. 34

Coming to flowering plants, the principle is seen in curious varia-

tions of the leaves of an Aster which Mr. C. Stuart Gager has

kindly shown me. They were briefly noticed by him in Torreya for

January, 1908. Basal laciniae have become increasingly distinct,

some of them even petiolate (petiolulate) ; and when so, the new, or

secondary, blades imitate the main blade, even down to a peculiarity

of asymmetrical development.

I regard a leaf condition found by me in Gleditsia triacanthos

as homoeotic. At any rate the variation noted is very abrupt. The
character leaf of the species is simply paripinnate, the leaflets short-

stalked, the blade slightly unequal at base, elliptical, obscurely ser-

rulate or crenate, apiculate. In the leaves of vigorous running shoots

(not spur shoots) I find some of the leaflets replaced by segments

imitating the normal leaf in all the features specified above; the

segments are, in effect, character leaves of a second order. The
modified, or compound, leaflets, which are nearly twice as long as

the unmodified ones, occur irregularly among the others (fig. 14).

The condition here, essentially the same as that described for the

Person fern, has been noticed also by Gager (I. c.) , one of his

specimens—as also one of mine—carrying the homoeosis to the

second degree, a few pinnules becoming perfectly compounded (as

in the Whitman fern). There is no evidence, so far as I know, that

L!
modified condition looks back to an older, normal state of division.

i

^at happens is that segments of the leaf are transformed into the

eness of something now existing—the normal, or character, leaf of
lik

ferns
*

f™
m?hs of tropic homoeosis may be found i

.

^reat Britain, etc.. Nature ™;n^A t ~„^„ ,

Moore

Drint..i *
Brita»», etc., Nature printed. London. 1857; and in Moore

P^ted Brmsh ferns. London, r 859 ( ?).

Mo
" *ot Garden

1909
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the species. The likeness is perfect. Whether the variation here is

admitted to be at the present time in each instance a fresh display

of homoeosis, or is sus-

pected of being rever-

sionary, the abruptness

of the change and the

manner of its occurrence

seem to me plain indi-

cations of the origin of

the decompounding. It

seems to me far more

likely that this is en-

tropic homoeosis, past

or present, than that

the complex form of

the compound segments

was worked into perfect

likeness to the original

blade slowly by natural

selection.

Bonnet recorded a

variation of the jasmine

(Jasminum officinale)

which is seen to be

homoeotic in a similar

way. Fig. 15 shows the

normal and variant

forms side by side, as

delineated by Bonnet

(Oeuvres2i363. pi. 24)'

Inflorescences of

certain marked types

M

homoeosi

I have <sf

sometimesSU11IC LllllCb UIJ

for example, umbels and pseudumbels Of the

N
J

- „, wu. uyAUSTIN <J. APGAR, I

This species normally bears simple u

1

ends
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specimen

N

of the three main branches of the scape.

of the florets in each umbel are replaced by long-pedicelled umbellules.

That is, the form resident in the flower cluster as a whole has instantly

passed into several of the parts (florets) . A similar variation I have
seen in Hydrocotyle umbellata (specimen

Jamaica, Ferry, no. 6168):

and in Daucus Carota it was
noted by Cramer,* s radial

florets being replaced by
umbels.

Two false umbels of

Pelargonium in my posses-

sion are abnormal in a
similar way. In each case
one of the florets, eccentri-

cally situated, has been Fig. 15.—Normal leaf of jasmine (left) and

transformed homoeoticallv
a leaf With homoeotic segments (right). After

• | - J 1/WTlLTtVW

with the result that it

Bonnet.
rises

as a pseudumbel of a secondary order from amid the flowers of
the first. The subordinate flower cluster is like the chief cluster as
regards centrifugal development, involucre, etc., though the flowers
are fewer (8 instead of 18) and shorter-pedicelled. The secondary
peduncle

off

flow

is articulated to the expanded summit of the primary, as

nff

C
.

e Pedlcels of the flowers, and apparently would have been castn
>

m event of failure to fertilize, by an absciss-layer, as with them
ers among which it stands.

Homoeosis and reversion

amon ^h^^ homoeosis is often confused with reversion; indeed

ThT
g
M

amsts the confusion may be said to have been habitual.
1 he older writers havh
J^rsion in its ancient
little rpfl<w,-

homoeotic Dhenomena the word

some contemporary

in

Cramer,
modern

864.

Rhodo
Aversion irl*a

** 7
\.

I9
*
I9°5> I haye discussed briefly the origin and use of the*ea as apphed to plants.
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In order that the real relations of the forms concerned shall be

more generally recognized, one needs but to direct attention to them;

argument is scarcely needed. For example, the appearance of two

supernumerary spurs in Platanthera viridis is palpably anything but

atavistic. No one at all conversant with Orchidaceae will for a

moment imagine that there ever was an ancestral race of three-

spurred Habenarias to which the curious Dorset plant harks back.

In the above-mentioned gentian with the fringed carpel, the relation

of things in evolutionary time is perfectly clear. While the carpel

is an ancient, the fringe is a very recent, structure; the former was

not derived from a petal, and the fringe has never until now been a

carpellary appendage. When the carpel puts on the fringe, therefore,

it adopts a character not to be found in its own phylogenetic line.

Simply the fringe is borrowed; there is no reversion. The non-

atavistic nature of the stigmatic papillae on bracts and foliage of

Crocus sativus is equally patent. The assumption of foliage charac-

ters by carpels of Drosera is no more reversionary. The carpel of

Drosera, it is safe to say, had its origin in common with that of other

angiosperms, and runs back through a series of forms, none of which

is a foliage leaf, to the megasporophyll of the earliest angiospermous

seed-plants. Likewise the foliage leaf of Drosera is a derived struc-

ture, with characters probably more recent than the family Drose-

raceae even. Its peculiarities of contour and its appendages arose

long subsequently to the establishment of the angiospermous, and even

the droseraceous, carpel. To reach a point whence these two lines

of derivation diverged, i. e., a point where the reproductive and the

vegetative organs were one and the same member of the plant body,

we must probably go back to the spore-bearing foliage leaf of the

fernlike ancestry, far antedating the first flowering plants. The.

common original of the Drosera carpel and the Drosera foliage leaf

was probably a kind of fern frond. The aberrant carpels in question

bear no resemblance to fern fronds. They d
from which they are descended. They have
selves properties of coordinate derivative members, the foliage leaveN

This is so obvious that the statement would seem superflous were it

not still the custom of inconsiderate writers to speak of such meta-

morphoses as reversions in the phylogenetic sense. The transforma-

form

sim
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tion is not retrograde in any except an imaginary sense; since the

normal

conservative, as compared with the tentaculiferous leaf; and the ovule

as vastly more ancient than the tentacle into which it suffers change.

In peloria the morphogenetic relations are not so instantly obvious.

However, the phenomenon is usually, if not always, better viewed as

a homoeotic, than as an atavistic, occurrence. In notices of peloric

monstrosities one often meets with the statement that these forma-

tions have a historical value. Thus, with respect to a peloric

Laelio-Cattleya, Masters^ suggests that here is a reversion to the

earlier and simpler conformation from which the peculiar orchid

structure, as we know it, has evolved. While this is true abstractly,

in a merely descriptive sense—since actinomorphy doubtless preceded
zygomorphy in the monocotyledonous phylum—yet it is probably
untrue if we are to take it in any real phylogenetic sense, with the

understanding that actinomorphy has remained latent as a heredi-
tary character through the enormously long period of the evolution
of this family from an actinomorphic condition. Regular peloria is

Jo
be considered in conjunction with the opposite change, which

frequently occurs in orchids. The antithesis of the two pelorias
a-es it evident that we have here something besides atavism; since

1 either form is atavistic the other cannot be. This outcome,
coupled with the fact that we have a less objectionable construction,
"credits the entire idea of reversion in peloric orchids. The argu-

ment extends to other families.

of t̂

lth°Ut further exPatiation, it will be evident—if the standpoint

abu^H^
56111 PapCr iS correct~that the word reversion is a much-

call
'

t

^

rm
"
Tme reversions

>
except those which occur periodi-

to be

m 0ntoSenesis >
are, I suspect, rather rare. Atavism is never

onlv

6 a
!
SUmed off"hand in teratological cases, but it is to be admitted

borner
6Stablished hy aid of independent proof. It should be

often 1

1

\
mmd that antecedents °f monstrous forms are much more

ditim,

6 S°Ught m contemporary normal parts titan in ancestral con-

di

ions.

botanical

naxp values

37 g! ?L
m botanical theory in at least three different relations
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first, a study of the modes or phases of homoeosis helps us to estimate

at its true worth teratological evidence applied to the solution of

phylogenetic problems; secondly, the facts seem to throw light on

the method of evolution of some normal structures; thirdly and chiefly,

the facts of homoeosis constitute, as has been already pointed out in

the introductory passage, an important section of the data of morpho-
geneses. Let us examine these relations of the subject a little more
in detail.

^

i. The study of homoeosis must somewhat increase the caution
with which we use deviations from the normal as aids to morphological
interpretation.

abnormalities
them the ground of phylogenetic inductions. The stereotyped
remark of writers describing monstrous specimens has been that such

aberrations "are very instructive"-an expression of faith either in

the phylogenetically reversionary nature of abnormalities, or in

the eternal inviolability of homology in morphogenetic sequences.
Surmises

the days when the evolutionary story of plants was less complete
than it is now, and when morphologists were driven to indirect and
speculative methods. The history of this subject is voluminous;
perhaps, though interesting as a study in speculation, it is more
valuable for the errnrc wi^vu :* r j- ., - . _,. jlembodies
truth

;
and it will not be entered into here Some

formations., &^x ^uiiiicuions were used have been abandoned,
and others have been settled by the discovery of direct evidence from
comparative morphological studies of living and „ti„rt r,1»nte. As

maturin

normal and abnormal forms,

morphological significance of

many abnormalities falls to nil. For example, we now know that
he conversion of the nucellus of an ovule to a shoot, as in Aliaria
ana in Mmcom ;~ i>_n ., -

7
i . _ ~A «"* wuic lu a, snoot, as in nua*

and ln Drosera, is wholly without phylogenetic meaning. From
StUClV Of even nnrmol ^ _• ,• .

°
a

normal

morphological categories; an
if tv,^ u ..

—° J A "luipnuiogicai categories,
if the observations assembled in the present essay are accepted

d

in
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the sense in which they are presented, it is indisputable that stages
of development supposed to be concatennated in a fixed order are
subject to the most violent dislocation-that a stage belonging to one
morphological category may pass into another of a different category.

Abnormalities which are traceable to very ordinary features of

may
moment

may ever have been thought to possess. Historical significance can
be restored to them only by application of the laws (if we may so
speak of the operations) of homoeosis. If homoeosis much more

under
homology

very special conditions, then frequent homoeotic metamor-
phosis of a particular organ in a particular direction may be thought
to be indicative of the derivation of the organ. But I think that the
aamission of homoeosis in any case is practically fatal. The method

ta J"

re

^
Cethen becomes too roundabout to be acceptable to modern

formations agree
morphology, of anatomy

** add only a reflected light to the general illumination.

over^h

ntmg theSC W°rdS I haVe in mind Particularly theW5 uCuaic

conifo

m0rphol°Sical na*ure, or origin, of the ovuliferous scale in

m Perhaps no

rphologists
ter for d' •

ailUiUCU muxpnuiogisis more mat-

own hv
'
SpUtatlon than thi* scale, which has a vast literature of its

T»n. I! TSt eminent authorities-LiNNAEus, A. Braun. Schlei-DEN VOW AT
«**«» ^iiNHA^US, fS.. JDKAUJN, OCWj "10HL

>
Eichler, Sachs, Baillon, Strasburger, VAN

Masters, Nollothers Th h •
'
lv±ASTERs, JNoll, Uelakovsky, and

uPon everv
^ Tks °f these auth<>rs have been various, and based

TeratoW f°
nCeiVable consideration, not least upon abnormalities,

^e as su

appealed vei7 differently to different students-to

theory; t0

PP°rtlnS one doctrine, to others as favoring a different

havW no «*v*fl

aS °f gr6at °r even decisive weight, to others as

ciallv „n
Persistentl

y, has relied

studied

cially upon u h T Up0n abnormalities, and espe-

betu'een the tertil

^'^ °f intermediate formations, such as those

ance of a shoT^
C SCale aS ** seDarates int0 Parts (at the appear-

o
)
and the leaves (or bud scales) of the shoot. This
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assumes

gous organs structures

the monstrous cones, made up of the fertile scales and the shoots

nature of the fertile scale.38

intermediate

sufficiently 1

From the numerous clear and detailed drawings of the abnormal

cones which have been published,39 certain truths are apparent

enough. form

formations
day vegetative and reproductive parts, is to be found in the cones.

No ancient structure, nor anything suggesting ancestral structures,

nor any organ of paleobotanical aspect, makes its reappearance out

of the past; there is no reversion. If the shoot in the axil of the

that

truly

But the shoot turns out always to be an ordinary leafy branch with

the reduced foliage representing the xerophytic adaptation of the

formal
descriptive sense; for if the fertile scale represents a shoot, now

uments
two sporophylls, and if the original development of axis and sporo-

phylls is to be restored, we ought to have in the restoration an axis

terminated by sporophylls or by ovules as representing them, since

terminal j

but this development is not realized in the abnormal cones, in which

we find that the shoot arises sometimes above or below the scale, and

when in the midst of it, then in the form, not of a stalk, but of a

proliferation, upon which the parts of the fertile scale become basal

appendages

transformations
_ o

all

And therefore

wr
Gesell. Wiss

;

VI. , XSl88a . VII. 4:1892; Enoler's Bot. Jahrb. 24:202. 189&
More accessible may be Worsdell's review (Annals of Botanv 14:39- *9°°)>

0I

that of Coulter and Cham*™ a™ in , ..
*u n * cr^ .

""^"^^a review (Annals ot Hotan<
that of Coulter and Chamberlain (Gymnosperms 6o-77 . loot).'

Sci
ARLATORE

Velenovsky, Flora fizfi, t'i. 1888.
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while it is in itself not unlikely that the fertile scale represents a pair

of sporophylls belonging to an axillary shoot, and while comparative

morphology and anatomy may make this view even probable, the

seems to me, add nothing material

may
1m To me

from fertile scale to axillary

appeal with the same compulsion with which they i

kovsky and some others. I can conceive the most
transitions to represent combinations of historically unrelated form-

factors, reproductive on the one hand and vegetative on the other;

and in the conception I find nothing incongruous with other facts of

homoeosis. If there were originally no shoot in the axil of the fertile

leaf (the bract) but only an ovuliferous segment (Sachs-Eichler) or
pair of lobes (Delpino)—supposing for
were admissible on any but teratological evidence—and if by influx of

vegetative forces the cone were converted gradatim into an ordinary
branch

,
with buds in the axils of the leaves ; then it seems to me that

^e might expect to discover morphogenetic impulses toward the
formation of ovuliferous segments and imDulses toward bud-formation

argument

same

monstrous cones exhibit. After t>

formative impulses
fences generally, I do not feel that Celakovsky's case for the pre-
eminent value of anamorphoses is established. In comparison with

minimal
monstrous

value. The interest and worth of Celakovsky's thorough-
going study of the whole subject does not lie in his treatment of
monstrosities.

* et a smaU degree of approval for the theory which makes the

from !?
reSent a Sh°0t bearinS sporophylls might possibly be derived

^1 frec
luency with which a shoot arises in the site of the scale;

this

appearand t t
— ""&«c ^ g»»-" ^ ««< "^uwu

v dnce ot the shoot. The latter has been found in the genera

r1

?' Plcea
> Pinus, Tsuga, CryptomeriaStrohm C •

*""5
i i-iypiuiii

bUS
'
Sec

lU0la, Taxodium, and some
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I hope that it may be clear that the shoot-and-sporophyll theory

is not here called in question, but only the use of teratological forma-

tions as competent evidence. The ground is taken that these

formations do not remove all doubt as to the origin of the fertile

scale, but on the contrary only after all doubt has been removed as

to the nature of the scale, by legitimate argument from comparison

of normal structures, do the monstrous formations begin to have any

considerable historical significance.

2. Homoeosis has played a part—necessarily from its nature,

which is essentially anarchical, a small part—in the evolution of

plants.

m
We can trace to a

e o t i c origin certain

established sequences in de-

velopment, of which specific

examples may be adduced.

(a) Habenaria quinqueseta

(or Michauxii) of the southern

states carries on vegetative

reproduction by certain of its

roots. At the apex of these

roots, close to the punctum

vegetationis
,

pointing back-

ward in the embryonic tissues,

a stem apex is organized.

root

Fig. 16.—Median longitudinal section of

represented, the root-apex

Fig. 16 shows its relations to

the apical regions of the root.

Two leaves and a bud in the

axil of one of them have

already been differentiated.

Subsequently to the stage here

forms
new shoot a spherical tuberoid growth evidently with storage

functions.

As to the evolution of a shoot fundament in this curious position,

one, I suppose, will imagine that thp or,*;™ ^..riAMn hictorv

conn the
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interior of a Habenaria root. It is perfectly clear that the form-

giving agencies which shape the leafy shoot in this species have been

set to work upon tissues which up to a certain point have been domi-

nated by other forces. There is nothing new except the extraordinary

morphogenetic sequence. In this instance, morphic translocation

has become habitual, or normal.

(b) In Phyllonoma ruscifolia of Mexico the flowers are regularly

produced from the upper surface of leaves, near the apex (fig. 17).

There is no adnation in this case, for the anatomy

of the blade below the inflorescence and of the

petiole shows no addition to the normal vascular

structure, indicating any concrescence. Here
again an abrogation of ordinary mor

become in the development.

(c) The specific form of the vegetatively

derived

sidered homoeotic:

in some

exam

must be con-

Opuntia
vulgaris, described and figured by Ganong
At the time when fertilization should take place,

the egg cell, according to Ganong's observation,
has become disorganized. The place of the

Fig. 17.—Leaf ofnormal embryo is taken by several
budding in from the nucellus. The noteworthy

phyll°noma rusci-

apogamous

form of the

is their
folia.

Here is a

homoeosis which has become established and provides a regular

means of propagation for the species. A considerable number of

such cases is known.

« is natural to imagine that conditions in the embryo sac deter-

lomoeosis; yet it is not at

I the assumption of form.

mine

In a

sac.

form

ed by myself the embryos or

Spiranthes cernua of the meadows upland

seed.

eryw

has a normal development. In the variety

Having followed the development with care, I find that the
40 Bot. Gazette 25 :22I . l8l)8.
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embryo sac ceases to develop after a few nuclei have been formed in it,

and is pushed aside by the hypertrophic inner integument. This

envelope, normally composed of a few flattened cells overlying the

sac, in this variety of the species early takes on a very active growth,
forming a mass of cells which, as it comes to maturity, splits up into

rounded bodies simulating the embryo of the genus/ 1 The forma-
tion of embryos is often incomplete and growth then results in amor-
phous masses; but on the other hand, it is often successful, and

gives such seed-contents, consisting of several

well-made embryos, as that

(fig

figured herewith

form
for the normal embryo has neither suspensor nor

cotyledons. But that cells of the inner integu-

ment, ordinarily forming a saccate one-celled

layer, with not the remotest resemblance to an

embryo, should so much change their habits, and

in the transformation should select the fashion,

though simple, of embryos, is sufficiently singular.

I look upon the process as homoeotic in its

Fig. I8.-Seed of
natUre -

Spiranthes cernua The
(lowland form).

formation of embryo

season,

may digress

pendent of pollination, as I have proved by

carefully castrated and guarded flowers—an
ant item for a species blooming so late in the

The biological significance of the process, indeed, is—if I

that the plant by this means combines

methods
duction with the swiftness of dispersal and range of dissemination
secured by the seed apparatus. This is doubtless the combination

circumstances

apogamy in Compositae also. In Sp cernua, homoeosis
supervening in the integument has doubtless contributed to the
abundance of the species in suitable soils from Massachusetts and

search for the polyembry

much

(d) Still more remarkable is the transference, discovered by
Rhodora

**
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from

mbryo sac to a somatic cell in Hieracium flagellare. The
formed norm

ber of cases this structure aborts. A neighboring cell, which may
be situated in the epidermis of the nucellus or in the chalazal region

or in the integument, takes upon itself the function of a megaspore,

though without reduction of the chromosome number. This cell

enlarges to form an embryo sac. Its nucleus divides as that of

the megaspore would do ; egg apparatus and antipodals are formed

;

and even polar nuclei fuse to form an endosperm nucleus. The
gametophyte is thus reproduced, after the failure of the proper organ
to construct it, by a cell of the sporophytic generation. And this

homoeotic process is habitual, hereditary, and established in the
species.

podiu

formation
and its near allies to a homoeotic origin. The gemmae—detachable
shoots—arise in exactly the position of leaves, from which in their
earliest stages they are indistinguishable.

The form of homoeosis most often entering into the diversifica-
tion of species of plants is apparently that which has above been
called entropy Abscission of leaflets has already been discussed
m t is connection. Another seemingly homoeotic feature of com-
pound leaves is found in their stipels. An examination of stipels

£
a considerable number of groups—as in Xanthoxylum, Staphylea,

DolT
1115

'
T

.

Urpinia
'
Robinia

>
Bradburya, Desmodium, Galactia,

c olus, Vigna, Amorpha, Sambucus—strongly suggests that the
jpe s have arisen as echoes of the antecedent structures, stipules,

establ' h

thC eV°lution of the leaf suitable conditions have been

littl H V y occur in plants possessing stipules, and with

uur „^ r* ,

alreaciy in possession of them before leaf-compound-

as far as one can see; when21
S

f
in

; they are generally useless,mey have a visible „«> . :« *
much

sible use it is the same as that of the stipules, in a
weakened degree; they follow punctiliously the greatly vary-

43 B
<*-Tidsskrift 28:150

43 B<*-Zeit. 30:841. i872 .

1907
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ing character of the stipules—being large, stout, and thorny; slender,

terete, rigid, and sharp-pointed; long, weak, and membranaceous;
small or evanescent or flattened and glandular-capitate, etc —in
the different groups; they occur in situations much resembling the

situations occupied by the stipules. All of these facts suggest that

the compounding of the leaf with organization of partial leaf-stalks,

in evolution, has been the occasion for the production of stipels

homoeotically.

Moreover, we may well suspect that in many cases decompounding
of the blade has followed upon compounding from the same general

cause; the partial blades borrowing the compounding tendency from
the parent blade, the whole leaf thus becoming by a single step

decompound. The circumstance that the ground-plan of the whole

leaf is repeated in miniature in the several parts, in a vast number
of decompound leaves of both phanerogams and ferns, and the

occurrence of the corresponding type of homoeosis as individual

variation in both divisions, lend a color of probability to this con-

ception. Decompounding, on this hypothesis, would have no initial

relation to utility, and would not be a product of natural selection.

To consider this matter a little further with respect to ferns : If

the variation which we find so frequently in ferns has been the basis

of evolutionary advance in complexity of the frond, we should be

able to discover in the decompound-leaved species certain relations

which would necessarily follow from such an evolution. We should

certainly find the ground-plan repeated in the segments. We should
expect to find, further, that the historically earlier and simpler condi-

tions would be retained in youthful leaves; and that these youth-
ful leaves would be matched by the segments of the fully developed
fronds of the mature plant. Both these expectations are met in many
species. Ferns on every hand illustrate the first. Of the second, a

single example will be enough to direct attention to the facts which are

easily observable. In fig. i9 are reproduced a youthful frond of

rolysttchum angulare proliferum, and a pinna from an adult leaf.

in Asplemum Filix-foemina we have a depauperate variety, var.

exile D. C. Eaton, the mature frond of which is very precisely

44 See Eaton's Ferns of North America pi. 76.

form
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Further, if entropic homoeosis has given us decompounding widely

in ferns, we shall expect to find species so related to each other that

some represent the original types and others the homoeotic deriva-

tives. We shall look for, first, the simply pinnate types; secondly,

types in which the pinnae match the fronds of type 1; and perhaps

thirdly, a type in which the fundamental plan is worked out in the

pinnules. If the simple type has two

modes, as above described for Polystichum

acrostichoides, we may expect to find

either or both represented in the more

complex patterns.

Anyone having access to a collection

of Polystichum may see this projected

scheme filled out by existent species.

First we have the simply pinnate forms,

such as P. acrostichoides, P. munitum,

P. lonchitis; in which we have two frond

patterns, la being the fashion with more

or less oblong, non-auriculate pinnae,

probably historically earlier, seen in a

pical regions of sterile fronds; and 2b

Fig. 19.—Youthful frond being the characteristic plan, the pinnae
and pinna from adult frond of
Polystichum angulare prolif-
erunu

fi

falcate-auriculate. Then we find many

species with pinnae frondescent in fac-

simile of pattern ia or ib; as P. cali-

and P. Lemmonii (id), P. aculeatum (lb), and P.

sometimes ia); and others, a considerable
BramU

{fig. I0
, lb% ^

number of species. Finally, frondescence of the second degree
ls weU represented in P.
segments) In P.

tripinnatum {ia, in the ultimate

pulinum the (supposititious) homoeosis is

complete, the proximal region of the pinnae alone being seg-
mented

(Ia) , the distal merely lobed.

pin

C find Species so mudl alike (except that one of two is simply
ae, the other decompound) that one appears to have been

Pound)

. from

iviparum
as the West

ecom
n Europe P. aculeatum and P. lonchitis stand in a similar
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,
relation to each other; the slight differences-apart from hor
are such as might be expected to arise in specific isolation.

[JANUARY

system
v

i j .

u/ Jlwu ^A ^itemization wmcn nas
been evolved in one part of the body is transferred, ready made, to
another part. The great mass of instances are of the class called

are
mean

suddenly appearing deviations from the
Monstros

customary

know

exhibit,

,
.

'J —V*l m«XL SUCH clllU. bUCIl
plants have arisen in the midst of normal relatives. They exnitm,
as has been said, discontinuous or saltatory variation. That homoe-
otic monstrosities typify homoeosis in general, as a saltation phe-

ZT* !!!,^.^ fr0m
f

he «* ~tu« of the process. When,

norm

augment
rvJi^*-- r -i

ttugincnL me steaaiiy increasing

fcces
CV f°r dkcontinui'y «« '«e origin of specific

Homoeotic changes may mu
mutationsO^rwu -1 ° vvltli Lue mutations exhibited by tne

transformatio
pu..,^^ u . ,

— UUW1UC U1 any law ot tne evolution oi

seems
common. Mutation

stratum * • •

HUBUlflUVC t-nange in tne inheritable sud-

m rldLn w "
,

a

'T J Wh"e in homoeosis «o ™w qualities are
mtodu ed

,
but only old characters are recombined, or characters are

Homoeotic

mutation

evoked ,„ a new sequence in development.

V™L
arlmdeed

;
f°U

,

nd am°ng the instan«s OI ™>""ion •" -
wrf^iT Th Jf

V***"*^
(for example, peloric £*-*

JiTfZL ^ haV
!

'° be Classified "^ this author's <fe^«-

Zrt^t"g^ 46l> B 2
'

a)
-

Yet thdr ;-Iu-on - a classifi-

*?, ^ff °f Vanatlons u"der mutation seems to rest on purely
formal

numJ^Vt
a

,s

0f

of

h

onr
SiS^ ** deSCriptive PUrP0SeS a grW'

tacts of ontogenesis which, even though they may not
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at the present juncture point a way to the correct mechanical ex-

planation of development, possess in this connection a considerable

prospective value. An adequate theory of ontogenesis must take

these facts into account.

Their value lies in their exceptionality. Homoeotic occurrences

are fundamentally antithetic to our usual conception of the method
of development. The most general and fundamental of our notions

of a mechanically autonomic evolution from egg to adult, is that of

a series of states (A, B, C, D .... X, Y, Z), so related that each

one necessarily serves as the stage upon which the next state arises.

Every one of the several states seems to be the needful condition for

the appearance of the next following. This is the primary concep-
tion of ontogenesis derived from ordinary experience. It is contra-

dicted by homoeotic formations. We see the usual sequence violated

at some point, and a state (as X) arising upon a state (as D) from
which it does not normally arise, and from which we have supposed
that, in the very nature of the process, it cannot arise directly.

in homoeosis, then, we have a new ontogenetic phenomenon.
Herein lies its worth; for every datum of a new sort adds to the
materials for a true theory of development, and increases the chances
of our finding a clew to the right construction and combination of
the materials.

Although the times are doubtless not ripe for the appearance of
an adequate theory, and further attempts in this direction may be
Profitless for the present, yet almost universally there has been felt

e desirability of biomechanical hypotheses going behind the bare
^cte of development. We have had from Darwin, Nageli,

ies, Sachs, Roux, Weismann, Driesch, and others a series

^
more or less elaborate attempts at an explanation. I think that

nSTh
^ dl familiar with this line of biologic endeavor will recog-

enTe f

Pr°8reSS in substantial knowledge effected under the influ-
e such speculations—even though they deal with gemmules,

bevond\
miCdlae

'
biophores

'
and less concrete "organizations," far

somTof
*

h

ran§e °f the microscoPe -
And k is entirely possible that

wl»vu
suggestions already offered may be germinal points from

*£ a verifiable system will develop.
6 m°st Persistent attempt at a solution has been made by Weis-
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1 a theory of the nucleocentric type, wherein
the control of development is made to reside within the several cells,
and specifically within the chromatic matters of the nucleus. Nuclear
divisions are conceived as being of two types; namely, (i) equating,
in which the germ-plasm is conserved in its integrity, all characters
of the mother nucleus being shared equally by the daughter nuclei;
and (2) differentiating division, in which the daughter nuclei receive
from the parent nucleus unlike assortments of character-giving bodies.
All the determinants, capable of giving form to the whole organism,
being present in the nucleus of the egg, differentiation is concomitant
with an orderly distribution of the governing bodies, effected in the
successive nuclear divisions, each different part of the body ultimately
receiving its proper kind of determinant.

In view of present limitations of our knowledge, the theory of
Weismann is a highly speculative system, and as such has been

neXTrt
t0 mCet

u
emergendCS ari5inS fr°m the disco^ °f

neu tacts. There is perhaps little forensic satisfaction to be gained
from argument under these conditions. Yet it is undoubted that the
he proposal of this hypothesis has prompted investigations leading
to interesting discoveries. And even as a means of tWvW obser-,,,,,• . .

v,Ui « a means 01 tnrowing ODser-

IT V S°me ^ °f °rder ' ™y such *eoretic scheme has its

kinH. fT ,'° mC
'
theref0re

'
weU WOTth while to consider all

kinds of facts of ontogenesis in the light of this and other generaliza-

Irraved

m"ph°genetics
-
Th* facts of regeneration have thus been

arrayed with relation t^ <i„, r> m. .

Weismann hypothesis. Regenera-tive nha~ ,

*wua- vv eismann Hypothesis. Regenera-

hole ZTT e °n ' ^ con^ence, some new aspects, and the
thole subject gains m spirit. A tentative ™J,ri-» i J.HU,«d

theory

dnrtmn^ t j
-^^iiann ineory nas been the intro-

los oarts

fUnd
fT

eWal modification . For the power of reproducing

pTants tZ " dy PrSSed by animals
.
and •» *°™ degree by

unell

'

S
",°'

aCC°Un
r.

ed *" by "" R°-Weismann idea in £ m0st

fer m ated i

T
°^ f°r *is *«%. ** cells, even of dif-

hose e or, . ' Tead °f *** dePri«d of all elements except

o retain" 1 h",
"^^ °f^ ti^

>
™— *ll°«d

This auviH
detCrmmants efficient for purposes of regeneration.Th,s au.Mhary equ.pment is, however, tightly s,owed. Under ordi-
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nary conditions only the differential determinants are free to influence
the development of the cell and its activities, the regenerative or
reserve determinants being held strictly under restraint until they are
called for, to reconstruct lost members.

Homoeosis has a similar influence with regeneration upon the
Roux-Weismann idea; and perhaps a more

very
varied and abundant. And if the vast array of data, the existence of
which has been suggested in the present article, is added to the evidence
from regeneration, the necessity for providing full reserve-funds of
determinants in differentiated parts is much increased. Many parts
of the body—this statement is made especially with reference to
plants-are able to produce almost any other part. We are prob-
ably warranted in postulating a pangenerative capacity for every
vital member. We know that a single epidermal cell of the leaf in
Begonia may originate a complete plant. Indications are not wanting
that single living plant cells in general intrinsically possess the same
Power ordinarily latent, its exercise inhibited by circumstances.

^

each cell possesses a complete character-fund, the characters

th l °i

bemg S6Verally activated upon motion of factors external to
e cell, does not the necessity for imaging special individualized

celkHr3 dlSappear ? Can we not as wel1 think that differences in
s and forms of organs spring from the nature of the molecule of the

seat f

m§ Substance
(Pr°bably chromatin)

, this substance being the

„._•_
°

,

morPhogenetic powers ready to be evoked and responding

nditions in which, in the course of develop-

itself placed ? Obviously, in proportion as

form-giv

vanou
—j ~ mc ui verse C(

"jent, the substance finds
allrplkrrf

kind, nf *
need of assuming the existence of different

Whatev
g™g SUbstance diminish.

evolutionwh'^ ^ ^^ assumed for an explanation of the micro-

form-controllia
**^ ontoSenesis—whether the existence of special

Molecules

10 bodles
>
or the general properties of the organic

°ther basisZh°
rgan"f0rming StUffS °apable of diffusion

>
or some

formation of
^^ diversion of formative currents and trans-

frequent an
m6mberS into otners of usually dissimilar origin, the

PPearance of forms in locations not expected in the ordi-
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nary

enomenon
calling homoeosis, will need to be provided for in our ultimate theory

of development.

State Normal School
Trenton, N. J.



BRIEFER ARTICLES

LONGEVITY OF SEEDS £1

In a recent article on longevity of seeds, Ewart 1 makes a number of

statements which merit comment. He assumes as correct the claim of

Bergtheil and Day 2 (working on Indigo/era arrecta) that they have

priority in discovering that the water-resisting power of the seeds of legumes
is due to the character of an outer layer of the coat. Nobbe,3 however,

pointed out the fact for Trifolium pratense 31 years before the publication

by Bergtheil and Day. Both find that stains dissolved in water penetrate

in the hard seeds only through the very thin outer layer, called cuticle by
Nobbe; but that they do not pass through the palisade layer. This is

shown in fig. j of Bergtheil and Day's article. Ewart finds the resist-

ance in Adansonia digitata to be due to the impermeable nature of all layers

of the integument, and I find the same to be true of the hard seed of Axyris

amarantltoides. Legum
meability to water is never due to oily deposits. I find
the mesquite (Prpsopis juliflora) is an exception. By soaking these seeds
in ether for several days and then allowing the ether to evaporate, a large

percentage is caused to germinate when germinative conditions are supplied,
WW e a direct supply of germinative conditions brings only 5 to 10 per cent,
he evaporation of the ether in which they have been steeped always shows

an oily residue. Absolute alcohol is less effective in this case.

until

germinate

Crocker obtained no definite confirma-
ion or negation of this fact, but here also it appears to be a case of the slow
^integration of the seed coats." This is hardly consistent with the state-

(p In this case, however,
ave underestimated the significance of the coats. I find that in Cra-

iaeg

the t

embryos taken from apples just ripe and entirely freed from
coats and endosperm begin growth within a few days after being

T TT*

Mc, T
'

L
'> ° n the longevity of seeds. Reprint Proc. Rov. Soc. Victoria

n< b
* 2I - PP- 210. inn*

arrecta.

ekgtheil, C, and Day, D. L., On cause of "hardness" in seeds of Indigofera
^Annalsof Botany 2i: 57

_6o . I0o7 .

obbe, R, Handbuch der Samenkunde 117. 1876.

42:a6--2

CKER
' ^ "'' R°le of seed coats in delayed germination. Bot. Gazette

69]
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put into the germinator, whether in light or dark. The removal of the

inner coat and endosperm is done after sterilization, and the whole process,

including germination, is conducted under aseptic conditions. One finds

this a very tedious task and the resulting germination is of a peculiar type.

In the light the cotyledons begin to expand and turn green. A small per-

centage of the roots begin growth within a week, but in a larger percentage

the roots begin growth only after several weeks and after the cotyledons have

expanded to several times their original size. Many of the radicles do not

grow even after two months in the germinator. In the dark the growth is

similar except that the cotyledons turn yellow and the radicles are even more

tardy in their development. The coats then seem to play an important

part in the delay, but the tardiness of the radicle in its development is of

especial interest and reminds one of the behavior of the fungus-free orchid

seeds, s or the upper seeds of the cockiebur with coats intact and in 76
cm of

oxygen pressure.* A full investigation of the physiology of the germina-

tion of these seeds is now in progress by Mr. W. E. Davis and myself.

Ewart again says: "Crocker has, however, overlooked the fact that

both the early and late seeds of Xanthium echinatum will germinate at

20 to 2 5 C. if the temperature is maintained for fourteen to twenty-one or

more days instead of for eight to nine days." I assume that Ewart means

with coats intact, for that is the connection in which I have made my
statement. On November 5, 1908, burs of this species were collected from

the plants, the seeds removed from the burs, and the upper seeds soaked

18 hours, so as to show up any defective coats. Upper seeds with perfect

coats were placed between wet niters in baths; one maintained at 24-25°,

and one at 2 7-2 8°.
germinated. Of course

with coats removed these seeds germinate within three days, even at 23°-

In collections of this species from the crop of 1 906 a small percentage of the

upper seed with coats intact germinated at 30 . In collections of the crop

of 1905, on which the work for my paper was done, the minimum tem-

perature for the germination of these upper seeds lay between 32 and 33°

even when they were kept in the germinator for a month. Ewart says

nothing about the time of gathering, precautions against defective coats,

or the percentage germinating at 20-2

5

. In the absence of all these related

data his statement can mean little. In X. canadense high temperatures are

far less effective in overcoming seed-coat effects, and here a temperature
fluctuating between 25° and 41° is most effective. A temperature of ^
43 for a few hours is often more effective than a lower temperature for a

s Bernard, N„ On the germination of orchids. Rov. Hort. Soc. Rep. 3rd Inter-

nal. Congress on Genetics 292-296. !9o6.
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much longer period, a fact that led to the discovery of the temperature

effects. In the light of this fact, Ewart's statement, "If burs are heated

at 40 C. for a day or two, 50 for a few hours during soaking, a variable

percentage of the later seeds will germinate within ten days," is not at all

new. My of high temperatures

in overcoming seed-coat effects varies greatly with different species. Further,

my data indicate that there is in this respect a slight variation in different

crops of the same species gathered from the same locality, and it appears,

if Ewart's data have been obtained with proper attention to sources of

error, that there is a decided variation in seeds gathered from different

regions of the globe.

Ewart's assumption that the coats in the seeds of water plants secure

this delay by excluding oxygen does not seem to be true for some of these

species. I have mentioned evidence for this in the case of the water
hyacinth. 6 One of our students, working with the effects of

germination, tells me that seeds of Alisma Plantago germinate rather

readily in entire absence of oxygen, provided the coats are ruptured. In
the case of the upper seeds of X. canadense she finds that about 3

cm of

oxygen

ordinary

necessary

removed. These results still need to be thoroughly tested. Takahasht?

germinate It is

probable, therefore, that the coats of the seeds of water plants secure delay in
germination mainly by limiting the water supply, as I have pointed out.6

Through a discussion of minor and less significant details, however,
must not lose sight of the main conclusion, which is being more firmly

seeds
germination

ls generally, though not always, related to seed-coat characters rather
^an to so-called dormancy of protoplasm. The coat may limit the oxygen

JPP y, as in the cocklebur; it may exclude or merely limit the water sup-

plant^

m the SeedS °f legumes on the one hand and of Iris and other water
s on the other; or it is possible, though not proved, that in some cases

necessary

to tell f

16Ve I
-

am d°ing EwART no in
J
ustice when I say that it is impossible

rom his PaPer in how far it is a contribution and in how far a
Crockei

375-38o. ig . 44

7 nr

Tokvo 6-

K^ASHI
'
T

'' Is Sermination possible in absence of air? Bull. Coll. Agr,
• °-439-442. 1905.
KlCGH, G V c

28 =8i6. i Qo8 |

; bome cases of delayed germination in seeds. Science N. S.
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compilation. In this way credit due other investigators appears to belong

to Ewart, and no one has suffered more in this respect than the writer.-

William Crocker, The University of Chicago.

RESPIRATION CALORIMETER

W
plant physiology

copy of which has come into my hands through his courtesy, I am inter-

ested to find a Dewar flask figured as a respiration calorimeter. Before

my recent paper was published (Bot. Gazette 46:193-202. 1908), I

wrote to Mr. Ganong, knowing that he was preparing a second edition of

his book, asking him to put my calorimeter into it. He wrote that his

book had already gone to press. When my paper appeared he wrote

again, saying that he "had been using the Dewar bulbs as a respiration

calorimeter some four years past Of course the point about the

prior use of the bulbs is of no consequence whatever, and I mention it

now because of the coincidence in your asking me to mention their use in

my book."

To acknowledge this, and to record another of the curious coincidences

which after all are not altogether rare in the history of science, is the pur-

pose of this note.
J. Peirce, Leland Stanford

CRATAEGUS IN COLORADO
writer

a misstatement in an article in this journal for November, 1908. On p.

382, line 4, I should have said that the species described resembles most

C. erythropoda, of the forms known to the writer in northern Colorado
-

Francis Ramaley, Boulder, Colorado.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The vegetation of Chile

The eighth volume of Engler and Drude's Vegetation der Erie is a mono-
graph on the vegetation of Chile by Dr. Karl Reiche 1 of the National Museum
at Santiago. This is the first volume of the series to deal with American vegeta-

tion. Reiche's long first-hand acquaintance with the Chilean flora makes this

contribution a masterpiece, and all the more since fourteen years of effort have
been spent with this volume in mind. Chile is to botanists the best-known part

of South America, partly by reason of its peculiar accessibility, and partly by
reason of the large number of foreign botanists who have made Chile their home,
for a time at least. Among those who have contributed largely in recent years, and
thus made Reiche's work more readily possible, are Philippi, Johow, Neger,
and Dus£n. Of particular importance is the work of R. A. Philippi, who was
active for over half a century, and who died in 1904 at the age of 96. A short

account of botanical investigation in Chile forms the introduction to the work,
and there is given a bibliography of Chilean botany comprising 550 titles, of which
R. A. Philippi and his son contributed nearly one hundred.

No country in the world presents distribution problems of greater interest than
those of Chile, as may be suspected by reason of climatological variation. The
vegetation ranges from that of the desert of Atacama in the north, perhaps the
driest of all deserts, to the rain forests of the south, where there is a rainfall of
25ocm per annum. In northern or tropical Chile (i8°-30°) there is the region of
esert where there are no marked seasons, and where agriculture is confined to the

oases and river banks. In central or subtropical Chile (3o°-38°) there are sharply
marked dry and wet seasons, and the vegetation varies from steppes northward to
sclerophyll forests southward. In southern or temperate Chile (38°-55°) there

sharp distinction between the very rainy coastal district, where seasonal

<k

anp are relatively slight, and the interior, where the climate is dry and where

k

e winters are cold and the summers hot. This rainy coastal strip is characterized

( VlTJf*
66118 (temperate rain forest), while there is a strip of deciduous forest

VPro ably the only such forest of consequence in the southern hemisphere) in the

forest^
Peri°dic climate t0 the east. It will be noticed that this distribution of

r.fk

S

f
PaitS from that 8iven by Schimper in that the deciduous forest lies east

ra*er than south of the

is a

evergreens.

Drude,

nverbreitung

emann. ion

VIII. Reiche

907. M30

73
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The second part of the volume presents a detailed account of the most impor-

tant families of vascular plants and their representatives, the vegetation forms,

formations
Among the

(Nothofagu
more inici^^»-iii5 v^» M— -

9

soecies are deciduous and three evergreen, and the conifers (Araucana and Fitz-

roya); 1

swamps

the

forms

These conifers and beeches sometimes form pure forests, but most of

Other important formations are

the bamboo (Chusquea) thickets, xerophytic acacia thickets, and steppes.

The most detailed portion of the volume is that presenting the floristic fc<*—

.

of the Chilean vegetation from north to south, and the delimitation of floral prov-

Many endemic species and monotypic genera are found in the country.
inces.

The final chapters consider the relations of the Chilean flora to other floras

(notably those of California, New Zealand, and Argentine), the life-history of the

Chilean flora, and the modifications due to human influence. From the develop-

mental standpoint the flora is made up of (i) a tropical contingent, the oldest of

Mesozoic: (2) the Andine

associated with the rise of the Cordilleras; (3) the Californian and Mexican con-

tingent; (4) the Antarctic contingent, mostly in southern Chile, and related to

the New Zealand flora; (5) the boreal contingent, perhaps the most interesting

of all, there being genera and even species in southern Chile that are common with

the far north; (6) ubiquists and littoral pantropists; and (7) adventives. Many

admirable plates add much to this important volume.—H. C. Cowles.

The pendulation theory

Permian

the tropics by supposing that the poles have shifted their position during the

course of geologic history. Such theories are usually dismissed because they mtro-

difficulties
Reibisch

fur Erdkunde at Dresden such a theory, known

Smroth

Leipzig a detailed account of the theory, together with a new alignment of facts

of distribution. The essence of the pendulation theory is that the earth swings

slowly to and fro upon an axis whose poles are in Ecuador and Sumatra. 1 ^es

poles are supposed to remain fixed, but the axial extremities that we commonly ca

the north and south poles are such for but a moment, speaking geologically.

It will be seen that Ecuador and Sumatra must have been in the equatorial realm

points

fixed pol

of Samoa), there may have been in times past any conditions between po

3 Simroth, Heinrich, Die Pendulationstheorie. pp. xii + 564. maps 27. ^e r

zig: Konrad Grethlein's Verlag.] 1907. Mi 2.
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and equatorial. According to this theory, past variations in climate in any given

place have been due to pendulation.

Glacial periods, such as the Permian and Pleistocene, have been developed

through a poleward swing of regions now temperate; while warm periods, such

as the Cretaceous and Eocene, have been developed by means of a swing toward

the equator. At the present time Europe and eastern North America are supposed

to be swinging southward and getting warmer, while western North America is

swinging northward. Pendulation causes constant redistribution in the oceanic

waters, by reason of the earth's oblateness, thus accounting for the submergence

of coast lines.

The major portion of the volume is devoted to the presentation of the facts of

distribution in animals as related to the pendulation theory. It is claimed that

the various groups are more or less symmetrically distributed with reference to the

fixed poles, owing to the control exerted on migration by the swinging of the earth

on its axis of pendulation. One chapter only is given to plants, and in this chapter

chief attention is paid to the conifers and Campanulaceae. Three maps are

presented, showing the distribution of the conifers. In these and other maps

figu

sym

metrically from that region.

The volume as a whole has a strangely medieval atmosphere. Students of

geographic distribution in these days are so accustomed to look carefully for

facts that they have largely ceased to care for hypothetical disquisitions such as

that of Simroth. One feels that the author regards the pendulation theory as a

panacea, and that he selects for consideration those facts of distribution which

fit it best. Certainly the problems of migration are vastly more than the sym-

metrical movement of organisms from a center under the control of the direction

of pendulation. And the idea of pendulation itself seems more like an iridescent

fancy than a reality. Biologists may well wait until there is some astronomic or

geologic basis for such a hypothesis before they attempt to readjust their facts to

the new theory.-H. C. Cowles.

MINOR NOTICES
Purple bacteria.—A monograph on Rhodobacteria* is the natural outcome

°f the results of shorter studies on the subject which have been presented from
time to time by Molisch. After a discussion, partly historical, of methods of

culture, the author describes eleven new species recognized by him and gives a

^cation, based upon those of Winogradsky and Migula, in which he divides

ier Rhodobacteria, containing all known purple bacteria, into two families:

vhich do and those which do not show sulphur granules in the cell substance.

12 to thf» hirtrl^™:.— 1 „:j~ _r j.i ^.j_. n/r— «~*w« Avnm ;noc tV»^ relation of

theoi

those

Turn
MOLISCH examines

1

3 Molisch, Hans, Die Purpurbacterien nach neuen Untersuchungen. pp. 95- Pls-

4- Jena: G. Fischer. 1907.
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these organisms to light, oxygen, and organic substances. With regard to light,

the purple bacteria do not ordinarily show positive phototaxis, but are incited

to motility which continues for some time after the light is removed. They are

not able to obtain carbon from carbon dioxid in the presence of light. Some

forms are even anaerobic, and, unlike most pigment bacteria, can produce pigment

under this condition. distingu

the red (bacteriopurpurin) and a green (bacteriochloriri). The latter is distinct

from cholorophyll, which fact agrees with that of their inability to use C0 2 .

Molisch concludes that nutrition from organic substance is somewhat related

to light and the presence of pigment as shown by the increased energy caused

by light; and that thus these forms stand between the colorless bacteria and

the green algae.

—

Mary Hefferan.

The typhoid-coli group of bacilli.—Numerous methods have been proposed

for the ready separation and identification of the typhoid and the colon bacilli in

water. MacConkey
CONRADI

been more or less successful in the hands of various workers. These are based

upon substances which restrain the growth of one type of organism while allow-

ing a characteristic development of the other. Ducamp* proposes for this purpose

the use of an "antibacilliary" broth prepared by cultivating in a lactose-peptone

solution several strains of B. coli, for example, derived from different sources.

This broth, when finally filtered germ-free, will be exhausted as a medium for

B. coli, but will still allow the growth of B. typhosus. For the rapid detection of

the latter in water, the sample is first plated in phenol broth and inoculations

made from the colonies into lactose broth. If a race thus obtained grows in the

anticoli and not in the antityphoid broth, and is agglutinated i : 50 by typhoid

serum, it is undoubtedly B. typhosus.

Studies on the fermentative activities of the typhoid -coli-dysentery group

resulted in the confirmation of some facts already known, and brought out some

new affinities. B. para-typhosus, B. enteritidis, B. psittacosis Danysz and

Thomassen, and hog cholera ferment the same sugars except for two races of hog

cholera, which are inactive on xylose, dulcite, and mannose. B. para-typhosus

Kurth in addition ferments saccharose and raffinose. B. para-typhosus A differs

with respect to xylose, mannose, and dulcite.—Mary Hefferan.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS
Subterranean fungi.—Ed. Fischer has recently made a contribution 5 to the

morphology of the fungi. The paper is based on the study of material collected

4 Dxjcamp, Louis, Contribution a l'etude de la differentiation du colibacille et du

bacille typhique. Action des bacilles du groupe coli-typho-dyssenterique sur les

hydrates de carbone. pp. 181. pi. i. Thesis. Lille. 1907.
s Fischer, Ed., Zur Morphologie der Hypogaeen. Bot. Zeit. 66: Hi"168 '

pi. 6. 1908.
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by Dr. W. A. Setchell and Dr. N. L. Gardner in the region of Berkeley, Califor-

nia, during the years 1903-1905. It is of especial interest and importance in

view of the fact that so little attention has been given heretofore to the collection

of subterranean fungi in North America, and because this new material, some

of it in young stages, has enabled the author to put some of the imperfectly

described genera of Harkness on a better footing, and to revise some of his

own opinions as to the systematic position of certain genera which have occupied

an unsatisfactory position.

Some of the more important results are as follows : Myrmecocystis cerebriformis

Harkness and M. Candida Harkness are shown to be identical, the former being

an older and mature stage, while the latter is unripe material of the same species.

The former name has precedence. Myrmecocystis Harkness (1899) is also shown
to be generically identical with Pseudogenea vallisumbrosae Bucholtz (1900), and
the latter becomes M. vallisumbrosae (Bucholtz) E. Fischer. Young material

of Piersonia, a genus imperfectly described by Harkness from old material,

shows that this is a very interesting genus. The small nests of asci in the interior

of the fruit body are arranged in separate, pouchlike segments of hymenia, with
the free ends of the asci facing open passages or chambers terminating the venae
externae, the point of junction being rather abruptly narrowed. Paraphyses are

irregularly distributed among the asci in groups or partly wanting, but line the

surface of the venae externae. The latter in the deeper parts of the fruit body
are filled with a loose weft of hyaline hyphae developed from the ends of certain

the paraphyses; while toward the external portion of the fruit body brown
hyphae are intermingled and become more abundant as the openings of the
Venae extemae are reached. In the arrangement and form of the asci Piersonia
resembles Pachyphloeus, the absence of hyphae in the hymenia-lined passages
recalls Hydnotrya; but the most characteristic feature in which Piersonia differs

rom other genera is the sharply localized condition of the hymenial parts, since

r\
° EutuDerineae the venae externae are lined throughout by the hymenium.
is respect Piersonia represents a special type at one extreme of an arm in the

nes Eutuberineae, in which the ascus hymenium has disappeared from a large
po ion of the venae externae and is found only at the innermost terminations of
e m olding of the same. Fischer suggests that Piersonia may give the clue

e proper interpretation of the structure of Choiromyces which he has formerly
ace with the Plectascineae, where it certainly occupies a rather anomalous

pouchH*
1* US distinct hymenium. His suggestion now is that the large, irregular

smaller

hymenial Potions in the fruit body of Choiromyces may, like the

in Choi

°nCS
°f Piersonia

'
stand at the terminations of the venae externae, which

their

°lr°myc
^
s have become completely and evenly filled, and all evidence of

merd^T
1111110^011 with the outside ma>' have thus disappeared. Fischer

young m
eK thiS ** a su§gestion - It; wW require developmental studies of

tion,
i t w^ih

aI t0 deCide the V ™*' Should this Prove t0 ** the true interPreta
"

the PleT
11 1Cnd S°me suPP°rt to Mattirolo's view that the difference between

eC ascales and Tuberales is not fundamentally sufficient to warrant their
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separation into two groups, although Fischer has contended, and still maintains,

that there is no intermediate type between the two groups; since if his suggestion

as to the interpretation of Choiromyces proves to be correct, this anomalous struc-

ture would indicate subsequent modification of the venae externae and not an

ontogenetic connection with the Plectascineae.

:he

finds is not related to Hyd\

Eutuberineae, but is generically identical with Geopora Harkness, which is closely

related to Hydnocystis Tul. The fruit body of Hydnocystis possesses a single large

hollow space which opens to the outside, though the opening is filled with hairs

The wall of the hollow space is clothed with the hymenium. Geopora is a Hydno-

cystis in which the hymenial walls are deeply infolded in an irregular and com-

plicated manner, in some species closed from the outside, in others communicating

in some places with infoldings of the external walls. All recent students of this

HE
Geopora here also, although he formerly placed these two genera among the Bal-

samiaceae, where they occupied an anomalous position.

One of the very interesting forms proved to be the type of a new genus, Pseudo-

balsamia, which resembles Balsamia in external appearance, but differs in the

presence of venae externae which open to the outside, thus agreeing with the

Eutuberineae. It also differs from Balsamia in the absence of distinct trama

plates or veins {venae internae), or rather in the masking of them by the irregular

distribution of the asci among the tissue elements. In this latter character it

resembles the Plectascineae. The venae externae, however, are lined with para-

physes, and occasionally asci are found in this layer parallel with the paraphyses.

Pseudobalsamia, then, is regarded as one of the Eutuberineae, in which by secondary

modification the asci have withdrawn from their regular position in a hymenium

and have become intermingled with the elements of the trama, thus simulating one

of the characters of the Plectascineae, without showing any ontogenetic connec-

tion with that series. This leads Fischer to regard Hydnobolites,
placed by him in the Plectascineae, as one of the Eutuberineae, since the hymenium

has probably undergone a similar modification, and the venae externae open to the

outside. This view of the relationship of these two genera is strengthened by the

well-known fact that the asci are often distributed in the trama in certain species

of Tuber, as in T. brumale, and T. rufum; while Bucholtz has shown that in

the development of T. puberulum the tissue corresponding to the trama areas

(venae internae) become compressed and changed by the pressure of the develop-

ing asci.
i

The modification which Fischer's views on the systematic arrangement of

the ascomycetous Hypogeae have undergone as a result of this study are expressed

in a resume. Briefly this is as follows:

. The Plectascineae series, with asci scattered in the tissue of the interior

of the fruit body, or in groups, not forming hymenia, includes the two families

Elaphomycetaceae and Terfeziaceae. In the latter family remain the genera

former
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Eoterfezia (as a simple form), Terfezia, Tirmania

forms). Genabea,

Choiromyces, and perhaps also Hydnobolites and Pseudobalsamia a

from the Plectascineae, and probably go to the Eutuberineae series.

2. The Balsarniaceae, with asci in definite hymenia lining the walls of chambers

closed to the outside, includes the single genus Balsamia. Hydnocystis and

Geopora go to the Pezizaceae. (See Ed. Fischer, Hedw. 30 : 56-60. 1898.)

3. The Eutuberineae series, with hymenia lining the walls of interior passages

which open to the outside and are either hollow or more or less filled with hyphal

wefts (asci rarely withdrawn from hymenia into the trama), includes the gymno-

carpic forms and are probably derived from the simpler Helvellales like Rhizina

and Sphaerosoma.

Since the second series is represented by the single genus Balsamia, with a

hymenium lining interior passages of the fruit body, one is led to inquire if it

would not be a more satisfactory arrangement to recognize two series: (1) the

Plectascales as outlined above, and (2) the Tuberales, including the Eutuberineae

and Balsamia. May it not be possible that
some of the Eutuberineae by a secondary modification of such a nature that the

interior passages have become closed from the outside; just as in Geopora, as

Fischer points out, examples occur in which such a secondary modification has

probably taken place ? The development of Balsamia should be studied with
T r% m /*+ •

Balsami

this in view.

Among the basidiomycetous Hypogeae several collections of Hysterangium

furnish additional evidence of the existence of a Hysteran^ium-Clathraceae

^ries beginning with Gautieria, and then passing from Hysterangium through

Phallogaster, Protubera, etc., to the Clathraceae.
The paper abounds in speculative discussion as to relationship and ontogeny,

which is a characteristic of Fischer's contributions. In a number of instances

ws ^ews seem to be based on rather insufficient evidence, which is perhaps the

^ef adverse criticism which may be made on this contribution. Some of them

appear to be well founded, and certainly his present views on the classification of

the ascomycetous Hypogeae are to me much more satisfactory than his arrange-

ment in Engler & Prantl's Pfianzenfamilien. It should be said, however,

at a11 his suggestions and speculations are stimulating to thought, and I trust

^ also stimulate collectors and investigators to bring to the light the riches in

subter
fungi

Atkinson.

America

Cytological basis of Mendelism.—Gregoire6 has published a critical discus-

Tn °l ^ent cytological theories, with particular reference to their bearing on

etation of Mendelian phenomena. Certain fundamental hypotheses

M ?lG0IRE
' V., Les fondements cytologiques des theories courantes sur l'heredit6

enne. Ann> Soc - Rov - Znnl. «* Malarnl. Relffinue 42 : 267-320. figs. 4. IQ°7-
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will be mentioned first. His view of the individuality of the chromosomes is based

quite largely on his well-known observations, and those of his pupils, on the resting

stage of the nucleus compared with the late telophase and early anaphases of

mitosis. The attempts of Fick,? Tellyesniczky,8 and others to disprove indi-

viduality, come in for pointed criticism. Gregoire concludes that "II est certain

que les chromosomes persistent dans leur individualite, sous la forme de continus

structuraux, a travers toute Pontogenfese." Regarding reduction, he considers

it certain that the heterotypic mitosis dissociates the ft chromosomes, received

by the reproductive mother cells, into two groups of n/2; and probable that a

paternal chromosome always conjugates with a maternal of the same form. But

he finds nothing to prove that a pair of allelomorphic characters is fixed only in

one pair of chromosomes, nor that the chromosomes conjugated in the heterotypic

gemini are homologous maternal and paternal chromosomes.
The hypotheses necessary to explain Mendelism on a cytological basis are

given as follows: (1) The chromosomes play a preponderant role in the trans-

mission and determination of hereditary characters. (2) The different chromo-

somes of a given cell are bearers of different properties. (3) In the chromosomes
of a hybrid egg a Mendelizing character is represented only by two chromosomes,
one maternal, one paternal. In one of these the character is represented in a

recessive condition (modalite* recessive), in the other in the dominant condition.

It must be said (and Gregoire would probably agree with this) that the con-

ception of representative particles in the dominant and recessive condition merely

projects the phenomena of dominance back into the germ cell without attempting

an analysis of its meaning, or how it comes about, and hence explains nothing.

This appears to the reviewer to be a serious and probably fatal objection to the

last hypothesis.

On the basis of these hypotheses the germ cells would receive of each pair a

single recessive chromosome (maternal or paternal) and a single dominant chromo-
some (maternal or paternal). In the prophase of the heterotypic _
chromosomes join in pairs, and observation favors the view that these are homolo-

gous maternal and paternal chromosomes. Then after reduction half the germ

cells would receive a "dominant" chromosome, and half the corresponding "re-

cessive" chromosome. We thus arrive at Mendel's conception, and the chances

of meeting he described between germ cells are here conceived between chromo-

Granting the three hypotheses then, Mendelian phenomena would be

expected to result.

In Pisum eleven or more pairs of allelomorphs have been observed and the

reduced number of chromosomes is only seven; which shows that in this case, at

7

JICK
>
Betrachtungen uber die Chromosomen, ihr Individuality, Reduktion

und Vererbung. His-Waldeyer's Archiv. 1906; Vererbungsfragen, Reduktions- und
Chromosomenhypothesen, Bastard-Regeln. Engeb. Anat. Ent. 1907.

« Tellyesniczky Zur Kritik der Kernstrukturen. Archiv. Mikr. Anat. 60:

68^06. x9o2 ;
Ruhekern und Mitose. Idem 66:367-433. 1905.

mitosis

somes.
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least, several characters must reside in one chromosome. The characters must

then be confined to separate particles or corpuscles of the chromosomes, and an

interchange of homologous particles according to chance during maturation would

give the Mendelian combinations. Many observers, including Strasburger,

Rosenberg, Allen, and Schreiner, have described such an interchange of

particles; but Gregoire's conclusion, which he has emphasized before, is that

nothing in the observations of the ' nuclear reticulum, the somatic spirem, or

the heterotypic spirem justifies the admission of representative particles, chromatic

or achromatic. The "chromomeres" observed particularly in the heterotypic

spirem, he considers not as autonomous granules imbedded in a substratum, but

merely as a substratum impregnated with chromatic material and rather regularly

alveolated, giving the appearance of a single or double row of "chromomeres."

Grf.goire further denies that there is an interchange of particles between

the parallel filaments in the double spirem stage, such as various cytologists have

described. These two facts, namely, the presence of autonomous particles and

their free interchange at some time during the reduction processes, would appear

to be essential to a cytological basis for Mendelian phenomena.—R. R. Gates.

Extra-floral nectaries and "myrmecophily."—To many who have held the

untenable view that plant structures are necessarily useful, extra-floral nectaries

have been a stumbling-block. Nieuwenhuis-Uexkull9 has made an exhaus-

tive study of the extra-floral nectaries of 100 species of plants growing at Buiten-

zorg, and it may be said that these studies are of great importance because they

show conclusively that we know nothing concerning the advantage of these peculiar

organs. There is an admirable critical review of the treatises that consider extra-

floral nectaries, beginning with Hall's study in 1762. The term extra-floral

nectary was first employed by Caspary in 1848, who rather inclined toward
iebig's theory that they are of value to plants as a means of excreting sugar

* en present in excess. The classic study of these organs is Delpino's treatise

jssued in i8
74) jn which the term extra-nuptial nectaries is employed, and the

1 Ca advan«d that the sugar they secrete attracts ants; these insects in turn are

supposed to defend such plants against their enemies. Simultaneously with

^lpixo, Belt proposed a similar theory for Acacia sphaerocephala, and from

mec nhS
^^ recently botanists have generally believed in the existence of myr-

bee

COpiles, or ant-loving plants. Among the supporters of myrmecophily have

remdelr^'
FRm MttLLER

> Trelease, and Schimper. Bonnier (1878)

incM i

aU nectaries as su8ar reservoirs, any other function being thought quite

"unb-M
and KERNER

(i8 78) regarded extra-floral nectaries as protective against

meco'hM
gUeStS*" Beginning with the skeptical attitude taken toward myr-

P "y by von Ihering in 1894, there have been critical contributions by

*heidun
EmVENHU1S V°N Uexkull-Guldenbandt, M., Extraflorale Zuckeraus-
gen und Ameisenschutz. Ann. Jard. Bot. Buit. II. 6:195-327- I0O7-
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Rettig, Ule, 10 and others, all of which are out of harmony with the myrmecophile

hypothesis. The work of Nieuwenhuis-Uexkull confirms these more recent

views.

After a detailed account of extra-floral nectaries by plant families, the author

summarizes the data presented, and some of the chief conclusions follow. The

structure and form of the nectaries do not favor the theory that they originated

as adaptations for ant protection; in many cases they specifically oppose such an

assumption, and their position on the plant (largely on the leaf undersurface)

is such as to be of no purposive significance. The secretions often begin late in

life, so that the plant is without protection in youth, when it is most needed. In

other cases the secretion begins in early youth and soon ceases, thus leaving the

plant for a long time without ant protection, if such exists. The nectaries usually

secrete sugar somewhat spasmodically during their period of activity, and are often

.
dry. The nectar of many species is avoided by ants and other animals. The

view that the honey-seeking ants drive off crawling insects and other "unbidden

guests " that mutilate the flowers, robbing them of honey or pollen, is quite

untenable, there being no relation between mutilated flowers, ants, and extra-

floral nectaries. Floral mutilation depends on the structure and position of the

.
flower or the weather; furthermore, most mutilated flowers produce as many seeds

as flowers that are not mutilated. The honey-seeking ants are not combative

and do not attack other insects on the plants they visit; indeed, these other insects

often attack and repel the ants. The nectaries, therefore, so far from being bene-

ficial structures developed by natural selection, are harmful to the plants of which

they are a part, in that they attract insects of all kinds, which not only eat the

sugar but do harm in various ways. Observation showed that individual plants

which secreted little or no nectar are less harmed by insects than are those that

produce nectar.

flement

rmeco

v _
7 v ivw.au. UiiVUl^ I^V-» U1VUUVU aa-v^^*» ~

literature. Ants may "love" plants, but there is no evidence that plants "love"

ants. Plants inhabited by these insects, if it seems worth while to group them,

may be called myrmecophytes —H. C. Cowles.

A Mendelian ratio and latency.—Shull" in a suggestive paper makes

further contributions to Mendelian theory. In certain bean hybrids thre'e distinct

units were shown in earlier papers 12 to be involved, namely, a pigment factor, a

blackener, and a mottled pattern. In the last character a peculiar condition is

depe

10 See Box. Gazette 44:314. 1907.

allelo

Shull Amer.

908
12

,
The significance of latent characters. Science 25:792. 1907; S°mc

latent characters of a white bean. Idem 25 1828. 1907.
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morph in a heterozygous condition, the homozygous giving unmottled seeds.

This peculiarity results in a new ratio, 18:18:6:6:16, instead of the anticipated

27:9:9:3: 16. Latency is held to mean invisibility and not inactivity or dormancy.

Bateson's "presence and absence" hypothesis, in which the presence of any

character is said to be dominant to its absence, is believed to be of general validity

;

andhis'3 more recent terms "epistatic" and " hypostatic," as applied to the capa-

rity of one unit to hide or be hidden by another, are accepted. Thus in Mendel's

original case, yellow in cotyledons is not to be considered "dominant" over green,

but dominant to the absence of yellow and "epistatic" to green, i.e., according

to Shcll, causing its " invisibility " but not its "inactivity." This change of view

involves some nice distinctions, but appears to obviate some of the difficulties

of the older view of dominance, especially in connection with ontogeny. Inciden-

tally all that remains of the Mendelism of Mendel is his hypothesis of gametic

purity. The superstructure erected upon this has grown in complexity with great

rapidity.

With latency thus clearly defined, four types of latency are discussed: (1)

"Latency due to separation, in which an allelomorph when acting alone has no

external manifestation, and is only rendered patent by combining it with another

allelomorph. " This type of latency is not uncommon, and gives rise to such ratios

** Q: 3 : 4, Q'-7> 27:9:28. (2) "Latency due to combination, in which two dominant

allelomorphs, each giving rise to a peculiar character when acting alone, lose their

external manifestation when coexisting in the same zygote." This gives the

ratio first mentioned above in mottled beans, and may account for certain "mid-
races."

(3) "Latency due to hypostasis, in which the presence of one allelomorph

cannot be detected owing to the presence of another allelomorph, the character

produced by the latter being unmodified by the activity of the former." For
example, a black bean is shown to hide a distinct-brown allelomorph, and a dark
°range bean to carry invisibly a light-yellow allelomorph. This condition may
!?ve such a ratio as 1 2

:
3 : 1 .

(4) Latency due to fluctuation. Disappearance of

" aracters under unfavorable conditions of nutrition, etc.; a very common phe-

nomenon which may cause discrepancies from the expected ratio. Some of the

^es formerly called "incomplete or partial dominance" would probably be

mo t
Ratios may also rarely be modified °y the failure of certain allel°"

orP tc combinations to form a zygote which will develop—R. R- Gates.

effect

65111^017 chrom°gens-—Palladin 1* has devised a new, very simple, and

method
meth°d °f detecting the respiratory chromogens in plants. He uses this

In ^
t0 show to*5 wide distribution of these chromogens in the plant kingdom.

sPecies, ranging from liverworts to dicotyledons, this method showed these

660. "L !

TES°N
' WnxiAM> Facts limiting the theory of heredity. Science 26:640-

Ber Dem^uT' W" Die Verbreitung der Atmungschromogene bei den Pflanzea
eut*h. Bot. Gesells. 26a: 378-389. 1908.

ch
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chromogens in 67. Their existence in three of the other four species can be demon
strated by other methods. He mentions various fungi that other investigators

have shown to contain chromogens, as well as various other higher forms. The

points in the literature of this very important subject are briefly and clearly stated.

The same investigator finds 1
* that portions of leaves in a 20 to 25 per cent

saccharose solution for seven days show a great increase in respiratory chromogens,

over checks immediately taken from the plant, or those kept in distilled water for

the same length of time. Illumination during the treatment increases somewhat

the chromogen production. If this treatment is continued for 17 days in light,

" ms of leaves take on a bright-red color. The color he believes originates

from the oxidation of respiratory chromogens. He holds that the sugar greatly

increases the respiration and therefore the respiratory chromogens. Whether

the chromogen shall become chromatic depends upon whether the oxidases

exceed the reductases in activity. In long-continued exposures this seems to

occur, hence the red color. He believes that Overton's explanation of spring and

autumn coloration of leaves is not complete with the consideration of low tempera-

ture (as lowering respiration) and abundant supply of sugar as the factors, and

considers the relative activity of oxidases and reductases on the chromogen prod-

ucts of respiration as very important.—William Crocker.

porti

Graft hybrids.—Winkler

known
uses

The method is to graft one species on another in the ordinary manner, and after

the scion has "taken," to sever the stem at a point where the tissues of both

species will hp mr A<4t»>n +:.„i „i ^. ^i . ,. . «t.i...„*species

will

Adventive shoots then grow out from this cut surface. These

:ters of either species according to the point they grow from,

bhoots arising from the point of contact of the two species gave a peculiar result,

which may be described. A scion of Solatium nigrum was grafted in this way on a

seedling of S. lycopersicum, and the shoot in question, originating from the point

oi contact of the parental tissues, bore leaves having on one side of the stem the

characters of S. nigrum, and on the other side those of S. lycopersicum. In cer-

tain cases where leaves were situated on the meeting-line of two kinds of cells,

one-naif of a leaf showed the characters of either parent. Winkler proposes to

organisms

and for this plant proposes the name Chimera Solanum nigrolycoperskm-
tie concludes that the cells of two different species may come together in other

man a sexual way, and thus serve as the starting-point for an organism which

shows simultaneously the characters of both parent species.-R. R. Gates.

Rer ^^uT'
W
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^^ diC Bildung der Atmungschromogene in den Pflanzen-

Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 26a : 389-394. I9o8 .
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RELATION OF SOIL AND VEGETATION ON SANDY
SEA SHORES

Pehr Olsson- Seffer

(with TWELVE figures)

The studies on which the present paper is based were carried on
during a number of years on a variety of sandy sea shores on the Baltic

coasts, in Denmark, Holland, Scotland, and France, on the Mediter-

ranean shores, along the coasts of Australia and New Zealand, in

Hawaii, California, Mexico, and Central America.
h this paper I propose to give some of the observations made by

m)self regarding the conditions for plant life on coastal sand forma-
tions, and also to compare these investigations with the accumulated
fcsulis from studies on this subject obtained by others.

Although considerable attention has been given to some of the
"tost important points, I have as yet not been able to study in detail

ers
' dually weighty; and in trying to interpret several of the phe-

nomena of the distribution of sand vegetation I have found myself
on ronted with many problems, for the solution of which there is

* «& definite evidence at hand.

con^
USsing the factors that influence plant life, I have found it

hvdrod

lent ^ Classify them into the following groups: atmospheric,

™ ynamic, edaphic, topographic, and historical factors.

influe°n

atm°SPheriC faCt°rS a11 those are here referred
'

which direCtly

ture^h*V
Ve§etation through the air. The atmospheric tempera-

inthe ]

1§ht conditions
> the variations in air moisture, the movements

kind

a

,

mC
f
phere

'
and the electricity are the principal factors of this

With the
)drodynamic factors I understand all those connected

e Water content of the substratum, and edaphic factors are

85
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those relating to the chemical and physical quality of the soil. I call

02T

more

groups Historical factors are those which in the

course of time exert an influence on the topography and thus indirectly

on the plant covering.

Another series of factors analogous to the physical factors influen-

cing plant life are the biotic. They are either zoobiotic or phytobiotic.

Of the former especially the influence of man has to be recognized in

connection with the study of vegetation on coastal sands. The

phytobiotic factors are those caused by the plants themselves, and the

mutual relationship of sand plants will be discussed in another paper.

Atmospheric factors

1m

factors influencing plant life, or to give one of these factors precedence

in rank before another, because this depends in different cases on

different conditions. It may be said, however, that the whole group

of atmospheric factors is the most important, especially because of their

influence on the transpiration of the plants. Sand vegetation

particularly affected by: (i) the large amount of heat absorbed b)

the sandy ground and reflected from its surface; (2) the intensity «

illumination, both direct on the open, unprotected formation, and

reflected from the white sand
; (3) the exposure to winds, which con-

stantly change the atmosphere.

Temperature.—If we compare in a general way the temperature

conditions in a few of the localities under consideration, we find tha

there is no significant difference in results as regards development

formation
On

the dunes along the Gulf of Finland, where the vegetation is in a dor-

months
during winter, when the grains are covered with a thin surface of tfe -

and are smooth. The friction is less and they are able to move skwJ

forward. The herbaceous vegetation is absent at this time, and t e

deciduous shrubs are without leaves. There is consequently nothing

to arrest the movement of the sand.

Q semitroDical climate
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tion period extends over the whole year, but the sand drifts here much

summer

when wet the coherence of the sand is greater. Plants like Ammo-

phila, Cakile, Salsola, and Atriplex, of which the parts above ground

die even- winter on the Baltic coasts, grow all the year round on the

shores of Australia, and there is no difference, external or internal,

in structure. Convolvulus soldanella on the coast of Holland does not

differ from the same species on the shores of tropical countries, where

(fig-

warm countries more

because of the longer periods of drought, which favor the drifting of

the sand. We refer to the enormous areas of sand formations in

Africa, both on the coasts and in the interior, in the deserts of Asia,

on the coasts of India and Australia, in the interior of the latter con-

tinent, on numerous tropical coasts as Java, Hawaii, etc. The dunes

which occur in really cold countries, as in certain parts of the United

former.

comparison

It would be of considerable interest to have correct data of tempera-

ture conditions from the various localities where the author has made
his studies of the coastal sands. The field-work on which this paper

ls based
» however, has been conducted for comparatively short periods

at each place, and the temperature observations made

comparisons Official data, obtained

atisfactory

our special purpose, because the instruments usually are kept close to

from vegetation . in more—t,^, *n ay irom vegetation, in more or less snenc-icu ^iuU»-,

and because of these facts the observations cannot serveior any definite

conclusions as to

fetation has developed. It is

temperature

necessary

kind referred to. The
author has compared a great number of temperature statistics from

lfferent coasts, but he has entirely failed to find any apparent rules

applicable to the development in general of sand vegetation in differ-

wh-t
imateS

'
This neSative result is not due to absence of such lawS '

defi

Ceitainly must exist li mcrel>' shows that our knowledge is

e c»ent and the present method of taking temperatures at meteoro-
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logical stations is entirely inapplicable to the subject under considera-

J

tion.

For ecological purposes temperature observations in the field have

to be made very carefully if we are to draw from them any conclusions

of value as to the influence of heat on the vegetation. And further, they

have to be extended over a long period of years before we are justified

in advancing any general laws of temperature influence on distribution

of plants.

Let us here draw attention to the opinion held on this question by

the greatest authority on ecology, Professor Warming. In his re-

nowned handbook on ecological phytogeography (14) he says on page

22, speaking of the many attempts to determine the sum-totals of

temperature in relation to geographical distribution, that these investi-

gations need in a very high degree to be supported by really scientific

experimental determinations of the cardinal temperatures for the

phenomena of different species. And even the results of such observa-

tions would hardly be sufficient for the solution of the very difficult

and complicated questions of the importance of heat conditions for

distribution of species and phenological phenomena, as other factors

perhaps, to some extent can replace a higher temperature.

One feature of the heat conditions on coastal sands is apparent.

That is the great fluctuation of diurnal temperatures. On account

of the low specific heat of sandy soil, the surface layers are rapid!)

heated by the sun in daytime and as quickly cooled by night. These

variations of temperature are conducted by radiation to the lower

strata of the atmosphere, or those in direct touch with the plant

which consequently are greatly affected by such changes.

Of seme occasional observations by the writer on the diurnal range

of temperature on sand dunes the following may be mentioned as

examples of the great divergence between temperature extremes m

such localities.

Observation 64.—Dunes at Hango, Finland, September 10, 1897.
Maximum

temperature in the shade (thermometer from unknown maker) 28^8 C, between

6 A. m. and 6 p. m Minimum (thermometer from Wallmann in Stockholm

2?6 between 6 p. m. and 6 A. m. Range 25*6. The instruments were placed

on an open sand surface 25cm above the ground, and were shaded by white

canvas, 2"1 high. Ordinary thermometer readings in the shade were taken

every hour in the daytime, giving the following results:

1
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6 a. m. 8?5 C. 10 A. if. 14 C. 2 p. m. 23?6 C.

7 A.M. 9.2 II A. M. 17 3 P.M. 27.2

8A.M. 9.8 I2M. 19.4 4P.M. 27.5

9 A.M. 11.

4

ip. m. 20.6 5 P.M. 22.4
6 p. m. 15.9

un

About 6om inland between the pines, and sheltered from winds, the thermometer

gave 7?4C. at 6 a. m., 9? 2 C. at 9 A. M., i6?6 C. at noon, 28 C. at 3 p. m.,

i6?2 C. at 6 p. m. This shows that the temperature was slower to rise in the

morning and forenoon, but once high it was also slower to decrease, when the

energy of the solar rays wTas diminishing toward evening.

Observation 576.—Dunes at North Beach, near Perth, Western Australia,

September 12, 1902. Maximum in the shade 3i?i C. (8 A. M.-6 P. Iff.). Mini-

mum 6?8 C. (6 p. m -8 a. m.). Range 24?3. The instruments, from Negretti

& Zambra in London, were elevated 3ocm above ground and shaded by a white

canvas tent with open sides. The hourly variation was the following:

8 a.m. 7?9 C. 12 m. 23?6C. 4P. m. i9?5C.
'9A.M.H.2 IP.M. 29.4 5P.M. 16.3
IOA.M. 15.6 2P.M. 30.7 6P.M. 9.6
II A. M. 18.6 3 p. M. 20.3

These data show, as in the previous observation, that the temperature rose

steadily until about 2 p. m., although the rise is so much more rapid in these

latitudes on account of the greater energy of the sun. In this case, however,

over io° in a single hour, and nearly io° more between 4 and 6 p. m.

Western

Cooke
the nights are generally cool the whole year round.

The influence on vegetation of such a wide range of temperatures
must necessarily be of considerable importance. Although these air

temperatures have been largely affected by radiation, the direct radi-

ant heat of the sun is still more important. Actinometric methods
°f registering intensity of solar radiation are, as yet, very unsatisfac-

tory. Almost the only instrument available for field observations is

te so 'called black-bulb thermometer in vacuo. The rather casual

observations of this kind made bv the writer will be referred to in

pother plaCe in connection with

^
ay suffice

> however, to say here that these occasionally taken

^easurements, in spite of their discontinuity, have convinced the

W.
er

^at the surest and most effective way of attacking the prob-

getation is to pursue investigations on the

some It

Des of actinometric records. Neither the mean

eric temperature is
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to vegetation as the amount of direct solar radiation and radiation of

heat from the ground. The value of the former factor in climatology

has long been recognized by meteorologists.

We must never lose sight of the fact, however, that it is not one

factor alone that determines the development and distribution of

the vegetation, but a resultant of the many different conditions to

which the plants are subjected. This has been duly emphasized b}

Warming (14).

Light.—In the closest relation to atmospheric temperature, and

especially to radiation of heat, is the factor of light. The intensity of

illumination is remarkably large on the open sand formations of the

coast, and this circumstance is noticeable in the many protective adap-

tations of plant structures against the influence of light. There are

as yet no reliable means of ascertaining the intensity of the light, and

we have consequently no basis for comparisons on this subject. The

strong insolation on the white surface of the sand favors a greater varia-

tion of temperatures than on other formations of the coast. The radi-

ation is, however, generally less on the coast than in localities far a^ay

from the sea because the larger quantity of aqueous vapor in the

atmosphere in the former place tends to check this terrestrial radiation.

Hydrometeoric conditions.—This term has here been used to

distinguish the factors of atmospheric humidity from those of the water

content of the soil or the substratum from which the plants take their

supply. On coastal sands it is perhaps more apparent than on other

formations that there is some difference in influence and effect on

vegetation of the moisture contained in the air and of the water in the

soil. It is, however, always extremely difficult to decide to what extent

certain adaptations are due to one factor more than to another.

especially when we do not possess detailed observations.

AlR MOISTURE AND EVAPORATION CAPACITY.—The supply °f

atmospheric moisture is to a great extent obtained from the ocean *

and it follows that on the coast the amount of humidity must be much

greater than farther inland.

know
ryday

dense \ know

that moisture in the air greatly lessens transpiration, and, other factors

being equal, transpiration ought therefore to be less on sea shores than
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inland. Now it is not the absolute humidity that determines the

amount of evaporation, but the saturation deficit or the amount of

water which the atmosphere at a certain temperature is able to absorb

(Warming). In the continental interiors the evaporating power of

summer
sn 7). If we compare the

habits of certain plants which occur both in the interior deserts, and

them Mesem

same

on the beach or in the immediate neighborhood thereof, as when occur-

many
the coast. But when found at a certain distance, o.5km or so, from

from the full force of

fluence of the sprayf

from

d its succulence is less marked than in specimens

.31 the interior. In the case of the writer's obser-

vation, the places of growth were as nearly similar as possible with

regard to exposure to the rays of the sun and moisture in the soil.

Some notable differences in anatomical characters observed in this

connection will be alluded to in another paper. These characters also

proved that the devices for protection against excessive transpira-

tion were not so well developed in the specimens which were not

exposed to the strong salt-laden winds, although they had the full

benefit of the coastal moisture.
If we may be allowed to draw any inferences from this fact, we

should conclude that, as a rule, transpiration is less on coastal than on

ulterior s<Mds. There are other factors, however, to be taken into

consideration, which somewhat equalize the conditions, as the wind

and the salinity of the atmospheric moisture.

Everywhere on warm coasts, especially in the neighborhood of the

Sea
'
on the beach, we can notice a peculiar sand flora. It is charac-

terized by species which do not occur farther inland, and on the other

and inland Plants as a rule do not go down to the beach. The great-

in salty situations.

growing

li *s generally assumed that the
nve are dependent on the amount As
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we shall show, when speaking of the edaphic factors, the quantity of

salt present in the soil in some of the coast formations is quite incon-

siderable, but still the plants exhibit the same characters typical of

those which grow where salt occurs in the soil.

We cannot here escape the conclusion that the influence which is

exerted on the plants in one case by the salt-water content in the soil,

in the other case is brought about by some other cause of similar kind.

Analysis ofsprayfrom the sea reveals the presence of a large amount

of salt, usually even more than in the sea water, because water is

evaporating from the drops of spray and the fine particles of moisture

near the ocean. This salinity of the spray is greater at a high tempera-

ture, as the evaporation is then more intense, and it is common to find

on hot days, with sea wind carrying moisture landward, that salt is

deposited in form of crystals on the plants and on other objects, as

well as on the ground.

A few analyses will be given to illustrate this large quantity of salt in the

atmosphere on the sea coast. In all instances when samples of spray were

secured, the method was as follows. Pieces of muslin, thoroughly examined

and found free from salts, were dried and kept in tight-closed jars until exposed

at the place were the sample was to be taken. The muslin was then exposed

to the sea spray; the temperature and time of exposure were registered, the

muslin bottled, and later examined in the laboratory. At the same time sam-

ples of the sea water were secured for chemical analysis. The following results

were obtained from four observations:

I. Nagu, Hogsar, Finland, August 22, 1897. Atmospheric temperature

19? 5 C. Sky clear. Velocity of wind about 7™ a second. Muslin exposed for

i
h i5m , at a distance of 9™ from the water. Salinity of spray sample 0673

per cent., of sea water 0.662 by areometric measurement, and 0.632 per cent

by chemical analysis. Temperature of water 15^0 C. As is the case in this

observation the areometric value of salinity is always somewhat higher than

that obtained by analysis.

II. Hango Tulludd, Finland, September 9, 1897. Atmospheric temperature

21? 2 C. Sky partly overcast. Velocity of offshore wind about iom a second.

Muslin exposed on the beach, 5™ from water, for 2h . Salinity of spray sample

0.625 per cent., of sea water 0.607. Water temperature 13^6 C.

III. North Beach, near Perth, Western Australia, September 16, 1902- AtmoS *

pheric temperature 24?6 C. Sky clear. Velocity of wind, measured Witt

anemometer (of Crova type, from Negretti & Zambra, London) averaging

12.

3

m a second during time of observation. Muslin exposed on the beach,
8*

from the water, for 4* 15™. Salinity of spray 4.68 per cent., of sea water 3
24

per cent. Temperature at the surface io?6 C.
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'

IV. Beach at Pialba, Queensland, on the eastern coast of Australia, June 1 7,

1901. Atmospheric temperature 16 C. Sky clear. Velocity of wind about

6m a second. Muslin exposed 5
m from the water. A heavy surf was rolling at

the time, but as the water is shallow far out from shore, and sheltered by clumps

of mangrove, the breakers did not strike the shore with any force. The sample

showed a salt content of 4.1 per cent. Salinity of ocean water 2.91 per cent.,

and temperature g°4 C.

Although the presence of sodium and chlorine, as common salt,

can be shown in many inland plants, a larger percentage of these salts

marine

former

Whether these salts are absolutely essential for any plant we do not

know for certain. If that is the case, the amount of salt needed is very

small, as has been shown by several investigators. Even for many

marine algae only the smallest quantities of salt are necessary, it at

all essential.

Inland plants are, however, unfavorably influenced by a percentage

of salt which strand plants bear without injury; on the other hand, it

has been proved by cultures, that the halophytes can grow without the

usual amount of salt contained in the soil or atmosphere of their

natural habitat.

An interesting experimental study of strand and other plants with

relation to common salt and sea water has been made by Coupin (5)

.

He found that 1.5 per cent, of common salt in soil or in water is

Poisonous to plants which do not naturally grow on the sea shore.

Sea water contains about 2.5 per cent, of common salt, and the soil

washed by the sea, as well as the atmosphere near the coast, contains

still more than this proportion. We can thus readily understand the

sharp line which separates the marine and strand floras from those of

the interior. Coupin attributes the poisonous property of sea water

lnland Plants mainly to its content of common salt, for the two

next to this in abundance, magnesium sulfate and magnesiumalts

c l°nd, are present in quantities which he considers below the toxic

Proportions. Magnesic sulfate is poisonous at a concentration of 1

Per cent
> magnesic chlorid at 0.85 per cent., but they occur in sea

j^ter only to the extent of 0.75 per cent, and 0.5 per cent, respec-

The ^estion of the influence of salt on strand plants and of the
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absorption by the plant of saline water has been discussed consider-

ably, and several theories have been advanced.

Precipitation is a factor, which on naturally dry soil, such as pre-

sented by sand formations, is of considerable importance, not only on

account of the quantity of water which in this way is brought to the

plants, but also because of its influence in giving coherence to the sand,

thus preventing it from shifting, and because of its weathering action

on the soil particles.

That precipitation must to a great extent influence the develop-

ment of vegetation on marine coasts is evident, and it is easily seen

that the composition of the plant covering of sand formations vanes

somewhat in rainy and rainless climates, although the atmosphenc

humidity on the coast tends to minimize this difference. The latter

factor is especially important as the precipitation often is so variable.

The absolute amount of rain during the year does not in fact give am

correct basis for comparison of the conditions in different localities,

as it is far more important for the vegetation how this quantity B

distributed over the period in question. On the Baltic shores the

number of rainy days of the vegetative season is much greater than.

for instance, on the coast of Australia or California. The eastern

coast of Australia, at Brisbane, has an average yearly rainfall ot

129.

5

cm while the Aland Islands in the Baltic have only 52.9
cn
\ but

the vegetation in the latter region has a much more even supply ot

moisture during the vegetative season, because the precipitation 1

distributed over a greater number of days, about 70 of the 160 rain}

days of the year falling in the growing season.

Edaphic factors

"«vu .v^^, pvpvEKu tin:* tcini v*°y8) he apparently regarded

it as covering all the peculiarities of the ground. It seems to the

present writer that it would be more convenient in this connection to

distinguish between the soil as such, and the media, water and air,

tilling the interstitial spaces. This distinction has been made in tbis

moisture

hydrodynamic, and the factors pertaining to the soil proper as edaph

ery greatest

admitted to be 01 v*

, . ,. . -1—^~« 1
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have treated this subject in another place (12). With regard to the

pt

vailed. m
1m

theory which gives to the physical properties of the soil the largest

bearing. Since the physical conditions main
W

ixg, hold that these are of greater consequence.

In discussing the physical conditions of sand formations we will

temperatures

measurements

the writer.

Soil temperature.—The heat-absorbing power of sand is low in

comparison with other darker-colored soils, but because the radia-

tion is great the vegetation on a surface of sand is subjected to a com-

paratively high temperature. As the sand is always moist only a

little below the surface the heated layer of sand does not reach deep

temperat

moist

Part of the root is under the influence of the heat of the surface

stratum of sand. We find corresponding adaptational protections

on the roots of most plants growing in sandy soils.

The transport of heat within the soil is influenced by several factors

one laver to another. It is impossible,from

eliminate

movements of water and air in the soil, the evaporation of water from

the warmer

The data here supplied therefore represent the temperature of the

soil under conditions such as it presents in the field.

In a11 observations made by the author ordinary soil thermometers

Were used
> and the temperature was taken at following depths: 2, 5,

I0
> 20, and 5ocm .

in loo

instrument
loose sand at the desired depth. The number of complete series

ohservations made on different sand formations reaches 876. Some
°t these will here be referred to, and in other cases average values
Will K« -!— '

0n the front beach the temperature of the soil is varying more
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than on other formations of the sand strand, because of the frequent

inundations and subsequent changes in evaporation. It is generally

low as compared with that on the higher parts of the beach. Seven

measurements taken at Hogsar, Nagu, Finnish Archipelago, in June,

1894, averaged 16?4 at a depth of 2
cm

. The corresponding data,

obtained at varying depths, are shown by Table I.

TABLE I

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

Sea
water

1 Wind velo-
2 cm. 5 cm. 10 cm. Air Time city, m. per

WW v« v vl
sec.

18.3 16.3 17.4 19.6

...

18.4 12:30 P. M. i-5
14.9 x 5-5

!

16.3 13.8 16.6 2 : OO P. M. 0.5
19.6 18.9 18.6 19.8 16.7 II 130 A. M. 4.1
16.5 15.8 15-9 16.5 16.9 2:00 P. M. o-3
14.2 14.6 15-2 14.4 16.5 1 : 30 P. M. 2.6
I 3 3 13.6 12.9 14.0 15.6 i : 20 p. M. 1.8
16.7 x5-4 14.7 16.9 16.5 2 : OO P. M.

•

0.4

Cloudiness

1-10

2

6

4

i-5

2

withIn all cases except 3 the sand was covered with vegetation, in 5 and 7

Glanx maritima, in 2 with Erythraea litoralis, in 1 and 4 with Argentina anserim

and in 6 with Triglochin maritimum and Eleocharis uniglumis.

In September, 1902 measurements
front beach at Freemantle, Western Australia. No vegetation

occurred on the formation. The following results were obtained

(Table II)

:

TABLE II

2 cm.

I 32.6
2.. . . 37-4
3... 26.2
4-... 25 -4
$-... 21.3

5 cm. 10 cm.

25-4
28.7

19.2
20.4
15.6

22.9
27.1

17.4

18.

s

14.2

20 cm. Air

20.2

24.9
15.6
15.8

13.6

Sea
water Time

26.4
30I
2 7-5
24.4
22.7

J 3-4
14.6
12.9
I2 -5

12.8

9:00 A. M.

IIOO P. M.

2 : OO P. M.

IH30 A. M.

12 .15 P. M.

Wind velo-

city, m. per

sec.

2

2

1.5

0.3

3-5

Cloudiness

1-10

I

1-5

3
6

4

The average temperature of these five series at 2
.On _ *-» >» . . .

cm depth is

mean

much

thus

series

while the atmo

pheric temperature was considerably higher.
Of sixty measurements taken in day time on the front beach under

conditions as similar as possible, the highest temperature obtained for
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ber, 1901, while the lowest was 2?i near Mariehamn, Finland, in

September, 1896. The

i8?4C.

average of these sixty observations was

The soil temperature on the middle beach is already much higher,

as following data will show. The observations were made at the

same time and in the same place as those mentioned in Table I.

The distance from the water was 6 . 5
m and the sand pure quartz of

medium size and yellow color.

TABLE III

2 cm.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

22 .6

19.

1

23-4
20.1

18.4

16.9
19.8

5 cm.

20.I

16.7

21.3
18.5
16.9
15-2

17-3

10 cm.

17

18

17

is

15

8

9
9
o
6

7

S

20 cm.

14.

1

12 .7

15-3
13-9
12 .7

12 .6

I3.8

50 cm.

12 .6

12.

I

13-3
12.7
12.2

11.

9

12.9

The vegetation consisted in i and 3 of an open community of the following

constituents:

Facies: Leontodon autumnale, copious.

Secondary: Festuca
'

rubra armaria, subcopious, Agrostis vulgaris, sub-

copious, Plantago maritima, gregarious, Erythraea litoralis, sparse.

In 2 Erythraea was scattered about in patches, between low shrubby Alnus

ghhnosa, solitary individuals of Elymus arenarius, and Rosa canine.

In
4, 5, and 7 a Juncus Gerardi community occurred on the middle beach,

Wifll sparse Erythraea litoralis and Plantago maritima. In 6 Elymus arenarius

Festuca rubra arenaria formed an open community.

A parallel table to Table II shows the temperature conditions on

Ae middle beach at Fremantle, W. Australia. The sand was here

ne
>
c°nsisting of pure light-yellow quartz. Time and atmospheric

conditions as in II

2 cm.

TABLE IV

5 cm.

23 .4

25.8
18.6
21 .3

16.9

10 cm

22 .4

24 .6

18.3
19.6
16. r

20 cm.

20.7
23.6
16.5

17.2

14.9

50 cm

18.4
20.0

15.8

16.3

14-4
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A comparison with the results in Tables I, II, and III reveals the

fact that, while the surface temperature (2
cm

) in all cases was higher

in the series given in Table IV than in Table II, the temperatures at

5
cm

former

of a more intense evaporation, which caused a corresponding loss of

heat. No such difference existed between Tables I and III, where the

solar radiation was less, and both the atmospheric and sea-water

temperature lower.

We shall now proceed to a statement of the temperature conditions

on the upper beach. Table V gives the results of some observations

July

Jerwe on the Oesel Island in the Baltic, m

The beach has a low grade and is limited landward by a

hichlittoral dune in the shape of a steep and high bank, on the top of w
small dunes are developed. The sand on the upper beach at the foot

of this bank is rather coarse, consisting of a reddish-yellow quartz.

TABLE V

I

2

•

• •

2 cm. 5 cm.

3 •-.

22.4

27.3
26.8

22.8

26.2

24.3

10 cm,

21 .4

24.5
22.8

20 cm Air

19.6
22.7
21 .1

Sea
water

21 .6

25 .2

23.6

17.

1

16.4
16.

1

Time

10:30 A, M,

I : OO P. M.

3:15 P.M.

Wind velo-

city, m. per

I

2

Cloudiness

3

I

5

The next table is a continuation of the measurements given in

Tables II and IV from Fremantle, W. Australia, and the general

conditions supplied in regard to those tables refer also to these obser-

vations on the upper beach, except that the time in each case was about

" *"'
' ' The sand was of medium-sized, white-yellow quartz.minutes

mixed with an abundance of shell fragments.

TABLE VI

3

4

5

2 cm

34-8
38.9
28.8

27.6

25-3

S cm.

24-5
24.9
19.2
22.5

*7-3

10 cm. 20 cm.

22.6 21 .1

23-4 22 .O

17.6 16.4
20.7 l8.2
16.9 145

50 cm-

18.3

19.6

16.6

13.8

A: will be seen, the temperature on this formation does not differ
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in Table IV.

middle beach at the same

Lees existing may be acco

topography and by the fact that the upper beach here was covered

with a sparse vegetation consisting of various low herbs.

On the littoral dune the temperature conditions are somewhat vary-

ing, usually higher on the landward slope, and a rise in temperature

can also be noticed with an increase in the height of the dune. The

summit

covered in large patches with vegetation, and the temperature differ-

ences between the open spots and those where plants occur are

considerable.

Table VII shows a series of measurements made on the seaward

slope of the littoral dune at Fremantle, W. A., under conditions similar

to those given for previous observations from that locality. The

sand was fine white quartz.

TABLE VII

I

2

3

4

5

2 cm. 5 cm. 10 cm.

35-2 26.4 23-5
38.8 27-3 22 .6

29.4 20.5 l8.

I

28.9 21.3 I9.4
25.6 18.7 16.6

temperature
dune,

at a height of 6m over the ocean level. The d
°f medium sand, somewhat yellowish in color.

materi

TABLE VIII

2 cm. 5 cm. 10 cm. 20 cm.

24.2
23.0
18.2

18.9
16.7

21 .7

21 .2

16.8

18.3
i5-7

50 cm

19.8

18.9

15-7
16.3

14.0

°n the landward slope, some 3
m from the top, the following meas-

dements were obtained:
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TABLE IX

2 cm. 5 cm 10 cm,

I

2

3

4

5

35-4

39- 2

29.8

29-5

25-9

27.0
27.6
20.8
21 .7

18.9

23.6
22 .8

18.

1

19.0
16.8

20 cm.

21-5
20.4
16.5

17.8
15.6

50 cm

19.4

18.2

15.6

16.

1

14-3

In this last case the sand was rather fine quartz, of yellowish color

measured littoral

dune formation was obtained in December, 1901, on the leeward slope

of a high dune at Southport, Queensland, where
2
cm under the surface registered 58?4C. at 2 p.m.

was devoid of vegetation.

formation

The temperature of the dunes and the sand fields varies greatly.

•e given. Of the 34 readings made undererases

mean
C. was obtained from dunes in Finland for a depth of 2

cm and 25?4

for c
cm

. Thp flvPfflffA rvf ta VAA4,vm ^4- -c\.rt™ ««+i<> IV A wa-The average of 19 readings at Fremantle

Q On the

mea
day within one hour the following series: 26.1, 25.8, 24.2, 27.9,

2 S -4. 26.3, 26.1, 27?oC. The atmospheric temperature at the

time was 25? 4, cloudiness 3, time December 7, 1902, 11:30 a. M-

12:30 P.M.

must
importance to the vegetation. Only a few observations have been

made by the writer to this end. One series will be given as a sample

of the extent to which such variations take place. The readings we«

made at Southport, Queensland, in December, 1901.
In the light of measurements obtained the local distribution

of

certain plants on the coastal sand formations seems to indicate that

the temperature factor is of the greatest importance for the mode of

On the coasts of the Baltic

the writer made frequent observations which tend to show

this.
o

At Ahus in Sweden there occurs on the upper beach an Amnio

phila-Elymus community, consisting of the following plants:

communities
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Facies: Ammophila armaria, Elymus arenarius.

Secondary: Triticum junceum, Carex armaria, Festuca rubra armaria,

F. ovina, Poa pratensis, Cakile maHtima, Halianthus peploides.

TABLE X

Horn of
READING

Atmospheric
temperature

6 A. M

7

8

9
io

ii

12 NOON
I P. M
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9?6C
io.8

ii. 4
15.6

23.2

26.3
27.2

27.0
26.4

22.3
18.6

16.2

Depth under surface

2 cm. 5 cm. 10 cm. 20 cm. 50 cm.

Cloud 1

NESS
l-IO

4.9
6-5

7-7
9.0

11 .2

14.6
17.2

19.6

19.4
18.

1

18.0

*7-3

12.9
11 .0

4.2
5-6
6.9
8.9
10. 2

11.

8

I 3-°
J4-3
14.8
14.6

H.

3

14.0

13-5
12.3
10.7

5-7

5-9
6.2

6.9
8.0
9.6
10.5
11.

8

12 .6

12 .7

12 .6

11.

8

11 .2

10.4

9-5

9.1

9-4
9-4
9.6

9-7
9.8

10.

1

10.7
11.

4

11 .6

11.

8

11.

6

11.

7

11 .9
11.

6

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

3

4
6

6

5

5

7

4

5

5

4

5

6

6

7

6

3

4

3

3

5

4
4

5

4
2-5

1

0.5

The two species which constitute the facies of this community

usually occur in small separated patches, and measurements of the

temperature in the small sand elevations formed by these plants

revealed the fact that in the Ammophila patches the soil temperature

almost invariably was two-tenths to six-tenths of a degree higher that

»n the latter case, which would explain the lower temperature, but the

exact difference in moisture has not been ascertained. Many similar

'"stances of temperature differences have been noticed. Halianthus

Peploides always grows in colder places than Argentina anserina

though both together often form a community. This question of

temperature differences influencing the formation of communities,

°*ever, needs further investigation before any decisive statements

^
n be made. It must also be remembered that the temperature is

Uenced by the moisture, which in its turn depends to a great extent
00

?* Physic*l conditions of the soil.

a

' Iechanical analysis of sand.—A considerable number of such

j^alyses have been made by the writer, and a few series will here be

^
t0 show approximately the differences in size of sand grains on

C Vanous formations on different sand strands. In the table the
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samples from

from

from

from

H
Queensland, 7 to a series from North

/ to a series of samples from the Pac

America

A B

Submerged beach I Finest
Front beach

| Fine
Middle beach
Upper beach
Littoral dune
Dunes
Sand field

Fine

Coarse
Medium
Medium

C

Medium
Medium
Fine
Medium
Fine

Finest

Medium
Fine
Coarse
Coarse
Medium
Medium

J)

Fine

Fine
Medium
Medium
Fine
Fine

E

Finest

Coarse

Coarse

Grits

Medium

Medium

Finest

Submerged beach
Front beach
Middle beach. . .

.

Upper beach
Littoral dune. . . .

Dunes
Sand field

Coarse
Medium
Medium
Coarse
Medium
Fine

G H I

CoarseMedium Fine
Fine Medium Grits

Medium Coarse Coarse

Medium Coarse Grits

Fine Medium Medium
Fine Medium Fine

Finest

J

Medium

Fine

Fine

Medium

Fine

Fine

samples, secured at

In each of the above cases the result represents the average of i°

approximately corresponding places on eac

formation. As these data show, the coarsest sand occurs on the upper

beach. The material that builds up the littoral as well as the ordinary

dunes is usually of the same grade of coarseness. It is only when *
analyze the sand from various places on the dunes that difference-

aDnear. whirVi f»Yrvlo;», +v.« c ** __ _-.* • ___i 1 i j.^pc a.sdi>
marks

cussed on previous pages. It will be seen when we describe the vege-

tation on the various formations that the coarseness of the sand

some cases seems to determine the composition of the plant com-

munities. This is easily understood when we consider that the size

of the sand particles determines the water-holding capacity of the soil-

Chemical composition of sand.—The nutritive value of sand^

different according to the chemical character of the sand grains.
As
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a rule, sand is very deficient in plant food, and this is especially the

case with the commonest form of sand, that which consists mainly

of quartz. The quartz grains are insoluble, or only to a very small

degree soluble. Only in the case of lime or organic matter in the

form of humus entering into the composition of the sand is there

plant food in sufficient quantities to allow the development of a more

luxuriant vegetation. Generally the chemical composition of coastal

sands is very uniform, and this may to some extent account for the

evident similarity in vegetation on these formations.

A number of analyses of sand have been made by the writer, and

ome typical results will be here related.

No. 1.—Middle beach, Eckero Storby, Aland Islands, Baltic

Per cent.
Per cent.

Insoluble matter 89.25 Alumina I -38

Soluble silica 3 . 44 Water and organic matter 2.57

Lime
1 .06 Nitrogen • • • °- l6

Potash o. 18 Other constitutents i-Q*

Phosphoric acid (soluble) 0.24 Total 100.01

Peroxid of iron. 0.71

No. 2.—Littoral dune, Engelholmshamn, Skane, S.W. Sweden

Per cent.
Per cent.

Insoluble matter 84.38 Alumina l83

Soluble silica

Lime

Potash

4.53 Water and organic matter 4-93

1 . 04 Nitrogen 0.12

o . 21 Other constitutents 2 °°

Phosphoric acid (soluble) 0.33 Total • • 99-99
Peroxid of iron o62

No. 3.—Upper beach, North beach, near Perth, W. Austr.
Per cent.

Insoluble
Per cent.

-»ume matter 86.32 Alumina O03

?°1Uble Sllica
... 3.61 Water and organic matter 2.89

Lim_.

.

Potash

Phosph

peroxid of iron

[tone acid (soluble) Q .i 5

1.53 Nitrogen • °'°3

o . 36 Other constitutents 3 -33

Total
100.02

O.87

No. 4.—Duxes, Southport, Queensland

Insoluble
Per cent

PCr CeDt '

,

matter
91-90 Alumina .08

Urae

eSlUCa
3- lS Water and organic matter ...

•
2.15

Potash
° 86 Nitrogen °"
o. 21 Other constitutents °-44

^Phoric acid (soluble)
**»* of^.™m) °

^
Total

IOOO°
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No. 5.—Duxes, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, Cal.

Per cent. Per cent.

Insoluble matter 88.27 Alumina 108

Soluble silica 4.42 Water and organic matter 2.15

Lime 1 . 94 Nitrogen .05

Potasb 0.17 Other constitutents 1.80

Phosphoric acid (soluble) 0.08 Total 100.01

Peroxid of iron o . 05

These analyses show what a small amount of plant food is available

in the dunes in comparison with that in ordinary agricultural soil,

where the insoluble substances do not comprise more than 70 per

cent, of the total volume. And it must be remarked that the analyses

here given represent soil from places more or less covered with vegeta-

tion, where the organic constituents are better preserved from decom-

position and from being washed out by water than on open sand.

They therefore show a higher percentage of humus and soluble

material than the barren quartz unprotected from the influence of

sun, air, and water. Where sand has recently been deposited after

having been exposed for some time to sea water it is naturally very

deficient in plant food, and it has therefore to be considerably changed

before it is able to sustain a vegetation covering.

The amount of lime contained in the dunes varies to a great extent.

On tropical coasts it is generally very large, especially where the sand

i formed by disintegration of coral rocks. On such shores carbonate

of lime is dissolved by the rain water and the sand is at a low depth

under the surface consolidated into limestone. A similar process o

calcification can be observed also on many coasts where the amount of

lime is quite small, as on some coasts of Europe. Bang (i) has ob-

served that the dune sand near the sea contains up to sixteen time-

more lime than farther inland. This is a natural result of the wash-

ing-out process and decomposition, which takes place on the open

sand, and is more effective farther inland, because the supply dimin-

ishes with the distance from shore.

On the upper beach and on the seaward slope of the littoral dune

are frequently found fragments of shells that have been carried

ashore by the waves. In places where the littoral dune is broken

shells are often accumulated in the depressions, while more landward

the lime in the animal remains is disintegrated by the carbon diox.d

•

of the rain water.
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The greater or smaller amount of peroxid of iron in dune sand

determines to some extent its color. The usually colorless grains of

pure quartz are covered with a thin coat of ferric hydroxid, which gives

the sand its yellow color, and in some places almost a red tint.

The soluble salt content in coastal sand.—Of the soluble

-alts that saturate the coastal sands sodium chlorid is the most impor-

tant. Its presence, as common salt, in all plants is well known, and its

influence on the littoral flora is very apparent. Whether sodium chlorid

is essential to plant life is still an open question, and the investigations

hitherto conducted in order to ascertain this fact seem to indicate that

Jch is not the case. In experiments it is difficult to eliminate salt

entirely, but it has been conclusively shown that the smallest quan-

tities only, if any at all, are needed for the development of plants, even

for those which apparently prefer salty situations, when growing under

natural conditions.

That common salt is injurious to plants, when present in excessive

quantities, is certain. It is commonly believed that this unfavorable

influence of salt is due to the amount of magnesium chlorid it contains,

it is more likely, however, that all the chlorids are injurious, and exper-

iments by the writer have supported this view, previously maintained
°v several authors.

« is generally stated by various writers that the formations on the
*ea coast contain a considerable amn.mf nf mmmnn salt. Thus
arming

(14) sayS that on the sandy beach the salty ground water is

>und at only a slight depth under the surface. Contejean (3), in

^
a 'mg of the conditions in southwestern France, considers that his

second belt of sea-shore vegetation, that is our middle and upper
fctth, is growing in a saline soil. Masclef
tent in A

~«mc aun. xvxAaci^r W iuuuu ««. *~~ ~~-

I- m x

S neai" the Sea t0 be 0-35 1 Pcr Ccnt ->
whUc at a distanCe

30 from the shore he found 0.17 per cent, of sodium chlorid, and
at

]

'500- he discovered o

.

041 per cent.

authoT
ChaS bCen S°me doubt

'
however, in the minds of certain

or noT

VV
?*ether the coastal dunes are impregnated with common salt

variou
theSe is Massart

( io)- The Present writer has on

analv

U

'

C°aStS made tests for salts in the sand hy means of chemical

cfrcunJ
ThC FCSUlt °f these observations shows that under ordinar>'

b ances dunes do not contain sodium chlorids in perceptible
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quantities. When salt is found it has been deposited as spray from the

sea, but this is rapidly washed out by rain water, and when no precipi-

tation has fallen, the sodium chlorid does not come into contact with the

ground water but is detained on the surface by the upward movement of

the water. Because of this the roots of the plants are not exposed to

sodium chlorid. uppermost

layer of sand usually contains some salt, but deeper in the soil no salt is

found before we reach the sea-level. The upper beach has very

similar conditions, as a rule, except at times when inundated by high

water. Even on the middle beach we cannot find that the sand would

be impregnated with salt. On the contrary, for quite a considerable

depth there is fresh water, which, on account of its being lighter than

the salt water, flows on top of the latter. This fresh water is a part

of the continuous stream of rain water, wrhich slowly works its way to

the sea. The roots of the plants do not, as a rule, penetrate deeper

than to the bottom of this fresh-water layer, and it is therefore wrong

to assume that the plants are growing in salt water on the beach.

Even on the front beach, the layer in which the roots of the plants

are situated has more of a brackish character, because the water from

runs

of fresh water, which flows on the surface of the salty ground water.

On a superficial investigation of the beach it appears that the

ground is thoroughly soaked with salt water, but careful sampling

from various depths and subsequent analysis has made it apparent to

the writer that this is not the case. It is a well-known fact, however.

much
centage of sodium chlorid than that of inland plants. This is due, of

course, to the presence of a greater amount of salt on the sea shore

than inland. But when it comes to a comparison between the con-

formations
1

much ereater. This fact brint

forward the question whether all sea-shore plants are halophiles

not. Kearney

or

the

result that they are not. The present writer made numerous expen

as the following discussion will show.

confirm
i

It has long ago been proved by experiments that most inland
plants
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sodium

quantities, which the strand plants are able to tolerate without evident

injury. There appears to be a certain maximum amount of salt for

ery

cannot In some

maximum
Per cent. Per cent.

Argentina anserina 1.9 Glaux maritima 2.7

Aster Tripolhim 2.6 Juncus Gerardi ..2.2

Atripex hastata maritima 3.1 Matricaria inodora maritima 2.3

Cakile maritima 2.9 Plantago maritima 2.8

Crambe maritima 2.5 Sonchus arvensis maritima 2.6

EJymiis arenarius 2.6 Triglochin maritimum 2.1

Efythraea vulgaris 1.9

These experiments were conducted in the summer of 1894 with

plants from the Baltic coasts. Sand cultures saturated with normal

solution of sodium chlorid were used. In these cultures young seed-

lings as well as older plants were grown, and the results given above

refer to seedlings, about two weeks old at the time of transplanting.

They were grown in fresh water for five days, after which time the salt

solutions were gradually applied. It was found that plants which had
been growing on strands with low salinity were considerably more
sensitive to an increase in
brought in from the open shores with higher salt content in the water.

Strong, well-developed plants adapted themselves more readily than

weaker specimens to the gradual transfer to stronger salinity. It

would be of considerable interest to ascertain whether this specific

lmit of salt concentration could be raised much higher by growing
1 e Plants through a succession of seasons. The ability of the sea-

s ore plants to endure salt in the soil without injury and by adapting

^emselves to these conditions has, no doubt, been the ultimate cause

° their being in many cases confined to the strand, precluding com-

^
0n from forms not possessing this power of resistance.

« also know from experimental cultures that strand plants do
not need snrUi,™ „ui. • i • . « ^u «.*;rtnThe question

common
low u

""-"vi i"c common salt, even wnen pre^cm u* 4«""-

j* than the maximum, exercises a poisonous influence or not.

^HlMpER _ u i .,
, .. . .. .. .„ fU„ ™n-
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elusion that the chlorids produce abnormal conditions in the plants

and disorders in the nutritive processes. In this regard most writers

agree, but in explaining the means by which the plant neutralizt

this injurious effect of common salt there is a wide divergence of

opinion. While Schimper maintains that the structural adaptation

of halophile plants are caused by the necessity of keeping the rela-

tive amount of sodium chlorid in the cell-sap below the specific danger

point, Diels (6) considers that this is effected by chemical decompo-

sition of the salt. This process is not known, but Diels assumes that

in respiration the succulent halophytes differ from other plants in that

the oxidation does not proceed so far in halophytes, but stops at malic

acid or some isomer, with which the cell-sap becomes saturated, while

only small quantities of carbonic acid are evolved. The malic acid

then combines with the hydrochloric acid and is excreted by the root

Benecke (2) has severely criticized these conclusions of Diels.

In regions having a hot climate the evaporation of water is very

great The

concentration of salts is also increased in countries where the rain falls

only during a rainy period, leaving a long time in which no leaching

of the salts takes place in the soil. In places with frequent rains the

salts are rapidly washed out and carried deeper into the ground, until

the lateral flow of water toward the sea is encountered.

The observations on salinity of strand sand made by the author

are all based on chemical analysis. The electrical method of deter-

mining the salinity as employed by the United States Bureau of Soil?

was not familiar to the author at that time, but careful observations

and determinations of the salinity with that method ought to reveal the

causes of distribution of certain plants on the strand. The writer

has found that the small embryonic dunes formed by certain strand

plants contain a greater amount of salts than tJwse occupied by others.

Thus, for instance, the small, embryonic, Elymus arenarius dune?

always contain 0.005-0.009 per cent, more sodium chlorid than the

Ammophila arenaria dunes. Likewise the Mesembryanthemum
dunes on the California coast have a higher salinity than the Abronia

dunes, while the elevations formed by Abronia latifolia contain m«re

salt than A. umbellata hummocks. These are the only examples

which have been verified hv nnalv™ k„f more
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tions will, no doubt, give an explanation of certain hitherto unex-

plained features of the local distribution of strand plants.

We often find on sandy sea shores a number of immigrants from

inland formations, and this occasional occurrence of plants which

do not naturally belong to such habitat shows that it cannot be the

chemical composition of the salt water that keeps so many island

plants from the sea shore, but other adverse conditions, which allow

only the peculiar sand-strand flora to develop. Even on the front

beach, where the salinity is greatest, wre cannot attribute the scarce-

ness of the plants to the salt content, but to the easily movable sand

soil.

As we have already mentioned, the lateral current of fresh water

flowing on the surface of the salty ground water near the sea has to be
aken into consideration when we discuss the salinity of the strand

soil. Our assumption that the conditions of the strand are not such
as to characterize this formation as halophytic is borne out by the

analyses made of the salinity of the soil at different depths. Many
true halophytes, of course, occur on the sea shore, but the strand
Hora as such must rather be classified as a halophile flora, while the
tme halophytes are those plants which are confined to saline situa-
tons m the interior, or where we know that the hydrodynamic condi-
tions do not change to any marked degree the salinity, as is the case on

e S

^

a shore
- If this holds good, the halophytes occurring on the

S Fa must be regarded as immigrants from dry saline habitats.
everal Salsolaceous plants, widely spread in the interior of

t!!,lt

la
'
sometimes occur on the sea shores of that continent as

but reach their best development in the dry™ o fwi specimens,
Sallne soil of the interior.
on the

maintains

marsh
^ ^^^ a mUch less haloPhile flora than the san(ty or

^trandV
trandS

*
Th*S *S evident to everyone who has studied the

many h
^ ** ShaU find that the plants even on the diffs exhiWt

fr°m theci

aCterS
°f thC haloPh-

ytes
>
and are sufficiently differentiated

as halo^-i
Vegetation of inland situations to warrant a classification

being
i

The Physical nature of the substratum prevents its

*he dev i

Pregnated witn common salt. We have here to account for

much ?f
ment °f adaPtations so characteristic for halophytes, not
rough the influence of salt in the soil as through the salt
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contained in the spray, to which the plants are constantly exposed.

On sandy soils the protectional adaptations are caused more through

the physical conditions of the sand, than through the salt content of

the soil. The characteristic vegetation developed on all sand forma-

tions, inland as well as on the coast, is so much alike, that there is no

reason to assume that the sodium chlorid content of the sea shore,

which in fact is not very large, would be responsible for the aspect of

the vegetation on marine sand strands. On coastal marshes the con-

ditions are different, and this is also evident in the vegetation on such

formations, which in no way differs from that on saline marshes in

interior, .and always is composed of true halophytes.

A series of samples of the soil was taken with earth-auger on the

beach and dunes at Fremantle, Western Australia, at various depth

and subsequently examined for soluble salts. The results appear in

Table XL

the

Date

Dec. 1 8, '02

Dec. 21, '02

Formation

Lower beach,

upper limit

Middle beach

Border of mid-
dle and up-
per beach

Upper beach

Dune inside

littoral dune
Littoral dune

Dune marsh
inside littoral

dune
Middle beach

Same place

Upper beach

u

I

-a

fig

3 s
o

5

7

10

28

l 5

29

8

8

14

TABLE XI

o

U

u

Medium
sand

Medium
sand

Coarse
sand

Medium
sand

Fine

sand
Fine

sand
Finest

sand

Medium
sand

Medium
sand

Medium
sand

20

35

30

30

40

40

20

50

25

50

o
73

o

"5b

*5

21

23

26

10

30

8

8

J 5

u
o

I
u

ft

a
V

18

20

20

22

23

21

19

14

12

16

15

J-

B

<u
M

9

6

6

4

5

4

10

4

3

3

5

1|

bC

8

0.005

0.004

0.004

0.009

0.003

0.007

o . 005

0.006

0.004

0.011

0.006

Notes

Sparse

vegetation

Sparse

vegetation
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1

Development of humus.—There is no other soil which so little

favors development of humus as the loose shifting sand. The organic

-ubstances that happen to be deposited on the sand are very rapidly

decomposed by the admission of air, and the physical structure of the

sand allows rain water to percolate and thus to carry the fine humus

panicles deep into the soil and out of reach of the roots. The earth-

worms, which are the most active agents in mold formation in forests,

as Darwin and Mueller have shown, are entirely absent in sand

and the mycorhizal fungi seem not to thrive on the beach, where they

are likely to be exposed to occasional contact with sodium chlorid.

When a shrubby vegetation has got a foothold on the sand, the

humus is developed to the best advantage. In the shade of the

bushes remains of plants do not decompose so easily as on the open

ground, they are more sheltered from the rain, and an accumulation

of humus can take place, so that grasses and herbs are able to get a

footing. When this has happened the sand is usually made perma-

nently stable. The few animal remains that are thrown up on the

front or middle beach enrich the soil on these formations only tempo-
rarily, and do not play any important r61e in the formation of the humus
on the sand.

Topographic factors

\Y

The topography as a factor influencing the development of vegeta-

!

10n ls verv often overlooked by writers on plant geography. Its

importance, however, is so considerable that it cannot be omitted in a
iscussion of the agents which exert their influence on plant life.

n the vegetation topography acts principally indirectly, by determin-

J°

g t0 a Sreat extent the moisture content of the soil, by influencing

w
temPerature, the exposure to winds, and also the light relations.

to

C lntend here to mention briefly only the principal features of

^Pography as far as they influence the conditions on coastal sand

opme

RR°UNDINGS'~"Fr0m OUr Previous discussion (n) of the devel-

roundf

°f the Various sand formations it is apparent that the sur-

lngs are of the greatest consequence to the evolution of dunes.

have
?
any of the coasts investigated the topographical conditions

dune

eC

Q
°f SUCh cnaracter as to prevent any greater development of

Such was the case, for instance, on the southern shore of the
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the

Gulf of Finland, where almost the whole shore line consists of a

steep wall of rock, leaving only a narrow strip of beach along the

water edge. In places where this rocky barrier was broken and the

winds are allowed free play over a wider stretch of land, dunes ap-

peared at once. The vegetation on the beach of the former type

presents a somewhat different aspect from that on open shores with

the background of a dune-complex. The best evidence of the influ-

ence of surroundings on the composition of the vegetation can be seen

if we compare that on a sand field and on a dune-complex with its

diversified topography. Also on the slopes of an unbroken dune, the

vegetation is usually quite different from that on a train of dunes fre-

• quently cut through by furrows and valleys.

On beaches a similar difference can be noticed, and the cause

underlying this effect can only be attributed to the topography. Where

. we have a long continuous beach the plants associate according to

rules different from those which have determined the composition of

the communities on cuspate forelands. This was especially evident

on the shore stretches of sandy beaches that are so common on

shores of the islands in the Baltic.

Elevation.—This factor is of minor importance in regard to the

sand-strand vegetation. The sand formations do not rise to any

great height, but it seems that certain plants choose their place of

growth with reference to altitude, even on these formations. Without

taking into account the fact that humus naturally accumulates more

rapidly in the depressions, we find that some plants prefer the foot of

a dune, while others are found only on the middle of the front slope

and others again do not thrive except on the top of the dune, W

they are constantly being covered with drifting sand.

On the beach a corresponding selection of habitat takes place-

Some plants never occur on a low beach although the conditions

otherwise seem to be favorable, but only a short distance away, where

the beach rises more abruptly, they appear again. We have pre-

sumably two different causes for this. While on the dunes the selec-

tion of a place of growth is determined apparently by the plant'5

greater or less power of resistance against the drifting sand, on the

beach the dominant cause must be the sensitiveness of the plant to

inundations of salt water.

.

here
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Depressions between the dunes offer to many plants a refuge from

the sand-laden winds, and the richer soil in the troughs induces other

plants to settle.

Grade of slope.—We have elsewhere (n) referred to this

factor as being of great moment in the growth of dunes and in the

development of sand formations generally. Its influence on the

moisture conditions is of no less importance. The higher up on the

slope the drier is the soil, the greater the evaporation, and the more

intense the influence of the wind.

The exposure of the slope is another matter of the greatest con-

sequence to the vegetation on the sand formations. The various

degrees of slope ought always to be considered when a description of

a habitat is given in order to arrive at a correct understanding of the

conditions that have determined the composition of the plant com-

munity. Southern slopes in the northern hemisphere and northerly

-lopes in the southern are drier than those facing other directions, and

the vegetation has a corresponding aspect. On sea coasts the expo-

sure to the prevailing winds has to be noticed.

Light relations gree determi
direction of the slope, and this is of special importance in northern

latitudes, where light even during the period of growth is not too

abundant.

Historical factors

tnder this heading we include all those factors whose influence

°n plant life is determined by time. This must not be understood
as if time was not involved in the action of other factors, but that the

Penod of influence and the time required for attaining any results is of

a long duration, that it cannot be ascertained within a few

generations of plants. Physiographical changes of land and sea,

co riH

Within a century or within lonS geological periods, have to be
considered in this connection. One of the most important historical

ors to be looked upon in explaining the present conditions on

strands is the oscillation of the coast line. The erosion of the

fact

sand

shore by w aves and the deposition of sand or other material are

rapiV- !

mp0rtant Sand deposits are in many places formed so

influ

*
V the effeCt Can be noticed witnin a veiT short time

-

The
Uence of animals, principally through grazing, and the interven-
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tion of man belong strictly to the group of biotic factors, but have here

been considered in connection with the historical factors as a matter

of convenience.

Oscillation of the coast line.—Many coasts are slowly rising,

while in other instances the coasts are sinking. We have excellent

examples of both kinds of movements on the Baltic. While the

whole coast of Sweden north of Stockholm, and the coasts of Finland

ire in a state of elevation, the southern shore of the Baltic is in a cor-

n-ponding state of depression. Besides having a great influence on

the development of dunes, this oscillation of the coast line has had a

marked bearing on the evolution of the flora on the coastal sands.

On the shores mentioned which are rising, one may see in some

instances how long stretches of land are slowly raised above water

and in a few years carry a cover of vegetation that gives an instructive

demonstration of the successive stages of development of the plant

associations. Again, on the sinking shores of the southern Baltic

may be frequently found examples of plant communities being

destroyed in the course of a few years through the submersion of the

shore.

On the coasts bordering upon the oceans oscillations also take

place, but they are usually neither so regular nor so rapid as
tWp

ckangi s on the Baltic.

In postglacial times considerable changes of the coast line of the

Scandinavian countries have taken place, and as we are able to follow

4- L* _ _ _ 1 • .* . m . 1 L

these

beaches

remains
i, we

hich

-„,^v.^. iii^ii CkkJKJXK. Lilt. pUJSCllL 1CVU ^J- ****~

can to some extent interpret the various stages of development i

have been passed before the flora arrived at its present state. This

question will be discussed in another paper.
Eolian deposits.—The influence of the wind on formation

communities the

peculiar
* x /

—
aggregations of plants, which f^iwiallv in the case of trees

shrub ttacked by the

strong winds laden with spray or sand. Shrub associations on open

strands are usually lower toward the shore, gradually increasing i*

height inland under the shelter of the more exposed specimens.
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Most of the sand-strand plants are not able to withstand partial

burying by the shifting sand; consequently it very often happens that

Fig. i.—Cupressus macrocarpa on Cypress Point, Monterev, Cal., showing influ

ence of wind. (Photograph by author.)

FlG. 2 -t? p
*

juvenated Salix dune at San Francisco, Cal. (Photograph by author.)

by

°

^
C0mmunities are suddenly destroyed and their place taken up

Somet

antS ablC t0 endure more or less complete covering by sand.
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an encroaching dune, are bent leeward {fig. i). The cause of this

to be found in the continuous pressure, or in sudden gusts of wind

which bend the trees while the onrushing sand prevents return to the

original position. As a rule the sand on the lee side of a dune i>

moister, and the slope is consequently steeper. Often slides of sand

take place, and they also bend or even break the trunks of the trees.

Dunes which have been made stable by a cover of plants are

sometimes again broken up by the wind (fig. 2). Such formation

are often met with on the Baltic coasts. On these broken-up dunes

the usual series of development of vegetation begins anew and thus

~

j t 1
* ^^m^^^^mm

Fig. 3.—Embryonic dunes inland from littoral dune, south of Cliff House, San

Francisco, Cal. (Photograph by author.)

they have a peculiar character, remnants of the old communities

A new life-history of the-~~e ""^" vvuj.1 me new immigrants. A new ine-nibiuij «
plant community is started, and during the course of development it

may take a direction entirely different from the former series.

Vegetation covering on the ground will greatly slacken the speed

of the air current which comes into immediate contact with the

are first struck

i or other obstructions are in the path

formed behind them (fig. 3). The planl

the whole force of the wind are mostlv

injured, not only by its mechanical action, but to a greater
extent
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by the sand carried by the wind. While the wind in itself dries

the plant, the sand particles, which often have a high temperature,

are still more apt to increase the evaporation, and thus to hinder the

development of the plant (fig. 4). Further, stems of plants growing

on exposed places on coastal sands are often eroded by the sand, and

even the green leaves are sometimes cut into shreds during severe

storms by the sharp angular sand grains.

1

»

at New
1 Ttf** T^ ***

Brighton C~"
°f Wlnd °n LePtosPerm^m scoparium Forst. on dunes

'
Lanterbury, New Zealand. (Photograph by Dr. L. Cockayne.)

sand^
1* SEDIMENTS-—As we have pointed out in another place

mouths

eSpedally likel>' t0 accumulate in the neighborhood of river

on th
'

and m SUCh places heavy floods often carry down and deposit

^il alr^
COnsiderable quantities of mud, which then enrich the

txchT L

°aUSe the aPPearance of a quite new flora, that soon will

On al

tme Sand Plants -

asho^ bvT*
dl marine coasts quantities of seaweeds are thrown

po^
and h

™*y**
1 bUt in Warm climates they are s0 raPidty decom

"

the remains wa^Viorl o«n„ tv,o* ™ o^nmnlntinns can be
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effected. In more temperate regions, however, these seaweeds lie

in banks on the beach for some time, and add to the fertility of the

Fig. 5—Bank of Microcystis on the beach at New Brighton, Canterbury, east

coast of South Island of New Zealand. Height of scale 41 cm. (Photograph by

Dr. L. Cockayne.)

Fig. 6.—Kelp banks on West Australian coast. (Photograph by author.)

soil. Figs. 5 and 6 show such kelp banks from the coasts of Ne*

Zealand and West Australia.

Along the shores of the Baltic a considerable amount of se»«*
eds,
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principally Fucus vesiculosus, is deposited on the beach at high-water

mark. mark the limit

toward the sea, and are characterized by a vegetation quite different

from that on the rest of the beach.

Max -The principal influence of man on coastal

ind floras is a result of his endeavors to arrest the drifting of sand.

This is mainly done by planting so-called sand-binding plants, or by
covering the loose sand with refuse or other material. Either action

brings about a considerable change in the natural development of the

rod vegetation.

sometimes

will

remov
naturally change the conditions for the original vegetation. Fires

are sometimes started through the carelessness of man, but as the

formations

seldom

razing animals do more injury to the sand vegetation by tramp

th

ng and uPr°oting the plants than by actual feeding on them, and in
6 neighboAood of many cities, where sandy beaches and dunes

occur, human agency is equally detrimental to the plant covering.

Summary

forraa

mming UP th
^
physical conditions prevailing on the various sand

ahv ^
10nS °n marine coasts we would say that the submerged beach is

formatio

^**1^ ***"' and thcrefore is the most salty of a11 the

and th°

nS ^^ iS *°°Se> the temperature that of the sea water,

^Peciall
^ 1S continuously beating. The vegetation is therefore

at all a

}

!^
apted t0 these conditions, and in most cases no plants

re aWe to gain a footing on this formation.

aiternati
"^ ^^ ^ periodically washed by the waves, presenting

tantlv ex

g teiTeStrial and aquatic conditions. It is almost con-

under the^f
t0 the Spray and has a salty ground not very deep

Jbmerged

S

K
aCe

*

The SOil is very loose
'
stiU more s0 than °n the

constant^
h

eaCh
' Strong insolation, rapid evaporation, and a

of these ad .

an§mg temPerature are characteristic. It is on account

^ceptionV
6156 COnditions usually devoid of vegetation, with the
a few unicellular algae, often Cyanophyceae, but where
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the formation has not been inundated for a few days only the spores

of the algae retain their vitality. On the Baltic coasts where the

salinity of the sea water is low, conditions approach more or less those

on fresh-water shores, and many green algae occur in the sand. The

width of the barren front strand varies not only with the slope, but

also with the force of the surf.

When a higher vegetation occurs on this formation it is open and

WL

4V

^"^'

Fig. 7 •Middle and upper beach south of Cliff House,

Inupper beach small dunes made by Cakile americana.
with Ammophila. (Photograph by author.)

_ • r<x\ On
San Francisco, cau

background littoral^

very poor
a

lm
nla limit on the types that are able to develop. These are mawi

annuals or perennials with long creeping rhizomes and the flora B

always poor both in species and individuals.
,

The middle beach is characterized by its light color, its
abundan

moisture, its low salinity, its loose soil, and its comparatively
o

temperature. Occasional inundations, spray, and wind are

direct causes of the scattered vegetation, consisting mainly of annua
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or a few perennials. These plants also are more or less dwarfed,

because of the wind and the cold substratum. The tension line

between this and the following formation is very marked. Some-

«t

Fig. 8.—Ammophila dunes at San Francisco, Cal. Embryonic Salix dune to the
left. In winter. (Photograph by author.)

K 2^-.*vv--^<
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Fig.

?raph
9. brassy littoral dune, north of Fremantle, Western Australia. (Photo
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marked

PP
(k

moisture, and a higher temperature than the middle beach. The

illumination is much greater, especially during certain times of the

formation Evapora-

tion and radiation from the soil, however, are less intense, because the

Fig.

Zealand

io. Soldanella community on dune slope at New Brighton, Canterbur
and. On summit, Scirpus frondosus. (Photograph by Dr. L. CockavM

ground is well covered with plants. The amount of spray is less the

artner we go from shore, and complete inundations occur only at

very long lntervals> The^^ ^ ^ d^ ^ „nn.

hZ?w
grCater than °n the lower formations, and very few -

halophvtes appear on this belt. The influence of wind is very
marked

in tnar sanH i« ui r . ,.•»«

COD'

middle

winrl f
im sma11 embryonic dunes {fig.

°)-

tavors transportation of seeds and shoots from the mi

The

ddle
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*

Fig. ii.—Sand dunes at Studeli Mile in north Jutland, Denmark, covered by Elymus arenarius, Atnmophila arenaria, Carex

arenaria, etc. In the foreground especially Salix repens. (Photograph by Dr. F. Borgesen.)
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beach, and in many cases the occurrence on the upper beach of plants

belonging to the middle beach can only be explained by their having

been blown landward from the original position.

The vegetation on the upper beach consists principally of perennial

herbs, shrubs, or low trees. The tension line toward the littoral

dune is not so marked as in the direction of the middle beach, but

where no dune formations are developed the upper beach usually

borders upon a forest. In the latter case it often happens that inland

plants have wandered out to the sea-shore formations, while it never

happens that sea-shore plants have been able to establish themselves

inland on the meadow or forest that usually follows the strand forma-

tions.

The littoral dune is much exposed to the wind, its moisture content

is low, constant oxidation of organic water goes on, and the tempera-

ture is lower than on the upper beach, because of more intense

radiation. The soil is very loose, shifting, and sterile (fig. 9). The

vegetation shows the results of these conditions very plainly. It i

prostrate and dwarfed in habit, scattered and poor in variety of

form >.

The active dune (the white dune of Warming)
istics of the littoral dune in excess, and its vegetation is generally still

more monotonous. Some difference can be observed in regard to the

plants on the slope and summit of the dunes. It is usually richer in

species on the latter part of the formation.

Warming) is formed,j „„,„, VLI1C gl<Xy uiUie OI VV AKM1JN (?) li> IW"""" "

greater distance from the sea, where the sand has to some extent cor

solidated, and a heather vegetation has been established. Forma-

tion of humus goes on, the plants grow closer and closer, mosses or

lichens occupy the ground between the higher plants, and final!

the soil is completely covered with a carpet of vegetation. Th

heather association is the final stage in the series of sand-plant com-

munities beginning on the small embryonic dunes to leeward from the

ndy field

ablemations mentioned. It has a comparatively level surface, is better

to retain moisture, and has a higher temperature. The sand grain*

are of such uniform size as to prevent ripple or dune formation,
and



FlG. 12.—Sand field at Lodskovvad Mile in north Jutland, Denmark. The place was formerly a shallow lake, which had
been filled in with sand three years previous to the time (August 18, 1898) when the picture was taken. The vegetation consists of

Salix repens, Juncus balticus, Agrostis alba maritima, Eleocharis palustris, and Phragmites communis. In the background sand dunes

with Elymus and Ammophila. (Photograph by Dr. F. BdRGESEN.)
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the vegetation covering is consequently developed in quite a different

way from that on dunes (fig. 12).

Mexico, D. F.
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SOME ASPECTS OF AMITOSIS IN SYNCHYTRIUM 1

Robert F. Griggs

(WITH PLATES III AND iv)

Previous papers on the cytology of Synchytrium have announced

very striking peculiarities in the nuclear behavior of this interesting

fungus. The idiosyncrasies, only a portion of which have yet been

described, are so abundant at a certain period of the life-cycle of the

plant that it is very difficult to consider any one set of phenomena
without quickly becoming involved in all the rest, either because of

the occurrence of different types of structures in the same coenocytic
cyst

»
or because of transitional forms apparently connecting diverse

structures. While no final interpretation of any one series of nuclear

transformations can be made until it has been brought into relation
with the whole life-history, it is apparent that it is out of the question
to work out all of the peculiarities at once. The present paper is an
attempt to isolate and describe one of the most conspicuous groups of
nuclear phenomena. Further correlation of this with other mani-
estations of nuclear activity will be undertaken in later papers.
As in the preparation of a former paper on Synchytrium (Griggs

7), the writer is under very great obligations to his friend, Professor

pr bl

STEVENS
'
for the information which aroused his interest in the

Pro em and for criticism of the results. This obligation is increased

the llf"*
that Dr

' Stevens also supplied the material from which

SDe
'

1 ^ Were made
' The present paper deals entirely with one

^Pecies Synchytrium decipiens Farlow. The drawings have all been

^ ,.

r°m PreParations stained with Heidenhain's iron alum hema-
toxvl The triple stain has also been used.T , r ««* "0,3 aisu uccu uscu.

the var
-
^ C>t0logy of this Plant there is no more striking feature than

frequent^

011 m the SiZG °f the nuclei
-

In the same cyst nuclei are

Gamete
Y ran§ing a11 the way from 8 or io fi down to i /* in

the small
^^^ reported b^ Stevens (12, fig. 2). Very often

nuclei are bunched together, either in a close morula-like

No. XL.
n Utl°nS from the Botanical Laboratorj^ of the Ohio State University,

1 2
7l

[Botanical Gazette, vol. 47
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cluster (fig. jj) or in a looser group (fig. 18) . The origin and fate of

these small nuclei is the subject of the present paper. Although such

variations in the size of the nuclei are sometimes found in almost any

stage of the period of nuclear division, they are most conspicuous

immediately after the division of the primary nucleus and continue

prominent until there are 200-300 nuclei in the cyst. It is at this

same stage that the other peculiarities in the cytology are most pro-

nounced. While this period of irregularities is not sharply marked

off from the succeeding phases of the life-history, yet as the nudei

become more and more numerous there seems to be a tendency for

them to settle down, so to speak, and to conform more nearly to the

usual habits of dividing nuclei in growing tissue.

The isolation of these groups suggests that their constituent nuclei

have a common origin. Because of the absence of any pairing, and

because of their great differences in size, one is inclined to suspect

that they have been derived by some process other than mitosis. Since

mitosis in this plant is always simultaneous, involving all the nuclei in

a cyst, the differences could not be due to the failure of some nuclei to

division.

became smaller ated

some process of mito

num. from

which the products were unequal, as in the reduction division of an

animal egg. But all the mitoses observed gave rise to equal daughter

nuclei. Further, mitoses in cysts of this age are uncommon. Th

led Stevens (12) to suggest the possibility of an amitotic origin for the

nuclei of this stage.

There are several processes of direct nuclear division in Synchyt-

the commonly observed

division by an amoeboid constriction of the parent nucleus. ^ nli

they may be considered under the general term amitosis, which la

come to include several forms of non-mitotic division, they require dis-

tinctive terms for their designation. Indeed, there is
considerable

need for a classification of the different forms of direct division.

especially in view of the increased importance amitosis is likely
to

assume in future cytological discussion. The first process, wbj*

cons,sts of a budding-out of a small nucleus from a larger, may be

designated nuclear gemmation. The second differs from ordinal

amitosis in that ihe nucleus loses its membrane and vacuole ofW*
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lymph before the division, which is a multiple fragmentation. This

form of division I shall term heteroschizis (ere/oo?, different, and

<rx%eiv, to split)

.

NUCLEAR GEMMATION

In nuclear gemmation, as is usual in amitosisO }
— - _ ,

chromatin is not nearly so frequently observed as the separation of

the two nuclei. rium

chromatin content is usually concentrated in a single globular karyo-

some (nucleolus)

.

gemmation

of this karyosome becomes crenate, and rounded lobes develop, which

smaller independent karyosomes (fig.

4~8)- Sometimes only one daughter karyosome migrates from the

(fig- 6)\ sometimes

{fig- 7); or

>metimes several form at once, in which case the whole karyosome

breaks up
(fig. 4), pig. 8 shows a very large nucleus where the

daughter karyosomes were unusually numerous. They were not free

m the nucleus, as appears from the drawing, but all of them were

represented.

hemispher

small
grate through the nuclear membrane. This process is probably rather

fig

^inst it; in
fig

membrane; in
fi

snows one lying almost exactly half-way through the membrane
h*
close against, the membrane.

As

Thi
gratin

^
^uuj surrounded by a membrane, extending out irom uic

^a of the parent nucleus into the cytoplasm next the vacuole (fig.
10).

^ process can be observed satisfactorily only when the daughter
c eus is of considerable size, because of the delicacy of the mem-

oes of the smaller nuclei. When the membrane is complete the new
eus moves away from the parent and becomes an independent
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figs

asm. The stages in this process are

still in contact with the membrane of the parent; figs. 6, 12, 13, 18

cases where the karyosome has separated from the parent, but the

membranes remain in contact; figs. 3, 5, 9, 14 cases where the two

nuclei have separated, but still lie close together.

Division by nuclear gemmation occurs also in the spirem stage

(figs- I5~I7)- In this case the division of the chromatin takes place

at the time of spirem formation and cannot be definitely connected

with nuclear division, but the manner of the separation of the daughter

nuclei is the same as that already described. Figs, i, 2 show groups

(fig

spirem.

In cysts where the nuclei are numerous and evenly scattered

through the cytoplasm it can be seen that the peripheral nuclei

divide much earlier than the central ones. Groups of small nuclei

are always found at the periphery before the large nuclei in the center

Thus a lateral section of a cyst (fig. 1) shows onlyare much divided.

groups of small nuclei , while the central sections show numer

fig

ferent cysts.

gemmation dif-

figs
few small nuclei present are scattered singly through the cytoplasm.

In this case the appearances indicate a slow' and orderly formation of

small nuclei. seems to be extruded

with almost explosive violence (figs. 24-26, cf. also Glaser 6). h
these cases a large proportion of the migrating chromatin never forms

Some members of almo

their last

asm

disintegrate, forming in

asm Such disintegration is

small
gradual formation. It is more pronounced in younger cysts where

there are only a few parent nuclei, than in later stages where they are

numerous.

membrane from

mother karvosome to microsomes

membrane both
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animal and plant cells (figs. 7, 18, 21, 22). No optical distinction can

be drawn between these extremes. The very smallest granules, how-

ever, do not form small nuclei but may function in metabolism.

In mitosis and in the degeneration of the large nuclei {'fig. 22) they are

cast aside with the old nuclear membrane and lost in the cytoplasm.

But no distinction can be drawn between these granules and those

which form small nuclei, for some of the latter are excessively minute.

Besides these, there are yet other granules on the nuclear membrane

from which conspicuous radiations proceed into the cytoplasm as

from centrosomes
(fig. 39) . The discussion of these bodies involves

other questions than those considered* in the present paper and can-

not be undertaken here. Another complicating factor is the frequent

presence of asters near nuclei which are giving off gemmae. I have

avoided using such cases for the figures of the present paper, but in

many instances nuclei adjoining those drawn had conspicuous asters,

and it would be possible to duplicate most of the drawings herewith

given from nuclei showing asters. But though the centrosome prob-

km, one aspect of which was touched in a former paper (Griggs 7),

» very puzzling and far from solution, my belief is that it is inde-

pendent of the phenomena discussed in the present paper.

HETEROSCHIZIS

amitosis is a multiple division or fragm<

occurs for the most part at later stages

s sometimes found in voung cysts {fig

.
~^v wen in segmen

^teroschizis are at once dist
gemmation, because thev form

(fig. 34) . Nuclei derived by

from

fig. 3f) . As in nuclear gem-

be
formation

: cyst. But while the new nuclei are formed one

- ~uk m mat process, here they originate simultaneously by the

coif

1*11^ 1011 °f the mother nucleus. The first indication of division

nuclear
membrane

the
f Sap

'
leaving the karyosome lying naked in the cytoplasm, like

some
t
?
m°SOmes in the metaphase of mitosis (fig. 27). The karyo-
en aPParently enlarges to nearlv double its former size (fig.
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28). This statement is based on the fact that the naked karyosomt

are, in the cases observed, larger than those of any other nuclei in the

same cysts, and that the resultant clusters of small nuclei are greater

in mass than any single nucleus in the cyst at this stage. The varia-

tion in the size of the nuclei, however, is so great in other stages that

it is not impossible that these may have been larger nuclei in the

beginning. Lobes (fig. 29) now appear on the margin of the karyo-

some, each of which rounds off and becomes the karyosome of a small

nudcus. When these karyosomes have separated, vacuoles of

nuclear sap appear around them; surrounding membranes are next

formed in the meshes of the cytoreticulum bounding the cavities, thi

completing the process. The membranes, however, do not appear

simultaneously around all the nuclei of a cluster. There is usually

sufficient difference to allow some observation of the process of mem-

brane formation. The vacuoles which become the nuclear cavitie

are at hrst indistinguishable from those between the meshes of the

cytoreticulum which are filled with cell sap, but they are gradually

>urrounded by membranes which are apparently precipitated from

the cytoplasm next the cavity. Neither in heteroschizis nor in nuclear

gemmation is there evidence of any connection of the centrosome
with membrane formation such as occurs in the reconstruction of

the nucleus after mitosis (Kusano 8, Griggs 7).
Besides the two sorts of amitosis just described, a third method ha

been observed a few times. In this process, which has been seen only

when the nuclei were in spirem, the nucleus becomes strongly lobcd;

each lobe contains a portion of the original unchanged spirem; the

lobes become more pronounced and are cut apart by continued con-

striction. There may be only two lobes, as in ordinary amitosis, or

there may be several, as in heteroschizis. Although even a single

(fig

ot the process, there is much concerning it which is doubtful, and its

occurrence is rare in my slides. I refrain, therefore, from more than

mention of the matter at this time.

LATER HISTORY OF THE SMALL NUCLEI
If amitosis leads to degeneration and death, as has been held

almost universally until recently, we should expect to find a large
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percentage of degenerating small nuclei in every cyst where they

occur, either during the period of their formation or later. After

nuclear gemmation, however, degeneration of chromatin is relatively

small in amount and is almost altogether confined to masses which

never organize nuclei. It occurs not in the later portion of the period

of gemmation but only during the early portion, when there are few

large nuclei in the cysts. In clusters due to heteroschizis, degenera-

tion may also occur at later stages, but is infrequent at any time. If,

on the other hand, these amitoses are due to pathological conditions

affecting the whole parasite, we should expect to find a large number
of dying cysts. Fully three-fourths of all the few-nucleate cysts give

evidence of amitosis. Of the remainder only a small number show

mitoses at this stage. This hypothesis would therefore require that

three-fourths of the cysts should degenerate sooner or later. But no

-uch thing occurs. Degenerating cysts are seldom found, and the

degeneration gives no indication of being connected with earlier

amitoses.

The clusters of small nuclei arising from heteroschizis tend to

remain close together, and when mitosis is resumed they may form a

cluster of small spindles. Fig. 35 shows such a cluster between pro-

phase and metaphase, in which the remains of the nuclear membranes
are stl11 evi(ient. Below them is the solitary spindle of a large nucleus,

whlch there are 40-50 in the cyst. Fig. 36 shows three objects

T1 another cyst assembled in one drawing. At a is a similar cluster

small spindles; at b is one of the solitary spindles of the larger

"
.'

a11 of which in this cyst are in a later phase than the clusters;

j

C

..

1S a deeP!y staining mass which has the appearance of a cluster

'™ ar to a degenerating. Figs. 37, 38 show similar clusters in ana-

gfo

Although the spindle fibers in fig. 38 arc distorted so as to

S0^e

S°"lewhat the appearance of a pathological multipolar spindle,

SemM
thC Spindles are Perfectly normal. The spindles of fig. 37

exa^ 1

* ^^ the solitary spindles of the cyst and are typical

t
Pes of the peculiar anaphases of this genus.

quickly

8r°UPS °f Sma11 nuclei arising by nuclear gemmation scatter

*hich'

V
'

*° that there is no means of connecting them with the mitoses

9topla°

CCUr latCr
' They have the usual relations, however, to the

Sm and aPPear normal in all microscopic characters. When
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not too small they bud off other small nuclei in the same manm

(fig. 18). This process usually continues till all the nuclei in the cy

arc approximately equal in size (figs, i, 2). Sometimes all the

daughter nuclei given off are so much smaller than the parent that

the mother karyosome is never divided up among the daughters, but

remains behind full size, after giving up its chromatin, like the

nucleolus in the prophases of mitosis. In this case the large nuch

degenerate and leave the small ones as the functional nuclei of the

cyst. Fig. 20 shows the first indication of this in the vacuolate karyo-

some of the parent nucleus. In fig. 21 all the chromatin has migrated

from the old karyosome but some of the small karyosomes still

remain inside the nuclear membrane. The larger of these are about

the same size as the numerous small nuclei of the cyst. Fig. 22

shows another large nucleus from the same cyst, which is entirely

bereft of chromatin. Fig. 23 is the last stage of the process; here

the old nuclear membrane has disappeared and the faintly staining

old karyosome (nucleolus) lies naked in the cytoplasm. Beside it

is shown one of the functional nuclei.
conclusion that the nuclei derived by these processes of amitosis are

normal, and that they with their descendants become the functional

nuclei of later stages, capable of perpetuating the species.

We

GENERAL

Although the processes by which these nuclei are derived an
nova, the formation of normal tissue by amitosis is by no mean

Zul "' C
'
M

' CHILD
( j-5) has recently shown that

embryf
amitosis

and ,n some adult animals. He records instances from most of the

CTcat animal rO^ri,. • i » . i

_

worms, trematod
estooes, msects, amphioxus, fishes, amphibia, and birds. In the,

e,Zr- 1T
ary t0 What Would be expected, there seems to be no

especial distinction k„+,.— .i . ' . .. 4*
nrimr* „f tl. ,

awiiid clIlU me germ UlilhUl ao ~
ongm of the nude,. I„ Moniezi ,

,

sh „ hkh

germ

spermatogonia may even undergo a sort

,
•
w"*-**« oy wnich sperms

through mltr^c'c. In general, amitosis is most common in
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regions of excessively rapid growth, where the nuclei are small and

have scant cytoplasm, while the larger nuclei, better supplied with

cytoplasm, divide by mitosis. This leads Child to conclude (5, p-

292): "In short I am inclined to believe that amitosis is associated

with conditions where the demand for material or perhaps for some

particular substances exceeds the supply.' ' The behavior of the

nudei of Synchytrium is distinctly opposed to the generalization of

this hypothesis, for in Synchytrium amitosis is most marked when the

nuclei are largest and the ratio of nuclei to cytoplasm is at a minimum.

may
bry

trium

primary

presumably
But in all of these cases the conditions of growth demand an

excessively rapid multiplication of nuclei, and indicate that the

process of nuclear reproduction is pressed on so rapidly as to give no

opportunity for the rhythmic pause occasioned by mitosis. If the

atimuh to growth and reproduction are independent, as many obser-

vations indiratP ota >^r>,. il.i ...i ..I 4.: l™ *~ rli'vi'cmn

the

suppose that when the stimulus

without

mitosis. If the stimulus were

mitosis
chromatin would result, and the daughter nuclei would be mostly
Perfect;

became

plode
Po ion of the chromatin would never succeed in forming new nuclei

.J! ,

Thls is exactly in line with Child's view that amitosis is an

omic Pr°cess which ". . . . pushed to the extreme must

inat
«•

eSUlt in the total destruction of the original substances," so

but til

1S

-

n0t Strange that degeneration frequently follows amitosis,

alw

that

the facts Prove that it does not." While

must

t0
accord

^sociatin

which

reaPn .

J uie n°n-mitotic div
^ting members, embryo
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Knowledge that in certain instances the reproductive cells of a

species are independent of mitosis for their origin must affect current

theories of heredity, which, since the renaissance of Mendel's law,

have leaned very heavily on the individuality of the chromosomes and

their separation in the reduction division. Child rejects the chromo-

some theory in any universal application. He believes (p. 290) that

" these processes appear to consist essentially in the production of new-

nuclear material like that already present and without the periodical

eryrecurrence of metamorphosis. The act of division is

a mere incident of the increasing volume of substance." Accordingly

he is inclined to doubt the constancy of the chromosome number in

orm

admit of certainty. In Synchytrium, likewise, the

determination

dogmatize. But in all the

chromosomes could be counted
the number seemed to be constantly four (cf. fig. 36b). The same

number was given provisionally by Stevens (13) in his first paper

and is shown by the drawings of his second paper (12). This matter

mitoses

been worked out in detail. But whether the chromosome number is

found to be constant or variable, it is obvious that our theories of

heredity will require considerable revkiW

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The numerous peculiarities in the cytology of Synchytrium occur

stly in a somewhat definite ****** *f 2~»<~A~mi*i»* immediatelyperiod of

primary

mitosis
more

This takes place by at least two processes

:

Nuclear gemmation.~The karyosome of the parent nucleus

mi
brane, forms a vacuole and a membrane about itself, and becomes an

independent small nucleus, the whole looking like a budding yeast

plant This process is repeated until the parent nucleus is con-

verted into small nuclei, often forming a definite group.
2. Heter0Schizis.~The membrane of the parent nucleus dissolves,
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and the karyosome fragments into a number of pieces, each of which

becomes a new nucleus, thus giving rise to a morula-like cluster of

nuclei.

mitosis

form spores

chromosomes

the plant has been detected.

Omo State University

Columbus
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES III AND TV

00mPeia^
UreS WCre aU made with a ^ncer 1 . 5

mm immersion objective and

n8 ocular i 2
, giving a magn ificat{on f 2130, excepting fig. f, for
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which ocular 2 (magnification 355) was used. They were reduced J in repro-

duction, canceling the enlargement due to the camera and rendering them the

same size as they were seen in the microscope.

, PLA TE III

Fig. i.—A lateral section of a cyst, showing numerous groups of small nuclei

due to nuclear gemmation.

Fig. 2.
fig

Figs. 3-6.—The breaking-up of the mother karyosome preparatory to the

migration of the chromatin.

Fig. 7 —Bipartition of the mother karyosome to form equal daughters.
Fig. 8—Nucleus with a large number of daughter karyosomes lying on the

nuclear membrane, only one hemisphere of which is shown.
Fig. 9—A nucleus with one of the daughter karyosomes pressed against the

nuclear membrane; three small nuclei which have budded off from it near by.

Fig. 10—Daughter karyosome constructing its nuclear cavity and membrane.
Fig. 11.—Daughter nucleus complete but still closely appressed to the mem-

brane of its parent.

Figs. 12, 13.—Karyosomes of daughter nuclei separated from the parents
but their membranes still in contact.

Fig. i4.-Daughter nucleus separated from its parent but lying close by.

«rtKVuf'
I5-1 7;~Nwkar gemmation from the spirem stage. (Fig. 16 is one

of the large nuclei from the center of the cyst from which Jigs. 1 and 2 were taken.)

•tigs. i8-2o.-Resultant groups of small nuclei.

_ PLATE IV

F™
2I~2^~Sta8es in the degeneration of the parent nuclei.

mantitfe'/lH
UC

,

lei

J

fr°m Whkh chromatin has been thrown out in laif
quantmes and is mostly degenerating without forming new nuclei.

some slightiy ir^uTar^
* heter°Schizis

'
nuclear membrane dissolving, karj-o-

Same'cysfaT^.^^
6 ^ nUdear Cavky lost

'
kaiyosome much enlarged.

f!gs

2^?rme l°bed
-

Same «** "M**- 2? and 28.

the daughterIw^T™^ ^ Up
'
n^clear membranes appearing around

Fig „ a ,

( g - 32 * from the same cyst as Jigs. 27-29)j|G. 33.--A very large cluster complete,

by hetero
3

schizis.

Slngle UV°aA ff°m a summer *°™ whose nucleus has divided

^withTc

°f

?indleS arisin8 from ^e division of such a cluster
ier with a single spindle of nn, n< *i.„ ~*u ,_: „* »,« ™t.

fig

FlG
- 35-

33, togel

Fig. 36.

a^

the same cyst- c nrohaW
P

,

Slmilar to M- 35; b, a solitary spine

Fig. 39._a nucleus h
pmdles ,n anaphase,

which radiations are dve^lff^7 staining granules on its membran

**• 40.-A nuclei

er^° the
.
ooplasm.

from
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VASCULAR ANATOMY OF THE SEEDLING OF
MICROCYCAS CALOCOMA

COXTRIBU

Helen Angela Dorety

(WITH PLATES V AND Vl)

HISTORICAL

DeCandolle
(5) in the first account of the genus Microcycas

expresses

mediate between Dioon and Zamia

::

Microcy

taxonomic
aldwell and Baker (i), who succeeded in procuring material
n>m Cuba. The only part of their description which concerns us
r<ns the statnmont tw *u„ ^ i • , , i_.j__

In

stem
• •

"eproduct

some
Certainr—uuw ^naiacLers oi me emDryo ana seeanng. i^eiiam

have be* k~!
^ naturally overlooked in so comprehensive a work,

e en brought to light by a more detailed studvhavine the

INVESTIGATION

see^ an^
rst placc

>
il is not the root which is seen to emerge from the

^ senuenc

6^ d°Wnwa
.

rd
'
as described and pictured by this author;

toat descr'hV
CVents m tne Process of germination is the same as

°>Tads whi h

f°r Cerat02amia
(7), the same which occurs in the other

species of 7 •

haVG germinated, Dioon edule, D. spinulosum, and

e,ongating

~ai

K
la

'
The r°0t is not ?* formed when the base of the

micr
opyIar r

}0 FUptUres the seed coat in the small, less indurated,

disk constitu?
011

'

^ hen li emer§es '
h sti11 bears the smal1 brown

thf ariy sta<*

mS thC °nly remains of the coleorhiza, an organ which, in

"wophyte
^

Th°

f thC embry°Seny, is by far the larger portion of the

the
soil. Th

UnitCd cot>'ledonary stalks bend downward toward

i»] "

e root may not pierce the coleorhizal disk until the latter

[Botanical Gazette, vol. 47
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some—
7

_M^.WW ,

by the exit of the plumule.

A second detail in which this description must differ from the

one cited is that the usual number of cotyledons is only two. They
never wholly emerge from the seed. common
forms a sheath about the plumule, is soon ruptured in many places

by the radial growth of the latter, and its decay causes the seed to drop
r

away

zami
Microcy

Chamberlain (3), examined
'luring the period between fertilization and germination, indicates

time
to dry, the embryos are killed. Land (io) relates that he has reason

to suspect the same condition in Ephedra.
Caldwell has called attention to the adhesion of embryo to enclo-

perm

studied, except Zamia. So intimate is the union, that by using ordi-

carrres
them

and stains with sections of the embryo.
Coincident with the close adhesion of embryo to endosperm is the

remarkable fusion of the cotyledons. Although these always ari,

as two distinct organs, the fusion in older embryos is so complete

JT'Z
WCre SeCti°ned from the apex to within a distance of

o.
5 above the tip of the plumule without discovering any trace of

^characteristic seam made by the meeting of the adaxial epidermal
ayers {fig j). The epidermal cells themselves disappear in many
cases slightly above the meeting of the inner faces over the plumuh

™h
SCam

Tf
S n0t S6en t0 extend t0 thc surface at any level in the*

embryos, although there were conspicuous superficial sutures (fig.
')

IT' Cm
-

The Plumule is derated by the splitting of the

cotvL t^'
CaCh °f Which simulat^ the petiole of an individual

has' not K*

my knowledSe so complete a fusion of cotyledons
has not been reported of a cycad.

collated

C°ty

!f
0n may have eiSht or ten vascular strands; all are

imm d !M "
k
n0Fmal °rientatio*- Apparent exceptions may occur

immediately above a dichotomy or immediately below a fusion or an
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approximation. In these situations, the xylem of one strand faces

that of the other, giving to the inner one an inverse orientation

(d, figs. 1, 2). When the fusion of two bundles is complete, the

combination presents the appearance of a single concentric

strand.

All the cotyledonary traces are derived from the branching of

three, which join the central cylinder (fig. j) in a manner similar to

that described by Matte (ii) and Thiessen (12) for Dioon edule,

and by the present writer (7) for Ceratozamia. The wood remains

endarch as far out as the sheathing"base of the cotyledons (fig. 13);
it becomes mesarch in this region ; and in the upper portion of the

blade the wood in the greater number of the strands is exarch.

Transfusion tissue is abundant, and in close connection with the cen-
tripetal xylem. Mucilage ducts alternate with the cotyledonary
traces. Tannin cells are conspicuous in the peripheral region.

The hypocotyl has no vascular plate, no protostele; the passage
from stem to root is therefore easily studied. The four cotyledonary
strands remain distinct throughout this portion of the axis, only fusing
aterally with the few elements of the leaf traces still remaining to
«m a very imperfect siphonostele. Their elements finally unite
^t those of the four root poles. The metaxylem and phloem

nT
C

'

aS USUa1, and the resulting portions swing to right and left,

of

" "ght half of the phloem of each joining with the left half of that

phi

C neXt
'
WUh sometimes the lowermost extremities of leaf-trace

isticT

mterVening &*• 4a). There is thus produced the character-

fan-srfT*

StrUCtUre
' four grouPs of phloem alternating with four double-

often

aPCd Xylem groups
- Irregular proliferation of the medulla

(fig ^
Separates the Phloem group again into its two constituents

Verv br I

C°rteX °f the h>'Pocotyl were discovered the remains of a

tissue c° H
Z°ne °f Cambium ' No traces, however, of any vascular

too exn h

be deteCted outside the central system in seedlings with

The r •

leaVGS and SCVeral °thers devel°Ping-

4a ) ^ ™^ ln a11 the seedlings under observation was tetrarch (figs.

toteOaged

a redUCtion to'triarch toward the tip, in some cases.

into the

6 UCtS arC numerous in the hypocotyl, but do not penetrate
ro°t- Neither pericycle nor endodermis is distinct in these

the
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young roots. The root tip differs in no observable respect from that

of Ceratozamia.

In leaf traces alternate with the

cotylcdonary strands, just above the cotyledonary node
{fig. j).

Higher up
(fig. 7), they close in, and together constitute the central

cylinder of the axis. Taking a generally vertical course, these trace

branch and anastomose until they reach a position so near to the

growing points of leaf and stem that the vascular tissue is still pro-

cambial. In this position, even before the procambial strands from

margins

manifest the phenomenon of girdling.

.
At first the wood of the leaf traces is endarch. Fig. 8 represent-

a portion of a leaf-trace girdle, and fig. 9 a cross-section of two vertical

strands from the middle of the same leaf at the same level Figs. 10.

11 illustrate stages in the transition from the endarch to the mesarch

condition. The wood becomes exarch at a relatively low level in

some of the foliar strands, and there is considerable irregularity in

different traces in this respect. Fig. 12 is a drawing of one of the

•4- _ _ /T\ • y» %

fig The other

traces of the same leaf retain, at this level, a few elements of centrifu-

gal xylem
;

this strand is entirely destitute of them. Further-and
I have attempted to represent it diagrammatically—the wood in all

the traces of this petiole is more nearly exarch than in those of the

older leaf (/*), although the section of that leaf which is here repre-

sented is higher up in the petiole than that of the younger leaf. In spite

of such irregularities, however, the statement holds that the xylem B

entirely centrifugal near the base of both cotyledons and leaves, and

porti*""w f WAliUlUllt. I7V/111C AAA M'E,W £^

appearance and increase of centripetal xylem in the ascent of the

cotyledonary blade and leaf petiole.
The section represented by fig. i3 is very close to the leaf bases.

Sh0ws the increase in the number of bundles entering consecutive

leaves and also the meriphyte's gradual assumption of the fl arrange-

ment from the open arch of the early leaves. Transfusion tissue
•

present in these traces.

The strands are all collateral. Frequent branchings and app**
mat.ons occur, and real fusions- are common, most noticeably of 0*#

IS
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strands which are brought to the center of the meriphyte and form the

flanks of the H. When two of these strands are fusing, the centripetal

elements of both xylem groups are gradually eliminated and the

protoxylem groups are therefore brought together and finally united.

This common group of protoxylem, then, is surrounded by the united

metaxvlem, and outside of this the phloem of both bundles may
almost encircle the xylem, completing the delusion of a concentric

bundle (figs. 15, 16).

Mucilage ducts occur in stem and leaves. They sometimes
extend through the petiole as far as the bases of the pinnae.

The characteristic cycad ramentum is prominent, especially upon
the unfolded leaves. The hairs are one-celled. Fig. 18 shows the

t'P of a young pinna bearing these epidermal outgrowths.
Tannin cells occur in the periphery of the petiole, and may extend

tt-ell into the pinnae. They are in close relation with the mechanical
tesue, as represented in fig. 17.

DISCUSSION

The suppression of one of the cotyledons of Ceratozamia illustrates
ne process by which the monocotyledonous condition may be reached;

the fu

another method, one i

Micro

ory ofUj q
' AXX "aniiuil) Willi L11C WC11-K11UV\11 UlCV/xjr ui

argant. Experimentation with some of the monocotyledonous

5

form

in* to
^

fUSi°n °f tHe cotyledons of Microcycas has a further mean-

The fre^ ?
ng&ged in the study of a series of juvenile gymnosperms.

to me to
many

represent an ancestral condition of polycotyledony. Many

'pinitiosum
some cases, three•3 ;ir

lob

r -

-^ - - — -
w'thfou

e Cotyedon
- A young embryo of Dioon spinulosum

in four w
r

eu

0tyled0nS
'
and 0ne of Plnus edulis with twelve cotyledons

the
P'ne^cotT^^

gr°UpS haVC a remarkable similarity. Of course,

end
°sperin f°

m soon escaPe from the small, comparatively dry
and thin seed coats, and develop exteriorly to their full
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size, which is in toto much greater than that attained by the two

be suchcotyledons of a cycad.

in the pine seed the production of the massive endosperm and indurated

coats that characterize the cycad seed ; and let the cotyledons be con-

fined within the moist endosperm until they attain their full size,

them
nection with it as to cause difficulty in distinguishing between them,

and bringing the tips of the cotyledonary vascular strands into intimate
_ * m _

>erm

Cycas revoluta (13) and by Thiessen for Dloon edule (12): under

such pressure, the inner faces of the pine cotyledons would be very

intimately united and the question naturally suggests itself, What

would become of the epidermis of these inner faces ?

The alternation of mucilage canals with the cotyledonary vascular

strands in cycads, and its ready relation to the peculiar condition

found in pine cotyledons, may be used as evidence for a theory of

fusion as well as for one of splitting, as Hill proposes (8)

.

The absence of the protostele in the hypocotyl of Microcycas in

contrast to the condition found in Dioon edule and Ceratozamia may

not have any significance in the light of recent investigation. That

the protostele is, in general, the most primitive condition of the vascular

axis may be true; but that this structure must occur in every primi-

tive vascular plant is, of course, not true; neither are we to regard a^

primitive all plants in which it is found. Chrysler (4) has found it

in members of the Araceae. There are other characters, however,

which seem to indicate a greater advance than that made by Cycas or

bncephalartos, or even Ceratozamia. These are the single stele and

the degree of elimination of the cortical cambium, which, in the cycad

>tems, produces this vascular tissue. However, the large proportion of

centripetal wood in the foliar traces is an offsetting primitive
character,

which must be weighed in the same balance.
1 he undoubted polyspermy would seem, at first sight, to bear

down the weight of evidence on this side; but it is possible that this

primitive feature is a recurrence rather than a direct inheritance:

I ,

jE

T

FFREY calls a coenogenetic, rather than a palingenetic,
char-

ier. j UEL (Q) found ag ^ ^ erms ^ the poUen tube

ot Lupressus Goveninnn ™,i , . ., , ^..^n^ns has
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retained this primitive feature when all the closely related genera

have discarded it.

However that may be, this curious combination of characters, and
the absolutely unique archegonial development, are features to be
reckoned with by those who, in the future, when all the evidence is in,

will be in a position to decide upon the phvlogenetic place of Micro-
cvcas.

What

somethin
of girdling itself. The theories now in the field approach only
remotely to the causes lying at the foundation of the phenomenon.
It is probable that it may be relegated , like so many other problems,
to the domain of cytology. That cell division takes place much more
frequently in the horizontal than in the vertical direction in e<

Portion of the axis is clearly evident.

ery

SUMMARY

Microcycas calocoma.

elopment

germination

Ceratozamia
4- here are two cotyledons as in all cycads (except, perhaps,

tocephalartos)

.

5
form one org

Plumule escaping by bursting the sheath.
• Mucilage ducts alternate with the 8-10 cotyledonary strands.

/• he cotyledonary node is similar to that of Dioon edule and

stele.

ozamia

there
^ hyPocotyl contains no cortical vascular tissue, although

9. T
e

he

remnants of a broken-up cambial zone.

base and

6 VaSCU
!

ar strands °f cotyledons and leaves are endarch at

throne
6Xarch in the uPPer portions. The exarch condition obtains

TZ?st of the length of the petioie -

is ProcarmY ^ °f^ marginal leaf traces takes Place while the tissue

may
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J

J

Charles J

well for material.

The University of Chicago
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The drawings were made with the aid of an Abbe camera lucida. The following

abbreviations have been employed: A, B, C, D, main cotyledonary traces; *.

rriHrlo^^nn— ~1 .1 f ..... . . » -.v rnrtCXi

epidermis

cortex

duct;

«*, metaxylem
; #*, phloem; /w, protoxylem; r/ramentum; /, tannin cells.

PLATE V
theirFig. i.—Transverse section near the middle of the cotyledons, showing

complete fusion and the large number of cotyledonary strands. X 8.
^Fig. 2.—Transverse section of cotyledons o . 6mm above the tip of P

lu0lU
'

X8.

Fig. 3.—Diagram of stele 40 m above the cotyledonary node.
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formation

Fig. 30.—Detail from jig. 3 showing one of the four

loint of insertion. X60.

Fig. 4.—Base of the cotyledonary trace shown in jig

Fig. 45.

imngement.

Fig. 5.—Exit of lateral root. X60.
Fig. 6.—Diagram of root stele.

Fig. 6a.—Detail of one of the root poles. X60.
Fig. 7.—Transverse section of the central vascular system above the coty-

fcdooary node. It is composed of four groups of leaf traces. Semidiagrammatic.
Fig. 8.—Longitudinal section of portion of girdling leaf trace taken from

transverse section of cppHlino* v<^

PLATE VI
Fig.

9. Transverse section of median traces of same leaf from same section

«fr*. X380.

Fig. 10.—Transverse section of leaf trace slightly above that represented in

«• 9- X380.

ig. 11 —Transverse section of same bundle 60 m above section represented
m k- 10. X380.

Fig. 12. Exarch bundle from petiole 8mm from base. X 380.

fas'onVI

'~Transverse action of embryo, showing the sheath formed by the

^0 the cotyledonary petioles, the increase in the number of leaf traces in
Kttwe leaves, and their gradual assumption of the O arrangement. X8.

"'n
!

4'~Transverse section of three leaves in their natural arrangement,

? he relative amount of centrifugal wood at different levels of the petiole.

showi

X8.

Fir

Fic
^~App

.

roach of two kaf traces. X380.

cwtonl- .
'

US1°n of some of the xylem elements of same to form a quasi-^tnc strand. X380.

Unnin eels ~V °5u°
n °f peripheral region of tissue of petiole showing position of

r IG ig -^T" r
JP ol young pinna showing unicellular hairs or ramentum. X 760-



BRIEFER ARTICLES
THE NATURE OF BALANCED SOLUTIONS

In his recent "Note on balanced solutions" 1 Professor Loew criticizes

some of my statements. The following reply is inspired solely by the

desire to obviate if possible any misunderstanding regarding the nature of

a balanced solution.

A balanced solution is defined by Loeb as one in which the toxic

effects which each salt would have, were it alone present in solution, are

inhibited by one or more antagonistic salts in the solution.

Professor Loew objects to the term toxic as applied to calcium and

potassium salts. His statement that I and a pupil claim to have dis-

covered the poisonous action of potassium and calcium respectively is

evidently due to a misapprehension. On the contrary, we treated them as

in question.

surprise

determined

with

with those of p

solution of an indifferent substance, if such can be found. In the absence

of the facts needful for such a comparison, it is not possible to say whether

the effects observed by him are to be regarded as toxic or not. At the

concentration chiefly used in my experiments ( . 1 2 M) roots of wheat

reached a length in KC1 of 63™™, in CaCla of 84™™, in an isotonic balanced

solution of 360*™, and in distilled water of 740™° I may add that for

certain forms of Vaucheria KC1 and CaCl3 at the dilution of . 001 M (or

even less) may be toxic, inasmuch as they kill the algae in three or four

days, while in distilled water or dilute sea water of a hundred times greater

osmotic pressure, they remain alive for many weeks. For such forms the

components of Knop's solution including the K and Ca, taken individually,

would prove poisonous. But for such plants as wheat the concentration

of Ca and K used in Knop's solution is too weak to be regarded as toxic

Professor Loew's designation of Knop's as a balanced solution seems,

to say the least, very misleading. In a balanced solution the components

are poisonous when taken separately. But Professor Loew tells us that

neither calcium nor potassium salts are to be regarded as poisonous.

They are important constituents of Knop's solution. How then does he

regard it as a balanced solution ? Only it would seem (since here the

Gazette
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toxicity of the anions is negligible) by supposing that the sole poisonous

constituent is magnesium, whose toxic action is completely inhibited

by the calcium present. But on this view it is clear that the potassium

and iron are completely superfluous from the standpoint of a balanced

solution. Knop added them for nutrient, not for balancing, purposes,

nor is there reason to suppose that he was aware of antagonistic salt effects.

At the concentrations at which he worked these effects are not at all evi-

dent with such flowering plants as were used in his experiments. Under
these circumstances the discovery of antagonistic salt effects is very improb-
able. For most of the plants for which Knop's solution is employed at

its ordinary concentration, it is not a balanced solution, because its indi-

vidual components are not sufficiently toxic to require balancing.

That to Professor Loew is due the very great credit of investigating

the antagonistic action of magnesium and calcium, and of making clear

importance These and other inves-

tigations made by him in the difficult and obscure field of the function of
the mineral salts are of the highest value. Together with the experiments
of other investigators they have thrown much light on antagonistic action.

nasmuch, however, as Professor Loew apparently does not believe in

generalizing the principle of antagonistic action, as Professor Loeb has
one m his theory of balanced solutions, but prefers to restrict it to the
^gle case of Mg vs. Ca, I find myself quite unable to agree with him.
n t e course of a series of experiments on wheat I have found antagonism
between each of the following pairs of salts:

NH4 vs. Ca
K vs. Ca
Na vs. Ca

% vs. Ca

NH4 vs. Na
NH4 vs. K
Na vs. K

Mg vs. K
Na vs. Ba

K vs. Ba

Na vs. Sr

K vs. Sr

Mg vs. Sr

to

rest

xpected- —* w uCai wun sucn a series ot tacts can narcny ue cApc^vx

I

°pt a Vlew whicl* accounts for only one of these cases and ignores the

'

jJJ

exPlains them as due to the formation of double salts, particularly

an explanation is wholly untenable in view of the facts of dissocia-
^such

tion.

J- V. Osterhout, University of California, Berkeley.
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THE EXTRAFASCICULAR CAMBIUM OF CERATOZAMIA

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY 123

(with plate vii)

The anatomical features presented by the seedling of Ceratozamia

described in a previous paper (3) gave promise of such phylogenetic impor-

tance that the study has been continued upon older stems. The interest

centers mainly in the extrafascicular cambium—its origin, its distribution,

and its failure to differentiate xylem and phloem which could be clearly

recognized as such. In a careful examination of microtome sections of

over eighty seedlings, varying in age from a few months to two years,

only one small extrafascicular bundle was found.

The origin of the concentric vascular zones of cycad stems puzzled the

early anatomists. Brongniart (1), failing to distinguish the phloem in

these zones, regarded them as the equivalent of the seasonal wood rings

of dicotyledons. Von Mohl (8) said that they were an aggregation of

bundles which passed out from the central cylinder and, running down-

ward in the cortex, grouped themselves in a ring. Lestibondois (4) saw

individual bundles in the cortex, but thought they foreshadowed the

breaking-up of the central stele, and so considered the cycads as a transi-

tion group from dicotyledons to monocotyledons. Mettenius, to whom

we are indebted for much of our knowledge of cycad anatomy, made no

attempt to explain the extra vascular zones. Constantin and Morot (2)

thought that the tissue arose from the pericycle.
All the early research was confined to mature stems of Cycas and

Encephalartos. In 1890, Solms-Laubach (7) reported the absence of

mexicana. In 1806 Worsdell (9) a„__ .wwrvvxsKVfVXA,* 111 1UUU Tl V/iVOA-'^^*- \^/

Macrozamia to the list of cycads in which these thickenings occur, and in

1898 (10) recorded their absence from the stem of Stangeria; in 1900 (I 1)

he found them in the root of Bowenia spectabilis. His study of seedlings

xtrafas-Worsdell
cicular zones in mature stems arose as independent cortical cylii

innermost~ ~**wj viic imicniiosi ones Deing coiiipuscvA v,* r - -

tissue. By a later growth of the central cylinder they become apposed

to its periphery and flattened ra H,-a ii,r tw« ^a*, K™,.<rht to him andto its periphery and flattened radially,
to his readers a conviction
to his readers a conviction of the truth contained in his earlier

suggestion

hat the cycads are closely related to the Medullosae, which are poly***
like the ferns.
_ . ;

~*****o siuuy 01 L,ycas stamensts ana Mzm*>r—
Barten

(5) js an almost perfect demonstration of Worsdell's theory.

phalarM
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Mv work upon Ceratozamia will come as cumulative evidence. Solms's

statement concerning the absence of extrafascicular zones is correct as

far as the seedling is concerned; but the presence of extrafascicular cam-

urn

horizontal

u

relation to the central cylinder. In the study of seedlings described in the

previous paper I was unable to do this on account of the disturbances

caused by mucilage ducts, which are large, abundant, and irregular in

distribution. In the study of older stems I have been more fortunate.

Four-year-old seedlings have in the hypocotyl clearly distinguishable

rings or cylinders of cambium. The cylinders are arranged in several

series. Those of the innermost series, though decidedly flattened, are

the most distinct.

Fig. 1 represents diagrammatically a section of the hypocotyl slightly

below the exit of the cotyledonary traces. The innermost cylinders

(«, b, s) arise in the pericycle near the transition region and are of primary

origin. They extend well up in the stem, though pushed outward by the

hmW.1 -^J-j
The other rfngs appear later> ^ would

**m mat the single bundle described in the previous paper (3
was differentiated from one of the outermost series of cylinders.

Fk- 2 is a detail of the inner portion of half the section represented in

H- 1- One large cambial ring (a) is represented, and ends of two others

(* and s). Several small rings (e, r) suggest how concentric bundles might
arise.

The cause of the flattening is manifestly the enlargement of the central

cylinder and the consequent pressure upon the inner side of the cortical

cylinders (a, b, s). The final result is a central cylinder surrounded by
^eral more or less imperfect zones of cambium cells. The xylem and
PWoem which these cells might produce would be oriented differently;

* xylem on the centripetal side of the zone would be differentiated toward

m
* penPhery and the phloem toward the center of the stem. But in

^any cases, the inner cambium of each zone would cease to function, and
* s ould then have successive zones of alternating xylem and phloem all

Wo
.

normal orientation. Occasionally a bit of the elongated cylinder

^ be disconnected, the cambium would round out, the growth of

All th

W0UW diminate the Pith > and a concentric bundle would result.

jike

**e conditions are found in the Medullosae, from the distinct fern-

% Jv
Stdy in M^ullosa Solmsii and M. anglica to the condition of

* * flto, which closely resembles Cycas revoluta.

»ell f? 1
0t yet examined mature stems of plants of this genus.

W has confirmed Solms-Laubach's statement that the e:

Wors-

extrafas-
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Matte
which he examined. I am therefore in doubt whether it is an absolute

failure to function, or only a delay; in either case we have an indication

that the cortical vascular tissue is a disappearing character.

Another feature to which attention should be called is the constant

bases of the cotyledonary bundles.

hyp

fig

piper already cited and also in Jig. 2 of the present one. It is often rela-

tively more abundant than in some stems of Lyginodendron. The stem

cylinder above the cotyledons is endarch, the leaf traces becoming mesarch

almost immediately after leaving the cylinder.

J. G. Land
John M

>/
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BOOK REVIEWS
Gray's new manual of botany

known for some time that Gray's Manual
revision

* ± ST —ww **— *.--w ifw r *"*-* VJUL v^lUVll TT t^U XJlVy w7Ui pilOV

fact no book has been awaited by the botanical public, especially during th
past three as this one.

The present edition, contrasted with the sixth edition, presents the following
Bore conspicuous changes: (i) a change in the geographical limits, namely by
exduding the region west of the 06th mpriHian mctAa^ r>f th* -,™th *„rl ;« ^vtpnrl.

Ontario
Quebec

Prantl
n**»a of the keys leading to the species, in the case of most of the larger genera,
m the body of the text to a position immediately preceding the specific descrip-

W
*

'

h^
thC introduction of numerous text- or marginal figures; and finally

of the V'

"^ °f a different System of nomenclature, namely the strict observance
c lenna Code, or the nomenclatorial rules adopted at the International

Egress held at Vienna in 1905.

more h*

^^ °f theSC innovations are that the flora treated is a somewhat
geneous one, the general arrangement and sequence of families is in

a great"

1

? 7*
advances made during recent years in the classification of plants,

k*ys and d°
•

and Certainty in the identification of species by the use of direct

tod a

escnPtions associated with accurately executed and reliable figures,
^greater consistency and uniformity in the use of plant names.

«Wh andT
apPearance of the printed page is essentially the same as in the

** specifi

1 P
,

reV1°US editi°ns; the use of italics in emphasizing the more impor-

°n the wfe 1

raCteristics * aIso stained. The treatment of genera and species

""wd with
Conservative and rational; and generic limitations are in close

* Previous ed

eneral USagC
"

ThC number of sPecies is considerably larger than

** ^ra duri

m°nS
' ^^ t0 the VCry active

'
carefu1

'
and exhaustive study of

*here thev

ratI°nS are
iudiciously distributed throughout the volume in groups

Salicaceae,'
and r^

USefUl
' ^ f°r examPle

>
m the Gramineae, Cyperaceae,

^ of illust" H
rUClferae

»
the Cyperaceae especially lend themselves to this

ra lon, and here they are certainly at their best. In some cases,

Robixsox R T^)0ok of the fl
•

AND Fernald
» M - l-> Gray's new manual of botany: a

^ ai"i adjacentT^"
1^ PlantS and femS °f the central and n°rtheastern United

revised
- 8vo pp"

anada
- Seventh edition, illustrated, rearranged, and extensively

• PP- 926. fig5 , Ioj6 New York . American Book Co< I9o8 . $2 . S o.

J 53
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for example in the Compositae, the illustrations have apparently suffered some-

what in the process of reproduction; thus for instance in the genus Crepis the

illustrations, as reproduced, add little or nothing to the text. In general, how-

ever, the illustrations are excellent, and one only regrets that they are not more

numerous.

The presswork is exceptionally good; there are few typographical errors.

On page 500, however, "Abizzia" occurs instead of Albizzia, which is evidently

a misprint.

The value of this work as a textbook should not be overlooked. The dis-

criminating text and complementary illustrations present the subject-matter in

a satisfactory way for teaching purposes. The illustrations themselves are for

the most part insufficient for the hasty determination of the species by the student.

and they can be used to advantage only in connection with the brief but clear

descriptions. In this regard the book has no equal.

On the whole this new edition of the well-known Gray's Manual presents

a flora of the central and northwestern United States, and adjacent Canada in

revised

incorporating

accords with the most advanced and universally accepted views of taxonomy.

J. M. Greenman

Heredity

j
kT2 of the

University of Aberdeen, "is intended," as the preface states, "as an introduction

to the study of heredity." The writer has long been known as the joint author

/
Weismannism

zed as

Are-

Mew ot such a book in a botanical journal needs no apology, for much of the more

recent work in heredity has been done with plants, and moreover the book deals

with those general fields of biological research which must always be of equal

botanists—~ ailu ^wiugisis. inese ftelds will ever be tne mecuug &—
of botany and zoology, because in this class of problems the organism is treated

portance' - ««M.iiia apiani or an animal is ot minor lmpuxiauw.
The work is divided into fourteen chapters, and among the topics dealt with

may be mentioned the physical basis of inheritance; heredity and variation;

reversion; telegony; transmission of acquired characters; statistical and experi-

mental study of inheritance; theories of heredity and inheritance; heredity and

sex; and a final chapter is devoted to the social aspects of biological results.

Heredity and inheritance are defined as follows (p. 13): "By 'heredity'
**

do not mean the general fact of observation that like tends to beget like, nor *

to be opposed to the

P^^varying-nor anything but the organic or genetic relation between sitcces-

p^w' L5TLS2L pp
- .-+«* ** *• New Yort: G ' ''
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she generations; and by 'inheritance' we mean 'organic inheritance '—all that

the organism is or has to start with in virtue of its hereditary relation to parents

and ancestors."

In the chapter on the physical basis of inheritance the author discusses the

phenomena and experiments connected with chromosome reduction and fertiliza-

tion, and concludes from the evidence that the chromosomes are the bearers of

hereditary characters, but that "we should be chary in committing ourselves unre-

servedly to the conclusion that the heritable organization is exclusively resident

in the chromatin of the nuclei of the germ cells. " The chapter on heredity and

variation contains a clear exposition of the facts and theories of mutation and

continuous variation. The author believes that both are important evolutionary

factors; that mutation, so far as present evidence goes, may have been a much

more important factor in plants than with animals; and that the distinction be-

tween "large fluctuations" and "small mutations" is merely a verbal one. Re-

garding the causes of variation he considers it "useful to say that variation is the

expression of a qualitative asymmetry beginning in gametogenesis." "Variation

is a novel cell division."

There is a lengthy treatment of the question of the transmission of acquired

characters or "somatic modifications;" with a critical analysis of the data usually

ated as evidence. The result may be stated in the author's own words (p. 242)

:

"The question resolves itself into a matter of fact. Have we any concrete evidence

to warrant us believing that definite modifications are ever, as such or in any

representative degree, transmitted ? It appears to us that we have not. But to

^•dogmatically that such transmission is impossible is unscientific." The

statistical studies of Galton, Pearson, and others are summarized, and under

the experimental study of inheritance an array of data from the work of Mendel,

Juries, Bateson, Correns, and many others of the recent school of genetics,

*hich has begun to illuminate some of the obscure problems of hybridity, is

r«ught together and discussed. These are largely the facts of Mendelism. In

another

Presented.
prepond

Other chapters are devoted to theories of heredity, which are largely theories

representative
particles in some guise or other; and to theories of development,

well £
thC aUth°r chamPions the determinants of Weismann and the latter's

-known theory of germinal selection. Under the topic heredity and sex,

rmination

sexes
'

and thC aUth°r
'

S theory is Prcsented >
namely that the difference in thC

.

asmic

much a
ThiS View aPPears t0° vag"e t0 be of an>' value in directing thC

-needed experiments on the subject. The author also apparently attaches
too

littlttle
significance to the discovery that in many insects an extra chromosome

companies the fp™u— : J
the female sex.

At tli

a very *
°f the work there is a representative bibliography of 48 pages,

'
USCful SubJect-index to the bibliography, and a general index to the volume.
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The book is a broad and comprehensive treatment of the subject of heredity, a

mine

worker
The

find

day views on these problems.—R. R. Gates.

Laboulbeniales

Thaxter.
The review in this journals gave a general account of its contents, which presented

Lorphology

of genera and species known at that time. During the last decade material has

accumulated rapidly, and several preliminary papers describing it have been

published. There has now appeared a second part of the monograph/ which

brings together the material and illustrates it by a series of handsome plates. By
means of visits to European collections and to South America, and through numer-

correspondent

part nearly 35o forms are illustrated, which increases the number described to about

500, included in more than 50 genera. In addition to these, more than 100 new
species have been assembled since the completion of the present plates (in 1905),
and these will be described and illustrated as soon as possible.

A brief review of the literature since 1895 is given, with comments on the

morphology, development, etc., of the group, based upon the new data available.

1 here is some modification in the conceptions of generic types, in the distinctions

e ween series, etc.
; but the comparative morphology of the group remains essen-

tially aS it was presented in 1895. This will be somewhat disappointing to those

luaents of morphology who wish to relate Laboulbeniales positively to the

ondeae; but the author wisely remarks that "it is foolish, on the basis of our

present knowledge, to attempt an arbitrary settlement of the complex phenomena
01 senes arnon? ihp f.inm " wi—j_.« . . .. . \ , ...u~,:»uamong the fungi
no one else can afford to be so. Nevertheless, he thinks the statement safe that

the group resembles the Florideae "in some respects more closely than they do

ny other plants, while at the same time they-are more surely ascomycetes than

Iced I
m
p
cluded in this group-" He sees no reason why they should not te

creates, etc.

and If T

n

'
aS the former one

>
is a m^el of painstaking and exact work,

mTtel ir?
ghed Statement

'
and » is al*> *n illustration of the wealth of

material available for those who can see.-J M C

^ Box. Gazette 23: 2l6 . l897

aceae

TH
part II' Me^ C°ntribution *""* a monograph of the Laboulbeni-

II. Mem. Amer. Acad. Sci. I3 : 2 i 9
-
469 . pis. 28-61. 1908.
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African plants

Under the title Die Bliitenpflanzen Afrikas, 5 Dr. Franz Thonner, after list-

ing the chief botanical works and directing attention to some of the more

scattered literature pertaining to the flora of Africa and supplying a detailed

table of contents, gives a convenient key to the determination of the families of

African flowering plants; then he presents the main body of the work, namely a

key for the determination of the genera, which occupies about 540 pages. The
text is supplemented by 150 plates, and a map indicating the floral regions and
provinces of the continent.

Each family is described as to the essential and most striking characters and
is represented, moreover, by a full page illustration of a characteristic genus;
the number of genera and species of each family, so far as it occurs in Africa, is

mentioned. Furthermore, the number of species in each genus and their geo-

graphical distribution is indicated.

The author presents no bibliography in connection with the text, and there
is comparatively little in the way of synonomy; it is, however, definitely stated
» the introduction that the limitations of families and genera are in accordance
»wh E.ngler and Prantl's Die natiirlichen Pflanzenfamilien and Dalla Torre
jto Harms's Genera Siphonogamarum, so that for critical identification it will

necessary to use the book largely in connection with these and other important
forks of reference.

are
^ ke}S are ingeni°usly arranged, well contrasted, and lucid; the illustrations

re c ear and advantageously portray the general and detailed characters of the

LeHl"^
Wdl represent ***" different families. The volume also contains a

sped"

y Prepared comParative table giving the number of families, genera, and

a lisuf^
CU ^ thdr generaI geoSraphical distribution; it also contains a glossary,

botanical authors, and a useful catalogue of the common African plant-

0n7
Ciated Whh Ae Pr°per sdentific name -

J>
e whole the work brings together in an epitomized form and in a single

e much information concerning the flora of Africa that hitherto has been
volum

PraS
thr°Ugh matly different volumes; hence it is a work which will be of great

use both in the herbarium and in the field.—J. M. Greenman.

n fc
MINOR NOTICES

t>as Pfl9„, • . < _

Vnthaceae by the
Pressor T \f tvt.

follow! I'
^^ARLANE.

pflanzenreich.6—Part 36 consists of a monographic treatment of the

owing th
™^rti>J!.. rm excellent general account ui •*«. -«•*

—

ji

s^e usual sequence of this series, precedes the taxonomic consideration

kr 2S? FRAN2
'
Die BlUtenpfl Bestimmen

(i 2)

Ung

n
n
v^ ^"^n'schen Siphonogamen. pp. xvi + 673. ph. 150. I map.

6 Exgle«

Friedl^der & Sohn. 1908.

^acfarla^'
DaS Pflanzenreich. Heft 36 (iv. in). Nepenthaceae von J. M.

• PP- 92. figs, iq
(P5). Leipzig: Wilhelm Engelmann. 1908. M 4.60.
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of the group. A concise dichotomous key leads one direct to the species under

which are numerous references to literature, synonomy, a detailed description

concise statement of geographical range, and a rather full citation of exsiccatae

The author recognizes 58 species and several varieties for the one genus Nepen

thes, of which 8 species and 4 varieties are here published for the first time

The main body of the work is followed by an alphabetical list of artificial hybrids

These are designated by the binomial under which is given, so far as known

the names of parent species. The family is illustrated by 19 figures; a com

plete index concludes the part. The production is quite in accord with previous

publications of this comprehensive and admirable series, and it is pleasing, to

note the tendency toward international cooperation which is already manifest
m * A I _ Ft /9 « *

Pfi

comprises

(1) a supplement to the Pothoideae in which a new genus (Epipremnopsis) is

exhaustive

America,
which group the authors recognize 12 genera and 190 species, 30 being new to

science, and (3) an elaboration of the Calloideae with 4 monotypic genera. A

concise key to the species precedes the larger genera, the species are clearly defined,

and the numerous clean-cut illustrations happily combine general with essential

detail characters.—J. M. Greenman.

Flora montana Formosae.8—This work concerns the mountain flora of the

Island of Formosa, embracing the region lying at an elevation of 3000 to 13,000

feet. The total number of species recorded for this region is 392; the sebelong

to 79 families and 266 genera. The

endemic. These upon
J

American,

anpse. and

' ""^ "F"11 summation show that "the flora is, in general, iemp—
Having as many as 320 species of temperate character, or 81 per cent, of the whole

number of elements." The flora of the island has its strongest affinity
mth

central and southern China and Japan, particularly as to the ratio of comp

Japan." After
m

affinity

etation and a
,. . . - u,-*H'™ <ji we general aspeci ui ure »w6——

-

aivision of the montane zone into four briefly characterized regions, the author

follows w,th a detailed enumeration of the plants. In this list 69 species and

9 varieties are published as new to science. The descriptive matter is sapj*"

ArJ ETf '•

A" DaS Pflanzenreich. Heft 37 (iv. 23 B). Additamentum
ad

K*ri a
"^ V°n A

- ENGLER' Araceae-Monsteroideae von A. W-«?*
Sr'u rre'Colloideae von k - kra^e . pp. 1-160. figs 60 {498)-

iiu°-

Le'Pz>g: Wilhelm Englemann. 10o8.

4ft I ^r
AYATA

;
B

''
F1°ra montana Formosae. Tour. Sci. Coll. Tokyo 25: i-j6a

pis, 1-41, 1908.
J
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merited by several text-figures and carefully reproduced full-page il
1

astrations.

The work will serve as an excellent basis for future taxonomic investigation on

the interesting flora of this island.—J. M. Greenman.

The United States as seen by de Vries.—Professor de Vries has published in

the most attractive form an account of his experiences on his second American trip.9

The volume is written in popular style, and is amply illustrated with unusually

good half-tones depicting American scenery and universities. There are chapters

on North Carolina with its cypress swamps and insectivorous plants; Arizona
and the Grand Canyon; southern California with descriptions of San Diego,

the marine vegetation of Santa Catalina, Pomona College, and a camping trip

in the San Bernardino Mountains; the San Francisco earthquake, with special

illustrations and descriptions of the disaster at Santa Rosa and Stanford Uni-
versity; the University of California, together with accounts of excursions to

Mill Valley, Monterey, Mt. Hamilton, etc.; Great Salt Lake and Salt Lake City;

agriculture in the central states, giving descriptions of the Kansas prairies, experi-
ment stations and agricultural colleges in Kansas and Iowa, and maize culture
in Illinois; and the dunes of Lake Michigan. One notices slight mistakes in

e legends of two illustrations, a cut of Drosera being called Dionaea, and a
scene among the University of Chicago buildings being attributed to the Uni-
^ity of California. One in perusing this book longs for facility in the Dutch
^guage, for the book contains the American impressions of one of the ablest

°° our day- Botanists in these days too rarely write such volumes as this,

P« aps because they feel that most of us are now globe-trotters, and able to
0Ur 0wn interpreters.-*. C. Cowles.

Conn^*

6 and bryophytes of Connecticut.—The algae of the fresh waters of

prelim?'
^ haVC beCn described by Professor Conn and Mrs. Webster in a

drawTrTTf
rep°rt '

10 The descriptions and analytical keys and numerous

studemf
natwe

) bring these forms within easy reach of collectors and

and Mf
/>'°Phytes of Connecticut have been described by Professor Evans

°rvoDhvt

IC

f
OIS." An introduction (37 pp.) presents the general features of

J
a total

to envilon
Study in the state

'
their distribul

^ station

06" 1

'

and thCir economic value
-

The catalogue, which

niales 02 T ^^ the following enumeration: Marchantiales is

^J^nthocerotales
3, Sphagnales 31, Andreaeales 2, Bryale

1907.

DE Y RIES
'
Hugo, Naar California II. Haarlem : H. D. Tjeenk Willink & Zoon

,h<fresh wate -
'

tr
AN° Webster

>
Lucia W., A preliminary

N
"

at - Hist Si

FS Connecticu t- PP. 78- Pis. 44 (figs. 2qi). Hartford: State Geol. anc

"Ev."
y ' Bu11

-
la J 9o8.

*"**d' StL r
W

"' AND NlCHOLS
> G - E -» The bryophytes of Connecticut, pp. 203

beo1
- and Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 11. 1908.

report
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of 387- Of these, 68 are peculiar to America, 244 are common to Europe and
Asia, 61 are common to Europe but not to Asia, and 14 are common to Asia

but not to Europe. The bibliography of "Connecticut bryology" contains 81

titles.—J. M. C.

British Basidiomycetes.—In 1905 the trustees of the British Museum secured
the descriptions made by Mr. W. G. Smith when preparing the series of colored

drawings of British Fungi exhibited in the Department of Botany at South Ken-
sington. Now these descriptions, accompanied by many line drawings illu

trating generic characters, have been published as a handbook," which it is

hoped will be useful as an introduction to the field study of the fleshy fungi of

Ureat Britain. A short introduction (8 pp.) gives a description of the general

ieatures and terminology of the group. The sequence followed is that of Frik-
Hymenomycetes Europaei (1874), which is followed also in Great Britain b;

ERkELEY, Cooke, and Stevenson. Space has been saved by reducing the

descriptions of species to the salient distinctive characters, which must be supple

mented by the generic and sectional characters. The total number of species

presented ,s about 2130, distributed among 128 genera and n families. Tk
«) menomycctes include about 2050 of the species, 106 of the genera, and 6 of

armhes. A full glossary and a complete index conclude the volume, which

should certainly stimulate the interest and activity hoped for.-J. M. C.

rrf .

r
..*

U ** Botanicae•—Th is excellent series of botanical charts, published by

hM d H
""** (BerUn)

'
haS been aPPearin& d«ring the last two years, and

so thaTth

t0 bC °f UnUSUal Value
-

They are larSer than the ordinary Att&

the fart thV^
bC SCen Wdl b a IarSe kcture-room. Even more important is

are in I
^ n0t CUrrent illustrations selected by one person, but ther

the Pmnn
nSe 0ng1

? 1 Producti°ns, each chart being designed by a specialist in

Baur hL H

Pr

T, ,'
and CXeCUted ^ an artist under his supervision. Tk»u r has directed thp ;n„ct^*: ,-,, . . .ST. r.„.,w^

JAHN tb.'*

lee th.wp f a.
e OI me sexual forms ot the yeasis, w*—

beinK now °u <

mUC°rS
'
etc The <*arts have been raised slightly in pri*

Conn ) hi K ?f^ °f five unm°unted. Dr. A. F. Blakeslee (Sw»

J. M
British Fungi._Tn 1893

(Natural History).

a seripc r»f ^:li_

s mod*

Museufl

he purpose

poisonous
the public

mis

poisonous species. The work of restoring
«*

descriptiv^Tata^TfJ^ George
> Synopsis of the British Basidiomycetes;

»

British Museum L draW '"ngS and specimens in the Department of *»*
British Museum' r9X ?P

' 53'" ^ * ***• J45- London: The Trustees of tw
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fragile models was committed to Mr. Worthington G. Smith, and in connec-

with this the Guide was published. There has now appeared 13 a second

edition which has been carefully revised, and a glossary has been added.—J. M. C.

latiirlichen Pflanzenfamilien.—Parts 231, 232, and 233 continue the pres-

entation of mosses by V. F. Brotherus, completing Thuidieae, and presenting

Hvpnaceae, Leucomiaceae, Sematophyllaceae, Rhegmatodontaceae, and Brachy-

theciaceae.—J. M. C.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS
Current taxonomic literature.—A. D. E. Elmer (Leaflets of Philippine Botany

I:2
7
2_

359- i9°8) describes ioo new species of flowering plants, belonging to

various genera, and {idem 2:375-384) 9 new species of Lauraceae all indigenous

to the Philippine Islands—J. D. Hooker (Hook. Ic. PI. pis. 2851-2875. 1908)

describes and illustrates 24 new species and one new variety of the genus Impatiens

from China. The types are deposited either in the Paris, Le Mans, or Kew
Herbarium.—V. L. Komarov (Acta Hort. Petrop. 29:1-176. 1908), under the

title of Prolegomena ad floras Chinae nee non Mongoliae, makes a valuable con-

tribution to the literature concerning the flora of China; it includes, moreover, a
cntical revision of Clematoclethra Max., Codonopsis Wall., Epimedium and

ttraria L., in which genera 9 species and one variety are proposed as new to

»ence.--HoMER D. House (Muhlenbergia 4:49-56. 1908) gives a Synopsis of
tin California species of Convolvulus. The author recognizes 26 species, two of

lch are new.—W. P. Hiern (Journ. Bot. 46:273-278. 1908) records the

occurrence of a Sagittaria in the river Exe, near Exeter, England. The plant is

,^j
bed ** a ne^ variety of a North American species—Spencer le M. Moore

* 290-298) describes 12 species of African plants as new to science, and pro-
Poses a new genus (Grossweilera) of Compositae; the same author (idem 305-313)

of tfTT
1268 " neW Species of African Plants and a new Senus (SwynnerUmia)

e Asclepiadaceae, and also a new genus (Eylesia) of the Scrophulariaceae
—

Ma2°

XAT1 (BU1L Hb
"
Boiss ' IL 8: 525-539- I9°8) gives a synoP815 of the genus

teL
The aUth°r rec°gnizes 24 species, 14 of which, and 2 varieties, are

^scribed as new.-J. Bornmuller (idem 545-560) in a list of plants of the Elburz
^umains m northern Persia includes the description of a new species of Euphor-

Hepati

RANZ SlEPHANI W™ 561-608, 661-696) describes 41 new species of

record
^ feferred to vari«us genera.—Edmond Malinowski (idem 623, 624)

tion Jth H

C

ff

SPCCieS °f Crucianella fr°m Kurdistan.—Hans Schinz, in collabora-

Plants
•

1

Crent speciaUsts
(idem 625-640), describes 32 new species of African

(Philin

m
T

dinS a new genus (Pseudotragia) of the Euphorbiaceae.—A. Brand

th, p£.. .' Sci * 3:i-io. 1908) gives a synopsis of the Symplocaceae of

™ Islands, in which 16 species are recognized, 6 of which, in addi-

SttondlT
11

' WoRTHmG*ON George, Guide to Sowerby's models of British Fungi,

luseum
I(S rCVised

- PP- iv+ »S- figs. 91. London: The Trustees of the Bntish
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tion to 3 varieties, are described as new.—T. Nakai (Journ. Coll. Sd. Imp. Univ.

Tokyo 23:1-28. 1908) presents a careful synopsis of the Polygonaceae of Corea

and describes one new species and a new variety in the genus Polygonum-
N. L. Britton (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 35 : 337-345. 1908), under the title of Stud-

>f

sts (Engl. Bot. Jahrb.

.primisWeberbaueriana

—Ig. Urban,

173 new species and 25 new varieties of South American plants, and also 4 new

genera: Fiebrigiella (Leguminosae), Centradeniastrum (Melastomaceae), Guran-

iopsis (Cucurbitaceae), and Huthia (Polemoniaceae).—Henri Lecomte (Jour.

Botanique II. 21:101-109. 1908) describes 7 new species of Eriocaulon from

Indo-China.—Alfred Chabert (Bull. Soc. Bot. France IV. 8:305-310. pis.

12, 13. 1908) proposes 2 new varieties of Campanula rhomboidalis L. from France.

G. Bonati {idem 310-314) describes 4 new species of Pedicularis from China-
r, Gagnepain {idem 322-325) describes 2 new species of the Capparidaceae

from China.—E. A. Finet {idem 333-343) has published 11 new species and 1

variety of orchidaceous plants from South America and from different parts of the

Old World.—H. Leveill£ {idem 407-409) recognizes 5 species of Mucuna indi-

genous to China, 2 of which are described as new.—S. T. Dunn (Jour. Linn.

Soc. London 38:35^373- io°8) gives an account of A botanical expedition to

Fokien, China, followed by descriptions of 37 new species and 1 new variety-

T. F. Chipp {idem 374-391) in A revision of the genus Codonopsis recognizes 22

species, 4 of which are new to science.—Various authors, under the title Diagnoses

Africanae, XXIV (Kew Bull. pp. 286-300. 1908), have published 16 new species

and 5 varieties of African plants, including a new genus {Cotylonychia) of the

Sterculiaceae, and also a new genus {Hemandradenia) of the Connaraceae.-
Henry Pittier (Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herb. I2:x59-j69 . x 908), following a general

discussion of the genus Sapium and an analytical key to the Mexican and Central

American species, describes and illustrates the 9 species recognized for this region;

of these 6 are new to science, and 4 are published in joint authorship with the late

Prof. Karl Schumann.-Ed. Palla (Oesterr. Bot. Zeitschr. 58:389-392- ^
describes 3 new species of Cyperaceae from Mexico and Colombia.-CHARtES

if apples and
The/)

P. A.

Rydberg {idem 457-465) recognizes 6 species of Philotria for this country, one

being described as new

proposes

flowering plants of Nantuck

under the tiue

|W species and

Kern
490-511) m Studtes tn the genus Gymnosporangium publishes 3 new species and

makes 3 new combinations.-F. PETRAK (Fedde> R Nov . Sp. *W&
1908) descnbes 9 new hybrids and 1 new variety in the genus Cirsium from

southern Europe.-E. Hackel {idemm-
335 ) reCords a new species of Fhab*

from Australia.-*. Kranzlein {idem ,60 , 7o) |~ a^j^T. „pw species of

Calceolaria from Bolivia.-E. Rn»™*™L L'
370-
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species and 5 varieties of ferns from New Guinea.—J. Bornmuller (idem 376,

377) records a new species of Reaumuria from Persia.—D. Griffiths (Rep. Mo.

Bot. Gard. 19:259-272. pis. 21-28. 1908), under the title Illustrated studies in

the genus Opuntia—7, has described 15 new species of Opuntia from Mexico

and the southwest.—W. Gugler (Ann. Mus. Hung. 6:15-297. pi. 1. 1908),

National-Museums

in detail the species and subordinate categories of the genus Centaurea represented

in the Hungarian National Museum; the work is preliminary to a monograph of

this genus—F. Stephani (Bull. Herb. Boiss. II. 8:837-866. 1908) has described

45 new species of Hepaticae, of wh ich several are American .—B . de Lesdain

(Bull. Soc. Bot. France IV. 8:420-424. 1908), under Notes lichenologiques,

describes 3 species and 2 varieties as new to science.—H. L£veille {idem 424-

427) enumerates n species of the genus Pueraria for China, of which 5 are pub-

lished in joint authorship with Vaut.—P. Dop {idem 427-430) describes 3 new
species of the Malpighiaceae from Indo-China.—F. Gagnepain {idem 43°~436)

proposes 3 new species of the Zingiberaceae from Oceania—H. de Boisseeu

(idem 467-470) has described 4 species and 3 varieties of Violaceae from the

Orient.—L. A. Donde {idem 470, 471) has published a new species of Carya from

Mexico.—H. Coste {idem 472-476) records 2 new hybrids in the genus Cistus

from southern France.—A. W. Evans (Rhodora 10:185-193. 1908) publishes

further notes concerning New England Hepaticae. The total number of species

n this group thus far recorded for New England is 147—A. Davidson (Muhlen-
bergia 4:65-68. 1908) lists a collection of plants made in the Tehachapi Moun-
tains, California, and proposes a new species in the genus Fritillaria—D. Prain
(Bull. Kew 381-387. 1908) gives a short history of Butea, a brief revision of the

genus, and records 1 new species.—N. E. Brown and O. Stapf {idem 407-412)
escribe 10 new species of African plants.—R. A. Rolfe {idem 412-416), under
e title of New orchids: Decade 32, has published 10 new species—T. F.

^heeseman {idem 419-421) records a new species of the genus Bagnisia from New
E. deWildeman (PI. Fl. Congo 2:167-268. 1908), in connection with

species

(B
plants of Africa, chiefly from the Congo region.—B. Schroeder

fi

Bot. Gesells. 26a:6i5-62o. 1908) has published 2 new species of

(

p culanaceae from Plankton of the Adriatic Sea.-J. 1 1 .
Maiden and E. Betche

oc
- Lmn. Soc. N. S. W. s;t:*o4-?io. 1008) have published 5 new species

G. E. Mattei (Boll. R.
Orto ft

1** Varieties of Australian flowering plants.—G.

Flora dell

' — Palermo 7 :85"112 - 1908), under the title Contribuzioni alia

c
e a Somalia italiana, has described 9 new species ^ •««-

—

a r

of Crat

GENT
(°nt

'
Nat ScL BulL II_98 -

x9°8>
has described ^ neW SpedeS

m)
^s fr°m Ontario: the same author (Rep. Mo. Bot. Gard. 19:35-126.

(Bull N° v
SCS ^ nCW Species of Crataegus from Missouri, and in another place

(idem
State Mus - I22: 26-130. 1908) 83 from New York.—C. H. Peck

n "' - x J.UUJ

Chwst (Philip.
J.

species
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and 2 new varieties of Philippine ferns.—E. B. Copeland (idem 277-284) de-

scribes 8 new species and 3 new varieties of ferns from China; and the same author

(idem 285-300) presents A revision of the Philippine species of Athyrium in which

46 species are recognized, 5 species and 1 variety being described as new to science.

—E. D. Merrill (idem 307-315), under the title of Philippine Freycinetia, records

24 species of this genus from the Philippine Islands, 8 being described as new;

and the same author (idem 317-338) has published 6 new species of oaks and 6 new

species and 1 new variety of the genus Radermachera from the Philippine Islands.

—R. Wagner (Oesterr. Bot. Zeits. 58:435-439. 1908) has described a new

species of Tropaeolum from Columbia.—F. Sennen (Bull. Acad. Intern. Geogr

Bot. III. 17:449-480. 1908), under the title of Plantes d'Espagne, has published in

joint authorship with C. Pau 6 new species and several new varieties of flowering

plants from Spain.—R. Fries (K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. 42:1-67. pis. 1-7.

1908) has published 23 new species and 14 new varieties of Malvales, chiefly from

South America; the same author (idem 43:1-114. pis. 1-10. 1908) recognizes

37 species for the genus Wissadula, of which 11 species and 4 varieties are described

as new, and a new genus (Pseudoabutilon) of the Malvaceae is proposed, to which

are referred 9 species, 3 being new to science.—K. Johansson (Arkiv for Botanik

Lappmark, enumerates
3

new.— T. M. Greenman

under the title Hieracia vulgata Fr.f)

germination Heinricher 1* has recently added— =>- --— • "stua. xxji,±iN«.n_.rl£.K. ^ lias iciaiu; <*«---

two more papers to his series on the effect of light on germination, and Kinzei"

publishes a second paper (preliminary statement) on his extensive researches on

this subject. Data enough are now at hand to get at some general principles. In

respect to the effect of white light upon their germination, seeds may be divided

mto four groups: those requiring light for germination (Rhododendron javaniam,

R. hirsutum, R. ferrugineum, Drosera capensis, etc.); those germinating more

quickly and fully in light (Veronica peregrina, Allium suaveolens, etc.); those

germinating equally well in light and darkness (Myrmecodia echimta, etc.); and

those retarded in germination hvi;«Kt /pu,j.-_ . ,.-^»- n.j:...i„.;<- Srtbtruns""""mmu uy ngnt {t-nacelia tanacetifolta, Pedicuians jtty»«-
Carohmum). It is agreed by both authors that the favorable effect of light is not

due to its causing an earlv ra^u. „„„• .•!-.• 1 . .1 .. .•<.„ „*** nnon

lotosynth

upon the digestion "f atnmi food

for in all cases

CO
-e... ... ^ tuCU1vc in ^u,-iree chambers as in chambers coma's

The effects of different rays as stated in the following paragraph also seem

Heinriche
W. ner-Fes schnft Wien. x9o8. ( 2 ) Die Samenkeimung und das Licht. Ber.

Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 26a: 298-301. 1908.
KlNZEL

Gesells. 26a: [os-us. ^ ^ Ino8

Ber. Deutsch. Bot
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to support this conclusion. I see no grounds,, however, for concluding that the

effect is upon the digestive enzymes rather than upon some other mechanism of

the protoplasm.

Kinzel's attention has been largely centered upon the effects of rays of different

refrangibility. Heinricher 16 early found that the red end of the spectrum was
most effective in Veronica peregrina. Kinzel's results indicate that this is

generally the case. Among different species, however, there is a great variation in

the relative effectiveness of various rays. Green is by far the most effective with
Nicotiana, while with Veronica yellow gives the greatest stimulation. Kinzel
finds the blue rays least effective; in fact they often cause marked retardation. In

cases

rmination than darkness. Kinzel comments upon the
general retarding effect of blue light, while Heinricher later points out that in
the seeds of Pliacelia tanacetifolia which are retarded in germination by white
hght, blue markedly stimulates germination.

Many of the "light-loving" seeds demand a considerable period of rest after
harvest, during which they become thoroughly dried out. In Veronica bellidioides
three and one-half months was the most effective period. In the short-lived seeds

Drosera fifteen hours of drying in the laboratory- best effected their "after-ripen-

H- Heinricher says, "On the whole the experiments indicate that the

upon
upon

and

must

T

Cr °r SeVera1
' Finally, even the moisture content of the air during storage

com I

C C°nsidered M a factor
- It is evident that the conditions are extraordinarily

tinner
1

!

1 *at conformity of results is to be expected onlj
ll°n of all these factors."

under

light

Heinricher

of ,J?
m°r

f
°ften connected with their phyletic relationships than with likeness

01 ecologICal habit.

tors sljId

t0 thC reviewer that in cases where evident coats appear, the investiga-

sion nf

U W°rk With coat -free seeds to make sure that the coats by partial exclu-
«onof

%ht ma^lf*'
SaItS

'
°f eVCn Water are not hindering germination. In such cases

germin

Proble

B

™em wili

aIS
° CVident

'
from the variable results, that the real solution of the

housed b T"
6 fr°m

)
earnin8 the particular dormant process in each case that

y light. This oufrht tn K*» r^cei'ki^ ;~ „.'<»„r ^r t\,* m-*»at advance beine
Inade in I

"ugni ro oe possible in view ot tne great aavancc ucm6

d«»uuid a"
°wled§e of the catalytic nature of protoplasmic activity, but it will

ie proDiem trom other points

Wm. Crocker.

16
Hedj

Gesells. 1 * .^HER
'
E

'' Ein Fal1 beschleunigendes Wirkung. Ber. Deutsch. Bot.

3H. 1899.
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Observations on Welwitschia —Pearson has communicated further studies

on this peculiar genus to the Royal Society, London, of which the following is an

abstract.
*

Macrospores and embryo sacs are frequently present in the pith region of

the female cone-axis. This confirms the view, already adopted by most authors,

that the ovule of Welwitschia is cauline. Sporogenous cells have not been

found in a similar position in the male cone.

It is suggested that the female cone and the male flower are derived by reduc-

that of Bennettites.

type

At the end of the free nuclear division the embryo sac contains about 1024

nuclei which are equivalent in all visible characters. Cleavage of the cytoplasm

occurs, resulting in the septation of the whole sac into compartments. Those

near the micropylar end contain few nuclei which are functionally sexual; most

of those of the lower three-fourths inclose many potentially sexual nuclei. The

former send out embryo-sac tubes into the nucellar cone and into them pass the

cytoplasm and free nuclei; all the nuclei in each of the latter fuse so that each com-

partment becomes a uninucleate cell. The compartments containing the fusion

nuclei form the primary endosperm, whose later growth is distributed over two

periods, one before and the second after fertilization. The endosperm of Gnetum
is probablv formed in the samp vav T™ ~-~-~** ^ *u ^o^i^Voi rtiararter

rm
7

m wmoi tne endosperm is a prothallus of the normal gymnosperm type. It is sug-

gested that the endosperm of the primitive angiosperms was homologous with that

of \\ ehvitschia.

The embryo-sac tubes meet the pollen tubes in the lower half of the nucellar

cone. Fertilization occurs within the generative cell, which enlarges after leaving

the noil™ «,«. „nd ;ts nucleus ^vides The daughter nudei are functional

Several oospores are commonly formed in each nucellus. The cytoplasm of

mfr1^T«
re

^
S

J
n

*i

nly
'

lf^ entirdy
' Provided by the generative cell. A resting

The oospore eionRates toward the top f the endosperm.

—~—~- ^vision within it is followed by the formation of a centripetally

developed wall which separates the upper "primary suspensor" from a lower

terminal cell. From the latter are developed: (a) 24 cells which, surrounding the

poll

gametes.

formed

. form
terminal irronn inrlnc;™ „ 1 The

toter stages f embryo development have not been seen; they possibly occur, as in

Gnetum, after the seed is detached from the plant.
It is suggested that (1) the Gnetum-Welwitschia alliance has its origin in

the same stock as the angiosperms, but separated from the angiospe™ Hne

before the carpel became the pollen-receiver; (2) Welwitschia is the most special-

ized hvmg representative of the race to which it belongs.
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Mucilage ducts in Pipereae.—In considering the genera of the Piperaceae,

two tribes are recognized by Van Tieghem, 1 * namely Pipereae and Peperomieae

;

while the Saururaceae are kept as a distinct family, as suggested a hundred years

ago by L. Cl. Richard. By Casimir DeCandolle the Saururaceae were replaced
in Piperaceae as a tribe; and then separated by Engler. In speaking of Piper-

TlEGHEM From an
anatomical point of view the Piperaceae have long attracted much attention,

especially on account of peculiarities in stem structure, which at the same time are

characteristic of the respective tribes. For instance, in the Pipereae the stem
exhibits a normal monostelic structure, with the broad stele surrounded by a
well-differentiated endodermis, and possesses at least two concentric bands of
mestome bundles. In the Peperomieae, on the other hand, the stem structure

chizostelic

endodermis. Common to
both tnbes, however, is the presence of roundish oil cells with the cell wall sub-

times

eaf. In certain Pipereae still another secreting system occurs, which is now
°r the first time described. It consists of a single duct or several broad ducts

ducts

cells.

length
are lysigenous, since they arise from the destruction of a row of secreting

^

hey occur in the pith of the stem, mostly a very broad one in the center

^ several narrower ones in a band around this and alternating with the inner-

mestome strands. They contain a colorless mucilage, and are surrounded

^ ;

Sma celIs
>
notably smaller than those of the surrounding pith parenchyma.

thiT *TT
°f Secretory ducts belonging to the stem stele is readily followed

the^d
internodes

> but disappears completely in the nodes. In the leaf

hadro

UCte
,°CCUr in the Petiole, in the parenchyma located on the ventral (the

k tra^-
^ °f the ar°h formed bX the ™estome strands; thence they may

fte auth

m the
.

midrib of the leaf blade, from the base to apex. Although

detert\°V
Xamined various representatives of the Peperomieae, he failed to

in?.

stack

Among
macro

Dii»r xt
species of Heckeria; while they are not developed in Macro-

PP*. ^ematanthera, and Zippdia.-THEO. Holm.

WhutionT
m aquatic Plants.—Francois 18 has offered a very interesting con-

nal as w \\

** knowIedge of aquatic plants with notes on their structure, exter-

/ ^ lnternal) ^ on their seedlings, the text containing many well-

^
Ures

- Special attention is given to the vegetative reproduction of such

17 Van T
Bot. iv „'

IEghem, Ph., Sur les canaux a mucilage des Piperees. Ann. Sci. Nat.
Al 7-n 7. I9o8<

IX-7:2
5- x

9

q&

S
'
L

*' Recherches sur les Pontes aquatiques. Ann. Sci. Nat. Bot.
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species as occur on river banks, the stolons of which grow in the water, creeping

over the muddy bottom. Among these are Mentha aquatica, Lysimachia vulgaris,

Lycopus europaeus, Stachys palustris, partly also Potentilla reptans, Ranun-

culus repens, and Cynodon Dactylon. In these the vegetative reproduction is

amply secured by the ability of the fragments of the rhizomes and stolons to

root very easily, and at the same time the water currents help to disperse such

fragments over wide areas. The seedling stage of Butomus, various species of

Alisma, Sagittaria, Najas, and Potamogeton is described. The slow growth ot"

the primary root is characteristic, while the hypocotyl attains its final length

in a very short time, and before the root actually commences its increase in

length. The primary root stele in Butomus and in Alismaceae consists of a

single central vessel and of two strands of leptome diametrically opposite each

other. In the Naiadarpqp nn tV»A nttmr VionH ^varoi -.raco^* r,~a developed

largest of which is usually located in or near the center, and there are also several

ipond The

hypocotyl exhibits a bilateral structure in Butomus and Alisma and no pericycle

was observed inside the endodermis. In the Najadaceae the bilateral structure

is much less pronounced, and no stomata were observed in the epidermis of the

hypocotyl of any of these plants. A very simple structure characterizes the

cotyledon; the chlorenchyma is homogeneous and contains only one vein near

the ventral face. The seedling stages are very carefully described and figured

adding several interesting points to the knowledge of the structure of aquatic

plants.—Theo. Holm.

Organic correlations.—East 1 * attempts a classification of correlations with

especial consideration of plant data. This is a little-known field at the present

time, but one of great promise for the future. The writer of course realizes that

this tentative classification awaits the accumulation of further data to place it on

any satisfactory basis. Correlations are considered as "somatic" and "gametic."

Under somatic correlations are classed: (i) correlated reactions to environment;

here are placed the experimental results of MacDougal in Raimannia and of

Tower in Leptinotarsa, although the indications are that these changes are

germinal and not somatic; (2) growth correlations between (a) non-homologous,

}
b) n«raol°gous, and (c) meristic parts; (3) correlations in organs of a plant; (4)

interdependent and exclusive development; here is cited the case of Oenothera

lata, m which the broad-leaved character is associated with the "inability to pro-

H"rP ^" UU~ -"-
for plants from

j self-pollinatedf
constant

•• East, Edward M., Organic correlations. Amer. Breeders' Assoc. 4=PP-
**

1908.

and « ,

N

;

ACD
1

°UGAL
>
D

- T -> Vail, A. M., and Skull, G. H., Mutations,
variations,

unouhrtT
P
1

°f ^ °enothe^- Carnegie Inst. Publ. 8i:pp. 9* *W **
unpublished results of the reviewer.
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(5) heterozygotes; in the numerous cases where heterozygotes differ from either

parent, "the ability to transmit certain characters is correlated with other apparent

characters." Under gametic correlations are placed the phenomena of partial and

complete "coupling," so called, developed chiefly by Bateson.—R. R. Gates.

Tyloses in ferns.—It has been noted by various writers that in the stems and

petioles of ferns the protoxylem groups suffer disintegration, and into the cavities

so formed the wood-parenchyma grows, forming the "cavity-parenchyma" of

Russow. Proliferations from these cells frequently fill the cavities, and present

the appearance of tyloses. These growths have recently been studied in detail by

two independent workers, Kirsch 21 and Miss McNichol. 22 Both writers show

that the phenomenon is widespread, being found in nearly every family of the

true ferns, as well as in Marsilia and the Ophioglossaceae. In both papers the

cells in question are carefully described and their origin as stated above is proven.

Kirsch has studied Pteris aquilina in most detail, and finds cavity-parenchyma

m the stipe and in all regions of the rhizome, where it occurs in the outer system

of bundles which he erroneously regards as cortical (p. 388). He offers the fol-

lowing as a theory of the cause of these growths: the cavity formed by disintegra-

tion of the protoxylem at first functions as a water duct; later the metaxylem

(secondary xylem according to Kirsch) makes its appearance and performs the

duty of water carrier. Hence the pressure in the cavity is reduced, and as a con-

sequence tyloses grow into it.—M. A. Chrysler.

Composition of a field of maize.—A brief paper by Shuix^ calls attention

to the view, already expressed by DeVries and others, that a field of corn, like

wheat and other grains, is made up of a number of elementary species or biotypes.

dlscusses the fact that inbreeding in corn results in deterioration, and points

°ut that the old hypothesis that the deleterious effects of inbreeding result from
e accumulation of disadvantageous individual variations to form an organism

j

an inharmonious or unbalanced constitution, is untenable, in view of the

*te of cleistogamy, self-pollination, and parthenogenesis in plants which have

Gently been successful in the struggle for existence. A cornfield is conceived to

a series of hybrids between elementary species, and on the basis of the common
jervation that hybrids between nearly related forms are more vigorous than

biot

ParCnt
'
hC believes that over-selection, which eliminates down to a single

°<ype
t results in deterioration, not intrinsically from inbreeding, but because the

a er Vlg0r which comes from the crossing of biotypes has been eliminated. The

stipe"

K
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ideal of the corn-breeder should then be continuous hybridization between
biotypes, rather than the isolation of pure strains.-R. R. Gates.

Isolation and mutation.-While the final adjudication of the claims of the
various theories of evolution must be made on an experimental basis, such datamust be m harmony with the facts of plant and animal distribution, as is pointed
out in a suggestive paper by Leavitt. *4 It is of much interest t0 obm^
zoologists, as a rule, have been less inclined to believe in mutation than have
botanists. Thi* c ;« ^n *+ j... T .. . ,

Leavitt
t\u*~ u , ,

r '
JJILAVUi LiiinKs, to a less perfect grasp ot the

theorj by some of the zoologists, but in part due also to the fact that most students

Z^T .
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which are briefly as follows: Contrary to Fitting's conclusion, in a combination

of the rest position with various angles, the statolith starch takes the position that

would be expected by the statolith theory. Centrifugal acceleration causes the

movement of the starch that the hypothesis assumes, as shown by accelerations

from 0. 13 g to 9 g. In these various accelerations the time of the movement of

the starch to the side of the cells coincides with the presentation time as deter-

mined by Bach. In the intermittent exposures of opposite sides when these

exposures are of short duration the starch moves to the side of the cell of the

most effective exposure only after the process is long continued, corresponding to

the slow reaction in these cases. However well this paper may answer a number

of the arguments against the statolith theory, there are yet a number unanswered

and this whole matter of geotropic reaction seems too complex to be entirely

explained in such a simple way.—Wm. Crocker.

Ray-tracheids in Cunninghamia.—The complex structure of the medullary

rays of living Abietineae, consisting of parenchyma cells, ray-tracheids, and an

elaborate system of ligneous resin-canals, has been used as one of the evidences

of a highly specialized and relatively modern group. Jeffrey 2? has studied the

marginal ray-tracheids that occur occasionally in Cunninghamia and has found

iem to be due to wounding, being most numerous in the region of the injured

annual rings opposits the wound-callus. They resemble in general those de-

scribed for certain genera of the Taxodineae and Cupressineae, and Jeffrey
thinks that this is additional evidence that these two tribes have been derived from
«e Abietineae, the ray-tracheids being "vestigial or reversionary." He emphasizes
t is view by calling attention to the fact that there is no evidence that the Taxo-
toeae and Cupressineae existed before the end of the Cretaceous. Such conclu-

sions illustrate the fact that apparent simplicity of structure may not indicate

^ater antiquity than greater complexity of structure.—J. M. C.

VaSC"Iar system of Ranales.—Worsdell28 maintains that the primitive angio-

L
d larSe leaves

> and that as a result the vascular bundles were disposed

ii]cre

SCaUered manner, as is seen in the monocotyledons. He considers that

split

6

'VY
11 CaSeS a Sbgle terminal cotyledon in the embryo, but that it may
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rganS

'
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l
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PamfoIiate "). This view of phylogeny naturally leads Worsdell to

Jeffrey*
CVldence derived from the vascular system of seedlings adduced by

In the

and °therS
'
although he claims to adopt the "recapitulation theory."

P^sent paper he outlines the results of an extensive study of the leaves in
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certain representatives of Ranales, and shows how the scattered bundles of a

petiole may be converted into a ring, and the bundles of one side of the ring

approximate the opposite side so as to produce a single arc—M. A. Chrysler.

Solution of mitoses.—Experiments of Oes 2^ with various root tips, embryo

sacs, and pollen mother cells show that cells capable of growth and division con-

tain a chromatin -dissolving enzyme {nuclease), which dissolves chromatin when

toluol, chloroform, carbolic acid, etc., are added. Metaphases, anaphases, and

telophase are most quickly attacked, the prophases being less susceptible, and the

resting nucleus still more resistant. In autolyzed objects the spindle is dissolved,

but the nucleolus and nuclear membrane of resting nuclei remain unaffected. The

effect of temperature, neutral salts, free acids, and alkalies was observed in various

objects. The writer believes that the diminution of chromatin in the telophase,

observed by Strasburger and others, may be due to nuclease. If nuclease func-

matin
gular

qualities.—Charles
J. Chamberlain

Tyloses in tracheids of Conifers.—Chrysler* has reinvestigated this subject.

and finds tyloses in the heart wood of the root, and in the first year's growth

of the axis of the strobilus. So far as his work goes, they are confined to Pinus,

the examination of the root wood of 12 other genera and of the cone axes of ',

other genera failing to reveal them. The effect of wounding was also studied,

but it did not result in extending the range of tyloses, either to other genera or

to other regions of Pinus; but wounding did result in inducing the occurrence

of tyloses in the normal regions of Pinus. It is suggested that these facts may

J

reason

Plant diseases.—Stewart and Hodgkiss in a recent bulletin*
1 discuss the

carnation bud rot previously described by Heald and Wolcott of the Nebraska

j^penment Station. It is a disease which is known to occur in New York,

Illinois, and Nebraska, and which is attributed to a suedes Sporotrichum with

~iauon 01 a species of mite
disease of tri-acs i-m-,™, n „ bulle-

'n and attributed to the same fungus in association with the same mite, though

the relation of the mite to infection has not been completely worked out in either

case.—F. L. Stevens.

ioo8
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UebCr diC Autol>'sis der Mitosen. Bot. Zeit. 66:89-120. f

30 Chrysler, M. A., Tyloses in tracheids of Conifers. New Phytol. T-^1*
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MITOSIS IN FUCUS

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY 1 24

Shi geo Yam a no uc hi

(WITH PLATES viii-xi)

INTRODUCTION

The first cytological study of Fucus is that of Farmer and

(8)

Strasburger's paper (24) on Kerntheilung
fwhtung bei Fucus appeared. In 1898 the final paper of Farmer
and Williams

(9) was published.
Farmer and Williams' material, Fucus plaiycarpus, F. serratus,

and F. vesiculosa, was collected on the coast of England. Their
account deals with egg-formation in the oogonium, particular atten-

Uoi

J

being devoted to the third division ; also with fertilization and
^ }' segmentation divisions. Ascophyllum nodosum and Pelvetia

unahculata were used in a supplementary way. Strasburger's

in

was based chiefly on material from Heligoland, Germany;
he describes in detail the third division in the oogonium of

*«* pktycarpus and the fertilization processes in F. serratus and
*• 'Wtculosus.
T 1

knowll
brilliant results of these authors we owe most of our present

Well
°f^ cytoloSy of these forms - Since the work of Farmer >

in a f

UMS
' and StRasburger, cytological conditions have been studied

*) , and P^

•

SUCh aS Dicty°ta (Williams 27), Nemalion (Wolfe
1 n polysiphonia (YAMATsrnTTrwr ot\\ Th P mnrnholoev of chro-

mosome "
' (Yamanoe

of
alternation

Problem ^ eSpecial
ty in the algae, is becoming a more important

or the solution of such a Droblem. there must
'

*73
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thorough study of the life-cycle of chromosomes; unfortunately not

much of such work has been done in algae. The work of Farmer,

Williams, and Strasburger dealt only slightly with the first two

mitoses in the oogonium, where it was inferred, but not actuall

observed, that the reduction of chromosomes takes place. Mitoses
-

in the antheridium, from the first division to the development of

mature sperms, were not studied. In the present investigation,

special attention is paid to the behavior of chromosomes in the first

and second mitoses in the oogonium, and to mitoses in the antheridium.

The results here presented are based upon a study of Fucus

vesiculosus L. Material was collected and fixed at Woods Hole,

March A

Flemmin

proved to be most satisfactory. There

are several points of interest and importance in regard to the relation

mitotic figures and environme

antheridium

thallus. In general, the plants collected one or two hours after being

covered by the tide were full of figures. Material was imbedded in

paraffin with a melting point a little less than 52 C. Sections were

cut 3 /*, sometimes 5 n thick. Flemming's saffranin and Heiden-

hain's iron alum hematoxylin, with or without counterstains, were

were made.

accompany

John M. Coulter and Charles J
I am indebted for their kind suggestions and criticism during the

progress of this work.

MITOSES IN VEGETATIVE CELLS OF THE THALLUS

Any young part of the thallus, when well fixed, showed figures

available for study, especially in the apical region, in the adventitious

outgrowths which are not infrequent, and in the early stages

l. The nuclei in the thallus, e»**

in cases of young sporelings, are generally very small and dime

to study; but to make certain as to whether the number of chromo-

somes remains constant in the thallus grown under normal condition

„ i.1 1 . , .
°

. .^oorpsOf

cryptosomat

mitoses at vanuu= stages
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development. The following brief account of the essentials is

illustrated by figures from the apical portions of male and female

plants. Since the mitoses in male and female plants are precisely

alike, the following account may be understood as applicable in

either case.

The nuclei in the growing apex of the plant are somewhat larger

than those in older regions of the thallus, sometimes filling almost

all of the lower half of a narrow elongated palisade cell, such as

constitutes the surface layer of the thallus. The cells are filled with

an abundance of contents, such as plastids, physodes, and other

granular substances of undetermined nature. In regions where such

contents are scarce, the cytoplasm shows a very fine alveolar structure,

which gradually becomes granular, even, and homogeneous toward

the nuclear membrane.
In early prophase the chromatin network of the resting nucleus

changes to a structure in which numerous chromatin knots become
more and more pronounced, until they become transformed into

well-developed chromosomes (figs, ia, ib, 7). The chromosomes,
which at first appear very irregular in size and shape, now become
quite similar in form, slightly bent, and in this condition they are

^ranged in an equatorial plate (figs. 2, 8).
During the chromosome development within the nucleus, the

the two poles.

transformed

somes
asmic

appear first in the late prophase, when the chromosomes are

Ranged in the equator
(fig. 2). The nuclear membrane persists

generally up to late metaphase, being especially well marked toward

lie

6 e

,

qUat0rial re§ion - Jn the polar region where the centrosomes
le

>
the membrane will perhaps be very faint, so as to allow the

doping spindle fibers to_ . _ _ . . ' *

1

ra
P.

are formed outside. Owing to the minuteness

intrude

teA " 1S ramer dlrtlcult to make
*°* origin of the centrosome and

divisions

segmentations

is mor

6 nUmber of cnromosomes in the early prophase (figs, ia, ib)

°re than 6o
> but 64 chromosomes can be counted with certainty
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in the late prophase (figs, j, 7) and anaphase (figs. 6, 12a, 12b) in

the polar view of the equatorial plate. In metaphase, the chromo-

somes at the equator split and separate, and in anaphase two sets

of daughter chromosomes proceed toward the poles (figs. 4, 10).

The sets of daughter chromosomes when they reach the poles no longer

remain in one plane, but become aggregated into more or less irregu-

lar spherical masses which then become vacuolate. Probably through

the interaction of the nuclear sap, derived perhaps from the variola-

tion, and of the surrounding cytoplasm, a new membrane is organized,

thus completing the process of typical mitosis.

The centrosomes that were always observed staining black at

the poles lose gradually their sharp identity, until they can no longer

be differentiated by stains.

MITOSES IN ANTHERIDIA

In Fucus antheridia develop from wall cells of the conceptacle.

A wall cell of the conceptacle puts forth a papilla which is cut off

by a transverse wall (fig. 13). The papilla"'qrows for a time and

divides, forming the antheridium and its stalk (fig. 14)- A stalk

cell may produce again either several antheridia directly or a papilla

antheridium

r formation again and again, so that there are produced

numerous
The young antheridium enlarges after its formation until it

length becomes 2-4 times greater than its breadth, the growth of the

cell being accompanied by that of its nucleus. The cytoplasm

contains deeply staining granules and is very dense, especially in the

neighborhood of the nucleus. The nucleus in the resting condition

contains a comparatively large amount of chromatin substance

arranged in a network evenly distributed throughout the nuclear

cavity. At this time neither kinoplasmic accumulations nor cen-

trosomes are differentiated. The nuclear network, composed °

(fig- 15) •

i transformatio

transformed

iticulum

the
to a thread accompanies the first manifestation of polarity m

nucleus; for it does not occur simultaneously throughout the ca
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but is more active near the nuclear membrane. The fine ragged

material previously scattered throughout the central portion of the

nucleus moves toward the peripheral region and becomes trans-

formed into chromatin threads, leaving the central part of the cavity

comparatively free from chromatin (fig. 16) . The chromatin threads

become thicker and an eccentric distribution of them takes place

(fig- J7)» until finally they are grouped in synapsis at one side of the

cavity
{fig. 18) .

The chromatin threads, thus eccentrically grouped in synapsis,

have a certain regularity, i. e., they are not in a tangled mass or ball,

but are in groups of almost parallel loops, converging to a spot where

membrane. While
synapsis

association with the threads in synapsis, the cytoplasm directly out-
side the membrane becomes transformed into dense kinoplasm.
not infrequently there are two synaptic groups (fig. 19) at two
opposite poles within the nucleus; and naturally in such cases two
kinoplasmic accumulations appear in association with the two
synaptic groups.

arms
of each loop touching each other (figs. 20, 21). They now condense

smaller
tached from the spot where they lay during synapsis. Each of these

(fig

applied to each other,

chromosome

,, .
so that the whole chromosomeM spherical mass. Such is the condition of pre

ate prophase a single centrosome aDDears in

Qiakin
(fig

devekT'
appearance later - Radiations and achromatic spindles

att^V
11 connecti°n with the centrosomes. The spindles then

akr 1. 1

me cnromosomes
abkshed

(figm 24) .

It 18 i'tvit-^^. . .

spirem

somes.

in
chromatin

and

threads in synapsis, which have arise

delicate ragged chromatin reticulum
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resting nucleus of the young antheridium, are not paired, but single.

As a consequence, the loops in synapsis are single in nature. An

examination of the loops cut transversely during synapsis showed

that the arms of the loops are altogether about 64 in number
(fig. 21).

Finally, both ends of the loops being detached, 64 chromosomes are

formed, each pair of which, being derived from two arms of a loop,

becomes a pair of bivalent chromosomes. The number of these

bivalent chromosomes may be readily counted again in the polar

view of the equatorial plate (fig. 25) . When the two halves of a

bivalent chromosome begin to separate, the figure (fig. 26) shows

the characteristic aspect of the heterotypic mitosis. The two sets of

the daughter chromosomes then separate and proceed to the poles of

the spindle (figs. 27, 28, 2Q, 30) . The central spindle is of short

duration; when the daughter chromosomes aggregate in a mass and

organize a new nucleus, the spindle fibers entirely disappear. The

centrosomes disappear at the end of telophase.
The two daughter nuclei, after a short rest, commence the second

division, which is simultaneous, the antheridium remaining without

much increase in size. In prophase, 32 chromosomes are differ-

entiated from the chromatin reticulum, and in the later part of this

phase two centrosomes appear (figs. 31, 31a) one after the other; the

achromatic spindle is developed in connection with the centrosome

and an intranuclear mitotic figure is established (figs. 32, 32a)-

Metaphase
(fig. 32), anaphase

(fig. 33), and telophase in the two

nuclei proceed simultaneously and finally four nuclei are formed.

Soon after the telophase, the cytoplasm between the four newly

formed nuclei shows a fibrillar arrangement connecting the nuclei,

but the display is of short duration and the four nuclei remain either

m a group or scattered with no regularity along the longitudinal axis

of the antheridium. The second division does not differ much from

typical mitosis, except that the nuclear membrane dissolves at an

earlier stage in prophase, and that no cell plate is laid down between

the daughter nuclei.

«, • ?!?.
f°Ur nUdei b the antheridium, after a short rest, begin the

third division, which is accompanied by a gradual growth of the cell-

ihe third division in each of these four nuclei naturally results «

34, 34*, 35, 35a, 16, 76a). The eight nuclei give
(figs
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rise by simultaneous division to sixteen nuclei (fig. 37). The fifth

division follows at once in each of these sixteen nuclei, resulting in

the formation of thirty-two nuclei (fig. 38). These simultaneous

mitoses take place with only short resting periods between, and

precisely the same as the second mitosis. The centrosome is most

brilliant at the first mitosis and gradually becomes fainter in the

successive divisions. The number of chromosomes in early meta-

phase (figs. 34a, 37a, 38a) and late anaphase (fig. 36a) of these

mitoses is 32.

The formation of partition walls in the antheridium begins to

take place at the 32-nucleate stage. Up to this stage, the nuclei of

the antheridium are free, but finally in telophase of the fifth mitosis,

with the disappearance of the central spindle in each mitotic figure,

there could be seen in the neutral region between any two nuclei the

faint manifestation of a protoplasmic plate formed by the transverse

walls of fine alveoli becoming perceptibly thicker and arranging

themselves in such a way as to appear as an uneven or somewhat

zigzag line in section. The unevenly continuous walls of the alveolar

lamellae grow gradually thicker, and soon uniform plates are laid

down simultaneously, so that the antheridium is divided into 32 cells.

The nuclei in these cells of the antheridium undergo one more

mitosis, the sixth, which results in 64 nuclei (fig. 39)- Thirty-two

chromosomes are present at this mitosis (fig.
39a) . This last division

is also accompanied by the laying down of thin protoplasmic parti-

tion walls, so that the antheridium now contains 64 cells, which are

spermatids or sperm mother cells.

The nuclei in the spermatids undergo a peculiar modification, and

*tfn an accompanying change of cytoplasm surrounding the nucleus,

there is produced a sperm with two cilia. The details of the events

*hich occur in the antheridium following the 32-celled stage, as well

fs the development of the sperm from the spermatid, will be treated

in a separate paper which will be published later.

MITOSES IN OOGONIA
It is well known that oogonia in Fucus develop from the wall cells

ot the conceptacle. The wall cell puts forth a papilla which divides

two cells, an oogonium and its stalk. The oogonium enlarges
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mitoses

asm
mitoses in the oogonium

chiefly in Fucus platycarpus, and in a supplementary way in F.

serratus, by Strasburger, and mainly in F. vesiculosus, and in a

supplementary way in Ascophyllum nodosum, by Farmer and Wil-

liams. The detailed accounts given by these authors are devoted

chiefly to the last one of the three mitoses, the first and second mitoses

being touched only slightly. The following is a description of the

first two divisions in the young oogonium in Fucus vesiculosus.

oogonium
reticulum which is scattered irregularly throughout the cavity. The

seems

(fig. 40). One or two very large nucleoli

asmgenerally lie isolated in the center,

very delicate alveolar structure,, which is very frequently interrupted

here and there by plastids, physodes, and black-staining spherical

bodies of undetermined nature. Toward the periphery of the nucleus,

the cytoplasm assumes a mixed structure of fine granules and fibrils.

The nuclear membrane seems extremely delicate. No polarity is

manifested in this resting condition.
In very early prophase, a ragged chromatin reticulum gradually

passes into a thread, at first branched and then becoming simple.

As was described for the first mitosis in the antheridium, the trans

formation of the ragged chromatin into a thread is more active at the

periphery of the cavity, so that after a while the chromatin threac

are observed running irregularly and more abundantly along the

periphery than in the center, thus leaving the center nearly free from

chromatin
(figs. 4Ia

, 410). When the partial distribution of the

chromatin thread proceeds farther, the most of the tangled mass of

threads is located at one side of the nuclear cav
42b) showing the beginning of a typical synapsis.

Coordinate with these internuclear changes, kinoplasm develops

and accumulates close to the nuclear membrane at a spot where it

associates with the synaptic group of the threads within the nucleus.

-I he threads gradually shorten and thicken. The irregularly tangle

threads now become regularly arranged into' loops. These loops

(fig-
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are evidently formed by the folding back repeatedly of long con-

tinuous threads, the blunt ends of which protrude toward the cavity,

while the opposite ends become closely attached to the nuclear

membrane (figs. 43a, b, c; 44a, b). The loops are therefore not

independent of one another, but are connected also at the base, which

is in contact with the membrane in such a way that an arm of one loop,

by turning back, passes directly to the arm of the next loop. These

connections of the loops at the base are detached and there results

a number of loops in synapsis. The number of the loops is not

easily counted from profile views ; however, a section cut transversely

arms

loops
(fig. 4j). Consequently, the number of loops is 32, each loop

consisting of two arms.

The loops differ at first in their thickness and length, but by

thickening and shortening they gradually become similar, a change

*'hich is more rapid in the thinner and longer ones. The loops

now become more closely associated with one another during the

culmination of synapsis. The two arms of each of these loops in

contact with each other gradually become more compact and con-

sequently appear smaller. The two arms of each of these loops then

separate at the bend—the point of connection—and form a pair of

bivalent chromosomes in prophase of the first division. The bivalent

chromosomes remain for a while at the spot where they were grouped

46)

(fig

nema
ery much modifiedm — -^ -l-^-^p * ^^ ^W*» V

Some attention was paid to the centrosome. When
plasmic

midst

The
ded

centrosome with its radiations is always in association with the

synaptic group of loops. When the bivalent chromosomes are

(figs. 47a
first

monies 180 apart from it, but often not so far away (fig

b

e

£
entr°some within the kinoplasm sometimes fragments

u then they remain side bv side without separating or esl n
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a new sister centrosome with new radiations. The two centrosome

in the prophase of the first division in the oogonium in Fucus seem

to be entirely independent, one appearing after the other. Often the

second centrosome has not yet appeared even at a late prophase, when

the chromosomes are well organized (figs. 48a, b). The radiations

seem to increase in number and elongate, probably at the expense

ot the cytoplasm, as the mitotic process proceeds from prophase to

metaphase.

The spindle fibers at first are clearly seen developing from the

area surrounding the centrosome, wrhere the nuclear membrane

seems to be so thin as to allow the intrusion of the achromatic sub-

stance. The rest of the membrane holds its contour very sharply,

so that the mitotic figure is intranuclear. Thus the intranuclear

spindle of Fucus seems extranuclear in origin.

In late prophase the bivalent chromosomes are arranged in the

equator. The nucleolus often remains as a vacuolate structure.

The axis of the figure of the first division is variable, either parallel

(fig- 50) or perpendicular
(fig. 51) to that of the oogonium. The

rule, dissolves after metapl

intrusion
(fig

somes
is 32, each being bivalent (figs. 48a, b). The same number is counted

from the polar view of early metaphase (fig. 52b). In metaphase,

the two halves of the bivalent chromosomes separate. These two

halves are not formed by the splitting of one chromosome, but are

two independent chromosomes which were two arms of one loop-

Later metaphase
(fig. 53) and anaphase (fig. 54) follow; in late

anaphase the chromosomes near the pole are straight rod-shaped

without any apparent indication of partition (fig. 55). Probably the

initiation of the splitting which provides for the second division may

be very much delayed in this form. After telophase there are organ-

J

a short rest.

e centrosomes become unrecogni**"1
•

oogonium follows the first after only

- #..._ .a,,* racked
chromosomes

chromatin reticulum and the appearance of centrosomes seem essen-

mitosis. The mitotic process in
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the two nuclei, from the beginning to the end, always proceed simul-

(ks mn

(fig

(fig. 5q). The relation of the axes of the two

(fig. 57). In early metaph

(fig

Anaphase and telophase follow as was described in typical mitosis.

The centrosomes always persist with a beautiful display of radiations.

When the daughter chromosomes reach the poles and become vacuo-

late, some of the central spindles seem to be replaced by fibrillar

cytoplasm. The cytoplasm between the newly formed nuclei of two

four

asmic fibers (fig.

mother

plants. asmic

lclei come

oogonium,
period. There then follows a rapid growth in the oogonium, which

almost reaches its full size before the third division begins.

Detailed HpQrrmtirwo ^ +v.^ #•!*;**! ritSn'o^n wpt-p criven bv Farmer,

Strasburger
here. A point or two concerning chromosomes seems worth men-

tion. chromo

^es of a slightly bent rod-shape are arranged in the equator, they

take such a position that their long axes lie parallel to the equator

without overlapping one another. As a consequence, the profile

|J*
of the figure in this stage (fig. 64) shows the end view of the

chromosomes and the polar view their whole length. It is very easy

t0 demonstrate that there are 12 chromosomes. The chromosomes

{fig
-r«* luuguuainauy in the equator

tor position
(fig. 66) for a short time, t

J P°les
(fig. o», and then the usual anaphase and telopl

before the daughter nuclei contain 32 chromosomes.

AND THE FIRST

The events which take place during fertilization as well as during

e segmentation division h*™Wn <wrihed bv Farmer, Williams,
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and Strasburger. Avoiding an unnecessary repetition, a few points

concerning the centrosome and chromosomes may be noted.

The resting nucleus of the discharged egg has shown no mani-

festation of polarity. Cytoplasmic alveolar structures as well as

plastids, and spherical globules of various sizes are arranged radially

about the nucleus. The cvtOD asm
brane has a finely granular aspect. When the sperm has entered

the protoplast of the egg and is advancing toward the egg nucleus,

a change occurs in the latter. At a certain spot outside the nuclear

kinoplasmic

membrane.

ery

formed
rounding this centrosome (figs. 68a, 68b). The egg nucleus, there-

fore, is furnished with a single centrosome before the sperm reaches

it. The second centrosome has been found to appear in connection

with the sperm.

While the sperm is proceeding toward the nucleus, there appear

numerous irregularly crowded granules, surrounding the nuclear

membrane. very

from that of the centrosome of earlier occurrence, but they rapidly

(sometimes) Their

growth, thus, is different from that oi

granules of the same size as young centrosomes can be distinguished

from genuine centrosomes. Such is the condition of the region sur-

rounding the nucleus just before the appearance of the second centro-

some. The sperm then reaches the egg nucleus, becomes close!

a
?
pU

?
d t0 it

'
and seems t0 sliP in through the nuclear membrane

instant, there is first observed a new centro-

pearing at the spot where the sperm entered.

(fig ery

m
the sperm, as was suggested bv Strasburger (24) 0r lt 1S

e nucleus migw

streaming move-

ment of kinoplasm caused by the progress of the sperm. At any

first

entrance of the sperm, and the second an:

entry. That the appearance of the secoind
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sperm

:rmy (figs

le egg and sperm, the entry and progress of the

sperm in the egg cytoplasm, and the entry of the sperm into the

nudeus, all occur with rapidity. The chromatin of both the sperm

and egg nuclei forms the reticulum of the fusion nucleus. The

chromatin of both nuclei is mingled so as to become indistinguishable

{jigs, yia, b, c). The mitoses at the segmentation of

fertilized eggs (figs. 72a, b; 73; 74; 75a, b, c) take place as described

by Strasburger and by Farmer and Williams. The number

norma

1 64 (fig

sperms

sperms

when three sperms have entered, there are three centrosomes. In

case of bispermy there are developed three poles, and in case of

trispermy
(fig. 76) four poles (fig. 77) are present ; for one pole has

already appeared before the sperm enters. In the nucleus with three

Poles, there are tripolar spindles, and 96 chromosomes become dis-

tributed upon the three spindles. The chromosomes split longitudi-

nally at the metaphase, and at telophase two sets of 32 chromosomes

meet at each of the three poles to form three daughter nuclei.

^ a quadripolar spindle (fig. 78) 128 chromosomes are dis-

tributed upon six spindles, and each of the four poles receives three

sets of daughter chromosomes, numbering 21, 21, and 22 (fig. 79h)>

form daughter nuclei. In cases of polyspermy, the formation of

daughter occurs simultaneously.
& is very interesting to note that in these cases of polyspermy

number of the chromosomes
Producing multipolar spindles. Whether or not polyspermy

determined

CYTOLOGICAL PHENOMENA

their

The problem of cilia-bearing structures and centrosomes and

form

|

vhich both blepharoplasts and centrosomes are present. As the prob-

lem * quite important, it will be treated in detail in the next paper.

At
chromosomes
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$ —Although the actual seg-

mentation of the chromosomes in Fucus occurs just after the nucleus

has emerged from synapsis, their virtual preformation, as continuous

chromatin threads from which the chromosomes develop, begins very

early in prophase. As was described before, the ragged reticulum

of chromatin in the resting nucleus gradually becomes transformed

into a thread running in various directions, the transformation being

very much more active at the periphery than in the center of the

nuclear cavity. The threads in their beginning are uneven and

branched, then they become much evener and the transformation

continues, so that long continuous threads are formed, running mostly

in the peripheral region of the cavity. The threads thus formed

thread. Moreo\
(fig

from the early beginning of the transformation up to its completion

as a continuous structure. Entering into the synaptic condition, the

single thread then shortens and thickens, and becomes eccentrically

grouped as a loose tangled mass at one side of the nuclear cavity; so

formed
of the thread (figs. i8, 20, 43, 44). The loops so developed are there-

fore still continuous with one another at the bases where they come

in contact with the nuclear wall. The loops then become arranged

in a loose bunch, parallel and regular, with their bases attached to

the nuclear membrane, while the opposite folds protrude into the

cavity. Then the loops continue to shorten and thicken and become

ated
hasthat the bent arms are in contact with each other, when synapsis

reached its culmination. As they emerge from synapsis (fii-$>

there are present 32 bivalent chromosomes, which become detached

from the nuclear membrane, moving toward the various regions of

the nuclear cavity.

The relationship of the chromatin thread in prophase, the loops

clearly followed.

chromosomes
be

chromosomes
one of the loops in synapsis; the loops being formed by a folding-ba<*

of the chromatin thread, so that a loop in synapsis should be con

sidered as composed of two sporophytic chromosomes arranged en
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to end. If we apply a modern
maternal

ananged in early prophase, not in parallel threads, but with the

form

onema

during which there probably takes place a close association of the

chromatin of the two origins. In this case, the pachynema and

must

chromatin

synapsis passes directly into the diakinesis stage. The two elements

chromosomes

effecting what may be regarded as a reduction. Generally in Fucus

mi

second division does not occur even in late anaphase of the first

may
daughter nuclei, asintl

Neglecting for a moment the many points which differ in particu-

lars, the results in Fucus, namely, that the chromosomes emerging

i'rom synapsis show the reduced number, and that the reduction has

taken place by an end-to-end fusion of sporophytic chromosomes,

agree in essentials with the views published by Farmer and Moore

(6, 7), Schaffner (21, 22), Mottier (is, 16), and Strasburger

(
2
5), and by one group of zoologists, such as vom Rath (17).

RiicKERT
(20), and Montgomery (13, 14).

Regarding the origin of bivalent chromosomes, however, the

author is fully convinced of the correctness of the interpretation that

ln the majority of cases now investigated, two independent threads

°nginate in early prophase and become associated side by side in

^apsis, and that when the two threads emerge from synapsis they

the ^0 elements of the bivalent chromosome. Such cases were

^arly established by Gregoire (10, 11,12), Berghs (3, 4), ALLEN

2 2)
' Rosenberg (18, 19), and some others, including the author

haas^ (30, 31). The author, in a forthcoming paper on sporo-

genesls in Qsmunda cinnamomea has reached the same conclusion

15 has the latter group of investigators. The results in Fucus, how-

^
er

>
are not deniable. It is not inconceivable that there are two

1Stlnct ^es of arrangement of sporophytic chromosomes at synapsis.

form
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Constancy in the number of chromosomes.—After the appearance

of Strasburger's classical paper (23) on "Periodic reduction of the

number of chromosomes in the life-history of living organisms,"

investigators of many forms added to the evidence in favor of the

proposed theory. A plant is known to have a certain number of

chromosomes, without much variability, in one phase of its life-history

When the number is not too great, an accurate counting is not difficult.

The larger the number, however, the more difficult the counting

becomes, especially when the chromosomes are long and filamentous,

because the stages favorable for exact counting then become more

and more narrowly limited.

Unfortunately the rarity of the favorable stages has led some

investigators to the hasty conclusion that the counting is almost

impossible, while others, being unable to find the favorable stage,

have tried to make a rough estimate of the number from such stage

-

as they had. It is no wonder that such rough estimates, based upon

stages unfavorable for counting, should vary. It is curious to note

that even in Nephrodium molle, which contains 66 chromosomes in

the gametophyte and 132 in the sporophyte, the number was clearly

1

rmal

counted by the author both in apogamous and in normal forms

while Farmer and Digby (5) claimed that the number of chromo-

somes varied in the allied forms of Nephrodium molle which they

studied. The constancy in the number of chromosomes in no

cases has been cited as one of the important proofs of the individuality

of the chromosome, and the importance of this theory in any discus-

sion of heredity cannot be neglected.

In the present investigation of Fucus vesiculosus, the number ot

chromosomes was counted in mitoses in the vegetative cells of male

and female plants, in the antheridium, in the oogonium, and in

sporelings. In the vegetative cells, from the polar view of both early

metaphase (figs. 3, 0) and anaphase (figs. 6; 12a, b), 64 chromosomes

were counted. Although the antheridium is very small, the polar

view of the mitotic figures in early metaphase showed clearly the same

number, as 32 bivalent chromosomes in the first division and 3
2

univalent chromosomes in the mitoses following the second division-

In the first mitosis in the oogonium 32 bivalent chromosomes
ar

present (figs. 47, 48, 52) and, as in the antheridium, 32 univalent om
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(fig. 58) and third (fig
In the

first division of the fertilized egg there are 64 chromosomes arranged

in the equator. Thus, the number is constantly 32 and 64 in Fucus

esiculosus.

Willi >phyll

estimated in the mitotic

nium mother cell is about 26-30, and later on they counted in the

14-15 as the reduced number. Stras-omum
burger (24) considers 30 to be the probable number in Fucus

platycarp

number
of the same genus or in allied forms— _ _ — w
has also been known in other cases ; for instance, in Osmunda, where

Osmunda regalis has 12 and 24 chromosomes and O. cinnamomea

22 and 44

Hon ofgenerations.—-It has been suggested by Strasburger

(26) that the antheridia and oogonia in young stages (Anlagen der

Oogonien und Antheridien) should be regarded as corresponding not

with antheridia and oogonia of Dictyota but with its tetrasporangia,

although the exact phenomena of reduction which occurs in the first

two divisions in these structures was not then known in detail. The

Present result may confirm the correctness of his suggestions.

Briefly summarizing the nuclear conditions of Fucus: The

vegetative cells of the plant contain 64 chromosomes, and the same

number is present up to the formation of antheridium and oogonium

lnitials
- In the first nuclear division in these initials 32 chromosomes

appear, the reduced number, but they are bivalent. At the telophase

of the second division there are 32 univalent chromosmes. Conse-

quently, the four nuclei resulting from the second division in both

oogonium and antheridium initials are the first nuclei which contain

32 univalent chromosomes. Each of the four nuclei divides further

^thm these structures, once in the oogonium and four times in the

antheridium, and after the division or divisions 'there result 8

nuclei or 64 sperm nuclei, each nucleus containing 32 chromo-

*°«s- At the union of the sperm and egg nuclei, the number is

rubled
» and the sporeling with the diploid number of chromosomes

egg

develops into a Fucus plant.
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antheridium

com
in the higher plants, and that the four nuclei in these structures thus

produced may be compared with microspores and megaspores, which

in Fucus germinate at once within the oogonia and antheridia,

and the gametophyte generations, thus initiated, undergo only one

mitosis in the oogonium and four mitoses in the antheridium. Thus

in Fucus the gametophyte generation with the haploid number
extends from the tetranucleate stage both in antheridium and oogo-

nium initials, up to the formation of the sperm and egg. With the

union of the gametes, the sporophyte generation with the diploid

number of chromosomes begins, and it terminates with the develop-

ment of the four nuclei in the antheridium and oogonium initials.

SUMMARY

The nuclear conditions during the life-history of Fucus vesiculosa

may be summarized as follows:

i. The Fucus plant contains 64 chromosomes and the number i

reduced at the end of the first two nuclear divisions in the oogonium

and antheridium initials.

2. Each of the four nuclei produced at the end of the first two

divisions contains 32 univalent chromosomes, and this number

formation1 7™ "F w L"e iormation ot the sperm and egg; trie pnase w»
taming 32 chromosomes may be regarded as the gametophyte gen-

eration.

3- The union of the gametes doubles the number, and 64 chromo-

somes are present in every mitosis through the development of the

Fucus plant up to the formation of the first four nuclei in the oogonium

and antheridium initials. The phase containing 64 chromosomes

may be regarded as the sporophyte generation.
4- There is thus present in Fucus an alternation of the gameto-

phyte generation containing 32 chromosomes, with the sporophyte

The University of Chicago

»mes
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PLATE VIII

Figs. ia

thall

•/

thallus; no centrosome has appeared, the nucleus is in early prophase and I

approximate number of chromosomes can be estimated from the two sections

near 6a.

as

near 64.

O. 2.—Late prophase: two poles; centrosomes in the center.

H
ig. 4 —Metaphase: two sets of daughter chromosomes separated
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Fig. 5.—Anaphase: each of the two sets of daughter chromosomes arranged

almost in a plane.

Fig. 6.—Stage similar to -fig. 5, viewed from pole : chromosomes 64.

Mitoses in the vegetative cells of the female plant

Fig. 7.—Early prophase of the nucleus in vegetative cells of the thallus:

chromosomes (estimated) about 64.

Fig. 8.—Early metaphase: centrosomes with a few radiations.

Fig. 9.—Stage similar to fig. 8: chromosomes 64.

Fig. 10.—Anaphase.

Fig. 11.—Late anaphase.

Figs. 12a, 126.—The same stage as fig. 11, viewed from pole: two sets of

64 chromosomes.

Mitoses in antheridia

Fig. 13.—Developing papilla, to become later an antheridium: nucleus

approaching prophase.

Fig. i4 —Later stage of papilla: nucleus in anaphase; when this mitosis

is completed, there will be formed a stalk cell and an antheridium.
Fig. 15.—Nucleus of the antheridium in resting condition, showing delicate

chromatin network: no centrosome.

Nucleus with chromatin network beginning to be transformed into

a more or less pronounced thread structure: nucleolus without any connection
Wlth the ^twork; no centrosome.

1 ,

IG
"

I7~Nucleus with first indication of polarity: chromatin thread more

.. y tangtal at one corner of the nuclear cavity; cytoplasm begins to show
hnoplasmk nature.

.,
IG- l8-—Nucleus in synapsis: parallel chromatin loops protrude from one

p

°f nuclear membrane into the nuclear cavity,

twd id

I9'~~Nucleus in synapsis: most of the chromatin loops aggregated at

Poles; a few threads traverse the nuclear cavity, connecting the poles; this

case is rare.

». 20.—Nucleus still in synapsis: the loops thickened and shortened.

Fi
'
2I-~~The same stage, viewed at right angles,

nature*

22-~Early Prophase just after synapsis: chromosomes showing bivalent

bivalent ?
3-
~~

Propnase: a centrosome at one pole; the two constituents of the

nized

n mosome come in close contact, so its double nature cannot be recog-

Plate

-

IG
,'

24 ~~MetaPhase : a number of chromosomes arranged in the equatorial

F
'

iG

Cent

_

r°somes with radiations.

^Iitv hi5 The Same StaSe as fig- 24> viewed from the P°le '

showlnS 32 (i°

Fjg

Valent
) chromosomes.

« the do

26^1^6 metaPhase: bivalent chromosomes in the equatorial plate

°f separation, revealing characteristic feature of heterotypic mitosis.
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Fig. 27.—Anaphase: two sets of daughter chromosomes proceeding toward

the poles.

Fig. 28.—Late anaphase.

Fig. 29.—Telophase of the first (heterotypic) division in the antheridium:

centrosomes faintly discernible.

Fig. 30.—The antheridium after the first nuclear division: two daughter

nuclei in the resting condition; no centrosome.

Fig. 31.—Prophase of second mitosis in the antheridium: two daughter

nuclei in similar stage; centrosomes present.

Fig. 31a.—One of the two nuclei shown in fig. 31, under higher magnification:

chromosomes 32.

Fig. 32.—Metaphase: two figures in the same condition.

Fig. 32a.—One of the two nuclei shown in fig. 32, under higher magnification.

FIG - 33-—Late anaphase: mitosis proceeding simultaneously in the two

nuclei.

Fig. 34.—Late prophase of the third nuclear division in the antheridium:

four figures in similar condition.

fig
FlG - 35-—Metaphase, viewed from the pole: each of the 32 chromosomes has

just split.

Fig. 36.—Anaphase: the four nuclei in the same condition.

Fig. 36a.

magnification: chromosomes 32.

fig

figu

Fig. 37.—Late prophase of the fourth mitosis in the antheridium: eig

res in the same stage.

Fig. 37a.—One nucleus in late prophase from fig. 37, under higher magn

iffht

tion: chromosomes 32.

figu

Fig. 38.—Late prophase of the fifth mitosis in the antheridium: sixteen

Fig. 38a.—One nucleus from fig
chromo-

somes 32.

Fig. 39 antheridium

figu

Fig. 39a.—One nucleus from
fig. 39 , under higher magnification:

chromo

somes 32.

PLATE IX

Mitoses

Fig. 40.—Resting nucleus of the oogonium: chromatin showing ragge

Cfrlirp sinrl mi/>L^l ',i . ....._ ^««trr»cnnie.structure and

Figs. 41a

*^*Lnig nucleus 01 the oogonium: cnromaim aw—

n

nucleolus without apparent connection with it; no centrosorne

hase:
,
41&.—-Two sections of the same nucleus in very early pi°P

'

transformed
ance with a few radiations.

has made its
app»r

Fig. 42.-Early stage of synapsis: centrosome with radiations not sho»n i

this figure.
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Fig. 42a.—Nucleus from fig. 42, under higher magnification: chromatin

threads very much tangled; centrosome not shown here.

Figs. 43a, 436, 43c.—Three sections of the same nucleus in synapsis: chromatin

threads in form of loops becoming attached by their ends to a part of the nuclear

membrane, outside of which there lies a centrosome with radiations.

Figs. 44a, 44b.—Two sections of the same nucleus in synapsis, similar stage to

above: there a black staining body associated with a nucleolus.

Fig. 45.—Section through the base of crowded loops, at contact with the

nuclear membrane, showing 60 or more isolated chromatin dots, some of them

connecting with one another; the dots are either the ends of the loops or their

optical sections.

Fig. 46.—Nucleus emerging from synapsis: chromatin loops moving from the

place of aggregation in synapsis; two arms of each of these loops are always in

close association, forming bivalent chromosomes; centrosome in next section.

Figs. 47a, 4 jb, 47c—Three sections of the same nucleus in prophase: 32

bivalent chromosomes; now two centrosomes lie at two poles, one of the centro-

somes being newly formed, independent of the other that appeared at a previous

stage; some of spindle fibers beginning to intrude into the nuclear cavity.

Figs. 48a, 486.—Two sections of the same oogonium: 32 bivalent chromo-

somes; these figures show the case where there is still only one centrosome.

Figs. 49a, 496.—Two sections of the same nucleus in prophase: two poles

ess than 180 apart; intruding fibers attaching to chromosomes.
Fig. 50.—Early metaphase: intranuclear figure established, its axis parallel

to that of oogonium.

Fig.
5°a.--Intranuclear figure in prophase from fig. 50, under higher magni-

Catl0n: rem"ant of nucleolus still visible near the spindle.

PLATE X

theft

10 5l '~~MetaPhase a little later than the stage in fig. 50, with the axis of

6

p

gUre at riSht angles to that of the previous one.
ic. sia.—XuCieus from fo under hi her notification: the nuclear

^brane ha* disappeared.

raiddl

IGS 52<I
'
S2b

' S2C-~Three sections of the same nucleus in metaphase: the

e section shows 32 bivalent chromosomes, although their bivalent nature

» hardly
discernible.

undi t\
33 '"""AnaPhase: the case where the contour of the nucleus still remains

curbed even after the dissolution of its membrane,

tion
'

54,~~Xucleus in anaphase, similar stage to fig. 53, under
higher magnifica-

showin
5

h

5\~Portion of °ne set of daughter chromosomes in late anaphase,

F
"g their rod-shape while attached to the spindle fibers.

Fig
5 rophase of the second mitosis in the oogonium : two figures similar.

intrann'i

56a'^Nudeus from
fiS- 56, "nder higher magnification: the figure is

ear; nucleolus still remains.
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Fig. 57.—Oogonium in which two nuclei show early metaphase: two figures

perpendicular to each other.

Fig. 57a.—One of two figures in fig. 57, under higher magnification.

Figs. 58a, 58ft, 58c.—Three sections of the same nucleus in early metaphase:

the middle one shows 32 univalent chromosomes in the equatorial plate.

Fig. 59.—Oogonium with two nuclei in early anaphase.

Fig. 59a.—Nucleus from fig. 59, under higher magnification: nucleolus still

remains; two centrosomes still showing conspicuous radiations.

Fig. 60.—Oogonium with two nuclei in late anaphase.

Fig. 60a.—Nucleus from fig. 60, under higher magnification.

Fig. 61.—Telophase: two centrosomes with their radiations still recognizable;

central spindle about to disappear.

Fig. 62.—Late telophase: chromosomes aggregated at poles beginning to

vacuolize; meshes of cytoplasm arranged somewhat radially from two pok

toward the equator.

Fig. 63.—Section of oogonium cut transversely through its axis, after late

telophase of second mitosis : only three of four daughter nuclei are figured; between

every two of these three nuclei is an irregular fibrillar arrangement of cytoplasm.

Fig. 64.—Late prophase of the third division, viewed from pole: chromosomes

(32) in the equatorial plate before splitting.

Fig. 65.—Metaphase: nuclear membrane still present; most of the chromo-

somes arranged in the equator show their ends, the stage being just after splitting.

Fig. 66.—Late metaphase: nuclear membrane almost dissolved; daughter

chromosomes beginning to separate.

Fig. 67—Anaphase: nuclear membrane has disappeared, the contour

the spindle-shaped nucleus undisturbed.

PLATE XI

trcrmtzanon ana segmentation oj jermizeu cg&

Figs. 68a, 68b.—Two sections of the same nucleus in resting condition, from

a discharged egg before fertilization, showing delicate ragged chromatin too

two nucleoli; a single centrosome close to the nuclear membrane, without any

radiations
(fig. 68b).

Figs. 69a, 696.—Two sections of the same nucleus of an egg when a spen»

nucleus has just coalesced with it; fig. 69b shows a new centrosome whic ^
appeared at the point of the nuclear membrane where the sperm entered;

other centrosome, of earlier appearance, shown in fig.
69a, seems split into two .

this time; numerous granules surrounding the nuclear membrane stain eep.^

Figs. 70a, 700.—Two sections of the same nucleus of an egg after coal<f
1 sperm nucleus, a little later staw than £0 fin The sperm nucleus has

^

gsperm nucleus, a little later stage than fig-r-»-» u^'tus, a. mue later stage man jig. 09. me sjjc"» —

—

.^ng
to disintegrate, a delicate chromatin reticulum of the egg nucleus still rem

in the resting condition.
%inte

.

Figs. 71a, yib, 71c—Three sections of the same fusion nucleus: the

J^
grating sperm nucleus has comoletelv minded with the contents of egg nu

:^-i ... Hh m
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10 that there is now a homogeneous chromatin reticulum throughout the whole

avity of the fusion nucleus.

Figs. 72a, 726.—Early prophase of the first division in the fusion nucleus:

parts of chromatin threads begin to become pronounced, suggesting prochromo-

somes.

Fig. 73.—Late prophase.

Fig. 74.—Early metaphase: nuclear membrane has disappeared; chromo-

somes not yet split.

Figs. 75a, 756, 75c—Same stage as fig. 74, cut perpendicular to the axis of

H
Cases 0} polyspermy

Fig. 76.—Nucleus of fertilized egg with three sperms: a centrosome with

radiations started in connection with each of the spots where the sperms

entered.

Fig. 77.—Early prophase: one of the four poles not shown.

Fig. 78—"Prophase, showing quadripolar spindle: one of the four poles not

shown.

Figs. 79a, 796.—Two sections of the nucleus in early metaphase; six equatorial

plates shown from various views, one of them showing a polar view with 21

chromosomes.



THE REDUCTION DIVISION IN THE MICROSP0R0-
CYTES OF AGAVE VIRGINICA*

John H. Schaffner

(with PLATES xh-xiv)

This investigation, my fourth on the reduction karyokinesis, wis

undertaken to test the correctness of my former conclusions on a subject

apparently beset with many difficulties, judging from the numeroi

contradictory reports of various observers. Having obtained a

year's leave of absence from the university for travel and study, I

prepared suitable material of Agave virginka L., which was found very

favorable for my purpose. The stamens were collected and killed at

various hours of the day during the last week in June and the first in

July, 1907, a number of vigorous plants being in bloom on the cam-

pus of the Ohio State University. The killing fluid used was a weak

chrom-acetic acid solution (0.3 per cent, chromic and 0.7 per cent,

acetic in water). After imbedding in paraffin, the sections were cut

10-20 ji thick and stained on the slide. After experimenting with varioi

stains and combinations, Heidenhain's iron-hematoxylin was found

satisfactory, while Delafield's hematoxylin and the various safranin

combinations gave very poor results. This was probably due to the

readiness with which the cytoplasm took up and retained these stains

In the whole investigation great care was taken to have the section

correspond somewhat to the size of the nuclei, for sections too thick

or too thin may frequently give misleading figures. The nuclei in

the microsporocytes of Agave are comparatively small, 15-20 >*

"Jdiameter, so it was possible to obtain rather complete spirems and

spindles with rather thin sections.

sre

versity of Zurich, where the major part of the investigation was earned

on for his kindly assistance and courtesy shown me during my 09
1n his laboratory.

Contributions from the Botanical Laboratory of Ohio State University,
XL*

ical Gazette, vol. *,i f
1?8Botanical
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INVESTIGATION

Incipient stages of division,—The sporogenous tissue is differen-

tiated very early in the young stamens and all vegetative divisions

come to an end lone before the earlier stages of the reduction division
& MVXWXV. LL^ ^u,**x^x ov~&

are apparent in the microsporocytes. There is therefore no danger

in Agave of mistaking belated prophases of vegetative divisions for

stages of reduction. The nuclei of the incipient sporocytes are quite

small
(fig. 1) and usually contain but one or two nucleoli and a rather

coarse chromatin net, in which are prominent dark-staining granules.

The cytoplasm is rather dense, with a spongy structure. As the

sporocytes grow in size the nucleus enlarges considerably, and at vari-

ous points in the enlarging net, masses of chromatin material appear

(fo 2) . Studied in detail the net reveals single chromatin granules

lying here and there in the linin meshes, and the clumps of chromatin

also show definite granules (fig. 2d). These masses do not appear

to be of a definite number, but approximate the reduction number of

chromosomes. They continue to become more conspicuous as the

early stages of division progress, until they have the appearance of

true prochromosomes. The meshes of the net at the same time

become larger, and the finer branches disappear, being probably

withdrawn into the larger threads and masses, like the pseudopodia of

rhizopod. The linin network appears to be the active agent, the

granules being merely carried apart or together as the linin is moving.

1 think that there is no question but that these masses are the " pro-

chromosomes" of Overton and Strasburger. As stated, they are

approximately of the same number as the reduction number of

chromosomes. The evidence is strong that they represent pairs of

dividual chromosomes which are orienting themselves preparatory

to the formation of the spirem. Since the massing and lengthening of

these structures may not be synchronous, the apparent number need

«* necessarily agree with the reduction number. At this stage the

Jetoiite pairing of the individual chromosomes must occur, and it may

£
that this is the only definite pairing during the whole ontogeny.

he number of prochromosomes may also appear greater than the

Ruction number, for the accumulation may at first be taking place

* two or more points of the paired chromosomes. It appears that

C chromosomes, extended and spread out like a rhizopod or an

a
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-

amoeba in the chromatin net, mass themselves together as definite

individuals, probably in pairs; for thus alone are the later stages of

reduction intelligible.

um
development. It is therefore of value in helping to determine the

exact sequence in the development of the sporocytes. And it is of

course evident that if the successive stages cannot be determined

with absolute certainty, the whole investigation is vitiated.

After the development of the chromatin masses, they seem to

elongate, as is shown to some extent in fig. 3, and more perfectly in

fig- 4. Finally they are stretched out into a very long and delicate

continuous spirem, with rather uniformly distributed chromatin

granules
(fig. 5) . The masses are probably all connected in series and

thus elongate into a continuous delicate strand.

If the individuality of the chromosome is admitted, we may conceive

the influence which causes paternal and maternal chromosomes to

conjugate in pairs in reduction to be of much the same character a

that which induces cells to develop as male and female gametes with

subsequent union. This property may develop in the chromosome-

only at the reduction stage, and if this were the case, the paternal

and maternal units might be indifferent in regard to each other dur-

ing all the vegetative divisions. The evidence on this point must

come from normal crosses rather than from hybrids, where the two

chromatins may have such a lack of affinity as not to conjugate at all.

spendence of the maternal and paternal chromatin observed in

first

But if the individual chromatin masses are distinct in normal vegetative

divisions, the pairing may nevertheless certainly take place at the

formation of the protochromosomes. It may be well to insist here that

the great extension, branching, and change of shape of the chromosome

in the resting nucleus does not necessarily impair its
individuality.

We may reasonably consider the chromosomes to be individualized

bodie

Hydrodicty
which develop various properties at definite times to take them

through their life cycle. They have a definite form
recurs

^ - — ~ ^v.iV.. Ajucy nave a. ueimuc iwi"i .

fffrom generation to generation, but this is lost during the resting
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myxomy

the plasmodium.

if synizesis.—As soon as the extended and delicate

mos ly appear in synizesis. There are

all types of contraction. The chromatin may stretch across the center

of the nuclear cavity (figs. 6, 8) ; it may be contracted at one side with

the nucleolus
(fig. 7) ; or it may be balled up at one side of the cavity

with the nucleolus lying free (fig. 10). In some cases the mass is in

the center, and often the nuclear membrane is injured by the irregular

expansion of the nuclear cavity (fig. 9). The period of development

during which synizesis occurs is comparatively long, the anther

lengthening greatly in the meantime. The anthers of Agave thus

make a most favorable object on which to determine definitely the

tage when contraction must be looked for in the living material. A
thorough study was therefore made of unstained as well as of stained

familiar

of the cells in unfixed anthers.

Study of living cells.—Having ascertained the stage when synizesis

occurs in killed material, a study was made of living anthers during

the last two weeks in June, 1908, at Columbus. The anthers were

examined immediately after removal from the plant. In some cases

cross-sections were cut, in others the stamens were cut into short

pieces and the sporocyte tissue squeezed out and mounted in water.

fioth methods were satisfactory. In none of the numerous anthers

studied during the two weeks was there the slightest evidence of

syndesis. In the great majority of cases the nucleolus is in the center

°f the nuclear cavity; occasionally it is somewhat to one side; and
very rarely near the nuclear wall, as is almost universal in the synizesis

of the killed material. The nuclei look large, clear, and vesicular,

*lth granules and flaky material (no doubt the chromatin) scattered

throughout the cavity. The synizetic knot would certainly be visible

*ere one present. In the killed material the synizetic mass shows
nearly as distinctly in unstained as in stained material. The same

^disturbed condition was found in all the cells in every possible

s age in the period before rV,™™^™ fnrmntion. The fact that the

cav
form/ -^*^ A ^W*" A AAA |-^ X^i^A V -* ^—* A A AA ^* ^**g*^ ^ — —

lty
'
while ^ synizesis they are usually near or against the nuclear
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wall or flattened out in the "sickle stage/' is in itself sufficient proof

that synizesis is an artifact. But as stated, the chromatin can also

be faintly recognized in the living nuclei, and it should be still more

evident if in a contracted ball, since the cavity in typical synizesis is

entirely empty of threads, flakes, or granules. The granular material

in the nucleus often radiates outward from the nucleolus, and some-

times it is prominently distributed over the surface of the nuclear

membrane.

With salt solution and also with 95 per cent, alcohol, the cells

contracted considerably and soon became indistinct, so that it was

difficult to make out any details. The nuclei were displaced to some

extent. The weaker chrom-acetic acid solution, used for the paraffin

material, caused the whole mass of sporocytes to contract violently,

but not much displacement of the nuclear contents was noticeable.

This was probably because the cells were lying rather free and could

contract readily from all sides, or the fluid may not have acted long

enough. However, it is probable that the synizesis occurs rather

suddenly.

An attempt was made to stain the fresh material, both before and

after treatment with killing fluids; but this proved unsatisfactory

the stained material showing no more detail then the living cells.

A study of the living microsporocytes of Agave virginica indicate

that synizesis, as seen in the usual paraffin sections, is an artifact.

When the chromatin is comparatively free in the nuclear cavity and

is expanding, we find the most decided synizesis. Meanwhile, as will

appear further on, synizesis is not confined to this stage, but occurs

to a greater or less extent until the chromosomes are fully developed.

It is 'largely on account of the erroneous idea that synizesis occurs at

but one stage of division that a number of inaccurate interpretations

have been advanced, through which the whole subject of reduction

has been confused.

Development of the chromatin loops.—The spirem begins to thicken

while the chromatin granules are still in a single row (figs.
U> Jia>'

At this stage synizesis is still frequent, the spirem usually being

crowded to one side, but occasionally lying entirely around the nuclear

wall (figs. 12, i3). The spirem now becomes very distinct, so that 1

is often possible to trace out great lengths of the thread by focusing

•
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properly. It begins to twist into loops and the chromatin granules

now appear double {figs. 14, 14a). Although the spirem is much
thicker at this stage than it was earlier, synizesis is occasionally present,

the spirem filling one-half of the nuclear cavity, as shown in fig. 75.

The double granules are at length prominent, although the spirem

does not split (figs. 16, 16a). Finally the whole spirem is thrown into

definite loops of various shapes and sizes. It is difficult to represent

the perspective of these loops in a drawing. One can trace out the

position and depth by focusing up and down, but in the camera

projection they appear nearly in a plane (figs. 17-20). There is no

question but that the spirem is continuous, since one can often follow

the thread through more than half of the loops without losing the

connection, and in uncut sections no free ends are present. In tan-

gential sections or half-sections one can frequently also follow through

three or four loops before coming to a free end (fig. 10) . Practically

also, it seems impossible that such twists ajid loops could be formed
unless the spirem were continuous. In fig. 18a a number of twisted

loops are shown. Some of the loops are produced by a single twist,

which results in ring-shaped chromosomes (fig. 20) . There are three

of these ring-chromosomes in the nucleus and they are developed

e by Slae
- The three main types of loops are shown in figs. 20a,

20b, and 20c. The loops are not formed, as in Lilium, with a central

toot, but more openly. In this stage synizesis was also present in

some of the material
(fig. 21).

After the loops are developed, they are pressed and curved against
1 e nuclear wall, the whole central part of the cavity becoming very
>a me. At the same time they break apart to form the individual

* uction or bivalent chromosomes (figs. 22, 23). It was exceedingly

[

cu" to determine the number of chromosomes on account of the

"regular shapes of those bodies in some nuclei, as appears in figs.
2
4> 2

5; but it was finally determined that the number is twelve
gS

'
26~32

> 37, 38) . In fig. 26 only fragments of the twelve chromo-
es are shown, a large part of the nucleus being cut away.

wh

n ^^ WherC the number of chromosomes is said to vary some-

Va

a
' . 8reater or less number may not be of any significance, if the

Ration appears in vegetative division. Two or more chromosomes
g

* ecome united through a failure of transverse segmentation,
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but longitudinal division could proceed in the normal way and the

identity of the chromosomes not be lost. But in reduction the number

should be definite, if the karyokinesis is to furnish normal cells.

The nucleolus is still present when the chromosomes are fully

developed, but often shows signs of fragmentation, as in the examples

shown in fig. jia. After the chromosomes are developed, the cyto-

plasm also shows a change in structure, having passed from a spongy or

reticulate arrangement to a more or less radiate structure (figs. 31, 32).

Individuality of the chromosomes.—The chromosomes continue to

become more indefinite in shape until they appear as irregular, dark-

staining, apparently structureless masses, very unequal in size. The

real character of the chromosomes can be studied to advantage only

during the formative period, although the larger ones can be recog-

nized even in the mother star. In the incipient chromosome loops

individuality is very marked. As stated, there are three small ring

(figs
'1

very prom

(figs. 20b, 22,27,

of various shapes and sizes. Since these are bivalent chromosomes,

it is evident that, on the theory of the conjugation of maternal and

must

in shape and activity. In the microsporocytes the bivalent chromo-

somes have an individual shape and size easily distinguishable, and

the inference from this is evident, as also in the massing of the chro-

matin in the early prophase, that these bodies are individualized an

retain their individuality from one division to another. Were t e

chromosomes not individualized, they could not preserve such definite

forms and numbers from generation to generation. Dunng

ontogeny, the chromosome passes through a series of forms, on y

return, as any other organism, to a definite type at a definite stage.

From the present study and the investigations of others, it is evi**

that the mechanics of chromosome reduction is simple, the usw

spirem orienting itself into folds, twists, or simple loops, giving n-

to all the various shapes, as rings, rods, coils, tetrads, and cross*.

The actual form observed in any individual case may be a mere pr

jection, and great care should be taken to ascertain the actual s ape

by observation from various points of view.
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The spindle and late stages of synizesis.—The incept of the spindle

is laid down immediately over the surface of the nuclear membrane

while that structure is disappearing. At the same time, connecting

promi ?

forming a sort of network between the chromosomes (figs. 37, 38).

The incipient spindle appears as a dense wall of material that was at

first mistaken for the modified nuclear membrane, which, however,

lies on the inside. This double layer about the nucleus, together

with the connecting strands between the chromosomes, makes an ideal

arrangement for abnormal contractions, and at this stage there is

present a final prominent synizesis of the chromosomes, together with

the dissolving nuclear membrane inclosing them. The chromosomes

at this stage have not yet fused with the surrounding spindle. A few

examples of this appearance are shown in figs. 32-38, all about in the

same stage of division. Those which show the connecting fibers less

distinctly are from the lighter-stained preparations. In fact, without

a heavy stain, the connecting threads are barely visible. The con-

tracted nuclei are seen in slides side by side with cells having a normal

appearance. There is no doubt in the writer's mind that the phenom-

enon is an artifact.

pindle

character, the fiber

The incipient spindle soon begins to show a fibrous

ers at first being few and indistinct, and running

ifi
more or less parallel toward opposite poles ui mc «*«*~~ v-o *,.

In many cases two more or less pointed caps extend from opposite

sides of the nucleus and become prominent before the longitudinal

nbers are visible (figs. 40-42) . The points sometimes show delicate

asters, as in figs. 41, 42. The spindle fibers develop rapidly, and soon

an oval slightly pointed structure is produced, in which the chromo-

somes and one or more nucleoli lie scattered about (fig. 43)- The

eonnectin—^5 nucis, are also prominent, giving me sspmuiv, — —

o

aPPearance. The spindle is bipolar from the beginning, originating

"nd doping in the same way as in the vegetative divisions.

LLLMER in 1899 showed that in Hemerocallis the spindle originates

15 a bipolar structure surrounded bv a dark zone. This zone was

**rly absent in Agave, but the difference may be due to staining.

.

ULlmer showed, however, that the incipient spindle is entirely

,nsid
* of the dark zone.
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The spindle becomes narrower and more pointed and the connect-

ing fibers, apparently contracting while the spindle is lengthening,

gradually draw the chromosomes into a perfect circle in the equatorial

plane (figs. 44-60). In fig. 48 the spindle is distorted. This was

probably produced by the unequal contraction of the cytoplasm.

Figs. 39, 43, 47, 57, 60, 61 make a series, showing how the chromo-

somes are drawn from their scattered positions into the symmetrical

figure of the mother star. A large number of figures of this stage

have been included in order to show all the ordinary types of develop-

ing spindles to be seen in Agave. In some, the connecting fibers are

prominent; in others, especially as the chromosomes approach the

equator, one sees only a dark-staining central mass. It is important

to note that the spindle fibers appear thickest and densest in their

central parts, even in very young spindles. Apparently the chromo-

somes are attached to the spindle fibers from the beginning. The

crowding of the chromosomes against the nuclear wall, as shown in

in figs. 23, 30, brings the chromosomes into a position where their

fusion with the spindle fibers can be accomplished.

The mechanism for bringing the chromosomes from their scattered

position into the symmetrical wreath of the mother star is compara-

tively simple, requiring only the shortening of the connecting fibers,

combined with a pull from the spindle threads exerted from the

poles. The action of the spindle as well as the attachments must be

looked upon as being accomplished by a viscid substance, perhaps

under the influence of attractive and repulsive forces. If the sub-

stance is contractile in the ordinary sense of the word, it mu

acquire this property after development.

Multipolar figures.—Multipolar figures were not numerous. I
\

may have been because of the comparatively small size of the mice

and the thickness of the sections. A special study was made of t e

multipolar figures found, and the conclusion was reached that W
were

.
all artifacts. The various types are shown in the series pi

•

64-73- Fig. 64 is a diagonal section, included to show the charactf

and position of the chromosomes in the mother star. Both poles a^

cut away, one end more than the other. Figs. 65, 66 are tan&e^'
he

sections representing small parts of the nucleus and spindle,

fibers are both spindle and connecting fibers and make an appe
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ance very much like the figures usually given to represent multipolar

spindles. The writer believes that these connecting fibers have

caused much trouble in the interpretation of spindle sections. Fig.

6j might be taken for a tripolar spindle. The few projecting fibers

were probably disturbed in the cutting. Fig. 68 is a spindle broken

and distorted by the knife. Fig. 6g is another torn spindle, the fibers

at one end being spread out by the knife. Fig. 70 has the fibers of one

pole cut diagonally. In fig. 71 one pole is perfect, with a well-

developed aster, while the other pole is cut away. In figs. 72, 73

both poles have been cut off. Such figures are common, as is neces-

sarily the case with cells in which the spindles lie in all directions.

The division of the bivalent chromosomes—-The chromosomes are

ananged symmetrically in the mother star (fig. 61), with the closed

end of the loop extending outward, at least in the long chromosomes

(k- 61, a, b
t
c, d, e). The spindle fibers are attached very near or at

the free ends. In the following division the general appearance is

entirely different. The larger chromosomes are V-shaped and are

attached to the spindle fibers at the head of the V, the two free ends

projecting outward
(fig. 62). The individual character of the

chromosomes may occasionally be seen from the polar view, even

35 late as the mother-star stage (fig. 63) . The chromosomes are

PuUed apart very rapidly and are considerably scattered before they

reach their new positions in the daughter stars (figs. 74-77)- In some

one can see large nucleoli in the cytoplasm along with micro-

nucleoli
(ft,. 57

_
5p , ^^

1 hc daughter chromosomes are arranged in a loose ring or plate

cell

P

and then begin to contract, until they form a compact dark-staining

"!** {figs. 78-82). In the earlier stages of the daughter star, con

"ions are again favorable for counting the chromosomes (fig- 79) »

and their smaller size is quite evident when compared with the bivalent

chromosomes of the mother star. Delicate radiations are usually

*»* in all of these stages (figs. 75~77, 81, 82).
^ter the contraction stage of the incipient daughter nuclei, tne

r.°
matin begins to expand, the chromosomes putting out pseudo-

P°*a-like branches which become more extended until a coarse net

formed
(figs . g^ . but eyen in the oWest daughter nuclei dis-

enable before the beginning of the following division, a con-
e)
lllulll6
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siderable part of each chromosome persists as an irregular compact

mass (fig. 85) . There is thus in these figures an indication that the

individuality of the chromosome is preserved even in the chromatin

network.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON REDUCTION

The important facts brought out in the present investigation con-

firm a number of conclusions put forward by the writer and others

during the past ten years, most of which have been the subject of

continual controversy. In a science like cytology so much depends

on the manipulation of the material and the interpretation of the

figures, that one need not be surprised at the diversity of views held

in respect to all the more important cytological problems. In the

present paper, by leaving out certain figures in the series, one can

produce several of the "reduction processes" heretofore published.

The writer appears to have been the first to present a definite series

of observations to show that the first division after pseudo-reduction

is the real reduction division. A few previous reports had been pub-

lished, which were, however, largely guesses or assertions, w
definite evidence and sometimes even without drawings.

In 1897, the writer presented his views on the reduction division

in the ovules of Lilium philadelphicum, advancing the definite con

elusions that the spirem is continuous and contains a single row of

chromatin granules which later undergo transverse fission; that the

continuous spirem doubles up and twists into twelve loops, the

reduction number,which then break apart at the inner ends opposite the

heads of the loops to form the twelve chromosomes; that during

metakinesis the two limbs of the chromosomes are pulled apart, fina J

ithout

• •

and
fir

chromatin. In that paper figs. 1, 2, 2a, 4, 4a, 8, 8b, U, i lb
>

I2
>

£
21a, 22, 23, 23b, 34 , 35 formed a series for which only one interprea-

tion was possible. Only by leaving out fig. 4 could another interp

^
tation be given, in which case the double spirem appearing later nug

be considered as conjugating instead of dividing. .

In 1901 practically the same results were obtained for Erythrom

and in 1906 for the microsporocytes of Lilium tigrinum.
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Paulmier in 1899 showed that in the spermatogenesis of Anasa

Iristis the first division is the reduction division, and more recently

Montgomery, in a series of important investigations, has come to the

same conclusion. Griggs found a reducing division in Ascaris, and

observed that the chromosomes are not entirely separated until they

are drawn into the equatorial plane.

Mother after a long-continued study of Podophyllum, Lilium

Martagon, and other plants, has come to conclusions for the most part

similar to the writer's, although for many years he held opposite

news.

Gates, in a recent article, finds that in the reduction nucleus of

the microsporocytes of Oenothera rubrinervis the spirem segments

transversely into the 2X or sporophyte number, and that the members

of a pair are thus at first arranged end to end on a single thread.

Later the univalent chromosomes are separated, usually in pairs.

It is needless to review the extensive recent literature of reduction,

for in many cases the results appear radically different from those

presented in this report, and in examining the drawings and conclu-

sions based on them there seems little possibility of harmonizing or

explaining the differences.

Finally, it may be said that if any individuality whatever is ascribed

to the chromosomes, it becomes evident that they should be arranged

«"* to end to form the spirem, since this is the method in somatic

divisions. It is not probable that the cell would develop a funda-

mentally new method of division in reduction, but rather that such

%ht changes would be developed in the process as would suffice to

brm
g ab°ut the separation of the two sets of chromosomes. The

Process described in this paper appears to the writer to be the only

Possible explanation of the figures. As has been stated, however, by

making suitable selections, one could represent almost any of the

;anous Auction karyokineses that have been described.

SUMMARY

yt
°ntains a linin network in which small chromatin granules are held,

ther seP*rate or in lumps.
2 « At thp Ka^ : * «• • t .1 1 ...i.' —o^miAc arp massed
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together through the massing of the linin into a number of lumps cor-

responding approximately to the reduced number of chromosomes.

These masses probably represent bivalent protochromosomes.

3. The masses are all united and elongate greatly until a very

delicate, continuous spirem is produced, holding a single row of

chromatin granules.

4. After the delicate spirem stage the nuclei in killed material are

usually in synizesis. There is no union of two spirems in synizesis.

5. In living material no synizesis is evident, and the nucleoli are

not crowded against the nuclear wall, but usually have a central posi-

tion in the nuclear cavity. Synizesis at this as well as at later stagi

is an artifact.

6. The spirem shortens and thickens while the chromatin granules

undergo transverse division. It finally orients itself into twelve loops

of different shapes and sizes.

7. The loops are pressed close to the nuclear membrane, forming a

rather definite wreathlike circle, and do not radiate from a closely

entangled central mass as in Lilium.

8. The twelve loops break apart, forming the twelve chromosomes

four very large, long, twisted chromosomes; three ring-shaped

chromosomes; and five smaller, irregular, more or less bean-shaped

chromosomes.

9. The chromosomes are united by connecting fibers, which appar-

ently contract and draw the scattered chromosomes into the equatonal

plane while the spindle is elongating.

10. One or two nucleoli are usually present, which are still norm^

in appearance after the spindle is far advanced in development,

nucleoli are sometimes thrown out bodily into the cytoplasm.

1 1

.

The spindle originates as a more or less fibrous layer over

surface of the nuclear membrane before that body dissolves, an

this stage decided synizesis of the chromatin is often present.

12. The spindle is bipolar from the first, with no accessor}' sm
e

poles, the poles appearing at first as two, more or less pointed, dome

shaped caps, much the same as in vegetative karyokinesis. .

13- The spindle fibers are usually most prominent and thic*es

the middle, even in the early stages. There are commonly de

asters at the poles.

The

the
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14. The multipolar spindles observed are explained as artifacts,

mostly produced by cutting.

15. The chromosomes divide transversely during metakinesis.

16. In the daughter nuclei, irregular masses of chromatin persist

into the resting condition. These masses represent parts of the

twelve daughter chromosomes.

17. In the second division the chromosomes divide longitudinally.

Ohio State University

Columbus
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XII-XiV

The plates are reduced five-eighths in reproduction. Figs. 2a, ua, 14a, i6a>

sinn u-'

2°a
' 20b > 20c were drawn with a compensating ocular 18 and oil immer-

•on objective *; all the rest with a compensating ocular 12 and oil immersion

J aive TV, the latter combination havine a magnification on the table of 2250.
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PLATE XII

Fig. i.—Microsporocyte showing resting chromatin network.

Fig. 2.—Microsporocyte at a later stage showing masses of chromatin

granules

Fig. 2a.—A small portion of the chromatin net showing the linin and massing

of the granules.

Fig. 3.—A nucleus with prominent massing of the chromatin into rather

definite bodies, protochromosomes.

Fig. 4.—Later stage; the chromatin masses stretching out into a definite

spirem

Fig. 5.—The delicate slender spirem complete.

of the nuclear cavity.

fig-

the nuclear cavity is expanded

.

fig. 6; in fig.

Fig. 11.—Nucleus with spirem becoming thicker

Fig. na
linin with a single row of chromatin granules

fig. 11, showing the light-staining

Figs. 12, 13.—Types of synizesis in a later stage than those of figs.
6-10.

Fig. 14.—Continuous spirem beginning to fall into loops, showing chromatin

granules enlarged and partly double.

Fig. 14a.—A short piece of

of the chromatin granules.

Fig. 15.—Same stage as fig

spirem.

fig

Fig. 16.—Beginning of the looped spirem, showing further thickening and

doubling of the chromatin granules.

Fig. 16a.—Pieces of tt

granules and distinct linin.

fig

loops.

Fig. 17.—Continuous spirem, much thickened and thrown into twisted

Fig. 17a.—Pieces of the spirem showing the method of looping and *****

Fig. 18.—Microsporocyte somewhat later than fig. 17, showing
further thic en

«ng of the thread and development of the chromatin loops.

Fig. i&i.—A number of chromatin loops before the breaking of the SP1*^
Fig. 19 —Section of microsporocyte in which several loops can be fo

out; the section represents nearly half of the spirem. . .

to
Fig. 20—Beginning of the broken skein stage; the chromosomes beginning

break apart; three ring-chromosomes still connected.
eaking

Figs. 20a, 206, 20c—Three complete chromosomes just after the brea

of the spirem.

Fig. 21.—Synizesis in microsporocyte at time of separation of chr°m0S

^em.

Fig. 22.—Nucleus with chromosomes completely separated;
nuclear

brane still present.
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Fig. 23.—Somewhat later stage; chromosomes all crowded against the

nuclear wall with a clear cavity in the center.

Figs. 24, 25.—Nuclei showing indefinite chromosomes.

Fig. 26.—Section of nucleus showing parts of twelve chromosomes.

Figs. 27, 28.—Nuclei showing twelve chromosomes of diverse shapes and

sizes.

Fig. 29.—Section of nucleus showing the three ring-chromosomes.

PLA TE XIII
9

Figs. 30, 31.—Nuclei with twelve chromosomes, showing the beginning of the

appearance of delicate connecting fibers.

Fig. 31a.—Fragmenting nucleoli taken from same stages as fig. 31.

Figs. 32-36.—Microsporocytes showing synizesis after the formation of the

chromosomes; also connecting fibers between the chromosomes.

Fig. 37.—Nucleus contracted away from the incipient spindle; prominent

connecting fibers between the chromosomes.
Fig. 38.—The same, but with less synizesis of the nucleus.

Fig. 39.—Nucleus showing distinctly the incipient spindle.

Fig. 40.—Incept of spindle showing as two caps on opposite sides of the

nucleus.

Fig. 41.—Nucleus showing incipient spindle.

Fig. 42.—Nucleus with incept of spindle and aster at one pole.

Fig. 43.—Nucleus showing young spindle and connecting fibers between the

chromosomes.

Figs. 44-46.—Further successive stages in the development of the spindle.

Fig. 47.—Chromosomes, connected by fibers, being drawn into the equatorial

Plane; spindle with aster showing at one pole.
Fig. 48.—Distorted spindle.
Fig. 49.—Spindle showing the two poles.
Figs. 50-59.—Successive stages in the development of the spindle and the

Siting of the chromosomes into the equatorial plane. Fig*. 57'59 on Plate XIV-

PLA TE XI

V

fLATK XIV
Fig. 60.—Spindle, showing asters and centrosomes; the chromosomes nearly

m ^e equatorial plane.
ig. 61.—Mother star with aster at the poles.

*igs. 61a, 616, 61c, 6id
y
6m.-Chromosomes on the spindle fibers, showing

at the closed loop extends outward.
Hg. 62.—a chromosome from the mother star of the second division with the

^ ends of the V projecting outward.

feu 1

63"~Polar view of chromosomes, showing the three ring-chromosomes;

five

f
g chromosomes, two of which lie side by side and are very large; and

F

ma r chr<>niosomes of various shapes and sizes.

thre f

64:~Diag°nal section of mother star, showing the twelve chromosomes,

°f which occupy a central position; also the four long chromosomes.
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Fig. 65.—A tangential section of a young spindle, showing spindle and con-

necting fibers.

Fig. 66.—Tangential section of a spindle, making a multipolar figure.

Fig. 67.—Section showing tripolar figure.

Fig. 68.—Section showing spindle torn by the knife.

Fig. 69.—Torn section, showing spindle fibers cut and spread apart by the

knife.

Fig. 70.—Spindle with poles cut away showing two large nucleoli in the cyto-

plasm outside of the spindle.

Fig. 71.—Spindle, showing pole and aster at one end, the other pole being

cut away.

Fig. 72.—Spindle with both poles cut off.

Fig. 73.—Another spindle with both poles cut.

Fig. 74.—Spindle showing first stage of metakinesis, the two large chromo-

somes being to one side.

Fig. 75.—Metakinesis stage.

Fig. 76.—First stage of daughter star, showing the separated chromosomes.

Fig. 77.—Daughter star stage.

Fig. 78.—Late daughter stars.

Fig. 79.—Daughter star, showing the twelve small chromosomes.

Fig. 80.—Loose daughter skein stage, showing the beginning of contraction

of the chromosomes.

Fig. 81.—Daughter skein, showing the close massing of the chromatin.

Fig. 82.—Daughter skein, showing close massing of the chromosomes below

the pole.

daughter chromosomes.

formation of daughter net, showing the irregul

Fig. 84.—Further development of the daughter net.
§

...

^

Fig. 85.—Resting stage of daughter nucleus, the chromosomes being

evident as irregular masses.
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SPERMATOGENESIS IN DIOON EDULE 1

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY 125

Charles J. Chamberlain
*

(with plates xv-xviii and three figures)

In March, 1904, and again in September, 1906, the writer visited

Mexico for the purpose of studying the Mexican cycads and collecting

material for morphological work. The field study was greatly facili-

tated by the active cooperation of Governor Teodoro A. Dehesa,

whose active interest in education has done so much to raise the

educational standard of the State of Vera Cruz. I am also deeply

indebted to Mr. Alexander M. Gaw, of the State Bureau of Infor-

mation, Xalapa, Mexico. Mr. Gaw not only supervised the col-

lection of material and forwarded it to me, but on several occasions

visited localities where Dloon edule grows and sent me valuable field

notes with the collections. The material was collected at Chavar-

rillo, Mexico, the locality which furnished material for my account

of the ovule and female gametophyte of Dioon edule.

THE STAMINATE CONE

In March

ovulate

September have reached their mature size, but the stamina

from which they were pollinated have disintegrated. Both th<

and the staminate cones which are to appear a few months later are

^ hidden in buds which cannot be distinguished from leaf buds.

Until they reach a length of about iocm the staminate cones are

completely hidden by large bud scales which are fleshy and very

*& so that the whole structure looks like a moderate-sized ovulate

C0Qe. The surface of the cone at this time is densely covered with

wWtish hairs, which become darker when the cone emerges from the

Protecting

In SePtember the staminate

pollen. firm

Ame

"31 [Botanical Gazette, vol. 47
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(fig. i) and measures 10 to 20cm in length and 7 to n cm
in

diamet At the time of shedding the

toon
Fig. i.—Upper portion of plant of D

edule with staminate cone. Photographed
at Chavarrillo, Mexico, September, 1906.
One-third natural size.

pollen, the axis of the

cone elongates considerably

and becomes so weak that

it bends over until its tip

rests upon the leaves of the

crown. Insects are very

numerous in nearly all the

mature staminate cones, but

none were found on the ovu-

late cones, and although the

insects were throughly dusted

with pollen, there was nothing

further to indicate that any

pollination was being effected

through their agency.

MICROSPORANGIA

staminate

are long and

and end in

wedge

a single

-shaped

;harp

ward

osed,

point which curves up

(fig. 2) . The outer, exp

abaxial faces of the sporo-

phylls are densely hairy, but

the upper faces are quite

smooth. In the sporophyfc

of the upper and lower por

tions of the cone, a sterile

line divides the sporangia into

(fig
hile m

median

rangia cover the entire under-

surface. The sporophylls are

so crowded in the cone tha

distinct

the

im-sporangia on the under side of a sporophyll make a

pression upon the upper side of the sporophyll immediately below i •
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The number of sporangia on the larger sporophylls varies from

about 100 to 300; but the smaller sporophylls bear fewer, and the

porophylls at the apex and base of the cone may bear only a few

porangia, or even none at all.

The sporangia are grouped in definite sori, usually of four

or five sporangia, as shown in fig. 2. At the stage shown in this figure

the line of dehiscence is quite

obvious. As the sporangia dehisce,

the grouping into sori becomes

less obvious. The pollen does not

escape immediately, but for a short

time is held together in a spherical

mass by the scantv remains of the

hypodermal wall layers. A hand

sorus is sur-lens shows that each

rounded by hairs which grow out
rom the peripheral portion of the

*•'*'

base of the sorus. Many
grow out from the peripheral por-
tions of the sporangia, but there
"e none in the interior of the sorus,
«ther upon the sporangia or upon
the sporophyll

(fig. 4) .
rp, ° ^'

J?IG. 2.—rnOTOgrapua v» — -

^e sporangia are either sessile sporoPhylls of Dioon edule. xj.
or have short massive stalks. The
Wfa and even the lower portions of th

: " " f - -"" ™
somewhat united, but there is not so

Fig. 2.—Photographs of two micro-

m

deh
Miss Smith (8)

much

The

hiscence, in surface view and in section, is about as figured by

-a* Swm
(g) for Zamia and Enceohalartos.

The general appearance of a sporophyll in transverse section >

\v

k
ith

A

*hich

hairs.

fig J

sorus The

specially those which come from are often so

and
a

I arenchyma tissue of angular cells than like sections of tubular hairs
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The hairs do not branch and seldom consist of more than two cell

which are sometimes empty and sometimes filled with a deeply

epidermal

sporangium is com

Thethe epidermis, the tapetum, and the intervening wall layers,

epidermis, which is thicker in the upper half of the sporangium than

in the lower, consists of thick-walled cells with rather scanty proto-

plasm, but with an abundance of suberin and tannin. The tapetum,

in comparison with the size of the sporangium, is very insignificant,

consisting of a single layer of small cells, with occasional patches two

cells in thickness {-fig. 5). The portion of the sporangium wall facing

sorus

opposite portions, there being four or five layers of cells between the

tapetum and epidermis in the former case, while in the latter there

ayers {-fig. 4) . The structure of the sporan-

dermis

fig

MICROSPORE MOTHER CELLS

The microspore mother cells of Dioon present some peculiaritu

which are worthy of mention. Upon becoming dissociated

seldom assume the usual spherical contour, but remain more
_ l 1 _ • •

les

Lgul The chromatin is abun-

In

dant, but not always well defined, and it is not unusual for the entire

nucleus to stain a dense homogeneous black with iron alum hematox

ylin, as if chromatin had gone into solution in the nuclear sap.

such cases, there are in the cytoplasm irregular masses of similarly

- staining material which take the spherical form and begin to resemble

nucleoli as the homogeneous staining of the nucleus ceases and the

chromatin becomes definitelv mitKnoH wrhm these spherical bodies
jd. When
made to o

blepharoplast, but it was easily determined that they were
L A * * _ m

surrounded by radiations.

masses

true

vary

jrmed

never

1. but

While
masses was

~t«w*,m a puruon 01 me deeply .staining materia]
from the interior of the nucleus into the cytoplasm.

terial which has pa V.
sed
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The behavior of the chromatin during the two mitoses by which

four spores are formed from the mother cell will be described at some

future time; at present I merely note that the number of chromo-

somes in both mitoses is 12. A hasty examination might lead one to

suspect that the number is much larger, since it is not difficult to find

prophases of the first mitosis, just before the disappearance of the

nuclear membrane, showing any number of chromosomes from 1 2 to

24. But when there are more than 1 2, some are always about half the

full size. Any number beyond 1 2 is due to the early separation of the

two parts of the chromosome, which, in most cases, are separated only

after the chromosomes have become arranged in the equatorial plate.

Even in prophase, there are occasional indications of the second

splitting which is to be completed at the metaphase of the second

mitosis.

These mitoses are not simultaneous throughout the whole sporan-

gium, but begin at the periphery and proceed toward the center, so that

there may be a zone of dividing cells surrounding mother cells which

are still in the resting condition.

POLLEN BEFORE SHEDDING
Aue young pollen grains

flattened Dortion wVnVV. ™;rrV.
(fig

The exine is thickest in this basal region, while at the opposite end of

l^e grain where thp nnll^n tnko ;* irx 0™^™^ i't ic wrv thin. Thevery
™ine is thinnest in the basal region where it is in contact with the

thickest portion of the exine. On the sides of the spore, the intine is

jay thick, often thicker than the exine. There is no trace of a

rd sP°re coat, as described by Ferguson (4) for Pinus.

The microspore germinates while still in the sporangium. A single

Persistent prothallial cell is formed, lenticular in shape and closely

applied to the base of the spore. Webber (2) described two prothal-

la cells in Zamia, the first formed being evanescent and the second

Persistent, but a reexamination by Miss Grace Smith (8) showed
°* 7 one. We find only one prothallial cell in Dioon, Zamia, and

t ^
cePhalartos, and it is' persistent. In later stages, after the pollen

U

f

C has begun to form, it would be easy to misinterpret, for the line

union of the stalk cell with the persistent prothallial cell often

^es the impression of a small prothallial cell beneath the large
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persistent one (figs. 10-12) . The illusion is emphasized by the fact

that deeply staining granules simulating a broken-down nucleus

are sometimes found at the base of the prothallial cell
(fig. 15). It

seems probable that a misinterpretation of this sort was responsible

for the description of an evanescent prothallial cell.

The nucleus in the main body of the grain now divides again, the

mitosis resulting in the formation of a tube cell and a cell which

resembles the prothallial cell and becomes so closely applied to it

that the two look as if they had arisen by the division of the prothallial

cell (figs. 7-0). This cell, so closely associated with the prothallial

cell, has been called the generative cell. It soon divides, giving rise

id body cells (fig. id) . The tube nucleus, even before

formation hich

is to form the pollen tube becomes filled with large starch grain

Late in September the pollen is shed in this three-celled condition.

The output of spores can be estimated with reasonable accuracy

by the formula f7rR3=the number of spores in a sporangium.

To apply the formula, it is necessary only to count the number of

spores in a line from the center of the sporangium to the tapetum.

substitute this number for R, and then make the calculation. Of

course, this assumes that the mass of soores is spherical and that all

assumpt
Idual

sporangia of average size. In a few cases, spores were actually

counted in a series of sections and the results were practically identical

with the estimates by the formula. In the larger sporangia there are

about 20 spores in a radius, and consequently the output is about

33.507 spores. The largest sporangia, with a radius of 22 spore

would have an output of 44,600 spores. In some of the smaller

sporangia, which nevertheless produce good spores, the o^P11
* **;

fall as low as 8000 spores. About t,c 000
ded

ium oi Vioon euw
,i ~iinn is shed

oozes

» and consistent *» o -

As the pollen passes throug

the drop into the pollen chamber, at least a portion of the drop
becomes

brownish and so hard that it adds
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THE POLLEN TUBE

Whether in artificial cultures or in the nucellus of the ovule, the

pollen tube begins to grow at once, emerging from the apex of the

spore and growing out into the sugar solution or into the tissues of the

nucellus. The tubes are irregular in diameter and sometimes have

short branches, but they are nearly straight and lie so close to the

surface that their position is indicated by brown lines radiating from

the beak {figs. 19, 23). Since the haustorial portion of the tube

reaches a length of 2 or 3
mm

, the brown lines are easily visible to the

naked eye. As the tube begins to form, the pollen grain end is pushed
into the pollen chamber before the haustorial end has penetrated far

mto the tissues of the nucellus. The tube is formed from the intine,

*hich breaks through the exine and increases greatly in thickness,

as may be seen by noting the comparative thickness of exine and intine

mhs
> 8 and 18. The difference is even greater than is indicated by

the figures, because
fig. 8 is more highly magnified than fig.

18. The
tube stains a light brown with iron alum hematoxylin, contrasting

sharply with the brilliant red which the exine takes when stained with

safranin.

Starch is abundant in the pollen tube, and filaments looking like the

radiations about the blepharoplast, only much longer, are conspicuous,

specially in the vicinity of the nucleus.

THE BODY CELL
The division of the generative cell, giving rise to a stalk cell and a

bodv

le«ed later than the middle
completed

.

In characteristic cycad fashion, the prothallial cell now pushes up

° the stalk cell
(figs . IOj IIy I2j I$i j£). Stages between figs. 9

co

I0
'
which might show the cause of this peculiar and remarkably

°nstant behavior of the prothallial cell, were not available.

until h

b°dy Cel1
'
Whidl is t0 Produce two sPerms >

does not divide

the'f

foUowing sPring. The division usuaUy takes place about

week^
°f Aprf1, bUt may °CCUr a week earlier

>

or as late aS thC filSt

fJl *?
May

'
During this Period of about half a year

'

therC iS a

31 Sr°wth and differentiation of the body cell.
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• At first the cytoplasm of the body cell seems homogeneous,

without any vacuoles or conspicuous granules
(fig. id). The

um

hematoxylin. Most of the chromatin is in the form of deeply

staining granules.

In a short time it is noticed that the nucleus no longer stains

sharply, the reticulum appearing very faint, and even the nucleolus

and larger chromatin granules taking scarcely any stain. But while

these changes are taking place within the nucleus, many granules,

staining sharply with iron alum hematoxylin and apparently identical

with the chromatin granules, appear in the cytoplasm. For the sake

of reference we may call them the black granules {bg, figs. 13, 14)-

I believe that they have come from the nucleus. Whether the granules

pass through the membrane bodily, or become dissolved and pass

through by osmosis, might be a question. Living chromatin is

semi-fluid and the nuclear membrane at this time is extremely thin.

If the nuclear membrane is formed by the condensation of cytoplasm

about the nuclear vacuole, the "breaking-down" of the membrane

in the prophase of mitosis may be merely the return of the condensed

cytoplasm to the ordinary alveolar condition ; and as this condition

approaches, but while the membrane is still recognizable, it is reason-

able to suppose that particles may pass from the nucleus to the

cytoplasm without becoming soluble. The black granules might

_,_, in this way. There is little

doubt that chromatin is more or less soluble. In solution, the

asm

hav

mosis through a membrane with sucn

mierht imagine the nuclear membrane to

e.

The black granules are very small at first and an
near the nucleus. They increase in size by imbibin

numerou-

granule
;
llicle

inclosing a liquid. As the pellicle stretches, granules pass

atery
•lin

gradually changes from black to gray. For reference, these globus

may be called gray bodies (gb, figs. 14, if) . Both the black granute

and gray bodies are found not only in the body cell, but also in ^e

stalk and prothallial cells, and even in the cells of the nucellus.
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THE BLEPHAROPLAST

The origin of the blepharoplast is not easy to determine. In

Zamia, Cycas, and Ginkgo, the blepharoplast, when first recognizable,

is a small sharply staining granule in the cytoplasm of the body cell.

We must admit that the same is true of Dioon, but a study of the black

granules led us to surmise that blepharoplasts, in their origin, are

simply these granules derived from the nucleus. It would follow-

that not two but several blepharoplasts might begin to develop. Why
only two should become differentiated is not clear. The blepharo-

plast, in all the early stages of its development, takes an intense homo-

geneous black color with iron alum hematoxylin, never behaving like

the gray bodies. Sometimes the cytoplasm about one or more black

granules becomes dense and homogeneous, quite unlike the usual

alveolar structure, and resembling the archoplasm which surrounds

young centrosomes
(fig. i3) . It is possible that blepharoplasts may

begin their growth in this way.
After enlarging considerably, two blepharoplasts become unmis-

takable through their influence upon the surrounding cytoplasm,

*'hich takes on a radiate arrangement with the blepharoplast as a

center
(figSm j5j I(̂ m At first? the relations are nothing more than

the intersections of alveoli
(fig. 16), but as the walls of the alveoli

become less distinct, the radiations become definite granular filaments,

extending from the blepharoplast to the periphery of the cell. Many
Ae filaments are simple, but branching is very common (figs. 17, 22) .

,

The appearance of the filaments in preparations indicates a stream-
ing movement, especially toward the blepharoplast. That the

radiations seen in sections are streams of cytoplasm is indicated by
e fact that exactly similar structures are found in the pollen tube,

* ere there is certainly a strong streaming movement. An almost

^tive proof that the filaments are streams of cytoplasm is furnished

)
r

artifacts. In cutting out the top of the female gametophyte with

of

S *rcheg°nia, the least pressure will cause some of the cytoplasm

Th>

e eggs to be squeezed out through the necks of the archegonia.

arch

eSCaping Ooplasm, streaming out through the neck of the

Z
]

eg0mum
' shows very numerous filaments with a structure iden-

ofV
Vlth

-

that °f the radiati°ns about the blepharoplast, and in case

e artlfact there is no doubt that the filaments are nothing but
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streams of the egg cytoplasm. In many cases the connection of the

(k

figs

very granular, some of the gram

granules. The gray bodies become attached to the filaments and

give the radiations about the blepharoplast a striking appearance

(figs. 18, 20,21, ji) . The general topography of the pollen tubes, pol-

fig

gray body runs

directions, so that it becomes spindle-shaped, but often it spread

only in one direction, and consequently becomes top-shaped. As the

gray

and

• • •

sharply defined and have much greater density (figs. 21, 24). The

growth of the blepharoplast is due, in great measure, to the acq

of granules, and perhaps other matter, brought to it by the str

filaments.

During the early stages of its growth, the body cell elongates and

the two blepharoplasts with their conspicuous radiations lie in the

plane of the long axis, one above and the other below the nucleus (fit-

18). The pollen tube, at this time, is very narrow, and this fact may

account for the elongation of the body cell, which fills nearly the entire

diameter of the tube.

In March the pollen tube has become very large, especially the

free end of it, which projects into the pollen chamber, and with this

increase in the diameter of the tube the body cell changes' from an

elongated to a nearly spherical form, the blepharoplasts at the same

time rotating 90 , so that they become transverse to the long axis

(fig

Even before assuming the transverse orientation, the blepharo-

plasts may begin to show vacuolation (fig. 22), but after the t»»-

become«vat.uu nets uecome estaDiisnea, me vdtu^ -

large and so numerous that they occupy nearly the entire body ot

blepharoplast
(fig. 25). They are scarcely affected by staining^

nearly all preparations showing a dirty-white or pale-yellowish
co-

ground

hematoxyli
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The blepharoplast, when nearly mature, is spherical and measures

16 to 18 fi in diameter. Just before breaking up into granules, it

becomes somewhat elliptical in section, with its longer axis parallel

with the longitudinal axis of the body cell. The longer axis of the

blepharoplast then measures about 20 p.

THE SPERMS

The body cell divides longitudinally, giving rise to two sperm

mother cells (fig. 26a). At about the time of this division, the

blepharoplast breaks up into a large number of granules, which at

first occupy the elliptical area of the blepharoplast. The granules are

Ar.~l I _ a J 1 «• .1 • <-.T 11.1 . ~\ 1 1. 1~, , 4- -C*-^X*-^ i- V\Ck T\fWmm
bleph

ons between adjacent vacuoles. It is possible that granules may

also be

thi time. The area of granules soon becomes elongated, and the

spiral band begins to appear (figs. 26, 26a). By this time the pollen

chamber has extended until it has destroyed all that part of the nucellus

lying above the archegonial chamber, so that there is no obstruc-

tion between the ends of the pollen tubes and the necks of the arche-

gonia (cf. figs. i9 and 23). If the nucellus be removed, the numerous

Pollen tubes protruding from the pollen chamber are easily visible

to the naked eye, and a little later the sperms may be observed without

PVAn +U~ • J _r , ,~ v -*• ,1 • r 4-V. Q c +or_Qh AT)PCI
In this figure, the star-shaped— "^ am ui a pocKer. lens (Jigs. 27). in uiib uguiw, -«. ~

—

area is a portion of the tissue of the nucellus, exposed by the rupturing

of the megaspore membrane. The evenly dotted portion represents

*e megaspore membrane, which in this region adheres to the nucellus

rather than to the female gametophyte.
As we have said, the spiral band begins to appear as soon as the

a^a of granules elongates. The band is closely applied to the nucleus

as shown in
fig. 26. The nuclear membrane is very weak in this

region, and the nuclear structure indicates a movement of material

t0*ard the point of attachment. The connection between the nucleus

aQd the band is maintained, even after the band has come to the

surface
(fig. 28). In the mature sperm the band is a spiral of hve

or six turns, the direction being, almost without exception, from lett

t0 nght, as viewed from above. The radiations, which were so
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conspicuous during the growth of the blepharoplast , disappear as

the blepharoplast breaks up into granules.

The two sperms are formed within the two cells resulting from the

division of the body cell. That this is the case is readily seen in

sections (figs. 28, 2Q, 32) . The relations are particularly clear in

fig. 29, in which t is the pollen tube, and w the wall of the sperm

mother cell. The figure shows the apex of the sperm with a small

portion of its large nucleus still surrounded by the mother cell. The

mother

fig

formed

mother

mov 1. The peripheral portion of the partition

between the two sperms breaks down, thus allowing the sperms to

move about within the old body cell. At this stage the term body

cell is not strictly correct, because the cavity now consists of the com-

bined areas of the two sperm mother cells. Since, however, the outer

wall is still the wall of the original body cell and there is no name for

the new cavity, we may refer to it as the old body cell. The wall of

the old body cell soon breaks down and the sperms escape into the

main portion of the tube.

measure about 200

and about 275 fi from apex to base. After leaving the tube, they

increase somewhat in size, reaching a diameter of 230 /* and a length

of 300 fi. Consequently, they are easily visible to the naked eye.

The living sperm, as seen under the microscope, has a large gran-

ular nucleus, surrounded by a thin and almost colorless sheath of

cytoplasm, which is somewhat thicker at the spiral end. The nucleus

perm

(fig

The movements of the sperms are easily observed by simpl}

mounting a piece of the nucellus with its pollen tubes. In addition

to the lighting from above, some light may be reflected up through the

pollen chamber. (fig

so transparent that they scarcely obscure the view. The cilia begin

sperms
attached to the stalk cell. The movement of cilia is accompany
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mov

or more before the sperms separate. After

more

into the general cavity of the tube. Occasionally, the sperms are

still attached to each other after they have escaped into the tube, and

in such cases their movements are awkward, because they naturally

try to move in opposite directions. When free from each other the

principal movement is straight ahead, with a rotation on the long

axis. The sperms swim

permit The

asm

the

sperm At

asmic

may
sperms milike a twitching. How long the

under natural conditions, one could hardly guess. When
is inverted in a drop of sugar solution on a slide, and is still further

protected by a bell jar, the movements have continued for five hours.

After the sperms begin to move, there is a rapid increase in the

turgidity of the tube, which sooner or later ruptures at or near the

exme of the pollen grain. Most
sperms is immedi

ately drawn into the opening. The first sperm may escape in two or

may
much The

rupture is often not more than 50 fi in diameter, while the average

sPerm is four times as broad. But however much the sperm may be

form
swim.

Efforts to keep the sperms alive after their escape from the pollen

^be were not very successful. In weak sugar solutions they imme-

diately break to pieces, almost explode. In a 10 per cent, sugar

solution they quickly die. Sugar was added to a 10 per cent, solution

Untl1 [t became, perhaps, a 12 or 15 per cent, solution, and in this the

sperms continued to swim for several minutes. No experiments were

made to determine whether the sperms are chemotactic or not.

The material would have allowed a more detailed account of the
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later history of the blepharoplast and the development of the sperm,

but
A
these features, particularly the relation of the blepharoplast to

the spiral band, are shown so much more clearly in my preparations

of Ceratozamia, that I have refrained from any extended description

at this time.

forthcoming

sperm

DISCUSSION

With Thiessen's (14) paper on the seedling of Dioon edale, my

own paper on the ovule and female gametophyte, the present paper

on spermatogenesis, and a study of fertilization and embryogeny

now nearly completed, considerable information concerning this

form is available. The temptation to draw conclusions is strong,

but studies on Ceratozamia mexicana and Dioon spinulosum are well

under way, and Sister Helen Angela (12) has already completed

an investigation of the anatomy of Ceratozamia. Since any theories

will be more likely to be well founded if based upon a comparative

study, I shall reserve speculations for a safer opportunity. At present

I shall merely consider a few points suggested by the foregoing de-

scription.

The largest staminate sporophylls in the Cycadales are found in

Cycas and the smallest in Zamia. The number of sporangia corre-

sponds, roughly, to the size of the sporophyll. The sporangia in

Cycas, Encephalartos, Dioon, and all the forms with large micro-

sporophylls, so far as I have been able to examine them, have the

sporangia in definite sori with 3, 4, or 5 sporangia in a sows, n

forms with smaller sporophylls, like Zamia, Ceratozamia, and Micro-

cycas, some of the sporangia are single, but most of them are grouped,

with 2 or 3, or occasionally 4 sporangia in a sorus. Caldwell (9)

states that in Microcycas the sporangia are not arranged m son

but his photograph shows that even on the smaller sporophyll m°s

of the sporangia are in sori ; the number of sporangia is about 100

on the larger sporophyll. The number of sporangia on a spor°P^ '

according to Miss Grace Smith (8) is as follows: Cycas cimn*^

700, Encephalartos Caffer 700, Macrozamia Miquelii 600, #"*'

lartos villosus 500, Dioon edule 200, and Zamia floridana U-
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number 300, the
* _

usual number in Ceratozamia mexicana is 250 to 300, and in Stangeria

paradoxa, about 260. In both Ceratozamia and Stangeria the sporan-

gia are very small.

If this is a reduction series, as we believe it is, Microcycas, so far

as this character is concerned, has scant claim to the position of

primitive

female

Angela

from primitive. As far as micro-

sporophylls and microsporangia are concerned, Dioon is nearer the

Cycas condition than any other western cycad.

The output of spores is very easily estimated. Bower's studies

on spore-producing members have shown that the more primitive

ferns have a large output, which is gradually reduced as we pass to

forms. We
cycads. The output in Dioon edule is about 30,000 spores per spo-

rangium. According to Miss Grace Smith (8) the output in EncepJia-

krtos villosus is 26,000, in Ceratozamia mexicana 8000, and in Zamia

ioridana 500 to 600. It would be interestii _
other cycads. I should expect an output of 30,000 or more in Cycas,

and should be surprised if the output in Microcycas reached 20,000.

Judging from Cattiw^tt'c (rC\ «™„r,f T should look for an output

know

In our study of the spore coats, I looked for the third coat described

by Ferguson
(4) . The fact that only an intine and an exine are

Present in Dioon led me to reexamine Pinus Laricio. I found only

an exine and an intine, as in Dioon, the third coat described by Miss

Ferguson
(4) being merely the usual intine which her excellent

tannic had sharply differentiated from the exine. As preparations

a third uiax gro^

hich she mistake

—
'««-i giuws, out 10 iorm me ponen wuc.

( ,

The blepharoplast in Dioon edule is probably of nuclear origin.

1*010 (!) was inclined to believe that the blepharoplasts of Cycas

from the nucleus, although when first recognizaDie m
small bodies just outside the nuclear membrane. Webber (:

toads tw ,v ^__,
originate de novo in the cyt

"" uuuies just outside the nuc
5 that in Zamia the blepharoplast
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plasm of the body cell, but no convincing early stages are given.

Caldwell's (9) material was all too far advanced to show the origin

of the blepharoplasts.

It seems probable that the manner in which the spiral band is

formed from the blepharoplast is similar, in its main features, in all

the cycads. The solid blepharoplast becomes vacuolated and then

breaks up into a group of granules from which the ciliated band is

formed. Caldwell (9) describes in Microcycas a band, already dis-

tinct during the division of the body cell, and says that this band

becomes broken up into fragments upon which the beginnings of

cilia may be seen. His fig. 25 indicates that the band is a sec-

tion of the rim of the much vacuolated blepharoplast, while the

"fragments" in his fig. 27 are sections of the spiral band, which ha

already made several turns. The cilia which he figures on the inside

of the fragments need confirmation.

The origin of the blepharoplast in pteridophytes has been con-

sidered by several investigators, all of whom agree that it first appears

in the cytoplasm. Some find it present even from the early sper-

matogenous divisions, while others find it first in the cell which is to

give rise to two sperm mother cells, or, occasionally, one generation

earlier than this. In a very detailed account of spermatogenesis
-

Nephrodium, Yamanouchi (ii) finds that two blepharoplasts first

appear in the cell which is to give rise to two sperm mother cells.

The blepharoplast in pteridophytes simply elongates and forms the

band directly, there being no radiations, no vacuolation, nor break-

ing-up into a group of granules which subsequently give rise to a spiral

band. While the blepharoplasts of ferns and cycads are doubtle.

homologous structures, no intermediate conditions have yet been found

which would explain the behavior of the blepharoplasts of cycads.

In Dioon edule, as in nearly all gymnosperms, only two sperms

are formed in the pollen tube. In a few instances I have noted four

sperms in the pollen tube of Ceratozamia mexicam. Juel (3)
iom

A

four to twenty sperms in the pollen tube of Cupressus Goweniana

in

,and

naturally regarded the condition as primitive. Caldwell (9)
foU

^f
""[* twenty sperms in Microcycas calocoma, and on the basE

^
this character claimed Microcycas to be the most primitive

cyca

sixteen or

yet described.
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That the two sperms represent a reduction from a larger number

is so evident that there is no need for discussion, but a word in regard

to the so-called "body cell" from which they are produced may not

be out of place. In the cycads, in Ginkgo, and in Coniferales the

cell whose division gives rise to the "stalk cell" and body cell is

often called the generative cell, probably because the stalk cell is

regarded as a spermatogenous cell which has ceased to function.

Microcy and Ceratozamia all the sperms

from the body cell, the stalk cell being entirely sterile. It might be

FIG. 33.—Diagram illustrating the homologies between the parts of an ordinary

Polypod fem antheridium and the pollen tube structures of a cycad: A and C, the

fern antheridium, in C the dome cell being represented as elongated into a tube; B and

D the cycad structures:
p, prothallial cell; s, stalk cell; sp, spermatogenous cell; t,

tube cell.

quinary tern antheridium and that the dome cell corresponds 10 wc
Pollen tube, while the primary spermatogenous cell corresponds to the

kty cell. If the dome cell, without forming the usual cover cell,

should become elongated, we should have very much the same situa-

Cupressus Goweniam, Microcycas

ozamia mexicana. The

the

cana. The diagram (fig.

rdinary polypod fern and a
le lern tne dome cell is sister to the sperma
cycad the stalk and spermatogenous cells

indicates these

The fact that

are sisters, mig
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regarded as an objection by those who lay great stress upon the

importance of a rigid sequence of cell divisions.

sperms

from

formed

within mother cells or not. Webber
mother

become ciliated. Caldwell (9)

Microcy

L6 noncommittal. Miyake (6)

make a definitebody cell i

Cycas. I have examined Zamia and find that the sperms are organ-

ized within definite sperm mother cells, and have found the same

situation in Ceratozamia. This condition is probably general in

cycads.

In bryophytes the final division of the spermatogenous cells results

in conspicuous pairs of sperm mother cells, or perhaps, as has been

claimed, two sperms are formed in a single mother cell. In pterido-

phytes the pairs are not so conspicuous, but the feature is just as defi-

nitely present. In nearly all gymnosperms the spermatogenous

tissue has become reduced to a single pair of spermatogenous cells,

which in some cases, as in Juniperus, bear a striking resemblance to

the sperm mother cells of cycads. In Juniperus, however, no vestige

of a blepharoplast has been reported, and it is assumed that the

In forms like Pinus, there

is merely a nuclear division within the body cell, giving rise to two

sperm nuclei, no sperm mother cells being formed. In Pinus there

are structures which may be vestiges of blepharoplasts. It would be

sperms

form

Juniperus or Thuja would show n(

blepharoplasts within mother cells.

of

sperms
cycads to identify the genera bv this character alone. A comparative

study wffl be made later, but a few features will be mentioned here.

In Cycas the spiral makes five and a half to six turns, the direction

being from right to left, as viewed from above. In Zamia, accortW*

to WeBBER (2), there are five to six turns, always from left to rig •
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from left to right. In Microcycas

Caldwell

306 p

direction of the other two uncertain. What

spiral is not known.

Zamia has the largest sperm yet described,

in diameter and 222 to 332 fi in length. In Cycas the diameter is 180

to 210/1. In Dioon edule the living sperms measure about 230 fi

in diameter and 300 fi in length. In microtome sections, the sperms

are smaller, perhaps on account of plasmolysis, but more probably

because the sperms increase in size after leaving the tube. In section

the sperms measure about 200 p in diameter and 275 p in length.

Caldwell (9) gives no measurements, but, judging from his figures,

the sperms are comparatively small, with a diameter of about 60 fi.

In all the cycads which have been studied, the movements of the

sperms are very similar, a forward movement with a rotation upon

the long axis. While experiments have been made, no chemotaxis

has yet been noted. When the sperms are mature, the neck canal cells

are very large and turgid. 1

influence.

If the foregoing account seems to consist rather largely of data, I

can only say that I prefer to reserve any discussion of phytogeny

until the investigations in which I am already engaged shall have

been completed.

The sporophylls of the staminate cone are rather large, and bear

about 250 sporangia, a larger number than in any cycads except

Cycas, Encephalartos, and Macrozamia. The output of spores per

sporangium is about 30,000, a larger output than in Zamia, Cera-

tozamia, or Encephalartos, the onlv genera in which this feature has

been noted.

may

SUMMARY

chromosomes
<—«« *put so early that the number may appear largei.

There is only one prothallial cell and that is persistent, lne

report of an evanescent prothallial cell in Zamia is probably due to a

1 ^1 T\f'£%"r*w»i j.
•

^interpretation

radiations

very

ytopl

The
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r

•

peculiar appearance on account of the granules and globules which

adhere to them. becomes

breaks up into granules from which the spiral band is formed.

it. Theturns

so large as those of Zamia.

Microcycas

The sperms are formed within sperm mother cells, from which they

are discharged. The same is true of Zamia, Ceratozamia, and

probably of other cycads.

In addition to the movement by cilia, there is a vigorous amoeboid

movement of both nucleus and cytoplasm.

in progress have been completed.

The University of Chicago
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XV-XVIII

Figs, i, 2.—In text.

PLATE xv

pidermi

Fig. 3.—Transverse section of a young microsporophyll, showing son, s,

mucilage ducts, m, and vascular bundles, 6. Xio.
Fig. 4.—Two microsporangia of sorus. X55.
Fig. 5.—Section of a part of the microsporangiun

layers, tapetum, and some sporogenous tissue. X250.
Fig. 6.—Microspore, Aug. 14, 1905. X1260.
Fig. 7.—Microspore showing the prothallial cell, p, generative cell, g, and

tube cell, L X1260.
Fig. 8. rm
Fig. 9.—Pollen tube somewhat later. Oct. 1, 1907. X1260.

all, ft. Oct. 21, 1907. Xiooo.

rm

f ^r m r ^ ^^ ^"^ ^"^ ^^ »

Fig. ii.—A later stage; black granules and gray bodies in the cytoplasm of

the body cell. Xiooo.
Fig. 12.

fig. 11. Xiooo.
Fig. 13 —Body cell showing black granules. Oct. 23, 1907. X1890.
Fig. i4 —Body cell with black granules and gray bodies. Oct. 23, i9°7-

X1890.

Fig. 15.—Beginning of radiations about the blepharoplasts. Oct. 30, 1007.

X945-

Fig. 16.—The blepharoplasts and radiations of the previous figures. X 1800.

PLATE XVI

ro

,

FlG
- ^--Blepharoplast with radiations and gray bodies, gb; the figure shows

*lveolar structure of the cytoplasm. X 1890.
riG. i8.-Pollen tube structures with gray bodies on the radiations sur-

unding the blepharoplasts. Nov. 20, 1006. X630.
Hg. i9.-General view of nucellus at stage shown in fig. 18, with pollen

tubes and pollen chamber. X30.
Fig.

2o.-Blepharoplast with gray bodies on the radiations. Nov. 27, 1907.

A1590.

Fig. 1 —Later stage of blepharoplast and radiations. X 1890
Fig. 22._Stiu later stage X945

len h
23"~~View of nucellus just before the division of the body cell; the pol-

c amber has extended entirely through the nucellus. X8
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PLATE XVII

Fig. 24.—Body cell with two blepharoplasts. X945.
Fig. 25.—Pollen tube structures after the transverse orientation of the

blepharoplasts. May 5, 1906. X237.
Fig. 26.—Beginning of the spiral band. X 1890.

Fig. 26a.—Topography of pollen tube structures at the stage shown in jig. 26.

Fig. 27.—View of nucellus with pollen tubes at the stages shown in figs,

26-29. X8.

Fig. 28.—Connection of the nucleus with the spiral band. X945.

Fig. 29.—Apex of a sperm, showing that the sperm is organized within *

mother cell: t, pollen tube; w, wall of sperm mother cell. X800.
Fig. 30.—Transverse section of spiral band. X945.

PLA te x VIII

Fig. 31.—Photomicrograph of pollen tube showing blepharoplast witlfgray

bodies on the radiations. X800.
Fig. 32—Photon:

mother cells. X800.

FlG - 33—In text.

sperms are formed within
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BRIEFER ARTICLES

THE MOUNTING OF ALGAE

•nmrminiration from the well-known

fessor G. S. West
an outline of a method of fixing, mounting, and preserving algae which,

as he tells me, has not been given the attention that it perhaps deserves.

The fluid used serves at the same time as a killing, fixing, preserving, and

forms

structures

It has the advantage, moreover,

that it keeps the natural coloring of the green algae, something which the

instructor in elementary laboratory work will appreciate better than anyone

else. The fluid is a 2 per cent, solution of potassium acetate, just made
'

'
e with a small amount of copper acetate. The substance reduces

The algae can be put into

blu

FiaMuuiysis ot the cell contents to a mimmum
the solution and kept in it. If a permanent mc
of the material is put on a rather thick slide and sealed with old gold size

several times after each drying. The mounts are permanent, but it is

usually necessary to take great care in sealing, and to this end to use a thick

slide.awe. A thin slide will bend considerably in handling, ana me swu-g

may be separated in this way from the slide, so that the preparation will

dry

For some reason the fluid presents considerable difficulty with Vauche-

na
>
and plasmolysis is hard to avoid. I have found that the best way

to treat Yaucheria, especially the zoospores before or just after germination,

When the Plant is particularly delicate, is to kill it rapidly with 3 or 4 per

formalin. The formalin
or the Preparation will t

formalin

Fixing for half an hour in

,vp the formalin by
— »^*-» ** »- W W M. X 1 11V7 W K*f V-f A AA U Vil ^"K*T **m-*-* w — -

repeated washing with water. If the Vaucheria thus treated is rapidly

will
thymol

•
, ,

e as Perfectly green as when alive, and will

"Mefinitelv. ti,« a—« _.. , ^._j_j ^ -n ,
forms

the —«-
liverworts, fern

r° get the material into glycerin, add first a considerable quantity ot

and put the dish near but not on a

[Botanical Gazette, vol. 47

5 or 10

2
37l

water
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radiator. In a few days the evaporation will leave the fluid thick. Once

the preparation is in thick glycerin the color will not change, if the formalin

has been completely removed.

The potassium-copper-acetate solution will not keep the natural color

of diatoms. It has the property of removing the diatomin or yellow color-

ing matter from the diatoms and leaving the plants perfectly green. The

solution can thus be used in demonstrating the presence of chlorophyll in

these plants. The diatomin is removed or absorbed in a few minutes after

application.

As I have found some difficulty in keeping the microscopic mounts

made in the potassium-copper-acetate solution because of drying, I have

evolved a modification of the glycerin method in combination with it. The

mounts made by this method are perfectly durable, and when carefully

prepared are superior to ordinary glycerin mounts, as all green algae treated

with it keep their natural colors indefinitely. Glycerin jelly can also be

used at the end to make the mount even more durable than the ordinary

glycerin mount would be. The procedure is as follows.

The algae to be used are fixed in the potassium-copper-acetate 2 per

cent, solution. After they have been killed and fixed in this fluid (the

time varying according to the specimen treated), add to the above solution

an equal part of 10 per cent, glycerin solution and allow to concentrate

by evaporation in a warm dry place protected from dust. The algae must

be thoroughly separated from dirt and soil or the concentrated solution

will precipitate a reddish-brown cloud of reduced copper. In nearly all

cases the preparation when thickened will be covered with a film of acetates,

which can be removed from the top of the fluid without injury to the mate-

rial. The concentrated solution should be perfectly clear, of a light green

color, and the chromatophores of the algae as perfect a green as in lite.

I have often been asked by students, and in fact by those well acquainted

with algae, whether the plants thus given them for examination were no

really alive. The advantage of having plant material, especially for ee-

mentary students, in a condition as near as possible to the five state, obvia *

explanations about stains. I have found it very undesirable to give begin-

ners any material other than alive or such as looks like the live stage

plant studied.—J. A. Nieuwland, University of Notre Dam,
Ind.
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PAUL HENNINGS

(with portrait)

Professor Paul Hennings, the well-known mycologist, died after a

short illness on October 14, 1908.

In the botanical circles of Berlin he was a welcome and esteemed per-

sonage, having won the sympathy of his colleagues by his extensive learning

as well as by his kindly and un-

assuming He was a dis-

tinguished collector and preparator,

an authority on the world's fungi,

a faithful and conscientious official

Museum

humorous
poet.

As his personality and his whole
nature were made up of a multi-

tude of contradictions, understood
only by those who knew him inti-

mately, so the course of his de-
velopment also shows many con-
tradictions which alone give the
key to a comprehension of this

unusual man, who was, in the
best sense of the word, an original.

Paul Hennings
November 27, 1841, in Heide, Dithmarsischen, Holstein. He grew up in

Provincial surroundings, attending the gymnasium at Meldorf until circum-

stances compelled him in i860 to give up the scientific career to which he

aspired, and to leave school wh™ onlv a third-form boy.

acknowled;

time direct

Kiel

manner
afterward looked out for

Urged by his older countryman, the Low-German poet Klaus Groth,

^h whom he ^s always on the most friendly terms, he was matriculated

n &d in the winter semester of 1863-1864. The breaking-out of the war

* *864 obliged him to give up his work in Kiel, and he secured an official

Position in th» r^„4. ~cc . . , *<•..__
Augustenburg any
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he was transferred to Hohenwestedt where he remained until 1874. His

official work was repugnant to him, and during this whole time he remained

faithful to his love of science, teaching in the agricultural school of Hohen-

westedt and soon taking a prominent position as a collector. In addition

to all this work he began to issue not only his herbaria for agricultural

purposes, but also the first hundred of his comprehensive seed collections.

In 1874, he was called by Eichler, who at that time was director of the

botanical garden at Kiel, to be his assistant. Here he put in order the

Lucas herbarium and devoted himself with great zeal to the cryptogamous

herbarium. Eichler was called to Berlin in 1879, and in 1880 he invited

Professor Hennings to join him, and confided to him the arrangement of

While

crypt

His

made it possible for him to complete speedily the work assigned to him.

From about 1885 he devoted himself almost exclusively to fungi. It is

true that during this period he issued two fascicles of the algae of the Mark

Brandenburg, but his interest centered in the mushrooms of this region

and

and later, when the museum received abundant collections from tropical

regions, he devoted himself to the fungi of the whole world. His fine feeling

for form enabled him in a short time to become an authority in all systematic

questions regarding fungi. When in 1890 he was appointed assistant

Custos, and in 1891 Custos of the Botanical Gardens, he had already brought

together in Berlin one of the best collections of fungi in the world.

In 1902, as a well-deserved recognition of his work, he was appoint

royal professor. Until his death he continued indefatigably at his wor ',

the division of the fungi assigned him in the great museum.

Twelve months ago the death of his son paralyzed his energies

stole the pen from the busy hand.

Hennings in his special domain was self-taught, and his entire actm y

must be judged from this point of view. He possessed a fine sense of form,

which made it possible for him at once to put every newly discovered
species

in the right place in the system. By this his work was greatly faclh^k

'

and this explains his easy command, not only of the fungi of the . ^
but also of tropical regions. He published in twenty years 250 pap^

^
which dealt with the fungi of innumerable tropical regions. He ma e^

specialty of the mushrooms of the German colonies and of Brs
T*

dominated the difficult domain of the Hymenomycetes in a masterly m
^

ner, so that he discovered many unexpected treasures even at the ga

Berlin.

reserved-sometimes
almost

repellent—man, suspected that he had a really childlike soul, one p
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larly responsive to lyric poetry and to the dialect of his home. He wrote

many humorous poems, revealing a rich poetical power, a deep comprehen-

sion of life, and a faithful devotion to his home.

He showed rare courteousness to his friends and even with strangers

he was not parsimonious of his great knowledge. Helpful, modest, retiring,

with

J

memory Lindau

PURE CULTURES OF FUNGI

The Association internationale des botanistes, founded some years ago,

has an office where pure cultures of fungi can be obtained either in exchange

payment

wish

g that more use will

been the case hitherto.

This office proposes to become a hying register of the described fungi.

Large numbers of species are mentioned in the handbooks, which are said

to be insufficiently described and cannot possibly be identified. The

number-— ~* v,* xvj.v.ixi.Ava.1 apcLica ucatnutu uiivi^x «„ -» ». -^— —
#

This evil may be avoided in future if every mycologist, when describing

a new fungus, will send a culture to the office of the Association. The

author not only is thereby relieved of its cultivation, but everyone who

is studying kindred species may procure material for comparison.

Rather frequent applications are made to the office, but the collection

does not grow in proportion to the description of new species. It has often

happened that upon requesting a person to send us a culture of a certain

recently described fungus, the author is obliged to reply that the cultures

bave been lost."ive been lost. Who can be sure ever to find again ms iuugua
. *

~
little trouble of sending it to the office, however, would have saved the ongi-

will

— .v,lw w posterity.

But the office does not desire the new species only. .

be acceptable of which you have pure cultures and which are not mentioned

m our fist, published regularly in the Botanisclies Centralblatt; because many

secies are asked for which we do not possess. You are requested to tell

Us whether the species left to our care need frequent renewing. The greater

cultures
of them need particular care.

nformation. and details of terms for the proposed service win

be gladly supplied on application. Johanna

Amsterdam. Holland
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BOOK REVIEWS
Physiological education

In putting out the second edition of his laboratory course in plant physiology, 1

Professor Ganong directs attention to its threefold purpose in these words:

First, it aims to lead students through a good laboratory course in plant physiology.

Second, it seeks to provide a handbook of information upon all phases of plant physi-

ology having any educational interest. Third, I venture to hope that it may find serv-

ice as a guide to self-education by ambitious teachers or students The
is not a compendium of physiological knowledge, nor yet, except incidentally, a hand-

book of investigations; but it is a guide to the acquisition of a physiological education.

It is designed as a contribution to educational economy, and as such I wish it to be

judged.

the work can fail to see that it fulfils the threefold

design of its author, so far as is compatible with success in making it, what it

distinctly is, a contribution to educational economy, and by no means the first that

Professor Ganong has produced . The strong pedagogical spirit which runs

through the book is suffused by the even stronger scientific spirit, and the com-

bination will make it of the highest service to teachers, as well as to those who

without other guidance, seek to gain a first-hand knowledge of plant physiology.

It must be pointed out that the book plans vastly more work than can be allot-

ted to any elementary course in plant physiology in colleges. In the collateral

lines of reading and inquiry that it suggests, there is opportunity for some years

of labor, and for acquiring a wide knowledge of certain topics. Doubtless the

author had it in mind that it is far better to err in this direction than to leave the

student with the false notion that the book presents fully the whole subject. But

a less informed and mnsiHPraf *<>„~u^ :„u+ i.^^i„eci« u^ such assignments

examines

to overburden seriously the conscientious student.

ology might

his guide, his know!

o- - *"-".. pnjsiuiogy mignt not be well balanced, because wc F—„ o

value of different parts of the subject, and hence the attention paid to them Df

the author, are not always proportionate to their importance. Thus, little
more

than 20 Daffes am ^a^ *- *i_- _i - • -x_i..-i:^ „„a ahnut an equal

urn

the description of apparatus. On the other hand, a little more than 20 pff*
is

his allotment

thesis.
While

7 ^ --^-i^^xr Wff XV.V^ ***^ *-**v*wa* --*

may be defended on pedagogical grounds

laborat
figs. 68. New York: Henry Holt & Co. x9o8. $2 .oo.

8vo. PP- *i + 265

242
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justifiable from the standpoint of the student or of the subject. Obviously, the

author expects that by lectures or other reading and experimentation such inequal-

ities are to be corrected.

One very helpful feature for the teacher is that various apparatus and methods

of conducting experiments are either described in full or are referred to, so that

they may be available. In most cases, however, it will be found that the method

adopted in the book is clearly the most suitable for the elementary student, taking

all things into consideration.

Much of the " normal apparatus," devised by Professor Ganong and now

put upon the market, is highly convenient and useful. In some cases, however,

it is doubtful whether the game is worth the candle, e. g., in the quantitative deter-

limited

time of the student.

guide

from the point of view of convenience, training, and knowledge acquired, the

experiments

attention is paid to the various topics. On these matters each teacher will have

form his own
rm

factors possible
But

ill*e fancy there will be small disagreement with the statement that no one wi

fail to find this book of the greatest service in conducting elementary courses

even if he hesitates to adopt it formally as a laboratory manual; and for that pur

P * it is, in many respects, far and away the best that has appeared in an)

language.—C. R. B.

MINOR NOTICES
knownJavanese fresh-water algae.—Various works have contributed to makt

fte algal flora of Java, of which the nearly simultaneous ones by de Wildemax

and by Gutwinski are best known and most comprehensive. Bernard,
n<* a professed phycologist and modestly decrying the value of his work, adds

yery materially to the knowledge of the Protococcaceae and Desmidiaceae, m a

jather voluminous paper published by the Department of Agriculture of the Dutch

Indles.> Beginning the work of collecting almost accidentally, the beauty and

Merest of the unicellular forms and the necessity of examining them in the living

condition determined his study of them. In an introduction (45 PP-)
the author'

™er giving briefly the history, bibliography, methods of study and collection, and

"* peculiarities of the localities explored, discusses the variations, adaptations^

and Cosn>opolitanism of certain forms, states his attitude on nomenclature and

** fcrth in tabular statistical form the various contributions to his subject.

TOm this * appears that there are now known 230 species and varieties of these

'Be*nard> Ch> Protococcac6es et Desmidiacees d'eau douce, recokees a Java

« *cmes par C. B. Imp . 8vo . pp . 2 «; . pis. 16. Batavia: Landsdrukkenj. 1908.
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two orders, of which Bernard has collected and described 202. Of these 4 are

new to Java, 79 others are new to the East Indian region, and 81 are described

as new species or varieties. By 580 carefully drawn figures, rather crowded on

the plates, the author represents all species of his collection, so that later workers

can see what plants he has actually been working with. The evident care and

thoroughness of the work indicate that this is no mean contribution to the

knowledge of the Javenese flora.—C. R. B.
V

I

Folk names of Brazilian plants.—For some years there has been running

through the Pharmaceutical Review a series of articles by Dr. Theodor Peckolt,

giving the vernacular names of Brazilian plants and plant products, including

both the Portuguese names and those adopted from the Tupi language. This

material is now brought together in book form, 3 as monograph no. 15 of the

Pharmaceutical Science Series, under the editorship of Dr. Edward Kremers.

The vernacular names appear in alphabetic order, with the German equivalent

where it exists, the scientific equivalent, including the specific name and family

name, when known, and brief comments in German on the use made of the prod-

ucts. It is rather unfortunate that there is not an index to the scientific names,

for this would undoubtedly greatly increase the usefulness of what has been a

difficult and time-consuming task. The volume will be of special assistance to

taxonomists, to dealers in crude drugs, and to manufacturers who call for

Brazilian products.—C. R. B.

German South-polar Expedition.—The second part of the eighth volume

(Botany) of the sumptuous report upon this expedition has just been issue ,

with an account by Reinbold of all the seaweeds except the Lithothamniaceae,

which are elaborated by Foslie. The collections were not extensive and no new

species were found by Reinbold. Foslie, however, recognized and descn

several new unsegmented corallines from the material obtained by this expe iUod

and here presents again the descriptions with photographic illustrations.—
•

NOTES FOR STUDENTS
primitive type of seed.—Oliver

to our knowledge of the structure of paleozoic seeds. In I
ILLIAMSOK

Theodor
A Pro*

. Volksbenennungen der brasilianischen
Pflanzen^un^

dukte derselben in brasilianischer (portugiesischer) und von der Tupisprac e^

tenNamen. 8vo. pp. 252. Milwaukee: Pharmaceutical Review Publishing • ^
4Dent<;rViP Cfi.ivwtU. t?~—au: . ;m Xnttrave des Reicbsam

im Aultrage uc* «~-

-

^
Innern herausgegeben von Erich von Drygalski, Leiter der Expe n ^ ^
Band, Botanik, Heft II. (i) Reinbold, Th., Die Meeresalgen, pp. J7^ '^^
Foslie, M., Die Lithothamnien. pp. 203-220. pi. 20. figs- ^ Ber

Reimer. 1908. Jlf 5.

from Botany

archaic type °f ***

. - *.. 10. «&
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described Physostoma elegans from the Lower Coal-measures, but a little later

placed it in his new genus Lagenostoma as L. physoides. Oliver now proposes

to revive the genus Physostoma as distinct from Lagenostoma, replacing the

nam

L. Kidstonii as P. Kidstonii.

6mm
)

Physostoma elegans is remarkable in several particulars. It is a small (5.5-

of the nuceUar beak, as in Lagenostoma; but in this free region the integument

consists of ten distinct lobes ("tentacles" the author calls them). These lobes

are the direct prolongation of the ribs below, and represent the units of the "canopy"

of Lagenostoma. Both lobes and ribs are clothed with long, club-shaped hairs.

The testa shows no stony layer, and therefore is homogeneous, consisting of five

or six layers of close-fitting, thin-walled, elongated cells. The vascular system

enters the narrowed base of the seed as a single strand, which at once breaks up

bto a ring of strands, each one of which traverses a rib and continues on through

the corresponding free lobe . The vascular strands lie along the inner limit of

the integument, in what would be the "inner fleshy layer" had the usual three-

layered differentiation of the testa occurred. On the outside of each strand there

is a lacuna ; and in the base of the seed a continuous lacuna surrounds the single

large strand and the group of separating strands. It is suggested that these lacunae

represent the position of disorganized phloem.

The nucellus is remarkable in its peripheral "secretory zone," which extends

from the chalaza to the tip of the nucellar beak. The "secretory sacs' are thin,

oblong, tabular cells, separated by a tissue of smaller cells. They are most abun-

dant and crowded in the funnel-shaped region of the chalaza bounded by the mer-

ging vascular strands and the base of the embryo sac. The author sees m

presence of these secretory sacs the retention in the ovule of a feature presen r

the vegetative organs, in which character Physostoma is unique in the Lage^

^
stoma group. Between the secretory zone and the sac there is a tissue^0 ^^
more radially compressed layers, which the author calls the

'

'
tapetum. ^

this may represent the active nutritive zone developed in many gymnospe

m the nucellar tissue surrounding the sac; or it may be the ordinary nuceUa

sue compressed by the enlarging sac. The megaspore membrane was on

Anally detected, and then as a very delicate one. The pollen chamber asm

T,^... . \ _ _
*

. . ., :j~^; c nf the nucellar oeak
formed bv the separation of the epidermis

v_, ^^ 10 luiincu uy uie seua.iat,i<uFii vx -«- -r~ . ^na into
*">* the subjacent tissue, giving the appearance of nucellar tissue grcn ing m

^ pollen chamber as a conical mass, the chamber thus becoming a beiw ^
c*vke. Physostoma differs, however, from Lagenostoma, in the lac ^
embryo sac invades this hpat sn that the aoex of the sac is invested oy

bottle"). Oliver
~v puuen cnamber ("like the incurved dohuw u» » -

, {(

suggests that this apical prolongation of the sac of Physostoma may be P

mordial tent pol
which show

The pollen chambers contain an abundance of pollen grams, w

** ceu-c0mpieX now known in several paleozoic seeds. The author thinks
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sperms
sperms

that an integument of free segments is

gments, and that probably intermediate
cence occur in the Lagenostoma group. In this group, therefore, the origin of

integument

Oliver is not inclined to accept Miss Benson's suggestion that the integument

(as illustrated by that of Lagenostoma Lomaxii) has arisen by the sterilization of

the peripheral sporangia of a synangium; but prefers to regard it as a new struc-

ture, arising contemporaneously with the seed habit, and related in some way

to the "encasement" that so often accompanies reproductive activity.

The reasons for regarding Physostoma as a member of the Lagenostoma

group are given in detail, and the conclusion is reached that it is the "most primi-

tive seed yet come to light," the plant to which it belongs probably being one of

the Lyginodendreae. The reasons for the conclusion quoted above are not quite

clear, and seem to contradict some rather convincing conclusions reached by the

same author in his study of Stephanospermum and other paleozoic seeds—J. M. C

Sterility in hybrids.—Tischler6 has a lengthy treatment of the subject of

sterility in hybrids. A preliminary paper, summarizing his conclusions, has

already been reviewed in- this journal.' The present paper is in two parts, the

first presenting the cytological data and the second dealing with the theoretical

conclusions. The use of charcoal in drawings can scarcely be recommended for

clearness, many of the figures being mere smudges, and they furnish no sufficient

evidence of such cytological matters as the pairing of threads in synapsis. Pollen

formation, and in some cases megaspore formation, is described in hybrids of

Mirabilis, Potentilla, and Syringa. A variety of irregularities, such as are com-

mon during the reduction divisions in hybrids, are described, including formation

of extra nuclei by chromosomes left in the cytoplasm and failure of one or both

reduction mitoses. In other cases the reduction processes were normal, but there

was a lack of cytoplasm and the pollen grains failed to grow. PotenMa rubens,

cultivated in dry and hot conditions, matured good pollen, but after fertilization

the young embryos died. In all cases a paucity of cytoplasm was observed, begin-

ning during or after reduction.

Tischler lack of harmony

,7
wrea me cmomatic elements. However, it seems necessary to assume ^

^compatibility" of the chromatins or plasms, which makes itself
evident

during the formation of reproductive cells, for otherwise there is no explanation

.

why a plant continues to show vegetative growth and yet fails to mature its ge«°

cells. Instead of a chromosome incompatibility, perhaps we may have in u»

TlSCHLE
X:

33-151- fig*. 120. 1908.

Arch

Gaze
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cytoplasm some process which is symbolized by the pairing of chromosomes in

synapsis, and which, owing to differences in the composition of the parental idio-

plasms, leads to derangement and finally cessation of the metabolism that had

previously been carried on successfully. Some such hypothesis is necessary to

germ cell formation

necessity

produced

Tischler agrees with Jost that the increased luxuriance of some hybnds is

bably due to a "poisoning" effect of one species on the other. Some of the

cases

Three classes of facts are cited to show that there is not a segregation of charac-

ters during reduction in Mendelian hybrids: (1) Cases of vegetative splitting,

as in Syringa correlate and Cytisus Adami. (2) Certain cases of latency or cryp-

tomery (Tschermak); e. g., the crossing of two white forms having certain other

characters gives a violet hybrid. But such cases have been otherwise explained

by the Mendelians. (3) Characters mendelize which cannot be represented by

distinct portions of the idioplasm. Here are cited annual and biennial races of

Hyoscyamus niger, immunity and non-immunity to rust in certain grains, and

sterility and non-sterility in Lathyrus. On the other hand, it might be said that

if the chromosomes are unlike, then each must represent some general property

of the whole organism, if it represents anything. Tischler concludes that in

the reduction divisions there is not a true segregation but latescence (Latentwerden)

of characters. It is questionable whether this is an improvement over the idea

of chromosomes or representative particles in the dominant and recessive con-

dition in the germ cells, a hypothesis which will undoubtedly have to be given

up- Drosera rotundifolia X longifolia produces pollen grains in tetrads, and in

characters belonging to each parent. This
cases

indicates a splitting of characters during reduction. But Bateson crossed races

rus
posand toe F * gave long: short in the ratio 3: 1. From this it appears that it u

a°le to have Mendelian behavior without segregation of characters during

eduction.

similarThe frequent sterility in mutants, accompanied by
foose in hybrids during reduction, as the reviewer has shown,8 Tischler

ascribes
R. R. Gates.

Temperature and growth.-Beginners in research will do well to study his

P^ by Balls.' It is f a type really too rare. It shows how a keen scientific

^emment is alert to appreciate the significance of a casual observation m its

^"ng upon a fundamental problem. It shows how difficulties may be overcome

8 Gates, R. r., Pollen deveIopment in hybrids of Oenothera lataXO.
Lamarckiana,

lts Nation to mutation. Box. Gazette 43 :«i-"5« Pls -
*~+ I9°7 "

W., Temperature and growth. Annals of Botany «: 5 57-"^ls, Lawrence
908.
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by ingenuity in devising efficient apparatus and illustrates the potency of logical

inquiry

is not given. Egypt

ganism

noted that cultures of this "sore-shin" fungus showed a notable difference between

thermal observatioi

suggested an analysis of the temperature factor in its effects upon growth. It is

fungus are morphologically and physiologically

formation course

this statement is not to be taken literally, as it would be very difficult to say that

all the hyphae of a given fungus are physiologically equivalent. As a matter of

fact, the author himself states that in liquid cultures at 20 C. resting cells ait

formed If the cultures are grown at 34 C. growth ceases (culture

becomes stale) much earlier than at lower temperatures. This feature of "stale-

ness" or of discontinued growth was found to be caused by the accumulation of

substances which retard and if sufficiently concentrated stop growth. The sub-

stance or substances which originate in the organism as a result of the effect oi

temperature, and whose influence is to inhibit growth, have been isolated from

chemically

identified. To such katabolites the provisional name of "X" is given. From

appropnate

increas-

n io° C

and this acceleration approximately fulfils the expectation based upon 1W
Hoff's law; (b) above 3o° C. the growth-rate acceleration decreases as the factor

of time becomes limiting; (c) later growth stops at a fairly definite temperature,

(i) the optimum is there

v
effects—

- .^ a. ucuime temperature but a status ot the organism in w«n- — —
of the factors of time and of temperature physiologically balance. As would he

expected the style and composition of the paper are consistent with the logical

development of the investigation.—Raymond H. Pond.

Seedlings of conifers.—With the hope of finding facts of phylogenetic imp*"

, Fraine began, some time ago, a comparative study of the tra

tion region in seedlings. Their preliminary announcement of results was no

in this journal;" the first paper of the series has appeared recently-

"

The species examined in this part of the work are included in thirteen gen

of the Coniferales. Two subfamilies of the Taxaceae are represented, the V

carpmeae and the Taxineae; and of the Pinaceae two subfamilies, the Tawd*

and the Cupressineae. In all the conifer seedlings examined the authors

the transition to be according to van Tieghem's type 3 or a modification

In all but Podocarpus, which has two, there is only one vascular bundle 1

"Bot. Gazette 43: 77 . I0o7 .

Hill mnosperms. I

Annals of Botany 22 : 689-7 12. 1 908.
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cotyledon. The cotyledonarv bundles contain either centripetal xylem or its

lineal descendant, transfusion tissue, the pronounced mesarch bundle occurring

in greater proportion in the Taxineae (Taxus and Cephalotaxus)
.

With respect

to the number of cotyledons, only members of the Pinaceae (Cryptomena and

Sequoia gigantea in the Taxodineae, and Libocedrus and some species of Cupres-

sus among the Cupressineae) have more than two. The presence of resin ducts,

likewise, was observed only in the Pinaceae, Juniperus having them in the leaves,

and the Taxodineae having them in the cotyledons in all the forms examined,

except Widdringtonia. Two instances of fusion of cotyledons are reported: in

rm

the leaf of Sciadopitys; in Cupressus torulosa, the cotyledons fuse near the base

form a tube. In every case the number of root poles corresponds with the

number of " whole " cotyledons. .. ,

The authors believe that dicotyledony is the more primitive condition, and
J "'

. - i-.i- K,,f the

form

statement of their reasons for this conclusion is deferred to a future paper.

It is a hopeful sign that the authors did not intrust this valuable collection

of seedlings to the mercy of a razor; to read that the sections were made in an

orderiy fashion with the help of a microtome gives double assurance that the obser-

vations are accurate.

—

Helen A. Dorety.

Root excretions.—Stoklasa and Ernst12 report a conclusive piece of work

The excellent technique these workers have developed in

potass:

- V/H.H.IIU1KI, J. lie CA^CllClil lCV,illH4LH- i."v.-«- ,
fiplH

handling similar problems makes their contribution in this much disputed

unusually valuable. They find that no acid (organic or inorganic) except H
, 3

is excreted by roots, if they are fully supplied with oxygen, so that aerobic respi

tion is unrestrained. In limited oxygen supply, certain organic acids are o^
«ad excreted; but in no case is any inorganic acid or salt excreted; not even **»>

' im phosphate, contrary to the claim of Czapek. The organic acids aPF
» -der limited oxygen supply vary with the plant used. Buck* e

barley give formic and acetic acids; oats and maize, formic; and the Deei,
-

Stoklasa and Ernst believe these acids arise from the incompletely o

Products of respiration. In a full oxygen supply they maintain that tnese

«* oxidized to carbon dioxid and water. whether
The authors are to make an exhaustive investigation of the questio

^ hydrogen is produced in the aerobic respiration of roots, and
what °^

a°ds are excreted by the roots of many other species of plants under limited oxy g

Supply.

The authors also determined the amount of CO . excreted by the root systems

of Parley, oats, rye, and wheat. The barley root-system gives off m g

to*unt of CO, and produces the greatest dry weight. The quotient arising

12
Stoklasa, t and Ernst, A., Beitrage ziir Losung

\ j J *' ^knst, A., uenrage /.m ^~-—

o

Ur des Wurzelsekretes. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 46:55-^2
-

l9cS '
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dividing by the dry weight of the root system the weight of CO, produced is lea*

in barley and greatest in oats. This quotient is considered as the indication of
A 1 * /"* m

energy

farm
of the soil probably arises from the accumulation of the highly toxic organic acids

due to the incompletely oxidized products of respiration.

It should be mentioned here that the authors have studied only the aliphatic

excreta and make no mention of any of the aromatic series.—Wm. Crocker.

Graft hybrids.

undecided
been

Winkler

undertook an extensive series of experiments on this subject, using as material

two species which will not hybridize in the ordinary manner, namely Solanum

nigrum and Solanum lycopersicum. In an earlier paper1 * he dealt with the

production of what he calls chimeras, that is shoots, one side of which resembles

ing each other.

ux

graft

between the same species by the same method. *« In all, 268 grafts were made,

which after decapitation produced over 3000 adventitious shoots. Five of the

latter were chimeras and a single one
S. lycopersicum on S. nigrum.

grafting

graft

produced 14 adventitious shoots, 8 of which were pure S. nigrum, 5 S. lycopersicum,

and 1 the graft hybrid. The latter was detached and rooted, finally produring

flowers. intermediate

rded

"pure line" cultures. Winkler names the hvhrid S. tubineense, and proposes

nearer 5. nigrum. The purity of both parents was assured by using gua

nnrp lin^" „„n ttt .....„.,. _j «mi

S1gn Two

~.^^^ua MiUOls are also
being nearer the S. lycopersicum.

termediate

Strasbur

™*' found the number of chromosomes to be the same as in each parent

Several interesting cytological questions, which Winkler hopes to determine, are

involved in the nuclear and chromosome behavior of his graft hybrid.
Appar-

ently there must be a union of cells, nuclei, or chromosomes, or perhaPs °f

three, in the production of this form.—R. R. Gates.

I3 Winkler, Hans, Ueber Pfropfbastarde und pflanzliche
Chimaren.

Ueutsch. Bot Ge<w>ll= «.-../;o * /•
• Vjesells- 25:568-576. Jigs. 3. 1907.

l\To H 7 '
Solanum tubingense, ein echter Pfropfbastard zwischen Tomate

iNachtschatten. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 26a: 595-6o8. figs. 2. 1908.

j s Briefly described by the reviewer in Bot. Gazette 47=84- i9°9-
16 ^burger, EM Ueber die Indivi'dualitat der Chromosomen und die Hroj

B*

und

briden-Frage.
^. j. 1907
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Germs in the air.

—

Saito has determined

Sedgwick

Ann. Ren. Mass

as counted by colonies, and the kinds found in the University garden and the street

air of Tokyo. 17 Several of these tests were made in each month of the year, with

observations He found a high street

average in July and August during a period of dust and dryness following a wet

season. The garden average increased in November and December in proportion

to a large number of windy days. Snow or rainfall always cleansed the air of

germs. Of the 55 Bacteriaceae and i7*Coccaceae found, Saito described 18

forms

known ifuh •in

B. rubiginosus described by Cataino in Cohn's Beitrage 7: 538. 1896; and Sarcina

agilis appears to differ from M. agilis as described by Migula in 1897 only in the

easily lost character of pigment formation. Motile sarcinas, however, are rare

and should be carefully studied.

—

Mary Hefferan.

Anatomy of Saxegothaea.—This monotypic conifer, restricted to the wet

woods of the upper slopes of the Andes of Chili, has long been in demand for

morphological investigation. When Lindley described it in 1851, he called

.Allied

exhibits

tens, it shows even more resemblance to the Araucarineae than do the other podo-

carps, especially in its wingless pollen grains and distinct cone of spirally arranged

sporophylls. Stiles 18 has examined the anatomical structure of two specimens

« cultivation in England, and concludes that the genus is relatively primitive.

The structure of the wood of the stem and of the medullary rays is simple; and

this, taken together with the simple arrangement of the sporophylls, has convinced

the author that Saxegothaea is at least the oldest of the podocarps, and shows

*nvation from a common ancestral stock with the araucarians.—J. M. C.

Potato breeding.-EAST'* considers the extensive record of the history of

the potato, and future methods of its improvement. Many interesting biological

facts well

as practical suggestions for the improvement of varieties
success

common potato with S. Commersonii—jt^v* mat trusses 01 me common poiaiu whax ^>
d** varieties which are more resistant to disease. Methods of improvement

atmo
Jour. Coll.

Tokyo, 23: no. 15. pp.77, figs. 19. charts 2. 1908.

"Stiles, W., The anatomy of Saxegothaea conspicua Lindl. New Phytol. 7-

~222
- Jigs. 28-34. IQo8 .

;* East, E. M., A study of the factors influencing the improvement of the potato.
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include (1) crossing under controlled conditions, (2) selection of fluctuations, and

(3) selection of wider variations and a study of ways of causing them, graft hybrids

being a possible method.—R. R. Gates.

illuminated.

aluminum.

—

Fluri

:h from Spirogyra

permeable

tic agents. The disappearance of the starch is probably due to the joint action

of three effects of these salts: loss of sugar through the permeable protoplasm,

the increased diastatic action, and the slower photosynthetic activity. If glucose,

glycerin, or isodulcitol is mixed with the aluminum salt, the salt does not then

render the protoplasm permeable.

—

Wm. Crocker.

Transpiration and water storage.

—

Shreve 21 finds

j

mid

phyte which does not store water, but grows at the top of the rainy forest. Stelis

reduces its transpiration almost to nothing when forced to draw upon the stored

With
sgular transpiration.

—

William

Branch cankers of Rhododendron.—Von Schrenk22 describes some interest-

ing swellings of the branches of Rhododendron maximum that are produced where

dead twigs have fallen. The healing layer starts to develop at a distance from the

base of the fallen twig, and in a few years a large swelling results. The chief

interest in the phenomenon arises from the fact that a gall-like structure is pro-

duced without the intervention of a parasite.—H. C. Cowles.

Virescence in Oxalis.—Hus'3 has been studying plants of Oxalis stricta with

K^,-,k + ,,.... .
J or

. , .1 ,\>c While

the green petals approach sepals in

erw
While

other

amed
characteristics of the ordinary petals. The new form, which has been named

Oxalis stricta viridiflora, is constant from seed, and is to be made the object o

careful study.—H. C. Cowles

20 Fluri, Ma
99:81-126. 1908.

21 Shreve, Forrest

s von Aluminiumsalzen auf das Protoplasma.

;piration and water storage in Stelis ophiogt"***

22 Schrenk, H. von, Branch cankers of Rhododendron. Mo. Bot. Gard.

18:77-80. 1907.

2 3 Hus, H, Virescence of Oxalis stricta. Mo. Bot. Gard. Rep. iS:9rlc&
'

I9°7 '

Plant World 11:165-172. I9o8 .
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VOLUME XLVII NUMBER 4

Botanical Gazette
APRIL igog

I'XDESCRIBED PLANTS FROM GUATEMALA AND OTHER
CENTRAL AMERICAN REPUBLICS. XXXP

John Donnell Smith

(with one figure)

Magnolia guatemalensis Donn. Sm —Glabra. Folia brcvitcr

petiolata elliptica apice acuta basi obtusiuscula concoloria subtu

labrescentia crebre penninervia. Sepala oblonga tenuiter coriacea

nervia. Petala spatulato-obovata coriacea. Stamina numerosissima.

Gynophorum fusiforme.

Arbor 6-8-metralis. Folia supra cum ramulis petiolis pedunculo glabra subtus

P'issparsis castaneis aspersa vel denique glabra i2-i6cm longa S-S"8 5
cm Iata

Plerumque abrupte breviterque cuspidata. costa subtus tuberculato-rugosa, uervtf

'ateralibus utrinque 13-16, interjectis minoribus vix ullis, petiolis 1.5-^ lonP,s

ap'ce canaliculatis ceterum teretibus. Pedunculus 3
cm longus, stipulis fohorum

Pentium 8-15™
iongis passim castaneo-pubescentibus. Sepala 58-60

"onga 2i~22mm ,ata ima basi 68mm ,ata humectate pdlucido-punctulata. Petala

t: ^mm longa 29mm lata ima basi 2_3mm lata opaca cum sepalis obtusa glabra

"""«
Receptaculum staminale 6m™ longum ^-diametrale, staminibus at-

at
95- Gynophorum 25™ longum medio g^-diametrale, carpellis circiter

??J
florso sulcatis in stigma 4

mm longum recurvatum attenuatis. Fructus

ideratur—J/, portorhensi Bello proxima differt praesertim glabritate.

* Palude profunda prope Tactic, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guatemala, alt.

fc°
m

- Mart. 1908, H. von Tuerckheim (n. II. 2165).

Ma'ila verapazensis Donn. Sm.-Folia supra glabra subtus

nePVls
Puberula et diaphano-punctulata ceterum opaca oblonga acute

cu
^lmeo-cuspidata basi acutiuscula. Racemi folia subaequanK-

[,ubm<»'. Sepala ovata vel ovalia pedicellum aequantia petal-

jato-oblongis paulo breviora. Antherae in appendicem hnearcm

Uctae- Stylus ovario vix brevior, stigmate minimo.

Continued from Bot. Gazette 46:117. 1908.
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Ramuli glabri. Folia coriacea i8-2ocm longa medio 6-6.

5

cm
lata, nervis

subtus elevatis et pallidis, lateralibus parallels utrinque 13-15 sub ipso margine

-mm

mm

arcuatis, venis transversis undulatis, venulis minute reticulatis, petiolis 12-15

longis. Racemi fere a basi floriferi prope basin ramum nonnunquam emittente

pedicellis inordinatim dissitis puberulis, floribus pentameris. Sepala in alabastro

puberula post anthesin deflexa 7~8mm longa, 3 exteriora late obtuseque ovata

interioribus suborbicularibus paulo angustiora. Petala g
mm longa apice 3-4

basi i
mm lata. Stamina 4~5mm longa, antheris appendice eis paulo breviore

computata 2mm longis. Ovarium glabrum elongato-oblongum, stylo 5
mm longo,

stigmate pyramidato i
mm longo. Capsula ignota.

—

M. macrophyllae Benth.

proxima.

In silvis montanis ad praedium Cubilquitz dictum, Depart. Alta Verapaz,

Guatemala, alt* 35om , Oct. 1904, H . von Tuerckheim, n. 8660 ex PI. Guat. etc.

quas ed. Bonn. Sm.

Leandra (§Carassanae Cogn.) Tuerckheimii Donn. Sm.

Ramuli teretes uti petioli paniculae calyces strigillosi. Folia ovato-

oblonga vel -lanceolata incurvo-acuminata basi acuta septuplmervia

discoloria supra tuberculato-setosa subtus foveolata pubescentia.

Flores ebracteolati. Calycis lobi interiores brevissimi, segmenta

exteriora filiformia tubum aequantia.

Ramuli dichotomi. Strigillae densae arete appressae purpurascentes. Folia

leviter disparia rigida inter bullas diaphana supra i

?~ J:
"

°°"Q crassis

armata r ..... _.feI
s pubescentia 7

-n<™ longa

infra medium 3-4.5™ lata basi inaequalia, petiolis in eodem jugo inaequah u>

i-5-3cm l»ngis. Paniculae terminales singulae vel 2-3-nae trichotwnae 6-7-3

longae, bracteolis lineari-lanceolatis i.5-2nim longis, pedicellis io'2
"11

" loni

Horibus 5-meris. Calyx longe strigillosus, tubo campanulato 3-4""" lon*° ™

limbum non constricto, lobis interioribus vix o.5mm longis semiorbiculan .u

Petala oblongo-ovaca 4-5** longa. Stamina 10, antheris 1
. 5
mm **&

"^J
compressa aequantibus, connectivo infra loculos haud producto. Ovarium

convexo glabrum 5-loculare, stylo 4-5mm longo. Hacca non adest.-Secun

methodum clari Cogniaux juxta L. slrigillifloram Cogn. locanda.

In summo monte silvestri prope Cobdn, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Gua e

Jun. 1908, H. von Tuerckheim (n. II. 2369).

Hoffmannia Tuerckheimii Donn. Sm.—Pubes undique P
aleaC'^

monfli-formis. Folia inter minora longiuscule petiolata
ovata^

ovalia contracto-acuminata basi acuta vel rotundata supra W

subtus piasertim ad nervis pubescentia. Flores
fasciculate^

sessiles pubescentes. Calycis tubus obovatus lobis
subulate
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bngior corolla partita 6-plo superatus. Filamenta anthcris trienti

breviora.

Ramuli dichotomi teretes lenticellati fusco-pubescentes, stipulis triangulari-

bus. Folia coriacea 5-6.

5

cm longa 2-5~4cm lata subtus pallida ct inter nervo

subtilius pubescentia, nervis lateralibus utrinque 5-7, petiolis 15-22™™ longis.

Pedunculus vix ullus nodiformis glandulosus, pedicellis 3-10-nis i
mm longis,

floribus tetrameris i4mm longis. Calyx tetragonus 3
mm longus sinubus glandu-

losus. Corolla sparsius pubescens i2mm longa, segmentis linearibus tubo 5-plo

longioribus. Stamina fauci inserta 5
mm longa, antheris lineari-oblongis. Stylus

corolla paulo brevior, stigmatibus 2 linearibus 2mm longis. Bacca deest.

In silvis supremis montis prope Coban, Depart. Alta Yerapaz, Guatemala,

alt. 1600™ Mart. 1908, H. von Tuerckheim (n. II. 2160).

Guettarda (§Ulolobus DC.) cobanensis Donn. Sm.—Folia tcr-

natim vcrticillata longe petiolata oblongo-elliptica sursum subsensim

deorsum contractius acuminata glabrescentia. Stipulae internodiis

superioribus breviores. Flores 4-5-meri. Corolla inter longiores,

tubo calvcem 7-plo lobos proprios 3-plo stylum dimidio superantc.

Drupa glabra, putamine 3-4-loculari atque -quetro, lobis intermediis

-aepius adjectis.

Ramuli obtuse trigoni pubescentes, internodiis inferioribus i
cm superioribus

2"* longis, stipulis ovatis 5
mm longis extus medio intus undique cano-sericeis.

tol'a juniora supra fere glabra subtus nervis venisque appresse sericeis argentea,

Provectiora utrinque nitida 15-20°™ longa medio 7 - 5-9cm lata, nervis lateralibus

utnnque 12-13, venis transversis creberrimis pellucidis, petiolis pubescentibus

2-/cm longis et foliis in eodem verticillo inaequalibus. Cymae pubescentes fur-

Jf
toe, pedunculo 1

.

5
-2cm longo> bracteis Janceolatis i

mm longis, floribus sericeis.

Ulycis 3mm
long[ limbus brevjs dentatus persistens . Corollae tubus cylindricus

longus, lobi lacerato-crispati. Antherae 4
mm longae.

I o4-..1 _ ._ .

anum
«°num, stylo 14mm longo cano.pubesCente, stigmate capitato. Drupa ovoidea

IC
' lon§a 7

mm
lata calycis limbo coronata, putamine osseo profunde acuteque

3~7-lobato. lornlw r^i.v r- —2-^* ir„ui ;„,„ato, loculis rectis.—G. crispifl, —»..o ic\_iia.—u-. crispiflorae \ am piuAuua.
An sihis montanis prope oppidum Coban, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guatemala,

^oo™, Jan. iqo8, H
Chomelia brachypoda Donn. Sm.—Inermis. Folia glabrescentia

obl°ngo-lanceolata utrinque acuminata paucinervia tr*n»vefsini

^nubsa. Pedunculi petiolis parum longiores, cymis laxe pauciflons

r„l'!

nbUS Paene glabris - Caly-X subsessilis oblongus minute denti- •

" *^- Corollae tubus angu'ste cvlindricus calvce 4-pl° lobis
l
)rQ "culat

Priis 5-0
or.
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Ramuli petioli stipulae pedunculi appresse pilosi, cymis calycibus corollae

lobis sparsim pilosiusculis. Folia 7-iocm longa medio 2.5"3cm .lata sursum

tenuiter acuteque incurvo-angustata deorsum subsensim acuminata chartacea

in sicco viridia supra glabra subtus pilis raris aspersa et axillis barbata, nerv

lateralibus utrinsecus 4-5, venulis erga lucem inspectis manifestis creberrim

undulatis, petiolis 5~6mm longis, stipulis filifonne linearibus 6-8mm longis. Pe-

dunculi 5-8mm longi medio bibracteolati, cymis 4-8-floris, pedicellis brevissim

crassis. Calyx 2.5-3™™ longus, denticulis triangularibus vix 0.5™™ Ion.

Corollae tubus glaberrimus n-i2mm longus, lobis ellipticis 2mm longis. Antherae

inclusae vix 2mm longae. Ovarium calyce dimidio brevius, stylo ramis 2

longis computatis 7
mm longo, ovulis linearibus. Drupa desideratur.—Ob folia

C. filipedi Benth. valde affinis differt praesertim pedunculis perbrevibus.

Ad ripas fluminis Ogewaj prope Sasis, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guatemala,

alt. 90Dm
, Maj. 1908, H. von Tuerckheim (n. II. 2253).

Satyria meiantha Donn. Sm.—Folia juniora lanceolato-oblonga

tenuiter acuminata basi acuta, provectiora ovalia bis longiora quam

latiora utrinque subaequaliter angustata praetermisso utroque neryulo

basali mox evanido triplinervia. Corymbi sessilesr subsimpbcfr

floribus minimis. Antherae tubo filamentorum paulo longion

apice acutae.
* 1

Frutex grandis congeneribus habitu similis. Folia in ramulis annotims

i3-i7cm longa 4. 5
-6cm lata, in ligno vetere i8-i9cm longa ocm lata, nervis lateral

bus utrinsecus 5-7, petiolis 1-1
.

s

cm longis. Corymbi ad nodos defoliatos 2.5-3

longi 8-14-flori, axibus confertis plerumque simplicibus i
cm k/^^V

lanceolato-ovatis, basalibus 2mm longis, medialibus 2 suboppositis i
mni lonPs-

Calycis tubus 1.5m™ longus 2mm-diametralis basi intrusus, limbus dentati
n B

altus. Corolla n-i 2mm longa etiam in sicco laete rosea minutissime puberu .

lobis ovatis apiculatis membrana connexis. Stamina 5-5-°mm lon8a
'. ^^

torum tubo 2.5-3™ longo, antheris majoribus 3-3 -5
mm loTi& s

>

"""J"!" ^sursum dilatatis apice acuto discretis, poris oblongo-ellipticis.
Stylus p

exsertUS. TWraprlpfi™„,f

c Coban, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guatemala,
at.

exsertus. Baccae deficiunt.

In silva montar
i6oom

, Jan. 1008, H

(§M0N0STEMMA K
Folia oblongo-ovata acuminata leviter cordata sparsim minUte

jor
strigillosa. Flores umbellatim cymosi. Corolla calyce 3-P10 f^
mtus glabra colorato-reticulata lobis ovato-oblongis alte fissa.

or

^.

cyathiformis gynostegium subincludens ab eo libera
squam

^

minutissimis bifidis 5-denticulata intus infra marginem squa

minuta cum marginalibus alternante instructa.
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Suffrutex volubilis, ramis pctiolis cymis calyce patenter pilosis. Folia 7-1 i
cm

lon<ra 35-6cm lata, sinu aperto acuto, nervis lateralibus utrinque 5-6, petiolis

1 ]o
mm longis. Pedunculus io-i3mm longus, pedicellis plerumque 5 nis

, 5
_20mm iongis Calycis partiti segmenta lineari-lanceolata 5

mm longa. Corolla

14™ longa rotata extus pilis raris aspersa, lobis iomm longis obtusis. Corona

2" alta 3
mm lata. Pollinia pendula obovata. Folliculi ignoti.—Secundum

conspectum a cl. Schumann ad coronam ordinatum gregi "Bb" ascribendus.

Patal. Depart. Baja Verapaz, Guatemala, alt. i6oom
,

Jul. 1008, //. von

Tuerckhrim (n. II. 2371).

Gonolobus (§Monostemma K. Schum.) araneosus Donn. Sm.

Folia oblongo- vel lanceolato-ovata acuminata lcvitcr cordata mollitcr

pilosa. Cymae umbelliformes petiolum paulo superaiites, tloribus
'

inter minimos. Corolla calyce dimidio longior colorato-reticulata

usque ad medium lobata intus praeter lobos triangulari-ovatos gla-

bra, niveo-arachnoidea. Corona cyathiformis gynophorum aequans

ab eo libera callis bipartitis 5-denticulata, squamula interna minuta

cum callis alternante.

Suffrutex volubilis, ramis petiolis cymis calyce patenter pilosis. Folia juniora

sericea lineari-lanceolata, provectiora 6-8c™ longa 2. 5-3 -5"" ,ata
>
sinu aPerl

"

acuto, nervis lateralibus utrinque 4-5, petiolis ic-2omm longis. Pedunculus

3-5 IDffl
longus, pedicellis 4-5-nis 3

-
7
mm longis. Calycis partiti segmenta l.nean-

lanceolata 5™ longa Corolla 8mm longa rotata, lobis 4-4-5
mm longis acute

e«us parce pilosiusculis apice ciliatis. Corona i
mm alta 2

mm lata. Pollinia

Pendula compresso-orbicularia. Folliculi desiderantur.-Ad speciem praeceden-

ten foliis calyce corona arete accedens inflorescentia atque corolla ins.gniter

recedit.

In montibus inter Tactic et Coban, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guatemala, alt.

l65<>
m

, Jul. 1908, H. von Tuerckheim (n. II. 2332).

Merinthopodium campanulatum Donn. Sdl—Pedicelli filiformes

floribus permagnis paulo breviores. Corolla sepalis bis fere long.or e

fundo subcylindrico abrupte lateque dilatata, lobis elongato-tnangular-

lbus, sinubus acutis.

Epiphytale, foliis coriaceis ovalibus acutis (ex cl. repertore in litens).
-

Ce i6;-8cmu„ • o 1 • • • 1 *„ h x e iCTa lonea basi 1 0-1 • 7u 3» m
longi. Sepala acutissima apiculata 5 • 1-5 • 3 ' 8

,

nars
lat*- Corollae virescentis in toto iocm longae pars tubiformis 2.6C ong ,

^paniformis
s . 2cm longa in sicco tam lata quam longa, lobi 2 .

2- long., Sinu-

ous obsolete plicatis. Antherae 1 . 7- longae. Stylus 8"" longus

o

Quanquam folia non vidi, tamen ob flores ab eis M. neuranlln Donn.
.

.

f,P«me discrepantes plantam public! juris faciendam puto. ^« silvis primaevis superioribus montis haud procul a Coban, Dep

eraPaz, alt. 1600" ATart rn^R TI n,nnT,irrckhcim(U- 239l)-
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Neotuerckheimia Donn. Sm., nov. gen. Bignoxiacearum e

tribu Crescentiearum.—Calyx coriaceus glaber primum clausib

denique in lobos 2 ovales inaequaliter ruptus. Corolla infra medium

tubuloso-campanulata medio antice ad plicam transversam dcorsum

flexam geniculata ventricosa, limbo obliquo vix lobato crispatim

dentato. Stamina 4 didynima inclusa paulo supra basin corollae

inserta, loculis oblongis pendulis. Discus pulvinatus. Ovarium

conicum costis 8 angulatum perfecte uniloculare, placentis 2 parieta-

libus valde intrusis, ovulis pluriserialibus, stylo angulato, stigmatc

bilamoso.—Arbores glabrae. Folia singula vel 3-fasciculata oblan-

ceolata subsessilia. Nodi floriferi laterales vel terminales bractei>

numerosis obtecti, pedunculis 1-5-nis. Corollae tubus plurinervis

limbus colorato-reticulatus.

In honorem nominavi liberi baronis H. von Tuerckheim floram Guatemaknsem

ad co^noscendam viginti tres per annos collaboratoris amicissimi.

W

Fig. 1.—Neotuerckheimia megalophylla; jructus.

Neotuerckheimia megalophylla Donn. Sm.—Folia 3-fasciculata

incurvo- et falcato-acuminata deorsum longissime attenuata. Pedun

J

culi laterales squamis permultis cartilagineis circumdati solitaru v

bini. Corolla calyce dimidio longior, tubo angusto. Fructus ovoidei

utrinque acuminatus octangularis.

Arbor 10-metralis cortice suberosa rimosa. Fasciculi foliorum Y#**T
oblanceolato-linearium 20-28"" longorum ad apicem versus ramulorum

conierti. Folia piwectioia usque ad 76- - ionga 1 i-i3cm lata chartacea diapn
-
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nervis lateralibus fortioribus utrinque 28-36, petiolis 6-8mm longis tumidis cor-

ticatis. Xodi in ligno vetere floriferi squamis (seu bracteis pedunculos olim ful-

cientibus) concavis lanceolatis acutis armati, pedunculis 2-4cm longis. Calyx

i8mm longus. Corolla 28mm longa, plica retroflexa. Stamina i4-i6mm longa,

loculis 4
mm longis. Discus 2mm altus 3

mm latus. Ovarium 4
mm longum, stylo

13"™ longo. Fructus (fig. 1) nondum satis maturus ncm longus 7
cm-diametralis

septis contrarie leviter compressus pericarpio cartilagineo tenui. Semina desunt.

Cubilquitz, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guatemala, alt. 350™ Sept. 1904, II. von

Tuerckheim, n. 8723 ex PI. Guat. etc. quas ed. Donn. Sm. Sub Cresccntia olim

distribute—Ad ripas rivuli Chiu prope Coban, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guate-

mala, alt. i35om
, Maj. 1908, H. von Tuerckheim (n. II. 2278).

Neotuerckheimia gonoclada Donn. Sm.—Folia singula cuspidato-

acuminata deorsum attenuata. Pedunculi tcrminales 2-5-ni bracteis

Paribus lincaribus comitati. Corollae tubus late oblongus, limbus

glanduloso-punctulatus.

Ramuli angulati, cortice exfoliate. Folia superiora approximata, inferiora

intemodiis 2-4^ longis remota opaca 19-30^ longa 5-7cm lata, nervis lateralibus

fortioribus utrinque 20-24, petiolis vix 2-3™™ longis crassis. Pedunculi 2 .5~4
cm

'ongi, bracteis 6-9™ longis canaliculars deciduis. Calyx 22™1 longus. Corolla

38mra longa e schedula Tonduziana pallide flavicans, plica retroflexa 2
. 5
mni lata,

tamina 16-18™™ longa, loculis 4
mm longis. Discus 2

mm altus 4
mm latus. Ova-

rium f» longum costis 8 angulatum, stylo 28mm longo. Cetera desunt.

In silvis ad La Palma, Prov. San Jose, Costa Rica, alt. 1460™, Sept. 1898,

[d
- Tondu:, n. 7384 ex PI. Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm. (n. 12563 herb. nat.

Cost)- Sub Cresccntia olim distributa.

Justicia (§Tyloglossa Lindau) multicaulis Donn. Sm.-Folia

lnter minora rhomboideo- vel oblongo-ovalia vcl lanccolata utrinque

*uta. Flore, axillares sessiles singuli vel subterminales et 2-4-M

"ttenium breviter spicati. Corollae tubus cylindricus limbo ampliato

fcdio longior. Antherarum loculus inferior ab altero rcmotus

aPPendicula ovali herbacea munitus.

SufTrutex nanus, caulibus e basi pluribus 2$-&» longis, ramis herbaceis

te<ragonis bifariam pubescentibus lineolatis. Folia plerumque 15-32 » *

n
~Jl

mm
lata, interdum 34"- longa 7™™ lata, cystolithis farcta praeter nenos

s«btus puberulos glabra, nervis laterlibus utrinque 4
-
5 ,

petiolis bifariam
,

puberuhs

**"* longis. Bracteae spatulato-obovatae 7™ **&* ™m bracteohs lmean-

spatulatis
5
mm

longis herbaceae ae Hneolatae .
Calycis segments 5

***«*

^ J- longa. Corolla rf-" longa alba, tubo gracile 10- k»gc "^
Z 1 ****» bidentato violaceo utrinque pubescente, antici pauto kmgions lol

'^•atis, intermedio maximo 4™ longo atque lato. Stamina summrs faunbus

a^ 6-m hn^ amhcrarum ,oculo aUero ad . rm in feriuS affixo per.ee to.
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Capsula oblonga acuminata 6mm longa abortu disperma, retinaculis acutis, semi-

nibus disciformibus rugosis alato-marginatis.—Corollae indole anormalis.

Ad ripas rivuli, Pansamala, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guatemala, alt. 1250™,

Jun. 1885, H. von Tuerckheim, n. 741 ex PL Guat. etc., quas ed. Donn. Sm.

In silva montana prope Coban, Depart. Alta Verapaz, Guatemala, alt. i6oo :

Jan. 1908, H . von Tuerckheim (n. II. 2091).

Ruprechtia (§Pseudotriplaris Benth.) Kellermanii Donn. Sm.

Folia subsessilia elliptica acuminata basi obtusiuscula subglabra

minute inconspicueque reticulata. Racemi fasciculati, bracteis pcdi-

cellos superantibus. Perianthium fructiferum inter minora totum

cincreo-atque-cano-sericeum, segmentis exterioribus lincaribus, mte-

rioribus dimidio aclnatis. Achenium substipitatum tenuiter elongato-

conoidale.

Folia coriacea 11-13.5™* longa medio 5
.

5~6cm lata, venulis retiformibu

tantum ope lentis manifestis et puberulis, petiolis vix 2mm longis. Racemi fmct;

feri densiflori pilosi, rhachi 1
.

5-3.5°™ longa, bracteis orbiculari- vel oblongo-oyatis

5-6mm longis fuscis puberulis, pedicellis 4
mm longis cano-pilosis prope apicem

articulatis. Perianthii 18-2

i

mm longi tubus oblongus 7-9™ 111 longus, segmenta

exteriora apice 3
mm basi 2

mm lata obscure trinervia et reticulata, interiorum pars

libera 3
1™ longa. Discus staminum sterilium i

mm altus 9-denticulatus. Ad*-

nium 9
mm longum 2.5™™ latum in imam basin stipitiformem i

mm longam angu-

statum prope apicem acute triquetrum et ciliatum ceteroquin rotundato-tnlo um

lobis sulcatis glabris, stylis i
mm longis stigmata acquantibus. Cetera desunt.

^

R. Deamii Robinson ejusdem loci incolae valde affinis.—Beato
Kellerman

florae Guatemalensis exploratori indefesso dicata.

Gualan, Depart. Zacapa, Guatemala, alt 122™, Dec. 1905, W. A. Ke ***

n
- 5985-—Typus in herb. Musei Nationalis servatur.

SPECIEM AMEMCAE AUSTRALIS INCOLAM LICEAT HIC ADjO^ RL

Ruprechtia (§Pseudotriplaris Bcnth.) colorata Donn. SnL"^.*
oblongo-ovata vel -ovalia apice acuta vel obtusiuscula basi rotun a

vel obtusa glabra subtiliter reticulata. Racemi singuli, pedicc

j
gracillimis. Perianthium fructiferum rubiginosum, segmentis e*-

oribus lineari-spatulatis glabrescentibus, interioribus Hberis.

nium lanceolatum acuminatum basi obtusum.

Arbuscula biorgyalis. Folia coriacea 8.5-12^ longa 4-4-5
cm lat3

'p
acenl i

retiformibus non nisi oculo armato perspicuis, petiolis 3-4
fflnl ,onS1S

\ ^
fructiferi solum visi sublaxiflori pubescentes, rhachi 2-4cm longa, bracteis ^
apice ovatis 1.5-2-™ longis, pedicellis 5-7^ longis medio articulatis.

1 Obiit in Guatemala m. Mart. aim. jyo8 febri confectus.

•
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anthii 27-2Qmm longi tubus obovatus 5-6mm longus pubescens, segmenta exteriora

apice 5
mm basi 2

mm lata pulchre trinervia et reticulata, interiora 4
mm longa.

Discus staminum sterilium 0.5""" altus 9-denticulatus. Achenium glabrcscens

9
mm longum 3

mm latum triente siiperiore acute triquetrum inferne rotundato

trilobum, lobis leviter sulcatis, stigmatibus 2mm longis stylos 3-plo superantibus.

-R. juscae Fernald et R. Cnmingii Meisn. affinis perianthis etiam in sicco laete

colorato insignis.

In collibus sabulosis prope litora oceani, Savanilla, Republica Colombiana,

Febr. 1896, /. Donnell Smith.

Daphnopsis (§Nordmannia Benth. et Hook.) monocephala Donn.

Sm.-Folia sessilia oblanccolata apice rotundata infra medium scnsim

attcnuata supra glabrescentia subtus cano-sericea. Pedunculu> sub-

terminalis solitarius simplex gracilis cum capitulo unico cano-sem cus.

Perianthium masculinum subsessile anguste infundibuliforme, lobis

obtuse ovatis tubo 3-plo brevioribus intus glabris, squamulis 4 ovatibus.

Rami dichotomi ad apicem versus cano-villosi et confertim foliacei. Folia

juniora utrinque villosa, provectiora (saltern superiora) 5-6 5
cm longa 1

$-2c™

lata coriacea, nervis lateralibus utrinsecus 5-6 longe ascendentibus et reticuhs

ubtus prominulis, areolis pellucidis. Pedunculus infra gemmam apicalem

onus circiter 2cm longus vel interdum abortu 5-7mm longus, receptaculo convex-

5mni i„._ „ . . .., .1 ;„:« ^rritpr i
mm longis.

Jan. 1006

J*" lato 30-40-floro, pedicellis persistentibus obconicis circiter i
mm MPf

I'erianthii masculini tubus 4 . 5
mm longus ore 1.5*™ latus, squamulis hypogem

mdimento pistilli glabro triplo brevioribus. Perianthium femininum igiiotum.

« Kancho, Depart. Baja Verapaz, Guatemala,
n

- 5714—Typum in herb. Musei Nationalis vidi.

Euphorbia
i » Alectoroctonum Boiss.) adinophylla Donn. Sm.

Glabra. Folia in quoque verticillo indefinite compluria rhomboideo-

elliptica apice obtusa vel rotundata basi acuta petiolos subaequantia.

Cymae axillares et terminates corvmbiformes petiolis subaequilongae.

^volucrum graciliter pedicellatum, glandulis 5
appendice subcrc-

nulata paulo angustioribus. Styli brevissime lobulati.

Fruticosa, ramis verticillatis sulcatis, internodiis 5-0cm lon§is
-

V
^\Jm

"

verticillata 25-33-™ longa 14-18— lata, petiolis filiformibus 20-37
' £

>*ae obpyramidatae pedunculo 5
-
7
mm longo computato 22-36

m "W J
J* latae repetitus dichotomae, foliis floralibus oblanceolat.s 3-7

. J;
'

,chotomi is glandula magna instructis, axibus uti pedicelli r*- lon*\^
"^lucri tubus campanulas , . 5-*- longus inferne sulcatus, lob! m.nut, bo at

^briati, glandulae transverse ellipticae ab appendice arcuata matpne «~-^ longe stipitatum, stylis indivi* ,
.5-*+ fZfJELm*Schl«htaidalii Boiss. proxima differt foliis pro rata longionbus act
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fertioribus, inflorescentia evoluta, pedicellis elongatis, stylis indivisis—Ab incolis

Carafia (Latine Resina) vocatur.

Republica El Salvador, loco natali haud accuratius addicto, ann. 1905, Carlos

Renson (n. 187).—Typus in herb. Musei Nationalis servatur.

Guzmania bracteosa Andre.—Folia auctoribus adhuc ignota

lincaria 30-55°™ longa acute attenuata medio i3-25mm lata in

vaginam 25-5omm latam sensim dilatata tenuiter coriacea utrinque

praesertim subtus pallide lepidota vel glabrescentia, nervis crebris

utrinque prominentibus.

In silvis ad Las Vueltas, Tucurrique, Costa Rica, alt. 635™ Mart. 1899, Ad.
j

Tonduz (n. 13291).—Epiphyta (ex cl. repertore) in silvis montanis prope Purula,

Depart. Baja Verapaz, Guatemala, alt. i8oom , Apr. 1907, H. von Tuerckhcim
]

(n. II. 1826). I

Baltimore, Maryland

i



COMPARATIVE HISTOLOGY OF FRUITS AND SEEDS

OF CERTAIN SPECIES OF CUCURBITACEAE

Kate G. Barber

(WITH FIFTY-THREE figures)

Introduction

This investigation was undertaken with the view to supplementing

the work already done on the histology of the fruits and seeds of

Cucurbitaceae. The literature, although not meager, treats only of

the most conspicuous elements of the spermoderm, ignoring, with a

few exceptions, the less important tissues of the seed and the whole

of the pericarp.

In the following paper are included additions to the histology of the

spermoderm and new descriptions of the pericarps of the common

pedes; also brief descriptions of six interesting seeds previously

undescribed.

I wish to acknowledge my great indebtedness to Dr. A. L. V in-

ton, under whose guidance and inspiration this work was earned on,

and also to Professor A. W. Evans for advice in its preparation.

Resume of the literature

h 1833 Bischofi- published two cuts showing cross-sections o

the seed coats of Cucurbita Pepo and C. Lagenaria, which, according

to Fickev leave much to be desired with regard to detail.

Von H6hnkl3 was the first to publish a detailed description ot tn

d coats of the Cucurbitaceae, the species studied being Cunu n

bO T. 1 n „***„-! 7 • C~~ ««#1 CuruWUR SdltVUS L,

-eed

Pep

A thorough invest i

genaria vulgaris Ser., and Cunimis sativus L.

gh investigation of the integuments, from before te
1

1

li°n of the flower until maturitv, led him to conclude that: 1;

ln*er integument (three to four layers thick) develops but Off
^

becoming the collapsed, thin-walled inner parenchyma of tne
.

' Handbuch der bot. Terminologie und Systemkunde. jL 43- Hs
-

z 72
'

'

_ *
„ o— — ••

teber die Anatomie und Entwickelungsgeschi
"curMtaceen. Bot. Zeit. 34:738. 1876.

Cucurhilaccen
3
Morphologisi he tntersuchungen iiber die SamenscbakO «

.NaWrw.
nri ^iger verwandter Familien. Stab. Akad. Wiss. Wen, Mathen,

73: -,97- 1876.
,
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coat; and (2) the outer integument (eight to ten layers thick) form,

the greatly differentiated outer layers of the coat.

At maturity he found that the spermoderm consists of a compli-

cated structure with five distinct tissues, namely: (1) inner epithelium

of the carpel; (2) outer and (3) inner integument; (4) perisperm;

and (5) endosperm. These five in turn are subdivided into ten

layers, each one to many cells thick. About the edge of the seed.

between the fifth and sixth layers, runs the small raphe.

This author divided the family into two large groups. In the

first belong those seeds with the firmlv
ST ± •

attached to the spermoderm, represented in his work by Cucurbita

Pepo and Lagenaria vulgaris. The second includes the species with-

out this epithelium, illustrated by Cucumis sativus. Otherwise there

are no great differences in development.
In the same year, one month after the appearance of von Hohxel's

paper, Fickel 2
published his inaugural dissertation, describing the

seed coats of Cucumis sativus L., C. Dudaim L., C. myriocarpus

Naud., Cucurbita Pepo L., C. melanosperma A. Br., Lagenark

vulgaris Ser., Citrullus vulgaris Schrad., Benincasa cerifera Savi..

Bryonia alba L., B. dioica L., Ecballium agreste Rchb., Sicyos angu

latus L., Cyclanthera explodens L., C. pedata Schrad., and Bryonopsis

erythrocarpa. He gives descriptions and cuts of the mature seed

coat and its development from the two integuments, and reaches the

following conclusions: (1) the seed coat has five layers; (2) the epi-

dermal cells are radially elongated and, with the exception of those of

Sicyos and Cyclanthera, have thickenings of various kinds on the

radial walls; (3) the second laver consists of one or more layers 01

cells varying in size and thickness of walls; (4) a third layer his

either radially or longitudinally elongated cells; and (5) the remain-

•ng layers are of compressed cells without definite structure.

Godfrlnm briefly notes the seed coats of Cucumis sativus U
Cucurbita maxima Duch., Lagenaria vulgaris Ser., Sky**

*»***"'

L., and Cyclanthera pedat
' '

"""" *

spermoderm is represented as ha

,rad. In his general description^

ving six lavers, as follows: (i)ep1

(2) small cells differing as to number, size,

V.
4Et

oo
C histol°S'que sur les teguments serninaux des angiospermes.

^ancy 1880:160.

Soc. Sci
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thickness of walls; (3) a single layer of sclerenchymatized cells vary-

ing but slightly in all the species
; (4) outer and inner parenchyma

;

inner

by longitudinally elongated cells; and (6) inner row of thick-walled

I cells with granular contents, the author evidently including the

This is followed by a description oferm

mentioned

I Von Hohnel

by the presence or absence on the spermoderm of the inner carpellary

layer, is criticized, as Godfrin always found this layer present in

fresh material. He used the following grouping, based on the elonga-

tion of the cells of the "protective" (third) layer: (1) tangentially

Citrullu

radially elongated cells (Sicyos and Cyclanthera) . The individual

descriptions are brief, many details being omitted.

Fischers, in his classical work on sieve tubes of the Cucurbitaceae,

describes a detailed study of the elements in all parts of the plant.

The tubes are of four kinds : (1) bundle sieve tubes (usual type found

U fibro-vascular bundle)
; (2) ectocyclic (isolated tubes of hypoderm)

;

(3) entocyclic (isolated tubes of the inner tissues) ; and (4)
commisural

(connecting those of the bundle with the isolated tubes). In the

young isolated tubes the contents are thickened but in the old there

I * a watery slime secreted by the neighboring cells. These isolated

f"k- * '

ere mistaken by earlier wntereturx

for latex tubes.

tyenaria

Mida, Bryonia alba, and Luffa penta

;

Cucurbilo Pepo,

pedata, Melollma

T-F. Hanausek6 gives chemical analyses of Cucumis sattvus L.,

- Melo L., C. Chrulhis L., Cucurbita Pepo L., and C. mcxima

Ucn
-, and mentions briefly the histology of each.

Hasz> describes and illustrates cross-sections of species of Cucumis,

^Uus, Lagenaria, and Cucurbita. The numerous species are

I

dlv,ded into races, varieties, and subvarieties, with long lists of syno

5

6

Untersuchungen iiber das Siebrohren-System der Cucurbitaceen. Berlin.^1884.

' Die Nahrungs- und Genussmittel aus dem Pflanzenreiche io5- Kassel. 1 4-

' ^dwirthschaftliche Samenkunde 767. Berlin. 1885-
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nyms under each. The author briefly notes the macroscopic apj tr-

ance of the fruit, then gives short histological descriptions of the st I.

According to his division the spermoderm has five layers. Some of

the details of structure of the outer lavers, and nearlv all of the inner

ones, are omitted.

Vogl 8 devotes but a single paragraph to a microscopical descrip

tion of Cucurbitae.
*

Braemer^ in 1893 studied the stem, leaf, pericarp, and seed of

Bryonia dioica Jacq., Ecballlum Elaterium Rich., and Citndhis

Colocynthis Schrad., but confined his attention chiefly to a micro-

chemical investigation of the contents of the sieve tubes and latex

tubes, both of which he regards as latex tubes, accepting the

descriptions of the tissues given by earlier writers. According to

his introduction, the pericarp has an outer and inner epidermis with

a sarcocarp between. Within the spermoderm, having hard and

lignified layers, are inclosed an embryo, reduced to a small radio*

and two cotyledons, rich in oil and aleurone grains, and the remain*

of the perisperm and endosperm.

The main part of the paper is devoted to the long, ramifying

straight or sinuous tubes containing a yellow semi-fluid, finely granu-

lar, refractive substance which entirely fills the cavity. Both lateral

and cross walls are composed of cellulose without any indications

sieve or callus plates. In their morphological and chemical char-

acters they resemble the latex tubes of Convolvulaceae and Camparw-

laceae, and the isolated sieve tubes of Fischer. In these »

Braemer found the three "active principles" bryonin, colocynt.m.

and elaterin.

Planthon and Collin10 treat the species used as drugs.

scopic and microscopic sections are figured, but no hi

Macro-

tological

mdetails are given, of the fruits and seeds of Cucurbita ftp ^
Citrullus Colocynthis Schrad., Cucumis sativus L., Ecbalh">n

Hum Rich., and Fevileae. ,

sicve

Villiers and Collin" use the bicollateral bundles an
>

Pharmakognosie 196. Wien. 1892.
lgg

,.

° De la localisation des principes actifs des Cucurbitacees.
Toulouse.

10 I-es drogues simples d'origine vegetale 2:292. Paris. 1896.
pa:

11 Traite des alterations et falsifications des substances
alimentaires

1 900.
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tubes (or latex tubes) in the detection of pumpkin pulp as an adulter-

ant of preserves. They have an original cut, but their description of

these elements is taken from Fischer 5 and Braemer. 9

T. F. Hanausek 12 gives one figure illustrating the characteristic

dements of the seed of Cucurbita Pepo L., C. maxima Duch., and C.

moschata Duch. These elements are the Skleriden (resembling the

pidermis of Spanish pepper), spongy parenchyma, starch grams of

the inner parenchyma, endosperm and cotyledon tissue with alcurone

grains.

Arthur Meyer 13 refers briefly to the alcurone grains of Cucurbita

Pepo as having a diameter of 1-4 \i (mostly 3 /*) and small crystalloids.

In his table taken from Ludtke, 14 the seeds of Citrullus and Colocyn-

this are stated to contain numerous aleurone grains 1-7.5 P m diam-

eter, each having one globoid (0.5-1 /») and one crystalloid (1-3 p).

Bohmer's gives a chemical analysis of the seeds of the Cucurbitae

and one figure showing a cross-section and surface view. His brief

histological description is taken from other authors.

Collin and Perrot 16 describe briefly and give a cross-section of

the seed of Cucurbita Pepo Duch.

According to Moeller 1 ? the fruits of Cucurbitaceae are all

'arge berries with hard shells, soft fruit-flesh, and many seeds. The

eed coat is divided into four tissues: (1) palisade cells with thicken-

ings on radial walls; (2) stone-cell layer; (3) stellate parenchyma;

a|ri
(4) thin-walled parenchyma. A brief description follows of

Cucurbita Pepo L., C. maxima Duch., C. moschata Duch.. Cucumi

"to** L., C. Melo L., and Citrullus vulgaris Schrad., with cuts of the

last two.

a »

"Lehrbuch der technischen Mikroskopie 370. Stuttgart. 19M. Trans a ion,

in'tox, The microscopy of technical products 369. New York. 1907-

'*Die Grundlagen und die Methoden fur die mikroskopische Untersuchung von

pfenzenpulvern
32 . Jena. 1901.

h
,4 Ueber die Beschaffenheit der Aleuronkorner einiger Samen. Ber. Deu

.

Ih^GeseU,x89I : 36-59.
,j
;T)ie Kraftfuttermittel, ihre Rohstoffe, Herstellung,

Zusammenset/.ung

J**
und Yenvendung, mit besonderen Berucksichtigung der Yerfalschungen

er
nukroskopischen Untersuchung 508. Berlin. 1903.

Paris. 1904.

Mikroskopie der Nahrungs- und Genussmittel 47°- 2
-
Aut1

'

B" l"' '
9
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Barber/ 8 in a chapter on Cucurbitaceae, gives brief description

of Cucurbita Pepo L.
?
C. maxima Duch., Cucumis sativiis L., C.

Melo L., and Citrullus vulgaris Schrad., illustrating the first-named

species by three original cuts.

Geographical distribution

The Cucurbitaceae are scattered over the greater part of the

earth's surface, but reach their highest development in the tropic.-.

Representatives are, for the most part, absent in the colder regions

of the temperate zone, the two exceptions being Sicyos angitlatus,

found in Canada, and Echinocystis lobata in New England.

The total number 19 of genera is eighty-five, the Old World claiming

fifty-four and the western hemisphere thirty-eight, while seven are

to both. Under each there are long lists of species, sub-common

s are

species, and varieties, authors differing greatly as to the number.

Edible species.—Many species have long been cultivated for

food. Probably one of the oldest on record is Citrullus (watermelon),

a favorite with the ancient Egyptians. Other important specie

Cucumis sativus (cucumber), eaten in China as a vegetable more

than two centuries before the Christian era; Cucurbita Pepo (pump-

kin), grown by the aborigines in America; and Cucumis Melo (musk

melon), greatly prized in Asia and Africa. These have now spread

to all the warmer regions of the earth.

Ornamental species.—There are many varieties grown foM e

curious form and vivid coloring of the fruit, among which are .1/0-

Ser

#

(hedge-hog gourd), Cyclanthera txfi*»

„ t cylindrica (dish-cloth gourd).

Pharmaceutical species.—Among those used for diug&

here and in Europe, are Bryonia dioica (bryony), Citrullus Co 01)

this (colocynth), and Ecballinm Elaterium (elaterin).

General characters

macroscopic

Flower.—The axillary flowers, yellow or white in c0 °^
all}

.

borne They are

8 In Weston, Microscopy of vegetable foods 401. New York. 19

TJN'D
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monoecious, epigynous; calyx and corolla actinomorphic, adnate at

the base. The stamens are five in number, four of which frequently

cohere in pairs, or more rarely they all unite to form a column. The

ovary is one- to five-, usually three-celled.

Fruit.—In the Cucurbitaceae are found the largest fruits of the

whole plant kingdom. From the enormous berry of Cucurbita, reach-

ing a maximum of several kilos in weight, there are all gradations

down to the small burr of Sicyos angulatus, only slightly larger than

the single inclosed seed.

The fruits are nearly always fleshy berries; they may, however,

become membranaceous and dry, preserving at the same time their

original shape. There is no characteristic form for the family, the

shape differing as much as the size. All possible variations of spheri-

cal, elliptical, greatly elongated, and curious unsymmetrical forms are

represented. They are smooth, warty, or covered with spines, or

various other kinds of emergences. In addition to these outgrowths,

the young fruits of all the common species bear one or more forms of

hairs which, in most cases, persist at maturity. The color varies from

white, green, and yellow to red, with spots and stripes on some of the

varieties.

AH the fruits described in this paper are indehiscent with the

exception of Echinocystis, which bursts irregularly at the top.

The pericarp, or' rather the pericarp and adherent receptacle,

varies in thickness (thin or thick rind, or solid fruit-flesh), color

1white, green, yellow, or red), and texture (watery or dry, sclerenchy-

matized or soft). The central placentae extend to the outer wall

and divide, turning back so as to give a parietal appearance.

SEED.-The seeds, borne either singlv or in great numbers, are

anatropous, large, ovate, and flattened, with or without a border

(formed They

from
rectangul

MICROSCOPIC

dist

PERicARP.-The pericarp may be divided into six, more or less

wet tissues as follows

:

1. Epkarp.-The cells are for the most part polygonal, forming
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a palisade layer, those about the stomata being frequently elongated

The outer and radial walls are cuticularized and occasionally colore I.

2. Hypoderm.—Few or many layers of isodiametric cells form the

tissue beneath the epicarp. The cells are somewhat thickened and

occasionally pitted.

3. Outer mesocarp.—Isodiametric cells with either cellulose, or

sclerenchymatized and pitted, walls (stone cells, etc.) form a sharply

defined zone varying from a few to many cells in thickness.

4. The middle mesocarp consists of large, usually isodiametric.

thin-walled cells, often turgid with a watery cell sap and containing

a small amount of starch. The starch grains are small, with an

average diameter of 10 /w. They are truncated, frequently occurrin

in aggregates of two and three, with slightly eccentric hilum and faint

rings. Polarization crosses are very distinct.

5. Inner mesocarp.—Several layers of thin-walled cells, forming

this tissue, closely resemble the preceding layers. The cells are

small and have no visible contents.

6. Enddearp.—Very small, thin-walled, tangentially elongated cells,

arranged side by side in groups, form a thin transparent tissue. With

the exception of Cucumis, this layer remains so firmly attached to

the dry seed that some authors describe it as the outer layer of the

spermoderm.

The anastomosing bundles occurring throughout the mesocarp an

bicollateral. They are either small and soft, or large and stiff, form-

ing a conspicuous network. The elements consist of spiral, annular.

and reticulated vessels, and sieve tubes having large sieve plates

evident without staining.

Isolated sieve tubes and latex tubes.
20—Fischer 5 claims there are

no true latex tubes, those known by this name being simply sietc

tubes that have ceased to function; Braemer9 and other later

authors, however, use the term " latex tubes." I have seen the per-

" According to DE Bary (Comparative anatomy of the vegetative organs oM^e

phanerogams and ferns i98. Oxford. 1884) Dippel finds the septa and later

of art.culated tubes provided with sieve plates and thinks them intermed.ate

«m tubes and latex tubes. DE Bary himself finds not the plates but pertor

scattered over the whole wall, and further states that there are two kinds.0 la e,

which do not correspond in function: (i) those secreting tannin, etc., and (2)

milky plants) which are closely related to sieve tubes.
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forated plates in some tubes and have not found them in those con-

taining granular milky contents which harden in alcohol, therefore

hall mention both in the following descriptions. These element

occur in considerable numbers throughout the middle ti>sues of the

pericarp.

Each seed has a firm spermoderm of many layers, a thin collapsed

perisperm and endosperm, and a large embryo consisting of two large,

flat, leaf-like cotyledons and a small radicle.

Spkrmoderm.—Authors variously state the number of layers in

this leathery coat or shell as four 17 to ten.
21 I myself con>ider it as

consisting of five distinct tissue layers, the second being occasionally

differentiated into two, and the fourth often into two or three forms

of cells arranged in as many layers. It is developed from the two

integuments
(fig. 10), the outer integument forming the three outer

and part of the fourth layers, the remainder of the coat developing

from the inner integument.

i. The epidermis consists of a single layer of prismatic palisade

cells, polygonal in surface view. They are usually of equal height

over the flat surface of the seed, increasing in height at or on both sides

of the edge. The radial walls of a few species (as Echinocystis lobata)

are uniformly thickened ; in all the other seeds they have either straight

or branched thickenings running from the inner to the outer tangential

•alls. The outer walls, and frequently the inner, are thickened.

Vogl,8
the only author that notes the presence of starch m this

layer, gives no description of the grains. According to my own

observation they are small, globular, reaching a maximum diameter

of
7 M. the larger ones showing a central hilum but no rings. hex

Polarize very indistinctly.

cells

cells

piderm
ichymati/'.cd

lavcr. The

long

e either small, pitted, without intercellular spaces (Cucurmia;,

Jtudinally elongated, arranged end to end in rows, with numer-

0U* characteristic intercellular spaces (Cucumis), or form a tnu

^ of greatly thickened irregularly arranged cells. No contend

arc evident.

v Sderenchyma.-Thh consists of a layer of exceedingly thick-

21 Exglkr und Prantl, Pflanzcnfarnilieti IV. 5- 8 -
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walled cells elongated either tangentially and arranged end to end in

longitudinal rows, or radially forming a palisade layer. The walls

are sinuous with numerous pits, and after maceration the margins of

the outer and inner tangential walls are seen- to be lobed, each lobe

branching with the ends overlapping and fitting together to form a

flat compact layer (fig. 18). The empty cell cavities are compara-

tively small and present a striking oval appearance in median

section.

4. Parenchyma.—Many cell layers of spongy parenchyma, dif-

fering greatly in size and shape, make up this layer. The cells of the

outer layers are usually small and frequently sclerenchymatized and

pitted. Within these small cells are one or more layers of either large

or small stellate cells having very large intercellular spaces. Their

thin walls are usually sclerenchymatized and often pitted or reticu-

lated (Cucurbita). The remaining layers consist of small, thin

walled spongy parenchyma cells containing chlorophyll in some

species.

mbedded in this parenchyma

usu

on the flattened surface of the seed.

pidermis.~A single layer of small, polygonal, and incon

forms
Perisperm.—This thin coat is collapsed

of small.

very

lied

nent with Javelle water brings to view several layers ot snwu.

thin-walled cells covered with an epidermis having cuticulanzed

outer and radial walls. No contents are evident.

Endosperm.—This consists of one layer of very thick-wa

polygonal cells, containing oil and protein granules. A few excep-

tions (as Citrullus vulgaris) have within this layer several m
of empty thin-walled cells. „

EMBRYO.-The leaf-like cotyledons have an epidermis of sma

cells below which, on the inner side, are two sharply defined pab*

layers. Procambium bundles run through the small-celled
mesoptt)

laver-

All

globoids and crystalloids which are very
no diagnostic importance.

minute

attaining

ill)'
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Specific characters*

CUCURBITA PEPO L.

Pepo L. (pum
WlTTMACK

ligations of prehistoric remains in Peru, claims it to be a native of

America. Early explorers also recorded the cultivation of this

fruit by the aborigines in their maize fields.

The fruit is one of the largest of the Cucurbitaceae, occasionally

reaching a weight of 200 kilos. It is a smooth, apple-shaped berry,

with about twenty, more or less pronounced, longitudinal grooves,

the color varying from yellowish green to orange. There are man}

subspecies, differing greatly in size and shape, of which Harz enumer-

ates thirty. Among them are the small to enormously large spherical,

J
Most

irnamental

At maturity the fruit consists of a hollow, yellow rind, 2-3

thickness, containing a tangle of slimy fibers,

among which are the numerous flattened

seeds.

The white seeds (fig. 1) are 1.5-2.5°™ in

fength, elliptical, flattened, and have a narrow ^
border about the edge on both sides. Fig. i.—Cucurbiia

Pericarp.—This makes up the bulk of the repoh. Seed. Xi

fruit. It includes the rind and fibers, the con-

necting parenchyma breaking down before the fruit reaches maturi >.

1. Epicarp (figs. 2
, 3 ,

^).-The Prismatic cells ^m a pahsade

• ""Ul ^A* 1" llt'lglU, Willi UUIU anu x^-—

-

-
are

cuticularized, and colored bright yellow. In surface view 1 ,

Agonal (14 ^ in diameter), except at characteristic wl™»*"'

about which they are elongated and curved. These "^' *P**°
of

of a stoma of the common type, from which radiate ^
oentially elongated epidermal cells. The stomata are n

formly distributed and occasionally two are found in the same g

« gating cells.
, .,. __f thp ovan,

On the very young fruit

tan

-« iorms of hairs are found (fig. 3). -^n *»~ -
Offering fr0m the neighboring epidermal cells only in
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rounded shape. The hairs dry up and disappear while the fruit is

still very small, leaving the foot-cell intact. Later the epidermal cells

divide, thicken their walls, and press against the foot, which thus be-

comes polygonal. As both kinds of cells are of the same size, the

two are indistinguishable, which accounts for the absence of hair

scars on the mature fruit.

The first form of hair is jointed (t
l

) and of great size, often reach-

ing a length of 1.5-2mm The diameter increases rapidly (up i

about 85 v) for a short distance from the foot, then gradually tapers,

forming a long, thick-walled (5/*), conical hair. The first few cells

Fig. 2.

—

CucurbUa Pepo L. Epicarp in surface view. X320.

are two or three times as broad as long, while the following cell-

become elongated as the hair increases in size.

_

The second form is capitate (t
2
), and like the first increas" «

diameter from the foot, forming a jointed stalk of four or live «&.

It ends with a large spherical head of one or more cells, often $4*°

diamet

Hypoderm —Many cell layers of exceed
cells, 20 p in diameter, form this layer. The cells have thick wall

occasional pits, and small intercellular spaces. The visible contc-n

consist of numerous protein granules. This layer closely resemb I

Pep

•P
o- ~„„c, mnocarp.—within the preceding layer is » •**-

Posed of cells graduating in size from the small cells of the hyp*

region com*

lerm
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to the large ones of the middle mesocarp. They are isodiametric, have

thick walls and intercellular spaces, and but few contents.

4. Middle mesocarp (fig. 4).
—

In this layer the cells become

gradually larger, thicker-walled,

and more loosely arranged. They

contain small starch grains {am),

reaching a maximum size of 10 ^.

The outer cells contain a con-

Mderable number of these grains

but the increase in size of the cells

is accompanied by a decrease in

This

large-

amount of starch.

5. Inner mesocarp.

layer consists of rather

celled parenchyma with no evi-

dent contents.

Bundles and isolated sieve

tubes, together with anastomos-

ing latex tubes (lat) are found Fig. 3
.-Cucurhita Pepo U Immature

_w**r«* iuu\.o yiuij <xj.v* ivwuu. ji Uj, j. y^w~>~ *
#

.

throughout the mesocarp, while epicarp in surface itoj. <*> ^
• ,

, with <«, jointed conical hair, i
,

l<m

m the center of the fruit the™ - *"""ere
hair, and sto, stoma. X 160.

a great mass of tough fibers,

>unoun led by the remains of the broken-down parenchyiv^

£ TV.O MJnear t) appea

Fig. A—Cucurbita Pepo L, Cross-
'on of mesocarp showing am,

ar

^
h grains, and lat, latex tube.

X160,

seeds as a thin membrane of tong^

tudinallv elongated cells, arranged

end to end in rows. The mner wall

b about the same thicknc- as he

outer wall of the epiderm.s of h

spermoderm, to which it ,s qurte

, rmlv attached; from the dn-eds

however, it may be readily separat I

as a.hin, transparent, colorie-^m.

Spermoderm (figs 5.
">•

lavcrs making up the sper-

five

moderm are as follows

:
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1. Epidermis (ep).—The prismatic cells form a continuous layer

without intercellular spaces. They are radially elongated, on the

flat side of the seed to 270 fi, on the edge to 50 /*, while the border con-

sists of a ridge of cells several times as high as those of the flattened

surface. The outer wall is thickened, but has no cuticle, and the radial

walls are very thin, with peculiar branching thickenings of cellulose.

The thickenings run from the base of the cell, one on each wall, as

single straight rods until near the outer wall, where they branch pro-

I*ig. 5.~Cucurbita Pepo L. Seed elements in surface view; ep, ribbed palisa e

cells of epidermis; ep*, isolated rib; hy, subepidermal layer; set,
sclerenchynia; *,

Pitted parenchyma; «a, reticulated spongy parenchyma; p*, parenchyma; f»,
sponff

Parenchyma; pa, inner epidermis of spermoderm; N, perisperm; E, endosperm-

X 160.

fusely, giving rise to a beaded appearance in tangential section.
After

maceration, or in scrapings of the spermoderm, the rods fall upon

their sides. nrpcp*»t,*«„ +1. 1 :- *„ c ?w. Indn—«, yicscnung ine appearance shown in j>

seeds the walls of this layer are frequently broken
few of thp tfc,VU„».:__ . ,.,

fig- 5, eP

may for the cut

surface of the walls themselveZ
Round starch grains (am) , up to 7 /x in diameter, of the type aire**}

described, occur in considerable numbers in the epidermal cells-

" **-"— ' "
.Below the epidermis is a layerpid
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goal!, polygonal, somewhat elongated cells, about 25^ in diameter,

with numerous minute pits, giving the walls a beaded appearance.

This layer, without intercellular spaces, is three to five cells thick,

the number increasing toward the edge of the seed.

3. Sclerenchyma (scl) .-Firmness is given to the spermoderm by

one laver (over the edge two or three) of longitudinally elongated

250 p) cells, arranged end to end in rows. In surface view, both side

and end walls are sinuous, often reaching 20 n in thickness. Alter

macerationmaceration ana uy carciui iulumh^, ui^. w~^ --

—

these cells may be seen to send out remarkable ramifications, whose

dichotomous branches overlap one another. In transverse section

the oval appearance of the cell cavity is a characteristic feature,

few pits may be seen with a high power.

4. Parenchyma.-Theie are three quite distinct layers, the paren-

chyma showing the greatest differentiation in this species. In cent

with the sclerenchyma is the first layer of small pitted cells, wit

or no intercellular spaces (m 1
)- Resting on this compact lay

,

either singly or in groups, are larger cells, which stand out 11

branches in the intercellular spaces of the next layer.

The cells of the second layer are characteristic of the genu. ^
In this species the layer is two cells thick, with intercellular spaces

large that they form a great cavity in which the cells are »*»
'

In form the cells are somewhat stellate, joining the P"*"* *.

by one branch or a similar but smaller cell. The walls are beam £
reticulate, the thickenings following a definite course aio ^^
curved surface of the cell. The cross walls are netted in

'

iat lar§er mesh '

u , nt livers

.chvma consists of a number ot la
somew of

pongy

the tissues may

Javelle waiei ~r—
The cells are thin-

'-
* (f,P

2V In
"*uea, decreasing m size toward the innei ^—

'enter of the
surface view the contour of the branches appears, m "f color b
ce"V as rings nearly as large as the cells themselves. A »

£ven to these inner layers by chlorophyll.
t
hin-walled

5- The inner epidermis (p*) is composed of sma ,

cells,

P«.speru (fys. 5 , 6, N).-In this coat there are about * Uycr-
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of thin-walled cells with longitudinally elongated, cuticularized.

1 pidermal cells.

am—•••

Fig. 6,—Cucurbila Pepo L. Seed in cross-section; 5, spermoderm
con^ting of

1 -..k^nirier-
1 10. v.—l ucurtnta fepo L. heed in cross-section; a, BPWU*~*T j subepide

e/>, ribbed palisade cells of epidermis containing am, starch grains, hy, pitted -

mal layer, «/, sclerenchyma, »i, pitted parenchyma, W», reticulated SP° &-

v n -

chyma, />, parenchyma, '/», spongy parenchyma, and pi, inner epidermis, ^^
sperm; E, endosperm consisting of aleurone cells; C, cotyledon containing .

grains. X 160.

(figs. 5 , 6, £).—This consists of a single layer of«^

with thickened walls, containing granular protoplasm

central nucleus.
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Embryo—The cotyledons (C) have small epidermal cells on both

irfaces and two layers of palisade cells within the inner epidermis.

Alcurone grains (al) up to. 6 m, containing globoids and crystalloids,

al>o oil. are found in all the cells.

C. Pepo var. verrucosa Naud.

This variety, the crook-necked squash, has a rather large flask-

shaped fruit, with the neck showing a distinct curve or crook. Longi

tudinal grooves occur frequently, but are not so well marked as in C.

Pepo. There is a hard rind, yellow or orange in color, covered with

very pronounced warts and filled with bundle fibers. The central

parenchymatous tissue breaks down only in the swollen base, the

neck not expanding enough to tear the tissues apart.

The seeds, of a dirty white color, are not over 2
cm long, smooth,

and flattened, with a border at the edge.

Pericarp
(fig. 7).—The pericarp of this variety differs very

little from that of C.

baldness of the rind.

1. Epicarp («#).—The palisade layer is about 36/* in height, the

thickened, prismatic cells having cuticularized outer and radial walls.

The outer wall is not uniformly thickened; instead it has a depression

over each cell, giving it a wavy contour in cross-section.

There are two forms of hairs, resembling those of C. Pepo in size

and shape; instead of falling off, however, they persist on the mature

fruit
- Sunken stomata (sto) are present in considerable number.

2. Hypoderm (hy).—The cells of this layer resemble those of C.

Pep g in the greater

P ion given for that species applying to this.

mesocarpr v„v . This characteristic layer consists of many

,a
-
v<^ of stone cells which differ considerably in size. The cells are

P°ty»onal, small in the sharplv defined outer layer, increasing in size

,n*ard until they are lost in' the next cell layer. About spherical

**« (*), occurring at the junction of this layer with the hypoderm,

l** cells elongate radially to about twice their transverse diameter.

rhe«e cavities are really large intercellular spaces appearing in the

**«lg fruit and showing no evidence of secreting cells in any stage ol

S^-th. Before the walls thicken the cells bulge out into these

Cavitlcs
- Among the smaller polvgonal cells are also large spherical
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ones with cell cavity, frequently 150 fi in diameter, about the size of the

intercellular cavities, both being conspicuous. The cell walls vary

from 8-14 m in thickness and have numerous pits.

epi r

~hy(

St

X

mes

-A— am

Fig.
• rrn<;s-section:

ePl
<

—Cucurbita Pepo var. verrucosa Naud. Pericarp in cro*
e_ce |i

epicarp with /, hair, and sto, stoma; hy, hypoderm; St, outer mesocarP

a

l

w sWrCh.
layer) with *, spherical cavity; mes, middle mesocarp with>, bundle, an

X160.

4. Middle mesocarp (mes).-

consist of rather thick-walled

>tarch grains (am).

middle
mesocarp

+ninratcd
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5. Inner mcsocarp.—The cells of the inner layers are the same

mesocarp

intercellular spaces, and no evident contents. The fibrovascular

bundles, sieve tubes, and latex tubes, found throughout the tissues,

are of the usual type.

6. Endocarp —
already described.

and fourth layers, as follows

:

Pep

*. Epidermis.—The thickenings on the radial walls, besides

branching profusely at the outer end, send out occasional fine branches

the whole length of the rod.

4- Parenchyma.—The second layer of this parenchyma is four or

five cells thick, with somewhat smaller intercellular spaces than in C.

C. Pepo var. Melopepo L.

The popular name (scallop) for this variety suggests the shape of

Ae fruit. It is a large depressed berry with ten to fifteen quite deeply

CUt lftnmtin4:~-l t -i r-i r>_*._ •*. 1- -G,-^ <-YYir»r»th and Vel"cut longitudinal grooves. Like C. Pep
low. with o t-;«^ J. . 1 •. .r

i *ith a rind and a central cavity containing fibers.

The seeds are elliptical, i-i.5cm in length, smooth, flattened,

wwdered, and of a yellow-white color.

Pericarp.—The cell structure does not differ essentially from

that of C. Pepo.

SPERMODERM.-This coat differs slightly from the corresponding

COat of C- Pepo. The palisade layer, with thickenings like those of the

«WJ verrucosa, is thicker, reaching o. 3
mm on the flattened surface

of the seed.

The raphe, which in the species previously described is found only

)u*l the edge of the seed, here sends out a few branches over the

j* In cross-section the cut surfaces of these branches are quitedes. in
ftidott in the ma

Th

C. Pepo var. ovifera Ndn.

white

e fruit of this variety is egg-shaped, 8-iocm long, of a yellow-

er, with hard rind which dries up and persists in its original
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form. The rind is i
cm thick surrounding the central mass of fibers

which do not break down. A cavity is formed, but it is not so evident

as in the other species of this genus, since the tissues, although separat-

ing, retain their original position.

The seeds are of the usual type for this genus.

Pericarp.—The layers are essentially like those of the variety

verrucosa, having a wavy-walled epicarp, thick-walled hypoderm.

outer mesocarp of stone cells with the characteristic cavities and large

spherical cells, middle mesocarp with starch, etc.

Spermoderm.—The lavers are similar to those already described.

C. Pepo var. orangina Ser.

The fruit of this variety differs from that of the type only in macro-

scopic appearance, having the size, shape, and color of the orange.

Rigidity is given the thin rind by the outer mesocarp of stone cells.

^

The small seeds are histologically like those of the precedir,

vanetv.

CUCURBITA MAXIMA DUCH.

This species (winter squash) is a native of southern Asia and, i c

C. Pepo, has many varieties differing in size and shape.

The fruit, the largest of the family, varies from 15 tooo
cm* eng^

It is rounded ovate, with warts and occasional lon^tud^l^u,

and is of a yellow, orange, or green color. In the so-called
/ *wtt

j
uiui*6v ' o*^^ . .. Ufip or con*

variety, the top of the fruit projects beyond an encircling
> ^

striction, which marks the margin of the adherent receptai-e.

hollow rind with central cavity is filled with bundles and see s. ^
The white seeds are 1.5-2. 5

cm long, smooth, and flatten

a b0rder '

+ r Pepo a^ I

Both fruit and seed closely resemble in structure u r

varieties.
elerene

-hv-

PERicARP.-The thin epicarp, small-celled ^^'jf^ol
matized outer, thin-walled middle, and inner mesocarp are

C Pepo var. verrucosa
(fig. 7). and tha t

of

Spermoderm.—The chief difference between this cm
^enc]ivrn3 .

the species already described is in the middle spongy pa

which in this seed is five to six cells thick.
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CUCUMIS SATIVUS L.

Cucumis sativus L. (cucumber) occurs native in the East Indies,

and from this species have been derived many varieties which have

long been cultivated in gardens.

The fruit varies in size, but is always elongated or oval, and rounded

triangular in cross-section. It is fleshy and solid, without a central

cavity, and of a yellow-white color with white fruit-flesh. Numer u>

wans cover the surface, each capped with a short

blunt spine which readily becomes detached dur-

ing growth or on handling.

the three locules,

(fig

are 1

seldom

T P-cm in length, flattened.
sativu s

3.

—

Cucumis

L. Seed.

over 2
mm

thick, and are not, like those of X i.

Cucurbita, provided with a border.

(figs This consists only of the solid fruit-flesh,

the bundles occurring throughout the mesocarp and not macentral

cavity.

in

i- Epicarp (epi)—The prismatic cells form a palisade layer 7 5
/*

width, with strongly thickened outer and radial walls, and very

thin inner ones. The intense color

of the fruit is due, not to the cell

contents, but to the yellow walls.

The warts, which appear before

fertilization of the flower, have the

cell structure as the outer
same

^

large cells w

pericarp. Each bears

-J (fig-
TI)

consisting of

,-ith thickened, sparingly

pitted walls. They grow rapidly for

a short time, but lose their contcnt-

h 10

soon after their w

thicken.

alls begin

"*<ure enif "'" S<UivUS U Im'

fcndnl, I P ln cross-section, with

Cncuti! ^ X 160. -Fig. 10.

* cZ\l
allVUs L Immature seed

tver ,

tl0n: Car
>

jnner carpellary

Whair*
outer integument; In',"* tegument. X200.

At its apex the emergence bears

inted (up to ten cells),
a long, joi

conical hair, with thickened walls.

The cross walls and inner sunken

foot, also thickened, arc pitted (/).
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Occasionally a second hair, similar in structure but of smaller sue, is

developed at the side of the terminal one. The hairs usually disap-

pear in the early stages of growth, but the emergence, unless rubbed

off, persists as a brown hyaline spine.

In addition to the hairs of the wart, numerous small capitate haiix

consisting of a four-

celled head and

stalk of three cells,

cover the immature

fruit, but disappear

early, leaving no

scars. Stomataare

not present.

2. Hypoderm

(hy).—A number

of layers of small,

rounded, loosely ar-

ranged cells form

the subepidermal

tissues. In t he

young fruit they are

filled with chloro-

phyll grains which

entirely
disappear

at maturity.

At the base ol

the emergence o

T3oa1-(aJ

Fig. h.—Cucumis sativus L. Pericarp in cross-

section; epi, epicarp with emergence bearing t, hair; hy,

Y\\rr\f\r\nw* . <>* ~„1 1 a* t ..11- -a U

;roup
curs a

hypodermal

of

c ell

hypoderm; st, sclerenchymatized cells at base of hair. X55- which beCO

thickened, sclerenchymatized, and pitted (st). This t c

^^ or

the cell walls probably serves either to prevent evap

°Jcnce
'

In

entrance of fungi, or both, after the removal of the emeT

^u ])C\
*

leguminous seeds there are sclerenchyma cells imme ia

the hilum groove which serve this same purpose. .
stonc

3. Ouler mesocarp.—Moeller22 finds a weakly de-v

22 Mikroskopie der Nahmngs- und Genussmittel 473-
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cell laver. In the many fruits I have examined, however, the meso-

carp does not show any great differentiation. The outer layers consist

of rather small thin-walled cells with intercellular spaces.

ze of the cells.

p differs from

esocarp
M -

in the outer mesocarp. The bundles, isolated sieve tubes, and latex

lout the mesocarp, are of the type already
tubes, „ __&
described.

Cucurbita.

™'f—The elongated, thin-walled cells of this layer

remain with the mesocarp and are not attached to the seeds as in

__ (figs. 10, 12-14).—Seeds for study should be taken

directly from the fruit, as in drying they usually lose their outer

walls.

1. Epidermis
{fig. 12, ep).—The prismatic cells are radially

elongated to 160 /* on the sides of the seed and 260 /x at the edge. In

surface view they are polygonal, transversely elongated, and arranged

*ide by side in rows. The outer and inner walls are thickened, the

outer having in addition a cuticle, while the radial walls are very

thin, with the characteristic thickenings on only the side walls.

Each thickening consists of a single straight rod, broadened at the

base and tapering rather abruptly into a blunt almost rounded poin

j^t within the cuticle. Von Hohnel,^ in the year 1876, described

these rods as consisting of two different layers; Fickel," the same

" ' and Harz,** although quoting Von Hohnel,
year.

Pictured three. Mv
ment. distinguished

tractive- power and by staining. The inner layer, which gives tne

c°lor reaction for lignin, shows the strongest refraction; this is su

^nded by a thin layer of cellulose (blue with iodin and su tun

***) of rather weak refractive power; and this in turn is inclosea

* a broader, scarcely visible, second laver of cellulose (also taking

j

he blue stain). Tangential sections show the arrangement ot

a>ers and the elliptical appearance of the cut rods.

13 r-°c
- cit., footnote 3, p. 330. *5 Loc. cit., footnote 7, p- 773-

HLoc
- dt., footnote 2, p. 742.
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Subepidermal layer (sub and fig On the flattened surface

of the seed this tissue consists of one layer of longitudinally elongated

cells, arranged end to end in rows, while at the edge they are some-

what shorter and form several layers. They are quite large, ranging

from 50-175 (1 in length, and have thickened and sclerenchymatized

walls. The most striking feature of the layer, best seen in

surface view, is the intercellular spaces which occur in great number

- between the side and end wall

They are very small, several

occurring in every turn of the

sinuous wall, which is greatly

sinuous

Fig i^.—Cucumis sativus L. Iso-

lated subepidermal cell of spermoden*

in surface view. X3°°-

Fig. 12.

—

Cucumis sativus L. Seed

in cross-section. S, spermoderm consist-

ing of ep, epidermis, sub, subepidermal

layer, scl, sclerenchyma, p*, stellate

parenchyma, p*
y

spongy parenchyma;

iV, perisperm; £, endosperm; C, coty-

ledon consists of ep, epidermis and me-

sophyll with al> aleurone grains. X 160.

One-

Fig. t4.-Cucumis
sativus U

half of isolated cell of sclerenchyma .

in surface view. X3°°-

thickened about the space

— -

Between these spaces and also in the

outer and inner walls are small pits.

3 rna {scl H I4) consists of one layer

fi)
cells

with

very g
Heating

all
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only after maceration can the overlapping branches of the ramifica-

tions be seen. Pits are numerous.

(P

increasing in number toward the edge, and consists of small cells

more or less stellate in form. This layer is followed by two or three

(P

tured in dry seeds.

pider

cells.

—risperm (N).—A number of layers of collapsed, thin-walled

cells form this layer. The longitudinally elongated epidermal cells

have a cuticle.

Endosperm (£).—The cells of this layer are polygonal, 22 /* in

diameter, have thickened walls, and contain small proteid granules.

The Embryo (C) lacks distinctive features.

f

Ctjcumis Melo L.

All the varieties of musk melon are derived from a single species

indigenous to Africa and Asia. Harz divides the species into nine

groups, each with one to ten subspecies. .

The fruit varies somewhat in size and shape, but is usually spherical,

oval, or occasionally elongated, and has eight to ten longitudinal

grooves, differing in depth in different specimens, to which is due t e

characteristic "melon shape." The surface is green, yellow, or red,

*«b a gray network of corklike tissue. .

A rind 2.5 to 5
«« thick, with yellow to reddish fruit-flesh, incloses

a central cavity containing fibers, seeds, and a considerable amount o

*»tay fluid.

The seeds are like those of C. sativus, except that their color is

This consists of the hard rind, and the
ellow.

(fig

^t, sweet watery fruit-flesh with bundles. ,

'• Epicarp {ePi).-Thc cells of this layer vary in size, shape, a

*teknes3 of walls. On the ribs there is a palisade layer o great

thickened. nolvon«al ~n„ _M, « niticle. In the grooves tne ecus

Urease in size, the walls become thinner, and pits make their appea
-

«*e. ln cross-section the cell cavity appears flask-shaped,
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neck running out to a point. Fig. ij shows the radiating cell cavity

in tangential section.

According to Moeller, 22 cork cells occur here and there below the

epicarp. This I find to be true of the young fruit, but at maturity

they break through the epicarp, forming the corky ridges or netted

thickenings previously mentioned. The cells are small, thin-walled.

and radially arranged, forming a dense mass of cork tissue, which.

together with the ruptured epicarp, closely resembles lenticels, but no

complementary cells are formed. This likeness is very marked in

cross-section
(fig. 16).

Stomata (fig. 17, sto), with guard cells of the usual type, are present

in the grooves and, •

less frequently, in

the depressions be-

tween the corkv
J

ridges. The walls

of the accompany-

*y-~a

»<*

Fig. 15.

—

Cucumis Fig. 16.

—

Cucumis Melo L.
cross-

Melo L. Epicarp in tan- section; epi, epicarp; su, cork; hy, hypoderm; and me ,

gential section. X160. mesocarp. X 50.

In somemg cells have few or no pits and are irregularly thickened,

instances the whole wall is thickened, while in others large protuber

anccs are sent out into the cavity.

In the depressions and grooves are jointed (three or more c 11-

conical hairs up to 375 p in length (/). The diameter at the base is

dimini

apex. The thickened walls have additional minute local thickening

„„«rf„i ^, lcincr. About the hair

most

walls.

guished

C

sativus.
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2. Hvpoderm (hy).-The cells of a number of layers beneath the

epicarp are thickened and pitted. Below the thick-walled epidermal

celLs they are of

medium size

with intercellular

-paces; under
the thinner epi-

dermis of the

grooves, through

which they are

visible, they are

larger and thin-

ner-walled with

very large pits.

Chlorophyll is

present in greater

or less amount even though the fruit appears yellow,
1 ^_

BqaMjl.— ejji

»«*~ ^.-Cucumis Melo L. Pericarp in "«**£"'>

epi, epicarp with t, hair, sto, stoma; hy, hypoderm. X 160.riFic. 17

3. 4, 5-
ocarp

sist of cells similar to those of

the corresponding layers of C

sativus. The placentae
,~"how

ever, instead of persisting in-

are almost if not quite
tact,

*

broken down.

6. P As in C. saii-

Wl the cells are thin-walled

and longitudinally
elongated.

vus,

Epidermis

(fig- 'V

p). Seen in sur-

fafe view the cells are
polygonal

cross-section they reach

Fig. 18.—Cucumis Melo L. Seed in

^oss-section
; 5, spermoderm consisting of

'*> ePidermis, sub, subepidermal layer, scl,

50 erencr»yma, pi, sclerenchymatized spongy
Parenchyma,

/»», spongy parenchyma; N,
^sperm; E, endosperm; C, cotyledon with

'('
eP,dermis, and mesophyll containing al,

a|eurone grains. X160.

and in
The outer

a length of 200 **.
iUC "

tall is thickened and the «h,n

^al walls have the character-

ures

thickenings,

this layer

Harz 26 ng-

with rod-

,6 Loc.cit.,
footnote 7, P- 777-
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having small side branches at right angles, and Moeller 22
describe

them as simple rods without branches. Like the latter author,

I find single straight rods, one on each radial wall, which stain

vellow with iodin and sulfuric acid, thus showing them to contain

lignin.

2.

4

bidet

al—'

BoaHtw

N
E
C

Fig. 19.—Cue 1 1 mis Melo L. Isolated

sclerenchyma cell of spermoderm. X 300.

is the most characteristic layer

of this seed. Whereas in C.

sativus it consists of but on

cell layer, in this species it ha

five or six layers of cells lon-

gitudinally elongated (except

at the edges) and arranged end

to end in rows. Both specie

have sinuous walls and char-

acteristic circular intercellular

spaces visible in cross- as well

as in longitudinal section.

The cells of the outer layer

are small, increasing inward in

size and thickness of wall with

every layer, until the inner

one is distinguished from the

ft

sclerenchvma only bv the

somew•hat more irregular ar-

rangement
• and the slightly

smaller size of the cells.

(5c/ and

3
Sclerenchyma,

This single
fig--

I9)-

layer differs from tl

sativus only in the

cell

C

jn-effular

contour of the outer surface, where the layer conforms to the s ape

of the inner surface of the preceding layer.

4- Parenchyma (p* and p
2).—Beneath the sclerenchyma arc

sometimes two, layers of small cells, which are thin-walled, *derc

^m
matized, and frequently pitted. This tissue gradually chang^^
without inward to larger-celled parenchyma with larger interu

spaces.
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pidermi A layer of small parenchyma cells makes up

thh
w

Perisperm {fig. 18, N)

ig. 18, C) have the same s

salivus.

(fig

CUCUMIS ERINACEUS L.

(fig
is 6-8mm long, 2-3

mm

broad, and 1-1.5™ thick, flattened, pointed, smooth, and yellow.

(fig
This is quite similar

to that of C. Melo.

The prismatic cells are

Fig. 20.

—

Cucumis

trinaceus L.

Xi.

— . radially elongated to 70* increasing
;

in lei^h

Seed " but slightly if at all over the edge. Each radial

rod broadened at the base and
wall has one

bluntly pointed at the outer end.

ubepidermal
edge

"umi, langentiaiiy elongated ceiib, iutica3xxi .

of the seed. They are thick-walled, pitted, striated, and increase

sae from without inward. Occa-

sional small intercellular spaces are

seen, especially at the edge.

(scl) . This3. Sclerenchyma
v_„ / .

ngle-celled layer, 40 n in width,

differs from the subepidermal layer

principally in the greater size of

the cells, which are longitudinally

elongated and ha\e very thick

muous walls containing pits.

la

y ..._ 0).—The outer

*yer is made up of very small cell

*ith thin walls and small pits seen

only with very high magnification.
In the middle layers the cells are

somewhat larger, also thin-walled,

*ith intercellular spaces at the angles
of the cells.

Seed in cross, secuon^J ^.^
C°T^ Vub

subepidermal layer

?; Snchvma ^layer, f, gjt^kP^
g
^°e^

jrrains. X160.
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pidet

chyma cells.

very small paren-

(fig. 21, N), ENDOSPERM (fig. 21, E), and EMBRYO

(fig. 21, C) present no new features.

ClTRULLUS VULGARIS SCHRAD.

Citrullus vulgaris Schrad. (watermelon), now extensively culti-

vated in the tropics and warmer regions of the temperate zone, i

a native of South Africa. Engler and Prantl emphasize the fact

that on its native soil the fruit forms a considerable part of the food

of both the natives and the larger animals. This view is substantiated

by Livingstone in his Travels in Central Africa.

The fruit is spherical, or more often ellipsoidal, of a dark green

color, frequently mottled with white in ragged, longitudinal stripes

several centimeters in width. The rind is firm but not hard, green at

the outer surface, white further inward, chang-

ing gradually to the glistening pink, red, or yellow

inner fruit-flesh, which contains 91-95 per cent,

of water.

f

—Citrullus

vulgaris Schrad.

the numerous white, brown, or black mottled Seed Xl .

seeds
(fig They are flat, without a border,

lustrous, and smooth except when mottled, in which case the} an.

The great bulk of the fruit is the solid

slightly rough.

(figs

fruit-flesh, and it is this sweet, watery portion that is usually eaten

and not the rind as in Cucurbna.

The placentae are beautifully out-

lined, the bundles being of a some-

what lighter color than the ft*

When ver y ripe the flesh nu

separate along these hues, W

no true cavity is fonnd- *

individual cells of the inner flesh

visible to the naked e> e.

Fig. 23.

—

Citrullus vulgaris Schrad.
Pericarp in surface view. Epicarp with
sto, stoma; hy, hypoderm. X 160.

are

Epicarp (ep
•Instead

of

1. Epicary \*rr

the true palisade cells there I a
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The outer

tar, 33 p. in thickness, of cells often broader than high.

Z is very thick, the thickening running down on the rad.d wall

,

In surface view the middle lamella is visible and the hypoderm ts

quite evident through the thick-walled but transparent ePJ^P-

The ovary and very young fruit bear jointed hairs, winch o ten

reach a length of 3,- but are only 84 f broad. They are borne on

talks of several joints, the foot becoming no larger than the surround-

ing epidermal cells in which

it is imbedded. All the walls

are only slightly thickened.

These hairs disappear soon

after fertilization, leaving scars

which are evident only on the

immature fruit.

Stomata (sto) are* very nu-

merous, occurring singly or

in groups. They have rather

cells and thin-large guard

A
walled accompanying cells.

2. Hypoderm (hy).—

layer, many cells thick, con-

taining chlorophyll, forms the

green tissue of the rind. The
outer layer consists of short

cells, resembling those of the Fig. 24- Citrullus
vulgaris Schrad.

with

epicarp in size and shape; the Pericarp in cross-section; ^ û ^ocarp

following layers are made Up «<>> sto™,; **
h

fTparenchvma between

of cells smaller in size and ^pTolstott is;' -, middle mesocarp.

^odiametric. Numerous pits xi6o.

are present, the walls appear-
lng distinctly beaded in surface view.

°ccur throughout the tissue.

Small intercellular
spaces

P In the very young fruit the cells are small

aroups of cells

and isodiametric, but after a few weeks single cells ^^^^
Sicken their walls and become pierced with pits,

distributed about the fruit just within the hypoderm

of the fruit continues, these cells increase in numbe ,

As grow

the groups
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approaching each other until there is eventually, in the mature fruit.

a distinct zone of stone cells surrounding the inner tissues. Thi

stone-cell layer is not quite continuous, the groups being separated in

many places by a few cells which retain their thin cellulose walls and
*

afford easy communication between the hypoderm and middle

mesocarp (x). The inner contour of the layer is very irregular.

4. Middle mesocarp (mes).—The cells are thickened, pitted, and

gradually increase in size from the small outer layers inward.

5. Inner mesocarp.—This layer is the great central mass of pink

(or yellow) tissue. The cells are of enormous size, often 1 . 25
ram

in

diameter, and, as previously stated, they can be easily distinguished

with the naked eye. The walls are thin and are separated at the

angles by intercellular spaces. A sweet, watery liquid fills the cavity.

Bundles, sieve tubes, and latex tubes are found scattered through-

out the mesocarp.

6. The endocarp consists of one layer of small, very thin-walled,

elongated cells as in C. sativus.

(fig- 25).—This coat, consisting of the usual number

of layers, is thin but very firm.

1. Epidermis (ep) .—Prismatic cells form
with a thick cuticle, which occasionally reaches a thickness of 35 M-

The outer and inner walls have wavy contours, that of the inner wall

being much more pronounced. Each radial wall, which is thicker

than in the species previously described, has one thickening in the

form of a straight rod pointed at the outer end. Occasionally it

branches once dichotomously, the two branches running straight

out to the cuticle. These rods are sclerenchymatized, responding to

the test with iodin and sulfuric acid. In the colored seeds the brown

or mottled appearance is due to the colored contents of the epidermal

cells.

2. The subepidermal layer (sub) consists of a number of layers <3»

sclerenchymatized cells, increasing in number over the edges. 1
^

outer cells are small and isodiametric; those of the middle layer-

large and radially elongated; while the inner cells are noticeabl)

small. The cell walls increase in thickness from without in****

those of the inner layer having scarcely any cell cavities. All oi

wa 1

1

s are sinuous and deeply pitted.
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,. Sckrenchyma (,d).-This layer differs somewhat from the

Jesponding layer of the other cucurbitaceous seeds. Instead
corresponding uiyci ui *uv v~™~ —
conspicuously elongated cells arranged end to end m rows, they are

but slightly if at all elongated

and very irregularly distri-

buted
,
showing only the

faintest indications of an

end-to-end arrangement. In

other respects, that is as

regards thickness and sinu-

ousity of the pitted walls,

they are similar.

4. Parenchyma. One
layer of small and some- sub—

-

what spongy cells forms the

outer tissue (p They
are thin-walled, pitted, and

clerenchymatized. Below

are several other layers of

more or less spongy paren-

chyma, the cells decreasin

in size toward the inner

cr

(P

5. Inner epidermis.—
This layer consists of small,

thin-walled cells.

Pkrisperm

" '.—An epidermis of lon-

gitudinally elonaatpfl rells

25>

ep —

Seed

tudinally elongated cells

With a cuticle covers a num-
ber of lay

Fig. 25.

... .ross-sect

ep, epidermis,

Parenchyma.

Endosperm

Citrullus vulgaris Schrad

,. n s
- spermoderm

coasting of

-
*, sclerenchymatized

paren

sclerenchyma, p, » ^ jy,
perisperm;

rers of thin-walled chyma, p», inner ParenC^n with ep t

epidermis,

E, endosperm; C, coty e o , ^.^
and mesophyll, containing at,

cell thick. In/: •—This is the only spe-
CCU thick. m

c'es studied in which this layer is more than co. ^ ^^
bhinocystis hbata there are occasional broken- ^
the thick-walled protein

are occasional dh»-
he cell

layer, but in the present specie
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layers are numerous, forming a tissue as thick as the perisperm.

The outer polygonal cells are of the kind described for other specie^

and the inner layers consist of extremely thin-walled parenchyma.

(fig

j

tion.

SlCYOS ANGULATUS L
Sicyos angulatus L. is a native of northeastern United State-

occurring as a weed in damp places, and is also occasionally cultivated

for arbors.

& v* .v small
cm

in

length), filled with a single seed, are borne in capitate clusters on a

Fig. 26.—Sicyos angulatus L. Base of prickle in cross-section, showing har-

acteristic small cells. X 160.

long peduncle. They are dry and covered with deciduous barf*

prickles, 8-iomm long, which give them a burrlike appearance.

Tho W, J. . , ., 1 --mrnKmad. flattcntfl-

ovate, smooth, and lustrous.

Pericarp
(figs. 26-29).—This coat forms only a very thin cover

ing for the seeds and does not make up the bulk of the fruit, as
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other species described. The surface is roughened and covered with

spines and hairs, of which, as described below, there are four forms.

1. Epicarp.—This layer is composed of small flattened cells 13ft

high, with slightly thickened walls. In surface view they are polyg-

onal and 20 fi in diameter (fig. 29).

Very striking are the prickles (emergences), each being a long

mm
I fig

They have a constricted base, the epidermis of which consists of thin-

walled cells. Above this base the epidermal cells elongate and become

thickened. Over all the surface of the prickles are borne slightly

curved, single-celled, conical hairs (often 135 /* in length), with

extremely thick walls (fig. 27). They are very stiff and turn sharply

backward. Doubtless they play an important part in the dispersal

of the seeds, acting as barbs to fasten securely the prickles, and thereby

the fruit, to passing animals. Similar pointed but not deflexed hairs

occur on the epicarp, either singly or in pairs.

At the end of the prickle there is a thin-walled capitate hair, con-

ing of a stalk of several short cells and a single-celled glandular

head
(fig. 2j).

Among the prickles there are also large glandular hair^. reaching

(figs
The foot con-

"- of one or two enlarged epidermal cells and is surrounded by

1 1- . . . . . n .o^^rritfwi and
Fromcdls but slightly smaller. *-.««-««.

thin-walled, the hair tapering gradually and ending with short gland u-

lar cells. The prickles become entangled in the hairs and do not fall

even though detached from the pericarp.
Off.

(fig
^cellular or several-jointed, reaching a maximum length of 54° "•

The end cell is conical and not glandular as in the preceding hair.

cell.

umerous stomata occur among these hairs.

Hypoderm.—One or more lavers of very

an inconspicuous layer just within the epicarp. Ahv

.
rmal cells of the constricted base of the prickle are al^o verj

"^te and thin-walled. These together with the thin-walled epi-

pod

Crm,>
Permit the prickle

Pnckle lhe cells are elong;
Plts

(fe. 26).

Inth<
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3. Outer mesocarp.—Several rows of small rounded cells with

intercellular spaces make up this tissue- In the vicinity of th-

prickles and hairs they are sclerenchymatized and tangentially don

gated.

4. The middle mesocarp consists of several layers of large-cell

loosely arranged parenchyma with intercellular spaces.

5. Inner mesocarp.—The cells of this coat, although somewhat

smaller than those of the middle mesocarp, form several layers of

similar tissue.

27 28

3 **.»

Fig. 27. Sicyos angulatusL. Apex of spine. X 160.

L. Apex of long jointed hair. X 160.—Fig. 20.

Fig. 28. Sky* angular

Sicyos angular L
^

Kpi^P •"

surface view; t<, base of glandular hair; t*, short pointed conical hair; t\ una

conical hair. X 160.

The bundles and latex tubes, few in number, are scattered throug

mesocarp

docarp As in Pep
of longitudi-

(fiS- 3°)-— I. Epidermis (ep)
thic

rt

rod;-in the cross-section to be walls thickened at the angles arc
^ ^

one on each wall, from the inner to the outer wall which the)
*
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join. No cuticle is present; the thickening, however, is continued
tojoi

on the inner wall.

2. Subepidermal layer (sub) .

—

Small thin-walled cells, 13 p in dia-

meter, with intercellular spaces,

make up one layer. Additional

cells of the same type are present

below the radial walls of the

epidermis, making the tissue two

cells thick in those places.

3. Sclerenchyma (scl).—As in

Echinocystis, there is one layer

of radially elongated cells form-

mg a palisade layer, 230 /u. in

width
, which is best seen in cross-

action. The cell cavities are

narrow, constricted about 70^
:rom the outer wall, from which

constriction branches radiate
toward the outer wall. This is

repeated at the other end, the

constriction being slightly nearer
the inner wall. In surface view
the cells are sinuous and indefi-

Mj arranged.

4- Parenchyma.—The outer
Us are small and thin-walled

'/>') and the several middle layers
c°nsist of large stellate cells and

). All of(P
Skyos angulotus L.

these layers are sclerenchyma-
'-ed. About ten layers of

spongy parenchyma, the cells

!

ecrea*ing in size inward, form the
lnner tissues (/>*). These cells

J**
chlorophyll, which gives ^^ia^e.ains.

e ll -ue a distinct green color. X160.

Seed
FIG. ^TV^KHknn consist -

in cross-sect.cn ; S, sperm

ing of ep, e

f
der-!

m:"V s-Ll-celled

layer, scl, ^*H^*U*i »P«W
outer Parenchyma

f
- >Xd par .

parenchyma. ^, sma
endosperm.

C, cotyledon ** + *
c
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5 P

of Cucurbita Pepo.

Perisperm {-fig. jo, N).—Five or six layers of parenchyma, with

outer epidermis and cuticle, have the same structure as the correspond-

ing layer of other-species. The most characteritsic feature is the

transversely elongated epidermal cells.

Endosperm (fig
£).—This consists of one layer of thick

walled cells containing protein granules.

(fig No

ECHINOCYSTIS LOBATA TORR. & GR..CCHINOCYSTIS LUBA1A 1UKK. tv vjjs..

This plant, Echinocystis lobata Torr. & Gr. (Sicyos lobaius Michx. '

Momordica echinata Muhl.), is one of the two Cucurbitaceae indigi

nous to New England. It has no value as a food, but is quite exten-

sivelv cultivated for arbors.

31

w
33 34

Fig. 31. Echinocystis lobata Torr. & Gr
lobata Torr. & Gr.

Gr. Seed. Xi.-

Eeiiinocysti
5

Fruit. XL—**• i2 -

.
, Torr &

Fruit in cross- section. X i.-Fig. 33-
Echinocystis lob

Fig. 34.—Echinocystis lobata Torr. & Gr. Seed. X«-

fruit (fig

ercd

x ac uvai iruit (fig. 3 i) is 5
cm long, light green in color, a

,

rlv

with soft spines i 2
mm

in length. At maturity it burst, ir o^
at the top, showing the fruit-flesh separated into an oUter a^ l%x0

tissue consisting of a fibrous network. This inner part torn
.

-^
large oblong cells, each divided at the base into two one->
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fig
Soon after dehiscence the pod dries

up

The flattened ovate seeds are 20 length
mm

thick. The color is gray brown with beautiful brown markings

On the flattened

markings&

38 36
37

piG. 35- Echinocystis lobata Torr. & Gr. Apex of emergence
ce from

!*ncarp. X160.-F1G. 36. Echinocystis lobata Torr. & Gr. Apex o ^^^
|"«nature pericarp. X160.-F1G. 37. Echinocystis lobata Torr. K^ • *

£f/;
.^fv//5

m surface view; ep, epidermis; /, fibers of hypoderm. Xioo. -A

"*« Torr. & Gr. Base of emergence from immature pericarp, a

Nhers as various

form a border of elongated diago

pots, but about tbe -P-^-J
arranged blotches—" * comer ot elongated diagonally »*—©-

thicknessm*>ryo differs from the typical embryo only in the greater

of the cotyledons.
rin(1 ,

consists of
Pericarp (jigs . 55-30).—The outer part, or pricki) rind.
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the epicarp and outer mesocarp, the inner of the hard, stiff bundle-

with only vestiges of ground tissue.

i. Epicarp (Jigs. 37, 39).—The cells of this layer are slightly

thickened, in surface view appearing polygonal and distinctly

beaded. On the spines the epidermal cells are elongated and have

thick walls.

The tip of each spine (figs. 35, 36) curves decidedly, bearing at

the very extremity, or more frequently just below it, a long, jointed,

capitate hair. There is great variation among these hairs. They

point downward, upward, or in an intermediate direction; the joint

may be few or many, the length of the hair varying accordingly.

Each cell is about as long as broad, with moderately thickened outer

and slightly thinner cross walls. The head consists of one cell

(fig- 35) .
two ( fig

(fig

about a common axis. They have

free rounded ends and are elongated,

with longitudinal diameter twice tha

of the transverse.

Similar hairs, but much shorter,

with one- to three-celled stalks, arc

present on the sides of the spa*

Fig. 39.-Echinocystis lobata Torr. (fig. 38) . All of the hairs frequent!

&Gr. Pericarp in surface view; epicarp disappear before the trUlt

with hy, hypoderm. X 160. . ..
.maturity. . ^

Interspersed among the spines are the stomata with sma P>

accompanying cells.

2. Hypoderm (fig. 30, hy

this layer. They are polygonal, thick-walled, ana «*" - ^
intercellular spaces at the angles, about which the wa * ^ ^
thick. In the spines the walls are also thickened and pittec

.

r
. . „ ohw, v,vnoderm *n°*-

-Several layers of pitted cells make up

onal. thick-walled, and have c,rc*

inally. The *H«-*£addition very much elongated longitudinally, itie n>p ^
through the transparent epicarp, the circular intercellular

spac^^_^

strongly thickened surrounding Walls, being especially cha™
enchvma

3. Outer mesocarp.—Several layers of isodiametric VaT^^ gn(]

cells form the tissue below the hypoderm. The cells are -

. 1 | - —

thin-walled.
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P

roken clown in the mature fruit, thus forming the cavity between the

outer rind and inner fibrous

*>>uc

. Inner P

Groups of small parenchyma

cell.-, with structure similar to

hat of the middle mesocarp,

are found between the bundles.

The numerous large bundles

make up the bulk of the ma-

ture mesocarp, the anasto-

mosing branches forming the

librous network. Into each

spines passes a smallof the

bundle which connects with

this netted system.

Latex tubes are present in

the young fruit, but very few

or none are found with the

dry bundles of the mature

Pericarp.

6. The aulocarp (Jig. 41)

persists on the seed as a single

layer of very thin-walled cells,

longitudinally elongated and
arranged side by side in groups.

Spermoderm (Jigs. 40, 42,

43)-—This thick, hard coat is

best

with Javelle water.

studied after bleaching

The!• Epidermis (ep).

cell> differ markedly from those

°* the seeds previously de-

— E

I-- C

Fig. 4c -
***** «* To

IL!
Gr.

section 5 spermoderm

-st«s
sclerenchyma, P

consisting

layer, scl, ^^^ p>, spongy

sderenchymauzed J"""! with R, raphe

sclerenchymafzed Parenth> ?\ y peri-

bundle, * spongy parench) ;na ^
scribed in that they vary greatly

bund,e
' flS. C, cotyte&» *Hb «*

? ^ight throughout, o^ing to J^*"3TSU- —* 4
lrreSularitie>, not in the Slir- Neurone grains. X160.
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face of the seed, but in the subepidermal layer. A cross-section

best illustrates this characteristic feature. The cells are much

shorter than broad, except where they suddenly elongate, running

down into the grooves of the subepidermal layer to form palisade

cells about 54 p in height. In surface view the whole radial wall

is thickened, without the thickened rods so characteristic of other

seeds.

Subep —This coat, which varies in thickness,

as above described, always consists of numerous (ten to fifteen)

Fig. 41. Echinocystis lobata T«

Fig. 42. "---• -

43

orr. & Gr. Endocarp in surface view. AJ^
Echinocystis lobata Torr. & Gr. Subepidermal layer in tangenta ^^

Fig. 43. Echinocystis lobata Torr. & Gr. Parenchyma with rap e

race vie"' VQ~

X300.

lew. X80.

mged-

cros^

layers of sclerenchymatized cells. They are very looseh

with large circular spaces surrounded by thickened walls.
^

section the tissue appears only as a confused mass of cells, u^

tangential section
(fig. 42) the contour of the walls is very

The seed owes its color to the dark contents of the outer ce J*

3. Sclerenchyma I) In cross-section this single cell
layer

j. Kjwrcnvnymu {SU).—in CrOSS-SCLliun w» — a .

j fl

appears as a palisade tissue, the cells, while only 4°^ broa

^ ^
radially elongated to 180 fi. The walls are extremely thick a
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cavities narrow, each sending out branches to the layers above and

below. The folds of the sinuous outer and inner walls are also

conspicuous in cross-section. In surface view the cells have sinuous

walls and are irregularly arranged.

4. Parenchxma.-The outer layer (p>) consists of small, thin-

walled, and sclerenchymatized cells without pits. It bears no resem-

blance to the corresponding layers of Cucurbita. Adjoining this layer

are two or three layers of true spongy parenchyma with large cells,

thin walls, and large intercellular spaces (p
2
). From this tissue the

(P

The branching and anastomosing raphe ramifies through this

inner parenchyma. Although each branch contains but few bundle

elements, the branches are so numerous that they form a conspicuous

tissue, best seen in surface view (fig. 43) •

pidermi

Kte Pepo, consisting of a layer of small cells with thin walls, the cir-

cular contour of the radial walls being very noticeable.

Perisperm
(fig. 40, N) .-The structure of this tissue is the same

as that of the seeds already described, consisting of several layers

thin-walled parenchyma and an outer epidermis with cuticulanz <

outer and radial walls. The epidermal cells are elongated, in ma y

Places transversely. . . , „,,_

Endosperm
(fig. 4o, £).-One layer of uniformly thickened celt

.

forms In one or two seed-

examined there were indications of broken-down
parenchyma

The EMBRYO
(fig

•

» iie embryo {Jig. 40, C) corresponds iu u«. b— ^^
the cotyledons having minute epidermal cells and mesop v

w'th oil ami nmtA;« „™„,,woil and protein granules.

CYLINDRICA ROEM.

The smooth, flattened seed (fig. 44) is I2 long
' ' '

and 2-3
mm

thick, of a dark-brown or black color.

Spermoderm (to. 4 ,-47) .-This is thick and consists

tol|owing layers

:

*• Epidermis (ep)

thickno^ +u Q ^..4„_

(figs. 45-47)

30-60 a* m
On each of

(fS
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at the outer end, joins the thickened outer wall. The contents are of

a dark-brown color.

2. The subepidermal layer (sub) consists of two quite distinct

tissues. Within the epidermis

is a layer, one to five cells

thick, consisting of small reti-

culated or pitted cells. In

tangential section (Jig. 46) the

zig-zag walls are seen to pro-

ject into the cavity, with an

intercellular space in the angle

of each projection.

The second tissue consists

of one layer of cells, 20 fi in

thickness, polygonal and regu-

larly arranged in cross-section,

and slightly elongated tangen-

tially.

3

.

A sclerenchyma layer
(scl) of cells radially elon-

gated up to 235 fi forms this

ep.

al—
^3qpag03r^jgs%s$pa5^ 'yr

i

46 47

Fig. 44. Luffa cylindrica Roem. Seed. X i.—Fig. 45-—Lu$a
f' '"/epidertn

Tangential section of spermoderm, showing rods 'on radial walls *v ^
X160.—Fig. 46. Luffa cylindrica Roem. Tangential section of sPenll0

Roen
.'

Set

ing radial walls of subepidermal layer. X300.—Fig. 47- Lu$a cyh
, ''"-dermal lave'-

in cross-section; 5, spermoderm consisting of ep, epidermis, sub, subepi c ^
scl, palisade sclerehncyma, />, parenchyma; N, perisperm; E, endosperm^

,

with ep, epidermis, and mesophyll containing al, aleurone grains. *i °-

characteristic layer. The outer and inner walls are *»*

sending out peculiar branches. The cavity, best seen in cro«-sec-
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on, is extremely narrow, with a globular enlargement just without

the center, the two ends branching and running into pits at the outer

and inner tangential walls. In tangential section the polygonal cells

are 30-45 ^ in diameter.

4. Parenchyma (p).-A number of layers of large stellate cells form

the spongy parenchyma. All the walls are thin, the cross walls being

pierced with pits. In the outer layers the walls are sclerenchymat.zed.

5. Inner epidermis.-This layer of small parenchyma cells is also

somewhat stellate.

til

(Jig. 47, N) ,
ENDOSPERM [fig

Abobra viridiflora Cogn.

2
mmThe seed of Abobra viridiflora Cogn. (fig. 48) is 7~*am tong'

V^
slightly flattened, the enlarged apex being 2-3

mm broad and 1
.

5-

thick, of a deep-brown color with

longitudinal dashes of a darker

brown.

Spermoderm
(fig. 49).

but firm.

Ep

Thin

P) —The pali-

ade epidermis varies in thickness

from 16-45 A4 - On the thick radial

vails of the larger cells are one or

more straight rods joining the outer

wall, which is extremely thick.

bepidermal layer (sub).—2.

six toThis broad layer, __._ „
te» cells thick, consists of
verX thick-walled, pitted
cells irregularly arranged.
The outer, and frequently
the inner, cells are small,
bu t the middle ones are of

48

Fig. 48. Abobra viridiflora Cogn. Seed.

Seed

Vl _fic 40 Abobra viridiflora Cogn.

tL S spermoderm consisting of

in cross-section. ^, sper"

* epidermis, »* subepidermal layer, sclscKr

enchyma, />,
parenchyma. .V, perispenn;

enormous size. Few or no <™h>™' * *™2Z ™* *«*"•«*
*reell„lar space s are ^£^SS * *«—•—
present.

X160.
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3. Sclerenchyma (scl).—Small,
#
thick-walled, pitted, irregular!

arranged cells make up this layer, which has no sharp line of demarka-

tion from the preceding layer.

4. The parenchyma (p) consists of several layers of small thin-

walled cells.

•p One layer of parenchyma cells makes up

this indistinct inner tissue.

The perisperm
(fig. 4Q, N) of several cell layers, endosperm

(fig. 4Q, E) of one layer of thick-walled cells, and embryo (fig. 49*Q
are like those described in the introduction.

Fig.

thria

50-

scabra

Seed. Xi.

Melo-

Cogn.

Melothria scabra Cogn.

(fig. 50) is 4-5
mm longn'

2
mm broad, and o.75mm thick, flattened, pointed,

and smooth.

{fii
Con-

sists of five layers, and has a

microscopic structure resembling

that of Cucumis sativus.

Seed

K9Ji.

Fig. 51.

—

Melothria scabra Cogn.
in cross-section; 5, spermoderm

consisting of ep, epidermis, sub, subepi-
dermal layer, scl, sclerenchyma, p, paren-
chyma; N, perisperm ; £, endosperm; C,
cotyledon with ep, epidermis, and meso-

Epidermis (ep).-A Pali
"

ade layer, 270 /* in width, form

the outer layer, which, a> O

Cucumis, is frequently absent

on the dry seeds. The walls are

thin except for a single, straight

pointed rod on each radial wall.

2. Subepidermal layer (sub).

This single layer is compos 1
<*

thick-walled cells having pit^na

distinct laminations.
Atthee g

of the seed the layer increa^

from two to five cells in thick**

the outer ones being elong ted

radially.

3
/)

Small

itted cells
longitudinally

elong

cotyledon with ep, epidermis, an,! meso- *
,

. '

fVl
_ third W*'

Phyllcontaininga/.aleuronegrains. X 160. ated, make up tne
P
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4. Parenchyma (p) —Several layers of thin-walled parenchyma

form

derm. Only with high magnification can the pits in the outer layer

be seen.

P As in the other species, this tissue consists

of a single layer of thin-walled

cell-.

(fig. 5h N)
ndosperm

(fig. 51 , E), and

EMBRYO
(fig correspond

with the general description.

Trichosanthes colubrina L.

ot

The seeds are 15
nm

broad, and 4-5

mm long,

thick,

a gray-brown color. The

mm

irregular contour and beautiful

dark markings on the flattened

Jriace are illustrated by fig. 52.

-A
*ry hard and thick seed coat with

Spermoderm
{fig. 53).

\

too distinct subepidermal layers

8 characteristic of this seed.

I. Epidermis {ep).—This layer

•sverv irregular in width (12-135

H' The larger cells

d°wn into grooves of
h« second layer, bear
tfaight rods on their

radial walls. These

' running

rod join the thick-
ened °uter wall and in

"oss-section are indis-

H'uishable from the

52

TtvJ&J

53

Fig. ^2

-eed. Xi

Fig., 53.

,„ Trichosanthes colubrina L ^
Trichosanthes colubrina L- ^e

of ep, epidenm

Walls at the angles.

section; S, spermoderm «•**»* o
, ^

sub*, outer and sub*, inner subq»«kr V,

Ul of the walls
,mPregnated with

are

a

with R, ra
l
)he:

sclerenchyma, p, Parencnv°rotv ie(lon with ep, ep»-

perisperm; E, endosperm; c
; ^; >7 aleurone grains.

dermis, and mes

X160.

parenchyma

idosperm; C, ---,--
,

.ophyll containing al, aleuron
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brown coloring matter and starch is present in considerable

quantity.

2. Subepidermal layer.—As previously stated, this layer is divided

into two distinct tissues: the outer (sub 1

) consists of cell layers increas-

ing in size from the small outer cells inward, with numerous pits in the

thickened walls; below this tissue is a second (sub 2
), many cell-

thick, consisting of very thick-walled cells with small branching

cavities and small intercellular spaces at the angles. The walls of

both tissues are brown.

3. The sclerenchyma (scl), consisting of large, longitudinally

elongated cells of the general type, forms a third sclerenchyma tissue

which is impregnated with a brown substance.

4. Parenchyma (p).—Medium-sized thin-walled cells, the outer

layer somewhat stellate, make up this layer. Chlorophyll is present

in the inner layers in considerable quantity.

The raphe (R) branches out over the sides of the seed, the small

bundles being found throughout the inner parenchyma.

5. An inner epidermis of thin-walled parenchyma cells complete-

the spermoderm.

The cells of the perisperm (fig. 53, N), endosperm (fig. 53>
Eu

and embryo
(fig. 53, C) are not characteristic in this specks.

Yale University



THE ANATOMY OF ISOETES

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY 126

Alma G. Stokey

(WITH PLATES XIX—XXI)

There is no group of plants among ptcridophytes whose anatomy

has occasioned so much discussion as the genus Isoetes. The most

recent writers, Farmer on I. lacustris, R. Wilson Smith on L

tchinospora, and Scott and Hill on I. Hystrix, disagree in many

point. In view of the lack of harmony, both of observation and

interpretation, it has seemed advisable to make a comparative mvesti-
I /

gation of the anatomy of several American species.

Historical

The literature on the anatomy of Isoetes began in 1840 with a

paper by von Mohl (24). Although he recognized the lycopo

affinities of Isoetes, he noted several important points of difference,

in the arrangement and structure of the roots, and in the nature ot t e

cambium products. Ever since that day the question of the nature

of the cambium activity has afforded a fertile field for discussion and

" Is with that subject that this paper is chiefly concerned, VO»

Mohl regarded the whole of the secondary growth as parenchymatous-

and states that, as in other vascular crvptogams, there is no *****

^ thickness of the wood. The next significant work was that

Hofm„stEr
( l6) in ,857. In discussing the cambium goArt^

says (p. 361): "The effect of the yearly renovation ot tne^

"l* is not only to increase and renew the cortical tissue

e

ambial

but new
,a>'er is not only to increase and renew the cortical tissue di

W cells also become added, although only sparingly, to the

of the

and

of old vigorous plants.
t

1 1*0 or three cambium cells from the olderV^^^°
*"*> often exhibit thickenings of the walls, which by their delicacy

want of color betray their undoubted recent origin. '

appeared Russow's Vergleichende Unlersuchungen der Ui >

Kr}'ptogamen (18), with a discussion of the anatomy of IJaCUS
[[; n

hi»osPora, and /. Hystrix. This paper has had great «*"«
Sequent work, and'to Russow's work may be attributed he c

»il
I

Botanical Gazette, vol. 47
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rent conceptions of the nature of the cambium products, i. e., that the

cambium produces cortex externally to itself, but internally it pro-

duces a tissue which he calls the " prismatic layer/ ' and this he regard-

as being made up of phloem cells, tracheids, and parenchyma.

Hegelmaier (12), writing in 1874, is inclined to question Russow's

interpretation, but adds that no decisive grounds can be given again-

the interpretation of the Dauerzellen as soft bast. Farmer (9

published in 1890 a very full discussion of I. lacustris. He

reluctant to accept Russow's theory of the nature of the cambium

products, but does not offer another. After quoting Russow h

H-em-

Quite

from

anomalous, its structure is remarkably complex and heterogeneous

In discussing the structure of the "prismatic layer" he says:

The zone-like arrangement consists in alternations of tubular thin-wa e

cell-rows of varying thickness, whose cell contents are clear and water)', WW

others, whose cells are wider in the radial direction, and filled densely with stare .

Occupying a middle position in the latter zone is embedded an irregular ring

of cells whose walls are thickened like those of the tracheids, but these too, un 1
e

the latter, often contain protoplasm and starch.

In 1900 R. Wilson Smith (22) discussed the morphology of .

tt* 1~v *r*r-

echinospora, with some incidental work on its anatomy, ws

vations do not agree with those of Farmer on /. lacustris, ana 1

proposes "to drop the term phloem until its justification is establi^

on physiological grounds." In the same year there appeared a

exhaustive paper on /. Hystrix by Scott and Hill (19) •
The na

of the cambium products was taken up, and Russow's conception w

indorsed, in that they regard the secondary tissues interna to

cambium as consisting of secondary tracheids,
parenchyma,

phloem. Their statement is as follows

:

The cambium in J. Hyst
•lem

cylinder, continues its activity indefinitely, producing parencnyma, y
_ -^

a variable amount of secondary xylem on its inner side, and secon a

parenchyma only, towards the exterior.

Each of the last three writers has based his conclusion on tj^^
of a single species, while Russow, who investigated three or^ ,^
hampered by the fact that he worked on herbarium materia

.
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rability of a comparative study of several species embracing a

considerable range of habit is obvious.

Material

material of I. Tuckermani var. H
Ha

Maine

cf development ; to Mr. Wilhelm Suksdorf for material ol

/. Nuttallii Engelm. (7. Suksdorfii Baker) collected at Bmgcn,

Wash.; and to Dr. H. C. Cowles for material of I. echinosp

rieitu which he collected at bpanaway i^aK.c, w^..., ^ -~

of 1907. The latter material has been kept in cultivation at the

greenhouses of the University of Chicago and has afforded abundant

material for ihe study of a close series of stages in the development ol

the stem. I am also indebted to the late Mr. A. A. Eaton of me

Mass

tion of I. melanopoda

For killing and fixing the stems a medium solution of chrom-acetic

acid was used. The material was embedded in paraffin and cut in

rial sections 7 to 12 /* thick. Some of the series were transverse

and others longitudinal, both parallel and perpendicular to the iur-

«w. A considerable number of stains and combinations of stains

*ere used, of which the most satisfactory were the following: a com-

bination of safranin and anilin blue devised by Dr. Land; 10 1

green and Bismarck brown ; iodin green and eosin.
_

The four species studied present a considerable range in ia
1

.

'• Tukermani var. Harvey i is a submersed form which grows in

water 30-1 ,„« deep. The trunk is deeply two-lobed, occasional

^ree-lobed. The leaves are short, strongly recurved, without

st°mata, and said bv Eaton (8) to be relatively the stoutest otji

^
^rth American species, being 5^cm ™ len§th

and
'j^avellv

^"icter. hoetes echinospora var. Flettii grows on the nra

%s of mountain lakes in Washington. In the spring it ma>

^bmersed, but during most of the year it is out of the water,

^l holds water so that the substratum is never very dn

.

*»* is two-lobed and the leaves are moderately stout. The^
form stn^j • r . . , T , 1 i„„„» two-lobed trunk, vimm studied is J. melanopoda r>
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very long, moderately stout leaves. It grows in inundated field-

and shallow ponds, where it is emersed during most of the summer.

/. Niittallii has a three-lobed trunk and long, very slender leaves. It

never grows under water, but near springs or springy places, and on

low wet grounds or meadows, where the ground becomes very dry in

the latter part of the season.

Investigation

The complicated structure and arrangement of the old stem is mow

easily understood by a study of the sporelings. The stem of a spore-

ling is a mass of undifferentiated parenchyma, traversed by leaf

traces, which come together to form the short flat stem plate an

continue outward and downward into the roots. All observers

agree that in the young plants there is no cauline portion in the -torn

bundle, but whether or not there is a cauline portion in the older

stems has long been a disputed point. Hofmeister, de Bam

Campbell, and Farmer look upon the stem bundle as being made

up of leaf traces; while Hegelmaier, Bruchmann, and Scott an

Hill maintain that there is a cauline portion. In the short and com

pact stem there are no indications of a procambial strand, and a

there are never any tracheids present above the last leaf trace,

evidences of a cauline portion are not satisfactory. In following

cross-sections of leaf traces in a series of longitudinal sections up o

the place where the traces coalesce, it is easily seen that there is

sufficient amount of trachearv tissue in the leaf traces to account

:

all the xylem in the stem bundle. Scott raised the objection t

^
the tracheids of the stem are unlike those of the leaves, but there B

greater difference between the tracheids of the stem and of the M#

the leaf, than between those of the base of the leaf and of the u?P*,!g^

The difference is chiefly one of length, and this, together mth ^
ences in the distribution of the thickening of the walls is corrc

,

with the rate of growth of the part in which the tracheids are

^ ^
In all plants there is a separation into root and stem region-

this becomes more marked as the plant enlarges. A nis> s bb ^
the tuberous body is not wholly stem, but a contracted stem^^
root. Owing to the compact growth and the consequent disp^

^^
of tissues, some of the root bundles in an old plant may be foun
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up in the cortex than the old leaf traces. In fact it is not uncommon

.

in sections of old stems cut at the very apex of the stem, to find in the

cortex a longitudinal section of a root making its way out. Hence,

although the stem and root regions are sharply marked off in the

-. - m mm • . . 1 .
• !•» 4- Vi rx PAftoV

delimit

are functional.

fig

fig<UC lUULllUIiai. Ill L11C JJIcUllS 311WVVH iii /*&"' *x? —

»

dead except a few at the bottom, and all the leaf traces except a

very few at the top. As the plant increases in size, the old leaf traces

are unable to keep up with the growth of the stem and are torn apart

.

leaving the old stumps attached to the central axis, while the rest of

the leaf trace is carried out farther and farther by the growth of the

cortex, and in time is sloughed off.

The arrangement of the roots is described in great detail by Scott

'--•-- -
urix, a three-lobed form. The two-lobed trunks

Hy
kho\v no essential variation from-vn uu c^cnuai variation iiuni mat ^jy^t ***

—

necessary to give a detailed discussion of the subject. Fig. 6 illus-

trates the appearance of the lower part of the stem in cross-section,

showing the relative position of the roots of various ages. The roots

near the center, which are outlined by dots, are those in menstematic

condition; next to them are the mature active roots which are iro i-

cated by shaded circles; bevond the mature roots are those which are

dead and crushed. The relation of the sets of roots is indicated in

h 19 also. The arrangement of the roots in the two-lobed species

was first correctly worked out by Hofmeister; the youngest sets

^
foots are those nearest the furrow ; and of those in the farrow

,

ingest are at the ends.

The structure of the roots has been described so many time

s

* » unnecessary to take it up in detail. The most interesting featu

18 that they are collateral and monarch, without showing any trac*s

of reduction. As the root bundle passes out from the vascular « s

** a round or flattened bundle surrounded by parenchyma.

*<« distance from the stem, phloem replaces the parenchyma on

** »*ay from the center of the stem. The phloem is always nrmtc

*° °ne side and is small in amount in comparison with the mi •

1 here is also proportionallv much less than in the leaf trac s.

THE ROOT

At a

the
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protophloem and protoxylem are usually differentiated about th

same time, but the protophloem occasionally precedes the protoxylem.

The complete differentiation of the phloem is usually complete before

that of the xylem. The differentiation of the xylem in the too\> \-

much slower than in the leaf traces. Fig. 7 illustrates the structur

of a root bundle before it is completely developed and while it is still

in the cortex. The eccentric position of the bundle in mature root> i

shown in fig. 8. While the root bundle is making its way through

the cortex the endodermis is poorly differentiated, but in the matur

root outside of the stem it is well defined. The pericycle is poorly

developed. It is usually entirely absent opposite the phloem, but

opposite the xylem there is usually a small amount.

THE LEAF

echinosp

(fig

The leaves of the four species studied present considerable varia-

tion, both in general appearance and anatomy.
'"•---''*•

• • •

r> puna is moderately stout, and

-
t
_ &™ w y/ . In the cortex and lower part of the

leaf the bundle is fairly well developed, but above the sporangium it

becomes a slender strand. The bundle is collateral throughout, but

tends to become concentric in the upper part. The differentia i

of the phloem regularly precedes that of the xylem, as was foun
^}

Kruch (17) in the species which he studied. The protoxylem in mo

cases is plainly exarch, but sometimes the differentiation is nea^

simultaneous. In this species I found no cases of distinctly mesa

protoxylem. It is common for the metaxylem to develop m three

hich itW% % £ I

directions from the protoxylem, but I found no cases in *

developed on the fourth side, i. e., on the side toward the pw w

although Kruch and Scott and Hill find that in their s^\m
bundle tends to become mesarch in the region of the sP ™"?

There is evidently a certain difference in this respect in ^
species, for in /. Nuttall

sometimes Dresent. While or

xylem are both composed of spiral and annular ~*
^

tracheids with irregular spirals, the protoxylem can w •

The

recognized by the fact that the spirals and rings are 00^ ^ ^
protoxylem cells of the lower part of the leaf are small an
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fast to show signs of crushing, but those in the upper part are large

and later form canals by the loss of the thickened portions. In the

upper part of the leaf the protoxylem is usually limited to a single

large vessel, whose place can be recognized in old leaves by the large

canal formed by its disappearance {fig. 13) 5
but in the lower part of

the leaf, as well as in the leaf trace, the protoxylem cells are smaller,

trend in number, and less sharply marked off from the met
^
x

>,

le

^
Fig. 10 represents the section of a young leaf near the tip, in which the

only indication of the protoxylem is the large central cell, which is not

vet thickened, while the phloem is represented by several cells. he

phloem consists of very long and slender tubes whose sieve plates.are

terminal. They come out clearly in sections stained in anihn blue

or Bismarck brown. Although several preparations suggest the

presence of thin areas on the lateral walls, the evidence is not con-

clusive. In the portion of the leaf above the ligule there is a very

abrupt decrease in the amount of xvlem, but not a corresponding

decrease in the phloem. The phloem is well developed throughout,

but instead of forming a band on one side of the bundle, as in e

lower part of the leaf, it forms an arc. The phloem does not disappear

from the center of the arc, leaving two lateral groups such as KRi C

h_ a.^, , . r „ . . j Duriaei) and /. velala, but the amount

variable. Near the top of the leaf the
"' ine center ot the arc is variable, neai w* «r —

Phloem is sometimes most abundant in the middle of the arc.

k- 14 is shown a leaf trace from the cortex at the base of e
•

rv,, . r . «<-if travPfsPS
Thi

the

—« 10 wit ijpc uj. UUIlUie WI11LI1 JS ivunvx in ,

he outer part of the cortex, and in the leaf itself from its base

:~..i . •'...« - ohmntlv into the
ligule.

J

reduced type of fig
,cauced tvpe of fig. i3. In the former, tne u^—

>

toty uniform in size, are scattered among parenchyma ««•

^e abundant protoplasm and large nuclei. Before the^^
mature, the outer vessels, the protoxylem, begin to coliaj*

*

**^ of bundle the phloem is always in a band and she*-

^ency to surround the xylem. The amount of phloem is less

in ^e upper part of the leaf, and by the time the leaf » matur

e

*** entirely obliterated bv crushing. In foiling the to

!

hrough the cortex toward the center of the stem the tirst<W_
* condensation of the bundle by a reduction in the amount ot par

.
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chyma, although a few parenchyma cells usually remain in the center

as long as the leaf trace can be identified (fig. 15). For some distance

the compact bundle remains distinctly collateral, but the phloem

decreases in amount, and near the stele disappears entirely, the leaf

trace consisting of a strand of xylem with a few parenchyma cell-

in the center and a parenchyma sheath. The xylem cells become

shorter, and it is no longer possible to distinguish between protoxylem

and metaxylem. The next stage is the merging of the tracheids and

parenchyma of the various leaf traces to form the central axis.

While in general the leaf traces of the other species are similar to

those of /. echinospora var. Flettii, they present certain interesting

variations. The leaf of /. Tuckermani var. Harveyi is also quadran-

gular, but is shorter and more rigid. The bundle, however, is not

so well developed, either in amount or structure. The tissues are not

well differentiated; the phloem in particular is much less sharply

differentiated than in the other three species. The thickening of

the walls is slight and sieve plates are not evident. The amount of

xylem is noticeably less, but the phloem, although not abundant, I

not so much reduced as the xylem. In the lower part of the leaf the

phloem is a narrow band, but in the upper part of the leaf it forms an

arc and tends to surround the xylem. The formation of sieve ce

begins in the middle of the band, or arc, and extends around three

sides of the xylem. The phloem in the center of the arc i> small in

amount and more rudimentary than that on either side, so t at

places there are indications of a tendency to form two lateral groups

The sieve cells in the lateral groups are smaller, as well as more

u f t formed
numerous, and they continue to function long after the nrsi-i

cells have become crushed and functionless. In this species

sporangia are comparatively small. ,

rge

/. melanopoda has very long, moderately stout leaves, w »

sporangia. The leaves have a greater diameter than those o^ •

Tuckermani var. Harveyi, but they are very much longer and re a I

^
less stout. The amount of xylem is greater, and the bun e

1 tVip leat trait-

general stronger than in the two preceding species. 4™ ^^
in the cortex of the stem contains on an average twice *> ^
tracheids as that of /. Tuckermani var. Harveyi, while in

trace above the sporangium there may be three to eiffht tra
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echinosp

Hamu,n vu. ^-veyi. As in the other species, the phloem forms an arc

in the upper part of the leaf. As the phloem is abundantly de-

veloped at the sides of the arc and poorly developed in the middle,

there is a tendency for it to separate into two lateral groups.

Nuttallii

other species, both in external appearance and structure. They are

triangular in outline, long and very slender, indeed almost thread-

6 ' °
. i n _ a . I^>{ ^=«w in the

like. The sporangia are extremely
The

sporangium region as well as above, is notably small m amount,

bundle, however, is well developed and larger than in any of the

preceding species. It differs conspicuously from those of the other

m
porangium and in the upper part of the leaf. Although, as in the

other species, the bundle becomes reduced above the sporangium,

there are usually eight or ten tracheids and sometimes fifteen or sixteen

present for a considerable distance above the sporangium, to toe

region above the sporangium, as in the other species, the Pr°|°
x>'lcnl

consists of large cells, which are later replaced by canals. The *a 1

lining the canals are heavily lignified. There is no trace of.an endo-

dermis, such as Scott and Hill find in I. Hystrix. The prott*) Rm

in this region is occasionally mesarch, a few tracheids of the metax> iem

developing on the side toward the phloem, although the grewer

amount of metaxylem is alwavs on the adaxial side of the lea *V

it frequently forms a narrow band. In the region of the sporangium

the metaxylem is in the form of a crescent, with the heaviest develop-

ment often at the ends of the horns. In such cases the bundle tends

to become mesarch. The phloem also is well developed and abun-

dant, the sieve tubes regularly separating above the ligule in o

strands. A transverse sieve plate is shown in fig.
n-

H the four species are arranged in a series according to,tte«w

and development of the leaf traces, the series is as follows. 1.

1

'

' melanopoda, I. echinospora var. Fleilii, I. Tuckermam
var. nan

^
! * the species are arranged according to habitat, from

..

terrt

;
^uatic, the order would be the same, with L NuttaUn as th mat

terrestrial form and I. Tuckermam var. Harveyi as the m°st

J
<

A series arranged according to the size of the leaves is as tollo
-.

-
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melanopoda, I. Tuckermani var. Harveyi, I. echinospora var. Flettii, I.

Nuttallii. A series according to the size of the sporangia is a- follow^

/. Nuttallii , /. melanopoda, I. echinospora var. Flettii, I. Tuckerhianl

var. Harveyi. It is perhaps not safe to generalize from a comparison

of only four species, but it is worthy of- note that the size and

development of the bundle in these forms is not related to the

size of leaf, but follows the other two series, that of habitat and six

of sporangium.

Hill (13) calls attention to the presence of two canals in the leave-

of I. Hystrix, which he regards as representing the parichnos of the

Lepidodendreae. In none of the four species examined is ther

any trace of a canal or any indication of a tendency to form canak

In this respect these species agree with /. lacustris.

THE STEM

is well known, the stem of Isoetes is a short tuberous bod}

whose vascular axis is very small in proportion to the diameter of the-

stem. very

left in a deep pit by the overgrowth of the surrounding region. If

the term stele may be applied to a region whose connection with a

plerome is far from certain, then the vascular axis may be denned I

a non-medullated monostele, consisting of xylem and parenchyma

forming a loose network. The xylem is made up of short spiral,

annular, and netted tracheids, whose long axis is transverse to the

stem
(fig. 22). The parenchyma cells contain abundant protoplasm,

and the nuclei appear active. The xylem axis is surrounded by

similar parenchyma cells, one to three layers deep, but in neit er

young nor old plants is there a trace of phloem. A great many youn

plants of I. echinospora and a few of /. Tuckermani var. Harvev

were examined, and in all cases the xylem is surrounded by undi er-

entiated parenchyma. In very young plants the vascular axi> »>

exceedingly small, but there is a constant increase both in length an

diameter with the increase in the number of leaves. .

The differentiation into protoxylem and metaxylem. *[?.
usually well marked in pteridophytes, is lacking in Isoetes. T e»

neither a difference in the time of development nor in the chaw
^

of the elements. A difference in character of elements is not like )
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occur in such a slow-growing stem, and a difference in time would

run

claimed

certain cases, giving as evidence sections which show tracheids at the

out>ide and parenchyma in the center. But since the xylem is made

up of leaf traces which curve down from the leaves, as in fig. 4,
it *

evident that it would be possible to obtain a section which sno« s

this condition without being an example of protoxylem differentia-

tion. In voung stems it is not uncommon to find that at least one

section shows this apparent differentiation into protoxylem and metax} -

lem. As was mentioned above, an examination of a series of cross-

sections of leaf traces as they approach the central axis indicates mat

there is no differentiation into protoxylem and metaxylem in that part

of the leaf trace. Even if it were present in the leaf traces, tne

transverse arrangement of the tracheids would cause it to appear in

iers rather than in vertical strands, as in other ptendophyte stem-

The cambium, which appears very early (fig. j),
begins its acuwy

in the parenchyma which surrounds the central axis, so tna a

fcsues which are found outside this thin layer of parencn> ma a

secondare The secondary tissues of Isoetes have always! .

described as anomalous, and so have furnished a fertile tie 1

observation and theorization. The cells which the cambium cuts

S

alw

u,«mi anu uieurizauou. xum w*-~
h have

externally are ordinary thin-walled parenchyma cells, wnic

m
avs been called cortex. Whether they represent ancestra p

***»

*> of course, an interesting question, but there is nothing^1
^

structure to suggest an answer. This is the great storage « -^
the plant, and the amount of this tissue is much greater

In the middle and outer region*
««mea internallv bv the cambium, in u«= »-

mesophvll
<* the cortex the "cells become rounded, often lobed, as in tne

- ^
(fig-»« Wg. 10 ), ana always luiiw... «~ ~ -

lthoU(rn there is a
«Wex increases its thickness from year to year, anno h ^^
continual loss by the sloughing-off of the outer layer;

region there is little or no starch. « j h^
The tissue formed internallv to the cambium, the so-cau £ ^

*fc layer/' is that which has aroused the greatest mte ^
***** cut section this layer is a glistening wfote and sta .

h^lv from the surrounding region. In stained sections
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that the " prismatic layer" is composed of several kinds of cells. In

the four species studied there is a considerable range both in the typi

of cells and in their distribution.

P
rather large number of active nucleate parenchyma cells, whose wall

are slightly thickened. Associated with them are other cells which

are almost or entirely empty and whose walls are not uniformly

thickened, but have round, oval, or irregular pits. In such cells the

thickening is not very heavy. There are usually other cells in which

the thickening is more pronounced and is arranged in irregular banch

or rings. In some cells there are heavy bands in addition to th

irregular pittings.

Of the four species, /. Tuckermani var. Harveyi most closely

resembles the preceding species, but it differs in several points. There

parenchyn
elh

whose walls are thickened irregularly. These cells are seldom entirely

empty, but usually contain a little protoplasm and small, apparent j

degenerating, nuclei. The cells are for the most part of the type

shown in fig. 23, in which the pits are small and irregularly dhtn >-

uted, and there are but faint indications of banding. In the older

plants, however, it is not uncommon to find the thickening fornnn

more or less definite bands. In the older parts of old plants the J»

become smaller and less prominent, tending to disappear en X-

Sometimes the pits can be seen in sections stained in Bismarck >rown,

when with a less transparent stain, such as Delafield's ^mat0X

-J;
the pits cannot be distinguished, and the walls appear to hav^^
form and rather heavy thickening. Apparently the thicken"!g

kening
cell wallsgoes on through a period of several years, the first

^ tf

being irregularly distributed, leaving irregular pits, while I e

deposits include the whole of the wall and tend to obliterate t

J

P^

In /. melanopoda we have all the types of cells which
cell>; ,

described for /. echinospora var. Flettii: active parenchyma ^
pitted cells, and cells with irregular thickened bands or ring*

ddJtion

pitted and banded cells are as a rule entirely empty- "^^
to these types of cells, however, there are other cells wltl

h

'

irai

thickenings which are slightly lignified, and also tracheids *i

of the

or annular thickenings, whose lignification is
pronounced, a
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not as heavy as in the tracheids of the central axis or of the leaf traces

ig. 21). The parenchyma cells, however, have thinner walls and

are richer in protoplasm than in the two species just described. Th<

parenchyma and the various types of thickened cells are in most cases

distributed irregularly, as is shown in fig. 26, although occasionally

in the older parts of old stems there are indications of zonation.

/. Nuttallii shows the same type of cells as /. melanopoda, but there

is a difference in arrangement. This species always shows the zona-

tion which has been described by Farmer for I. lacustris and by

Hegelmaier for /. velata and I. Durum. The parenchyma cells

cells thick, which alternate with layers com-

puacu ui uic various types of thickened cells (fig. 25). The zonation

evident in voung plants and is very striking in old plants, especially

in the older regions of the " prismatic layer." The^f^^™
usually entirely empty. r ,

larger, contain more protoplasm, and have thinner walls than those

of the first two species. The parenchyma is more like that of L

melanopoda

more

Nutlaid

than those of the latter species. In the older parts of the stem the

thickened empty cells are usuallv collapsed, so that the zones of

thick-walled cells, which alternate with the well-developed parenchyma

*ones, are apparently much narrower.

Almost all the writers on Isoetes have called attention to the pies-

ace of the fine-grained starch in the cells of the "prismatic layer.

This was first noted by Hegelmaier in /. velata and /. Dimaei.m

*hich the starch-containing parenchvma cells form zones alternating

*ith zones of empty cells. Farmer records the presence of starcn

» the prismatic layer of /. lacustris, in which the starch-filled ecus

"e also arranged in zones. The disposition of the starch was touna

tovarv^.u • x„ r „,i.:„^^n,-»r FlettiUnd I. melano-

poda

van- with the species. In /. echinosp

matic layer.

"^^ uiL 31JCL1CJ5, XLL ± . Clf^/wo^«" * —
m u .

is present abundantly in the cortex but not at all in the p

iver » Tn r Tnrh^ani, var. Harveyi, in addition to the

:a*h in the cortex, there is starch in the parenchyma in the^vasauar

axis, and in tht

'^one in the <<
prismatic layer." /. Nuttallii shows what seems to be

the more common arrangement in the forms previously descnixa,

lhat is, there is abundant starch in the "prismatic layer."
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It should be noted that the only one of the four species which con-

tains starch in the "prismatic layer" is the only one which shows well-

marked zonation, and is also the one in which the parenchyma cells are

the largest and contain the most protoplasm.

Discussion of secondary thickening

A study of the structure of the cells composing the "prismati

layer" is of interest only as affording a basis for an interpretation of

the nature of the layer. The interpretation which is accepted in

the most comprehensive of all recent works on pteridophytes, Bower s

Origin of a land flora, as well as in Campbell's Mosses and fern

and other current texts, is Russow's theory, which more recently ha-

received the indorsement of Scott. As was mentioned above, they

look upon the "prismatic layer" as a complex of tissues, consisting of

parenchyma, phloem, and xylem. Among recent writers Smith :

the only one who has even suggested that the tissue may be of a le

extraordinary nature.

The position of this layer would naturally lead to the conclusion

that it is secondary xylem, but for the fact that its composition is not

what we have been accustomed to look upon as characteristic of t a

tissue. The parenchyma is more abundant, while well-defined

tracheids are not only few in number in most species but exceeding}

rare or entirely absent in others. In addition to the parenchyma an

tracheids, there are the pitted cells, which have been regar

phloem. It may be well at this point to consider the evidence upon

which this claim is made. Scott and Hill say:

The phloem elements have an extremely characteristic structure o

^^
walls which comes out conspicuously in sections stained in hematoxy

.

in '

fonning
walls are much pitted, the thicker bands of membranes between the pits

^^
a lattice-like reticulum. The pits are often subdivided by fine bars in o^^
areas. Little of the nature of formed contents can usually be detected,

J
times small, deeply staining globules are found adhering to the walls, an^

^
ently localized at the pits. In the older parts of the stem the phloem » ^ ^
extent obliterated, dense masses of callus-like substances apFann

8^"^nine-
walls and almost filling the cavity. The masses stain like callus wit

^^
soda, but the other callus reactions tried did not give wholly sat,s °

t

'

hllS nave

We have not investigated the more minute histology of the phloem an
^ ^ (

not demonstrated the perforations of the thin-walled areas. That ma>^^
other investigators, but in the meantime, we can scarcely doubt that t e

ded
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M with the characteristic areolations of their^£**£Z~
in various reactions with the sieve tubes of the leaf, with which we _A J- ^
are continuous, are best to be regarded as themselves representing the sieve tubes

of the stem.

possibl

oas given above might be aecepted as sufficient proof o. >"< >hl°™.

nature of the pitted cells, although the fact of a camb.um cutung ol

both phloem and xylem from the same face is so extraordmary.hu

theory
The

elves with leaving the burden of proof to other investigators. i

onlv analogv is in the case of Dracaena and its allies, whose anoniatous

secondarv thickening has been frequently referred to in the Uterature

on Isoetes. Before Russow's theory made its appearance, the^ue
secondary xylem

on me inside of tne camoium nau uccn x^5«. .^ ^
Thi> was the very natural interpretation given by Hofmeist

Higher Cryptogamia and was accepted, apparently without qutfx
,

, a if nnp is not willing to

until Russow's more critical work appeared. It one is n «~ ^
accept the Russow theory, the natural alternative is to r fe

_ ^
prismatic layer" as secondary xylem. This, of cour.e, «q ^

explanation of its unusual structure. 1 ne prc^u- ^ without
of parenchyma in the secondary wood is unusual du

^
phloi os fuli^ymoiosjuiiginosus. ine presence 01 ^-5-— r ^ int

the situation which has led to controversy, and is

hlocm _

to be explained. However, the presence of pitted cells F^ ^
•ike aspect does not necessitate the gumption tha^ ^^ ^
Phloem, since that structure is found in cells 01 ^.^
sample, the cortical parenchyma of Heiminuw,^

_ ^^
Farmer and Freeman (10) in their description ot tne p

of the cortical parenchvma sav

:

.

lv simple depressions

The pits are remarkable, forming, as they do, not me« >

of a sieve

ln the walls, but rather being massed together in areas li ^ ^ diffcr

plate. Indeed thev mav fairlv be termed pitted areolae an

essentially

The presence of cells of this type in tissues ^ ^^
^long to part of the bundle indicates that pitted WW ^
lnly to be taken as an indication of phloem.
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tests applied to the " prismatic layer" do not give any positive results.

In the case of the cells in question it can be shown that not only are they

not phloem but that they are xylem.

A careful examination of the "prismatic layer" of such forms a

/. Nuttallii and /. melanopoda will reveal the fact that, while the

secondary tracheids are far removed in appearance and stainin

reactions from the pitted cells, an almost perfect transition seril

exists between the two types. h
It is possible to trace a series from the tracheids with lignified spiral or

annular thickenings, through those with less regular thickenings and

with a smaller amount of lignin, to those in which the thickening is

very irregular and which have no trace of lignin. A combination of

safranin and anilin blue was found to be particularly valuable in

revealing slight amounts of lignin. With this variation in w

lisriificat

rail

the

fiord much of an

amount of cell contents. The existence of the transitional stage-

leads almost inevitably to the conclusion that the various types of cdls

of the " prismatic layer " differ essentially only in their stage of develop-

ment, and that the layer accordingly consists of mature tracheids

immature tracheids, and parenchyma. While the series in /. echwo-

spora var. Flettii is less perfect, it is very suggesti

Tuckermani var. Harveyi is usually too limited to i

indication of the nature of the pitted cells.

The recognized steps in tracheid development are as follows: t e

more or less regular thickening of the wall; the loss of cell contend

and the lignification of the wall. It should not be assumed, because

a parenchyma cell undergoes the first steps of the changes whic

would lead to the formation of a tracheid, that there is any inheren

necessity for their continuance. It is perfectly possible that «
*

course of development might be arrested at any point, and that any

or all of these changes might be incomplete, according to the us

standards of completeness. Unfortunately,' the cases of secon WJ

growth in modern pteridophytes are so few in number and so hm»

; " -
nities for comparison:

wi

-has

ther

very
this very thing—the incomplete development of the trachea-

been described as characteristic of the secondary xylem ot o

pteridophytes, and indeed is almost made the test of secondary *J
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..oodle (,), in his account of the secondary thickening in the -o.s

„f Opossum vulgatom, figures both a cross and a long, udmal

section of secondary tracheids, which he describes respect.v
)

as a

developing tracheid with its protoplasmic contents an as •

longitudinal section showing part of the xylem with one de oW
tracheid containing protoplasm and a nucleus." In both the ca s

the tracheid character of the cell is too pronounced to be questioned

In ,he ease of Angiopieris evecta, Hill (14) says with reference to he

condary growth: "Semi-ligni fieri elements with protoplasms

terns are found on the inside of the meristem."
„„„.;,in.

II seems strange indeed, that while, in the case of other per

phues, i« is taken as a matter of course that tracheids may r ta.n^art

of their protoplasmic contents and appear in various stages

ment, in Isoetes the same condition has been looked upon as

perable objection to the tracheid character of the cells in questi .

is obviously much more natural to interpret this tissue ^^.^
arreted development, than to regard it as anything so ex r

! 1

1

-tv. a fart that we nna ca^-s

as a combination of xylem and phloem. The fact n ^
of immature and imperfectly developed -f«^Sto than Is

pteridophytes is more enlightening as a basis of intcrpre^^
the presence of anomalous secondary thickening in

Draraena -

• ftfe ratted tracheids,

The irregular disposition of the thin areas in the pn
^ ^^

' le not usual in the pteridophytes, is probably^"^^ on
has been supposed. Gwynne-Vaughan (ll),«» Ms

^q^^.
the tracheae of ferns, calls attention to the irrcgulanU^tinct iv pitted

daceae, Botryopteris, and others, illustrating cases o ^^^^ ^
walls.

the xylem of Hel
with char

— .jwui ui «

»

mtHiuuiiuLttvo «v .

form" to those in

acteristic bordered pits of an oval or even circular ^ in the

which the pits assimilate to the more scalariform type ^ ^^
majority of ferns." In Lycopodium in the priman

^ ^ ^^
areas are mostly long and narrow, of the scalariform^ y^^^ &

^nder tracheids thev mav be round or oval, givmg
^ ^^ q{

pitied or pitted appearance. A study of the api

^^^^
L>copodium affords an opportunity for a compare. '_' j^ on

J^ttg tracheids, a comparison which is of interest as
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the nature of the pitted cells of Isoetes. In the apices of Lycopodium.

where the xylem is not yet mature, it is not difficult to find tracheitis

that have round or oval pits, and which before they are lignified pre nt

a similar appearance to that of the pitted cells of Isoetes. In fact, in

L. pithyoides, the fully developed sieve cells and the pitted tracbefcfe

in which lignification has not yet taken place differ only in the greater

regularity of the pitting of the tracheids. If the development of th

more slender tracheids of Lycopodium were arrested before lignitica-

tion had begun, it would be difficult to distinguish sieve cells from

tracheids except by position, since both have so nearly the same general

appearance and the same reactions to stains. As the disposition ot

the thickening of the primary tracheids of Isoetes is much less regular

mi

secondary xylem would also show irregularities.

One of the reasons given by Russow and subsequent observers tor

regarding the "prismatic layer" as part phloem, is that it is in direct

continuity with the phloem of the leaf traces. I am not disposed to

oem
There

is nothing in its position and structure to cause any hesitation a*w

accepting it as phloem. The sieve tubes possess well-defined »£
plates, and the tissue as a whole is so definitely marked off, bot m

position and development, from the xylem and all adjacent iss

that there is no apparent reason for questioning its identity a* p •

There can be no question of the continuity of the old leaf traces a

^
m<- jjumiuuic layer in sum cases as die »»«/"— — i •->

,j

in the case of young leaf traces the point is not so certain. ^
cations are that the continuity is a result of the overgrow t

_^

leaf traces by the secondary tissues. Fig. 17 is a dia£ram
,

:n„_^ .;. ., . . -r ....:.. .ji^qps where sucna

v,^«*o ... some
large

continuity exists. In any old stem there are present a
^ .^ ^

number of leaf traces, of which only a comparatively few a
.

^matic

are alive and active. The upper part of the stem is a mens

A the zone ^ iu/

region, composed of the meristematic leaf traces ana iu -

^ ^ ^e

lower projection is the cambium. This region fe
. ^i traces <rf

diagram by fine dots. The xylem strands of the various ea ^ ^
that level move in together, forming a more compact ns,

^^
vascular axis. The phloem ends in the parenchyma, t re
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or

nu

cells from the vascular axis, in the region in which the cambium has

not vet become defined. As the meristematic region becomes localized,

forming the cambium, the parenchyma with which the leaf trace

phloem is connected is pushed out farther and farther from the

vascular axis by the secondary tissues. The phloem can retain its

ontinuity with' this region in three ways: the xylem at the base oi

ihe leaf may elongate sufficiently to compensate for the secondary

growth in that region; there may be a splitting-apart of the tissues

of the bundle, permitting the phloem to slide along the xylem;

the phloem of the leaf trace will be torn apart, leaving one end con-

nected with the "prismatic layer" while the other is carried out into the

cortex. Undoubtedly, while the leaf trace is young, there is an adjust-

ment by the first method. It should be noted, however, that the leaf

traces which are connected with living leaves are comparatively few in

mber and are found in that part of the stem in which secondary

growth is scarcely observable. At some time in the development of

each leaf trace there comes a time when it is no longer capable of

"tension and is unable to keep pace with the development ot the

•tern. At this point the tissues of the leaf trace give way, and the

outer part is carried out into the cortex and finally sloughed off, while

the base becomes more or less crushed and remains as a dead stump,

which in time may be completely buried in the secondary wood.

While the conditions which have led to the imperfect development

°f the vascular tissues cannot be known with certainty, among them

are doubtUs- the aquatic habit and the reduction or shortening of the

tcm - The anatomv of l.oetes does not seem to indicate, as SMirH

sa^ (P. 324), "that the genus Isoetcs represents a more primimc

to* of sporophyte than any other vascular plant," but it supports me

]ew of Scott that "the group has clearly undergone reduction from

,me more complex type, and probably from some highly organi/ec

form ~r 1 - - -tVl the marked

bet

opod, as indicated by the secondary growth, the ma

er(*Pory, and the somewhat complex organization of the leaves

a*» the root-bearing portion of the axis." As a consequence o a

shortening or anv reduction in stem development, there would natu-

fy * a reduction in the xylem. This might be either in the amount

0t thc xylem, even to the extent of the entire disappearance of the

aawiary wood, or there might be a reduction in the development
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of the xylem. In the other modern pteridophytes it is apparently the

former which has taken place, secondary xylem appearing rarely and

in small amounts; and, as Hill (15) infers from a comparison of the

examples of pteridophytes showing the phenomenon, it is more prob-

ably an example of reduction than a new development. In Isoetes,

however, the reduction in the bundle has not been limited to the

xylem portion, but has extended to the whole of the phloem, bo>h

primary and secondary.
*

The position of Isoetes

The phylogenetic connections of Isoetes have been discussed in all

recent papers, with the great weight of evidence in favor of a lycopod

ancestry. The evidence as to its relationship afforded by its anatomy

has been taken up recently by Bower (2), on the basis of the inter-

pretation given by Scott and Hill, with the conclusion that Isoetes

is in its anatomy a lycopod, with a stem structure which can be

explained by regarding it as a stunted lycopod. In his eagerness to

show a unity of structure in the Lycopodiales, Bower makes t e

following statement (p. 339): "Throughout the ^^^TT^
foliar traces are inserted peripherally, and with only a sag

disturbance upon the periphery of the cauline xylem core." n

of the questionable existence of a cauline portion in the xy em w
^

there seems to be little justification for so sweeping a statemen .

is in this very thing that Isoetes differs markedly from ot er a^

^
lycopods, although the difference is not of such a character^^
make the relationship doubtful. The difference is correla

^^
the stunted habit, and such differences of body habit h*ven

J^
' .^

admitted to have great weight in determining the larger S10^'
The stunted habit of stem is not limited in Lycopodiales

but it occurs also, though of very different type, in rn)u 6^.^ of

Even among those who recognize the strong lycopo ^ t0

Isoetes, it is suggested occasionally that it might e a ^^
separate Isoetes from the lycopods and establish a new or e

,^^
The present tendency seems to be toward a multipUca 1 ^
so that it may be well to consider the desirability of it in ^

The closest connection of Isoetes is, as has been freq ^
out, with the Lepidodendreac, although it has many pom ; in
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mon with modern lycopods. The spore-producing members, m

structure and development, are unquestionably of the lycopod type,

and as such present no obstacle to the retention of the group in the

Lvcopodiales. With reference to the anatomy my work would seem

to strengthen the position of Isoetes in the Lycopodiales. The irregu-

larities of its structure are not of such a nature as to isolate the group.

A>ide from the possible lack of a cauline portion in the stele, the

irregularities of its anatomy are limited to the absence of primary

phloem in the stem ; the absence of secondary phloem
;

the lack of

differentiation into protoxylem and metaxylem in the stem; the

large amount of parenchyma in the secondary wood ;
and the imperfect

development of the wood.

The absence of primary phloem seems to be characteristic of Isoetes.

There are no indications of it in the four species described in this

paper Hystrix

to identify primary phloem with certainty." Although the absence ot

primary phloem is recorded for juvenile pteridophytes (e.g.Matonia

pectinata) by Tansley and Lulham, (23, p. 482), so far as is known

it is present in the stem of all other adult pteridophytes. In this

Point, then, Isoetes stands alone. The presence of phloem in the leat

traces and roots, and the collateral arrangement of the bundle in

the lower part of the leaf trace indicates a descent from a line in

which the phloem is present in the stem as a layer around the xylem.

^ is difficult to tell what importance to attach to the tendency ot tne

'eaf trace to become concentric in the middle and upper part; and

fn regard to the next point, the absence of secondary phloem 1

** with a cambium, the isolation of Isoetes is less certain. *

2°, P- 167) in discussing the secondary growth of the I*PldodenT^
*JS :

" Although the presence of primary phloem can be «****.

*ith certainty, some doubts have been expressed as to the produc 10

of >econdary phloem by the cambium." It may be well to *&*"*
t00

» that there are cases among the modern pteridophytes in wineo

^condary xylem is produced, but no secondary pnloem ^
Served. This suggests that when reduction occurs in a form

ec°ndary thickening, the disappearance of the phloem precede

of the xylem.
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The next peculiarity of the stem anatomy, the absence of differ-

entiation into protoxylem and metaxylem in the vascular axis, is so

obviously related to the stunted habit of the stem that it contribute

nothing to a discussion of the position of Isoetes.

In the peculiarities of the structure of its secondary wood, Isoetes

finds its nearest prototype in certain Lepidodendreae, as has been

pointed out by previous writers. The forms which present the

greatest similarity of structure are Lepidophloios fuliginosus and

dodendron obovatum. According to Scott (21) the cambium
•P

Lepidod

pidophloios Jul

arv

secondary parenchyma only, or secondary parenchyma in which

are imbedded groups of tracheids. Certain species of Isoetes present

a close approximation to both conditions. In some species the secon -

r j
, with no well-formed

tracheids and only a few immature tracheids. In other cases ther

are groups of tracheids associated with the parenchyma, and in addi-

tion a certain amount of immature tracheid tissue. Isoetes accor^

ingly differs from these two members of the Lepidodendreae on^}

^
the presence of immature tracheids in the secondary xylem.

not improbable that future work in the Lepidodendreae may

to light a similar situation in that group. j

1 ^nnimtp crrounu

In point of anatomy, then, there seems to be no adequai

for the separation of Isoetes from the Lycopodiales.

The strongest argument for the establishment of a separa

It is

bring

has been drawn from the gametophyte generation, in pR
)ortance .

a multiciliate sperm. While this is a character of great linpo

^
we should consider the extent of our evidence before at ac

^^
much weight to it. It must not be forgotten, moreover,^^^
sperms occasionally depart from the biciliate type. ^
(4, P- 32) speaks of the occasional occurrence of sper^d(Te f the

cilia in Lycopodium clavatum. If we reflect that our kn0* °
f a fcW

sperms of the modern genus Lycopodium is limited to
^ ^

inclined, ^ mem"-"
more closely related Lepidodendreae, we ma> w

( |cU
.rniinin

regard the character of the sperms as preponderant in

the position of Isoetes.
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Summary

,. The vascular axis is a non-medullated monostele, composed of

tracheids and parenchyma. There is no differentiation into protoxy-

lem and metaxylem.
. , . «

,. There is no primary phloem in the stem. It is found in the

leaf traces and root bundles only.

3. The cambium gives rise to cortex on the outside and secondan

dem on the inside. The so-called "prismatic layer" is secondary

xvlera. The cambium does not form phloem.
'

4. The secondary xvlem consists of various combinations oi me

following types of cells: (a) Spiral and annular tracheids. (ft) mm

toe tracheids, slightly lignified, with irregular rings or spiral tnic c

ings. (c) Immature tracheids, magnified, nucleate or enucleate,

with irregular rings or spiral thickenings, (d) Immature tracne.*,

nucleate or enucleate, with slightly thickened, pitted walls. U

enchvma cells, which may have little protoplasm and small nuc ei,

abundant protoplasm and large nuclei.

5- The secondary xvlem of /. Nuttallii shows zonation. J.«»

tpora var. Flettii and I. Tuckermani var. Harveyi do not.
.

Poda shows it occasionally in old stems. Starch do* ^'^j
secondary xvlem except in the parenchyma zones of i.

'

6. The root bundles are collateral and monarch. lne P ^
is found on the side away from the phloem and toward the cc

stem, i. c, it is endarch. ,™rpntric in

7. The leaf traces are collateral, but tend to become «***

the middle and upper part of the leaf. Thy xvlem P°^on^^
great reduction above the sporangium, but the phloem is n

correspondingly. The sieve plates are transverse
differentia

.

8. Near the vascular axis the leaf trace does not sno

^^ ^^
tion into protoxylem and metaxylem. In the outer P*"^

]n ;

and in the region of the sporangium it is usual y
ex

^ ^
X*mii it is occasionally mesarch above the sporaneiu

region of the sporangium.

This investigation was conducted at the University Q ^ _
,Jnder the direction of Professor John M. Coulter a
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G. Land, of whose advice and encouragement I wish to express my

keen appreciation.

Mount Holyoke College

South Hadley, Mass.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE? X1X-XXI

PLATE XIX

Figs. 1-4.—I. echinospora var. Flettii. Figs. 5-8.—I. melanopoda

Fig. i.—Longitudinal section of the stele of young plant cut in the plane of

the furrow. X380.
Fig. 2.—Longitudinal section of the stem of young plant cut in the plane of

the furrow. X37.
Fig. 3.—Cross-section of the stele of a young plant. X380.

Fig. 4—Longitudinal section of a young plant cut across the furrow. X22.

Fig. 5.—Cross-section of the stem of old plant in the leaf-trace region. X 6.

Fig. 6.—Cross-section of stem below the stele showing root bundles in the

cortex. X6.
Fig. 7.—Cross-section of root bundle before it has left the stem. X380.

Fig. 8.—Cross-section of mature root. X48 -

PLA te XX
Figs. 9, 10, 12-16:—I. echinospora var. Flettii. Fig. u.—L Xuttallii

Fig. 9.—Cross-section of mature leaf near the middle. X37-

Fig. 10 —Cross-section of bundle of young leaf near the tip. X380.

Fig. 11.—Sieve plate from sieve tube. X810.
Fig. 12.—Cross-section of bundle of a young leaf near the middle. X380.

Fig. 13.—Cross-section of bundle of mature leaf cut just above ligule. X380.

Fig. 14.—Cross-section of leaf trace in cortex just below base of leaf. X260.

Fig. 15.-Cross-section of leaf trace in cortex half-way between leaf and

vascular axis. X380.
Fig. 16.—Cross-section of leaf trace near the vascular axis. X380.

Fig. i 7.-Diagram to illustrate the relation of leaf traces to secondary wood.

Fig. 18.—Cells of cortex with starch grains. X38°-

PLA TE XXI
Figs. 19, 20, 22.-1. echinospora var. Flettii. Figs. 21, 24, 26,-L mehinopoda

Fig. 25.—I. Nultallii. Fig. 23.—I. Tuckermam var. lUrveyi

Fig. iQ.-Longitudinal section of vascular bundle of old plant cut across

the furrow. X22/ ,
' . ..

Fig. 2o.-Longitudinal section of vascular bundle of old plant cut m the

Plane of the furrow. X22. , , , n
Fig. 2i.-Tracheids from secondary xylem at different stages of develop-

ment. X810.
Fig. 22.—Cross-section of vascular axis of old plant. X i75-

,

Fig. 23.-Tracheids from secondary xylem; the cell on the right is sectioned

obliquely. X810. . , .

,
Fig. 24.-Cross-section of vascular axis through the root region; trie ion

a*is is in the plane of the furrow. X 22.
.

,

Fig. 2S.-Cross-section of stem from the edge of the primary xylem to the

c°tex, showing zonation in secondary xylem. X45°-
.

.

Fig. 26.~Cross-section of the stem from the edge of the pnmary xylem to the

cortex. X350.



CURRENT LITERATURE

BOOK REVIEWS
Evolution of the filicinean vascular system

Professor Tansley 1 has done well to gather under one cover his lectures on the

vascular system of ferns, previously published in the New Phytologhi. The

attempt is made "to gather together the results that have accrued from the

researches on the morphology of the vascular system of ferns which have been

undertaken during the last few years, and to present these results from an evo-

lutionary standpoint." The first lecture discusses various theories which have

been advanced to account for the origin of the main phyla of Pteridophyta. The

author favors the view of a direct derivation from Algae in which an alternation

of generations had already been established. Accordingly, the sporophyte of

pteridophytes would not correspond to that of bryophytes, in which an antithetic

alternation of generations seems to have been worked out. The author admits

that the presence of an archegonium in both mosses and ferns is an obstacle to

this view. Assuming a monophyletic origin for pteridophytes, the view is advanced

that the ancestral form was one with a radially organized axis having branches,

some of which became specialized as leaves. These leaves were relatively lar

and appear to have branched dichotomously; hence the derivation of Fthcales

is not credited. It is even suggested that small-leaved

forms, such as Lycopodium, may have been derived by reduction from mega-

phvllous ancestors. The whole scheme of phylogeny proposed is largely specu a

tive, but such attempts will be welcomed by those who find difficulty in accep in

Bower's well-known hypothesis. .

In the second lecture the Botryopterideae are reviewed, and much sea e

information on this group is rendered available. Proceeding from the Pro

condition exhibited by Grammatopteris, the complications shown by Z?°^

and other genera are discussed, and the conclusion is reached that t
g ^

stands near the ancestors of the different phyla of fern-like plants.
-

mong

^
Hymenophvllaceae the mode of exit of the leaf-traces lends suppo

^^
author's view of the identical nature of leaf strand and stem stele. ^
>'ng this family, as well as the Gleicheniaceae and Schizaeaceae, Boodl .

form

upon and is presente rolutionary standpoint.

logeny as indicated by the stele is compared with that inferred from F"^

gia, and a general correspondence is claimed, though the latter en e

sidered to be the more reliable. .

honoStele)

In the sixth lecture the evolution of a protostele into a solenostele (sip ^,
is considered with reference to the examples found in the foregone

• Tansley, A. G., Lectures on the evolution of the filicinean
yascu a^

^^
New Phytologist reprint no. 2. Paper. 8vo. pp. M4-

Cambridge.

1908. 38s. 6rf
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Although no explicit statement is made, the reader is apparently left to infer that

there are two modes of origin of a hollow stele: (i) one in which the central trach-

eidsare replaced by parenchyma (Schizaea), (2) one in which fundamental tissue

passes into "pockets" at the leaf gaps and becomes continuous with the tissue

in contiguous pockets (Alsophila\ Although the latter view of the origin of

"pith" is essentially that of Jeffrey, no mention of the fact is made in the text,

but such reference is relegated to the preface, where the author disclaims adher-

ence to this view. The evolution of solenostely into dictyostely, and finally into

polycycly is clearly traced, and the complicated condition found in Marattiaceae is

adequately illustrated by diagrams from various sources.

Concerning the Osmundaceae, the conclusion is reached that the stele does

not represent a reduced type, but shows a gradual progression from the condition

seen in Botryopterideae, from which group the Osmundaceae have probably

been derived. The recent work of Kidston and Gwynxk-Vaughan on fossil

members of the group is quoted in defense of this position.

In a succeeding lecture the evolution of the leaf-trace is outlined, and it is

shown that elaborations of the primitively simple curved trace follow upon

increase in the leaf-surface, and in turn bring about increasing complexity in the

central cylinder of the stem. According to the author's view "the leaf-trace leads,

and the stele follows, in the course of evolution." The ontogeny of the vascular

system is next summarized, and a final lecture is devoted to a comparison of the

vascular system of various phyla. The criticisms of Jeffrey's primary groups

Lycopsida and Pteropsida have already been dealt with in this journal 2.—M. A.

Chrysler.

The American Breeders' Asssociation

The fourth annual report of the American Breeders' Association' is, in a num-

ber of features, a decided improvement over previous volumes. The same high

standard of matter is maintained as in previous reports, but there is more of it.

!t 's printed on better paper; and contains numerous fine half-tone engravings.

L'nlike many publications which are more or less influenced by practical con-

'derations, the articles presented in the reports of the American Breeders' Asse-

rtion appear to suffer no diminution of scientific value because of the large

contingent of practical breeders among its membership and on its programs.

Almost every phase of practical and theoretical breeding of plants and animals.

55 *ell as two interesting reports upon eugenics, the new science of improvement

of the human race, are inclu'ded. Papers of importance from the standpoint

of the practical plant-breeder include several upon the production of disease-

r stance in various plants by W. A. Orton, P. K. BMW, and H. L. Boixe\ ,

•JtWWW, E. C. Are there foliar gaps in the Lycopsida? Box. (Iazette

*:*4i-258. ph. , 7, l8 . IOo8.

3 Report of the American Breeders' Association. Vol. IV. pp. 373- #*• *
fiKs-74- 1908.
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the improvement of apples and other tree and vine fruits, by S. A. Beach, W. T.

Macoun, and J. A. Burton; the breeding of cereals by L. S. Klink and C. E.

Saunders; the improvement of hops by selection and breeding by W. W. Stock-

bergfr; on cotton-breeding by David Coker, H. J.
Webber, and D. A.

Saunders; the breeding of fiber crops, by J. H. Sheppard, L. H. Dewey, Frii

Knorr, and H. L. Bolley; the breeding of vegetables, by W. W. Tracy; ros.

A. D. Selby, and W. H. Scherffius;

J

Ward; forage

crops bv T. F. Hunt and H. S. Allard; and forest and nut trees by Gmo»ij

_ ^ _ ~ T_n^r 4.1^™ rt^firlpc a<; well

J
In all of these articles, as well

as in a number dealing with animal breeding, there are many facts record^

which are of more than passing scientific interest. Papers of a more stncuy

theoretical scientific character are: "Organic correlations," by E. M. Last, so

gaps in our knowledge of heredity," by H. J.
Webber, "The composition of

field of maize," by G. H. Shull, "Recent advances in the theory of h^J-
C. B. Davenport, "Color factors in mammals," by W. J.

Spillmax, and ^
lian phenomena and discontinuous variation, " by W. J.

Spillman.

range of subjects and the almost uniform high excellence of the papers ana p

included in this volume show that the American Breeders' Association nas a
,

These annual reports are made
missionmission 10 nil, anu iiuu u is> lining 11 v-ivuii.ci.iwj. -

forenio-

the treasure-house of all the best things gained in the experience ot our ^
practical breeders and students of heredity during the progress o a

The efforts made by the practical breeders to present their experience in a^ r»

scientific form as Dossible. and to interpret those experiences in the ig

sciencinc iorm as possiDie, ana u> nucipici i»^ ^~r
te x̂ \ r

latest scientific results, and the efforts of the scientific breeders o^^
results in as simple, direct, and comprehensible a manner as possible, JV^
salutary effect upon all those connected with the American Breeders

-

and must continue to supply us with the best annual crops of infon

J''

ai

^^^ in

the factors which enter into the breeder's work, whatever may .e

breeding.

—

George H. Shull.

MINOR NOTICES
Sertum Madagascariense.*—This paper is based on two ^N^10^ on the

made in Madagascar, one by John Guillot in the district of \ a*orna
The

east coast and the other by Henri Rusillon on the plateau o
raph}

first part of the work consists of a brief consideration of the botamC*

nt Europ
ean

and in the second part the author in collaboration with several Pr0I"m
. and

Among the plants recorded rf **^
4 varieties are described as new to science. The larger and more ^ },ave

are accompanied by analytical keys to the species, and severa ex

^^ ^^
been introduced. A complete index to the vernacular and scten 1

Ann. Conserv et J**

species

HOCHREUTIN
Bot. Geneve 11-12:35-135. figs. 23. 1907-1908.
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added. The work is a notable contribution to our knowledge of the flora of

4

Madagascar—J. M. Greenm

North American Flora-Part 4 of Vol. XXII contains a «*«-*«^
P. A. Rydberg's elaboration of the Rosaceae. The groups treated ar PoUmt a

and the related genera. In all sixteen genera are here considered, and to h I

author refers ,77 species, of which 70, approximately one-fourth,«£°™£
new. Potentil a leads with , 76 recognized species, 44 being^edas nc

to science. Two :

J.
M. Greexman.

Lachem ilia)

NOTES FOR STUDENTS

Longevity of seeds.-In a long paper* Ewarx classifies seeds accor^ngto

their duration of life under optimal conditions as: microbiotic seeds, with a lon^

itvof less than 3 years; mesobiotic, with a longevity of 3 to 15 >ears,

blotic, with a longevity of 15 to 100 years. Most of the paper &$*««£
pages) is taken up with a table, drawn from the works of vanou £**££
showing the age, percentage of vitality, etc., of various stored a.

^

Ew«r says: « Longevity depends not on the foocLuatenaU£ seed
I ^ ^

upon how long the inert protein molecules, into which the nyi 8 l £ ^^
integrates when drying, retain the molecular grouping whic pe^ ^^
recombination to form the active protoplasmic molecule wne

^ ^ ^
ened and supplied with oxygen." Longevity, however he o ^^
tound in seeds with seed coats impervious to water, and asse

^ ^^
meability is due to cuticular structures in almost all cases exam

• _^ ^
s<mia Agitato, on the other hand, all layers of the coats are equ

>

He agrees with Crocker that seed-coat characters rathe

^J^
6^ he mak(

a

ters account for the greater number of cases of delayed germin
, ^ ^^.^

considerable use of the data of this writer as evidence on this p ^^ Jhe
that the longevity of seeds in soil is far less than is genera >

^ conditions

maximal duration of the seeds of certain Legummosae un e^^ Nympheaceae
is stated to be between 150 and 250 years, and of MalL -^ t

'

he structure

^tween 50 and 150 years. An appendix by Miss Jean \ h^ g
^ ^^ by &

of the coats of various resistant seeds. The body 01 ^ef investigators,

number of inexcusable errors in the statement of the results

"~Wm. Crocker. . •

f enzvmes

Enzymes.-GRUSS has suggested? a method of capillar)
' _ ^ of the

f<» which he claims considerable value. It consists in pulven
g

ir
-——- 00 New \ork Botanu ai

5 North American Flora, Vol. XXII, Part 4, PP- 293 3»-

arden^9o8.
RoV SoC .

Victoria. N.S.

6 Ewart, Alfred J, On the longevity of seeds. Woe.
j

2l:i ""20
- **• *> * 1908.

h- Hot. Gesells. 26a:

620-6 26 908.
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tissue containing the enzyme in a small amount of glycerin and placing this on a

filter paper From this mass the water circle spreads and the enzymes can be

located at various radial distances from the center. In dealing with oxidases the

whole process is performed in an atmosphere of hydrogen. It is not evident

that this method is of any great value further than as a mere means of demon-

strating the presence of certain enzymes. Gruss also claims hy it to gain evidence

that cytase is not distinct from diastase, and believes he has shown in a number

of other cases that a single enzyme performs several catalytic functions. His

arguments against the specificity of enzymes are to a degree plausible, but are far

from conclusive.

Gruss also asserts,
8 on the basis of considerable experimental evidence,

that the reducing power of fermenting yeast attributed to the action of reductase

can be accounted for by the nascent hydrogen set free by the hydrogenase of the

yeast. In the presence of fermenting yeast the reduction of sodium seleniate

and sulfur occur as they do when treated with nascent hydrogen. He finds no

evidence for postulating reductase in yeast. He believes that the fangi in general

possess hydrogenase and not reductase. If this be true the reductions came

on by this group of plants are strikingly similar to the simplest reductions in t e

chemical laboratory. He agrees that yeast and other fungi show a very s igb

reducing power not due to hydrogenase, but the substance that produces t is

slight reduction shows none of the characteristics of an enzyme—Wm. Crocke l

Germination in Rhinanthaceae —Sperlich<> believes he has den

J

onb^m
that the germination of the seeds of the partially parasitic species, ^'"j^
silvaticum, M. arvense, and Alectorolophus hirsutus, is greatly hastene

^ ^
presence of the host plant. These seeds show a considerable rest peno an

^
concludes that the favorable action of the host is evident only up to thef^^
of the " after-ripening." A close examination of his data shows that i^co

sions do not necessarily follow from them. He always gets a very' °*

germination variations in results from similar cultures.

indicates the presence of some uncontrolled factor. On discussing ^^
ing" he makes no mention of the general connection of delayed an

:ermi nation

charac

One

ters. He apparently has no knowledge of the literature on the su j^ ^
wonders if his results are not merely the measurement of seed-coa e

^ ^ ^
certainly has not demonstrated dormancy in the embryo itself, w

'

^ Qernian

step in establishing his main position. "* "
*——••*'- "f a number °

investigators to refer the phenomena of "after-ripening to lllt ".v
""

of th

protoplasm is to be deplored, especially when a thorough examination^ ^^
will often furnish a very simple explanation. It must not be forgo

The disposition of a numwi u

"after-ripe^" to the*£~*

8 Gruss,
J., Hydrogenase oder Reduktase? Idem: 627-630. iQ° •

* Sperlich, Adolph, 1st bei griinen Rhinanthaceen ein *°
Deutsch.

Organismus ausgehender ausserer Keimungsreiz nachweisbar

.

Geselh 26a: 574-587. 1908.

lichen

Bot.
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1

that it has been clearly proved that the fungus of the host is necessary for the nor-

mal germination of the seeds of many orchids; but even here our knowledge is

of little scientific significance until we know the exact method of the action of the

fungus, whether its effect is due to the secretion of certain chemical compounds,

water

Chromogens.

—

Tammes

W'm. Crockkr.

ent in all the genera and species of Dipsaceae examined. Dipsacan has many

points of resemblance to isatan and indican, yet it shows points of difference from

both these, as well as from the pseudoindicans of the Acanthaceae. At tempera-

tures above 35 C, in the presence of oxygen and water, dipsacan is transformed

to a blue pigment, dipsacotin. The optimum temperature for this transformation

is ioo° C. At high temperatures, or at ordinary temperatures through the action

of benzin, phenol, or dipsacase, an enzyme of this family of plants, dipsacan is

transformed to a yellow-red pigment in the entire absence of oxygen. Upon

admission of oxygen this pigment is transformed to dipsacotin.

Palladin" has already urged that chromogens are universally present in

actively respiring portions of plants and that they are products of respiration.

Tammes's results agree with this conception, for dipsacan is found to be most

abundant in the most active portions of the plants and in those plants that arc m

the best condition for growth; otherwise only traces of dipsacan appear -

Tammes

pigment

formation of the

on, as Pai.ladin
ysis; but it is not known that sugar is also a product,

dipsacotin from the vellow-red pigment is a matter of

has shown is. the case in the production of the pigments from numerous enromo-

ns he has studied. It strikes one as possible that the formation of the chromat.c

materials in general requires both hydrolysis and oxidation. This would in-

UP all these chromogens with indican—Wm. Crocker.

Germination and light.-KiNZEL" publishes another paper on the effect

of light on germination of seeds, confirming the results of former papers a

adding a number of species to those favored in germination by light.

In a discussion of "after-ripening" he states that the several years flea,

^nation shown by the ripe seeds of Thlaspi arvensc is due to the charac

*» embryo and not to the character of the coat, for the coat is very delicate

!^lejmblished in 1906/3 the reviewer has shown that the very marked
y

T^TWs, Tine, Dipsacan and Dipsacotin, ein neues Chromogen undein neuer

Farbstoff der Dipsaceae. Recueil Trav. Bot. Neerland 5:- («M?-> ,g°

pflan7en
" Palladin, W., Die Verbreitung der Atmungschromogens bei oe

f

12

B

^tsch. Bot. Gesells. 26a: 378-389- 1908.
. erganzende

Bp
Kixzel, WlLHEUr, Lichtkeimung. Einige bestat.gende und erga^ -.

^erkungen zu den vorlaufigen Mitteilungen von 1907 "nd ««* "* '

^•Gesells. 263:631-645. 1908. . . r,OT Gazette
"Crocker, Wm., Rule of seed coats in delayed germ.nauon. Bot.

42:^- 1906.
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in these seeds is entirely due to the coats. The delicacy of the coat is no criterion

of its effect, for certainly few seed coats are more delicate than that of the upper

seed of the cocklebur, yet it generally secures a delay of a year or more.

It is surprising that experimenters are so slow to see that the proper test for

dormancy of an embryo is to free it from incasing membranes with aseptic

precautions and then to subject it to germinative conditions. This treatment

will probably show the cause of most cases of delay to be in structures surrounding

the embryo. If such treatment shows real dormancy of the embryo, as in the

radicle of the hawthorn, 14 it is then necessary to find the particular process that

is delinquent. This is certainly possible in the light of the great progress that

is being made in studying the catalytic nature of protoplasmic activity. When

cases of delayed germination are investigated in this way, we may hope for prog-

ress. rmancy

germination, as it is now, more than ten years behind other phase:

penetrates

plant physiology.

—

Wm. Crocker.

Permeability—Ruhland 1 * holds entirely untenable Overton's theory of

the permeability of protoplasm, both in its original form and as modified by

Nathansohn. In the main Ruhland offers the same sort of evidence as ha

Robertson 16 from the animal side. Ruhland studied the ability of vanoi:

organic dyes to enter the living cell. Malachite green and thionin, both almost

insoluble in lipoids, enter the live cells readily, while rhodamin, highly solubl

them at all. He cites a number of other dye stufi

where just the opposite behavior occurs to that expected by the lipoid theory

Both the acid and basic phthaleins are highly soluble in lipoids. The former

penetrate living cells readily while the latter scarcely enter at all. Riulav

says we have no hint of a reason for this behavior. Ruhland and Robertson

agree that a thin layer of lipoids often exists near the periphery of the protop asm.

They believe, however, that it is not continuous in any case, but only tills inttf

slices of the protein matter. Robertson attributes the permeable character

the nature of the outer, very sparingly soluble, protein layer—Wm. Crocur-

Reproduction and stimuli.—Freund 1 7 has done a rather elaborate piece^

work on the effect of external conditions upon the asexual reproduction^o
e^

gonium and Haematococcus. He finds that previous culture conditions e e^

very largely the effect of any reagent. Of the several methods he foun o
y^

ducing this response two illustrations will suffice to give an idea of the wor

\

l « Crocker, Wm., Longevity of seeds. Box. Gazette 47'- 69~T2 -
j 9°9-

^^
'5 Ruhland, W., Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Permeabilitat der

Jahrb. Wiss.Bot. 46:1-54. i 9o8.
nd its

relation

16 Robertson, T. B, On the nature of the superficial layer in celIs^ chem 4 :

to their permeability and to the staining of tissues by dyes. Journ.

1-34- 1908.

" Freund, Hans., Neue Versuche liber die Wirkung der Aussenwe

ungeschlechtliche Fortpflanzung der Algen. Flora 9<>:4i-Ioa IQ°8-

uf <fc
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Oedogonium has grown for a considerable time in distilled water in the light,

a transfer to darkness or to a dilute nutrient solution causes a development of

zoospores. Resting cells of Haematococcus, kept in darkness for some time, pro-

duce swarmspores upon being illuminated or supplied with cane or grape sugar.

Frfxxd finds the chemical nature of the medium rather than its physical or

osmotic character the important consideration in the asexual reproduction. In

contrast to this, Livingston found the osmotic character of the media the main

consideration in determing the form of Stigeoclonium.—Wm. Crocker.

Phototropic response—Blaauw, 18 working with the seedling of Arena

saliva, concludes that the intensity of the light, multiplied by the least time of

exposure necessary to give a phototropic response, is approximately a constant.

The intensities used varied from 0.000439 to 26,520 Hefner candles, and the tim

of exposure from 13 hr. to o . 001 sec. The product of the exposure in seconds by

the intensity in Hefner candles averages about 21 and varies from 16.9 to 26.5.

This, of course, hardly looks like a constant; but the variation is attributed to the

individual differences of the seedlings. The intensity of the light was measured

with a Weber photometer, and the observation of the response was made two

hours after the end of the exposure. The author says, "The essential condition

for the production of a phototropic curvature is the supply of a definite quantity of

radiant energy; whether this quantity be supplied in a very short time or extremely

slowly, is a matter of indifference."—Wm. Crocker.

Spraying potatoes.-A recent bulletin" summarizes the results of the seventh

year expen
ased

re

the yield 39 bushels per acre and three sprayings increased it 29 . 5
bushels, a tnougn

•wh early and late blight were wholly absent and there were but few flea beetle*

In fourteen "farmers' business experiments" including

No due to spraying was 18.5 bushels per acre; the average total expense o

spraying, $4 . 30 per acre; and the average net profit, $8.53 P"" acre
-

.

ln ™ e
°„

tl* experiments spraying was unprofitable. Eleven "volunteer expenmenters

sported gains averaging 66
.
3 bushels per acre.—F. L. Stevens.

Alfalfa.-An exceedingly interesting and comprehensive bulletin concerning

flfa" has just appeared from the Xew York Experiment Stat.cn. Among

ll* subjects treated are the following: Varieties grown, uncongenial soil condition

. Wkrt, F . A. F. C, On the investigations of Mr. A. H Bi.vu v «*""£
ll0» Ween intensitv of light and the length of illumination in &&****«
^tures in seedlings of Avena saliva. Reprint from Proc Ron. Akad.

Amsterdam, Sept. 26, 1908. pp. 5. . _ _
* Wart, F. C, French, G. T., and SttM F. A., N. Y. A**, ExP .

Sta.

U[
- 3fi. January, 1909. . u u .

.. "Stewart, f . c> Frexch> g . t ., asd WltSOK, J.
K., Tr-ubles of alfalfa

•
ew Wk. N. Y. Am-ir. F.vn. Sta. Bull. w;. November, i9<*-
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winter injury, failure of the seed crop, viability of the seed, impure and adulterated

seed, fodder, yellow trefoil, weeds. Among the fungous diseases discussed are:

Leaf spot, wilt, anthracnose, root-rot and damping off, downy mildew, Ascoclma

leaf-spot, Stagnospora leaf-spot, Cercospora leaf-spot, Alternaria disease )

of seed, frost blisters on leaves, insect enemies, and root-knot; also, as diseases

of unknown cause, white spot, yellow top, pitting of the tap-root, and bundle

blackening in the tap-root.—F. L. Stevens.

Barium and loco.—In a bulletin on loco weeds21 Crawford says: "The

inorganic constituents, especially barium, are responsible for this action, at least

in plants collected at Hugo, Colo. Perhaps in other portions of the country other

poisonous principles may be found." Astragalus mollissimus and Aragallu

Lamberti were most fully studied, but other species of these genera, as well as

various other genera, have been reported as producing loco—Wm. Crocker.

Protection against heating.—Wiesner holds that the distribution of green

tissues into small leaves or finely divided leaves is a mode of protection against

overheating by the sun, and adduces observations and experiments in suppo:

therefor." This protection is secured by the small size of the parts which expose

a relatively large surface for radiation and at the same time permit many ig

rays to pass them by.—C. R. B.

Balanced solutions.—Osterhout continues his studies upon balanced u-

tions with plants, 2 * reporting that Na ions, by reducing the toxicity or K, .

Mg, and Ca ions, are an important, and in some marine algae an
^'^"^J

protection. He finds that there is no essential difference between plan

animals in this respect.—Wm. Crocker.

21 Crawford, A. C, Barium, a cause of the loco-weed disease. Bur.

U. S. Dept. Agric. Bull. 129. pp. 87. 1908.
.

sbesondere
22 Wiesner,

J., Versuche iiber die Warmeverhaltnisse kleiner '

D
l"

u

S

t fc B ,

linear geformter, von der Sonne bestrahlter Pflanzenorgane. Ber.

Gesells. 26a: 702-711. 1908.
'

.^1,

*3 Osterhout, W. J. V., Die Schutzwirkung des Natriums fur Pflanzen.

Bot. 46:121-136. 1908.
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Modern Constitutions
A collection of the fundamental laws of twenty-two of the most im-

portant countries of the world, with historical introductions, notes,

and bibliographies.

By WALTER FAIRLEIGH DODD, PH.D.
2 vols. 750 pages. 8vo, cloth. Net, $5.00; postpaid, $5.42

THIS volume contains the texts, in English translation where English is not the

original language, of the constitutions or fundamental laws of the Argentine

nation, Australia, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Denmark,

France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Russia,

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States. These constitutions have not

heretofore been available in any one English collection, and a number of them have

1 not before appeared in English translation.

Each translation has been carefully made, and the constitutional texts are given

as now in force. Notes to the constitutions have been given sparingly, and have

been confined almost entirely to information regarding constitutional amendments,

election laws, and other matters absolutely necessary for the understanding ot the

texts. Each constitution is preceded by a brief historical introduction, and is fol-

lowed by a select list of the most important books dealing with the government ot

the country under consideration.

ADDRESS DEPT P

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
CHICAGO

ELECTIONS
By C. EDWARD MERRIAM

T^HE purpose of this volume is to trace the development of the legal

regulation of party primaries from 1866 down to 1908, t0 "T^
the general tendencies evident in this movement, to discuss some

disputed points in the primary problem, and to state certain c°n^een
in regard to our nominating machinery. The material eraplo)

'

ed
^ti()ns

the session laws of the states, the decisions of the courts, pu ,ca

dealing with the theory or practice of the primary system, neWS

^sonS
and periodicals, extensive correspondence and interviews wit p

^ ^
who had had special opportunities for judging the primary vin^m
different states, and, finally, personal observation of the primar)

process in several states.

300 pp., 12mo, cloth; net $1.25, postpaid $1-35

Address Dept. *? T%**£>^§

The University ofChicago P
rf

S

Chicago New YorK
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The high prices charged for the majority of office appliances mav
lead some people to doubt the value of the DAUS IMPROVED TIP TOP
DUPLICATOR on account of it^ low price ($5.00), but the fact that it is

\ised and endorsed by the N. Y. Central Railroad, U. S. Steel Corpora-
tion, Westinghouse Electric Co., etc., prove* that the work done mini be
first-class, for with such corporations it is not a question of price. High-
class endorsement^ are strong arguments, but we do not depend upon
them to sell our Tip Top, preferring to have you try it yourself, before
buying, by taking advantage of our offer of

TEN DAYS' TRIAL WITHOUT DEPOSIT
Each machine contains 16 feet of duplicating surface, which may be used
over and over again. Five different colors can be duplicated at the same
time. No printer's ink or expensive supplies required.

100 copies from penwritten and 50 copies from typewritten original

Complete Duplicator, cap size (prints 8^x13 in.) tf^ £T /^\ A"\
Price $7.50, less special discount of 33%%, net ^p ^J m \J \J

Circular of larger sizes up<n request

ElIX E. DAUS DUPLICATO 3 CO., DAUS BUILDING, 1 1 1 JOHN STREET. NEW YORK 4

CHAPTERS

RURAL PROGRESS
BYKENYON l. butterfield

™«Mtnt of the Massachusetts Agricultural College

Tk increasing interest in rural matters,
*wch began with the generally growingw of outdoor life and which has already
•ehded the technical aspects of modern
Jfculture, is gradually being broadened
Jwbrace the field of economic and social
r*stigations. At present the literature

5

-

e the sociological phases of rural»« particularly meager.

JJfient Butterfield emphasizes in his book

nlal
DCe of the social aspects of the ru-

"*maiuty and Cescribes some of the newer

J»

wents resulting in the expansion of rural

nilon.
"e chaPters on the work of the»M agencies for rural development, such" agricultural colleges, the farmers' insti-

*»ca, «c
8Ch°0lS

' thC GranSe ' the country

,76
PP-,8vo,cloth;net$i.oo,postpaid$i.io

T„.*!;
DnESS DEPARTMENT P

DIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
CHICAGO AND NEW YORK

T^ SCHOOL REVIEW
53?.'?% «*Z, t̂

'
Ca
|ft

P-bHshed monthly,
• Sl[>eeconi«

gust
' subscription price, $1.50

The 1 1--
* CentS

; foreign postage, 52 cents
1 "e 1 In"

'
'" ,cl6 n P°SIa8e » 52 ce

Kago
lversity of Chicago Press

NEW YORK

University Travel
Tours to Europe, under the guidance of

scholars who make interpretation, not

information, their chief aim. Systematic

lectures by specialists in Art, History,

Archaeology, Economics, are a part of

our plan. These in no wise interfere

with, but enhance the pleasure of, a

general tour.

SEND FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT

University Prints
For the Student of Jrt. 2.000 separate

reproductions of the masterpieces in

Greek. Italian, Dutch, and Flemish Art

at one cent each; 80 cents per hundred

Also Handbooks for the Student, bend

two cents for complete catalogue and

sample prints.

Bureau of University

Travel

65 Trinity Place, BOSTON, MASS.

V# Western

FREIGHT FORWABOWejCO.
Reduced rates on household goods to all

1501 Wright Bld£., St. i-ouib,

Pacific Bldg., San Francisco,

Bear the script name of

Stewart Hartshorn on label

for your protectionior your pruic^uu.. H#»rc
WOOd Rollers Get "Improved,' no tacks required.

TlllKOlieR>



Tragedies of Seneca
Translated by FRANK JUSTUS MILLER

This is a new translation of the ten trag-

edies which have come down under the name
Seneca, rendered into English blank

verse, with appropriate lyric meters for the

choruses. The work is enriched and its

value greatly enhanced for both classical

and English students, as well as for the

general reader, by an introduction on the in-

fluence of the tragedies of Seneca upon early

English drama, contributed to the volume by
Professor John M. Manly; also by a review
of the Roman historical drama in connection
with the Octavia, by comparative analyses of

Seneca's tragedies and the corresponding
Greek dramas, and by a comprehensive
mythological index and glossary,

pages, 8vo, cloth; net $3.00, postpaid $3.20.

Address Dept P

The University of Chicago Press

CHICAGO NEW YORK

THE TRUE NATURE
VALUE

By RUFUS F, SPRAGUE
Mr. Rufus F. Sprague, a manufacturer of

Michigan, presents herewith his life-long
studies on the subject of exchange value.
In political discussions upon money he has
taken an important part, and in the campaign
of 1896 he was the gubernatorial candidate
of the Gold Democrats in Michigan.

It is interesting to note that from Mr.
bprague's practical experience he was led to
develop a service theory of value, quite apart
from

1

any knowledge of Bastiat's work.
The study furnishes an interesting combi-

nation of the service rendered with the costs
and expenses of production. In this respect
the book travels over new ground, and is
fresh and original.

New, also, is his adjustment of the prin-
ciples regulating coined and paper money to
the treatment of the service theory of value.
In his whole discussion, Mr. Sprague presents
what he regards as the only defensible prin-
ciples of value upon which the friends of
sound money can base our currency system.
*9a pages, xamo, cloth ; net $1.00, postpaid $1.10

Address Dept. P
The University of Chicago Press

CHICAGO AND NEW YORK

OUTDOOR LABOR FOR

CONVICTS
By CHARLES RICHMOND HENDERSOI

A SMALL volume which presents an Engloh

translation of all the reports made to

the last International Prison Congress at Buda-

pest, together with accounts of various fam

colonies in Belgium and Switzerland, and of 01

door work of prisoners in the United Stat*

The book contains the largest body of expert

opinion and of fact to be found anywhere oi

this subject, and the conclusions offered ait

based on the results of experiments made

nearly all civilized countries. The editor sum

up the argument and recommendations, witt

special reference to American conditions. Tie

topic is of burning interest to all business men,

trade-unions, and legislators who wish to it*

the problem of prison labor in the light otai

the facts.

170 pages, 8vo, paper; net 75 cents, postpaid

83 cents.

ADDRESS DEPT. P

The University of Chicago Press

. _~ ,«^ *TT?TT7 VflDTT
CHICAGO AND NEW YORK

Two Dramatizations

from Vergil

By FRANK JUSTUS MILI

Associate Professor oi Latin in

The University of Chicago

DIDO, THE
QUEEN

THE FALL OF TROY

• Pmrlish verse,

TWO little dramas m ^8' i.
. . m

1 founded on the Aeneid.
J J^,

intended for P™*°»*gg
tatf^ ^

students, and have been ^ ^
adapted to that end. J

n
-

the Ver .

helpful also as a supplei»*« ^
gil teacher's work >" "*

. includ«

The volume is illustrated
an
o^

stage-directions,
musi ,

e .

and

classic flavor fXraSerize the au-

dainty fancy that ^^dence here-

thor's other works, are me

Hoth- net $uoo, postpa"1
'"'

132 pp., l2mo, cloth, net*.

THE UNIVERSITYTifO
?&

CHICAGO AND NEWTOW



YOUR FIRST CHOICE ^
YOUR LAST CHOICE

Y0UR CHOICE AT ALL TIMES

STYLE
NEATNESS
COMFORT

THE IMPROVED

---,

V-

FRESH, PURE, DELICIOUS
BONBONS AND CHOCOLATES
ALWAYS ACCEPTABLE GIFTS

FAVORITES
NUTTED CHOCOLATES ONLY.

SOLD AT OUR RFTAIL STORES
AND BY SALES AGENTS

The Name is stamped on

every loop— Be sure it's there

THE

CUSHION
BUTTON

vfau&rt COCOA
THE BEST MADE

I SOLUBLE AND DIGESTIBLE gg
L K*» F0R SALE a9

"

LIES FLATTO THE LEG-NEVER
SLIPS.TEARS, NOR UNFASTENS

WORN ALL OVER THE WORLD

nplc pair, Silk Mc., Cotton 25c.

Mailed on receipt ol price.

GEORGE FROST CO., Makers

Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

imqiqt ON HAVING THE GENUINE

REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES^

Somen's Work and Wages.
B
7 Edward Cadbury, M.

Cecil

Geo

e Matheson, and
rge Shann, M.A.,

BAUSCH LOMB

F R.G.s.
iuctio

Breckinridge.

With an Intro-

11 by Sophonisba P.

3 PP'' 8vo
' cl°tl» ; net $ i .50, postpaid $1 .6 1

.

TV •

n'sis a minute, scientific investi-

lan F
the lives of working women

|Q

tn§llsh manufacturing district.

^0rs J
Ost

. interesting style, the au-

fc

escribe the work, wages, home
77 recreation, o-iric' ^i„Ke tM H*>

The final

tain*.
auu "> girls c

*SISP
boa?ds

' etc-

the e«
ndlcates the direction which

^ a°rts of the reformers should

^ Univ
Address Dept. P

ersity of Chicago Press
NEW YORK

BH MICROSCOPE

q This instrument has been

designed for school work. It

possesses the characteristic

mechanical and optical ex-

cellence of our higher priced

instruments, and yet. by

reason of its low price, is

within the reach of every

school.

O It U simple, strong. dust-proo[

2 construction and proved wah

our new handle arm Wm*h pel-

mitS its being carried wnhoutmw

,o the fine adjustment The ob-

jectives are of the highest quahty.

, iJ fl Complete with 16mm and 4mm
mm«isiimm»—^y *?q 50 With double nose-

objectives, 25mm eyeprece. $2*50^ W

pie, $33.50. ^/atalogjn .que,-

paratus, Engineering of another **»

^^ tific
Instrument h our Guarantee.

Bausch ff Lomb OP*"* ©.
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DENTACURA
Tooth Paste

Cleanses the teeth, hardens the gums, and

perfumes the breath. It differs from the ordi-

nary dentifrice by destroying the harmful bac-

teria in the mouth, thus minimizing the causes

of decay. Endorsed by thousands of dentists.

In tubes, deliciously flavored and a delightful

adjunct to the dental toilet. Sample and

literature free.

Dentacura Tooth Powder
is now offered to those who prefer a denti-

frice in form of powder. For sale at best

stores everywhere or direct.

Price 25 cents for either

Dentacura Company, 265 Ailing St.,
Newark, N.J.

"HUMBUG MEMORY SCHOOLS EXPOSED"
**0 ADDRESS ON DEVELOPMENT OF THE

To introduce a series of valuable
educational works, the above

will be sent to all applicants

MEMORY LIBRARY
Room 810 14 Park Place, New York

The American Journal
" Sociology

Edited by ALBION IV. SMALL
Published bimonthly. Subscription price, $2.00 a year

;

single cop.es, 50 cents
; foreign postage, 43 cents

The University of Chicago Press He%g

. Childs
200 Clark Street, Chicago

COPPER-PLATE EN6RAVERS AND PRINTERS

Wedding Invitations, Announcements
•ponde

Stamping and Illuminating

Dies

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

is an excellent thing to

have, but it is terribly

nlare in a Lead Pencil A

aded pencil is an

abom
tolerated

You m

hould not

moment.

any pencil you

better to

ke the pencil you use?

On receipt of 16c in stamps

e sent you of

the best pencils that are made

this or any other country.

sam

Joseph Dixon Crucible

Jersey City, N. J.

Industrial Insurance

United States

-pas b«.i., -tad .»d ^;»;SS".
German series. m*

wo«kingmen s m-

summary of the European laws^ and ok.

surance against accident, "*«*%"
describes

*<

age, with s-atistics to iqo8. *« ^ gnited

various forms of social insurance kn0W
ja,ionS

. b»

States and Canada ; local clubs and
_ ^ rf

ternal societies, trade „-fcm
J
be«*£ ^ chap«er

large firms, corporations, and ra.i y ^^^
is directed to labor legislate and ano

ment 3K

er
<
s liability laws. IB^l,, pLns »

given in chapters on mumc.pa P^ ^ ^vf
policemen, firemen, and teacne

, M„«.

pensions of the federal goverm*-
and

used *
k appendix supplies^J^^ I—

*

firms and corporations, text o

subject. ^-nostpaid,^^

448 pages. 8vo cloth. Price, $ 2.cx>ne^P^_

published by

The University of
Chicagojress

CHICAGO



The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOKS
Made in 150 Styles

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333
Business, 048, 14, 130

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314
Turned-up Points,477

53i, 1876

fsterbrook Steel Pen IWfg

'fcb: Camden 26 John St., N. Y

10
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and

Value and Distribution
BY HERBERT

J. DAVENPORT

ilhi?

ea
?hor thus defines his position

™» preface: "Since the time of Adam
"economic theory has been in

2? ° f doctrines enough for a
L«iy complete, consistent,

iS^^^^t-if only those

cisu
* na

l

d been, with a wise eclecti-

^ einoh
Combined and articulated.

*>Mhe
in the Present volume

fte com n
entFepreneur

Point of view in

*lvsi s of

11?

'

0n 0f costs and in the

«»e shar
Process by which distrib-

^'Mm?
are assiSned» has nothing

Wat of
' " wa

f
necessary only that the

^stentllfk J?
clearlv distinguished,

ntl
y held, and fully developed."
5oo pages, 8vo, cloth
*3-5o, postpaid $3.73
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*ft"**
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of Chicago Press
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r /0^°The New Models 10 and I 1

of the

Remington
Typewriter

are the ripest fruit of Remington
experience, the highest achievement of

Remington skill and the perfect evidence

of Remington leadership.

Some of the Ne<iu Features:

New Single Dog Escapement
New Column Selector ( Model 10)

New Built-in Decimal Tabulator

(Model ID
New Two-Color Dial

New Back-Space Key
New Variable Line Spacing Lock

New Shift Lock
New Paper Feed

Remington
Typewriter Company

(Incorporttr.n

New York and Everywhere

o

FINE INKS *ND ADHESIVES
KNOW

Higgins J

Drawing Inks

Eternal Writing Ink

Engrossing Ink

Taurine Mucilage

Photo Mounter Paste

Drawing Board Paste

Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, btc.

Inks and Adhesives
nd

EmancipateW™**"

$

^STSHll?
ill-smelling inks an.* »£«'v's an^ey

P
will be a

e,„s inks
f

and Adh^'vcs. J**^ we„
revelation to you, incy**

put up, and withal so efficient.

At Dealers Generally.

;has. m. hh
Branches: Chicago, London

371 Ninth Street.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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B competition user finds that

more real honest value than any other machine

decimal tabulator makes billing
form

work easy

alignment
wide bearing typebars

ribbon operate two colors.

easy action saves time effort
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is always in sight.
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bottled at th has been be

s the public for thirty-seven years and is offered upon its record ot

As accomplished. In Brights Disease, Albuminuria,
Inflammation of

Bladder, Gout, Rheumatism, and all diseases dependent upon a Uric

d Diathesis, it has been tested by leading physicians at home ana

abroad. Th mony of these physicians and th
based

tt

and not

is?

th tells our story. Are they

„
UK. ALFRED A. LOOMIS, Professor of Pathology and Practical Mf™"^ [

**«/ Department of the University of New York, wrote: *oi-w
.

Bright's
« ^ BUFFALO LITHIA WATER in the treatment

.

o Chron c *

*** of the Kidneys, occuring in Gouty and Rheumatic subjects, w.tn

OR. Q. A . F00TE> Warrenton , Ni Cf president State'*^$%>;$Zl
* of the State Board of Medical Examiners, and also of the xa

ce

.
Bnght's Disease of the Kidneys I have in many cases noted th t* ^P ^.^

^bumin and Cagts underthe actionof BUFFALO LITHIA WAi
'*»« as the most efficacious of known remidies m this distressing

* JOS. HOLT, ofNew Orleans,E^Pre^tof^^^^S^i^ **
<***• "I have prescribed BUFFALO LITHIA WATbK * ^ and

JJ
and UrinarV Passages, particularly in Gouty subject «

m

satis me q[

!L
table condition of Bladder and Urethra in females,- i ne „

^
inary value in a large class of cases-- •"*** J vaiuc in a large i.i*i:» v* ~—~

- A^rz
«*AEME M. HAMMOND, M.D.. Pressor of Diseases of£

r*W «*^
??•«* JVw K,r4 p ,t. Graduate Medical School and Hospn

at

•rtfe
ilTHIA WATER of the greatest
LITniA *»« Albumen."

in

sease I have found BUFFALO LIT"'7 "
, „ the Albumen."

increasing the quantity of Urine and in eliminate

f0R SALE

uffal

medical testwonyon *&P**?V . TER TRADE
THE GENERAL DRUG AND MINERAL WATER TRAU

o Lithia Springs Water Co

BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS, VIRGIMA.
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Registered,
t . ». Fat- Oft.

EUROPE
AND

AMERICA
A perfect food, preserves

health, prolongs life

Walter
Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

are best removed/iJ>m floors by first s

-covered broom

containing just a

Germs
-

lessDisinfectajd

Specially prepaid

art bottles,- by ftytt «
llustrated booklet w»*«"

Du8tr or dan* corners and crack-^^
be reached by the scrubbmc b ush.gow ^ ^mm * »

40 part Piatt's Chlorides and ten \.io) V**** •

The TERFECT TOILET calls for

HAND SAPOLIO

It does

No oth

that other soaps do and adds exhilaratio

soap like mposition

action. The vegetable and fine flour
silex

work wonde

the skin

eansing, enlivening

manner that chem

health

could not approach. From baby

needs bath no

delicate skin

Prove

yourself keeps skin

equal,

removes stains >

bath aids natu chan
skin

gives a delightful sensation of new life. i
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. Write for Cataiogu^^^
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Ende Januar 1909 ist erschienen:

I. Dorflers Botaniker-AdreBbuch
Dritte, neu bearbeitete mid vermehrte Auflage,

4784-296
Mark 14.-. i

Preis. in Ganzleinen gebunden. Osterr. Kronen 16.50 (=

Zabeziehen (gegen Voreinsendung des Betrages mittels Postanweisung

truMVien au.gestellten Scheck) direkt vom unten gefertigten H<mvMjbg
Die neue Auflage des „Botaniker-Adressbiicli" enthalt rnnd UatW

istalisch ereprlifte Adressen*).
. ..... ,. ,onfl ov

Beigebimden ist eine sebr umfangreiche Botanisohe BibUopaphie (296 SL),

«! die auch nur halbwegs wichtigen Werke und Zertsctaften der gesamtei.

tarischen Literatur mit ausfiihrlichen und soust nirgenda
i

erhaltlicben Notizeu be-

Seltenheit, Inhalt etc., der Publikationen enthalt. Diese Bibhogiaphie bfl*

eden Botaniker wichtiges Nacbscblagewerk fur sich.
.

tabei Textproben aus dem „Botaniker Adresalmcn.

By the end of January 1909 is published

:

The Botanist's Directory
19

I. Dorfler.

Third edition, revised and augmented,

VHI-M78+296 p. gr. 8°.

Price, bound in cloth, Kr. 16.50 (= 14 s = 3.do *.-

ofthe prke b ; money order or cheque payable at
tppued (on receipt

na) by the undersigned editor. . „
The new edition of "The Botanist** Director* contains about

I45HO checked addresses*).
Ac «**, Bo.ani/nl Bibliography (296 ,0 .has^fparKS'S
reheusiye notes on their rarity, contents etc.. and constitutes a valuable bookiti of all the more important botanical publications

« k ence for botanists.
Enclosed will be

wtreetory."
found specimen page^ from "The Botaniaf*

Fin Janvier 1909 a para:

L'Annuaire des Botanistes de i. Dorfler

Troisieiiie edition, revae et augmentee,

outre envoi d'avance.dn montant en mandat.poste on I

,
La

litres

nouvtlle edition de ]'„Aiinuaire des Botanizes
\Xit\a 1») T4^V _j __*•£*.** SfcN

•• rentVrm* en

.6 p. . qui renferme
w«8 ' U 12580 adresses verifiees.*)

, « a ajoote an volume uue Bibliographic Botaniq«« •-;'•-; *
d la botanique,

Pwjrages et periodiques de qnelque importance snr 1
erne

ij

we^ ^^ uf
•' oes mdicationa detailleea 40c 1'on ne fcrouvera r..-.m*- ;..

;

£-
(;

, ou.um.,r.i
^:;^u. lararete. etc. de cliaque publication. Ce«* BlbbografB*

™
;

.b; inistes une source de references important^. „ . aniMes."
joint un specimen dn texte 1 „Anniiaire de* »oi»«

III., Barichgasse

Dorfle

Wien
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The Botanist's Directory,

An Index

to the Names and Addresses of living Botanists of

all Countries,

of the Botanic Gardens and Institutes, of Societies concerned

in Botany and of Periodical Publications.

Edited by I. Dorfler.

Third edition, revised and augmented.

Vienna 1909.

Published by the Editor,

Vienna (Austria), III., Barichgasse 36.

Ammaire des Botanistes,

Recueil

des noms et adresses des Botanistes aetuellemen

vivants de tous les pays, des Jardins botaniques

et des

Etablissements, Societes et Publications
periodiques

ayant trait a la Botanique.

Publie par I. -Dorfler.

Troisieme edition, revue et augmentee.

Vienne, 1909.

En vente cliez l'auteur,

III., Barichgasse 36, a Vienne (Autriche)



Botaniker-Adressbucli

.

Sammlung von

\amen und Adressen der lebenden Botaniker

aller Lander,

der botanisclien Garten

und der

die Botanik pflegenden Institute, Gesellschaften und

periodischen Publikationen.

Herausgegeben von

I. Dorfler.

I>ritte, neu bearbeitete und vermehrte Auflage

m

Wien, 1909.
Im Selbstverlase des Herausgebers,

Wien, III., Bavichgasse 36.
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BOTANISCHE ZEITSCHRIFTEN.
Periodical Publications of Botany.

Revues Periodiques de Botanique.

Travaux du Mask B<>tmi<|«

i

Bulletin de rAcademie .
.

Tradgard

Aeadfemie Iinperiale des Sciences de St.-Petersbourg

de rAcademie ....
Academie Internationale de Geographic Botanique — ~-~~~- -

u^emi^
Acta Horti Bergiani. Meddelanden fran Kungl Svenska Wej^J

Bergielund. (Red.: V. B. Wittrock.) - Nordiska Bokhanaem

Stockholm, Schweden.
, ,p , . v j j^i-

Acta Horti Botanic-i Universitatis Imperials Juiyevcnsi^ ^e<L.^^

nezow. - Jahrlidi 4 Hefte. Preis pro Jahrgang M. 7.50 - rr.
.

Botanischer Garten, Jurjcw, Livland, Rufiland.
«vanrioi

ii. (Red.: W. Lipaky. - Jahrhcl ^^ ;ar^,
1 oder 2 Bande.) - Kaiserl. Botani.cher uar %% Horti Petrop

erscheinende Hefte

St. Petersburg, Rufiland. . pfl.^pn^eo^aphieetc
Allgemeine Botanische Zeitschrift fur Systematik, Flonstik,™en

fJ JL §)
-

(Heraus-.: A. Kneucker. - Jahrlich 12 Hefte. Preis pro Jahigang a.

J>J
;
Beiff, Karlsruhe, Deutsches Reich.

Allgemeine Botanische Zeitung
wn

Q
M Alpenpflanzen Berichte des

= Flora. Pfi ,
(jer Alp*

Vereines ziim Schutze und zur Pllefee

pflanzen.

Jahrat-

Amateur de Champignons = L'Amateur de Champignons.

American Botanist = The American Botanist. i^-Rnrnuik
Angewandte Botanik - 1.) Bulletin des Bureau far angewandtewv

bericht der Vereinigung fiir angewandte Botanik.
tr(l j g mois

Annates de la Societe Botanique de Lyon. (Paraissant ton.

n t.•!..._:_. an „„„.„ A* l'TIAtol.THGeorg,
Aunalos des So

Societe Botanique tte Liyon. ^" i1"'
u,

-

llP France.

raire. 3(5, passage de l'Hotel-Dieu, Lyon, BJ^" t.ompi*£

Sciences Naturelles. Neuvieme sene. Botair

t

^
Les „ Annates"

paraisseut par

Fran*

relies. Neuvieme serie. ,^7;^ aIlt3 e t *

rapatomie, la physiologie et la classification des vegeiau^ ^.^ mep .

(Dir.: Ph. Van Tieghen.. —
Prix de l'abonnement : Paris, Fr. 30.—, ""V*1 ^'":"^.^^ Paris. »* «rr
G. Masson et Cie., Editeurs, 120, boulevard ^^Sei «ar *. Tre«»J

Annales du Jardin Botanique tie Buitenzorg [Java]. I*™1

E.J. Brill. Leide. Pavs-Bas.
/t)

..,.M mr ordre dn 3
«me

Annales du Mnsee tin Congo. - Botanique. (Pubuees r Belg«l
ue

;

d'Etat.) - SpineuxetCo., 62, Montagne de la Cour, Br xe ^ ^
Annales Mvcologiei editi in notitiam Scientiae MycologiesU n w __ B Frie d

H. Sydow Jahrlich 6 Hefte. Preis M. 25.-. P"
' J^^h. ^

lander & >ohn. Karlstr. 11, Berlin N.W. 6, Dejtsches «*
hh]i^o

**
Annali di Botanica. (Dirett: E. Pirotta. - Gli „Annali i

vi(1
. nlimero.

S iadicato munero per

cicoli, inTemprnoii'determinatir II prezzo sari "^icaw iiu»--

;

H'. B»in»-
l '^

Prof. Dorr.
1

'. Pirotta, H. Istituto Botanico, Via ^»P»na
, „ Far« J

Annals^ Botany. JEdited hy-,1. 11. ^Kour, D. H
;

^co
?

pojt

R. Thaxter.
to

for

London, E. C./ England.

Ddrflers Botaiiikcr-AdrclUnicli, III. Aufl-

'

1
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I«P Wilhelm. Dr., Geh. Regierungsrat, o. Professor der Botanik an der Kgl.

versitlit. Direktor des Botanischen Gartens und Instituts derselben, — Qerichts-

straBe 8. Miinster, Westfalen. .

khicke* Hermann. MittelschnUebrer, — Grobzigerstrafie 19, Bernburg, Anhalt.

(Fbristik. Moose. Flechten. Samml. Tausch.)
%

hhokke* Achilles, Dr. phil., Direktor der Weinbau-Versuchsstation und Sdmle

far Wein- und Obstbau, — Neustadt a. d. Haardt, Bayern. (Physwhtjie.

imtomie. Angewandte Botanik.)

Ziklk . Paul. Dr. phil.. Oberlehrer am Realgymnasimn zu Grunewald, — Joaclnm

Friedrichstrafle 13, Halensee bei Berlin. (Anatomic FhysmhgU.)
'

Zfiesele, Heinrich, Dr. phil., — Kgl. Zentralstelle fiir Gewerbe und Handel.

Stuttgart, Wiirttemberg. (Biologie u. Systematic der Phm<erogaw<n. SammLJ

BERLIN, H
fori. Botanischer Garten und Kgl. Botanisches Museum. (Dir.: A. g*g{"» g

-PubL: „Notizblatt«.) - Konigin LuisestraBe 6/8, Dahlem - hteglitz -

bei Berlin. TT .. m--* .

Botanisdies Institut der Kgl. Friedricli-AVilhelins-Iniversitat. (l-?r..
9

7

i

—
-.

9
39

(3

1820. - Dir.: S. Schwendener.) — DorotheenstraBa o. N.W. 7.
_

Pflanzenphvsiologisches Institut der Kgl. Fi'iediioh-AVinielins-lni^er-

sitiit and Botanisches Institut der Kgl. Landwivtscliaftlichen U"<ti-
_

schule. (Dir.: L. Kny.) — InvalidenstraBe 42. N. 4. £

Museum der Kgl. Landwirtschaftlichen Hochschule. tjowtand der vege- -

tabilischen Abteilung: L. Wittmack.) — InvalidenstraBe 42, a. 4. -

Institut fiir Landwirtschaftliches Versuchswesen und Baktenoio-ie uer

Karl. Landwirtschaftlichen Hochschule. (Vorstand: 0. Leramerniann.j

InvalidenstraBe 42. N. 4. , - oU ,.,,,1

Palaobotanische Abteilung der Kgl. Geologisehen Landesanstalt und

Palaobotanisches Institut der Kgl. Bergakaderaie. (Vowttna.

H. Potonie.) — InvalidenstraBe 44. N. 4. .... lwirt rieniditat
Ka.serl. Biologische Anstalt fiir Land- und Forstwirtschaft.

P>

'

F ua-
1905. - Dir.: J. Behrens. - PubL: „Arbeitcn«. Jlittmhuxjm .

„ll*9

blatter:) - Dahlem-Steglitz bei Berlin. a"mstand-
Pflanzenphysiologisehcs Institut der Kgl. Gartnerlehranstalt. CVowtana.

&-Hog term ami.) - Dahlem-Steglitz bei Berlin.
Bll( , llholz )

-
fatasehea Provinzial-Museum. (Gegr.: 1874. - Kustos: K. Bnclihoiz.j

Am K.dlniscben Park. S.0. 16.
,

, T . nnA ll(ir i*iolo-
^tuut fiir GarnngsgeWerbe. (Dir.: M. Delbriick. -- «£* *£££ b

g'schen Abt. : P Li n (1 n e r. - Vorstand der baktenolog. Abt.
.

\\
.

li e nn
e

g
berg.) — SeestraBe 4, N. 65. . , w^*,- haktariokur.?^cl*an*talt f,ir Getreideverarbeitung. (Leiter der

*J-;*JJJT*
• des Versucbskornhauses u. d. Versuchsmiible: J. Uaenwuu.;

"CEft&Sff Abteilung fiir Wissenschaftliche und Sc^-ke
'Dir.: Machtig. - Das Institut liefert Pflanzen zur Besprecnnn

fc,; «
tllche Scbulen Berlins.) — Humboldhain, N. 81. a:^nill^er\cMe".**• Mrtc u,ie der Wissemchaftcn. (Gegr. 1700. - PubL: v

Si<.nngsln>«nTe

^fwutdhmgrn*.) — PotsdamerstraBe 120, W; 85. M«d«m.*" '>• Gesdlxchaft fiir Geschichte der Natunv,sSenfiaJennd Mea

h pr. 190,;. ._ PubL: „Verhandh<ngen« in den .JfifitajM '"» •

j . 7ei..

jjetfomen*.) _ Kgl. Botanisches Museum. ^S^^Sd^\St **»»»«•«*« GesellschafL (Gegr.: 1882. - PubL:
?
M "

fjlimjen^"V**- D. trologucke Geselbchaft. (Gegr.: 1892. - P*bL: „Mtt*»ng

^«^7^hv,,r sf(iia<' bei Berlin. __ p bl . Orchis".)
*« Geselkrhuft fa,- Qrchideenkunde. (Gegr.: 1907. - «««•• »

IW.rf 2t
!
leenstraue 1, N.W. 7. _ . , Vanahschrift fiir«"£e hnktcen - GesdlHchaft. (Gegr.: 1892. - . Pnf; -1

/

7

^ecnhnnde".) - RotbenburgstfaBe 30. Steglitz bei l.eil.n.



185 France. (Enrol

Vignier, Rene, Dr. es sci. nat., Preparateur de botanique au Museum tVHUtoire

Naturelle de Paris, — 5 bis, quai de Bercy, Charenton, Seine. (Anatomx.

Systematique. Paleontologie vegetate.)

Vilmorin*, Maurice-Leveque de, — 13, quai d'Orsay, Paris, VII. Kollcdum

botaniques d'arbustes. Flantes de Chine et du Thibet.)

Vilmorin*, Philippe-Leveque de, Lie. es sci. nat, — 23, quai d'Orsay. Paris Ml.

(Phanerogames. Genetique.)

Vincent, Philibert, Eleve en pharm., — Rue Bourg-Belais, Parthenay. Deux-

SGVT6S.

Vincon, Etudiant. — 16, rue Jean-Bouchet, Poitiers, Vienne.

Violleau, abbe Eugene, Cure-doyen, — St.-Varent, Deux-Sevres. fl hanerogm*

Mousses. Collect. Echanges.) -,,.••
Viron, Dr. en med., Phannacien en chef de l'Hospice de la baljittii-re, - 4

^ boulevard de l'Hdpital, Paris, XIII.

2 Vitou*, Et.,

physiologiques des vegetative.) ^

Viviand-Morel * , Joseph-Victor, Redacteur en chef du Lyon-Horticoie . *
o cours Lafayette prolonge, Villeurbanne, Rhone. (Botamque m******
W Ph a nerogames.

g Voirin, Georges,
5 Vouaux, abbe, Pn
g Meurthe-et-Moselle. (Mycologie.)

; , |f ^.^ a
fc

•= Vuillemin*, J.-Paul, Dr. en med. Professeur d'histoire na turelle J^^VJ

Unhid**

re

03

rs

-

«aM*an Kur-le-Dnc, Mease. /GriW

S Faculte de Medecine de Nancy, — 16, rue »«—7—— T , y^,
2 Moselle. (Anatomie. Biologie. Systematique. Pathologie Inatotoyn

< Vuillerraoz, Phannacien, — Lons-le-Saunier, Jura. (Mycologr

Wattiez, R.-P., Professeur, - Cellule, par Riom, Puy-de-D6me. *^
urA;n^M nf«,w. t;™*-™™* or. oi* PommAnt rVAvtillene. — -hue tie 1* 11"
Weiller, Marc, Lieutenant au 21* Regiment d'Artillerie

Angouleme, Charente. (Algu&
§ Wuitner, E., - 105, rue Victor-Hugo, Levallois-Perret, Seine .

fAg

1 Ydrac, F.L., Dr. en pharm., - Bagneres-de-Bigorre, Hautes-rj" 1
t^

3 Zciller*, Charles-Rene, Membre de rinstitut, Inspeeteur general- ae* ji -^

& des lemons de paleontologie vegetale a l'ficole Nationale Superieiu

leux

Pertkait ABBEVILLE, Somme. „ - uMirher de

Musees [Musee Communal; Place St.-Pierre. - Mnsea J*oucn

Rue B.-de-P.]. (Conservateur: A. Ledieu.) ^ ,fuD4fr

Societe d'Emulation pour VEncouragement des 1Aires, bcienc

en 1797. — Publ. : „Memoires". nBulletin" .)

•= AGEN, Lot-et-Garonne.
, l77r __ Publ.:

.&'11*
*& Soci&e d'Agriculture, Sciences et Arts. (Fondee en !<«>•

«2 (ks Travaux". „Revue de VAgenais".)

AIGOUAL, [Mont-], Gard (et Lozere). Pic-de-la- Fa ;' k
Jardins Botaniuues de l'Aigoual. — 1) Jardm ™ _ 3) Jardin <U« »

1500 m. - 2) JardiB a la Moliere-du-Trevezel. % FUhM»«-

combe de l'Hort-de-Dieu. (Fondes en 1903.

AIX, Bouches-du-Rhone. lee en
1

'

* J5oucnes-au-Kiione. r"„w,« (Font

Acwfcime rfes S<Jt«ic?», Agriculture, Arts et Belles-heme*. \

Publ.: „Memoires".)

AJACCIO, Corse.
,

... Fpsch
Musees. (Conservateur: J. F. Peraldi.) - College l^e.cu.

ALBI, Tarn.
Musee d'Albi. — au Pare de. Rochegnde. 1877 )

SocirtA des Sciences, Arts et Belles- Lettres.
(Fondle en

ALENCON, Orne. ,. A . v., turelle.
(Conserve

Musee Seientiflque, ArcIieologi<iue et d'Histoiie »aw

E. Richard et L. Brioux.) - Hotel de Vine.



*»*) Great Britain and Ireland. Di9

fcMer*. George, — Levens, Milnthorpe, Westmorland, E. (Mosses. Htpatieae.)

Mey. William, — 93, Upper Brooke Street. Manchester, E. (Mosses.)

tm^V\. Frederic Wilson, M. D., Physician and Surgeon, — 120, Oxford Road,

Reading. Berks, E. (Biology. Phanerogams. Ferns.)

fcpf'.Otto. Ph. D., F. R, S„ F. L. S., F. R. H. S., Corr. M. Deutsche Bot. Gesellsch.,

Secretary of the Linnean Society, Keeper of the Herbarium and Library, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kew, — Royal Botanic Gardens, Row, near London.

hwmtme. Taxonomy. Phytogeography.)

laan. ('. F., — 76, High Street, Ashford, Kent, E. (Phanerogams.)

Erdin-rton. Warwick. E. (Geographical botany.) . . „
**. Herbert, F. L. S.. - Bracebridge Street. Birmingham, Warwick L

i»< fabk physiology. Forestry. Desires to exchange specimens of wood »•

«lfl p'trrhase.)

****
. Kiss Marie C. D. Sc. Lond., Ph. D. Munich, University Lecturer on

B «"y. - Botanical Den't., The University, JIanchester, E. (Anatomy oj

*xk\ A. B„ - lb\ London Street, Edinburgh, S. (C\_ .. .

fcd. Charles. — Savings Bank Department, G. P. 0., London. K. (
.

(bnngi.)

fcf*. Edward, F. L. S.~. — Oakwood House, Barnett Wood Lane. Ashtead,

>nrrev, E. (Phanerogams. Ferns. Fungi.)

•wus.Mrs. E., - Endicott, Worcester Park, Surrey. E. (Flora of Surrey.)

Ikvfr.- n. A. P., — 10. New Inn Entry, Dundee, S. (Phanerogams.) a
-wart, Archibald, — (J, Hamilton Street, Partick, Lanark. 8. (Cryptogam.) \

*ewart . Samuel Alexander. A. L. S., — The Museum, College Square, Belfast g.

Antrim, I. (Phanerogams. Mosses. Collect. Exchange of Mosses ami

Hep ie.)

' 'i. Willi;,,,,. Captain, — Shambellie, Dumfries, S. (Cryptogam.)
v ' --M. H.. F. EL M. >.. 10; Avenue Road. Doncaster. York, K. (Muro-botany.) =
v

Arthur L.. - Addington, near Croydon, Surrey, B. (Mtcro-AJgaeJ _.

"Tiina. sir James M. A.. LL. D.. — Pinchcocks. Goudlmr-t. Kent, E. (Mont*.) =

Virion, .lames, M. D.. F. L. S., — 5, Newton Terrace. Glasgow, S. (Mosses.) „
* rfoth, Henry, M. D„ M. A., - 1, Grey Friars, Chester, E. (Diatoms. --

amje: M'uroscopical slides or material.)
*k. >ir iw«...«„

F
&L j. P> , F . L . s., F. G. S., F. R. G. S., - The Grang

=

<»

i
—

'
*

C

H

©

-/

I

5ll^5pUBBB, Sussex, England. M T ,.„,,:„„,"<>*
^onrne Natural Hist„n, Society. (Founded 1867. - Publ. :

*Tr**ad*m .) g

lDT\im«« c "nical Institute.

rU
,

RGH, Scotland. Il4 /.;
*•>»!. Sottish Museum. (Founded 1855. - Dir.: J. J- Dobbie.

for! Se Nat Hist
- I)eP*t: W. E. Clarke.) p^ua

*?»J Botanic Garden [Museum and Herbarium]. (Founded 1670. - Kegiu

Keeper .*

deeper: I. B. Balfour.) _ T unrnY"n <* of British Fresh-Water Lakes. (Founded 1901. - Dir.: J. Murray.

l*»7cr .
tMd8t: Q- West.) — Pullar Trust. n ,. .. * Trana.%al

j> <*? of Edinburgh. (Pounded 1783.- PubU "Proceed**' .

?>«"

&>iin
;' •) ~ The Mound, Princess Street. _ M . «rrans-

J

i t V* ^ooricuttural Society. (Instituted 1854. - P*L- IYww

WfeSTs^r,
5
V^ 7

A
V
dre

T V', i i R -u- Publ • -Transactions and
j

'< r>< \ety of Edinburgh. (Founded 18db. — ram.-

^*S2Sw»W (Pubi, Mrivrj - «-""-' Ins,i -

'• Ween Street.

I
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185 Italia.

So*
Superiore <T Agricoltura e Direttore del Laboratorio di I'iitolospa V

Via Marsala, 8, Milano. (Fisiologia. Patologia vegetate. Crittogumt.i

Bruselii*. Signorina Diana, Dott. in Sci. nat, — Via del Lavatore Ru

(Fisiologia.)

Bruttini, Arturo, Libero Docente di Agronomia, — R. Stazione A grant Vi

Susanna, Roma.
Busealioni*, Luigi, Dott., Professore ord. di Botanica, Direttore del K. Irti

Botanico deirUniversita, — Catania, Sicilia. (Istologia.)

Cacciamali, Giovanni Battista, Professore di Storia Naturale. - II. Liceo Knob
Caldarera, Ignazio, Dott. in Sci., Professore, - R. Liceo „V.Emamiele*. Palem*

Sicilia. (Anatomia vegetale.)

Calegari*, Matteo, Professore di Storia naturale al R. Istituto Tectum j

Cattaneo", — Via S. Vittore, 47, Milano. (Biologia. Geografia

Calcstani*, Vittorio, Dott. in Sci., Professore, — Via Manente. 25, Orfl

Perugia. (Systematica. Fanerogame.)
Calvino*, 3Iario, Dott. in Sci. agr., Direttore della Cattedra Amhulante i

coltura. — Porto Manrizio, Liguria. (Fanerogame.)

'vh

'*WWP»
Sora, Caserta. (Botanica agraria.)

_ Camperio *, Camillo, Ingegnere, — Corso di Porta Vittoria, 12, Milan.*.

z Caimarella*, Pietro, Dott.. Professore di Scienze fisiche e natural, nella k.

7 Xormale Feimuinile, — Via Carrettieri, 8, Palermo, Sicilia. (Biol* '

| Camieva, Giovanni Battista, Gia Vice-Direttore del R. Orto Botamco <n tw»

2 Borzoli presso Genova. . p • rtihriil

i Cnpeder, Giuseppe, Dott., Professore. — R. Liceo, Voghera, 1 avia. \f
m^^i

" Capra*, Sac. Giuseppe, Dott. in Sci., Professore di Scienze naturaii e « .**»•-

tura, — Via Coperaico, 9, Milano. (Sistematica. Bnoloym.)
. u^

Carano*, Enrico, Dott. in Sci. nat., Prinio Assistente nell'Istituto Kouum.

Via Panisperna, 89 B, Roma. (Anatoma.)

.bate, - Valle Vogogna Valseria, Novaia.

Carraroli, Arturo, Dott.. Professore. - R. Scnola Tecnica. Miraiui.
.

u.

Caruso, Girolamo, Professore, — R. Scnola Superiore d Asrraria, r •»•

^
Caruso*, Salvatore, Dott., Professore di Storia naturale nel h. uew,

Sicilia. (Sistematica: Licheni.)

R. University,

Carestia, Antonio, Abate,

~ NAPOLI, Campania.
,

. H y Cavara
~ Istituto ed Orto Botanico della R. University (im»«
ic Foria.*f r n 1*1*1 1 r

^ Stazione Zoologica. (Dirett. : A. Dohrn. - P»bbL: „F na w

Golfes von Xeapel*.) _. ... p ^verin
Giardino Didattico del Prof. P. Severino. (Dirett.. r.

Settembrini 80. -

Societd Eeale di Napoli. (Fond, nel 1808. - Pubbl: »*«£ jtaikf**
R Istituto &Incoraggiamcnto alle Scienze Natwrak, bconomiu

(Fond, nel 1806. - Pubbl.: »Attc^ ^mimstero della

Societd dei Xaturalisti. (Pubbl.: »Bollettino«.) - ExOlonasier

PADOVA, Veneto.
, ^ /n . ~ . v A. >»*cif*

R. Orto ed Istituto Botanico deirUniversita*). (^n̂ '
T {

Orto A^rario della R. Universita. (Dirett.: L'^\^
n M t M*"*

R. Accademia di Scienze, Lettere e Belle Arti. (WDM- *

»Rivista periodica".)
Accade

Liivunu, periodica".) r£ri Qnrit '
oma Scientifica Veneto- Trentino-Mriana. (bni ^ _ Istituto

i Sctmrc AttNrali fondata nel 1872. - Pubbl: ^m •)

gico della R. Universita.

•) I/Orto Botanico il Pailora fu fondato dalla Repubbl
uel mondo.

ica Vex eta nel »*» * l II f»
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Henry Holt and Company
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MEG
MICROCACHRYS

Robert Boyd Thomson

(with plates xxii-xxv)

In the Coniferae great importance attaches to " inverse orientation"

as a criterion for determining the character of the fertile scale in the

megasporangiate cone. The followers of Braun see in the inversion

of the ovuliferous scale bundles an indication of the " brachyblast

character of this structure. Sachs and Eichler, the exponents ot

^e "ligular" theory, look upon the inversion as a feature wuci

characterizes the vascularization of a ligule or of an appendage or the

simple sporophyll. Celakovsky partly combines the two views

and seems to homologize many of the diversified megasporang.ate

features of the gvmnosperms. In the present study some neglectea

Phases of the inversion of the sporangial supply bundles of both the

aminate and ovulate cones are given prominence, and data are

advanced to show the homology of the micro- and megasporopnyll in

^axegothaea and Microcachrys. . ,.

The gross features of a fruiting branch of Saxegothaea are indi-

cated in^g. 7 . The megasporangiate cones are borne terminally o

I, 2), the microsporangiate ordinarily in the axils

,.<. -: n„ :„ » terminal position (fig. 3)-
inc(figs

-o^Hu, {Uigiaie Cone, at tne siage muiwiw »*j- -

edicel^ beset with the bracts which earlier inclosed it. Later the p

Agates and a lax arrangement of the bracts is evident {Hg. 4-

Sti" later the pedicel becomes much more elongated and relatively

*? slender. The bracts, sporophylls, and foliage leaves are sp.ra

y

arranged, and gradations in form are evident, the bracts gradating

345
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apically into sporophylls and basally into vegetative leaves {fig. 4).

The microsporangiate cones may be either sessile or pedicellate. In

either case there is a series of spirally arranged bracts closely investing

the base of the cone, the lower part of the pedicel, when present, being

naked (Jigs. 2, j) . In an otherwise abnormal cone I found the arrange-

ment of bracts similar to that on the megasporangiate pedicel.

The gross features of Microcachrys are indicated in a figure of a

previous article. 1 The cones are always terminal in this form and

their sporophylls verticillate, in series of fours, the "series alternating

with one another and presenting from the exterior an appearance

of a spiral arrangement (Jigs. 5, 6). The small concrescent foliage

leaves are opposite, in alternating pairs.

The form and structure of the microsporophyll of Saxegothaea

are indicated in Jigs. 7-9. Two are shown cut longitudinally

(Jig. 7), and between these is one cut through the sporangium,

showing the stomium and the wall with its columnar, comparatively

thick-walled, epidermal cells. The inner layers of the wall have

collapsed, but there are indications of three or four of these.
2

In the axial sections the vascular bundle with its accompanyin

resin duct is seen, and the connection of these with those of the ax

of the cone. The resin canal is expanded distally. This is apparent

in the tangential section of the cone as well (fig. 9) >
where the CcnW

sporangia often show little trace of a canal, while in the lateral om -

1

is large. In fig. 8 resin canals and vascular bundles are seen in

transverse sections of the cone, at various distances from the axia

supply. In some of the sporangia, to the right of the figure, it-

position of the stomia is indicated. The microspores contain

three cells at the stage from which these figures were ma *

Megasporangiate cones of the same date have not ^^"^j
themegaspore (figs. 10, 1 1), with the exception of some a nor

ovules, to be described later. A single bundle accompanie 7^
resin canal passes into each sporophyll, and this gives

^
ovular supply just as the point of insertion of the integument is rea

• Thomson, R. B., On the pollen of Microcachrys. Bot. Gazette

pis. r, 2. 1909. See pi. 1.
^ Con$pi<»

a

2 Cf. Norem, C. O., Zur Kenntnis der Entwicklung von Saxegot ae

Lindl. Svensk. Bot. Tidskr. 2:101-122. pis. 7-9. 1908.

a
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(ft.
i/). Fig. 12 is a transverse section of the sporophyll a little

earer the cone axis than the point indicated. It shows a single

... . . : „;„ A^ri Thp
vascular

wood (lib — -, o .

center are two very darkly nucleate cells. These mark the separation

of the wood of the ovular supply from that of the main bundle. The

bast above this is but slightly differentiated, and nearer to the axis of

or resin duct. The

n outline. Near its

auw>^ Lino 10 i^uit ^115 lltV *****>»>"* -**— -—-—
- . #

... cone dies out completely, as does the wood itself in its further

course through the cortex. Under the base of the ovule the bast is

quite apparent on the upper side of the supply bundle (fig.
n), which

lows a tendency to bifurcate, the branches passing laterally into the

base of the integument. Beyond the separation of the ovular supply,

the

the
It

elements, the more central ones of which are elongated, the lateral

quite typical transfusion tissue.

In material of Saxegothaea some six months older than the former,

e vascular system of the megasporophyll is further developed

has been recently described by Miss Stiles,* with whose accoum u.,

own observations are practically in accord. The upper vascular sys-

tem mav be composed, in the region of the ovule, of as many as our

brands. These, however, in all the material I exammed '

T

Un,
;f

'"

two before passing upward into the base of the ovule. Mis*
bT

.

speaks of there being about three bundles in this region. I e p

terminates at the level of the base of the nucellus in a c°ns,dera

Mansion of transfusion-like tissue. The mam bundle o

sPorophyll is replaced by a series somewhat similar in e ^
re8ion in which the proliferation of the ovular set occurs.

^
ovule a single bundle is found, with centripetal, and on its

coiKirWKi: ^__,._ _r „.,_ j^pnts. The vascular supply—«>ucraDie, development ot xyiem eicmcu». -
„ rtrmaUv

* *e sca,e conesL» the axis is a ^J"*££2
tented wood and bast. In the cortex gradually new x> i ^
a* formed opposite the protoxylem. Farther out wooc

i _ ^
coming of! the sides of the main bundle supplement the org ^ ^^ elements, which up to this point appear not to have y ^^ own. In the further course the proliferation of the w

_. ti xTotvPhvtol. 7:209-
3 Stiles, W., The anatomv of Saxe

222
- 1908,
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lower series occurs, as described above. All of the upper series of

bundles pass into the base of the ovule, the only xylem element^

found beyond the ovule in this region being a new development asso-

ciated with the main bundle. A single resin duct accompanies the

latter throughout its course. This does not branch and is the only

representative of the tissue in the scale, no canals being formed in

connection with the upper series of bundles. 4

The vascular system of the axis of the megasporangiate cone con-

sists of a ring of collateral bundles very similar in general to that of

the microsporangiate cone {fig. 8) . The wood of these is usually of

the ordinary endarch type, but near the base of the cone there are

often a few centripetal elements associated with the bundles at the

sides of the gap left by the exit of the megasporophyll trace. In one

instance these were almost in continuity with the wood elements of the

ovular supply in the sporophyll. The latter, especially in its young

Condition, appears very much of the nature of centripetal xylem

(fig. 12),* and the occurrence of the isolated elements in the axis

affords confirmation of this idea. They are found also in the upper

part of the pedicel, but in my material they are rare here.

The scales at the base of the micro- and megasporangiate cones and

the foliage leaves both receive a single vascular bundle and a sing e

resin duct from the axis, the supply coming off in a similar way to t at

of the sporophylls. There is always a gap in the cylindrical ste e

opposite the "trace" to each of these members {fig. 8, for microsporo-

phylls, lower right hand side, etc.)

.

.

In several of the megasporangiate cones of Saxegothaea a ev\ o

the lower sporophylls bear ovules on their under surface (Jig- >'

These have an integument, but not the epimatium or rudimen ar>

second integument of the normal ovule. They stand out too ro^

the sporophyll more freely, and are further developed than the upp^

ones in the same cone. A slight vascular supply goes off to same

these, the bast and wood showing a tendency to orient itself b _.
to that of the main bundle of the scale. This supply passes aro

the resin duct.

*Cf. Stiles, Lc. 216. mature
s Miss Stiles has come to a similar conclusion from studying the mo

condition.
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In Microcachrys a single vascular bundle supplies leaf and sporo-

v\\. There are no resin canals in the stem nor in the axis of either
phyll.

cone,

beneath the

It is not until well out into the sporophyll that a canal is found

fig. ij) . The canal of
oeneatn me vascuicu uuuuic ^iit&ajt

/wwr.v .., ro . -^,

the vegetative leaf, however, is continued downward into its swollen

base, and the leaves being concrescent, there is the appearance of

resin ducts in the stem. The vascular bundle in both leaf and

sporophyll runs closer to the upper than the lower surface. A com-

parison of longitudinal sections of the megasporophyll and vegetative

, , . ,, i . 4u„ j,v+oi nort nf the former
emblance

and the whole of the latter. There is a distinct palisade on the lower

surface of each, a sclerotic hypoderma, and an epidermis with a very

thick cuticle and no stomata, the latter being restricted to the upper

surface, and in the case of the sporophyll, so far as I have observed,

to the region beyond the ovule. There is no hypoderma on the upper

surface, and the same kind of degenerate-looking palisade tissue

occurs in both sporophyll and leaf. Proximally the sporophyll is

contracted into a slender stalk, while the leaf is concrescent with tne

stem. The vascular supply of the ovule originates in much the same

"^j aa in OctACgUlllcLCci Willi at inov **v ~rr -

the resin canal come bast and wood of the main bundle and above i

center of the latter the few wood elements of the ovular supply .

On separation the ovular supply bundle passes obliquely upwar

as in Saxegothaea (cf. figs, n and 13), with bast clearly evident on

its upper side. In Microcachrys, the single supply bundle bifurcate

near the base of the ovule, the divisions passing well into

part of the integument.

few nucle

how

my
• •

In one case.

in a parietal stratum 01 pn^p—~ w o
•

<

he(TOnia l— , a oroth.llial tissue (fig. ifi » Present ** ^Zn^irom
initials discernible. These are located at considerable distance^
oneanother. Around the prothallium the mega spore-coat is

^hle type. It is slightly thicker than in^""g^Z
*ge. Like the pine coat at this young stage, it *

of ^
6
Cf. Worsdell, Observations on the vascular system of the

Comferae. Annals of Botany 1 3 : 538- i«99-
2vmnosperms.

Univ. of

7 Thomson, R. B., The megaspore-membrane ot tn w
Pronto Studies, Biol. Ser. 4: 1-64- & *S- I9°5-
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tribution about the prothallium. It would be interesting to know the

condition in the mature seed, especially in view of the fact that in

certain species of Dacrydium the megaspore coat is very thick at a

later sta«;e.

The integuments of the ovule are seen in their usual form mfig. ij.

Sometimes the inner one is quite open above the ovule
(fig. 15), even

at an advanced stage. In the case figured it is developed laterals

into two large masses, appearing as additional ovules in gross material.

In other cases it may be uniformly quite thick (fig. 16). The two

outer cell layers of the integument are tangentially elongated in the

older condition, while the third consists of columnar cells radially

placed, many of which in the basal region become lignified and

have numerous large pits. They are in connection with the supply

bundles of the ovule through transfusion-like extensions of the latter.

Fig. 1j is of a longitudinal section of the bract and scale from the

megasporangiate cone of Tsuga canadensis. The section passes to one

side of the axis in the region of the ovule. To the lower right-hand

side of the figure the bract is seen fused proximally with the tissue-: at

the base of the scale. .The latter shows one large vascular bundle,

cut nearly transversely. This has the wood below and the bast above,

an arrangement the inverse of that in the bract. From this bundle i

given off the ovular supply, which passes obliquely upward into the

base of the sporangium. The character of the supply bundle was

studied in series of transverse sections. It comes off from one of the

lateral bundles of the scale (fig. 15; second bundle from the right

and left of the figure). Its wood and bast lie at first in a plane at

right angles to that of the scale bundles (fig. 19; the wood is the sma -

celled tissue in the center of the figure and the bast is to the let ).

Shortly the bundle turns completely round, so that its wood lies abme

and its bast below, the inverse arrangement to that of the scale bund es,

which, in turn, is inverse to that of the bract. Near the ovule t e

bundle becomes concentric and finally bifurcates, the branches en er-

ing the base of the integument.

In the microsporophyll of the cycads Thibout8 has called
T

a"e"

tion to the inverse orientation of tjie sporangial supply- I have

8 Thibout, E., Recherches sur I'appareil male des gymnospermes.

16. Lille. 1896.

pp. 265- Pls
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(fig. 21). In Jig

norma —bast below

and wood above, not shown in the section—while cutting obliquely

across the field is a sporangial supply bundle with bast above and

wood below. A short ventral extension to the sporangia turns at

right angles at first and then becomes almost inverse. Figs. 22 and

I
are transverse sections of a sporophyll. In the upper part of the

figures are the main bundles, with wood above and bast belw.

Farther down and toward the ends of the normal series are some

inversely oriented bundles. One, to the left, magnified in jig. 23,

has just divided into a similarly oriented bundle, and from this

there is a strand to the sporangium. The latter has a more or less

concentric character. In some cases I- have found a second inversion

on the way to the sporangia.

The inversion of microsporangial supply bundles is of wide occur-

rence in the cycads, but is not confined to the group, being also

found in certain conifers. This feature has not been considered

by the exponents of the theories advanced to explain the inversion

in the fertile scale of the latter. That it is of first importance seems

self-evident. Again, the double inversion in the fertile scale has not

been explained, and a glance at the figures shows how important the

... ' e .... :„~„ wMth tho simile
*cond

Microcachrvs-"viwuii in euner ^axegomaea. «>i jbiuw*«»;- u f the
'?)• This and the occurrence of ovules on the lower surface 01 1

ale in Saxegothaea, and their vascularization from the main supp^

*ould seem to be good reason to consider that inverse^^
^nnot in all cases be relied upon as evidence of the braci}

character of the fertile scale. In the last case, we should nav

anomaly of the leaf in the axil of the shoot.

Again, in Dacrvdium two bundles with orientation *"*»

? the scale supply the ovule. These attachM »*£*
ee passing close together near the upper surtace

ere is, then, in Dacrydiu-n, a form*£»**'*J5
thre

Th

Microcachrj-• «ma oaxegoinaea or ivuuu^a^uij^ more
the cone, etc., a greater amount of inversion than 1

^
Primitive forms-a puzzling feature certainly in vie

brachyblast theory, but possibly finding its
explanation in

,
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importance of the ovule in this specialized fructification and in the

greater advantage which a direct connection with the axial supply

affords. This has its beginning in Saxegothaea and Microcachry;-.

where the two bundles of the ovular supply have asserted their indi-

viduality only part way to the axis, the ovular supply in these forms

having possibly originated, as has been suggested, as a revival of the

mam
In view of the facts presented, the writer is led to look upon the

fertile scale as a simple structure, the homologue of the microsporo-

Microcachrys, and, ipso facto

form

held. With

microsporophylls show an inversion of the sporangial supply bundles

of like character to that of the megasporophyll, 9 and which, on

other grounds, have been considered 10 as having a simple mega-

sporophyll. This group also has recently been shown to have many

features in common with the lower podocarps. Perhaps the most

method

of wings on the grains themselves in Saxegothaea and the Araucaneae,

the extensive microgametophyte of the two groups, the single mverte^

ovule, the wide micropyle and projecting nucellus, the nucellus ree

from the integument to its base—features which bring these forms in o

intimate association.
then

The simple-scale groups, the Taxaceae and Araucarieae, have

their micro- and megasporangia on opposite sides of the sporop y.

from which the conifers were
forms

rphv-iwivv-u, liiw jjutiujjsiu. scuta, as is juui.«» ~" i -
rfafe

tomical grounds, have the sporangia usually on the lower s ^
the ovule has probably been transferred to the upper surface^1^
course of phylogeny. The ovules on the lower surface of

,^^^ jn

of Saxegothaea and their lateral position in Cycas are signi

^

this connection, and, as well, the lateral development of the sp

gium in Schizaeaceae.

9 Thomson-, R. B., The origin of the gymnosperms at the Linnean

Phytol. 5 : i45 . I0O6. Phil.

.
• „ -rent and extinct-

10 Seward, A. C, and Ford, S. O., The Araucaneae, recem

Trans. Roy. Soc. London B. 198:305-411. pis. 23, 24. io°6 -
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Coulter and Chamberlain, after reviewing the different theories

of the fertile scale in their textbook on the gymnosperms, make the

following statement (p. 77): "Upon sifting the testimony certain

things seem to be fairly clear, and one is that the scale and its ovules

in Abieteae represent a highly modified axillary shoot, corresponding

to the characteristic spur shoot of the group." From anatomical and

teratological evidence this conclusion seems inevitable, and since the

Abieteae, Taxodieae, and Cupresseae present such a series of natural

affinities the statement must apply to all. If, then, the fertile scale

in this group is of the brachyblast type, representing the adaxially fused

first and only two leaves of an abortive axis, the first inversion is

explained, and the ovules in this group are borne on the morphologi-

cally under surface. The second inversion is analagous to the single

one in Saxegothaea and of the nature of a sporangial supply. There

are, then, two great groups of the conifers from the standpoint of

this study, the simple- and the complex-scale series. Both forms

have the ovules on the physiologically upper surface, a position ren-

dered almost imperative by the necessities of the seed habit. This

Position, however, has been attained in two very different, but pos-

sibly equally difficult, ways in the aplo- and diplosporophyllous

forms of the Coniferae. '

Toronto University

EXPLANATION OF PLATES XXII-XXV

PLA TEXXII

Fig. i.—Fruiting twig of Saxegothaea conspicua. Slightly enlarge .

Figs. 2, 3.—Micro- and megasporangiate cones. X4-

Fig.

plate XXI11

k
the

«g. 4.-Megasporangiate cone with the axis more eiu..&— . .

Fig. S--Microcachrys tetragona; micro- and megasporangiate

f°nner in mature condition. X4-
Fig. 6.—Older megasporangiate cone.

, ^_-» n f the

.
R* 7-9-Respertively radial, transverse, and tangent.al sect.ons of

microsporangiate cone of Saxegothaea. attached- fig-
ft**. 10, n.-Megasporophylls of Saxegothaea, with ovules attached, fig

" show'ng ovular supply coming off the main vascular bundle.

PLATE XMV
Caxesothaea, young

Fig. 12.—Transverse section of the megasporophj 11 oi saxcg

condition,
just proximal to the insertion of the ovule.
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Fig. 13.—Longitudinal section of the distal part of the megasporophyll of

Microcachrys.

Fig. 14.—Transverse section of same, showing ovular and main supply

bundles in transverse section.

Fig. 15.—Megasporangium of Microcachrys in transverse section.

Fig. 16.—Sporophyll and megasporangium with abnormally thick integu-

ment, in transverse section.

Fig. 17—Tsuga canadensis; bract, scale, and ovule in longitudinal section.

PLATE XXV

Fig. iS—Tsuga canadensis; transverse section of bract, scale, and ovules at

the point of origin of the ovular bundles.

Fig. 19.—The same; a magnification of the ovular supply of the right ovule

in fig. 18.

Fig. 20.—The same; supply bundle farther up.

Figs. 21, 22.—Respectively, longitudinal and transverse sections of micro-

sporophyll of Ceratozamia mexicana.

Fig. 23. fig
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STUDIES ON THE OXIDIZING POWER OF ROOTS 1

Oswald Schreiner and Howard S. Reed

The present paper embodies a series of studies upon the oxidizing

powers of plant roots grown in aqueous extracts of soils and in

solutions of various compounds. The results, it is believed, throw

light on the action of plants upon the soil and indicate howsome

soil conditions affect certain functions of the plant.

The experiments which are presented show that plant roots are

able to carry on active extra-cellular oxidation, chiefly by means of

the enzymes which they secrete. From the standpoint of root excre-

tions the study is of interest because it has often been supposed that

the roots of growing plants excrete organic and inorganic acids which

art in the solution of soil minerals. The idea undoubtedly owes its

prevalence largely to the experiments of Liebig2 and of Sachs3

uhich demonstrated the corrosion of polished marble plates by grow-

ing plants. The more recent investigations upon the subject made

by Czapev Kossowitch,* and Kunze6 have shown, however, that

verv little acid is excreted by the roots of the higher plants, and that

the results of the earlier workers were mainly due to the action of

carbon dioxid.

This oxidizing power of plants gives them an important action

uPon the soil. Whether they have the power to oxidize the inorganic

constituents of the soil remains to be determined; but it has been

shown that they are able to oxidize organic substances, such as the

Jhromogcns employed in these experiments, at a fairly rapid rate.

Ifthese substances are oxidized, it is only logical to conclude that the

organic substances occurring in the soils are also oxidized by the

actl°n of plant roots.

This oxidation of organic compounds is of additional interest in

the light of recent investigations, which show that the cause of unpro-

' Published by permission of the Secretary of Agriculture.

2
Annalen Chem. Pharm. 105:139. 1858.

3Bot.Zeit. i8:n 7 . l86c. <

4 TaU.l. t,v _ .

5 Ann.Sci.Agron.il-
8:220. io°3-

*Jahrb. Wiss . Bot. 29:321. 1896. '

* Jahrb.
Wiss. Bot. 42:357- "**
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ductivity in certain soils is due to the presence of toxic organic com-

pounds. 7 The beneficial effect of oxidation in such soils may be

inferred from the results of thorough tillage, involving sub-drainage

and cultivation, since these operations promote aeration of the soil

with subsequent increase in growth of roots and microorganisms.

Under such conditions experience has shown that the organic sub-

stances in the soil are most completely converted into substances

commonly known as humus. It is certain that the oxidizing activ-

ities of the soil and plant play a significant part in this important

process.

PREVIOUS WORK

The existence of an oxidation process in soils has long been

known. Without apparently understanding the precise cause of

this phenomenon, Liebig pointed out its importance for productive

soils, and, according to the same author, the phenomenon had been

earlier investigated by Ingenhouss and De Saussure. Among

the more modern investigations on the processes of oxidation in

soils the works of Deherain and Demoussy,8 Wollny,9 Russell,
10

and Darbishire and Russell11 should be mentioned. These

investigations are all along the line of bacterial activities in the soils.

Recent studies by Konig, 12 however, furnish evidence of a catalytic

me
The literature dealing with the oxidizing power of plant jmce>

is already voluminous. Within recent years, our knowledge o

processes going on within the plant has been greatly extended by t e

. ,
1 ... c:„^ cpvcra

studies which have been made upon oxidizing enzymes. Since se\

comprehensive and instructive summaries of work on this su jec

have appeared, among which may be mentioned those of Bach a

of Czapek's Biochemie, it is unnecessary in the present paper toreut a

what has been done in this rapidly developing field.

7 Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc. 30:1295, 1599. 1908. Bur. Soils, U. S. Dept -

Bulls. 36, 40, 53.

1897.

s Annales Agron. 22:305. 1896.

9 Die Zersetzung der organischen Stoffe und die Humusbildung.
Heidelberg

10 Jour. Agr. Sci. 1

:

26i. 1905.

"Jour. Agr. Sci. 2:305. 1907.
13 Landw. Versuchsst. 63:471. 1906; 66:401. 1907
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The study of the. oxidizing enzymes which are given off by the

roots of plants, i. e., extra-cellular oxidation, has received less atten-

tion, and it is to this particular field that the present study belongs.

Molisch' 3 appears to have been the first to demonstrate the

oxidizing power of root secretions and to show their enzymotic

nature. He found that the root secretion was capable of oxidizing

various organic substances, such as guaiacol, pyrogallol, and gallic

acid. His work showed that there was considerable active secretion

on the surface of growing roots, and that this secretion had definite

powers to effect changes in organic substances.

Czapekm in making a general study of root secretions, followed

some of the investigations made previously by Molisch. From

experiments upon the action of seedling roots upon starch paste and

sugar solutions, he regarded it probable that the growing roots

produce only diastase or inverting ferments, although exact proof

could not be offered. He believed, however, that the experiments

of Molisch failed to prove the production of oxidizing enzymes by

roots.

The ideas of the oxidizing powers of roots set forth by Molisch

are well corroborated by the investigations of Raciborski15 upon

the oxidizing powers of plant tissues.

In his work reagents were used which were so nearly non-toxic

that they could be added to solutions in which plants were grwn.

In some experiments the reagents were added to water culture,

containing the growing plants; in others, strips of filter paper * men

had been saturated with the reagent were applied to the surface

P°wing roots. The substances used for showing the oxidizing power

« growing roots were a-naPhthylamine,
benzidine, phenolphthalin,

^rrous ammonium sulfate, Barbadoes aloes, guaiac, phlonazin,

Pyrogallol, leucomethylene blue, etc.

The extra-cellular oxidation by the roots of the ph™™
»*sl was found to be strongly localized and limited to the absorbing

*face of the root. The most intensive oxidation occurs m he

"Son covered by the root hairs. After the death of the root ha.rs,

13 Sitzb. Akad. Wiss. Wien. Math. Nat. Kl. 96:84- i»88 -

14 Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 29:321. 1896.

15 Bull. Acad. Sci. Cracovie i90$-3& 668
>
693-
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as the root grows older, the oxidation becomes weaker (as shown by

the less intense coloration) and vanishes in basipetal order. The

short growing zone of the root between the root cap and the region

of root hairs shows very little if any oxidation. The cells of the root

cap behaved differently in different plants. In some there was a

very weak oxidizing power, insignificant in comparison with that

of the absorbing region of the root; in other plants the root cap

showed no power to oxidize. This observation is the more inter-

esting because Pfeffer16 regarded the experiments of Moi.isch

to lack proof that the guaiac-bluing power was due to living cells

and not to the dead or dying cells of the root cap.

The oxidation which occurred in naphthylamine and benzidine

solutions first appeared on the outer surfaces of the walls of the

root hairs and epidermal cells, later in the wall itself, and finally in

the outer layer of the ectoplasm. When roots were left for a long

time in a solution of these chromogens, the entire protoplasm of the

epidermal cells and root hairs gradually assumed the dark color of

the oxidized chromogen, although it was not determined whether

this color was due to the diffusion inward of the dye formed at the

surface, or to an actual intracellular oxidation.

AND

The experiments described in succeeding pages consisted in

studying the oxidizing power of wheat plants grown under various

conditions in connection with soil-fertility investigations. B *«

necessary to grow the wheat plants used for experimentation m

solutions, since in such cultures it is possible to observe the oxi

without disturbing the roots. For the study of soil condition

*i f'tVi five r>3.rt
-

aqueous extract was made by stirring one part of soil wim r

of distilled water for three minutes and filtering after 30 m*^
rh a P^tPiir-rhQmWlQnH rlav tube. It has been foun

throu
ducin

soil extracts prepared in this manner possess a plant- pro ^
power similar to that of the soil from which they were ma e.

other words, fertile soils yield extracts which promote g00^^
growth, and infertile soils give extracts producing poor plant gr^

^
The water used in making solutions and soil extract w

16 Abhandl. kon. sach. Gesells. Wiss. Leipzig, Math. Phys. U. is**u
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ordinary laboratory distilled water treated with carbon black. The

ater was distilled from a copper boiler, condensed in a block-tin

, and collected in a tin-lined copper tank. This method of

filiation rives verv good water for ordinary chemical work, but
worm

does not free it from

exert a toxic action as was described by Livingston' » and the

It has been found that these deleterious substances may

treating the distilled water with some
removed oy urea Ling

finely divided solid which possesses a strong absorbing power such

as ferric hydrate, or carbon black. The procedure usually followed

was to shake up a small quantity of the carbon black in the water

.

^ n
.

".
. .i ;,.«,*;«« rsi that, time

minute

the water was filtered through ordinary filter paper and was ready

for use. This treatment has been found to be as efficient in pro-

with

potassium

permanganate

..

The varieties of wheat used in the experiments were Umi an

tarvest Queen." The seeds were germinated on floating perto-

LlVlNGSTOX
«wu pmies, accorciing 10 uic mcuiuw ^^ * fmm
in Bulletin 40 of this Bureau. The seedlings were «^T

f™™
Ae perforated germinating plates to the cultures just as the MS

feaf was beginning to emerge from its sheath.

The plants were held in notches cut in the edge of a cork a

Scribed by Livingston. In this way the seed in which en/.™ .

*<*e acting upon reserve food materials were kept out 01
_

tions and the enzyme effects observed were ascribable to substances

• ft

^mg from the roots. , M ru i

c 1 . % . ^f i-ncc wrere used as cui

Salt-mouth bottles, having a capacit> of 2^0 ,

wc
^ ^

ure jars, and ten wheat plants were grown in each jar.

te* two cultures containing 20 wheat plants were
^^J^oftol^ comparison was made with an equal number *££££*

,n Pure distilled water under the same conditions, ai -

1

** conducted in a greenhouse. During the season ot .

17 Bur. Soils, U. S. Dept. Agr. Bull. 36 -
l 9°l-

,S B Ag

"Plant World 9:13. 1906.
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most
^^^ — ^^r ^^ "^* ^m

was conducted for 8 to 12 days before studying the oxidizing action

of the plants, but during the cloudy winter weather the time was

somelimes extended to 14 to 16 days.

In addition to determining the oxidizing power of the plants

subjected to various treatments, their growth was estimated by

recording the green weight and transpiration of each culture.
20

SUBSTANCES CAPABLE OF SHOWING THE OXIDIZING POWER

Two classes of substances have been found useful in showing the

oxidizing powers of plant roots in solution cultures. The first class

comprises certain soluble chromogens, which yield, upon oxidation

the plant roots, insoluble colored compounds mainly deposited

upon the surface of the roots. The oxidation is usually rapid enough

to produce marked results before the surface extension of the roots

perceptibly disturbs the zonal distribution of the colors. The second

class of chromogens consists of certain substances which give soluble

coloring matters as the result of the oxidizing action of the roots.

The oxidizing action may be shown by the change from a colorless

to a colored compound, or by a change from one color to another and

distinctly different color.

first class which have been used in

this work are a-naphthylamine, benzidine, vanillin, vanillic acid.

and esculin.

Alpha-naphthylamine is only slightly soluble in water, but con-

stitutes a good reagent for use in plant cultures because its coloriess

solution is non-toxic, or nearly so, to plants. When oxidized by the

roots of plants, or by reagents such as ferric chlorid or silver nitrate

«-naphthylamine is converted into the insoluble, lavender- purple

oxynaphthylamine. When the oxidation is performed by the growing

roots of a plant, the oxynaphthylamine is deposited upon the surface

of the roots in characteristic zones, as already described by RAO-

borski (op. cit. 357). The root cap is slightly if at all colored; the

zone of primary meristematic cells immediately back of the root caj

is marked by a distinct narrow band of color; the zone of activcl;

*° For a discussion of the value of these criteria the reader is referred to

^J
1^^Box. Gazette 40:178. 190,-; Tensex, Bot. Gazette 43:"- I0°7; and bU

°f Soils, U. S. Dept. Agric. Bull. 47. 1907.
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growing cells in the region of greatest elongation is not intensively

colored; the more slowly growing portions of the root possess the

purplish color, but it becomes less intense as one passes to the upper

parts of the root.

The superior oxidizing power of the meristematic tissues of the

plant is not only shown by the narrow zone of deep color formed

on the primary meristem of the apical portion of the roots, but also

by the small dots of color produced on that portion of the root from

which secondary roots arise. If a wheat root 8 to iocm in length

placed in a solution of naphthylamine it will exhibit, in addition

to the deeper colored zones near the apex, dark-purple spots at the

places where secondary roots are forming and are about to break

through the cortical layers of the primary root. If secondary roots

are already present they show the same zones of colors already

Ascribed for the primary roots.

The concentrations of naphthylamine used in solution cultures

are necessarily low on account of its slight solubility in water, but

ire sufficiently strong to show the oxidation. In ordinary practice

10 Parts of naphthylamine to a million (io ffl* per liter of water)

is a suitable concentration to use. This concentration will eventually

retard the growth of wheat plants, but is not detrimental to growth

^ the length of time usually required to demonstrate the oxidizing

P°wers of the plant roots. A concentration of 5
parts per million

sometimes acts as a stimulant to growth.

Benzidine is another chromogen, which is oxidized by plants

1 may advantageously be used to demonstrate their oxidizing

action. It is onlv slightly soluble in water, but in weak, colorless

olution it is readily oxidized by plant roots to an insoluble dye which

^'es the roots a blue-black or black appearance. Benzidine is

!l8htly toxic to plant growth, but does not cause pathological con-

dlti°ns within the time reouired for demonstrating the oxidizing

P°*er of the plant roots. A concentration of 5
parte benzidine to

a nUUon of water will give good results and does not in
J
ur^\

hea

ro°ts in 24 hours, although that concentration may eventually inhibit

growth.

L

The effect of oxidation may easily be demonstrated by allowing

the roots of wheat plants to grow in a 5
parts per million solution ot

and
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benzidine for 12 to 24 hours. The formation of colors in distinct

zones is fully as striking as in the case of a-naphthylamine. As

before, the root cap does not produce oxidation products, the primary

meristem is marked by a narrow band of brown color, the zone of

elongation is practically uncolored, whereas the portion of the root

just above the zone of greatest elongation is entirely colored blue-

black or black by the oxidation products.

Solutions of vanillin and vanillic acid act in much the same manner

as those of naphthylamine or benzidine, but the concentrations re-

quired to demonstrate the oxidizing power of roots are quite strongly

toxic.
21 Both substances are converted by the oxidizing action of

the roots into a purple insoluble dye which stains the surface of the

roots in the manner previously described. The concentration of

vanillin in the solution most favorable for showing oxidation iT

wheat plants lies between 250 and 500 parts per million. A solution

of this concentration will demonstrate the oxidizing power of the

roots before the plants become seriously injured. To demonstrate

the oxidizing power of roots with vanillic acid, a solution of the

latter containing 25 to 50 parts per million should be used.

Esculin is another chromogen belonging to this class, bu \vas»

found to be less suitable for this work. Esculin solutions, w en

freshly prepared, exhibit a blue fluorescence. After plant roo^b

have grown for a few days in such a solution, the blue fluorescence

is lost, and the roots themselves are colored yellow as a res
0^

their oxidizing activity, the dye formed being insoluble and remal™
upon the surface of the roots where the greatest oxidation occurs.

The concentrations necessarv to demonstrate the oxidizing po*

ii« nnA nrr eventually
roots range from 500 to 1000 parts per million, ana art

quite toxic to wheat plants.
[ ted

The second class of chromogens, viz., those which are con^
^

into soluble coloring matters, are in many respects more us

£ ^
oxidation studies than those belonging to the first class, e

^
the intensity of the color, and hence the amount of onda ^^d
be quantitatively expressed. The substances belonging to ^^
class which have been employed in this study are pheno p

" Bur. Soils, U. S. Dept. Agric. Bull. No. 47- I0°7

1: 33- *9°7- Bot. Gazette 45:73. 1908.

Proc. Soc. Biol Chem
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aloin, and leuco-rosolic acid. Alcoholic solutions of guaiac were

also used for various tests, but could not be put into solution cultures

containing growing roots.

The value of phenolphthalin, a leuco-compound prepared Irom

phenolphthalein, as an indicator of oxidizing enzymes, has been

demonstrated for plant work by Kastle" and by Raciborski

rnenoipntnaim is preptueu uy mv u^**^ .

which consists in reducing ordinary phenolphthalein with zinc dust

and sodium hydroxid to phenolphthalin. The latter substance

is oxidized back to phenolphthalein by the oxidizing power ot the

plant roots, a change which is readily demonstrated when the solu^

tion is rendered alkaline. The following procedure was observed

in preparing this reagent. Weigh out 250- of phenolphthalein,

3
gm

of sodium hvdroxid, and 4 or S
gm °f zinc dust PlaCe ^ "\

flask and add 100 to 1 so" of water. Place the flask on a sand bah

and heat sufficiently to cause a rapid evolution of hydrogen, without

causing the contents of the flask to boil violently. to**»*T£
requires 2 to 3 hours to effect reduction of the j*^*T^
The contents of the flask, after reduction is completed, may be hltere

and rendered nearly neutral with hydrochloric acid, and may then

used as an indicator in the plant cultures. However, better result

may be obtained by using phenolphthalin purified accordm to the

method given bv Baeyek. After purification the £"*£££
is dissolved in N/10 or N/20 NaOH and a few cubic—
of the alkaline solution put into each culture, adding eq-U—
to cultures which are to be compared. If quantitative

fcired, it is necessary to reduce aU the solution cultures to neurit,

or the same degree of alkalinity. A very shght *#•«•'
« not usuallySd to plants within**£~£Z3£Z b
«1 is favorable to the process of oxidation. Phenoip^^
*>wly oxidized by mere contact with the air; theretore ^^
to instal controls which will allow the results to be

^ ^
atmospheric oxidation. When the phenolphthalin

^
*tion cultures, a like quantity is therefore added* ja^^^

' Amer. Chem. Jour. 26:526. 1901. Hyg. Lab. U.
' »ujci . v^iieiu. juui

H°sp. Ser. Bull. 26. 1906.
23 Bull. Acad. Sci. Cracovie, Math. Nat. CI. IQ05'33»-

34 Annalen Chem. 202:80. 1880.
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water equal in volume to the cultures. The amount of oxidation in

these blanks is subtracted from what is observed in the plant cultures.

Plant cultures usually show striking results at the end of 10 to

20 hours, depending somewhat upon the temperature and amount

of root surface. At the end of the experiment the plants are removed

from the cultures, and all are rendered distinctly alkaline with sodium

hydroxid solution, and thus the red phenolphthalein color appears.

The great advantage in the use of phenolphthalin to demonstrate

the oxidizing power of roots lies in the fact that it is capable of yielding

quantitative results. After the colors have been developed in the

alkaline solution, their intensities may be estimated by the aid of a

colorimeter. In the work reported below the color intensities were

estimated by means of the colorimeter previously described,
25 which

permits of rapid and accurate readings. The colored solutions may

be read against a standard phenolphthalein solution or against a

standard Lovibond red glass slide.
26 The readings of the colon-

metric tubes are inversely proportional to the color intensity and are

easily reduced to their relative values.

Aloin is a substance which may be used to demonstrate the oxi-

dizing power of roots in the same way as phenolphthalin is usea

Aloin, or barbaloin, is the active principle of Barbadoes aloes, and

is obtained in the market in the form of a yellow powder, fairly soluble

in water and serving well as an indicator of the oxidizing power oi

plants. At the concentrations used in our work it was not oun

to exert any toxic action upon plants. As a result of a limited im e>

gation of the chemistry of aloin, it seems that its value as an indicator

of the oxidizing power of plants depends largely upon the conten

of iso-barbaloin. ,

When oxidized by the plant roots, the aloin solution is change^

from a pale yellow color to a permanent deep wine-red color, sun

to that given by Klunge's reaction for iso-barbaloin. KL
^

reaction2 » consists in dissolving aloin (containing iso-barbaloin)
1

Chem.Soc. 27:1102. iocs. Bur. Soils, U. S. Dept. Agric Bull- 31.

Amer
1906.

^Loviboxd, Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind. 13:308. 1894; see also Schreine**

Rev. 19:61. 1901.

2 ? Schweizerische Wochenschr. Pharm. 21:1. 1883; also Leger, Comp

Acad. Sci. Paris 131:55. 1900.

Rend.
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ai^ per cent, sodium chlorid solution and adding 5
CC of concentrated

copper sulfate solution. Almost immediately the straw-yellow solu-

tion begins to change to a permanent deep wine-red. The change is

hastened by warming the solution.

When experimenting with plant juices containing enzymes, there

appears to be a difference between the reactions to aqueous and

alcoholic solutions of aloin. As the result of experiments described

in detail in a subsequent section of this paper, it was found that an

aqueous solution of aloin is a better indicator of the presence of

oxidase, while an alcoholic solution of aloin is the better indicator

of peroxidase.
e

. .

Aloin, like phenolphthalin, should be added to neutral or faintly

alkaline culture solutions, and where quantitative results are desired

all solutions should be of the same degree of alkalinity. In all 01

wrwk aloin was added at the rate of ioom* of aloin to 250" of cul-

ture solution. If actively growing seedlings are used in a very faintly

amoun
an hour or two, but the experiments should be continued for 12 to

20 hours for the final observation. When certain inorganic salts were

present in the culture solutions, the aloin red color was slightly moa-

ted. The addition of nitrates or previous treatment of the sou

extracts with an absorbing agent gave the oxidized aloin a purpii-

tinge, resembling that of fresh fuchsin solution. The presence

calcium carbonate gave a purer red color, resembling alkanna

— 1 •

cochineal solution.

The fact that aloin is changed by oxidation from a hght yeHowto

» deep red solution makes it somewhat more difficult to ob.am

colorimetric readings than in the case of phenolphthahn, where me

>• a change from a colorless to a red solution.
Neverthefes, .U

Practical to use the colorimeter for measuring Vg'T*** ?
iMensitv of color in aloin solutions, by arranging the **»"
*e order of their apparent color intensities, and usmg ea h soluUo

* as an unknown and then as a standard for the nex higher

^ example, let No. t , the weakest color, be the --**££
*4 No 2 is read. Then discard No. . ;

set No.
,£ •«£"*

**, and, using it as the standard, read No. 3- » ^
"»d as the standard for No. 4, and so on. In tms

j
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the necessity of comparing a solution strongly tinged with yellow

against a solution which contains little or no yellow tint. In any two

solutions to be estimated the tints of yellow should not be greatly

different.

Leuco-rosolic acid is another reagent wrhich is useful for demon-

strating the oxidizing power of plant juices28 and plant roots. When

a few cubic centimeters of a slightly alkaline, colorless solution are

added to a culture containing plants, the leuco-rosolic acid is oxidized

back to rosolic acid, the change being shown by the appearance of

the red color. This reagent is not so generally useful as phenol-

phthalin and aloin, since it is more readily oxidized by mere contact

with the air, as well as being more difficult to prepare.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

The first experiments were conducted for the purpose of ascer

taining some general facts concerning the phenomenon of oxidation

by the roots of seedlings, as well as to learn the methods best suited

for studying oxidation in soil extracts. The experiments of Raci-

borski dealt with plants growing under what may be termed pure

culture conditions, and those of Kastle were concerned with the

oxidizing power of plant extracts.

In the first experiment, wheat seedlings 4 days old were placed

in solutions of a-naphthylamine having concentrations of 1, h 5>

and 10 parts per million, and in a solution of 5 parts per million

benzidine. The experiment was set up at 4 p. m. August 6,
an

observations were made eighteen hours later. At the expiration

that time colors could be distinctly seen on the white surface of the

wheat roots. The roots in the solution of 1 part per million nap

thylamine were pale lavender ; in 2 parts per million they were pro

nounced lavender, except at the root cap ; in the 5
parts per mi 1

solution they were violet in the region occupied by the prima .

meristem, and in the region of the root hairs where growth of elonga-

tion occurs, while the root cap and a narrow zone just above e p

mary meristem were uncolored ; in the 10 parts per million solution

roots showed the same colors as in that of 5 parts per million,

roots in the solution of 5 parts per million of benzidine showed

»» Kastle, J. H., Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health and Mar. Hosp. Serv.

17. iqo6.
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power of oxidation by the formation of brown- violet color, distributed

in the same manner as described for the roots which grew in the solu-

tions of naphthylamine.

In order to learn whether the oxidizing powers of roots were
affected by conditions which favor growth, and also whether the

method used in the first experiment would show such differences,

the following experiment was made. Three water cultures were

made, in each of which an equal number of wheat seedlings of uni-

form age and size were employed. One culture was made with

redistilled water, the second with an aqueous extract of a rich garden

soil, the third with a dilute aqueous extract of well-decomposed

stable manure. After the plants had grown for one day in these liquids,

the oxidizing powers of the plants were observed by transferring

them to other bottles containing 2 parts per million of a-naphthyla-

mine in distilled water. At the expiration of 18 hours the intensity

of the purple colors showed that the roots which had previously

grown in the extract of garden soil had oxidized more naphthyla-

mine than those which had grown in distilled water, and those which

had grown in manure extract had oxidized more naphthylamine than

those from the garden soil extract. At the end of 24 hours the differ-

ences in color intensity in the two cultures were still more marked.

The next experiment was an attempt to employ a method which

would permit a more accurate quantitative expression of the oxidizing

power of the roots. Two cultures of wheat seedlings were grown

for
5 days in an extract of unproductive soil, under the same condi-

tions as two other cultures in an extract of rich garden soil. Each

culture contained 6occ of the respective soil extract. The oxidizing

Power of the roots in this experiment was shown by using phenol-

Phthalin. The phenolphthalin was prepared by the method given

m a previous paragraph, and 0.4" of the freshly prepared solution

were added to each culture of plants after they had grown 5 days in

their respective solutions. Nineteen hours after adding the indicator

aI1 Plants were removed from the cultures and the solutions rendered

Valine, thus producing the phenolphthalein color. The solutions

Were brought to the same volume by the addition of distilled water,

and the relative amount of oxidation was measured by determining

tl]e color intensities of the different cultures.
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The two cultures of poor soil gave readings of 40 and 42 divisions

No the

two cultures of rich garden soil gave readings of 14 and 24 divisions

against slide No. 4 (Lovibond system). Averaging the readings and

comparing the intensity of the colors, the oxidation in the poor lawn

soil and in the rich garden soil stands in the ratio of 1 to 4, or more

exactly as 19 to 82. This result indicated that a procedure based

upon this method will give satisfactory quantitative results.

This method was further tested by another experiment in which

different beneficial treatments were applied to an extract of the

unproductive soil used in the last experiment. The results of the

last experiment showed that the oxidizing powers of plants growing

in solutions of different physiological properties vary considerably,

but left the question open as to how much of the oxidation result

might be due to plants and how much to the solution. In the pres-

ent experiment, therefore, two of the four bottles in each set of solu-

tions were left implanted, and their oxidizing powers measured along

with those of the solutions which contained plants. The treatment

employed consisted in adding fertilizer substances in the form of

pure chemicals. Calcium carbonate was added at the rate of 2000

and sodium nitrate at the rate of 50 parts per million. The cultures

grow

of

amount of water transpired by each culture was ascertained and 3

of a freshly prepared phenolphthalin solution added to each bottle.

The color of the phenolphthalein was brought out by adding a few-

drops of strong alkali to each culture, and the intensities of the differ-

ent solutions were compared in the colorimeter. Table I presen s

the figures which give the relative amount of oxidation in the piante

and unplanted solutions. When the phenolphthalin solution v

added to the culture jars, the same quantity was added to a jar

distilled water, which served as a control upon the oxidation mciden^

to contact with atmospheric oxygen. The color intensity of the contro

was determined and subtracted from each of the other readings.

The plants used in this experiment were quite young, and the exper

iment was only continued for four days, a period rather too

for the maximum oxidation effect, as shown by subsequent expei^

ments; nevertheless, the results show that the different treatmen

short
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TABLE I

Relative oxidizing power of cultures and unplanted solutions of Takoma lawn

soil extract with and without the addition of fertilizer ingredients. Oxidizing power

of plants grown in distilled water used as the basis of comparison (p.p.m. = parts per

million).

Xo.

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

10

11

12

14

Solutions

Distilled water (planted) )

Distilled water (planted) )

Extract Takoma lawn soil (planted)

Average

a

tt

tt

a

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

a

tt

tt

it

tt

a

tt

tt

tt

it

it

tt

tt

it

tt

a

tt

it

tt

a

ti

a

tt

tt

a

a

a

tt

a

tt

a

tt

(unplanted)
a

+ 2000 p.p.m. CaC0 3
(planted)

+ 2000

+ 2000 " " (unplanted)

+ 2000
4- 50 p.p.m. NaN0 3

(planted)

a

it

a

tt

it

ti

+
+
+

5°

5°

ii

<<

<< (unplanted)
u

Relative
oxidation

IOO

88

74
8

"3
63

19

25

98

63

24

17

affected the oxidizing powers. The plants grown in extracts of poor

SMl possessed less oxidizing power than the controls in distilled water,

but the oxidizing power was increased by the addition of calcium

carbonate. The addition of sodium nitrate did not show any marked

•ncrease to the oxidation in those solutions in the time of the expcri-

ment, although its effect as shown in later experiments is always

eneficial to oxidation.

The point to be emphasized in this experiment, which has not

been previously brought out, is that the soil extract unplanted pos-

esses a comparatively feeble power of oxidation, as shown by the use

of Phenolphthalin, and that the addition of calcium carbonate and

sodium nitrate slightly increased this small oxidizing power.

An additional experiment was performed, using three different

salts in distilled water. The results of this experiment, which

ven in Table TI, confirm those of the foregoing experiment in the

"tf extract. The cultures were made in duplicate and the figures

present the averages of each pair.

The enzymotic nature of the oxidizing processes was next investi-

&ated, using alcoholic guaiac. When alcoholic guaiac is added to

a solution in which wheat roots have been growing for a time, evidence

are

gK
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of the presence of peroxidase was obtained, but not of oxidase;

however, when young growing wheat roots are treated with a solution

of alcoholic guaiac they instantly give a blue color, which deepens

when hydrogen peroxid is added. This indicates that the cells of

the plant root contain an oxidase, as Czapek has shown.29

TABLE II

Relative oxidizing power of cultures and unplanted solutions of three nutrient

salts. Oxidizing power of plants grown in distilled water used as basis of comparison

(p.p.m. = parts per million).

No.

i

2

3

4

5
6

7

Solutions

Solution, 50 p.p.m. of N03 as NaNO
Controls in distilled water (planted)

3
(planted)

(unplanted)

(planted)

(unplanted)

P04 as Na 2HP04 (planted)

5o

35

35
5o

a

a

a
K as KC1
<< 11

5°
11 a a (unplanted)

Relative

oxidat ion

100

282

39

7 2

6

88
3

21

A word may be introduced at this place concerning the possible

function of bacteria in producing oxidizing ferments which might

accomplish some of the effects noted. It is, of course, possible that

such organisms existed in the culture employed, since after filtering

the extracts no especial precautions were taken to keep them sterile,

and microorganisms which were on the roots of the plants would

certainly be introduced into the solutions. That these microorgan-

isms were responsible for any appreciable amount of oxidation in

the experiments described in this paper is hardly possible. In the

first place, the solutions used were not well adapted for a very thrifty

development of microorganisms, as was shown by their freedom

from turbidity, odors, or other indications. The definite zone*
^

color produced when indicators like a-naphthylamine and benzidine

were used, and their close correspondence to definite zones of tissue

in the root show that the oxidation is performed only by agen

intimately connected with the roots. The colors due to oxidation

were most intense on the regions of the root where growth was nK*

active, whereas we would expect that the bacteria, if zonally

tributed, would be more abundant on the dying cells of the root cap

3 » Annals of Botany 19:75 1905
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dismantled

It seems, therefore, highly improbable that the oxidizing activities

of microorganisms can be responsible to any appreciable extent

for the results observed.

OXIDATION IN SOIL EXTRACTS

Following the preliminary experiments already described, further

experiments were made to study in more detail the oxidizing power

of plants grown in extracts of soil of different character. These exper-

iments were chiefly designed to study the oxidizing powers of plants

in extracts of good and poor soils, of extracts treated with absorbing

agents, and in distillates of soil extracts.

The difference in oxidizing power of plants in extracts of fertile

and infertile soils is shown by the following experiments. Jn the

first experiment, an extract of Takoma lawn soil was compared with

an extract of good Leonardtown loam. The former is a very unpro-

ductive soil, and the latter is a much better and usually a very pro-

ductive soil. The oxidizing powers of the plants were determined

by adding phenolphthalin to the cultures, after the plants had gro*n

in them for nine days. The growth and oxidizing powers of the

Plants are shown in Table III, relative to control cultures made in

distilled water, which are represented as 100 in each case.

TABLE III

r 1 i in #»vtracts of Takoma lawn

Comparative growth and oxidizing powers of

J^
n^^ re^ tran3Piration.

soil and good Leonardtown loam. Growth expressed in terms ot ma^
=J==

Xo. Solutions

I

2

3

Controls in distilled water

Extract Takoma lawn soil

Extract Leonardtown loam

Relative
growth

Relative

oxidation

IOO

33

IOO

7 2

286

com
"inter weather, December ,o to ly, the plant growin « »» -

W the figures for transpiration did not have ttme-£££»£
'dative productiveness of the two extracts, since ^
found that the Leonardtown loan, extract pjoduces m *

setter plants than distilled water. The figures do show, howc
,
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a much greater oxidizing power in the plants grown in the extract

of the more fertile soil, even under these conditions.

Subsequent experiments were performed, the results of which

corroborated the foregoing. In each case where growth was good,

there was also good oxidation; where growth indicated a poor soil

extract, the oxidation was small, as will be seen from Tables IV

and V,

.

TABLE IV

Comparative growth and oxidizing powers of plants in extracts of poor sandy

loam and garden loam. Growth expressed in terms of relative transpiration.^ *

No.

I

2

3

Solutions

Controls in distilled water
Extract poor sandy loam
Extract garden loam

Relative
growth

IOO

77
12*

Relative

oxidation

IOO

103

275

TABLE V
Comparative growth and oxidizing powers of plants in extract of good and poor

oils. Growth expressed in terms of relative transpiration.

No.

i

2

3

4

Solutions

Controls in distilled water
Extract Arlington clay loam
Extract Clarksville silt loam
Extract Stockton peat

Relative
growth

Relative

oxidation

IOO

75
123

272

IOO

107

400

In all these experiments where direct comparisons are made

between the extracts of soils which were so poor as to give less plant

growth than pure distilled water, and other extracts giving materially

greater growth than the same, it appears to be unmistakably true

that the cultures made in extracts of good, fertile soils possess much

greater oxidizing powers than those made in extracts of soils of

relatively less fertility.

The next question considered was concerned with the effect

treating the soil extract with absorbing agents. Treating the extracts

of a more or less unproductive soil with carbon black or other goo^

absorbing agent is usually beneficial to growth. This response seem.

to be quite general for all poor soil extracts, although their resP ^
to other treatments may be quite different. Previous work in t «s
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laboratory30 has shown that this ameliorating action is due to the

removal of deleterious organic substances. Extracts were treated

with carbon black or ferric hydrate. The absorbing agent was

shaken with the soil extract and filtered off at the expiration of a half-

hour, in the same manner as the distilled water used in the experi-

ments was prepared. The relative effects of this treatment upon

growth and the oxidizing power of the plants is shown in Table VI,

where the effect in the untreated soil extract is in each case taken as

100.

TABLE VI

Effect of treatment with carbon black and ferric hydrate upon growth and oxi-

dizing power of plants grown in extracts of various soils. Growth expressed in terms

of relative transpiration.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

*3

*4

No. Soil extract

Arlington clay loam*
" " " carbon black treated

Takoma lawn soil*
" " " carbon black treated

Alioway clay*
" " carbon black treated

Dunkirk sandy loam*
" " " carbon black treated

Miami silt loam*
" " " ferric hydrate treated

Marshall clav loamf
" " " carbon black treated

Clarksville silt loamt
carbon black treated

Elkton silt loamf
<< u .. carbon black treated

Cecil fine sandy loamf
a a :. " carbon black treated

Hagerstown loamf
• • u

Cecil sandv loamt
mi

<< u u

Dutchess silt loamf
• << >»

Poor sandy loamf

Garden loamf
-

.

a

carbon black treated

carbon black treated

carbon black treated

ferric hydrate treated

ferric hydrate treated

+ 11
e
.

nolphthalin used in estimating oxidation.
TAloin used in estimating oxidation.

Relative

growth

IOO

124
IOO

137
IOO

116

IOO

112

IOO

171

IOO

2l6

IOO

450
IOO

179
100

112

100

230
100

193
100

no
TOO

I70

IOO

I36

Relative
oxidation

IOO

265
IOO

IOO

IOO

117

IOO

280

IOO

198
IOO

130
IOO

227
IOO

3'7
:oo

200

IOO

500
TOO

241

IOO

373
IOO

534
IOO

313

ft will be noted that in all but one of the soil extracts the effects

of the treatment with an absorbing agent strongly increased the

t

30 Bur. Soils, U.S. Dept.Agric. Bulls. 28 36,40. Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc. 30:

I2
95- 1908.
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oxidizing powers of the plants subsequently grown in the extracts,

and the growth of the plants was also increased.

The increased oxidation, as well as the increased growth, points

directly to the conclusion that the soil extracts have been so improved

by the treatment given as to induce a more active functioning of

processes necessary to secure the best conditions for growth. In

the single case of No. 2 the growth was increased as a result of the

treatment with carbon black, but the oxidation was not. This

result was frequently obtained with the Takoma lawn soil; in some

cases the oxidizing power was even slightly decreased as a result of

treatment with absorbing agents, although growth was increased.

No satisfactory explanation has as yet been obtained for this appar-
*

ently exceptional action. It may be found upon further investigation

that the lack of response was due to the presence of matter inhibiting

oxidation, which was not removed by the carbon black. This

question seems worthy of more study than we have been able to

give it.

Extracts of poor soils sometimes contain volatile bodies of a

deleterious nature, which can be driven off by boiling and collected

in the distillate. The writers have described^
1 the behavior of

plants grown in such distillates. Where the deleterious bodies are

volatile, the distillate usually exhibits the same toxic properties which

the original extracts previously possessed, and the residue is corre

spondingly improved.

To study the effects of these distillates upon the oxidizing powers

of the plants the following experiments were made. One liter o

such soil extract was placed in a distilling apparatus and distil^

until 200" of distillate had passed over and been condensed. *

fluid was made up to 500" by adding water and designated r>

portion. When a second 200" of distillate had been collecte
,

1

was likewise made up to 500" and designated second porti

Cultures were made in each portion, together with controls inp

distilled water. At the end of a week the plants in the dltere"

n
solutions showed marked differences. The plants in the first

portio^

of the distillate were very small and were dying ; those in the scco^

portion were much better, in fact, were equal to the controls ero

3' Bur. of Soils, U. S. Dept. Agric. Bull. 40. 1907.

This

on.

1
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in distilled water. One hundred milligrams of aloin was added to

each of the culture bottles, and on the following day the amount of

oxidation was noted by comparing the intensity of red color in each

culture. The cultures in the first portion showed much less oxidation

than either of the other two. The most oxidation appeared to have

gone on in the cultures in the second portion, which was slightly

in excess of that in the control cultures in pure distilled water.

The question was studied further, and in a more quantitative

manner, by the following experiment. An extract of Elkton silt

loam, having a volume of 750", was placed in a flask connected

with a condenser and distilled. The distillate, amounting to 500",

was collected in two portions of 2 5o
cc each and used as a culture

medium in which plants were grown. The res

flask, which was diluted to its original volume, was also used for

growing plants. For comparison, cultures were also made in the

original soil extract. The wheat plants were allowed to grow in

the various solutions for 13 days, and then their oxidizing powers

were estimated by means of phenolphthalin. The growth and

oxidation are shown in Table VII.

d

TABLE VII

Growth and oxidation in distillate and residue of extract from Elkton

Growth expressed in terms of relative transpiration.

silt loam

No. Solutions

Relative
growth

Relative

oxidation

I

2

3

4

Original soil extract untreated

First portion of distillate

Second portion of distillate

Residue after distillation, diluted

volume

to original

100

53
70

!32

100

20

19

180

These results show that the distillates of this soil «*«*""!

STOW
soil extract, while the residue from distillation was materially
^** extract, wnue me resiuuc **w ,.,

^proved. This seems to indicate that the origmal sod «*£•»?
rs which have been investigated,., contame^ a volau e «ox,c

othe

subst

en nave Deen investigate., ---
tbi

stance which inhibited oxidation by the roots, an

Stance was driven off by the process of distillation, with resulting

m

3J Bur. Soils, U. S. Dept. Agric. Bulls. 28, 36- and 40.
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benefit to oxidation in the residue. Judging from the growth of the

plants, the first portion of the distillate contained a larger proportion

of this deleterious substance than the second, although this smaller

amount appears to be just as deleterious to the oxidizing powers of

the roots as the larger amount present in the first portion. The

oxidizing power of the plants in the residue was much greater than in

the distillates or in the original soil extract.

Evidently the oxidizing powers of the roots are affected by certain

external conditions, since an improvement in the physiological

properties of the soil extract results in increased oxidation, and the

presence of deleterious bodies results in decreased oxidation.

From the experimental results thus far presented, it appears that

the oxidizing power of the soil extracts themselves can be regarded

in the experiments. In one of the preliminary experiments reported

in Table I, it was shown that the soil extract after filtration through

a Pasteur-Chamberland filter tube exhibited some oxidation, even

when no plants were growing. It was likewise shown by the results

in Table II that certain nutrient salts dissolved in distilled water were

able to accomplish a material amount of oxidation without the pres-

ence of growing plants. It seems unlikely, therefore, that any con-

siderable amount of oxidation was performed by microorganisms,

we consider the result in this last experiment, where oxidation was

increased in the residue from distillation after continued bolhng

^
seems that any extensive action, not only of microorganisms, but a s

of enzymes, must be precluded. In the soil, however, it is quite pro^

able that both of these oxidizing factors would come into play,

it is quite certain that the oxidizing power of the roots would acco

plish a considerable portion of the oxidation observed.

ENZYMES

« _ ucc_ . preceding pages of the enzootic

nature of the oxidizing action of the roots and consideration wi
Mentio

about
be given to the nature of the enzyme or enzymes which bring^

^^
the oxidation. So far as known, "the oxidation effects obser

^tivities

entirely due to the action of enzymes and not to the other a

connected with the growth of the roots themselves.
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When a few drops of alcoholic guaiac are added to water, or a

suitable solution of salts, in which wheat seedlings have grown for

sveral days, there is sometimes a faint blue color, indicating the

more When a

drop of hydrogen peroxid is added, however, the liquid turns blue,

giving a color varying from medium to very intense, depending

somewhat upon the age of the seedlings, and the number of roots

which have grown in the culture. The guaiac-peroxid reaction

indicating a peroxidase is confirmed by the reaction to phenolphthalin

and aloin, both of which agree in showing the presence of peroxidase.

When the roots of a young wheat plant are immersed in an alcoholic

guaiac solution, they immediately turn blue, indicating that they are

relatively rich in oxidase, although but little oxidase appears in the

water in which they grew. This may be due to the retention of

oxidase by the root cells during life, but when the outer cells are killed

by the alcoholic guaiac the oxidase escapes and becomes evident

trough its reaction with guaiac. An aqueous extract of crushed

roots, shows strong oxidase reaction as well as peroxidase reaction.

In the course of a brief examination of different parts of the young

wheat plants, it was found that the partially depleted seeds showed

a very strong oxidase reaction when guaiac was used, while the per-

oxidase reaction was relatively less than in the extract of crushed

roots.

When the solution in which wheat roots have been grown for

^e days is boiled for five or ten minutes, and cooled, the oxidase

and peroxidase reactions disappear.

- The temperature at which the peroxidase is destroyed was deter-

I mined by heating a culture liquid which showed an active peroxidase

action. The culture liquid was heated to successively higher tempera-

^es and held at each for five minute periods. The temperature at

*hich the enzymes appeared to be destroyed was 6o° C. or very close

hereto.

The culture liquid was examined for enzymes in a series of cu -

^es of different ages to learn whether the enzyme reaction was equally

str<*g in all. Wheat seeds were germinated on perforated cork

Plates floating on the surface of water in crystallizing dishes ot 500

^Pacity. When cultures were on hand aged two, three, four, nve,
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six, and seven days respectively, tests were made with guaiac, alco-

holic aloin, and phenolphthalin.

The tests with guaiac showed that the oxidase reaction which was

weak in the two- and three-day cultures was quite strong at four days.

The tests with alcoholic aloin and phenolphthalin showed that the

peroxidase reaction was strongest in the six- and four-day cultures,

and considerably weaker in each of the others.

Certain phenomena observed in connection with the use of aloin

in aqueous and alcoholic solutions, suggested that they react differ-

ently with oxidases and peroxidases. Experiments were accordingly

installed to test specifically the action of each solution. Two solu-

tions of aloin were prepared: I, 0.250^ of aloin in 50" of water.

II, o.25o«m of aloin in 50" of 95 per cent, alcohol. One cubic

centimeter of aloin solution I or II was added to 5
CC of liquid in test

tubes, according to the plan shown in Table VIII. The tubes were

prepared and aloin added at 2 .45 p. m., on January 10, and the obser-

vations recorded in the third column of the table were made at n A. ft

J The culture liquid when added to the tubes showed

no oxidase but good peroxidase reaction with guaiac.

TABLE VIII

Comparative reaction of aqueous and alcoholic solutions of aloin to a iq

containing peroxidase.

Nos.

1 and 2

3 an<* 4
5 and 6

7 and 8

9 and 10

11 and 12

Solution

<<

Unboiled liquid + icc aqueous aloin

Boiled " +
Distilled water +
Unboiled liquid +
Boiled " +
Distilled water +

alcoholic

<i

Color observed

1 1 A. m., January n

yellow

An inspection of these results shows that when only P^ *^
present, aqueous aloin is not particularly applicable for del*101

^ ^
the presence of that enzyme in the absence of growing plan

the boiled as m

changed to
there was the same development of pink color in

unboiled liquid. Alcoholic aloin, on the contrary, was
""TJ^ in

deep pink in the unboiled liquid, but remained unchange

s next tested in Wf*
the boiled liquid and in the distilled water. ids

The action of the different aloin solutions was
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which also possessed a strong oxidase reaction. The roots of 10 wheat

eedlings 12 days old were removed and crushed in a mortar uith

distilled water. The filtered liquid obtained from this source gave

a strong reaction for oxidase when tested with guaiac. As before,

i
cc

of aloin solution I or II was added to 5" of the root extract in

test tubes, according to the plan in Table IX. The tubes were pre-

pared and aloin added at 4.30 p. m. on January 13, and the observa-

tions recorded in the third column of the table were made at 1 1 a. m.

on the following day.

TABLE IX

Comparative reaction of aqueous and alcoholic solutions of aloin to a liquid

containing oxidase.

Solution

Root extract + i cc aqueous aloin

Distilled water + i cc aqueous aloin

Root extract +

1

cc alcoholic aloin

Distilled water +i cc alcoholic aloin

Color observed

11 a.m., January 14

red

faint pink

pronounced pink

faint pink

The results of these experiments supplement those of the fore-

going in which a peroxidase liquid was used, by demonstrating that

the oxidase caused a much greater conversion of aloin to "aloin red"

*ith the aqueous than with the alcoholic solutions of aloin. There

*as in the root extract a distinct peroxidase reaction to guaiac, to

Edition to the oxidase reaction, and it is therefore only natural that

in tubes 6, 7, and 8 there should be some development of color when

alcoholic aloin was added.
It is evident, from the above results, that in the absence of living

Pknt roots aqueous aloin is principally a reagent for oxidase and

Acholic aloin for peroxidase. In the experiments where plants are

^Ployed it is however needless to say that only aqueous solutions

of aloin can be used. ...

Aloin and phenolphthalin having shown their usefulness as indi-

r^_ r r
. i__a *„ ,rprp investigated

enzyme
for

comparison. Leuco-rosolic acid was prepared by reducing

ro* acid with zinc dust in alkaline solution. When reduction

Was
Practically complete, the solution was filtered and neutralized

* hydrochloric acid, then rendered slightly alkaline with sodium
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hydroxid. One cubic centimeter of this solution was added to three

different liquids: I, liquid from culture 6 days old; II, the same

liquid after having been boiled 10 minutes; III, distilled water.

When examined 24 hours later I was pronounced rose-red, while II

and III were merely faint pink; which indicates that leuco-rosolic

acid is capable of showing the action of those oxidizing enzymes.

Attempts were made to use ferrous ammonium sulfate and potas-

sium iodid as indicators of the oxidizing powers of plants by putting

small amounts into cultures containing living plants. Ferrous ammo-

nium sulfate was, in the space of time of the experiment, oxidized

by mere contact with the atmospheric oxygen, and was therefore

discarded as an indicator. Potassium iodid was not oxidized to free

iodin, as Raciborski has also found.33

EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CONDITIONS IN THE SOLUTIONS UPON THE

alkalinity

ACTIVITY OF THE ENZYMES

Mention has previously been made of instances where th

in oxidation appeared to be partly due to the acidity or

of the solution used as a culture liquid. In such cases the grou »

of the plant roots was affected whenever the alkalinity or acidity *as

very pronounced. The effect is the more harmful when young see^

lings are put into such solutions, because at the beginning;o_

experiment, when the plants are very tender, the acidity or alkaunsj

is greatest and gradually diminishes during the progress of- the exp^

ment. In investigating the effect of acid or alkaline condltl°nS
.

*
g at

the culture media, instead of using either alkaline or acid solu 10^
the start, a method was used whereby the originally neutral so

^ ^
became acid or alkaline as a result of the selective absorptl°*

s been

plant in withdrawing nutrients from the solution.
34

*
**

rtheir

demonstrated by Kohn and Czapek35 that fungi may ren

^

culture media alkaline or acid as a result of their selective a so

^^
whereby an acid or a basic radical is removed more rapid y ^
radical to which it is linked. Reed36 has observed a sum a

33 Bull. Acad. Sci. Cracovie 1905:668. T g pept-

34 See Cameron, Kept. U. S. Dept. Agr. 71:67- l9°2 '>

Bur
'

!

Agric. Bulls. 30 and 41. 1905.

35 Beitr. Chem. Phys. Path. 8:302. 1906.

36 Annals of Botany 21 : 501. 1907.
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for the higher plants and pointed out its bearing upon the composition

of nutrient solutions.

made up from

absorbed by growing plants, e. g., calcium nitrate and potassium

sulfate. Where calcium

more rapidly than Ca, with the result that the solution becomes

increasingly alkaline. In the case of potassium sulfate, the plants

take up K more rapidly than S0 4 , with the result that the solution

becomes acid. In the experiments which were made upon this prob-

made
the solutions when the experiment was terminated. A measured

quantity of solution was boiled in a platinum vessel to drive off C0 2 ,

and then titrated. The results of these determinations are shown

with the other results in Table X.

TABLE X
Oxidation and growth of wheat plants in solutions which became acid or alkaline

^ the result of plant growth. Relative growth measured by tran^aUon.

Xo. Solution

I

2

3-

4..

5-

6..

7

30 p.p.m.

30 p.p.m.

30 p.p.m.

66 p.p.m.

66 p.p.m.

Acidity at

termination

of the
experiment

Alkalinity at

termination

of the

experiment

Relative

oxidation

10.

Control in distilled water

Ca as Ca (N03 ) 2

Ca as CaCl 2

Ca as CaC0 3

S04 as (NH4) 2 S04

S04 as K 2S04

N0 3 as NaN0 3

Kas
N03

63 p.p.m. K as

no3

K
K as K 2HP04

' 100 p.p.m.

35 P-P-m-

9- $ 100 p.p.m.

100 p.p.m.

63 p.p.m.

63 p.p.m.

KCl
as NaN03

KCl

I as KNO

123

46

78
20I

02

283

w/75°°
nj 10000

Neutral

tf/5000

tt/7500

w/7500

n/20000

w/5000
Neutral

n/ 1 0000

100

401

107

175
102

100

401

97
638

These results show that six of the nine solutions b*«ne d£j»e.

<*» became acid, and one remained neutral. Grow* ^<T££
*«e less in the acid solutions than in those wh.ch becam alkalme

«ough in the case of calcium chlorid the result was qu»
*« ease of potassium sulfate and potassium chlond ,

t

pa i&
Jp

s»n may be due to the effect of the potassium, which usua y

«» increase oxidation materially, but such is not the case » ith ammo
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nium sulfate. Neither is it probable that the sulfate radical is the

depressing factor, since calcium sulfate compares favorably with

calcium nitrate in its effect upon oxidation. The more favorable effect

of no. 2 in Table X upon oxidation over nos. 3 and 4 is probably to

be attributed to the presence of nitrate, which likewise appears to be

responsible for a material increase in growth.

The greater oxidation accomplished by no. 9 over no. 10 is probably

not to be attributed to the presence of CI, but to the smaller amount of

K present in no. 9.

On the whole it appears that while oxidation is affected to a certain

extent by conditions of acidity or alkalinity arising in the culture

medium, it is more materially affected by the specific action of the

salts and their elements in the solution.

The direct effect of acid and alkaline conditions upon the activity

of peroxidase was investigated by the following experiment in w

alcoholic aloin was used as the indicator. A liquid showing strong

peroxidase action was taken from a pan in which several hundred

7-day-old wheat seedlings were growing. Various amounts of «/5°

HC1 and w/50 NaOH were added to a set of tubes each containing

iocc of the culture liquid and i
cc of alcoholic aloin solution adde

at 3 p. m., January 13. The following table shows the amount

acid or alkali added in each tube, and gives the record of the colors

observed at n a. m. the following day.

hich

TABLE XI

Effect of acid and alkaline conditions upon the activity of peroxidase in the a se

of plants.

No.

I

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11

12

occ culture liquid + o.i cc n/50 HC1
.< +a2

(

4

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

I

it

a

a

U
a

II

II

II

II

a

u

a

it

<<

it

11

a
a

<<

it

it

it

n/50 NaOH

+ 0.5

-f-0.7

+ 1 .0

+ 0.1

+ 0.2

+ 0.5
+ 0.7
+ 1.0

.

neutral to litmus solution
a a tt <*

it

a

it

it

it

it

fl

Color observed at end

of 20 hours

faint pink
ii

no change
ita

a it

red
wine-red

deep wine-red

a a

a

a

a

deep pink

a »
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From these results it can only be concluded that a slightly alkaline

medium is most favorable for this peroxidase reaction. It will be

remembered that Wollny37 found also that the oxidation processes

in the soil were distinctly favored by slightly alkaline conditions.

The effect of putrefactive processes upon oxidation is another

question which was briefly investigated. When a number of seedlings

were placed without any support in water containing aloin (the

entire root system, seed, and lower part of the plant, being thus sub-

merged), it has been observed that the red color first produced

subsequently disappeared. An experiment was accordingly planned

to learn whether oxidation phenomena would be affected when the

seeds were submerged and gave rise to products of putrefaction.

Twelve cultures of wheat plants were prepared and allowed to grow

four days in tap water. In one-third of the cultures the seedlings

were adjusted in the notched corks so that only the root systems of

the plants were submerged; in one-thirdof the cultures the seedlings

were lowered so that the seeds also were submerged, and one-third

had the seedlings entirely submerged. On the fourth day ioorag

of aloin were added to each culture jar, and they were examined

twenty-four hours later with reference to the production of colors.

It was found that the cultures planted with only the root systems

submerged showed a very considerable amount of oxidation, but in

those where the seeds or entire plants were submerged there was none

of the red color produced by oxidation. In these cultures where no

oxidation was shown, there were putrefactive processes at work, a

mean
when putrefactive processes occur. Whether this inhibition of oxida-

tion is caused by the products of putrefaction or by a perverted

metabolism, since the plant must function under somewhat anaerobic

conditions, remains undecided.

That the oxidizing power of the plant was not destroyed is shown

by the fact that by raising the seeds out of the culture water and

refilling the jars with fresh tap water containing aloin, the character-

lst'c oxidation occurred.
f

The foregoing experiments raised a question as to the amount ot

Heidelberg.

%
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oxidation which occurs in poorly drained soils, where putrefactive

processes are known to exist. In investigating this question, two

crops of wheat seedlings were grown in Arlington clay loam in paraf-

fined wire pots, giving the pots different amounts of water.

Lot I of the pots was kept at the optimum water content of the

soil. The soil in lot II was kept saturated with water from the start,

and the soil in lot III was saturated after the wheat seedlings were

up. The relative green weight of the first crop of wheat plants, which

March

8, was: ioo

rop, grown from March 17 to April

II, 67; III, 116. Extracts of these soils were then

made and wheat plants were grown eleven days in the various extracts.

At the end of that time the growth and oxidizing power of the plants

in the different solutions were determined with the result shown in

Table XII.

TABLE XII

Growth and oxidation in extracts of soils of varying moisture content

expressed in terms of relative transpiration.

Growth

No.

1

2

3

Soil treatments

Soil kept at optimum
Soil kept at saturation

Soil saturated after plants were up

100

78

151

IOO

69

II

effects
ondi-

more! marked upon oxidation than upon
wuiia appeal ikj uc lllU^il lliuit men iv^v.i ^.^^^ ~

,

growth. The soil, which was kept at optimum and only satura

after the plants had started, seemed to remain favorable to grow

in the pots and in the extracts, but its extract was plainly not a\<>^

able to oxidation. In regard to the increase of growth, it sho

remembered that this lot of soil was alternately very wet an
.

during the course of the experiment.

EFFECT OF TOXIC COMPOUNDS UPON OXIDATIO

Aside from the foregoing experiments, in which there

extracts of soils which displayed toxic qualities toward p an*

used

compo
few investigations were made upon the action of organic

whose toxic properties had been previously determined.

The organic compounds employed for this purpose wer nilHn >
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cumarin, and santonin. The compounds were dissolved in distilled

water and the resulting solutions used as cultures, taking care that

the concentrations chosen were not so great as to be fatal to wheat

plants within the duration of the experiment. Vanillin was used

at the rate of 100 parts per million, cumarin 10 parts per million,

and santonin in a saturated solution, which was nearly 100 parts per

million. The growth of the plants, as measured by transpiration

and stated in figures, taking the growth of similar plants in distilled

water as 100 in each case, was: vanillin, 63; cumarin, 81; santonin,

75. After the plants had grown in their respective solutions for

12 to 14 days, ioom* of aloin were added to each and the results

noted on the following day. The results agreed in showing no color

indications of oxidation in any of the cultures where the toxic com-

pounds were present, although the roots growing in the control cul-

tures in distilled water showed by the red color produced that a

material amount of oxidation had been accomplished.

That the mere presence of organic materials did not inhibit the

oxidation was shown by an experiment employing a solution of

leucine which was slightly beneficial to the growth of wheat seedlings

. . _ . ; « • i. -~;~^ ^ ir\ inn narts
in solution cultures.

54 and 98 per cent, respectively, were very favorable to oxidation and

Produced a much deeper aloin red than the cultures in distilled water.

It can onlv be concluded, therefore, that the toxic organic com-

pounds studied were deleterious to oxidation because of their toxic

Properties, and it appears that they were even more deleterious to

oxidation than to plant growth"Aiuauon man to plant growin.

The oxidizing action of the plants upon toxic organic substances

^ a phenomenon which has been pointed out by the authors in a

Previous papers and will be referred to again later. The expenmen s

Presented in that paper also showed that the addition of sodium

^trate and calcium carbonate to solutions of toxic organic compound*

*ent far toward decreasing their harmful effects, and in some cases

overcame them entirely. That the organic salts and the physiolog^

cal activities of the plants working together had accomplished the

H^.._,. .'. . \ . u™,n hv both plant growth and

38
Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc. 30:85. 1908.
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chemical tests. It now appears that while this destructive action

of the plant upon the toxic body is going on, the oxidizing power in

the presence of an excess, as it were, of toxic body is greatly reduced,

and may even be entirely inhibited. The conclusion drawn from

those experiments was that the plant roots are able to oxidize a

certain amount of deleterious organic material, and that the presence

of salts which favor oxidation increases the ameliorating action of the

plant.

This question was studied a little further by an experiment in

which the oxidation in solutions of toxic material

solution

without the addition of fertilizer ingredients, was used as a medium

for plant growth and subsequently examined for powers of oxidation.

Sodium nitrate was added to one portion of the cultures at the rate

of 50 parts of N0
3
per million, and calcium carbonate at the rate of

2000 parts per million was added to another portion of the cultures.

Wheat

October 17. estim
Table

the
XIII gives the effect of this treatment upon growth and upon

oxidation in the toxic solutions and in control solutions to which no

cumarin had been added. In each case growth and oxidation

the plants in distilled water are taken as 100.

TABLE XIII

Effect of sodium nitrate and calcium carbonate on growth and oxidation

tions of cumarin. Growth expressed in terms of relative transpiration

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Solutions

Distilled water
U it

a a

Cumarin 10 p.p.m.
(C

n

+NaN03

+ CaC0 3

+NaN03

+ CaCQ 3

Relative
growth

100

196

170
81

159
110

Relative

oxidation

100

3^0

166

3 1

139

I3 1

ones

The results of this experiment show, in harmony with the pre^
^

, that the addition of these fertilizer ingredients overcame

large extent the deleterious effect of the cumarin upon grow
^^

one making the cumarin solution to which it was adde a

^
medium for growth than distilled water. An inspection of t e
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expressing the relative oxidation shows, however, that the addition

of these salts produced relatively greater increases in oxidation than

in growth. When sodium nitrate was added to cumarin the resulting

growth wras twice as great as where only cumarin was present; the

oxidizing power, however, was increased over fourfold. In com-

parison with this effect, it will be noted that the addition of sodium

nitrate to distilled water likewise increased the growth twofold and

increased the oxidizing powers two and a half times. It seems quite

evident, therefore, that the ameliorating powers observed under the

conditions of the experiment are to be referred to the increased

oxidizing powers wrhich are thereby brought about, and the consequent

diminution in amount and activity of the toxic material.

It may be noted that Le Renard39 found that nitrates had a

greater antitoxic value than other radicals when Penicillium was

grown in the presence of copper.

SUMMARY

1. Roots of growing plants exhibit an extracellular oxidizing

power which may be demonstrated by the use of suitable chromogens

in nutrient solutions or soil extracts.

2. The oxidizing power appears to be most energetic in the region

of the root where root hairs are found, and to decrease gradually in

activity as that portion of the root becomes older.

3. The oxidizing power of plants gnrwn in extracts of productive

soils is greater than that of plants grown in extracts of unproductive

soils.

4- Treating the soil extracts with an absorbing agent is usually

beneficial to oxidation.

5- The distillate of a poor soil extract which contains volatile

to*ic compounds was less favorable to oxidation than the residue

remaining from distillation.

6- The presence of toxic organic substances in solution was ex-

tremely deleterious to the oxidizing power of the plants. The oxi-

dizing power of the plants, especially in the presence of nitrates,

* as able to alleviate the toxicity of such solutions.

39 Essai sur la valeur antitoxique de 1'aliment complet et incomplet. Paris. 1907.
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7. The process of oxidation is usually accelerated by the addition
-

of sodium nitrate to an aqueous soil extract. The addition of other

fertilizer salts also influences oxidation.

8. The process of oxidation by roots is largely, if not entirely,

due to the activity of a peroxidase produced by the roots. This

oxidizing enzyme is most active in neutral or slightly alkaline solu-

tions. The activity of the enzyme may be inhibited by the presence

of acid and also by the conditions in solutions where anaerobic pro-

cesses occur.

Agricultu

Washington, D. C.

t *
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BOG TOXINS AND THEIR EFFECT UPON SOILS 1

Alfred Dachnowski

(with TWO figures)

In the north and in the middle west, notably in Indiana and Illi-

nois, and to some extent in Ohio and the adjoining states, there

are extensive swamp areas of vast importance to the state, some of

which are called "unproductive," and generally are not cultivated.

The statement is made, and there is certainly much truth in it, that

these swamp lands should be naturally very rich in constituents needed

for plant food. Many of these places represent deep basins of accumu-

lated plant debris, and the drainage from hills further enriches the

accumulation in the swamps. They are noted for their dense and

luxuriant surface vegetation. Examples of swamp and bog areas in

this vicinity show clearly that bog water contains apparently all of

the constituents required for the nutrition, growth, and reproduction

of a large variety of grasses, shrubs, and trees. However, from an

agricultural point of view these muck and swamp lands seldom have

given satisfaction, even after drainage or addition of fertilizers.

Ample proof of this is seen in the reports of the various experiment

stations (7, 8). Thus far the remedies proposed, as a laboratory

expedient, emphasize the fact that although some principles of soil

fertility seem well established, and can be applied with definite results,

there are yet many complex problems, the solution of which would

materially enhance the economic importance of peat and swamp soils.

To the writer it has seemed probable for some time that work upon

the chemistry and upon the physiological properties of peat and humus

compounds must result in data valuable alike to the agriculturist,

the forester, and the ecologist. Through an investigation on the

cause of xerophily in bogs (5), there was gained supplementary evi-

dence, of a more direct and positive sort, that the inhibiting factors of

a hog are in part the presence in the soil water of injurious toxic sub-

Contribution from the Botanical Laboratory of Ohio State University, XLIII.
his paper was in part read before Section G of the A. A. A.S., at the Baltimore meeting,

Member 29, iQo8 .

389] [Botanical Gazette, vol. 47
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stances. In that publication experimental data were given to show-

that the toxicity of bog water and of the bog-soil substratum can be

corrected by various methods, and that the plants grown in solutions

thus treated show not only accelerated growth and an increase in

transpiration, but also an increase in the green and dry weight of

organic matter.

It is not known, as yet, whether the toxic action of bog water and

bog soil is determined by the action of one constituent or by the com-

bined action of several. The experiments so far completed have

given no definite evidence that the toxins are merely specific excretions

from the roots and rhizomes of bog plants. Preliminary tests, not

here detailed, which were carried on in the winter of 1907, indicate

that the toxicity may be due to a certain unstable body, of the nature

of organic compounds excreted from the roots in the absence of 2

and in heavy clay soils not adequately aerated. It is probably a

product of imperfect oxidation and decomposition of proteins and

other related substances, and it is possible that in respiration bog

plants differ from other plants. Since then an excellent account has

appeared by Stoklasa (12), in which similar results on the excre-

tions by roots are announced. Largely, however, the toxicity of

bog water seems to be due to another cause. During the changes

which the accumulated plant material undergoes in the process of

peat-making, there are alterations and reductions leading to gaseous

and colloidal products but little known. The relative amount of

these varies with the seasons, and no doubt also with the locality,

but primarily it depends upon the stage in the progress of decompo-

sition. CH
4 and H 2 S, though produced in small quantities, have

been found to constitute the principal gaseous products. They are

especially noticeable when well-corked jars of bog water remain

standing for some time. Studies on the character of the colloida

products are still in progress. The injurious products of a micro-

flora accumulating in definite layers of the soil are, perhaps

additional factor to be considered. Indeed, it is a serious difficu ty

• _ 1 . * . . _ . • 1+^0 <;in£fIC

,
an

must
category or broken up into a number of what often prove t

arbitrary categories, in order to arrive at results in any way intelbgi e.

em
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conditions; and the more detailed responses which are due to localized

influences are thus neglected. On the other hand, even though we
decide experimentally which of the physical and chemical variables

involved is of greater influence at a given stage, it still remains to

determine how the ensemble of factors acts in the process which accom-
panies each physiographic change and serves as the functioning basis

for morphological differences.

In connection with the experiments on the presence of injurious

substances in bog water and bog soils, and their effect upon agri-

cultural plants, the question arose whether the toxins which are

harmful to plants in water cultures are injurious also to plants grow-

ing in soil containing them. This question has an added interest

just now, because facts like those cited above give indications thato

u

the sterility of unproductive and "exhausted" agricultural soils may
partly be caused by some toxic substance of a similar physiological

and chemical origin. Different workers have observed that the growth

of plants often gives rise to unfavorable conditions. The data

obtained from various lines of experiments all go to prove that

exhaustion" cannot always be attributed to the removal of plant-

nutrients from the soil by previous crops or by previous plant societies

(10). To attempt a review of the literature on this problem would
be out of place in the present paper. Suffice it to say that the results

thus far obtained point strongly to the view that decreased physiologi-

cal activity of plants lies rather in the toxic condition of the soil,

rhe experimental proof is still regarded by many as furnishing nega-

tive evidence upon the problem (6, 9), and hence a spirit of contro-

of the writings upon this subject. However,
!t can no longer be questioned that the solution of this inquiry is of

great importance to agriculture. It promises to throw new light upon
many interrelations of soil and plants, and appears to afford a satis-

factory explanation of some of the problems connected with the

association and succession of plants, which on every other criterion

w°uld largely remain an enigma.
For the purpose of determining whether the toxins of bog water

are harmful also to plants growing in soils containing the injurious

substances, it was decided to employ first of all a soil medium as

nearly non-nutrient as possible. Quartz is one of the chief and most

v most
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nearly insoluble constituents of soil. It has been shown (2) that

quartz is of minor importance in the adsorption and retention of

hydroxids and various neutral salts; a knowledge of its action for

bog water seemed, therefore, of fundamental importance. The

quartz used was obtained from the Ceramics Department of the

university. To free it from possible impurity it was subjected to a

thorough washing. The air-dry quartz sand was first sifted through

a sieve having meshes of i
mm

. Portions of about 25ogm of the sifted

material were each placed in a large porcelain dish containing dis-

tilled water acidulated with HC1. It was usually the practice to

boil the material for twenty minutes. After boiling, the supernatant

liquid was decanted and fresh distilled water was added. A similar

washing was carried out in aqua regia and later again in dilute KOH.

The quartz was then washed repeatedly in boiling distilled water

The bog water used in these experiments was collected from the

same central station on the bog island as described in the earlier

paper. The solution is relatively clear, the suspended particles

imparting to it a slight tinge of olive green to brown. It is very little

me

m •

Since no experiments had been made thus far to ascertain how

much of the toxic property of bog water is removed by a given quantity

of an adsorbing agent, series of ten cultures were prepared for this

purpose. Seven of the cultures consisted each of 400" of bog wa
>

to which was added sterilized quartz in quantities equivalent totte

following volumes: 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, and 200" respect"
p

-

that is, the quantities were chosen in volumes equal to a de mi

fraction of the volume of bog water used. The bog water and .

quartz sand were shaken together in glass-stoppered bottles,

left standing for several days. When ready for use the liquid
I

wa-

decanted and placed in half-liter Mason jars, covered with ac

,
. ,. _ i.p«npctiven

paper. Three control cultures were added, consisting n»p~
.^

of untreated bog water, boiled bog water, and distilled water. ^
wheat seedlings used for these cultures were germinated in sa

until 4 to 5
cm

high. In later experiments the seedlings were-ger^
nated in quartz sand. They were then carefully washed in is ^
water and transplanted to the water cultures. Never less
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seedlings were used in any experiment. It should be observed also

that the seedlings were selected individuals out of a large number of

plants. The corks used were- previously sterilized and paraffined.

Growth was measured by transpiration and the green and dry weight
of plants. The cultures stood side by side in the university green-

house in diffused light. The weekly atmometer readings varied

between 176 and i86 cc
. Below are given toxicity figures for bog

water collected at two periods. Column I gives data for bog water
collected September 12, 1908, nearly at the end of one of the most
severe droughts that have been experienced in Ohio; the bog water
for column II was brought to the laboratory October 16, soon after

the first rains. The evidence derived from similar experiments with
bog water collected at intervals of one month during the year is

omitted, showing, as it does, considerable repetition. It should be
noted, however, that the variation in the range of results for the

seasons is considerable.

TABLE I

Adsorption of bog toxins by quartz sand

Solution
Corresponding

place ON
CCRVE

Total transpiration tor 15
DAYS, Df GRAMS

I

2.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Distilled water 400°°
Bog water 400" untreated. .

.

Bog water 400^ boiled
Bog water 400^+ 25cc Si0 2 .

Bog water 4oocc+ 50cc Si0 2 .

Bog water 4oo« + 75" Si0 2 .

f>og water 400" + ioo« SiC> 2

Jog water 400" + I25cc Si0 2
oog water 400" + i 50cc Si0 2
tfog water 400^4. 200cc SiQ 2

A
B
B'
C
D
E
F
G
H
K

I. Sept. 12 II. Oct. 16

7-5°
10.26

22.70

39.28

48-73

18.60

7-5°
14.90
54-22
25-50
18.17

13 83

13-50

12.87

12.55

fig The
^wth-rate in terms cf transpiration is indicated on the axis of ordi-

ates, and the progressive addition of quartz to bog water is shown on
the axjs of abscissas.— — -^ m^ ^-» * f w

before taking up the facts brought out in this series of experiments,
anothe

tore

r part of the investigation must be mentioned here. The
going observations suggested the query whether results obtained

sons of varying quality, fineness, and adsorbing surface would
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me

approximately the same relation to each other irrespective of the

nature of the filter used. It was intended to use types of soil ranging

progressively through the weathering products from feldspars to

kaolin. But the feldspars are highly alterable minerals, and the

chemical products of feldspathic and granitic rock-decomposition

Fig. i.._ .. Diagram showing growth-rate of wheat seedlings in treated ^j*^
The ordinates represent transpiration in grams; the abscissas show e p ° ^^
addition of quartz to bog water. Unbroken lines for bog water collecte

.

ep

^^
12, 1908. Broken lines for bog water of October 16, 1908. Broken line sing

for boiled bog water; broken line double dotted for distilled water.

are extremely varied (4) . In the residues, however, which remai^

after leaching, free silica as quartz, and a number of rather ince^
substances known as clays, are the most abundant. In e

I

^

case the efficiency of the following substances, characteristic ^
final residue of soil-forming rocks, and their allied substan^'

c in

tested: Si0 2 coarse; SiO, fine; kaolin; CaC0 3 ;

SiC; an
u?h

the form of air-dried humus. The materials were obtame
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f Mr. C. H. Kerr of the Carborundum Company,
New York. They are among the most insoluble sub-

stances known, and of great purity, which makes them of special

The chemical analysis of these materialsvalue in this investigation.

is as follows

:

TABLE II

Material

C

,

Si

Si0 2

Al,0
3

CaO
Fe 2 3

K 2

MgO
-Va,0

Ignition

Quartz Kaolin

99 -56

0.40

* -

o. 14

45-35
38.86

°-35
0.38
0.61

0.31
0.31

13

Carborundum

.80

29.71
o-45

69.40

0.28
O.K

O.O5

The physical composition of the materials employed was deter-

mined by microscopic examination. Mechanical analysis was made
with the aid of a centrifuge and for the coarser components by means
of their different rates of subsidence in water. The relative percent-

ages by weight of the different component particles in each group is

as follows

:

TABLE III

Material

Sand

°-5"~0.25mm.
.

x e*y fine sand

su?

I~005mm
-

-

O.05— 0. oosmm
Clay

°

O.005— O.Omm.

SiO« coarse

100

ft ft

ft V

SiOa fine Kaolin SiC

6.5

80.8

12.9

•

2.4

61.8

35-7

79-4

16.6

4-5

To obtain the surface area of spherical particles it is only neces-

^y to invert the value of the mean diameter of the particles

or each group. This surface factor is then multiplied by the frac-

tal amount of the
^an diameters. A
quartz

flour, carborundum, or other crystalline bodies with irregular

sam

mathematical
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surfaces, however, is not so readily obtained. It may be that adsorp-

tion of toxins and adsorption of vapors and gases are subject to the

same conditions (n). measurements

may

for the calculation of the surface of these bodies. A curve showing

how the adsorption data are related to the surface presented by the

grains of the different soils used, though of interest, is not a ques-

tion at issue in this discussion, but it is hoped to continue this problem

manner

The precaution was taken to allow contact between the solution

minutes

minimum ___ ^
iterials (3) and the possible

action of the solution upon the solids. The amounts used in each

case, and the effect of these insoluble substances on the toxic action

of bog water collected January 30, 1909, are given below in Table I\

.

The transpiration data cover a period of fifteen days and are for six

wheat plants in each solution.

TABLE IV

Adsorption of bog toxins by insoluble substances

Solution

Transpiration in gram^tt .tt0n
SIX WHEAT SEEDLINGS IN EACH SOLUTION

I.

2.

3-

4.

5-

6.

8.

9-

10.

11.

12.

!3-

14.

16.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Bog water 4oocc , untreated
Bog water 4oocc , filtered

Bog water 4oocc + i5cc Si0 2 (coarse)

.

Bog water 4oocc -f 25 cc Si0 2 (coarse)

.

Bog water 400°° + 5occ Si0 2 (coarse)

.

Bog water 4oocc -f- I5CC Si0 2 (fine) . . .

Bog water 400°° + 25cc Si0 2 (fine)

—

Bog water 4oocc + socc Si0 2 (fine)

—

Bog water 4oocc + I5CC Kaolin
Bog water 4oocc + 25cc Kaolin
Bog water 4oocc + 5occ Kaolin
Bog water 400°° + 150°° Kaolin
Bog water 4oocc 4- I5CC CaCo3

Bog water 4oocc + 25°° CaCo3

Bog water 400" 4- 5occ CaCo3

Bog water 4oocc + 15CC SiC (fine)

Bog water 4oocc + 25cc SiC (fine)

Bog water 4oocc + 5occ SiC (fine)

Bog water 4oocc+ 15** C. (humus). . .

Bog water 4oocc + 25cc C. (humus). . .

Bog water 4oocc + i5occ C. (humus). . .

* 5 plants in culture.
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Several facts seem to be clearly brought out in the above data. A
comparison of the toxicity figures of bog water collected at intervals

during the year indicates that the amount of toxic substances in

solution differs very appreciably within the year. In all cases the

physiological studies show that the adsorbing substances actually

remove definite quantities of bog toxins. In contrasting the efficiency

of the various amounts of adsorbents used, the important facts at the

outset are these. Different physiological phases result from the pro-

gressive increase of an adsorbing substance. The bog-water solution,

fatal in its effect at some seasons, gives an increase in growth-rate

when adsorption removes a sufficient amount of the toxic ingredient.

The effect is virtually one of dilution. Doubling of the amount of

the adsorbent brings the growth-rate into a physiological phase

marked by a greater functional activity. Further addition and its

consequent further dilution in toxicity carries with it a corresponding

intensification in growth-rate. The appearance of the plants, espe-

cially in the development of the root system, follows the transpira-

tion figures very closely (see 5, figs. 1, 4-5, p. 135). Stimulation and

tolerance rise to a maximum. But with successively larger amounts

of adsorbent, the optimum rate of transpiration can be neither

increased nor maintained. It falls off, regularly and rapidly at first,

subsequently less rapidly, until the effect of the solution is practically

that of distilled water (13). Greater dilution and consequent

increase in rate of transpiration does not express therefore the whole

truth. Other and less injurious substances are also adsorbed; and

the rate of transpiration is seen to be the product of a coordination

of factors (1). In bog water with very slight toxicity, the course of

the experiment shows that the maximum acceleration phase deviates

y
ery sensibly toward the growth-rate approximated in the control

>•£•> the untreated bog water.

On account of the difference in size of particles, there naturally

follows a corresponding difference in the amount of adsorption.

Compared with kaolin, calcium carbonate, carborundum, and

carbon (as lampblack or humus), the adsorptive power of quartz

relatively low. It will be seen that the optimum rate of transpira-

tion of the tenth day, in solutions 3 to 8, Table IV, is soon succeeded

D
.
v a minimum. This is due to the action of toxic substances still
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present; for upon further addition of adsorbents the minimum at the

end of the fifteenth day is succeeded by a higher rate of transpiration.

Filters of finer grain are more beneficial, while the adsorptive power of

humus is very much higher than that ofany of the crystalline substances

used. The optimum and maximum rates of transpiration occur on

the fifteenth and twentieth day and lie near together. Reference

to the total amount transpired shows that the adsorption of car-

borundum and humus is about three to four times greater than that

of quartz. The transpiration data serve excellently as a basis for

assigning a limit to the magnitude of the toxic effect, and as ano o

expression of the amount of the unknown body adsorbed both in

terms of the total adsorption, and as a percentage of the surface factor

of grains. The results with CaC0
3
also show that the plants are not

affected by conditions of acidity or alkalinity, and that growth seems

to be more materially affected by the specific action of the organic

toxins present. Whatever the nature of the filter used, that the

increased tolerance of wheat seedlings to bog water is actually due to

the adsorptive power of the filters is sustained by the fact that the

decrease of the poisonous effects of bog water is apparently a function

of surface of particles and is approximately proportionate to the

quantity of the solid body used. The solution, decidedly toxic without

the solid, becomes capable of supporting a more than normal growth.

The outcome of these preliminary tests is, therefore, that the con-

ditions giving rise to decreased physiological activity, to xerophily,

and to zonation of bog plants are not found in the depletion or increase

of mineral nutrients in bog water, nor in a low soil temperature, but

lie rather in the toxicity of the soil substratum, i. e., in the production

of unfavorable soil conditions brought about by the plants them-

selves. •

However, experiments by the water-culture method may not always

be serviceable as a safe basis for argument concerning soil conditions.

A number of life relations of the plant in a water culture become

changed when in the soil. In what particular manner the toxic

bodies are held by the adsorptive force of the filters is not clear

judged by physical or chemical analysis. The marked retentl°n

n

°

a
the toxins of bog water observed may be due to causes other t an

direct condensation on the surface. No experiments were ma e
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show conclusively that the retention is not due to chemical fixation or
substitution. The amount of solution thrown out of the quartz by

r
mm

me centrnugal machine was too small to be tested. A priori, it

would seem that the filter used should be markedly more toxic now
than the solution, when tested by physiological criteria. The pres-
ence of the adsorbed bodies in the solid should not only reduce its

effectiveness when repeatedly used for improving bog water, but should
replace normal growth by an abnormal retardation judged from the

growth-rate made in a similar check soil culture.

To obtain evidence on this point, and to contrast the efficiency of
the various constituents of agricultural soils for adsorption, a series

of experiments was made with quartz, river sand, field clay, and humus
soil. The air-dry soils were sifted through a sieve with meshes of

Portions of 400" of the sifted soils were each placed in glass-stoppered

jars containing 1200" of bog water. The glassware employed in all

of the experiments cited was treated with a solution of potassium
dichromate and sulfuric acid, and repeatedly rinsed in distilled water
previous to use. The mixtures of bog water and soil were left stand-
mg in the dark room for three days. To insure thorough contact

between the bog water and the soil, the solution was occasionally

shaken. When ready for use the liquid was filtered off, and portions
or 4oocc

of the liquid from each soil type were used a's water-culture

experiments in the manner described above. For the investigation

on the relative fertility of the soils used as filters, earthenware pots
were used. The pots were new and each of about 300" capacity

(8
m

in diameter, 8.$ cm deep). They were thoroughly cleaned and
dned in an oven at no° C, and later immersed in heated paraffin.

each paraffined pot was added 200 cc of the contaminated soil

WeJ l pressed into the bottom and sides of the pots. It was recognized
at difficulties of obtaining good contact between the soil and the

is °f the pot would be probable. In the air space along the walls

usually by far the greater proportion of plant roots are developed,
and ^e wire-basket method as recommended by the Bureau of Soils

° the U. S. Department of Agriculture (Bull. 23) is, therefore, more
Arable. But the form of retainer here described was found to be

<% satisfactory. In no case were evidences found of roots growing
m°re freely at the sides of the pot than in the center. The experi-
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ments were repeated later by the wire-basket method with the same

results. Six wheat seedlings wrere transplanted in a row in the soil

of each pot. In identically the same manner

cultures with the untreated soils was prepared to serve for comparison

with the behavior of wheat seedlings in the contaminated soils. The

filled pots were then weighed and placed in the greenhouse where

they stood side by side. Direct sunlight was avoided by cloth screens.

Only one of the experiments need be given, and Table V gives a

summary of the results obtained with bog water collected September

12, 1908. The percentage increase is calculated upon the basis of

zero (o), considering them as unity for themarked

respective series. (fig

J

experiment.

TABLE V

Adsorption of bog toxins by soils

SOLUTION

AVERAGE LENGTH IN CM.

Tops Roots

Percentage increase

Transpiration Greer weight

i. Bog water untreated

2. Bog water quartz-filtered..

.

5. Bog water clay-filtered

8. Bog water humus-filtered. .

3. Contaminated quartz soil. .

6. Contaminated clay soil. . . .

9. Contaminated humus soil...

4. Control quartz soil. .......

7. Control clay soil

10. Control humus soil. .......

15.8
20.8

19.9
30-5
22.

22.2

21.9

24.7
26.

30-7

5-3
42.

11.

4

15.6
12.3
6.6
6.2

9.6
11.

7

13-5

c

338.
154.

805.

Dry weight

• •

• •

• •

• •

134-

68.

220.

o

o

o

8.

25-

86.

5*.

11.

84-

20.

5-

55-

Again it is evident that the addition of solids has increased the

tolerance of the seedlings to bog water. The improvement was

experimentation The presence

of the toxic bodies in small amounts exerted a noticeable stirnula in,,

effect, while the plants in the control bog water gave every i°diC^\
that they would be unable to survive an exposure of a normal grew 1

point has been repeatedly tested also

period. mentioned

111 liciu-wuiK. ±1 seems as n tne routs, <uiu w^v,w«,*v —

roothairs, of the plants in the untreated bog water served as

_
minute

dsorbing

surfaces.

u trie pianis in tne untreated vug wa^ *•
• .

The roots are brownish in color and jelly-like in con
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ency; deposited upon their surfaces are found numerous colored

bodies, as the result of the oxidizing action of the roots. The nature

of these bodies is still under investigation. A general decay of the

growing tips is noticeable, showing that the oxidizing action of the

plants upon the toxic substances went far toward decreasing their

harmful effect, but could not entirely overcome them. The effective-

ness of adding the insoluble solids proves, therefore, very conclusively

Fig. 2.—Growth of wheat plants in various cultures of bog water. Numbers
^ in Table V.

that the source of the harmful condition must logically be looked for

ln the solution and not in the condition of the plants themselves. The

difference in the tops as well as in the roots of the plants from the

yarious cultures is very striking. The stimulation effect is less marked
m the solutions filtered through clay and humus, because of the

greater adsorptive power of these substances; yet the increase in the

^een and dry weight of plants is relatively twice that in the untreated

b°g water while transpiration has increased almost tenfold. The

Produced materials have had their adsorptive action, but it is evident
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also that chemical reaction enters in the case of the common types of

garden soil.

We come finally to a consideration of the effects of bog toxins

upon soils. It is to be noted that the poisonous action of bog toxins

is more harmful when the plants are immersed in the solution, than

when grown in the contaminated soil cultures. That the poisonous

matter injurious to plant growth is present in the soils used as filters

is seen upon comparison with the controls. Manifestly, the theory

of lack of 2 in bog water or in bog soils as the cause of xerophily is

not satisfactory to account for the results, because water cultures

usually have less 2
than any soil medium. The transpiration data

for boiled bog water (Table I, page 393) are further evidence in this

direction. The inadequacy of the theory of low substratum tempera-

ture is, for this locality, equally obvious. That the action cannot

be attributed to large amounts of dissolved substances has been

shown in the determination of the osmotic pressure of bog water in

The garden soils contain a much
5

larger amount of nutrient ingredients than bog water, and hence the

presence of those salts should tend to increase the growth-rate. No

such increase in activity occurred. The length of time during whic 1

the wheat plants were allowed to grow is palpably insufficient to

"exhaust" or contaminate the soils. The retardation seen in the

contaminated soils is lacking the corresponding normal average in

8 per cent., 3 Per cent
'

and 3amount of 1

per cent, for quartz, clay, and humus respectively. From the res s

it may be concluded that the adsorption and retention capacity soi^

for toxins is generally higher the greater its content of humus, t wa^

shown elsewhere that a bog-water solution well aerated, or up

long standing with exposure to air, lost its injurious ProP
e'

*

e

When plants are grown in this oxidized solution it is found tna

i.u TVip<;p results

solution becomes decidedly beneficial to plant growth. 1
ne&

are also obtained with the contaminated soils. When first use ^
exert a distinctly injurious effect. If the amount of water tra-ns^
by the plants is replaced by bog water, the soils become "^.^j
Decrease in toxicity always follows aeration of the soil an ©^

and since the physical conditions mainly determine the a™°^
[ty

oxidation, these are of greater consequence in restoring

to the soil.
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SUMMARY

The available information of the study here reported may be
summarized as follows:

1. Many swamp and muck soils exhibit a sterility which cannot
be remedied by drainage or by the addition of fertilizers.

2. The sterility appears to be most marked where investigations

on the physiological properties of bog water and bog soils indicate

a greater amount and activity of bog toxins.

3. The production of bogs toxins is due to a number of physical

and chemical factors. One can only conclude that the chemical con-

stitution of bog water and bog soils at a given moment conditions

toxicity; and that the excretion from roots and rhizomes of plants

is one of the variables of the conditioning factors.

4- In untreated bog water there are found deposited upon the

roots of wheat plants numerous colored bodies as the result of the

oxidizing action of roots. The general decay of the root-tips indicates

that the oxidizing activity is insufficient to decrease the harmful effects

of bog toxins.

5- It is possible that ecesis, association, and succession of plants

depends primarily upon respiration, and that in respiration bog plants

differ from other plants.

6. Treating bog water with an insoluble adsorbing agent is invari-

ably beneficial.

7- Different physiological phases result from the progressive

addition of an adsorbing substance. With coarser-grained materials

the low optimum rate of transpiration is soon succeeded by a minimum
which is due to the action of toxic substances still present.

8. Finer-grained insoluble bodies are more beneficial. The
response to toxic bodies when present in small amounts leads to

acceleration of growth. The period of growth is more prolonged,

and the optimum and maximum rate of transpiration lie near

together.

9- The adsorptive action of carborundum and humus is about

|our times greater than that of quartz ; the capacity of soils for retain-

mg toxins is therefore higher the greater the content of humus.

10. The decrease of the poisonous effect of bog water is probably

a Unction of the surface of the particles; it is relatively proportionate

t0 the quantity of the solid body used.
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ii. In agricultural soils used as adsorbents the presence of the

adsorbed unknown toxins replaces normal growth by an abnormal

retardation. Fertility is restored through aeration, that is, after time

enough has elapsed for the oxidation of the injurious bodies.

12. The contaminated condition of agricultural soils and the con-

sequent decreased physiological activity of the plants grown in them

still further indicates that xerophily cannot be due to acidity, lack of

oxygen, low temperature, etc., of the soil substratum; that is, the

factors heretofore cited are only in part the cause of xerophily.

In view of the evidence presented above, the writer believes that

these facts in the action of bog water upon soils justify the conclusion

that there are present in bog water and in bog soils injurious substances

which are, at least in part, the cause of xerophily in plants, and of

decreased fertility in bog soils.

Grateful acknowledgment is made to Professors McCall and Vi-

vian, of the Agricultural College of the university, for the facilities

of their laboratories, which were freely and courteously placed at the

writer's disposal.

Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio
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BRIEFER ARTICLES

PARTHENOGENESIS IN PINUS PINASTER

(with seven figures)

In the course of an investigation on the life-history and development of

the embryo of the cluster pine, Pinus pinaster Soland., it has occasionally

been noticed that in some ovules containing proembryos in all stages

of development either no trace of pollen tubes could be seen in the nucellar

cap, or the tubes only extended through a part of the nucellus and no

nuclei could be found in them. This strongly suggested the occurrence of

parthenogenesis, but might have been due to imperfect preparations. There-

fore, in 1908, collections were made about every twelve hours during the

time when the archegonia mature, in the hope of obtaining more satisfactory

evidence.

Great care was used in fixing and imbedding this material, and the

following fixing agent has been found more satisfactory than any other,

including chromacetosmic mixtures.

The

Picric acid, saturated solution in 50 per cent, alcohol, ioocc ;

corrosive

sublimate 5*™; glacial acetic acid s
cc

. This fixing agent is mentioned by

Chamberlain, 1 and I have to thank Mr. A. J.
Ballantine for suggesting

its use. Cedar-wood oil has been found much superior to xylol to Pre«de

the infiltration with paraffin, as mentioned by Miss Ferguson ('04).

stains used have been Delafield's hematoxylin, much diluted and allowed to

act for several hours, and Flemming's safranin gentian-violet orange-

combination. The first named shows nuclear details more sharply than

the triple stain and is only equalled in this respect by Haidenhain's iron

alum hematoxylin, which is more troublesome to use and in no way supe^

rior. In other respects the methods used have been those generally emp oye

in cytological work. ,,

.

The evidence obtained shows clearly that parthenogenesis occasiona }

occurs, and the most conclusive preparations are shown in Jigs. 1
a

"

The points which seem to prove satisfactorily that the oosphere deve op

without fertilization taking place are as follows:
_

,

1. Although the oosphere nucleus has divided or begun to divi

^^
pollen tube has not yet reached the archegonium and still contains

sperm nuclei (figs. 1, 2).
27 . 268-28o.

1 Chamberlain, C. J., Oogenesis in Pinus Laricio. Bot. Gazette

ph. 4-6. 1899.

Botanical Gazette, vol. 47]

[406
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2. A careful study of the

other sections of the series

has failed to show any

other pollen tube which

have reached the

* 1
•

might

archegonium from another

direction.

3. The spindle of the

EXPLANATION OF
FIGURES

All sections 6-8 /* thick; cut

with the Cambridge rocking

microtome; drawn with camera.

In all: n, nucellus; p, prothal-

lus;
/, pollen tube; a, arche-

gonium; v, receptive vacuole;

$, oosphere nucleus; <S, func-

tional sperm nucleus; 3 2 >

secondary sperm nucleus.

Figs, i and 2.—Stages in

the first division of a partheno-

genetic proembryo; diagram-

matic
; reconstructed from

several sections in each case.

X77.

Fig. 3.—Spindle of fig. J,

showing the comparatively

small amount of chromatin

substance; drawn from two
sections. (No attempt has

been made to show all the

chromosomes.) X640.
Fig. 4.—One of the sperm

nuclei of fig. 1, showing that

these are quite normally organ-
ized. X310.

Fig. 5.—Diagram showing
n°rmal fertilization in one of
the archegonia. X 60.

Fig. 6.—Sperm nucleus and
P^rt of the oosphere nucleus

X25S .

7—Part of fig. 6.

of
fig. 5

Xi

Fig.

240.
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first division of the oosphere nucleus is parallel or oblique to the long

axis of the ovule and is approximately in the center of the original

nucleus. The norm

to the long axis of the ovule and lies quite at the top of the original

oosphere nucleus. In both cases this spindle is entirely intranuclear,

as shown by Chamberlain, 2 and some of the original achromatic nuclear

material is not used up, but contracts considerably from the original

nuclear membrane. (This contraction may be due to the action of fixing

or other reagents, but as it is equally present in all preparations, whether

or not any contraction has occurred elsewhere, I am inclined to think it

normal.)

4. In normal fertilization a segregation of the chromosomes into two

groups occurs both in the first and second divisions of the oospore nucleus,

but no segregation can be seen here (fig. 3). The chromosomes are long

and rather irregular in shape and are often cut into several pieces and

distributed through as many sections. It has therefore been impossible

normal

oiftg
*w/ WW X

certainly less than that number.

5. In normal fertilization a good deal of disorganization of the apical

part of the archegonium occurs, and the receptive vacuole is either broken

(fig H
1 and 2 were drawn, no such disorganization has occurred, and the receptive

vacuole occupies its normal position.

6. In normal fertilization the remains of the second sperm nucleus and

the tube nucleus and the stalk cell can be distinguished for a time in the

upper part of the archegonium, but no trace of these nuclei can be found

in the archegonia of Jigs, i and 2.

As far as has been seen, the abortion of the ovule frequently occurs

before the formation of a proembryo, but never after. A large number of

preparations of the proembryos and embryo in all stages of development

leaves no doubt on this point. Hence it appears that parthenogenetic em-

bryos must develop as well as normal ones. It is impossible to say whether

this development is only intiaseminal, or whether seeds containing such

embryos are able to germinate and produce normal plants.

Fig. 5 shows, for the sake of comparison, a case of normal fertilization,

and the conjugating nuclei are shown in more detail in Jigs. 6 and 7.
The

preparation shows very clearly that the nuclear membranes are not in

' Chamberlain, C. J., Methods in plant histology. Second edition. The U

versity of Chicago Press. 1905.
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Miss
Fergusons

In fig- 5 the second pollen tube is evidently on its way to the smallest

of the three archegonia, and is taking its way laterally through the tissue of

the prothallus instead of down the canal leading to the neck.

The third archegonium is apparently sunken in the tissues of the

prothallus, but unfortunately the series is incomplete, and it may have only

a very obliquely placed neck. For the same reason it is impossible to say

whether this proembryo is really parthenogenetic, as it appears to be.

W. T. Saxton, South African College, Cape Town.

CARNATION ALTERNARIOSE*

(with eight figures)
»

To a leaf-and-stem disease of the cultivated carnation, Dianthus

Caryophyllus L., our attention was called by local florists as causing serious

damage. The disease, upon examination, proved to be one hitherto unde-

scribed and a laboratory study of it was undertaken. 5

Symptoms.—The disease manifests itself as spots, mostly upon the

leaves, sometimes upon the stems, especially at the nodes. These spots

are strikingly characteristic, of ashen whiteness, with the center occupied by

an often scanty, though sometimes profuse, black fungous growth. The
diseased spot is dry, somewhat shrunken, thinner than healthy portions of

the leaf, approximately circular, though often somewhat elongated in the

direction of the longitudinal axis of the leaf {fig. 1). When occurring at

the node, the disease usually involves the bases of both of the leaves,

as well as the stem between them (fig. 2). As these nodal spots age, the

disease penetrates through the stem, killing its tissue, which shrinks some-

3 Ferguson, M. C, Contributions to the knowledge of the life-history of Pinus,

with special reference to sporogenesis, the development of the gametophytes and

Utilization. Proc. Washington Acad. Sci. 6:1-202. pis. 1-24. 1904.

4 This termination was suggested by the authors in Annales Mycologici 7:49.

x909> with the following explanation: "We believe that much will be gained both in

Nearness and brevity by designating diseases in plants by the uniform termination
'

0se ' (Lat. ants, signifying 'full of) added as a suffix to the genus of the causal

fungus, with or without elision of the ultimate syllable of the generic name, in whole

0r m part, as may be determined by euphony."

5 Through the kindness of Dr. W. A. Orton of the U. S. Department of Agricul-

tUfe, B. P. I., we learn that a Macrosporium disease of carnation was reported from

Strassburg, Pa ., in 1906, and one attributed to Alternaria from Connecticut by Clinton
,n the same year.
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1 2
Fig. i. Single leaf showing diseased spot near base.—Fig. 2. Diseased plant

theTsease"
10™ 1

°
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what and becomes soft and disintegrated, resulting in the death of the more
distal portions of the plant.

Variety of carnations affected.—A striking feature of this disease is its
tendency to infect to a large degree one variety, the Mrs. Thomas
W. Lawson, to the exemption of others. In all cases which have
come to our notice, it has been this variety solely which was diseased-
moreover, the only records that we find of the disease imply the same'
susceptibility. 6

The causalfungus.—Throughout the diseased tissue of all spots occurs
in great abundance a characteristic, dark, branching, septate mycelium
(fig- 3)- The surfaces of diseased spots in periods later than their earliest
youth present an abundance of black cespitose hyphae arising from the
stomata

(fig. 4). Spores of the Alternaria type are found in abundance
(figs- 5, 6), both in situ upon these hyphae, and strewn over the surface of the
diseased spots between the hyphal bases. The character and arrangement
of the hyphae are shown in figs, y and 8. This fungus was constantly
associated with the disease, and no other fungus was found. The pre-
sumptive evidence was therefore very strong that this fungus was the
cause of the disease. In view of the often saprophytic habit of Alternaria,
conclusions on this point would not be valid without evidence from inocula-
tions.

Inoculations.—The fungus was easily isolated by direct transfer of
spores from the diseased spots to carnation-leaf agar plates.

On October 27 numerous inoculations were made upon two plants
under bell jars, using small pieces of agar, bearing spores and mycelium.
One of the plants was left uninjured and the inoculum was placed in the
axils of the leaves; in the majority of these cases the inoculations resulted
m infection. The other plant was injured by the prick of a needle at the
Point of inoculation. In these cases about two-thirds of the inoculations
ere successful. Inoculations with spore suspension were also made upon
v e branches each, of two other plants, and each was covered by a large

test-tube plugged around the stem with cotton to preserve a humid atmos-
P ere. As in the former cases, the inoculations on one plant were at injured
Points, and those on the other plant were at uninjured points. The results

°m these spore inoculations were the same as in the cases of inoculations

agar blocks. When these inoculations were made, others were made
Pon six other plants from the same spore suspensions, but the plants were
covered or injured in any way. Following these last inoculations no signs

Of th A'
' J J O O

disease were seen. It seems from these experiments that the injured
6 Orton, W. A., Yearbook, U. S. Dept. Agric. 1905:611.
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plant is readily susceptible to infection, as is also the uninjured plant if kept

in humid condition, but that the uninjured plant in a relatively dry atmos-

phere is difficult or impossible to infect. In case of successful inoculation,

the diseased spots were well developed at the end of a week. The removal

Fig. 3. Mycelium showing branching and septation.—Fig. 4- Showing m>
û]ate

below stoma and hyphae emerging through the stoma.—Fig. 5.
Showing ca

^
spores as borne upon hyphae.—Fig. 6. Spores showing shape, septation an ca^

lation.—Fig. 7. A young cluster of hyphae.—Fig. 8. An older cluster of hyp *
-

of the protecting bell jar from plants already infected resulted usu

^^
cessation of development of the spot. These facts agree wel1 ^^^
field observation that the most damaging infection occurs at the]^^fo[

points well adapted to collect and hold water, thus pro

optimum development of the fungus.

rfding
conditions for
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Culture characters.—The fungus was grown upon many different media.
Its characters upon these media have been noted elsewhere. 7

The most important culture characters may be summarized as follows:

• Upon media poor in available carbohydrates the mycelium was nearly

hyaline, and the hyphae and spores pale; upon media rich in carbohydrates

hyph Upon the natural

medium the spores were more regular and uniform in shape and were much
larger than upon artificial media.

The species offungus.—Of the Alternarias there seems to be only one,

A. longispora McAlph., growing upon members of the pink family (Caryo-

phyllaceae), 8 and the description of this does not agree with ours in size,

shape, or septation of its spores.

form

Macrosp
a procedure which would be unjustifiable without resort to cross-culture

inoculations and extensive study in artificial media, this form had best be

designated as a distinct species, for which we propose the following name
and description:

Alternaria Dianthi, n. sp.—Hyphae cespitose from stomata, amphige-

nous, dark brown, 1-4-septate, ascending, 1-25 from each stoma; conidia

26-123X10-20 p, catenulate, clavate, tapering, base obtuse, dark brown,

slightly constricted at the septa, transverse septa 5-9, longitudinal septa

~5! spot ashen white, definite, subcircular.

On artificial media poor in carbohydrates mycelium lighter in color,

spores lighter, smaller, and with fewer septa.

Habitat : >phyll

N. C.—F. L. Stevens and J. G. Hall, N. C. Agricultural Experiment

Station, West Raleigh.

? Stevens and Hall, Variation of fungi due to environment, ined. Read before

the Botanical Society of America at the Baltimore meeting, December, 1908.

8 Saccardo, Syll. Fung. 18:638.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Another mushroom book

Mushrooms, by reason of their beauty and edibility, are almost as attract-

ive and popular as pretty wild flowers, and so we may expect to see popular

guides to their collection and consumption multiply. The latest candidate for

favor is a book by Mr. Hard, now superintendent of public instruction in Kirk-

wood, Mo., but for some years located in southern Ohio, where he became inter-

ested in collecting and studying- these plants. Under the encouragement of

Kellerman, Atkinson, Lloyd, Morgan, Peck, and other mycologists, he has
I

evidently become an enthusiastic amateur. By his camera, supplemented occa-

sionally by those of his friends, he has pictured a great number of representative

specimens. Presenting these photographs, to the number of 500 and more,

combined with descriptions, sometimes technical, but usually popular and more

or less diffuse, he has prepared a ponderous volume. 1

This volume, chiefly on account of its excellent half-tone illustrations, which

include almost all of the common species, will be of good service to those who

wish a book less expensive and voluminous than McIlvaine's, and at the same

time comprehensive enough to enable them to identify the plants they pick up in

fields and woods.

It is evident that the author has no adequate technical training in taxonomy

or morphology; and in presenting such matters, neither his keen powers of obser-

vation nor his enthusiasm could prevent him from falling into errors both of form

and fact. The typography of the book shows, also, that both author and pub-

lisher are unacquainted with scientific practice, while the proofreader and the

author alike are responsible for many typographical errors. The etymology of

the scientific names, by which the author hopes to show their significance to those

unaccustomed to them, is often erroneous and occasionally ludicrous. The

glossary does not define all the technical terms that are used, no less than four in

a single description of eight or ten lines having been hit upon by mere chance.

The list given of authorities for generic and specific names is far from complete,

so that abbreviations used in the body of the text (which are not consistent) could

not possibly be identified.

1 Hard, M. E., The mushroom, edible and otherwise; its habitat and its time o

growth, with photographic illustrations of nearly all the common species. A gui e

to the study of mushrooms, with special reference to the edible and poisonous varieties,

with a view of opening up to the student of nature a wide field of interesting and use u

knowledge. 4to. pp. x + 609. pis. 60. figs. 504. Columbus, O.: The Ohio Library

1908. $4.75.
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All these things show the apprentice hand; but, though they mar the book,
they do not so detract from its value that it may not be commended to the public
for whom it is intended. It will indeed be a welcome addition to public, school,

and college libraries, where there is always a demand for well-illustrated books
of this kind, and it will probably do good service in awakening an interest in mush-
rooms. It certainly treats wisely the matter of testing the edibility of mushrooms
and no one who follows Mr. Hard's advice will come to harm. Thus it has a
real field of usefulness. But it is not for the mycologist; and, unless "of its kind"
is a saving clause, it is by no means what is claimed by the publishers in their

circular—" By far the most complete work of its kind ever attempted in this

country."—C. R. B.

Trees and woods

Marshall
has recently come from the Cambridge University Press. 2 With a fifth now in

press the series will be concluded, for although the author had planned another, it

was too inchoate to permit publication. The present volume has been issued

under the editorial supervision of Percy Groom, who has left the manuscript

practically unchanged, but has had the labor of selecting the illustrations, which
are both numerous and appropriate.

As the three preceding volumes have treated respectively the buds and twigs,

the leaves, and the inflorescences and flowers, this one presents the fruits. After

a general discussion of the morphology of fruits (part I, 59 pp.), the second

part (94 pp.) gives a key to trees and shrubs, based on characters derived from

fruits, and accompanied by figures of most of the species. Like the other parts

°i the series, this one will doubtless be useful in Great Britain, though it cannot

be particularly serviceable in this country. It embodies a good idea, however,

which might be applied to the trees of this continent.

The eighth part of Schneider's Handbook 0} deciduous trees (the third section

°f the second volume) has lately issued from the press. 3 Like its predecessors,

frequently referred to in this journal, it presents, in the most compact form

Possible, descriptions of the species of angiospermous trees, native or planted

°ut in central Europe, arranged in the sequence of a dichotomous key, and

ulustrated freely. It seems a most thorough and practical book, but somewhat

disconcerting as to nomenclature. Who of our foresters will give us something
as good, but perhaps a little less condensed ?

2 Ward, H. M., Trees: a handbook of forest botany for the woodlands and the

kboratory. Vol. IV, Fruits. Cambridge Biological Series. i2mo. pp. iv+ 161. figs.
2
47- Cambridge: University Press. 1908. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Si. 50.

3 Schneider, C. K., Iliustriertes Handbuch der Laubholzkunde. Charakteristik

er m Mitteleuropa heimischen und im Freien angepflanzten angiospermen Geholz-

Arten und Formen mit Ausschluss der Bambuseen und Kakteen. Achte Lieferung

(dntte Lieferung des zweiten Bandes). Imp. 8vo. pp. 241-366. figs. 166-248. Jena:

^ustav Fischer. 1909. M 4.
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The second part of Janssonius' elaborate micrography of the woods of

Java4 has recently come from the press. In the notice of the first part of this

work 5 wr
e described the plan, wrhich is here merely extended. The part includes

in the concluding section of the first volume (Dicotyledones, Polypetalae, Thalami-

florae) descriptions of 67 species, in addition to the 108 of the first section. The

second volume begins the Disciflorae and presents 54 species. The complete

work will certainly be a monument of industry and will be serviceable for the

microscopic identification of Javanese woods. That the game is worth the

candle, we may be permitted to doubt.—C. R. B.

Microscopy of technical products

Now that so much attention is being paid to the purity of foods, drugs, and

manufactured products of all kinds, it becomes of the greatest importance to

have adequately trained men in municipal, state, and national offices, to whom

can be submitted the many questions that are sure to arise as to the adulteration

or sophistication of marketed articles. Unfortunately the number of competent

persons is far short of the demand, and this state of affairs is sure to continue

for some time. In this situation the only recourse is to have accurate handbooks

in which may be found detailed descriptions of the characteristics, chemical and

microscopic, of all the commoner substances which enter into commerce. 1 nen

one who has a reasonable familiarity with microscopic manipulation may be

able to determine the more obvious cases of adulteration, and by expenence

may acquire real expertness.

To put into reach of American laboratories one of the most valuable of

WlNTON
Katetory of the Department of Agriculture, with the assistance of Dr

has translated an edition of Hanausek's Lehrbuch der technischen Mikroskopie,^

which represents the last German edition extensively revised by the author.

The translators have also included a considerable amount of new material, an

in particular they have incorporated into the key to economic woods—a
mos

valuable feature of the book, permitting one to determine most of the species

from a fragment of the wood—the American species of commercial importance.

The illustrations have also been improved and augmented.

4Janssonius, H. H., Mikrographie des Holzes der auf Java vorkommen en

Baumarten; im Auftrage des Kolonial-Ministeriums unter Leitung von Dr.

^^
Moll bearbeitet im Anschluss an "Additamenta ad cognitionem florae ar ww

javanicae auctoribus S. H. Koorders et Th. Valleton." Zweite Lieferung. ^
Vol. I, pp. 369-568. Vol. II, pp. 1-160. Jigs. 45-95. Leiden: E. J.

Brill. io°»-

sBot. Gazette 43:345. 1907.
•

d b the
6 Hanausek, T. F., The microscopy of technical products. ReV1Se

KA^, G .

author and translated by Andrew L. Wintox, with the collaboration o
_

Barber. Imp. 8vo. pp. xii + 471. figs. 276. New York: John Wiley & Sons.

$4-75-
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The work opens with a section on the construction and use of the microscope,

its accessories and reagents. The important types of technical products that are

treated are the following: starches and inulin; vegetable fibers, including hairs,

with a section on the examination of paper; animal fibers, mineral fibers, and

textile fabrics; stems and roots, including woods (gymnospermous, dicotyledonous,

and monocotyledonous), barks, and rhizomes, with some practical examples of

the problems that are submitted for solution; leaves, under which only sumach

leaves are treated; flowers, with insect powder alone treated; seeds and fruits,

including a large range of oil cakes; and finally teeth, bone, horn, etc.

Of course in such a list there must be an end somewhere, for space is not

unlimited; but one wonders at the basis of some choices. The line between

drugs, foods, and technical products is not an easy one to draw; but if wheat

and barley appear among the fruits, why not maize and rye ? If sumach leaves,

why not tea and tobacco ? If insect powder, why not saffron ? But it behooves

us to be thankful for what there is, rather than to complain of what there is not.

And what there is is sure to be thoroughly helpful.

The publishers' part has been well done. The illustrations are well printed,

the text clear, and the binding substantial. The book is essential for public

libraries and for governmental and university laboratories.—C. R. B.

Works of Leo Errera

We have already noticed in these pages the sumptuous republication of the

work which, under the direction of Leo Errera, issued from the botanical insti-

tute of the University of Brussels. In these volumes 7 his own original work takes

a conspicuous place. But he did much other writing, popular, pedagogic, philo-

sophic, literary, which is to be preserved by original publication or reprinting

in a series of six volumes now being issued under the title Recueil d\ruvres de

Leo Errera* Of these three have appeared. Two deal with botanical subjects

and one contains verse and prose on a variety of topics—addresses, thoughts,

philosophic epigrams, etc. The botanical topics of the first volumes are: A letter

on the vegetation about Xice; Agriculture and horticulture in Norway (largely

a criticism of Schubeler); Structure and modes of fee 200

posth

j
field of research (the efficacy of the defensive structures of plants); Engelmakn's

bacterial method; Compass plants. In the second volume we find: Respiration

°f plants (one of a course of public lectures); De grace, des noms latins (a plea

for the avoidance of vernacular names); Scientific bases of agriculture (36 pp.);

» Recueil de l'Institut Botanique Leo Errera. Bot. Gazette 43: 215, 347- I0°7;

45:201. 1908.

8 Recueil d'eeuvres de Leo Errera. 8vo. Vols. I, II, Botanique General, pp.

iv +34i- Vol. VI, Melanges (vers et prose), pp. xiv + 222. Bruxelles: H. Lamertin.

1908.
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Descriptive text of physiological charts (90 pp., including small reproductions of

the charts which he published in conjunction with Laurknt) ;
Letter prefatory

to de Wildeman's Flore des Algues de Belgique; An elementary lesson on Darwin-

ism (106 pp.; an admirably clear and brief presentation, which appeared first

in 1900 and is now printed as he had revised it for a third edition). This volume

closes with three posthumous articles: Plants in contrast with other beings;

What there is in a plant; The epopee of a ray of sunlight.

These volumes, as well as the more strictly scientific ones, will form a worthy

memorial of this distinguished savant, whose writing is always luminous and

inspiring. His bibliography, though voluminous (287 titles, as we learn from an

interesting biography just published*), is remarkable, not alone for its extent, but

for its value. To have all his work collected is a real boon- C. R. B.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS
Papers on mucors.-Two valuable papers, largely taxonomic m character,

have recently appeared on the mucors. In two ways they show an advance over

other taxonomic work in this confused group. In the first place the center 10

fungus cultures maintained by the Association Internationale des Botamstes

been made use of, and the species investigated were compared as far as possi

with named cultures from this and from other sources. Provided ™ntamin!\
of cultures in the source of supply is avoided, this center in Amsterdam alio

l *
. ,- iii__^f :«^Dacina value

determinations
a. ica,u_y mcuiuu ui ^iit^ivin^, uj-» uv,iwii»«uWvw

A\na tO

to mycologists. In the second place the differentiation of species accora g

forms

item in the classification, and in heterothallic species the production of^P^
when a given strain is grown in contact with the opposite strain of a known p

is used to establish its specific identity with the form tested.

t dv of soil

Hagem 10 announces his paper as a preliminary contribution to a s ay

^^
mucors. By exposing Petri-dish cultures to the air and allowing the spo^

^^
fall on them to develop mycelial colonies, he finds with Saito that sp<K ^
mucors, both absolutely and relative to other molds, are unexpecte

^^.^
quent occurrence in the air. Only seven species were thus found.

^^ gown

ing the mucor flora of the soil, samples from different kinds of soi s^^^
on various nutrient substrata, and the resulting growths isolated in PJ^.^ and

Sixteen different species, confined to the genera Mucor, RhlzopUS
'

Qt Rictus,

Zygorhynchus, were found, of which six are described as new, viz., & ^ ^.^
M. sphaerospoms, M. griseo-cyanus, M. silvaticns, M. norvegicus, a. ^ ^
glauca. Four new forms are added to the list of heterothallic specif

fa

Mucor

9 Fredericq, Leon, and Massart, Jean, Notice sur Leo ErreR >
membre de

VAcademic. i2mo. pp. 153. Brussels: Hayez. 1908. yidensk-'

10 Hagem, Oscar, Untersuchungen uber norwegische Muconneen,

Selsk. Skrifter. I. Math.-Nat. Kl. No. 7. pp. 50- 1908 -
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nature of the two sexual races. From a total of 52 separate isolations, 21 were of

one sex, 5 of the other sex, and 26 (50 per cent.) failed to give any reaction with the

test strains and were listed as neutral. Three of the strains that took part in

rmation

format

The distribution of the sexual races in this species is thus shown to be in accord

with the condition in Rhizopus, where out of 59 strains investigated by the reviewer,

19 were (+ ), 27 (— ), and 13 neutral. The large percentages of neutral races

thus established for these two species, together with the reviewer's own experience

with neutral races in other heterothallic species, renders it probable that sexual

neutrality is a widespread phenomenon among the mucors. There is little at

present known to indicate its cause or significance.

Lendner, 11 in his studies of the Mucorineae of Switzerland, has not confined

himself to mere local species, and though he has not attempted to present an

exhaustive treatment of the whole group, he has given us a more or less critical

arrangement of the genera Mucor, Rhizopus, and Absidia. In these three genera

keys for the determination of species are given, and each form is described, either

from the original description or from A. Fischer, with additional notes on such

species as he had himself cultivated. In classifying the genus Mucor, Fischer's

division into the unbranched, racemosely branched, and cymosely branched

groups is followed. Fifty-one species are recognized, of which seven, M. lansan-

nensis, M. genevensis, M. pirelloides, M. lamprosporus, M. Jansseni, M.

spinescens, M. dimorphosporus, are described as new species, and one, M. adven-

titius var. aurantiaca, as a new variety. Bainier's genera, Parasitella and

Glomerula, are reduced to the genus Mucor, as also Vuillemin's Zygorhynchus.

The genus Mucor is the Crataegus among fungi and will probably always remain

a taxonomic playground for mycologists. One might imagine that early system-

atists used the genus as a group to practice on, and their one- or two-line descrip-

tions are frequently hardly sufficient to tell us whether the form described is a

mucor or a myxomycete. Such supposedly common forms

rm

accuracy, and therefore these designations can be considered hardly more than

group names. We cannot but have considerable charity toward one who feels

inclined, in consequence, to disregard the stock names, but when each mycologist

who works on the genus gets out a list with names of his own, the result is confus-

ing to a degree. Moreover, species shown to be distinct by the reaction between

their sexual strains are frequently so closely related and vary so widely under

different conditions of cultivation that the usual description is insufficient to

distinguish them. Lendner has done a service in bringing together the descrip-

tions of species since Fischer's publication. We are grateful that he has not

found it necessary to make new species out of more than 15 per cent, of the 51 forms

" Lendner, Alf., Les Mucorine'es de la Suisse. Materiaux pour la flore crypto-

gamique Suisse. Vol. Ill, Fasc. I. pp. 180. 1908.
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listed. Seven circinellas are described, of which C. minor and C. aspera are

given as new. In the genus Rhizopus, of which 22 species are recognized,

physiological characters, such as ability or inability to grow on potato above 39 C.

and power to ferment different carbohydrates, are used in addition to the usual

distinguishing morphological characters. Material received from the Amsterdam

center under the name of Mucor norvegicus is identified as R. nodosus. Seventeen

species are recognized in the genus Absidia, of which A.spinosa,* homothallic

and heterogamic species, is described as new. In addition to the

genera mentioned, Cunninghamella elegans is described as new.

In addition to the systematic part of 113 pages, an introduction of 47 Pa *?
es 1S

devoted to methods of isolation and cultivation, and to a discussion of the sexual

reproduction in the group, together with the results of a cytological investigation

forms

formation

sexual differentiation had extended to the separation of distinct male and female

races would show a differentiation in the uniting gametes. In no heterothalltc

form, however, has there been shown to be any constant difference in the size

of the gametes, such as occurs in a few of the homothallic species, where, since t e

zygospores are produced between neighboring filaments of the same plant, a ess

specialized sexual condition might be supposed to exist. In Absidia Orc.n ts

Lendner finds that the circinate outgrowths, which typically arise from^
0^

suspensors, are at times produced from but one, which has been cut off rom

large progamete that he considers female. This he claims an indication of sexiu

differentiation, as also the frequent inequality in the gametes of Rhizopus.

these facts he concludes that the (+) and (-) races are potentially h ™ ™*^
but with the opposite sex more or less completely suppressed. The sugges 10

the sexual races may be potential hermaphrodites is in line with our -now

of higher forms, but to formulate this as a conclusion and to claim that the

^
and larger gametes formed by a single sexual race are male and female respec ^
as Lendner would imply, is certainly going beyond the facts in an ^
reviewer has shown that in Rhizopus the larger gamete is derived sometim

^tba]lic

the (+) and sometimes from the (-) plant, and that similarly in the hetero ^
species of Phycomyces the outgrowths (which Lendner, p. 38 >

wrong
\
Sa>

the

from the zygospore itself) are confined sometimes to the (+ )
and son

J®

tl™
f QUt

.

(-) suspensor. The inconstant difference in size of gametes and beha^^ ^
growths from the suspensors in Absidia Orchidis is probably merely nu^^
character and of no sexual significance. In A . Orchidis also, is gur

Viptwccn two uuu

appears to be an arrested stage in the formation of a zygospore u
^ ^^

growths from the same suspensor, and therefore belonging to t e sa^ ^ fed

race. If this is used as an argument for the contention just mentl0nC

ta

'

ken aS to

should be established beyond doubt. Even if the author were not misa^
^

terminations

difficult to follow in a tangle of other filaments, these two arrestedi^^
of a

be thought to have arisen adjacent to each other at the stimulus o c

j temp0
-

third branch, which came from the opposite sex but had remained in

rary contact with them.
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No two investigators are as yet in accord as to the cytology of the zygospores

of the mucors. Gruber, who apparently has done the most careful work on the

zygospores of Sporodinia, was unable to find a fusion of nuclei at any stage in their

formation or maturation, and several of the most experienced of American and

European cytologists of the fungi have personally told the reviewer that they also

have investigated the zygospores of this same species, but with no better results.

In 1906, Dangeard, working with Mucor fragilis, described the uniting cells as

gametangia and saw a fusion of nuclei in pairs soon after the union of the two

-exual cells. The condition in Sporodinia was more difficult to follow, but Dan-

geard believed he was able to find the same condition in the zygospores of this

species. Lendner, in the work before us, criticizes the conclusions of Dangeard,

claiming that the figures which Dangeard interprets as stages in fusion are in fact

stages in division, since they occur at the same time in the two suspensors as well.

What Dangeard considers as degenerating supernumerary nuclei toward the

periphery of the zygospore, Lendner never finds in degeneration, and he believes

them to be in this position to preside over the formation of the membrane. The

real sexual fusion, according to Lendner, is between two large nuclei which ap-

proach the center of the zygospore. The two densely staining bodies in the fusing

nuclei, which are homologized with chromosomes, give at first four bodies in the

fusion nucleus, that eventually are reduced to two and finally unite into a single

mass. germinatio

zygospores.

form
U11ILC JVL.ILJD3 JMIUWCVJ. tllCVL tAiuinui llVv-vV»« _~~ r -

auction in Sporodinia and many other fungi, the influence of external conditions

upon the growth and reproduction of individual species has become a favonte

subject of investigation. As the reviewer has shown, external conditions are more

influential in determining the form of fructification in the two homothallic species

of Sporodinia and Dicranophora, found growing on fleshy fungi, than in the homo-

Wisn

a pupil of Raciborski. It seems to be generally true in regard to the influence of

formatio

formation occurs. Wisxiewski
****- uailUWCl lllctll LI1U3C Wlllllll wiiiv.ii o|7viui»&»«.

finds that, although under ordinary conditions sporangia are formed togethe

with zygospores on the same mycelium, extreme conditions may suppress the

production of zygospores, while sporangia are still formed. On pure agar below

5° C. and on the same substratum in direct sunlight, only sporangia will be pro-

duced. (It may well be the heat rather than the light effect of the direct rays

of the sun that is here influential.) Under all other conditions examined, both

zygospores and sporangia were produced together, if at all. The decrease in

Native abundance of zygospores is associated with a checking of the rapidity ot

growth of the mycelium. The transpiration is shown to have no effect upon the

" Wisniewski, P., Einfluss der ausseren Bedingungen auf die Fruchtform bei

Zysorhynchus Moelleri. Bull. Acad. Sci. Cracovie CI. Sci. Math, et Nat. 190H:

636-68 2.
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rapidity of growth, and it is assumed that for this reason increase or decrease of

moisture in the surrounding air does not affect the proportion between zygospores

and sporangia. Upon certain substrata, zygospores are more abundant at the

junction of adjacent mycelial colonies, forming dark lines. The conditions

governing their production have not been investigated.

For several years Dauphin has been interested in the genus Mortierella. In

a recent paper on the genus 1 3 he gives in 28 pages a systematic arrangement of the

species as an introduction to a special study of M. polycephala. The original

descriptions and figures are given for each of the 29 species and varieties dis-

cussed. Two new species, M. canina and M. raphani, and one new variety, M.

van Tieghemi var. cannabis, are described. The genus is divided into four group

species (grandes especes) with subspecies (petites especes) and varieties under

them. A well-arranged key would have added to the value of this part of the work.

M. polycephala is the only one of the Mortierellas which has been investigated in

regard to the influence of external conditions upon the production of zygospores.

In this species, which forms the subject of the physiological part of the paper,

Dauphin has succeeded in finding the zygospores, and since he obtains them from

sowings of single spores, he classifies the species as homothallic. This being t e

case, it seems strange that they have not been found in this form by other investi-

gators, since as yet no neutral strains have been found for homothallic species^

The optimum temperature for germination of the spores is placed at 27 L ->
*"

the optimum for formation of sporangia and zygospores, between 15 and 20

Germination and growth are checked by darkness, but the fructifications are not

altered. Light increases the rapidity of development, but if too intense causes

the fructification to be confined to stylospores. The violet and ultra-violet rays

the spectrum seem necessary for the germination of the spores. X-rays an

influence of radium are inhibitive to germination and growth, the radium in addition

causing the production of cysts in the hyphae. Moisture in the surrounding air is

germination
Perfect

A
development will take place in an atmosphere completely free from oxygen.

decrease, however, of atmospheric pressure below iSo
mm causes the mycelium

J>
remain sterile. An increase of pressure above atmospheric checks the grow

the mycelium without preventing the normal fructifications. M. P° yc P
[

like other mucors, develops poorly in liquid media. The monosacchands, #P^

cially dextrose and levulose, were found most favorable of the carbohy ra

The influence of different
concentrations

formation

of the nutrient was little investigated, but stylospores and sporangia
^ ^

duced without zygospores when the amount of dextrose was increase ro^
per cent, to 60 per cent. The purpose of this part of the paper seems to a\ e

^
to find out the influence of a large number of more or less isolated extern*

hc
ditions upon the form of fructification,

influence of a few closelv related factors.

"
" c •; Nat. Bot-

«3 Dauphin-, Jean, Contribution a I'etude des Mortierellees. Ann. be .

IX. 8: 1-112. 1908.
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It is hardly necessary in a botanical publication to comment on a recent note

in Science, entitled Mucor cultures. 1 * The author states that "in the study of

the Mucoraceae for several years, some interesting facts concerning the develop-

ment or rather non-development of zygospores were observed." In a thousand

cultures of Rhizopus nigricans, made from material collected by the author or sent

him by friends, as well as in five hundred specimens found growing spontaneously

in different places, and in about five hundred other unrecorded observations of the
-

fungus (a total of two thousand observations), no zygospores were found. Inocu-

lations were made on a number of different media, including Hamaker's corn-

bread-muffin combination, and the growth of the cultures was tested in closed

jars in H, N, and C0 2 . No zygospores were obtained, and the conclusion is

reached that "the absence of oxygen is not a necessary condition for the growth

of zygospores/' It is a pity that one who has the time to make observations on

2000 cultures should not have taken the trouble to read the recent literature on

the subject, to learn in what part of a culture zygospores are produced and under

what conditions their formation is possible, and so be in a position to make a con-

tribution of some value. Additional information in regard to the relative distri-

bution in nature of the two sexual strains of this most common of molds might

have been the fruit of so extended a series of observations.

Appended is a list of species, the thallic condition of which has been deter-

mined, arranged according to the type of their sexual reproduction. Following

each species is given in parentheses the name of the author who has investigated the

zygospores and determined the sexual condition of the species in question.

Homothallic

1 - Sporodinia grandis (Blakeslee)
2 - Spinellus fusiger (Blakeslee)

3» 4- Mucors I and II (Blakeslee)
5- Mortierella polycephala (Dauphin)

Heterogamic

&• Dicranophora (Blakeslee)

Zygorhynchus Moelleri (Blakeslee)

Heterothallic

1. Mucor Mucedo (Blakeslee)

2. M. hiemalis (Hagem)

3. M. silvaticus (Hagem)

4-9. Mucors III-VIII (Blakeslee) is

10. Absidia Orchidis (Hagem)

11. Absidia glauca (Hagem)

12. Absidia caerulea (Blakeslee)

8
7* n . ,

v "
'

13. Absidia repens (Blakeslee)
°- £>gorhynchus heterogamus (Blakes- r> u . ... m rrcT
LEE)

9- Abisdia spinosa (Lendxer)

14. Rhizopus nigricans (Blakeslee)

15. Phycomyces nitens (Blakeslee)

16. Circinella umbellata (Blakeslee)

17. Cunninghamella echinulata (Blakes-

lee)

18. Choanephora cucurbitarum (Blakes-

lee)

19. Helicostylum piriforme (Blakeslee)

20. Syncephalastrum (Blakeslee)

21. Mucor N, n. gen. (Blakeslee)

—A. F. Blakeslee, Storrs, Conn.

list.

I4 Sumstixe, David R. Science N. S. 29:267. Feb. 12, 1909.
15 Perhaps some of Mucors III-VIII are identical with species already in the
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Mesozoic Equisetales.—One great desideratum in discussions as to the origin

of existing plants is an increase in our knowledge of those of the Mesozoic. At

the present time the Paleozoic flora is much better understood than that of the

intervening period, which gave rise to the characteristic groups of our existing

flora. A contribution by Halle 16 throws a good deal of light on the organization

of the equisetum-like forms of the earlier Mesozoic (Upper Triassic and Lower

Jurassic). The author describes the vegetative stems and cones of several Equi-

setales. He establishes a new genus, Neocalamites, which has the general habit

of the Calamites, including the leaf whorl made up of ununited leaves, with the

herbaceous texture of the existing equise turns. It further resembles Calamites

in the fact that only every second intemodal strand (or fewer) gives off a leaf

trace in the region of the node, and in the fact that the intemodal bundles are

frequently continuous at the nodes, in contrast to the alternating condition found

in Equisetum. In Equisetites the leaves are in united sheaths as in the living

genus, but in some of the species described by the author the same continuous

bundles, and leaf traces fewer than the intemodal strands, as are found in the

Paleozoic Equisetales, are described. In the smaller branches, however, the leaf

strands correspond to the number of intemodal strands, thus foreshadowing the

condition found in the living Equisetum. Perhaps the most interesting feature

of this important addition to our knowledge is the description of the cones, cone-

scales, and spores of Equisetites. The two former do not differ strikingly from

those of the living genus, but the spores, interestingly enough, show the absence

of elaters and che presence of triradiate sculpture described for the megaspores

and microspores of the Calamites. The cones are isosporous. This article con-

nects in a very satisfactory way the organization of the Paleozoic Equisetales with

that of those still living, and illustrates the important bearing of paleontological

facts on any stable scheme of evolution.—E. C. Jeffrey.

Membrane of diatoms.—Mangin presents 17 an account of some extended

observations on the diatoms, especially those of the plankton. His most impor-

tant observations relate to the membrane. This he finds to be composed of a

substance identical with pectic compounds, combined more or less intimately

with silica; the siliceous skeleton thus formed is impregnated and invested with

a gelatinous membrane which often hides, at least in plankton species, the charac-

teristic ornaments. He controverts the ideas of Schutt as to the growth of the

membrane (through agency of an extracellular plasma), which he discusses a

some length; and after describing improved methods of staining the membrane

(by ruthenium red, and by an old solution of hematoxylin with ammonium- or

ruthenium-alum, which may be aged artificially), he gives some detailed exam-

ples in the study of certain species.—C. R. B.

J
' Halle, T. G., Zur Kenntniss des mesozoischen Equisetales Schwedens. Kung.

Svensk. Vetenskapsakad. Handl. 43:Xo. i. 1908.

'7 M angix, L., Observations sur les Diatomees. Ann. Sci. Nat. Bot. IX.
:

IX 7

219- figs. 14. 1908.
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CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
• HERBARIUM. VIII

A vex Nelson

In 1905 Mr. Leslie N. Goodding again made some collections

in the deserts of southern Nevada and adjacent Arizona. These

plants, like those of his collections of 1902 and 1903, were deposited

with the Rocky Mountain Herbarium at the University of Wyoming,

to be named and distributed. Interesting as the earlier collections

proved, these which came from even more inaccessible places and

from regions which represent the extremes of aridity and heat are

equally so. I submit herewith descriptions of the new species and

notes upon others that are but little known or that seem to need

generic differentiation.

PLANTAE GOODDINGIAXAE

Calochortus comosus, n. sp—Glabrous : bulb small, 8-i2mm in

diameter, covered with dead sheathing flaky scales which also invest

the base of stem: stem very slender, slightly flexuous, 1-2 dm high,

1 (rarely 2)-flowered: leaves narrowly linear: sepals lance-linear,

as long as the petals: petals pale lavender or lilac, with darker lines,

but not marked with spots or bands of other colors, broadly triangular-

ovate, i8-25mm long; the apex subtruncate, slightly undulate-den-

tate; the gland large, ovate, inordinately densely long-bearded with

yellow hairs which are glandular-thickened toward the apex; similar

hairs are scattered over all the lower half of the petal: anthers white,

acute, 7-8mm long; the filament as long: capsule acute-angled.

Las Veeas, Nevada, in limestone washes, -May 8, 1905, Goodding 2323.

*
distinguished.
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Mirabilis limosa, n. n.

—

M. glutinosa A. Nels., Proc. Biol. Soc.

Wash. 17:92. 1904; not M. glutinosa Kuntze, Rev. Gen. 3
2
:265.

1898, the latter a Bolivian plant; Hesperonia glutinosa (A. Nels.)

Standley, Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herb. 12:365. 1909.

- Lesquerella tenella, n. sp.—A delicately slender erect annual,

2~4dm high, beginning to blossom when very small; uniformly but

not densely stellate pubescent throughout: stems one or more from

the summit of the slender tap root, unbranched: leaves rather distant,

narrowly oblanceolate to linear, i-4cm long, usually tapering to a

slender petiole: petals broadly spatulate, very obtuse or slightly

retuse, about 8mm long, twice as long as the lanceolate sepals: pod

globose, not stipitate, about 5
mm long; the style about 3

mm long;

the pedicel io-i5mm long and variously curved and spreading or

even reflexed.

Moapa, Nevada, April 8, 1905, Goodding 2184.

This species belongs in the section having immarginate seeds and with the

annual species having globose pods; however, it has no known near relative.

Linum leptopoda, n. sp.—Having the appearance of a perennial

but possibly only biennial, wholly glabrous, 3
dm or more high: root

stout, with white furrowed bark, the caudex-like branched crown

bearing several to many slender erect terete stems dividing into filiform

branchlets above: leaves crowded below; those of the crowns scale-

like, very short, 2-4mm long and half as broad, leaving a crestlike

scale when falling away; lower stem-leaves 5-1

2

mm long and 1-3mm

wide, becoming narrower, more distant, and finally bractlike above;

stipular glands wanting: pedicels slender, 5-2

5

mm long: sepals

about 5
mm long, green or brownish red, lanceolate, i-nerved, with a

few obscure glands on the margins as have also the bracts: petals

a clear yellow, 7-9™™ long, broadly obovate or suborbicular, with

obscurely crenate summit: stamens as long as the united part of the

styles; the anthers large, as long as the filaments: styles united a

little more than half their length: capsule about as long as the sepals,

urn

Las Vegas, Nevada, on stony slopes, May 4, 1905, Goodding 2276.
Except for the yellow flowers, this suggests at first glance Linum Lewisii

ather than any of the yellow-flowered species.
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Mortonia utahensis, n. sp.—M. scabrella utahensis Coville, ex.

Wm. Trelease, Syn. Fl. N. A. 1:400. 1897.

Specimens in full bloom, April 19, no. 2230, in the Muddy Range; fruiting

specimens May 13, no. 2369, Las Vegas Mts., both localities in southern Nevada.

The excellent collections of this plant by Mr. Goodding in 1905 leave no

doubt that it ought to be considered distinct from M. scabrella Gray. Not only

are the leaves uniformly much larger, but the flowers are very numerous and much
smaller. The calyx-lobes equal and in fruit rather exceed the turbinate tube;

they are broadly triangular, with erose scarious margins. The petals are nearly

oval, with erose denticulate margins, and are narrowed abruptly to a short claw-

like base; they barely equal the calyx-lobes and are never more than 3
mm long.

The filaments are dilated downward. The leaves do not have revolute margins

but are fleshy-thickened, looking as if bordered writh cartilage.

Condalia divaricata, n. sp.—An intricately branched rigid shrub,

2-4m high; the branchlets crowded, 3-7 cm long, strongly divaricate

(at right angles to the stem), rigid, permanently covered with a fine

close tomentum which at tip shades off to flaky deciduous scales,

leaving the sharp brown spine free: leaves in approximate alternate

fascicles, mostly on the spinelike branchlets, nearly sessile, some-

what thick and coriaceous, the margin wholly entire, permanently

lanate-pubescent, oblong to oval, or sometimes narrowed toward the

very short petiole, mostly obtuse at apex, the venation obscure, rarely

more than the midrib showing, 4~8mm long: flowers not known:
mm

mature fruit on very short peduncle and pedicels (each less than 2

long), the umbel apparently 3-flowered at most: drupe ellipsoidal,

purplish black, 5-7
mm long (in dry specimens), the stone moderately

thick-walled, completely 2-celled, with a large elliptical plano-convex

seed in each cell.

Las Vegas, Nevada, in mature fruit, May 5, 1905, Goodding 2300.

The only species to which this is closely allied is C. lycioides Weberbauer, but

that is a Texan species with narrower thin pale leaves conspicuously veined, and

with subglobose fruit. The var. canescens of this species, at least as originally

described (Gray, Wheeler Rept. 6:82), is a shrub only half as large, with greenish

branches covered with a "gray powdery substance," leaves on petioles 4-8mra

long, and the spiny branchlets only 12-25™™ long. Though no specimens of

the variety are at hand, it seems highly improbable that it is the same as the one

now described. Should such prove to be true, it certainly deserves to be separated

from C. lycioides, as is now done.

Mentzelia polita, n. sp.—Perennial, but probably short-lived:
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root semi-woody, with a branched crown: stems 2 to several from the

crowns, rather slender, erect, 2-4
dm high, somewhat cy.mosely

branched at summit, glabrous, polished ivory white: leaves all entire;

the lower narrowly spatulate-oblanceolate, sometimes abruptly acute,

all but the lowest sessile; from the middle up linear, an* '

minute

from the center of the papilla, and closely covered with microscopic

pointlike hairs barbed at the summit: calyx-tube short-turbinate,

stamens numer
about 5

mm long: petals white, spatulate, 10""" long:

ous, a few of the outer filaments dilated-petaloid but all fertile, shorter

than the petals: style stout, not cleft at apex: capsule globose,

crowned by the divaricate and now somewhat subulate calyx-lobes.

Las Vegas, Nevada, from washes in the hillsides, May 4, 1905, Goodding 2273.

Mentzelia synandra, n. sp.—Harsh

n not known (roots wanting in type stems

several from the base, somewhat branched, 3-4*™ high, with long

whitish aciculae and the short barbed pubescence of this genus:

leaves mostly broadly elliptic-ovate, somewhat irregularly dentate,

3-6cm or more long, the petioles usually much shorter; the upper

surface bearing long aciculae with pustulate bases, and the lower

long barbed hairs, both kinds mingling on the petioles and inflo-

rescence: calyx-tube io-i4mm long, somewhat exceeded by the linear-

lanceolate lobes: petals 5, yellow, obovate-spatulate, abruptly acute,

3~4cm long: stamens very numerous, all similar but the inner succes-

sively shorter; anthers oblong-oval; the filaments filamentous, not

longer than the calyx-lobes, all connate at base, forming a firm

thick-walled ring to which the petals cohere by their bases, the whole

deciduous together from the firm rim of the calyx-tube: style stout,

the 3-5 stigmas more or less convolute: fruit unknown.

,s Mountains, southern Nevada, May 13, 1905, Goodding 2373.

A very remarkable species, simulating the arrangement of petals and stamens

in the Malvaceae.

isma —A coarse biennial, 3~5dm high, branching

stem

hirsute on the stems, less coarsely so on the leaves and sparsely on

the pods: leaves mostly basal (the crown-leaves wanting in the type),
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mm

very variable, 5-1ocm long or more, somewhat lyrate; the terminal

lobe large, elliptic-ovate, irregularly crenate-dentate or entire; the

lateral lobes irregular, small, few to many or even wanting: flowers

large, crowded but ultimately evolving an elongated large-fruited
1

raceme: calyx-tube turbinate, 4-5mm long; its lanceolate lobes twice

as long, with a short hornlike appendage near the tip : petals yellow,

obovate-orbicular, about i5mm long: stamens about equal; filament

and anther each about 5
mm long: style shorter than the petals: cap-

sules 5-6cm long and 2-3mm broad, on pedicels 5-1

5

mm long: seeds

numerous, somewhat ovoid but irregular and angled through pressure,

2-3mm long.

• Tuly's Ranch, thirteen miles from Las Vegas, Nevada, in stony washes, May

1, 1905, Goadding 2348.

Lavauxia lobata, n. sp.—Biennial or possibly more enduring, the

rather thick root with an enlarged more or less branched crown:

stemless or more usually caulescent, softly and conspicuously hirsute

throughout: leaves crowded on the crowns and short stems, i-2dm

long, narrowly oblanceolate in outline, irregularly and deeply pin-

nately lobed; the lobes mostly oblong, obtuse or subacute, 5-18
-

long: calyx-tube 7-Qcm long; its lobes ovate-lanceolate and about

25
mm long: corolla yellow, changing to red with age; the petals

as long as the calyx-lobes and a third broader than long: style as long

as the petals, with long-linear stigmas: capsule linear-lanceolate,

sharply angled but not winged, tapering very gradually from the base,

4-6cm long, 4-6mm broad: seeds 2~3mm long, with conspicuous

tubercle.

Meadow Valley Wash, Nevada, in sandy washes, April 7, 1905, Coodding

37 and 47 (type).

This fine species might readily be mistaken for a yellow-flowered Pachylophus,

did it not have the angled capsule and tubercled seeds of Lavauxia.

Pachylophus cylindrocarpus, n. sp.—Biennial, stemless or more

often developing a stoutish stem i-2dm high: leaves narrowly oblong-

lanceolate, nearly entire to irregularly and lacerately dentate, almost

glabrous on the faces but with a white fringe of soft hair on the mar-

gins- blade 5-i5cm long, on petioles as long or longer: calyx (includ-

ing ovary) softly white-hirsute; its lobes linear-lanceolate, nearly

3
<m long: petals broadly cuneate-obcordate, with deep sinus, equaling
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or exceeding the calyx-lobes: capsule nearly glabrous, narrowly

cylindrical-oblong, 4-6cm long, on a pedicel about i
cm long; a double

row of small sharp crests on each obtuse angle : seeds light brown,

2_3
mm long> obscurely bidentate at apex, the raphal furrow conspicu-

ous.

Carson's, Meadow Valley Wash, southern Nevada, May 26, 1902, Goodding

960a.

Quincula lepidota, n. sp—Very pale as if canescent, but without

pubescence except minute white pustular scales which are very numer-

ous on calyx, pedicels, and petioles, and occur sparingly on the veins:

stems

intervals either singly or in clusters: stems erect, short (probably

h even at maturity): leaf blades
5 x *"• x^"6

fleshy, mostly oval, from entire to undulate crenate, i2-25mm long,

the narrowly margined petiole usually longer: pedicels slender,

IO_2 -mm iong . calyx-lobes triangular, shorter than the 2-3™™ long

tube: corolla i2-i4mm long and broad, campanulate-funnelform,

purple, with an orange-yellow band running from the middle of each

lobe toward the base of the tube, where there is a crown of 5 woolly

crests, the 5 slender filaments alternating with the crests: style longer

than the filaments but shorter than the corolla; ovary glabrous:

fruiting calyx and berry not known.

Dry Lake, Nevada, in the gumbo soil of a dry lake bed, April 17, i9°5>

Goodding 2232.

The appearance of this species is so different from that of Q. lobata, the only

other species of the genus, that were it not for the character of the pubescence and

the crown in the base of the corolla one would refer it, in the absence of fruit, to

Chamaesaracha rather than to Quincula.

Physalis genucaulis, n. sp.—Perennial from a stout woody tap

root, i
dm or more long; densely but minutely pruinose or viscid

puberulent throughout, and with no long hairs: stems several, each

more or less branched; the branches with short zigzag internodes,

2~3dm high: leaves ovate to ovate-triangular, the base varying from

abruptly cuneate to cordate, i-3 cm long: calyx campanulate, about

5
mm long, the triangular lobes about half as long as the tube: corolla

greenish yellow, without conspicuous spots, campanulate-funnelform,

about iomm long: style shorter than the corolla and just surpassing
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the oblong anthers: fruiting calyx equally but not conspicuously

10-angled, noticeably reticulate-veined, ovoid, with sunken base and

connivent lobes closing the orifice.

Mesquite Well, southern Nevada, May 1, 1905, Goodding 2247.

One might think of referring this to P. crassijolia Benth. were it not for charac-

ter of the fruiting calyx, or to P. muriculata Greene, if dealing with the vegetative

characters alone.

Amphiachyris Fremontii spinosa, n. var.—Intricately and

divaricately branched, many of the branches naked and slenderly

spinose, floriferous twigs not surpassing the foliar ones; scabro-puber-

ulent on foliage and young twigs: leaves oblong to elliptic, acute at

both ends, 5-12

3-toothed.

mm Iong: heads congested-glomerate: ray sharply

Moapa, Nevada, April 8, 1905, Goodding 2199.

Hymenoclea fasciculata A. Nels., Bot. Gazette 37:270.

1904.

Mr. Goodding again secured this species, this time at Cane Springs, Meadow

Valley Wash, Nevada. These specimens are in perfect accord with the type

collection, no. 662, Kernan, Nevada.

Hymenoclea fasciculata patula, n. var.—Slender stems (7-iodm

long) widely procumbent or drooping; branchlets assurgent from

the stems upon which they are uniformly placed, and not fasciculately

clustered at the ends; the very short floriferous twigs similarly dis-

tributed upon the branches, and the little glomerules of 3-5 heads

(staminate and pistillate) open racemosely or almost spicately arranged

upon the branches: involucral bracts of the staminate heads nearly

entire; those of the pistillate heads very broadly reniform.

Moapa, Nevada, April 8, 1905, Goodding 2178.

Baileya pleniradiata perennis, n. var.—Stems numerous,

crowded in a dense cluster on the crown of a large indurated root,

3-5
dm high, leafy almost to the summit.

Goodding

Typical B. pleniradiata is an annual. rm

and has a larger number of bracts (about 40) in the involucre and more disk-

flowers (60-75). As pointed out by Hall (Comp. S. Calif. 164), the original

B. multiradiata Han'. & Gray (Emory Report 144) is not the B. multiradiata

Gray of Syn. Fl. 1 : 318, but is the var. niidicaulis of that work.
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Gaillardia pedunculata, n. sp.—Winter annual or biennial, 2-4dm

high: stems few to several from the crown of the slender tap root,

leafy on the lower one-fourth only, the rest being the slender mono-

cephalous peduncle, softly cinerous-hirsute : leaves irregularly pinnati-

fied to entire, oblanceolate to linear, 2-6cm long. more

slightly viscidly pubescent especially when young : involucral bracts

in about 2 rows, moderately whitened with flat woolly hairs, shorter

than the disk which is i2-i4mm wide and high: rays 2
cm or less long,

clear yellow, minutely pubescent on the outside, cleft one-third their

from summit

ery slender tube: disk-flowers also yellow; limb tubular,

densely and minutely pubescent with beaded hairs: pappus of very

+U;ti nqlooo oKrmt ac 1r»nrr qc thp inr>rrl inn tplv nilbf«;rP.nt Rchene. mUCll

mos

obtuse, and without costa or awn : fimbrillae of the receptacle nearly

obsolete, consisting of a few short slender teeth.

Moapa, Nevada, April 8, 1905, Goodding 2177.

This seems to have no near relative among described species.

Enceliopsis, nov. gen.

—

Enceliopsis Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. 19:9.

1883, and Syn. FL 1: 283. 1894, as Section I of Helianthella.—Xero-

phytic plants, perennial from an indurated branching caudex, the

crowns of which bear the rather thick simple leaves and the single

long pedunculate monocephalous scape. Leaves canescent, and the

petioles usually margined and longer than the blade. Heads large;

the involucral bracts in 2 or 3 series. Bracts of the receptacle

chaffy, hyaline, or scarious with greenish tip, and more or less con-

duplicate. Rays (rarely wanting) yellow, conspicuous, pubescent

on the exterior, 20-40. Disk-flowers also yellow, with short narrow

tube, abruptly expanded into the longer cylindrical throat. Achenes

flat, oblong-cuneate, with narrow callous margins and the broadly

retuse summit with a wider crowrnlike callus, from densely to thinly

villous. Pappus of two subulate awrns and in some species a narrow

fringe of confluent squamellae between them; rarely even the awns

wanting.—Plants peculiar to the "limestone clays" of the desert

Southwest (southern Utah and Nevada, and adjacent Colorado,

New Mexico, and Arizona).
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The species for which this new genus is proposed were most of them described

under Encelia, but have in more recent years been transferred to Helianthella,

and sometimes back again. This of course indicates that they do not conform

to either genus, and since the five species constitute a very homogenous and charac-

teristic group it seems far better to give them generic rank. E. nudicaulis, though

not the oldest of the species, was the first to be correctly and completely delineated,

and may be cited, therefore, as the type of the genus. Mr. Marcus E. Jones

has well called attention to the fact that these are singularly out of place in Helian-

thella so far as habitat is concerned. The true species of that genus belong in

the mountains, mostly in cold moist situations in high altitudes; while Enceliopsis

occurs only in absolutely the hottest, driest area to be found on this continent.

Enceliopsis nudicaulis, n. comb.—Encelia (§ Geraea) nudicau-

lis Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. 8:656. 1873; Helianthella nudicaul'

Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. 19:9. 1883; Encelia nudicaulis Jones, Pro

5

Calif. Acad. Sci. II. 5-701 - l895-

Enceliopsis argophylla, n. comb.—Tithonia argophylla Wats.,

Bot. King's Rep. 5:423. 1871; E. argophylla and H. argophylla

Gray, in turn, as above; not H. argophylla Coville, Contrib. U. S.

Nat. Herb. 4:132. 1893; E. argophylla Jones, I. c. 702.

Enceliopsis grandiflora, n. comb.—H. argophylla Coville, Contrib.

U. S. Nat. Herb. 4:132. 1893; E. grandiflora Jones, I. c. 702; H.

Covillei A. Nels., Box. Gazette 37:273. 1904.

Enceliopsis nutans, n. comb.—E. nutans Eastwood, Zoe 2
: 230.

1891; Verbesina seaposa Jones, Zoe 2:248. 1901.

Enceliopsis tuta, n. sp.—The large woody root crowned with a

widely and freely branching caudex; the branches thick, 2-iocm

long, protected from desiccation by a thick felted sheath of white

wool: leaves all on the crowns, densely and minutely appressed-

cinerous or silvery white, rather small, i 5-25
mm long, narrowly to

broadly elliptic-ovate, mostly cuneately subacute at both ends; the

barely margined petiole usually much longer than the blade: scape

rather slender, i 5
-
3o

cm long: involucre hemispherical, 20-25-™

broad, its pubescence similar to that of the leaves but longer; mvo-

9-1

1

mm

long, the inner a little longer: rays puberulent, as in the other species,

20-2

apex: chaffy bracts of the receptacle equaling the disk-flowers:

achenes softly hoary-villous, the dark body (when wet) in hne contrast
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abundantly

to the white margin and crown, about i
cm long, the slender incurved

awns fully one- third as long and wholly free from and surpassing the

hair on the achene: glandular waxlike particles occur

on the flowers and free tip of the chaff.

Las Vegas, Nevada, May 4, 1905, Goodding 2271.

Chaenactis paleolifera, n. sp—Biennial or possibly perennial:

the tap root with an enlarged indurated crown bearing few to several

freely branched stems, i-5-3dm high: leaves numerous, pinnately

parted into few to several mostly short linear entire segments, canes-

cently tomentulose as are also the stems and involucres: heads

numerous, terminating the branchlets, naked pedunculate, i2-i5mm

40-60 involucral bracts linear-lanceolate,

with numerous (as many asslightly acuminate: receptacle convex, with numerous (as

the flowers?) paleae; these linear, clavellate-acuminate above, and

minutely glandular-pubescent, as are also the corollas, which exceed

the paleae but little: corollas ochroleucous, essentially alike; their

tubes a little shorter than the slightly enlarged throat: stamens

included: stigmas exserted: pappus paleae 4, usually lance-acuminate

and as long as the corolla-tube, sometimes shorter and obtuse, or

slightly lacerate : achenes linear, slightly enlarged upward, and nearly

terete, softly pubescent.

Tuly's ranch, 13 miles north of Las Vegas, Nevada, May 10, 1905, Goodding

2344-

Only two other species are accredited with paleae, C. carpoclinia and C
attenuata Gray, with 10 and 5 paleae respectively. These, apart from the differ-

ences in the number of paleae, cannot be confused with the species here proposed.

Lebetina Cass, in Diet. Sc. Nat. 25:394. 1822.—Among the

several names to which the following species have been referred,

Lebetina seems to be the earliest and the only one proposed especially

for any of them. Dysodia, as at present constituted, includes most

diverse things, and in the section Eudysodia extreme incongruity

seems to have been reached (see Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. 19:37- l8^'

Hoffmann, Engler & Prantl, Pflanzenfam. 4 s
: 266. 1890). Hoff-

mann- assigns the first of the following to a section by itself, but had he

added the other species the section would still have been fairly homo-

geneous and would have relieved the section Eudysodia. To think ot

Dysodia papposa and D. Cooperi Gray as congeneric stretches one s
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scientific imagination too far; therefore, I suggest the recognition of the

genus Lebetina, with at least the species named below. These species

in habit and habitat and in most essentials of structure are in close

accord, the first being exceptional in having an extra series of paleae,

and the first and second in that the style appendages are abruptly

instead of gradually acuminate. The characters of the genus can

be obtained from the description of the section Eudysodia and its

subdivisions, as cited above, and in Syn. Fl. 1:356. 1884.

Rather than leave these species in Dysodia, it were better to trans-

fer them to Porophyllum Vaill, or to Nicolletia Gray, in either of

which less violence would be done so far as appearance gives any

clue to general conformity.

Lebetina cancellata Cass.

—

Dysodia cancellata Gray, /. c;

and Hoffmann, I. c.

Lebetina porophylla, n. comb.—D. porophylla Cav., Anal. Cienc.

4:334; D.C. Prodr. 5:639; not D. porophylla Willd., Enum. 900.

Lebetina speciosa, n. comb.—D. speciosa Gray, Proc. Am. Acad.

5:163. 1861.

Lebetina porophylloides, n. comb.—D. porophylloides Gray,

Mem and Bot. Cal. 1:397- l886 -

Lebetina Cooperi, n. comb.—D. Copperi Gray, Proc. Am. Acad,

9:201. 1874; and Bot. Cal. 1:397- 1885.

The collection of this last species by Mr. Goodding (no. 2246, Mesquite Well,

Nevada) led to a study of this group, which has convinced me that Dysodia

will receive further segregation, though it may at the same time be expanded in cer-

tain other directions. Hoffmann has thus referred Thymophylla Lag. (Hymai-

athcrum Cass.), and has found it necessary to change the genenc description in

no essential character. For that reason the following may be referred to Dysodia.

Dysodia cupulata, n. sp.-Herbaceous perennial, from slender

woody roots; puberulent on stems and leaves; foliage and involucre

more or less beset with small round oil-glands; branching below:

stems slender, less than i
dm high, very leafy; branches terminating

in a filiform naked monocephalous peduncle 2-4
cm long: leaves

opposite below, pinnately parted into 3-5 filiform acerose lobes

long: involucres broadly campanulate or cup-shaped, about

1 or 2
<mm h>h and broad; bracts about 16, completely united,

minute "free bracts at base: rays about 12; ligule elliptic-oblong,
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2
_^mm

iong( fertile, yellow: disk-flowers also yellow, numerous,

slightly exceeding the pappus, one sinus more deeply cleft than the

others: pappus of 10 narrow paleae, united at base and in a single

series, obscurely bidentate at apex, the mid-nerve continued from

between the teeth as a minutely scabrous seta as long as the palea,

the alternate paleae and setae shorter: achene linear subterete,

obscurely ciliate-pubescent, 2~3mm long, as long as the longer setae:

stigmas obtuse.

Tuly's Ranch, Las Vegas, Nevada, May 10, 1905, Goodding 2343.

This is probably very near to Hymenathemm Thurberi Gray (Proc. Am.

Acad. 19:41 and Syn. Fl. 1:358) and it may have to become Dysodia Thurberi.

The description of that species is such as to make it difficult to settle the question

positively in the absence of the type or of authentic material, but the geographical

distribution makes their identity quite improbable.

Dysodia fusca, n. sp.—Pubescence minute, scurfy-glandular:

plants low, 1

ery

from a woody base; the

leaves numerous,

,
allopposite, crowded (the internodes short), very narrowly linear

or nearly all entire, mucronate, with few to several dark oval oil-

glands: heads nearly sessile, campanulate-turbinate, 5-8
mm high:

ery j

X 'J
with a few subulate accessory b

oil glands: ligules oblong, 5-8, about 4
mm long: disk-flowers about

as many, very narrow: anthers and stigmas included, the latter

truncate, with an obscure apiculation: pappus paleae of both kinds

of flowers wholly resolved into unequal scabrous capillary bristles

as long as the disk corollas, fuscous and protruding brushlike from

the involucre of mature heads: achenes linear, very finely striate,

minutely pubescent, subterete, as long as the pappus: receptacle

alveolate, naked, or with a few soft scattering hairs.

Muddy Range, southern Nevada, in a stony wash (three plants), April 10,

I905

BOEBERA
may be allied to the two Mexican perennials mentioned. Those, however, have

pedunculate heads and the leaves pinnately divided as is usual in the genus.

Only the most liberal interpretation of the genus admits this species, and were it

not for the gamophyllous involucre it were better to place it in Pectis, which 1

resembles in habit and in the opposite somewhat connate leaves.
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Euphorbia manca, n. sp.—Annual, the decumbent base giving rise

to few to several simple, erect branches 1-2dm high: leaves obovate-

cuneate, broadly obtuse, numerous, the lower reduced: primary

floral bracts ovate-reniform; the secondary broadly reniform, some-

times connate: inflorescence once or twice trichotomous : capsule

about 4
mm long: seeds short cylindrical-oblong, gray but not ashy,

nearly smooth.

Mancos, Colorado, June 23, 1898, Baker, Earle, and Tracy 23.

This has been referred to E. crenulata Engelm. by Norton in Rep. Mo.

Bot. Gard. 10:36. 1899. That species, as there constituted, however, is clearly

an aggregate, both annuals and perennials being included even when of very

diverse habits. The segregates readily discriminated seem to be as follows:

Perennial with branched stems from horizontal or ascend-

ing rootstocks; leaves crenulate; seeds with deep dark-

colored pits. 1. E. Nortoniana

Annuals:

Stems branched above; leaves crenulate; seeds ash-

ermi

2. E. crenulatashallow pits.

Stem branched from the decumbent base; leaves entire;

seeds greenish gray, nearly smooth. 3. E. manca

E. crenulata is characterized adequately in the original description in Bot.

Mex. Bound. 192; as well as in Wats. Fl. Cal. 2: 75 (as E, leptocera, an undoubted

synonym); and in Greene, Man. Bay Region 80.

Euphorbia Nortoniana, n. sp.

—

E. crenulata of Norton in Rept.

Mo. Bot. Gard. 10:36. 1899, as to the perennial plant, from which

the description is chiefly drawn.

Apparently common in California, the type selected being Heller 6625 (San

Francisco, April 25, 1903) and 6486 (Pacific Grove, March 30, 1903).

In his key to the species of Euphorbia, Norton provides for both the annual

and the perennial "plants (/. c. 8) ; and a very different plant from the above served

for the figure on his pi. 36.

Gaurella canescens (Torr. and Frem.), n. comb.—Oenothera

canescens Torr. and Frem., Fremont's Rep. 315. 1845; Gaurella

guttulata (Geyer) Small, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 23:183. 1896.
1

University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming



THE LEAVES OF PODOPHYLLUM
J. Arthur Harris

An inspection of the leaves of the flowering stem of Podophyllum

pdtatum shows that they are not exactly the same size. Furthermore,

the larger one seems generally to be inserted a little lower on the axis

than the other of the pair. Holm (3) found that the two leaves do not

develop simultaneously but that one appears before the other. Con-

cerning this point he writes:

Of its two leaves, the one is developed earlier than the other. The base of the

petiole of this leaf is dilated into a pair of broad wing-like stipules which envelop

each other and enclose a small green leaf and a flower bud; thus the two green

leaves did not develop at the same time, as it might seem when we examine the

plant during its flowering period with its leaves apparently opposite.

Some of the teratological literature has an interesting bearing upon

this question of the differentiation of the leaves. Porter (8) illus-

trates one type in which the flowering stem bears two leaves, the

peduncle apparently originating from one of the petioles two or more

inches above their insertion. In another form there are three peltate

leaves with the peduncle originating between the upper two, which

are represented as about equal in size and opposite, 1 or some distance

above the fork from one of the petioles. One of the leaves may be

much reduced in size, or but one leaf—then apparently terminal and

with the peduncle lateral—may appear. Finally both leaves may be

absent. Foerste (2), apparently unacquainted with Porter's

paper, redescribes these forms and adds other types, similar in a

general way. The production of a small, not peltate lamina upon the

peduncle is not very rare. The instance observed by Bailey (i)

of a flower replaced by a small erect leaf, and mentioned by Penzig

(7) as sehr wunderlich, was probably merely due to the early abortion

of the flower bud in such a case.

The essential point to be gained from the foregoing observations

is that the flowering stem of Podophyllum, instead of producing only

two opposite leaves, may become an elongated shoot of at least three

1 Here probably belongs the case described by Trimble (9) which Penzig (7)

records as not clearly expressed.

Botanical Gazette, vol. 47] [438
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leaves. fl>

the species as "bearing 1-3 similar leaves or sometimes leaflets."

The third leaf is frequently small and not peltate, but it may be very

similar to the others.

Knowing that more than two leaves are occasionally produced by

the flowering stem, and that there appears to be a slight difference in

the size and position of the two leaves in normal specimens, two

questions occurred to me: (a) To what extent are the two leaves

of Podophyllum really differentiated in type and variability? (b)

What is the degree of similarity of leaves from the same individual ?

A satisfactory measure of the area of a leaf so irregular as that of

Podophyllum is obviously out of the question. It was necessary

therefore to select some character other than size. The degree of

lobing seems to be the only practicable one, although this character

is not so definite as might be desired, and the determination is subject

to considerable error due to personal judgment.

The margins of the very excentrically peltate leaves are irregularly

toothed, lobed, or divided. It is quite impossible to draw a sharp

line of distinction between the smaller lobes and the major divisions of

the leaf, but I think that personal judgment would rarely vary greatly

in the grading of an individual collection of plants. Perhaps less

confidence is to be placed in a comparison of two or more lots taken

at different times. In sorting the leaves into classes I counted as

lobes the divisions extending at least half-way from the periphery

of the leaf to the point of insertion on the petiole; divisions less sharply

marked than this were not counted. Only normal plants—that is,

those having only two leaves—were included in the collections. In

sorting material to determine whether there is a differentiation between

the upper and lower leaves of a pair, it is important that the appear-

ance of the leaf lamina does not influence the judgment in any way.

In dividing the nearly opposite leaves into upper and lower, the

insertion of the petiole alone was examined. After the relative

position of the two leaves was thus decided the counts were made.

The first lot of material examined was taken at Valley Park, near

St. Louis, Mo., in May, 1906, when the plants were with partly grown

fruit In very few cases was there any question concerning the posi-

tion to be assigned to the two leaves. All of the countings were made
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by myself on one afternoon, so that I think there can be but little

error due to variation of judgment. All plants were taken at random,

and none were discarded except because of mutilation which rendered

the countings untrustworthy, save three which had an extra lamina

at the base of the peduncle. The data for the 400 flowering stalks

counted appears in the form of a correlation table as table I.

TABLE I

Upper leaf

4 5 6 7 8 Totals

his< 1 A
2 \

6

1

4
4

34
3

66
• *

1

_
• •

ft ft

8

105
/ 7 1

.
52 144 28 • ft 225

w ] 8

1(9
• • 2 22 16 • 40
* •

- * 6 10 I !7
3 \io • ft

6

1 I 2 I 5

Totals..

.

93 242 57 2 400

The second series I secured in the woods at Palos, Athens Co.,

Ohio, in early July, 1908. It was really too late in the season to work
to advantage, for many of the plants were so badly dried that they

had to be discarded. I see no reason for believing that this discard-

ing of individuals too brittle to be counted introduces any element of

error into the work, though it did considerably increase the labor.

I he countings were made in as nearly the same manner as for the

first series as possible. The data are given in table II.

TABLE II

Upper leaf

<
•4

X
w

o
-

4

5
6

7
8

9

Totals

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I • I
ft • * ft * • • •

* • • • 13 24 • • • ft •

• 2 12 80 4 1 I
I

• • 9 121 42 8 • •

• * • • • • 2 8 8 ft *

• • * •
ft 1 • • ft *

2 2 35 227 55 *7 I

Totals

37
IOO
181

18

339

The physical constants for these two lots are laid side by side in

table III. To permit of easy comparison the differences between

the constants for the two series, and the probable errors of the differ-

ences, are given. Comparing the means for both upper and lower
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leaves for the two habitats, we notice that they differ by ten to

twenty times the probable errors of their differences. The standard

deviations differ by only one and a half to three times the probable

errors of their differences. Perhaps the differences between the

means of the collections from the two habitats are significant statisti-

cally, but I attach no biological importance to the differences, since

they may be due merely to some slight local environmental condition.

The variabilities certainly do not differ significantly.

TABLE III

Podophyllum

Series of material
Average and
probable error

Standard deviation and
probable error

VALLEY PARK, MO.*.

Lower leaf

Upper leaf

Difference

PALOS, OHIO:
Lower leaf

Upper leaf

Difference

differences:
Lowei leaf

Upper leaf

6.9201k

5 .89o±
+ i.o3o±

.029

.022

.036

6

5

+ 1

. 528±
•i39±
. 389±

.029

.027

.040

Coefficient

of variation

+
+

3Q2± .041

75i± -°35

.848±.o22

.666±.oi6
+ .i82± .027

• 792± 021

• 742± .029

+ .osoi .036

-r-.056i.030
— .076+ .025

12.25
11.30

+ °-9S

12.13

1443
- 2.31

+ 0.12

-

Taking now the question (a), that of a differentiation between the

upper and lower leaves, we note that the means differ in both cases

by about thirty times the probable error of their differences, and that

the lower leaf has in both cases about one lobe more than the upper.

The standard deviations differ by an amount which can hardly be

regarded as significant. The relative variability as measured by the

coefficient of variation is in one case higher for the upper leaf and in

one case lower. After calculating the constants for the first series

of material, I thought that perhaps the variability of the more distally

placed leaf would be regularly lower than that of the more proximal

one, as Pearl (4) found the variability of the whorls in Ceratophyllum

to be. But the second series does not support this idea.

It may be interesting to compare the variability in the lobing of the

leaves of Podophyllum with that of other leaf characters given by

Pearson (5). From page 361 I note the following values of the

coefficient of variation for leaf characters:
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Holly, Dorsetshire, prickles on leaves 26

Holly, Somersetshire, prickles on leaves 18

Ash, Dorsetshire, leaflets on leaves 18

Ash, Monmouthshire, leaflets on leaves 18

Ceterach, Somersetshire, lobes on fronds 18

Wild ivy, mixed, leaf-indices 17

Spanish chestnut, mixed, veins in leaves 15

Ash, Buckinghamshire, leaflets on leaves 15

Spanish chestnut, Buckinghamshire, veins in leaves 14

Beech, Buckinghamshire, veins in leaves ; 10

29

74

65

57

25

77

72

46

77

It appears by these comparisons that the lobing of the leaves of

Podophyllum is rather less variable than leaf characters in general.

Turning now to the question of the degree of similarity between

the two leaves, and calculating the coefficient of correlation between

the number of lobes on the lower leaf and the number of lobes on the

upper leaf by the familiar product-moment method, we find the corre-

lations,

For the Valley Park series 428± .028

For the Palos series 468± . 029

Difference 040± . 040

I was considerably surprised when these values turned up on my

dividing machine. A priori, I would have expected considerably

higher coefficients, say about . 700, for the correlation between organs

so closely associated as the leaves of Podophyllum. In thinking of

the correlation between the leaves of Podophyllum, it had always

seemed to me organic rather than homotypic in nature. The two

leaves seemed so nearly exactly opposite and the whole "normality"

of the plant seemed to depend so much upon their forming a symmetri-

cal pair that I had expected the usual homotypic resemblance plus

something more. 2 But instead we find values which fall directly

in line with those found by Pearson and others for homotypes in

general. Taking merely the leaf characters noted above, we find the

homotypic relationship calculated by Pearson and his coworkers

(5) to be the following:

Ceterach, Somersetshire, lobes on fronds - 63 x

Holly, Dorsetshire, prickles on leaves -599

3 For a clear statement of the distinction between organic and homotypic correlation

see page 340 of Pearson's splendid reply (6) to Bateson's criticism of the theory of

homotyposis.
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Spanish chestnut, mixed, veins in leaves. 591

Beech, Buckinghamshire, veins in leaves 570

Spanish chestnut, Buckinghamshire, veins in leaves 466

Ash, Monmouthshire, leaflets on leaves 405

Ash, Dorsetshire, leaflets on leaves 396

Ash, Buckinghamshire, leaflets on leaves 374

Holly, Somersetshire, prickles on leaves 355

Wild ivy, mixed, leaf-indices , 273

Some of these are slightly higher and some slightly lower than

our coefficients; but when the probable errors attached to all con-

stants are borne in mind, I think we cannot assert that our values

are very different from those obtained by English biometricians

for other leaf characters. Furthermore Pearson shows reasons for

considering some of his values too high and some too low for true

homotypic relationships. For instance, ceterach is said by botanists

to be largely influenced by growth and environment. 3

There still remains one possible reason for thinking that the real

correlation between the number of lobes on the leaves of the same

flowering stalk may be somewhat higher than is indicated by these

constants. The May My

plants from both habitats were taken from quite a wide stretch

of woods, but a considerable number of the plants are doubtless

vegetatively related. I do not believe this has a very large influence

in my series, but it is proper to mention the point.

3 From the arithmetical side there are also difficulties. I did not apply Sheppard's

correction for the second moment in calculating my standard deviations. Perhaps

this should have been done, but until some mathematician works out the theory,

biologists will not know what rule to follow in the case of integral variates. In the case

of a range of variability so narrow as we have here, Sheppard's correction would

make a considerable difference, raising the coefficient of correlation by lowering the

standard deviations. So perhaps our values should be a little higher.

There is also the question of leaves which fall on the borderline between n and p*+i

lobes. In the present study I carefully tried to throw these into the class to which they

most nearly belonged, just as one would have to do in the case of real integral variates.

But after all, the lobing of the leaf of Podophyllum is not a case of discrete variation,

and if I were repeating the work I would divide questionable cases between adjoining

grades. Probably this would not make a very great difference in the end result.

The reader will note, too, that I am discussing " homotypic" correlation on series

of material which I have just demonstrated to be differentiated. But I think I am

quite justified in treating the material as I have done, for lower and upper leaves

have always been kept separate. There has been no mixing of heterogeneous

material.
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Summarizing, we may say that so far as our materials show:

(a) there is a sensible differentiation between the two leaves of the

flowering stalk of Podophyllum in the number of lobes, but apparently

not in the variability of the lobes, at least not in their relative variabil-

ity; and (b) the correlation between the number of lobes on the two

leaves of the stalk lies somewhere in the neighborhood of .45, agreeing

well with the homotypic correlations for leaf characters in other

species.

Carnegie Institution of Washington
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A BOTANICAL SURVEY OF THE HURON RIVER VALLEY 1

VII. POSITION OF THE GREATEST PEAT DEPOSIT
IN LOCAL BOGS

George Plumer Burns

(with FIVE figures)

The general appearance of the vegetation of the peat bogs in the

Huron River valley has been fully described by Transeau (8) and it is

not necessary to give a detailed account in this paper. The plants are

usually growing in a more or less regular zonal arrangement somewhat

as follows: (i) open water with submerged plants, (2) water lilies,

(3) floating sedge, (4) bog shrubs, (5) tamaracks, (6) maple-poplar,

(7) willow or marginal zone.

There is wide variation in the position of the greatest amount

of peat deposit and the width of the various zones. Even a casual

survey of a number of local bogs emphasizes the fact that the open

water is seldom in the center of the original post-glacial lake. The

zonal arrangement is usually broken on one side, some zones being

entirely lacking. In fact it is not uncommon to have all peat deposit

lacking at certain places along the shore. According to some writers

(7) the greatest accumulation of peat is found on the western side,

in regions with prevailing westerly winds. In large basins which are

only partly filled it is common to find open water occurring toward

the eastern side. The wave-action produced by the westerly wind is

supposed to hinder bog plants from obtaining a foothold on the east-

ern shore. The shoreward push of the ice is also a factor of impor-

tance in this connection (8, p. 418).

A study of the bogs near Ann Arbor soon revealed the fact that the

greatest accumulation of peat on the western side was by no means

common to all bogs. In fact the greatest variation was found within

very short distances. At Dead Lake it is on the southern side (1);

at Mud Lake, about one-half mile (8oom) west, it is on the northern

side (6) ; at First Sister Lake, it is on the western side (9) ;
at a small

bog near Carpenter's Corner it is toward the east (7).

1 Contribution 112 from the Botanical Laboratory of the University of Michigan.

4451
[Botanical Gazette, vol. 47
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It seems, therefore, that some other factor must be sought. Plane-

table maps were made of a number of bogs and the distribution of

plants was carefully plotted. Contour maps of the bottoms of the

original post-glacial lakes were then made. In making these maps

a drill was made of gas pipe, cut in four-foot (i.2m) lengths. To

the end section was welded a carpenter's auger. With this drill,

soundings were made through the peat to the clay bottom of the

original post-glacial lake. A base line was run taking the longest

diameter of the bog. Along this and at right angles to it, cross lines

were drawn every hundred feet (30. 48™) in large lakes and every

fifty feet (15.24™) in small lakes. Borings were made at the inter-

sections of these lines and every hundred or fifty feet on the cross lines.

Near the shores it was necessary to make the borings closer, often

every five feet (i-5m). In bogs with open water it was necessary

to make all borings through the ice, because it was impossible to hold

a boat steady enough to bore through the peat without breaking the

drill.

First Sister Lake. 2—This bog is situated a short distance west

of Ann Arbor and has already been described by other writers (8,

9). It is surrounded on all sides by hills, except for three breaks.

To the north was a small post-glacial lake; on the southwest corner

it connected, by a narrow channel, with Second Sister Lake. The

whole formed a very irregular chain of lakes draining into the Huron

River.

The contour map of the bottom of the original post-glacial lake

is shown by red lines in Jig. i. The heavy line indicates the margin of

the original lake as indicated by the peat deposit. The shores rise

somewhat abruptly on all sides. The lake had one basin. The

deepest part was east of the center, the deepest point being fifty-four

feet (16.

5

m
). From this point the bottom sloped gradually to the

eastern shore. On the opposite side the forty-foot (12 . 17™) contour

made a wide divergence to the west; from this contour the bottom

sloped gradually to the shore.

No attempt is made to show the flora of this early time. The black

of fig. 1 shows the arrangement of things as they were last summer.

The open water occupies a very small area compared to what it did

2 Borings were made for the most part by Mr. Harold Steele.



.
Fig i —First Sister Lake. Contours of the post-glacial lake in red. The heavy

line indicates the position of its shore as shown by peat deposit. Scale i
:
2880. Contour

interval of topography five feet, of hydrography ten feet.

Present distribution of plant societies in black. A open water; B bog sedge;

C bog shrub; D clearing; E tamarack; F maple-poplar; G w.llow; H oak-h.ckory.



<

Fig. 3.—Dead Lake. Contours of the bottom of the post-glacial lake in red. The heavy line indicates

the position of the shore before drained. The line o indicates the water level when the map was made. Scale

1:4800. Contour interval five feet.
*

Distribution of plants when the map was drawn in black. A area which had been cleared of tamarack before

it was suitable for maple-poplar or the clearing society; B tamarack; C bog shrub; D bog sedge; E cultivated

field; F water lilies; G island; // open water; / drain; J oak woods.
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originally. The volume of water, however, is much smaller than it

appears in the figure just referred to, as is seen in a profile through

this section of the lake (fig. 2). The greatest accumulation of peat

is on the western side. The zonal arrangement is also quite different

on the two sides. The bog-shrub, tamarack, and maple-poplar zones

are almost entirely lacking on the east. On the west, all the zones are

present, the tamarack zone being very wide especially in the south-

western portion.

F E D B A

Fig. •First Sister Lake. Profile east and west. A open water; B bog sedge;

C bog shrub; D tamarack; E maple-poplar; F willow. Scale: vertical, 1:600;

horizontal, i : 2880.

a clearing

In fig. 1 it is interesting to observe that the open water now lies

over the deepest part of the post-glacial lake; and to follow the

variations in the width of the tamarack zone. The southern area

is broken by areas of bog shrubs, showing that the tamarack has not

entirely captured the area. The northern group, on the other hand,

is disappearing, and when a number of trees were cut out for wood a

few years ago an entirely different society of plants came in-

society. In other words, conditions favoring the development of a

tamarack society are found where the original post-glacial lake was

forty feet (i2.i7m) or more in depth, and where the depth was less

than this conditions are favorable for the development of the next

zone of plants.

Bog near Carpenter's Corner.—This is a small bog east of

Ann Arbor. It is surrounded by high hills on the north, west, and

south. On the east a narrow ridge about five feet (1 . 5
m

) high sepa-

rates it from a large " drained swamp." A ditch has been dug through

The original post-glacial lake was small,
this ridge to drain the bog.
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occupying about one-tenth of an acre (400^ m
). It had only one [

basin whose greatest depth was fifty-nine feet (i8m). This point was

considerably west of the center. The slope of the shore from the

eastern margin was very gradual for a distance of nearly one-third

the east-and-west diameter, when it becomes very steep. The eastern

third of the lake was about fifteen feet (4 . 57
m

) deep. The slope from

the western shore was much steeper, and hence the greatest amount

of water was west of the center.

Today the open water has entirely disappeared. From the banks

a group of tamaracks may be seen. These are arranged around a

small central area within which are found (7) a few individuals

of the bog-sedge and bog-shrub zones which formerly occupied large

areas. Some of the plants found were Carex filiformis, Sphagnum

sp., Sarracenia purpurea, Cypripedium acaule, and Vactinium
Oxycoccus. Outside of this area is a zone of mixed vegetation. The

width varies from several rods to a few feet, the widest area being

found on the east. The dominant trees are Acer rubrum and Populus

tremuloides. This area has a rather indiscriminate mixture of bog

and lowland plants—it is a tension zone in which conditions are not

especially favorable to either group of plants. Around this area and

following the shore, is found the marginal area so common to bogs.

The plants occupying this area are those usually found in low wet

places along rivers.

A comparison of this distribution with borings shows that the

central area is over the deepest part of the post-glacial lake. The

greatest surface accumulation is on the western side where the lake

was comparatively shallow, and over this area Acer rubrum and

Populus tremuloides are the dominant trees.

It is thus possible to tell, with considerable accuracy, the depth

of the bottom of post-glacial lakes with one basin by the distribu-

tion of the present vegetation. The order of succession is lily, D0»

sedge, bog shrub, tamarack, and maple-poplar. An island of Cassan-

dra located in a zone of Carex filiformis indicates a shallow bottom

(3), but when it is found in a zone of tamaracks it indicates a deep
-

basin.

Dead Lake.*—This lake is located about ten miles (i6
km

)
north

3 Mr. Forest B. H. Brown assisted in making the borings.

*#
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of Ann Arbor. Its longest diameter is nearly directly east and west.

Red contours on the map (fig. 4) show that the bottom of the post-

glacial lake was divided into four basins; a rather shallow ridge

running north and south divided it into an eastern and western half,

and each half is in turn divided into a northern and southern basin.

The central ridge was twelve feet (3 . 65
m

) deep at the lowest point,

and in the center it came above the surface, forming an island.

In the eastern half, the northern basin reached a depth of seventy

feet (21.33™) and the southern basin thirty-five (io.66m) feet.

However, a large part of this half of the lake was comparatively shal-

low. Over a large area the depth was about ten feet (3™). The

other half was also divided into a deep northern basin which reached

the depth of seventy-two feet (21 .94™) and a shallower southern basin

thirty feet (9. i4m). The greater part of this half of the post-glacial

lake was deep. At some time in the past a ditch was dug through

the bank on the north and the level of the water was lowered several

feet. The conflicting stories told by the older inhabitants make it

impossible to determine when this occurred. The vegetation, how-

ever, shows that it has been a number of years.

The map of the present distribution of plants at this lake (black

parts of fig. 3) shows that the peat deposit is largely confined to the

south and east. The principal vegetation of the lake is the bog

sedge. Only on the south have the tamaracks and the bog shrubs

gotten a foothold, though " islands" of these are rapidly spreading over

the bog sedge in many places. The absence of the bog flora around

the shore of the island in the center of the lake (the vegetation shown

on the map is Scirpus lacitstris), along the northern side of the west

half, and on the southeastern corner, is no doubt to be explained in

part by the action of the wind, wave, and shoreward push of the ice.

However, it must be seen from the map that these places do not stand

in a definite relation to the points of the compass. Such vacant

places are found where there is shallow water. In just such places the

actions referred to above would be most intense. It seems, therefore,

that the contour of the bottom rather than the direction of the wind

is the controlling factor. The small lake in the northeastern corner

is over a very deep basin; the deep western half is for the most part

open water. The narrow channels of open water on the eastern
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portion do not follow the contours but in some places cross them at

right angles. Their existence finds its explanation in part in the

fact that they are kept open by fishermen who approach the lake

chiefly from this side. It is doubtful, however, if this is the entire

explanation (4,5). The break in the tamarack zone on the south side

is due to two factors. At this point the water was rather shallow and
this hindered occupation by bog plants for a long period of years,

as has been pointed out; during late years the tamaracks have been
cleared away and the place kept open as a watering place for stock.

The large open area south of the tamaracks is an area suited for tama-

1

i

Fig. 4.—Profiles through Dead Lake. A through the eastern half; the small
body of "open water" is filled with lilies and submerged water plants. B conditions
in the western part of the lake. Scale: vertical, 1:600; horizontal, 1

:

48oo.

rack growth. The tamaracks formerly growing there were removed
for wood and poles before the surface had been raised enough to make
it suitable for either the maple-poplar or the clearing society. It is

occupied chiefly by marsh ferns and sedges, with a few Rhus venenata-

A narrow border of Ulmus americana is found along the southeastern

(fig

Mu
(6)

It was a very large post-glacial lake but has been almost entirely filled

with marl and peat. The greatest deposit of peat is on the northern

side, and the open water is very close to the southern shore. In
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entering the bog from the north one passes through a number of large

areas of bog shrubs, wholly or partly surrounded by tamaracks. In

these areas are sometimes found small patches of tamarack and spruce.

A profile was run across the bog, north and south, through these areas

and the open water. This shows that the areas occupied by tama-

racks are located over shallow places in the post-glacial lake, and

that areas of bog shrubs are located over deeper basins. The borings

showed that this lake had a number of basins very much the same as

found at Dead Lake. It has reached a later stage of development,

however; the dominant vegetation is the bog shrub and tamarack.

Fig. 5.-Profile north and south through Snow's Lake. The dotted line shows

the water level before drained. Scale: vertical 1:300; horizontal, 1:3048.

Snow's Lake/—This lake is located about fifteen miles (24
km

)

west of Ann Arbor. It was formerly a very large lake, but has been

almost filled with peat and marl. The bottom of the post-glacial

(fig
This profile

runs north and south. The deepest and largest basin was near the

northern shore; the southern part of the lake was comparatively

shallow. A few years ago the lake was drained at the northeastern

corner and the level of the water was lowered in the lake. Over the

shallow parts of the lake the peat had already become solid, and the

draining did not change the level of the surface. Near the open

water, however, the plants were still floating, and when the water was

drained they sank to the new level. The surface today slants rapidly

toward the water; especially is this true for the first few rods immedi-

ately next to the open water. It is very surprising from the road to

see fine large oak trees growing apparently in the peat bog. How-

4 A careful study of this lake was made by D, Jeax Dawson, but the results have

not been published.
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ever, when one goes over to the oak and examines the soil in which

it is growing, the matter is easily explained. These "islands" of

oak and other upland trees are not growing in peat, but on one of the

islands formed by projections from the bottom of the lake. Fig. 5
shows such an island with an oak growing upon it.

The same relation of present distribution and depth of the original

post-glacial lake holds true in lakes with several basins, as it did in

lakes with only one: open water over the deepest and largest basins,

wide zones of plants where the bottom of the post-glacial lake sloped

gradually, a definite order of succession of plant zones. Greater

care must be exercised, however, in the determination of depths by

the present vegetation, especially in lakes with many small basins

just at the time when large areas are beginning to become favorable

for the next group of plants. The occupation will take place most

rapidly over shallow parts, because here the peat will become firm

sooner and the conditions will first be favorable for the next group of

plants.

Conclusions.—The chief factor determining the position of the

greatest amount of peat deposit and the width of the zones of plants

at the local peat bogs is the depth of the water in the different parts

of the original post-glacial lakes. The chief factor in determining

the position of the open water is depth; given time enough, the open

water will disappear from all our lakes.

In places where the water is very shallow the bog flora is unable

to get a start because of the wave-action caused by the winds and on

account of the shoreward push of the ice. Such places, however,

bear no definite relation to the points of the compass.

Different zones of plants follow in a definite orderly succession;

lily, bog sedge, bog shrub, tamarack, maple-poplar.

University of Michigan
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POLLINATION IN LINARIA

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO CLEISTOGAMY
E. J. Hill

(with pour figures)

i. pollination by insects

The genus Linaria furnishes examples of adaptations to both

cross- and self-pollination. Of the sixteen species given in Knuth's
Handbuch der Blutenbiologie, nine are said to be visited by insects

and may be pollinated by them. One, L. origanifolia DC, as

observed by MacLeod, is adapted to insects, but was not seen to use

them. Four or five seem to be restricted to self-pollination, and all

can also employ it. Some produce cleistogamous flowers, and as far

as these can be of service, are compelled to pollinate in this way.
L. vulgaris Mill, (as Antirrhinum Linaria L.) was the first to be
observed and described. This was by Ch. K. Sprengel in his

book on the relations of flowers and insects, published in 1793. It

was one of the first with which Darwin experimented when preparing
the material for his work on the effects of cross- and self-fertilization

in the vegetable kingdom. An unexpected presentation of vigor in

one of two beds of this species, planted for the purpose of determining
some points regarding inheritance, led him to trials with this and other
plants on the results of pollination.

Linaria is called a mellitophilous genus, since bees are the princi-

pal agents in the process, though in some species several other insects,

especially Lepidoptera, share in the work. The honey, secreted by

where it is stored and awaits the visits of insects with a proboscis
long enough to reach it. It is therefore well adapted to visitors of

this kind belonging to the class called Eutropic by Loew. 1 The
two pairs of anthers are placed at different heights, with the slender

style and the stigma in the space between. These are brushed by the

back of a bee crowding in to get the nectar in the spur, or by the

some
1 Loew, Einfiihrung in die Bliithenbiologie 342, 345. 1895.

Botanical Gazette, vol. 47]
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during the operation. That which was left on the stigma of the

flowers by the entering and withdrawing of the bees was the extent

of pollination as viewed by Sprengel. It was an aid to the plant

in securing fertilization indispensable in the case of some, but the

full significance in the economy of its life was left for others, especially

for Darwin, to show. Sprengel clearly describes the process in

the text and figures illustrating Antirrhinum Linaria, 2 and in reading

his book one wonders at the sagacity of the man so far in advance

of his time. The relative position of anthers and stigma, coupled

with their simultaneous maturing, can also, as stated by Hermann

Muller, lead just as readily to self-pollination, and in the absence

of visits by insects makes it the only possible means of fruitfulness. 3

lp

Muller

The common toad-flax of Europe, L. vulgaris, has been natural-

ized in this country, and is most frequently seen along roadways

or in waste grounds. Two native species are generally recognized,

L. canadensis (L.) Dumort. and L. fioridana Chapm. A third, L.

texana Scheele, is made by some, but by others is considered a large-

flowered form of L. canadensis. This seems to be the only one that

has been studied with regard to its pollination. It is widely distrib-

dry

ip

like these it is adapted to pollination by insects. Charles Robert-

son observed the flowers in Florida, and found that they were visited

by bees, but more often by butterflies. He says of them: "The spur

is very slender and the tube has become so contracted that bees can

only insert their tongues, and butterflies cannot suck without touch-

ing the anthers and stigma The palate, which in L. vulgaris

permits the visits of bumble-bees only, seems to have lost its function,

for it is so weak that it entirely fails to exclude butterflies or even

flies." 5 Where I have noticed it in the dune region near Chicago,

* Sprengel, Das entdeckte Geheimniss der Natur fan Bau und in der Befruch-

tung der Blumen 317. pi. !? figs - 5~IT>
T4> l8

> *9- x793-

3 Muller, Die Befruchtung der Blumen .lurch Insekten 279. 1873.

, Alpenblumen 275. 1881.

s Robertson, Zygomorphy and its causes. III. Box. Gazette 13:228. 1888.
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it does not appear to be very extensively sought by insects, but species

of Syrphidae may be seen flitting from flower to flower of this and
of plants of Krigia virginica in blossom at the same time, perhaps

as much in search of pollen as for their sweets.

Muller examined other European species of Linaria with refer-

ence to this matter, among them L. minor Desf. and L. arvensis L.

Their flowers are very small, but adapted, like L. vulgaris and L.

alpina, to pollination by bees. As a weed in his garden at Lipp-
stadt he "looked in vain" for visitors to L. minor, and L. arvensis

was repeatedly watched in favorable weather in another station with

a like result. Hence he concludes that they are restricted to self-

fertilization. As the anthers burst at the same time the stigma

matures, should a bee come for the nectar the flowers are ready for

cross-pollination. This condition lasts only a short time; the stigma
is soon covered with pollen, and self-fertilization is accomplished.
Since Muller cannot imagine that a flower, in all the peculiarities

of its structure fitted for pollination by insects, should still be very

exceptionally visited and crossed by their instrumentality, he con-

cludes that we have in these plants a deteriorating descendant of an
ancestor with larger and more striking flowers, in whose pollination

bees as a rule took part. 6 He considers that the

various other plants with diminutive or inconspicuous mellitophilous

same

ery rarely visited by bees, citing amon
Vicia hirsute Koch as a similar case, whose style bears unequivocal
marks

hairs at most. 7

6

II. THE CLEISTOGAMIC CONDITION

Muller
mention

that they do not open at all, or the cleistogamic stage, in which self-

pollination is the only means of securing fertility. Of the eight

types of entomophilous flowers made by Delpino, the sixth is that

in which the anthers and stigmas are close together and included.
linaria answers these conditions, as must indeed be the case with

6 Muller, Weitere Beobachtungen III. Verh. nat. Vereins Rheinl. Westf. 39 : *8-

1880.

, Ibid. II. Op. cit. 38:360. 1879.

1
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all cleistogamous flowers in respect of the proximity of the organs

essential to fertility. It is these cleistogamous flowers I have mainly

investigated. My attention was first called to them in 1905, when

flowers of this character were found on L. canadensis growing upon

the sandstone rocks at Oregon, 111. They were quite inconspicuous.

The minute corolla, when pushed off by the enlarging ovary, showed

a faint tinge of violet on its upper margin, the main part being color-

less. July

shoots had disappeared, as well as such flowers as are ordinarily

found earlier in the season, if, indeed, they had been formed at all.

The plants were generally small, the shortest mostly with simple

stems. Some were branched, the tallest about 4
dm high. Since

the species is well represented, though not abundant, on the sand

dunes at the south end of Lake Michigan, there has been an oppor-

tunity to observe it each season since, and to note the different stages

of development. The plants begin to blossom about the first of May

and continue, in some form, the production of flowers till the middle

or latter part of July, when the heat becomes too trying for them in

the dry sand. On the larger plants there is a gradual diminution

in the size of the flowers from the earliest, 6-8mm loi

eter of limb of 8-1

2

mm
, till the cleistogamous stage is reached. In

some plants of this character, this may occur in the early part of June.

It is exceptional to find flowers which are relatively conspicuous dur-

ing the later part of the life of the plant, and when found they are apt

to be much reduced as compared with the earlier forms. The

inflorescence being indefinite, the lengthening of the main stem and

branches favors this progressive diminution. Plants that do not

exceed 10 to i5
cm usually remain simple and are mainly restricted

to cleistogamy. Plants taller than this commonly have flowers

adapted to pollination by insects, though it must be rare in the smaller

flowers, if done at all, when the limb of the corolla is but 3 or 4
mm

"

diameter, as Muller found was the case with the small flowers he

mentions.

Cleistogamy begins on stems not more than 2
cm high, which may

be limited to a single flower at the tip, or perhaps lengthen enough

to bear two or three. Flowers will appear on these diminutive stems

as early as the larger petaliferous ones on the vigorous plants, the

in
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iminu
tion of size the cleistogamous stage is reached. But the plants are
apt to branch when 15 to 2ocm high, and bear the larger flowers on
the main stem and branches that successively form. Two or three
of these stouter stems often spring from the same root, forming a
small cluster, with larger and more abundant radical shoots, the
plant in all its features showing its greater vigor. In Britton and
Brown's Illustrated flora, the statement is made under L. canadensis:
"A dwarf form with no corolla is frequent." This evidently refers
to the cleistogamous form. But the stage with no corolla is not
confined to the dwarf plants. It was not on such that I noticed them
at first, but on those which varied in height. In the dune region
they may rise to 6dm and bear the closed flowers in the later stages
of growth. As the taller forms often branch quite freely, great
numbers of capsules are borne, developing on the principal stem
and branches at the same time and long after the ripened capsules
lower down have opened and dropped their seeds. Since the branches
ascend rather sharply, frequently rising well up to the level of the
primary axis, a copiously branched plant, sometimes with fifteen
to twenty members, may result. These have a bushy appearance,
but they all produce the closed flowers before the plant dies, and
manifest its ability to bear vast numbers of seeds.

The length of the corolla in the closed flowers is 1.2 to i.6mm .

It is tubular, or sometimes slightly funnelform, but owing to the quite
rapid growth of the ovary soon becomes enlarged at the base, and
when pushed off is shaped more like an inverted funnel; or, if enlarged
at the same time above, it has somewhat the form of an hour-glass.
The hmb is slightly irregular, the two-lobed upper lip being higher
than the three-lobed lower, and overlapping it in the bud. In the

fig

a cleistogamous flower, both enlarged five diameters, figs

fig

!•

stances. They continue to increase in number on plants of this

simple character until the stem ceases to lengthen or becomes j

mature, various heights being reached, but rarely more than 2dm .

Other slender and normally simple stems, usually not flowering at
all till 12 to.i5 cm high, bear as a rule small open flowers, and may

!

1
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4 a cleistogene corolla enlarged ten diameters, that of fig. 4 dis-

played, the division being made between the two lobes of the upper

lip. The style and stigma, if rep-

resented, would be between the

two pairs of stamens as in the

ordinary flowers, the stigma in this

case closely pressed by the anthers

when the parts are in place. The

four stamens are apt to be present,

and slightly didynamous. Some-

times a small protuberance at the

base of the tube represents the

spur In the smaller chasmoga-

mous forms, this may be reduced to

a short sack or tooth, and usually

decreases in size as the other parts

diminish. But in some cases it

remains relatively longer in compari-

son with the lessened tube and limb.

I found no case of a cleistogene

without a corolla. But as in other cases of cleistogamy it is'easy

to imagine the flowers represented by the calyx and the essential

organs of fructification.

Figs. 1-4.

—

Linaria canadensis.

Fig. 1, petaliferous flower X5; figfe
cleistogene flower X 5 ; fig- 3, corolla of

cleistogene flower Xio; fig.
4/,.the

same, displayed, X 10.

form

have been noted by others. 1

Hills, mentions a L. canadensis collected at muster as uch

and depauperate, apparently with cleistogamous flowers. The

same has also been collected in Nebraska." 8 The month given for

Rydberg's collection is August. J. R. Webster records cases

observed by him at Milton, Mass., August, 1898. The plants were

again noticed the next year, being " examined almost daily from April

to October, and were seen to produce flowers abundantly which were

all cleistogamous." They were observed by him in other localities,

in which were also racemes which bore in addition fully developed

flowers.' As the plants at Milton are said to reach the height of

8 Rydberg, P. A., Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herb. 3:517- 1896.

• Webster, J.
R., Cleistogamy in Linaria canadensis. Rhodora 2:168. 1900.
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twenty to twenty-four inches and to produce branched racemes

more
of the larger forms, such as grow in the dune region in Indiana. But
in their lack of chasmogamous flowers, they are somewhat different
from any I have noticed there. The cases alluded to in his article

more ——— w "-• ^y ^/ k^ *. a *_s v_- \_ I •

T. S. Brandegee has likewise observed the plant about San Diego,
Cal., "bearing cleistogamous flowers on the lower part of the main
and the whole length of many side branches "»
1 • 1 1 «

more
like the larger forms here. Yet these statements from different
sources indicate that the plant varies somewhat in its behavior in the

ironment
Cleistogamy in Linaria is not confined to our wild toad-flax.

It is one of the forty-four genera given in an article by Kuhn in 1867
as producing examples with flowers of this character." This list
has been much increased since that date. Kuhn does not give the
name of the species, but probably refers to L. spuria Mill., whose

MlCHALET
Michalet gives it as an example of a plant bearing hypogeous
flowers.

may

ground." 13
m

Mich
"infrequent in an annual plant," that of producing hypocotylous
buds. Its lower leaves are opposite and much crowded. Two

Some of these, strong andfrom
often much elongated, spread over the surface of the ground; others
short slender, and much twisted, with small squamose leaves, gather

, aUuvc uxc couar ot the root, "all with a manifest tendency
to bury themselves in the ground, especially the small hypocotylous
branches which sometimes appear." Under suitable conditions they
impenetrate the ground to the depth of 2-. On account of the

•° Brandegee, T. S., Cleistogamous flowers in Scrophulariaceae. Zoe 5:13-

Bot. 2^25 •
6- "'

fs^
86 Bemerkungen Uber Vandellia und der Blutenpolymorphismus.

Rof

" MlCH
t
LET

' E -' SurIafloraisondes Viola et du Linaria spuria. Bull. Soc.
Bot. b ranee 7:465. i860.

r

'3 Darwin, C, Different forms of flowers 325. 1877.

I900
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pressure to which they are subjected, the flowers are poorly developed,

but otherwise show nothing peculiar in their structure. The corolla

is crumpled and deformed, but "preserves even its natural color,

with the two brown spots on its upper lip." The calyx alone loses

its color. Fructification takes place regularly. Michalet adds that

the phenomenon can be produced at will by heaping earth around

the lower part of the plant, this not interrupting the flowering of

the covered portion. The treading of cattle and the pressure of

wheels bring about the same result. As this plant of Europe and

northern Africa is now introduced into this country, being, according

to Gray's New manual, "occasional on ballast or waste grounds,"

an opportunity is provided for observing its behavior here. Another

species of north Africa, L. agglutinans Pomel. var. lutea, belongs to

this class of hypogeous plants, as observed by L. Trabut in Algiers.

It has cleistogamous flowers on shoots which spring from the stem

near its base and ripen their fruit underground. 14

III. RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF THE TWO MODES

It is a distinct advantage to a plant growing under the conditions

of Linaria canadensis to prolong its period of fruiting with a lessened

demand on its supply of food. The environment is xerophytic.

At Oregon it was the southern slope of a steep hill, fully exposed

to the light and heat of the sun. The soil was sandy, and soon parted

with any moisture that was supplied by rains and dews. The con-

ditions in the dunes are similar, the slopes of sand hills or along paths

and roadways in open sunny spots. The growth is usually scattered,

though many plants may form a community, but the ground is not

covered with a dense mat or bed as it commonly is by L. vulgaris. The

slender stems provide but meager shade for the ground about their

roots. In the early part of the season, or if it continues wet, the

radical shoots form rosettes around the base of the stems, which

protect the roots to some extent. In ordinary seasons these soon

wither, and they may not be formed at all on plants which spring up

later, being minute or wanting as in the smaller early plants. It is also

a species poorly adapted to competition. When pressed by perennials,

or by plants disposed to form a close stand, it soon disappears. And

J 4 Knuth, Handbuch der Bliitenbiologie 32:113. I9°5-
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the plants associated with it, even if perennials, are not very sturdy
competitors, but mostly of gregarious habit also. At Oregon they
were chiefly Lechea tmuifolia, Talinum teretifolium, Selaginella

' stris, Silene antirrhina divaricata; in the dunes of Indiana,
\ia virginica, Arabis lyrata, Viola pedata, Polygonella articulata,
Festuca octoflora. But to whatever extent the time of fruit-

P

in such habitats.

com

com
and being an annual or fall-biennial, soon accomplishes its life-
* m * rf~v «4 I mwork.

That the cross-pollination of the earlier and larger flowers ofL canadensis must also be much to its advantage, in increase of
vigor and productiveness, is evident from the nature of this process.
This was clearlv nmvpn k« rw««r™ • 1 • . . , ,arwin in his experimental
cross- and self-fertilized plants. Of two beds of L. vulgaris, raised
respectively from self-fertilized and crossed seedlings, those of the
latter were seen to be much more vigorous. This led him to trials
with this and other plants, the results of which are given in his book
upon this subject. The case of Linaria needs only to be cited. As
showing the vigor, « the naturally crossed plants were to the spon-
taneouslv splf-fprtn;™^ ~i— <_ • i • , .

81."
fruitfulness similar results came from~ - ~ "u^uiuto buuiiar results came trom the two

modes of treatment, that of allowing or preventing the visits of bees.
I he number of seeds in the capsules on the exposed plants to the

average number in the finest capsules on the protected plants was
as 100 to 14," or as expressed by him in a summary of plants so
treated, the self-fertilized were "extremely sterile.'"* Knuth is
even more emphatic in stating that though self-pollination is possible
and can occur spontaneously in L. vulgaris, it is of little conse-
quence or w,thout result." In cases of this kind, where pollination
trom without and within takes place simultaneously, Hermann
MtJLLER

in its~ . ,
r »«n iuc luixuer preponderates

effects, and that the desired result is secured in this way."

3(>3- l8?£*
mW

'
°

"•

Cr°SS and Self"fertilization in the vegetable kingdom 88, 89,

16 Knuth, Blumen und Insekten auf dem nordfriesischen Inseln in. 1894.
»» Muller, Befruchtung der Blumen 279.

t
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IV. LIGHT AND

The behavior of Linaria canadensis led to the conclusion that

the gradual diminution in size of flowers was connected with the

increase of heat, and perhaps of the light, to which they are exposed.

Taking the larger plants as typical examples, the two features are

in inverse proportion. This might be taken as a coincidence, but

it seemed to be explained better as a coordination, and more in har-

mony with observations and experiments by others. In 1874 Bouch£

called attention to his observations that the diminution in the size

of flowers and the production of cleistogamy depend in some plants

on the decrease or increase of heat, in others on the decrease or increase

of the length of the day. In the behavior of some, of which Vinca

rosea L. is an example, the light acted favorably, the largest flowers

being formed during the longest days, the smallest during the season

of the shortest days. This seemed to depend on the light, since

with a higher temperature after the longest days had gone by the

decrease went on. In other cases cited by him, the decrease in size

and production of cleistogamy are coordinated with the increase of

heat and light, as if these acted unfavorably. As examples of this

are the malvaceous plants, Pavonia hastata Spr. and P. praemorsa

Willd. They begin to bloom at the end of May and show the phe-

nomena of diminution and cleistogamy until the autumnal equinox,

after which the flowers gradually increase in size till the beginning

of winter or close of their floral season.'
8 The case of the pavonias

more closely accords with that of L. canadensis, as far as the floral sea-

son of the two coincide. But since, according to Bouch£, the effects

are not uniform, and may even lead to opposite results with different

plants, there must be something in the plants themselves which

the different response, or other environmental conditions

must be taken into account. In the case of Linaria, I had associated

it chiefly with the increase of heat which ordinarily occurs in summer,

and the consequent diminution or more rapid removal of the moisture

from the soil of such localities as the plants frequent. The equilib-

rium between absorption, either from the air or ground, and transpira-

tion is disturbed. The smaller or cleistogamic flower, requiring less

food, permits a husbanding of resources for the production of seed.

<3 BouCh£, Gesells. naturf. Freunde 90, 91. 1874.

causes
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The vitality of the plant is lessened, but its ability to bear seed in

abundance still remains. Economy in productive power results

in a prodigality of the means to perpetuate. The waste, seeming
or actual, is seen in the countless numbers of seeds which never have
a chance to germinate. The scattered plants which annually appear
show the need of this productiveness in order to obtain a few that
can overcome the adverse conditions.

Aside from any effect which the increase of heat and light may

it advantageous to diminish the exposed surface, it is plain that the
essential organs of reproduction are withdrawn from such effects
far more in cleistogamy than in chasmogamy. As the name implies,
these organs are hidden. But there is also a further tendency in
many cases of cleistogamy to withdraw the perianth, or protective
organs, from the direct effect of the sun's rays. L. canadensis is an
example of the former tendency, L. spuria and L. agglutinans of
the latter. These two species, as already stated, bend their peduncles
down to produce their flowers or perfect their fruit beneath the sur-
face of the ground. Other well-known examples of this are the
milkworts, Polygala polygama Walt, and P. paucifolia Willd., bearing
their flowers of this kind on subterranean runners. In the violets,
where cleistogamy is so prevalent, the peduncles of the summer
(usually apetalous) flowers are generally much shorter than those of
the large petaliferous blossoms in spring. The flowers are more
or less withdrawn from the light and shaded by the much enlarged
leaves of the summer growth, or they may be borne on stems so
shortened or declined as to be hidden under fallen leaves or buried
in soft humus. The production of the closed flowers under such
conditions may be due to a diminished intensity of light, as far as
this has a bearing on them. Experiments like those of Vochting

more
than the reproductive organs. Chasmogamous flowers mav be
made deistogamous in this way. The violets are quite variable
in their relations to light, many of them being on the borderland
between shade-loving and light-loving plants. The majority of
our wild species bear their petaliferous flowers in the earlier part of
their season of activity, those of the woods before they are strongly
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shaded by the leaves of the trees and the taller plants of the forest

floor, those of the field or open places before the grass or other growth

overtops them. Their period of cleistogamy occurs when they are

not subject to the strongest light. The one exposed to the greatest

intensity of light, Viola pedata L., differs from most members of the

genus in not having such flowers. Its season of blooming as well

as environment correspond to those of L. canadensis when bearing

its largest flowers. As a perennial, the violet has the advantage

of drawing upon a supply of food stored in its much thickened root-

stock. When this is diminished or too much exhausted, it goes on

with the production of the enlarged summer-leaves, and by them

elaborates another supply of food for storage. This may be a good

explanation of its lack of the cleistogamy so general among its kindred,

since it does not seem adequate to the work of bearing flowers and

perfecting seed while producing the food for the future need of a

xerophytic perennial. Under diminished temperature and favorable

conditions of moisture its work of bearing petaliferous flowers may

be resumed in late summer and autumn, but they are mostly smaller

and much less developed than those of spring. V. lanccolata L. is

also a species frequent in our dune region. It is a light-loving plant,

often greatly exposed in the open sandy border of sloughs, but being

hygrophytic has a supply of moisture on which to draw. Hence

it passes its summer stage in the production of cleistogamous flowers,

which continues long after that of the petaliferous has ceased. Yet

it partakes of the general tendency among the violets, that of bearing

them on shorter, more hidden stems, with the additional habit of

producing them on stolens close to the ground. But L. canadensis,

being an annual subject to xerophytic conditions, cannot draw on

such resources as these two violets have. The development of its

cleistogamous flowers evidently depends on its relations to heat

and moisture more than on those of light.

V. DEGENERACY IN FLOWERS OF LINARIA

In L. canadensis is found an example of a plant passing through

decadent stages to the condition of cleistogamy. The slight irregu-

laris of limb and the occasional remnant of a spur show degeneracy,

arvin
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not present. Muller
L. minor and L. arvensis, and small-flowered species of Vicia, as

examples of plants which had descended from those adapted by
their floral structure to pollination by insects. In the plant we are

considering, this process is epitomized. Pollination by the help of

insects takes place in flowers of an inflorescence which gradually

undergoes such changes in a single season as to preclude it. The
process of reduction is seen in actual working, and it may be that

such flowers, rather small at best, are on the way to a stage where
visitation by insects will cease. Yet one cannot regard the explana-

tion as entirely valid. By the very principle of adaptation here

invoked, the opposite might come true; that is, visits by insects,

frequently repeated and continued for a long period of time, would
finally produce flowers better suited to their work. Irregularity

of floral structure is regarded as such an adaptation, and to some
extent has been explained by it. A causal relation between the two
is traced. In Darwin's list of genera with cleistogamic flowers,

thirty-two of the fifty-five he gives have the flowers in their most
advanced stage irregular. He says that this " implies that they have
been especially adapted to fertilization by insects." 19 Without
pressing such explanations too far, it is seen in the case of the wild

toad-flax that provision for cross-fertilization is made in the structure

of flowers borne simultaneously with the cleistogamous, or at an
earlier date, on the same plant. In this there is insured to the species

the present means of invigorating its life, the primary benefit to be
derived from it, whether it be a waning or waxing advantage.

Chicago

19 Darwin*, C, Different forms of flowers 339.

*
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MINOR NOTICES
Botanical expedition to southern Brazil. 1—The recently published volume

on the results of the botanical expedition of the Royal Academy of Science of

Vienna to southern Brazil in 190 1 contains an account of the Pteridophyta and

Anthophyta by Professor R. von Wettstein in collaboration with several promi-

nent specialists. The conditions under which the expedition was undertaken, the

personnel of the exploring party, the detailed itinerary, and the general physical

features of the country visited are briefly set forth in the Einkitung and Rviseberuht.

The major part of the volume embodies the taxonomic results of the expedition;

the larger families treated and the cooperating botanists are as follows: the

Filicineae by H. Christ, Orchidaceae by O. Porsch, Gramineae by E. Hackel,

Melastomaceae by C. Rechinger, Cyperaceae by E. Palla, Malpighiaceae by

C. Kraltk, Bromeliaceae by C. Mez, Sapindaceae by L. Radlkofer, Yer-

benaceae by A. von Hayek, Amarantaceae by A. Heimerl, Gesneriaceae by

Several smaller families

are also included. More than 1300 species are recorded from the various groups

thus far elaborated, and of this number nearly 100 are new to science.

The new species are fully characterized, and the descriptions are mostly in

Latin ; the author of the Cyperaceae, however, has unfortunately chosen to describe

the new species of this family in German, thus marring somewhat the uniformity

of the work as a whole. The text is supplemented by numerous illustrations, and

certain orchids are beautifully portrayed in color. The publication represents

HLAND
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taxonomic literature pertaining to the flora of South America.—J. M. Greenman.

Vegetation of Java and Sumatra.—The first and second parts of the seventh

. series of Karsten and Schenck's now well-known Vegetationsbilder* is devoted

to a dozen plates (with descriptive text) representing the plants of the volcanic

regions of Java and Sumatra, and especially the reoccupation of those areas

which have been at one time or another devastated by the erupted solid, liquid, or

gaseous materials. Among others are three views from Krakatoa. This section

by Dr. Ernst sustains the high standard of the work.—C. R. B.

. Wettstein, R. von, and Schiffner, V. Ergebnisse der botanischen Expedition

der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften nach Siidbrasilien iqoi. I. Band.

Pteridophyta und Anthophyta unter Mitvvirkung zahlreicher Fachmanner herausge-

geben von R. von Wettstein. Erster Halbband. Denkschr. Math.-Nat. Kl. Kais.

Akad. Wiss. 79-^3 1 3- Pls -
z6-

7 maP- $&*• I2
'
I9°8-

1 Karsten, G., and Schenck, H., Vegetationsbilder. 4to. VII Reihe, Heft i, 2.

Ernst, A., Die Besiedelung vulkanischen Bodens auf Java und Sumatra, pis. 1-12.

Jena: Gustav Fischer, iqoq. A/5.
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NOTES FOR STUDENTS
Inheritance of sex.

—

Correns3 has continued his studies on gynodioecious

plants in order to discover what determines the sex of the flowers on the gynomo-

noecious individuals, and the sex of the two classes of individuals belonging to

such species. He finds that the curve of frequency of hermaphrodite flowers in

Satureia hortensis, instead of presenting two modes, as previously reported by

him, one in the mid-season and one at the end of the season, has only a mid-season

mode. The mode which appeared at the end of the season wras due to the repeated

counting of flowers which remained open more than one day.

During the middle of the season no flowers open on the second day, but late in

the season the petals seem to be more resistant, and climatic conditions are less

severe, so that the same flowers were unwittingly counted several times. When
each flower is marked as it is counted, it is found that the proportion of hermaphro-

dite flowers continues to fall till the end of the season.

He also tested the effect of environmental conditions upon the percentage

of hermaphrodite and female flowers produced on plants of Satureia from day to

day, and noted the position occupied by each kind of flower on the plant. The

results show that poor nutrition, whether the result of poor soil, insufficient illu-

mination, or disadvantageous position on the plant, lessens the proportion of

hermaphrodite flowers, and under the combined influence of both poor soil and

poor light, only 13 per cent, of hermaphrodite flowers were produced as compared

with 79 per cent, produced under normal conditions of culture. However, the

general features of the curve of frequency of the hermaphrodite flowers remain

the same. With high nourishment the curve for the hermaphrodite flowers falls

much more gradually toward the end of the season, though during the early part

of the season it is not essentially modified.

It was found that different strains of Satureia show marked differences in the

actual percentage of hermaphrodite and female flowers, but that in. each case the

general features of the curve of frequency are the same. The conclusion is

reached that whether hermaphrodite or female flowers are to be produced by a

gynodioecious individual is dependent upon nourishment in its widest sense.

The same general results may be demonstrated in Geranium, Silene inflata and

5. dichotoma, Plantago lanceolata, Scabiosa, Knautia, and Echium.
Darwin had observed that a single hermaphrodite plant of Satureia hortensis

was "rather larger" than the female plants of the same species, and in an earlier

paper Correns had apparently substantiated this observation, without realizing

the possibility that some of the plants classed as female might be hermaphrodite

plants, rendered apparently female by poor nutrition. He undertook to determine

the relative weights of these two classes of plants with a more careful analysis of

the material. The results show that there is no difference in weight between the

3 Correns, C, Weitere Untersuchungen uber die Geschlechtsformen polygamer

Blutenpflanzen und ihre Beeinflussbarkeit. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 45:661-700. figs. «•

1908.
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female and gynomonoecious plants, and therefore the difference in weight which

was assumed by Darwin to be a secondary sexual character has no such signifi-

cance.

Correns has also investigated4 the percentage of female and hermaphrodite

plants in Plantago lanceolata under conditions of controlled pollination, and has

shown that while this plant, like Satureia and Silene, shows a marked tendency

for each sex to reproduce its own kind, nevertheless there is considerable variation

in this regard in individuals of both sexes. By pollinating the same female indi-

rma

hermaphrodites

tion of hermaphrodite offspring and of females is so related in each case that they

may be readily calculated, after once the strength of the hermaphrodite tendency

in the pollen-parent and of the female tendency in the pistil-parent is known.

In other words, each individual appears to have a different strength of these two

sex-tendencies and to produce germ-cells of two kinds wTith respect to these tenden-

rm

portional to the strength of the sex-tendencies in the parents.

rm

in their tendency to produce a certain sex, but that they are definitely either female

or hermaphrodite, puts these plants into the class known as ever-sporting varieties,

recogniz

difficult type of inheritance.

2jerm-cell is definitely female or hermaphrodite

and that the female is dominant allowed the prediction of the actual numbers

of each sex produced in the different experiments with a fair degree of accuracy.

Several other papers have recently appeared dealing with the question of

sex-determination. Doncaster and Rayxor 5 found that in crosses between

Abraxas grossulariata, a common English moth, and its rare variety laciicolor,

reciprocal crosses are not equal, for when a laciicolor female is crossed with a

grossulariata male, no laciicolor offspring are produced, and males and females

are all grossulariata; but when the reciprocal cross is made, all of the females

are laciicolor and all of the males grossulariata. To explain this strange situation

the authors assumed that sex is a Mendelian character, and that the laciicolor

character is coupled with the female determinant. It was assumed that both

male and female individuals are heterozygous with respect to sex. In this regard

their interpretation differed fundamentally from that of Correns, who assumed

that in the case of Bryonia alba X dioica and other dioecious plants the female

sex is homozygous, and the male heterozygous.

Bateson and Punnett,6 in discussing Doncaster's results, show that a

CORREN

mung der gynodioecischen Pflanzen. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 26a: 686-701. 1908

5 Proc. Zool. Soc. 1:125. pi. 1. 1906-

6 Science N. S. 27:785. 1908.
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simpler explanation may be given by assuming that the male is homozygous and
the female heterozygous with respect to sex, and that there is a repulsion between
the determinant for the grossulariata character and that for the female sex. These
assumptions fit all of the facts brought to light in the crosses of Abraxas. This
point of view has been briefly restated by Doncaster? in a report to the Evolu-
tion Committee of the Royal Society, where a summary of the matings and their
results is given. Another case has been reported which seems to correspond very
closely with that of Abraxas. The "cinnamon" canaries, i.e., those having
plumage of a brownish tint, have pink eyes when hatched. The green canary
has Mack eyes. Misses Durham and Marrayat8 have found that when a
pink-eyed hen-canary is crossed with a black-eyed cock, all the young of both
sexes are black-eyed. The reciprocal cross shows all the male offspring black-
eyed, while all the pink-eyed offspring are females, though a few black-eyed hens
may occur. The latter are as yet unexplained, but there seems to be little doubt
that this cinnamon canary will find an explanation essentially like that given for
Abraxas.

Great advances have likewise been made in the study of the determination
of sex from the ecological side, mainly through the work of McClung, Stevens,
Morgan, \\ ilson, and their students. In nearly one-hundred species of insects
belonging chiefly to the Hemiptera and Coleoptera, it has been found that there
are definite chromosomal differences between the male and female, and that the
odd chromosomes, or "accessory" chromosomes as they were called by McClung,
are so distributed at the time of the reduction division that all the female germ-
cells are alike, while the male germ-cells are of two kinds. The chromosome group
of one of these two types of male germ-cells is like that of the egg-cell, and when
such a sperm fertilizes an egg, a female zygote is produced. The other type of
sperm has a chromosome group unlike that of the egg, and fertilization with such
a sperm produces a male zygote.

An excellent resume of this work and a discussion of the entire problem of sex-
heredity >s given by Wilson, » who has been most prominently engaged in these new

tology
other, Wilson- lays emphasis upon the necessity of bringing different methods of
scientific investigation to bear upon difficult scientific problems like this, and the

depe

cialization this is more fundamental 'tharfever before. ^S^milarTooperation wJuTd
even improve general discussions of a subject which is being developed simultane-
ously by different methods, for it has become difficult for anyone to give an ade-

i Doxcaster, L., On sex-inheritance in the moth, Abraxas grossulariata and its
van lacticolor. Reports to the Evolution Committee 4:53-57. 1908.

8 Durham, F. M., and Marryat, D. C. E, Note on the inheritance of sex in
Canaries. Reports to the Evolution Committee 4:57-60. r9o8.

9 V\ ilson, E, B., Recent researches on the determination and heredity of sex.
Science N. S. 29 : 53

-70. 1909.
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quate treatment of such a subject. Wilson's discussion would have been rendered

simpler and more cogent, if he had grasped the logical homologies between plants

and animals now generally accepted by students of genetics. He does not seem

to appreciate the fact that it is the gametophyte of plants which finds no clear

homologue in animals, and so fails to assign a proper degree of importance to the

parallelism betwreen the sporophyte and the animal body or soma. Again, if he

had been more familiar with the most recent developments of Mendelian theory

he would have found that the discoveries in these insects are in perfect accord

with Mendelian heredity. Instead of this, he presents as a " naive assumption"

what is now generally held by the students of Mendelism, and known as the " pres-

ence and absence hypothesis,'' the assumption being that the heterozygote and

the positive homozygote differ from each other in that the former has- an unpaired

unit, X, and the latter a pair of units of the same kind, XX.

Castle 10 takes up this question and shows the perfect agreement between

the results of these cytologists, and the requirements of the presence and absence

hypothesis in Mendelian heredity. In Castle's exceedingly clever discussion an

attempt is made to harmonize the apparently antagonistic results with Bryonia,

the Hemiptera, and Coleoptera on the one hand, and those with Abraxas and the

cinnamon canaries on the other, by assuming that in all cases the female possesses

one more unit than the male, this unit being called by Wilson the "X-element."

Bryonia, and all of the insects whose male germ-cells have been found to be of

two kinds, represent a condition in which the male is a heterozygote, and the female

is a positive homozygote. Castle calls this a "dominant female," but this is

obviously a misleading terminology, for if the female were really dominant the

heterozygote would also be a female and there could be no males. In Abraxas,

and the cinnamon canaries, and, as suggested by Castle, perhaps also in the

pheasant, the female is heterozygous and the male is assumed to be a negative

homozygote, i. e., wholly lacking the X-element. This is the most promising

attempt yet made to bring all the recently discovered facts of sex-heredity in dioe-

cious animals and plants under a single hypothesis.

Castle attempts further, by an extension of the same hypothesis, to account

for the fact that male animals usually possess more characters than the female.

He supposes that these added male characteristics are associated with or produced

by a Y-element, the "synaptic mate" of the X-element. He also suggests that

progressive evolution may have taken place by the appearance and development

of such a "synaptic mate" for the X-element, but this, and also the attempt

to explain orthogensis on the same basis, is carrying hypothesis rather far from

empirical knowledge.

There can be no question that the problems of sex possess many intricacies

and difficulties yet to be solved, but the results of these investigations both from

the experimental and the cytological side have placed these problems on a new

"> Castle, W. E., A Mendelian view of sex-heredity. Science N. S. 29:395-400

1909
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basis, and opened up many possibilities and suggestions for their further investi-

gation. point

predetermined in the germ-cells, and that therefore it cannot be modified by
environmental conditions except, of course, by such conditions, as yet unknown,
as are capable of producing mutations.—George H. Shull.

Current taxonomic literature.—N. L. Britton and J. N. Rose (Jour. N. Y.
Bot. Gard. 9: 185-188. 1908) have proposed a new genus (Carnegiea) of the

Cactaceae. The genus is based on the well-known Cereus giganteus Engelra.,

and contains but the one species. H. Pittier (Contr. U. S. Nat. Herb. 12: 171-
181. 1909) has published 8 new species of flowering plants from tropical America.
The descriptions are supplemented by two full-page illustrations and several

text-figures; the types are deposited in the U. S. National Herbarium. A. Thel-
lung (Bull. Herb. Boiss. II. 8:913, 914. 1909) records 3 new varieties of Lepi-
dium pubescens Desv. from South America. F. Stephani (ibid. 941-972) has
published 43 new species of the genus Mastigobryum from various localities.

G. Beauverd (ibid. 986-988) has published a new Eriocaulon from Brazil and
also a new species of Tulbaghia from the Transvaal; the same author (ibid. 993-

\ 1 rf"^*. A _

IOO

gives an analytical key to the Uruguayan species. E. G. Paris (Bull. Soc. Bot.
Mem

/ F. Gagnepain (ibid.

Session extr., pp. xxxvi-xliii) has published 4 new species of Zingiberaceae and a
new genus (Ataenidia) of the Marantaceae from Africa, and also a new species
of Calathea native of Indo-China. G. Bonati (ibid. 509-515, 537-543) describes

25 new species and 4 new varieties of scrophulariaceous plants from Indo-China.
F Gagxepaix (ibid. 521-527, 544-548) has published 12 new species of Asiatic
plants belonging to the Bixaceae and Pittosporaceae. F. Kranzlein (Fedde
Rep. Nov. Sp. 6: 18-23. 1908) publishes 8 new species of Orchidaceae from
Bolivia. Wolff (ibid. 24) records a new Eryngium from Bolivia. O. Beccari
(ibid. 94-96) records 4 new species of palms from the Antillean region. W. Wang-
erin (ibid, 97-102) has published 13 new species of the genus Cornus, chiefly
from China. E. Hackel (ibid. 153-161), under the title Gramineae novae V, has
published 8 new species and 5 varieties of grasses from Bolivia. E. L. Greene
(ibid. 161) records a new species of Argemone from New Mexico. E . Rosenstock
(ibid. 175), in an article entitled Filices novae IV, has published 4 species and one
variety of ferns as new to science. B. P. G. Hochreutiner (Ann. Conserv. et

Gard. Geneve 11-12:136-143, reprint pp. 1-8. pis. 1, 2. 1908) has published a
revision of the genus Adansonia in which 8 species are recognized, one of which,
A. Stanburyana from northwestern Australia, is proposed as new to science.
G. A^Nadsox (Bull. Jard. Imp. Bot. St. Petersb. 8:113-121. pi. 1. 1908)
describes a new microorganism (Rhodosphacrium diffluens) from the Caspian
Sea; the systematic position of the plant according to the author is "an der Grenze
zwischen Algen und Bakterien." C. Ferdinandsen and O. Winge (Bot. Tids-
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skr. 29:1-25. pis. 1, 2. 1908) have published 19 new species of fungi; these

are based on collections made in the Danish West Indies by C. Raunkiaer during

the years 1905 and 1906. W. Fawcett and A. B. Rendle (Journ. Botany

47:3-8. 1909) have published diagnoses of 12 new species of orchidaceous

plants from Jamaica; these are preliminary to a monograph of the orchids of

Jamaica. E. Ule (Engl. Bot. Jahrb. 42:191-238. 1908), in collaboration with

different specialists, under the title Beitrage zur Flora von Bahia I, has published

75 species and one variety as new to science; these are referred to families in the

Engler sequence from the Bromeliaceae to the Araliaceae and include the follow-

ing new genera: Hi

(Capparidaceae), and Itatiaia (Melastomaceae). E. Koehne {ibid. Beiblatt

97:47-53) records 5 new species and 4 new varieties in the Lythraceae from South

America, Africa, and Siam. Different authors (Kew Bull. 1908:432-441),

under the title Diagnoses Africanae XX VI, have published 19 new species and

rms

Androstachys) of the Euphorbiaceae; also {ibid. 445-451) in Decades kewensis:

Decas LI, 10 new species are described from various localities. E. L. Greene

(Leaflets Bot. Obs. & Crit. 2: 1-24. 1909) proposes a series of 60 new species and

3 new varieties of flowering plants, chiefly from western United States. J. Borx-

muller (Mitt. Thiir. Bot. Ver. 23:1-27. 1908), in continuation of his contribu-

tions under the title Novitiae Florae Orientalis, has published 23 species as new

to science, of which 17 belong to the genus Astragalus. A. Scherffel (Ber.

Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 26a: 762-771. 1909), proposes a new genus {Asterococcus)

for the alga hitherto known as Pleurococcus superbus Cienk. N. L. Brittox

(Bull. N. Y. Bot. Gard. 5:311-318. 1909), in continuation of his studies on the

flora of the Bahamas, has described 6 new species of flowering plants. F. S. Earle

{ibid. 373-451), under the title of Genera of the North American Gill Fungi,

recognizes 147 genera for North America, and of these 38 are designated as

new.—J. M. Greenman.

Hybrids of Oenothera.—DeVries has recently published several remarkable

papers on hybridization in Oenothera. The results concern a new type of heredi-

tary behavior, which is of great interest, showing as it does that we are only on the

fields. Such discoveries, which open new vistaslese

for the future, are of special value as a stimulus to research. The first of these

papers appeared in this journal 11 and announced the discovery of what are called

twin hybrids, and a later paper 1

2

dealt with triple hybrids. In certain cases, when

one of the wild species of the Onagra group is crossed with O. Lamarckiana or

one of its mutants, two types are produced in about equal numbers, both of which

breed true, the same types appearing in the different crosses. These types

DeVries calls O. laeta and O. velutina. In the case of O. scintillans and O. lata

« DeVries, Hugo, On twin hybrids. Bot. Gazette 44:401-407. 1907

1*
f
On triple hybrids. Bot. Gazette 47: 1-8. 1909.
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triple hybrids are produced—in addition to O. laeta and O. velutina a third type
resembling the mother (O. lata or O. scintillans) , but in its special marks inter-
mediate between its parents.

The twin hybrids of O. nanella have been worked out most completely."
O. muricata X O. nanella produces the two types laeta and velutina, about 50
per cent, of each. The laeta breed true for four generations, but the velutina
spht in the F3 and all succeeding generations, producing velutina and something
over 50 per cent, of a form called by DeVries O. murinella, which is a dwarf
O. velntina and breeds true. The dwarf character (but not the other O. nanella
characters), therefore, reappears in over half of each generation. The discoveries
of greatest interest follow. O. velutina X O. murinella gives the same results as
O. velutina self-pollinated, i. e., over 50 per cent. O. murinella. From this the
conclusion is drawn that the pollen of O. velutina has the same hereditary qualities
as that of O. murinella. The reciprocal cross gave 100 per cent. O. murinella
(280 plants). The facts are all explained by assuming that the egg cells of O. velu-
tina are of hybrid (heterozygote) nature (a X b), while the pollen bears only the
dwarf character (a). On self-pollination O. velutina would then give 50 per cent.
O. velutina (a X b) and 50 per cent. O. murinella (a) which breed true. This
conclusion ,s verified by crosses of O. velutina and O. nanella (since O. velutina
X O. nanella gives 57 per cent. O. murinella, and O. nanella X O. velutina gives
100 per cent. O. murinella).

Similarly, O. laeta crossed with O. murinella, O. nanella, or O. velutina gives
5
? *? u

n
l!?

eta and 5° *** CCnt dvVarfs
-

Therefore the egg cells of laeta are
also hybrid (heterozygote) in regard to the dwarf character, although when self-
poll.nated laeta.breeds true! The pollen of laeta therefore bears the hereditary
characters for high stature. This dominates over the hybrid nature of its own
egg cells, but is recessive to the egg cells of pure dwarfs. The remarkable situa-
tion therefore appears, that the egg cells of both velutina and laeta behave as

former
he dwarf character, and the pollen of laeta appears to carry only the character
tor hurh ctahiro J Jfor high stature.

behav
those of other mutants. O. gigas X O. Lamarckiana forms a constant inter-
mediate race. O. Lamarck
X O rubnnenns, and O. rubrinervis X O. gigas all give the same hybrid race.
u. lata X O gigas, however, gives two types, about half intermediate between
O. gigas and O. Lamarckiana, and half intermediate between O. gigas and O. lata.O gigas crossed with O. biennis and O. muricata produces intermediate sterile

I)eni^
D
«
V
!
IE
^ "UG°' Ueber * Z« illingsbastarde von Oenothera nanella. Ber.

Ueutsch. Bot. Gesells. 26a: 667-676. 1908.

„, !t J
Bastarde v°n Oenothera gigas. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 26a:

754-762. 1908.
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Miss Lutz 15 studied forty individuals of 0. lata X 0. gigas and describes a

group of hybrids which probably include both the types of DeVries, and in

addition plants like 0. lata and like O. gigas, having their respective numbers of

chromosomes.—R. R. Gates.

Nitrogen fixationby Azotobacter.

—

Krzemieniewski has contributed a paper16

that seems to throw much-needed light on the problems of nitrogen fixation by

Azotobacter in the soil. Perhaps its most valuable feature is the demonstration

of the accelerating influence of humus on the process. He finds that Azotobacter

in pure cultures in ordinary nitrogen-free media can fix little atmospheric nitrogen,

but that the addition of sterile soil or of humic acids or their calcium, potassium,

or sodium salts to such solutions multiplies the amount of nitrogen fixed many

times. It is interesting to note further that the humus derived from different soils

does not yield uniform results, and that artificial "humus" formed by the action

of acids on carbohydrates is of little or no value. Lipman 17 in this country has

anticipated in part some of these results, for he found that the amount of nitrogen

fixed by Azotobacter growing in solutions to which different types of soils had

been added varied greatly. Krzemieniewski further reaches the interesting

conclusion, as a result of repeated experiments, that humus does not serve either

as a source of nitrogen or of carbon for Azotobacter. He finds that the various

nitrogen compounds used in an effort to duplicate the stimulating influence of

humus are without such results. When these compounds were used in conjunction

with humus they were found to be even decidedly inhibitory in action. Why

the humus should thus stimulate growth of Azotobacter he fails to explain,

although he seems to have had abundant experimental evidence of the fact. The

author was able to demonstrate as much as seventeen milligrams of nitrogen fixed

per gram of glucose used in carbohydrate solutions to which humus or humic

acid^ had been added. This is a higher ratio than has been reported by other

investigators. He further succeeded in demonstrating by gas analysis for the

Azotobacter what was long ago demonstrated for the legume, an actual decrease

in the amount of nitrogen supplied to the culture. The organic nitrogen fixed

the culture solution was found at the close of the experiment to check very

closely with the amount which disappeared from the air.

The organism is a strict aerobe, neither alcohols, acids, nor hydrogen gas are

CO
found as products of metabolism. The ratio -^ approaches unity. The

temperature optimum for nitrogen fixation is 28° C Prolonged cultivation of

Azotobacter on artificial media the author finds has little influence on its "viru-

15 Lutz, Anne M., Notes on the first generation hybrid of Oenothera lata X O.

gigas. Science N. S. 29:263-267. 1909.

.6 Krzemieniewski, S., Untersuchungen uber Azotobacter chroococcum. Beij.

Bull. Acad. Sci. Cracovie CI. Sci. Math, et Nat. 1908:299-1050. pi. 1.

7 Lipman, Jacob G., Bacteriological indications of the mineral requirements of

soils. Ann. Rep. N. J.
State Agr. Exp. Sta. 27:177-187- I9°6-

in
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lence" or ability to fix nitrogen. The contradictory results of other investigations

are probably due to the use of different strains of organisms. The differences

between these strains are varietal or, possibly, even specific, for cultures from

various sources differ considerably in their nitrogen-fixing power.

Beijerinck in his work on these organisms proposed a theory of symbiotic

activity between Azotobacter and other bacteria. Krzemieniewski concludes

that BeijErinck's results are to be explained not as due to the presence of the

second organism but to the addition of humus to culture solutions.

These studies should serve to emphasize further the importance of soil humus
from the standpoint of agricultural practice. In addition to the solution of

certain puzzling questions, Krzemieniewski has opened several very promising

avenues for successful and profitable research in soil bacteriology.—Robert E.

VHANW

Mutability and variability.

—

Schouten 18 has an extensive account of two

years' Oenothera cultures. Seeds from DeVries, as well as commercial seeds

and "wild" seeds, and rosettes of various species were used. Several new mutants

appeared, and a number of interesting combination forms possessing the char-

acters of two types are recorded. The new mutants are O. blanda and O. cande-

forms — - — / — — — • '

larcijolia nanella, O. rubrinervis brevistylis, O. rabrinervis lata, O. gigas nanella,

and O. gigas lata (?).

He makes the suggestion, which appears rather unlikely, that the nanella

or dwarf condition in 00. Lamarckiana, laevijolia, and gigas may be due to

bacterial action. O. Lamarckiana nanella is found to exist in two forms, differing

in their bud and flower characters. O. gigas is well known to show extremely

wide variability, particularly in leaf shape, and an attempt was made to segregate

several types, but without success, since the offspring from each showed nearly

the whole range of variation.

type
gives a somewhat different appearance to the mutation phenomena in Oenothera.

Schouten concludes that mutants originate by two different methods: (i) When
both the gamete nuclei uniting in fertilization have the constitution of the same
mutant. (2) When the gamete nuclei are unlike. Of the latter he classifies two

sorts

other that of the mutant, (b) When both the gametes have a mutant constitution

forms
.

> ""^ «*^«»«"6 «" tilt ^lllUiaauwn awxxx^.

evidence is obtained from the fact that crossing increases the production ot

mutants

The third part of the contribution deals with statistical studies of variability

Lamarckiana The parts

measured include the length and breadth of certain stem leaves selected according
A. — 1 /* *

1 1 « m 1

petals

18 Schouten, A. R., Mutabiliteit en variability, pp. 196. Groningen. 1908
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flowers; the number of stigma lobes; the length of style, hypanthium, and ovary;

length of main stem; number of side branches, etc. A large number of interest-

ing data of variability are here brought together. It is of interest that in nearly

all cases the modal number of stigma lobes shows a decrease from 6 or 8 or more

to 4 during the season.

The work is an extension of Shull's 10 statistical studies. Shull found that

Lamarck

forms

more variable than the phylogenetically older. This appears to hold for the

European O. biennis and its mutants criiciata and suljitrea, but is only partly true

for O. Lamarckiana and its mutants. O. gigas and O. rubrineruis lata are more

variable than the parent in all the organs examined; but the other mutants are

more variable in some characters and less so in others. The coefficient of vari-

ability of a mutable species is not markedly different from that of a non-mutable

form.—R. R. Gates.

Ontogenetic theory of alternation.—Lang20 has outlined an interesting

theory of alternation of generations which he calls an "ontogenetic" theory, to

distinguish it from other theories. The so-called "homologous" and "antithetic"

theories are well known, and Lang's work on apogamy in ferns inclined him to

accept the former. In fact, the ontogenetic theory is a theory of homologous

alternation in its phylogcnetic application.

The author starts with the idea that all the cell progeny of a germ cell are

potentially similar, and that any one of them might reproduce the organism.

The development of a specific organism is regarded as due to the properties of the

germ cell and to the conditions under which the germ cell develops. The author,

therefore, reaches the conception of a specific cell corresponding to each specific

form, to which under normal conditions it gives rise. In plants with a definite

alternation of generations, germ cells capable of developing into an organism are

met twice in the life-history. The organisms developed by these two cells may

be verv similar or very different. For example, in Polysiphonia the two resulting

organisms are very similar; while in bryophytes and pteridophytes they are very

different. To explain the latter case the author recognizes two alternative views:

(1) the two germ cells are so different that they necessarily produce different

structures; (2) the two germ cells are both specific cells of the same plant, but the

conditions of development are so different that the two resulting organisms are

very different.

9 MacDougal, D. T., et al., Mutants and hybrids of the Oenotheras. Pub. No.

24, Carnegie Institution.
1 p. 57. fig*- '3- #*»• » *9°55 Mutations, variations and

relationships of the Oenotheras. Pub. No. 81, Carnegie Institution, pp. 92. &- 22.

figs. 73. 1907.

»o Lang, W. H., A theory of alternation of generations in archegoniate plants

based upon the ontogeny. New Phytol. 8:1-12. 1909.
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The second alternative is the basis for the proposed ontogenetic theory of
alternation, the assumption being that the two germ cells of a life-history, although
one is haploid and the other diploid, have potentially the same morphogenedc
properties, and under the same conditions would produce similar structures
In the case of the very dissimilar generations of bryophytes and pteridophytes,
the causal differences in the conditions of development are expressed broadly as
follows: the spore develops free, in direct relation to soil, water, light, etc.; the
lertihzed egg develops in relation to the body of the sexual generation. The egg
is thus removed from all the influences acting on the spore, and is exposed to a new
set of nutritive and "correlative" influences proceeding from the parent body.

determined

determined
lively short association of egg and gametophyte among pteridophytes, as by their
much longer association among bryophytes.

It is evident that this theory regards the two generations of each species as
homologous, ,n that they are developed from germ cells with the same morphoge-
netic powers. The really important comparisons to make, therefore, are between
gametophyte and sporophyte of the same plant; rather than between the sporo-
ph> e of ferns and gametophyte of liverworts, for example. The author promises
a lull discussion of the application of this theory in future papers, but in the present
one he gives a very brief outline of its application to ferns, lycopods, and horse-
tai s, comparing the two generations in each group in a most suggestive wav.

the chief value of a theory lies in the work it stimulates, this ontogenetic theory
snould^prove of great value, for it opens a large vista of experimental work.-

Morphology of Ruppia.-Graves" has investigated Ruppia maritima in
a its aspects, presenting under the title of morphology, not only the gross and
mmute teatures of its morphology, but also its anatomy, ecology, and physiology,
such a compendium of statements in reference to a single species is unusual,
or m general an investigator in these days is compelled to restrict his attention
to one aspect of plants. For this reason, it is impossible for the reviewer to recog-
nize the contributions to knowledge that must be imbedded in the general account,
except in a somewhat restricted division of morphology. The general outline
ot topics is as follows: Morphology of the vegetative organs (46 pp.), in which
ne structure and function of stem, leaf, and root are described in great detail
and contrasted with those of nth»r tw„-„„^ «... * ., f .„_.*. :,.„

organs
Ecology

P " ( * «*'' '" wmcn tne hydrophytic and halophytic adaptations are pre

^
men, and the difficult problem of adaptation and heredity discussed; Repro
uc ne organs (18 pp.), in which flower, sporangia, gametophvtes, fertilization

and endosperm are described; Embryo; Fruit and seed; Seedling. ~-~
CU)ae>WlthtV SUI™aries and a bibliography of 98 titles.

Sr;
" GRAVES

'
A

'
H

>
The morphology of Ruppia maritima. Trans. Conn. Acad,

be. 14:59-170. Ph. i-i5 . Jigs . J3. Ioo8 .

The paper
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Some of the ecological results are as follows. Ruppia is called a water halo-

phyte, living in salt water that would produce plasmolysis in fresh-water plants,

but unable to live in water of the open ocean. The hydrophytic responses of the

shoot are the weak and spreading form, the absence of stomata, the production of

slime, the numerous air spaces, the lack of mechanical tissue, and the reduction

of the vascular system to one axial bundle and two lateral ones in both stem and

leaf. The responses of the root are a reduction of the system to small unbranched

roots borne singly at the nodes, the presence of air spaces, and the concentric

axial bundle. The axial and cortical bundles are thought to be useless hereditary

structures.

Some of the facts in reference to the reproductive structures are as follows.

The inflorescence is a reduced spadix, and a small spathe is present, which is said

to have escaped the notice of investigators almost entirely. In the development

of the microsporangium a large archesporial group of cells is differentiated, which

later becomes septate. In the development of the megasporangium, usually

only one layer of parietal cells is formed, and in one case two functioning mother

cells were observed in a sporangium. The count of chromosomes was made in

the microsporangium and in the reduction divisions of both gametophytes, and

was found to be eight and sixteen. The male cells are produced before pollina-

tion, which is accomplished by means of the water. The endosperm is scanty,

never being more than a thin layer lining the sac. The proembryo is a filament

of three or four cells, the basal one becoming much enlarged to form the suspensor-

ree embrvo-formin
termi

of the proembryo, the two other cells producing the hypocotyl, adventitious root,

and primary root, the last organ never functioning.

The paper contains a large amount of information in reference to a very

interesting form, and the plates, some of them photomicrographs, reproduce the

structures in such a way that every botanist can make his own interpretations.

—J. M. C.

Orchid flowers and formative stimuli.—As a product of his visit of three

months at the Buitenzorg Garden, Fitting published in the initial number of

the new Zcitschrijt jiir Botanik an account of his experiments on the effect of

pollination and other stimuli upon the postfloration behavior of the flowers of

orchids. 22 The tropical orchids, available in great abundance at this garden,

are especially suited for experimental study on this point, because the difference

in duration of pollinated and unpollinated flowers is sufficient to give opportunity

for experimentation with unequivocal results, whether the postfloration processes

are autonomous or induced. Of these processes he distinguishes four : (1) pre-

mature fading; (2) closure of the stigma and swelling of the gynoptemium

;

(3) swelling of the ovary; (4) greening of the perianth.

22 Fitting, H., Die Beeinflussung der Orchideenbluten durch die Bestaubung

urch andere Umstande. Eine entwickelungsphysiologische Studie aus den
und durch andere Umstande.

Tropen. Zeits. Bot. 1 : 1-86. Jigs. 27. 1909
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He was able to induce premature fading by applying most various substances

to the stigma: besides their own living pollen, volcanic river-sand, spittle, dead

pollen and pollen extract, dead and leached pollen of the same species or of

other genera or even of other and remote groups, and extract of gynostemium

tissues induced it, and apparently also 5 per cent, saccharose. He was not able

arViQt th(> rVipmiral aorpnt nr flprpnts were, in these reactions. Wound-rmme
ing the stigma or the tissue at the apex of the gynostemium also caused premature

fading. Closure of the stigma and swelling of the gynostemium could be effected

by bestrewing the stigma with living or dead pollen of orchids (any genus) or

even of Hibiscus, and with the alcoholic extract of pollen. On the contrary, dead

pollen and pollen extract had no effect or the very slightest in inducing swelling

of the ovary, which occurred only when living pollen germinated on the stigma

and its tubes grew into the ovary. The greening of the perianth (peculiar to

certain species) appears only when the ovary has previously begun to swell and

to turn green.

Fitting considers fading as the end process of floral development, simply

released by the pollen stimulus or others earlier than it is autonomously. The

stimulus, however, does not merely hasten development; it diverts its course,

for a perianth half open and quite incompletely developed may be made to fade

in twelve to twentv-four hours bv a stimulus which proceeds from the distant

stigma. This also offers a new example of the separation of perceptive and

reactive regions. The closure of the stigma, etc., appears to be strictly a case

of chemomorphosis, but the agent does not produce any effect on the ovary,

whose growth and formation of ovules, and so the consequent greening ot the

perianth, depend on the penetration of the pollen tube; but whether the stimulus

is mechanical or chemical does not appear.

The prompt fading of the flowers, possible after an insect bite on the stigma

or after stimulation by foreign pollen, and the small crop of fruit on these tropical

orchids, awaken doubts in Fitting's mind as to the validity of the teleological

interpretation of the elaborate mechanisms which are believed to secure cross-

pollination. Perhaps they were effective in a past age when insect life was

richer, he adds by way of apology for his temerity in suggesting such heresy.

He will find this heresy not unwelcome, we imagine, in this country, where ecolo-

gists are questioning whether there is even adequate proof that cross-pollination

is advantageous.—C. R. B.^

Cytology of Oenothera.

—

Geerts 23 published an account of embryo-sac

development and chromosome reduction in Oenothera. A row of four mega-

formed

rmin
J the embryo sac. Its nucleus divides only twice. Both

*3 Geerts, J. M., Beitrage zur Kenntnis der cytologischen Entwicklung von

Oenothera Lamarckiana. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 26a:6o8-6i4. 1908.

, Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Cytologic und der partiellen Sterihtat von

Oenothera Lamarckiana. Separate (source unknown), pp. 116. pis. 5-22. 190c;.

I
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nuclei resulting from the first division remain in the upper portion of the sac. One
of these divides to form the two synergids, and the other forms the egg and polar

nucleus. There are therefore no antipodals and only one polar nucleus. In
fertilization one male nucleus unites with the egg; the other unites with the polar

form

rms

previous accounts of Gates. 2* There is no fusion of parallel threads in synapsis.

The spirem later breaks into the vegetative number of chromosomes, which after-

ward become paired. The first mitosis separates whole chromosomes, and the

second separates the longitudinal halves of these. Certain critical stages during

the period between synizesis and diakinesis, which prove that the chromosomes
are formed by the segmentation of a single spirem thread, are not represented;

but these stages are the most difficult to obtain, probably because they are passed

through quickly. It seems now pretty evident that there are two general methods

of reduction in plants, as in animals, one involving a telosynapsis, the other a para-

synapsis or side-by-side pairing of chromosomes.

The question of sterility is also examined, with interesting results. In Oeno-

thera Lamarckiana 50 per cent, of the ovules are found to degenerate, and about

50 per cent, of the pollen grains—two from each tetrad of spores. A large num-
ber of other Onagraceae were examined, nearly all of which were found to exhibit

more or less sterility. Geerts concludes that the sterility of O.

cannot be explained as the result of hybridization, cultivation, or lack of nutrition

or space, but that it has been inherited from a remote ancestor, probably from

the ancestor of the whole sub-family. He* thinks that since this sterility is herit-

able it must have originated by a mutation, or rather two mutations, one on the

pollen side and one on the megaspore side, since they are often sterile in different

degrees in the same species

!

So far from explaining anything, it seems to the reviewer that this muddies

the pool and is much worse than a fiat confession of ignorance as to the cause.

It will be unfortunate if botanists acquire the habit of ascribing the origin of com-

plex conditions, such as sterility, to a sudden M mutation" in some ancestor. There

is no evidence to show that the sterility has not been gradually acquired, and for

that matter independently acquired, in the different species. To call it a mutation

in neither its origin nor its cause.—R. R. Gates.

Lamarckiana

helps to explain neither its origin nor its cause.-

Seedlings of conifers.

—

Hill and Fraine 25 have published a second paper

on the seedlings of gymnosperms, the thesis being that polycotyledony is attained

by the splitting of preexisting members, which were probably two in number.

In the present investigation seedlings of Tsuga, Abies, Picea, Cedrus, Pinus,

Larix, Pseudolarix, and Araucaria were studied. The general result shows that

2 -* Gates, R. R., A study of reduction in Oenothera rubrinervis. Bot. Gazette
46:1-34. ph. 1-3. 1908.

2 5 Hill, T. G., and de Fraine, E., On the seedling structure of gymnosperms.

Annals of Botany 23:189-227. pi. 15. Jigs. II. 1909.
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the Taxineae, Podocarpineae, and many Cupressineae have two cotyledons, and
that each cotyledon (Podocarpineae being excepted) contains one vascular strand

and the primary root is diarch. Among the Abietineae, however, in which poly-

cotyledony prevails, each cotyledon has a single vascular strand, but the number
of poles of the primary root holds no obvious relation to the number of cotyledons.

In summarizing the evidence of splitting, the authors add the following

testimony: the occurrence of partially split cotyledons, the frequent obvious

grouping of cotyledons, and the cases of transition. Pinus contorta Murrayana
may be selected as an illustration of the last case, in which form three entire

cotyledons were found, one of them much larger than the other two and contain-

ing two entirely distinct vascular strands. The authors speak of this as a case

of one whole cotyledon and two half-cotyledons. Trouble of course comes with

the higher numbers of cotyledons, and at this point the explanation offered is not

clear. It is acknowledged that in some cases an increased number of cotyledons

may result from the appearance of extra primordia, which represent the dis-

placement of foliage leaves from the first stem node to the cotyledonary node.

The general summary of facts contains the following items: the occurrence

of more or less complete cotyledonary tubes (over 20 species cited); the existence

of cases of incomplete splitting (4 species cited); the general presence of cotyle-

donary resin ducts (several in araucarians, two in 12 species cited, one in 6 species,

and none in 6 species or more) ; the occurrence of 4-8 vascular strands in each
cotyledon of Araucaria, and of one strand in the cotyledons of Tsuga, Abies,

Picea, Cedrus, Pinus, and Larix; the occurrence of mesarch structure in occa-

sional cotyledons of Tsuga canadensis, Pinus Pinea, and P. Gerardiana.
Shaw 26 has investigated the seedling of Araucaria Bidtvillii, a tuberous

species and one not studied by Hill and Fraine. He finds that the cotyledonary
vascular strands are very numerous and variable (12 to 16), that the poles of the

root are equally variable (5 to 7), and that there is a very confused connection

between the two. The protoxylem groups of the root are gradually reduced until

the diarch condition is finally attained.—J. M. C.

The Piccard rotation experiments.—Haberlandt 2 ? has repeated Piccard's
rotation experiments, 28 for which he used the seedlings of Vicia Faba, Lupimis
albus, and Phaseolus multiftorus. He characterizes Piccard's conception as

good, but the execution of the experiments and the interpretation of the results

as faulty.

He claims to have eliminated all Piccard's technical errors by devising a

very substantial and accurate centrifuge, and by securely fastening the seedlings

26 Shaw, F. J. F., The seedling structure of Araucaria Bidwillii. Annals of

Botany 23:321-334. pi. 21. figs. 6. 1909.
2
7 H \berla.vdt, G., Ueber die Verteilung der geotropischen Sensibilitat in der

Wurzel. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 45:575-600. 1909.
23 Piccard, August, Neue Versuche uber die tfeotropische Sensibilitat der Wurzel-
e. Tahrh \Vr« IW * n .spitze. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 40:94-102. 1904.
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with plaster of Paris, at the same time supplying them with sufficient moisture.

The roots were placed at an angle of 45 with the axis, as were Piccard's.
While Piccard used 20-40 rotations per second, Haberlandt found it neces-

sary to use only 5-20.

If the tips of the roots extended 1 -5
mm or more beyond the axis, they always

bent in the direction according with the irritability of the tip; if i
mm or less, the

curvature was determined by the irritability of the growing zone. Haberlandt
points out (what he says Piccard and his critics have failed to notice) that where
the root tip extends 1 -5

mm beyond the axis, the growing zone receives on the aver-

age greater stimulation than the root tip, the centrifugal acceleration of the grow-

ing region, by reason of its greater length, being 2.8-3.9 times that of the tip.

This, of course, is due to the considerable length of the growing zone. Haber-
landt never gets the S curve described by Piccard. He concludes that 1.5-

of the root tip, in the forms worked with, is very sensitive to gravity and to

centrifugal acceleration. The growing zone is likewise sensitive, but far less so

than the tip. The marked geotropic sensitiveness of the tip corresponds to the

well-developed statolith apparatus of the cap, while the slighter sensitiveness of

the growing zone is due to the rather poorly developed statolith starch of the

periblem in that zone.

He finds that the geotropic irritability of the growing zone is manifested with

acclerations as low as o . 25 gravity, and therefore that it comes into play in ordinary

geotropic response, exactly opposite to Nemec's conclusion.

Haberlandt also conducted a set of decapitation experiments, making full

allowance for the shock effect of decapitation, which accord fully with the results

by the Piccard method. He concludes that all these results are quite in harmony

with the statolith theory.

—

Wm. Crocker.

Plant proteases.

—

Vines has now for more than ten years devoted his atten-

tion to the proteases of plants and he has made the field practically his own. The

conclusions he has from time to time announced mark periods in the develop-

ment of the problem. The last paper by this author29 should be considered in

two parts, the first of which deals with his latest results, while the second consti-

tutes a review of the earlier investigations, together with final conclusions.

The papain or papayotin of the latex of papaw, which has long been known

to digest proteins, was shown by Martin to be both peptic and peptolytic. It

was therefore designated a tryptic enzyme. The discovery that other vegetable

extracts (germinated lupin, castor-bean, some fruit juices, malt, yeast) had a

like action, led to the notion that plant proteases in general are tryptic. This

conception, although a generalization from too limited data, was an advance, as

it supplanted the prevalent idea (also resting upon an insecure foundation) that

plant proteases are peptic. Following up his work on tryptic extracts from vari-

ous sources, Vines has finally come to believe that the proteases of plants are of

two sorts, the peptases and the ereptases. This conviction has been further fixed

29 Vines, S. H., The proteases of plants. VI. Annals of Botany 23:1-18. 1909.
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by his latest results, which are that from papayotin both peptase and ereptase

may be obtained. The former is soluble in dilute NaCl and little soluble in dis-

tilled water, while the latter is easily soluble in pure water. That the demon-

stration of these two proteases in papayotin might be more complete is admitted

by the author. Similarly, preparations from both fresh and dry yeast show the

presence of peptase and ereptase.

The proposal of Vines, after reviewing the subject, to supplant the " vegetable

trypsin" idea by the conclusion that the proteases of plants belong to two main

groups, the peptases and the ereptases, and his further classification of the former

into endopeptases and ectopeptases, appeal to the reviewer as unnecessary and

unwarranted, inasmuch as the new may prove to be as incomprehensive as was

the " trypsin" idea. Further, if a name must be given to something of which

little is known, that name should have some reference to the qualities marking

individuality, rather than to the mere incident of its occurrence. So far, the

"ectopeptase" is confined to Nepenthes. The anticipation of the author that

" ectopeptase " is of wide occurrence maybe justified, but in one case, namely,

the pitcher-liquid of Sarracenia, peptic action has not been found. 30—Raymond
H. Pond.

Morphology of Pseudotsuga.—The investigation of the North American

representative of this interesting genus by Lawson^ 1 has filled a gap in our

knowledge. In general it conforms to the well-known characters of Abietineae,

but it presents some interesting peculiarities. The pollen grains are wingless,

and the mechanism for receiving them is most unusual. There is a stricture of

the integument above the nucellus, which results in two distinct micropylar

chambers. The outer chamber is partially inclosed by the infolding tip of the

integument, from whose inner face numerous hairlike processes are developed

as outgrowths from the epidermal cells. Within this chamber the pollen grains

are received and germinate, a tangle of tubes passing down through the inner

chamber to the nucellus.

At the time of pollination (April-May in California) the pollen grain contains

the two disorganized prothallial cells and the generative and tube nuclei. Just

before tube-formation the generative cell divides to form the stalk and body cells,

both with distinct membranes, but soon becoming very unequal. Before the

tip of the nucellus is reached by the tube, the nucleus of the body cell divides

to form two unequal male nuclei. Fertilization takes place within 60 days

after pollination, and the entire nuclear contents of the tube are discharged

into the egg.

The functioning megaspore is surrounded by a distinct tapetal zone, and the

magaspore membrane becomes conspicuous. The development of the female
1 ' ' —— „

3° Robinsow Wixifred J., A study of the digestive power of Sarracenia purpurea.

Torreya 8:181-194. 1908.

3iLawson, A. A., The gametophytes and embryo of Pseudotsuga Douglasii.

Annals of Botany 23:163-180. pis. 12-14. r 9°9-
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in which free nuclear division occurs

rrn

permanent
tissue. The archegonia are usually four in number, and a distinct ventral canal

cell is cut off, the membrane persisting until fertilization occurs. The proembryo
is the usual one of Abietineae, walls appearing at the eight-nucleate stage, and
four tiers of cells being organized, the uppermost tier being open.—J. M. C.

Embryo sac of Pandanus.—Campbells 2 has published the details of the

development of the embryo sac of this interesting form, the preliminary account

having been published last year.^3 The stage showing fertilization was not

obtained, so that it is not certain that the fourteen-nucleate condition described

is the fertilization stage. The megaspore mother cell is overlaid by several

layers of parietal cells, which are thought to be derived from a single cell. The
division of the mother cell is followed by the direct production of the embryo
sac by the inner daughter cell. At the first division, the two nuclei assume the

polar positions, and subsequent divisions result in two micropylar nuclei and

twelve antipodal nuclei. If two megaspore nuclei are supposed to enter into the

structure of this sac, there is a single division of one of them, and a succession of

divisions from the other one. From any point of view, such a sac would be

unusual, and the author is inclined to regard it as "a new type with its nearest

analogue in Peperomia," a type which is probably more ancient than the prevail-

ing eight-nucleate sac. He dissents from the idea that the reduction division

necessarily determines a megaspore in angiosperms, believing that this event

may so shift in the life-history that a megaspore may be defined regardless of it.

After all, this is merely a matter of definition, and that is a matter of agreement.

Shall a megaspore be defined as the product of the two reduction divisions or

as the cell which produces the embryo sac? Which definition will have the

greater morphological stability?—J. M. C.

Diffusion of C0 2 in leaves.—That C0 2 does not diffuse extensively through

the mesophyll has been known for more than thirty years from the researches

of Moll, and experiments to show the localization of photosynthesis have become

common in every physiological laboratory. Under Moll's direction, Zijlstra

has investigated the extent of diffusion in leaves of different structures. 34 He

finds that in all leaves the CO a formed in the leaf itself suffices to produce a line

or zone of starch at the edge of the darkened region. In net-veined leaves the

movement of CO a supplied from the air is prevented by the larger veins which

32 Campbell, D. H., The embryo sac of Pandanus. Bull. Torr. Bot. Club

36:205-220. pis. 16, 17. 1909.

33 Campbell, D. H., The embryo sac of Pandanus. Preliminary note. Annals

of Botany 22:330. 1908.

34 Zijlstra, K., Kohlensauretransport in Bliittern. Proefschrift ter verkrijging

aan der graad van Doctor in plant- en dierkunde aan der Rijks-Universiteit te Gro-

ningen 8vo. pp. 128. pis. 2. figs. 2. Groningen: M. de Waal. 1909.
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cm

stretch from surface to surface without intercellular spaces. Consequently the

width of the lines of starch produced at the edge of the darkened region is not

widened even though the unlighted area is supplied with C0 2 under abnormal

pressure. If the net be coarse the zone of marginal starch will be wider than if

it is fine. Diffusion of self-produced C0 2 to 2-5cm at most is thus possible; for

in parallel-veined leaves of Triticum, Hordeum, and Zea, though the veins do

not prevent diffusion, the intercellular passages are so narrow as to limit it to 3

In Tradescantia and Acorus the transverse anastomoses prevent more extensive

movement. In Eichhornia, Pontederia, and Eucomis the leaves have spacious

intercellular passages, and so the movement is much more free. But even here

the diffusion scarcely surpasses 3
cm

, unless through a region of the leaf that is not

in condition to act on the C0 2 . In nature, therefore, movement of C0 2 may be

considered practically nil.—C. R. B.

Seedling of a graft-hybrid.—Certain branches of the graft hybrid, Cytisus

Adami, revert, producing flowers having the characters of the reputed parents

C. Ijxburnum and C. purpureas respectively. The C. Adami flowers are ordinarily

sterile, while those borne on reverted branches reproduce their respective parents.

In May, 1904, Hildebrand^s observed that several flowers of a C. Adami

branch of a cultivated specimen in the Freiburg botanical garden had set seed,

and was able to obtain three fruits from them, which had chiefly the characters of

C. Laburnum, but in certain respects resembled C. purpureas. It is not known
whether these flowers were self-pollinated, but it is not unlikely that the pollen

came from C. Laburnum flowers, since the C. Adami flowers are usually sterile.

Two of the seeds germinated. Both were very similar in character to C.

Laburnum and in 1907 one of them produced hundreds of flowers, all having the

characters of C. Laburnum. No conclusions can be drawn regarding the heredi-

tary bearing of these facts, in the absence of a knowledge of the manner of pollina-

tion of the flowers and the nature of the next generation of offspring.—R. R.

Gates.

Chlorophyll.—The discussion as to the phosphorus content of chlorophyll

waxes warm. Stoklasa replies vigorously* 6 to Tswett's criticisms^ and takes

issue with Willstatter's results.** The question is yet in the stage of polemic

35 Hildebraxd, Friedrich, Ueber Samlinge von Cytisus Adami. Ber. Deutsch.

Bot. Gesells. 26a: 590-595. 1908.

36 Stoklasa, J., Bralik, V., und Ernst, A., Zur Frage des Phosphorgehaltes
des Chlorophylls. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 27:10-20. 1909.

37 Tswett, M., 1st der Phosphor an dem Anbau des Chlorophylline beteiligt ?

Ibid. 26a 1214-220. 1908.

3* Willstatter, R., Zur Kenntniss der Zusammensetzung des Chlorophylls.

Liebig's Annalen der Chemie 350:48-82. 1906.

UND
267-287. 1907.

Ibid. 358:
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discussion and will doubtless require further and most careful work. Stoklasa

is particularly emphatic, declaring that "we have determined—not only I, but

my collaborators, at different times—by definite researches, which we are ready

to repeat in any forum, that preparations of chlorophyll all actually contain

phosphorus." And again: "Our new investigations, carried out in my labora-

tory both on crude and pure chlorophyll, prove that the phosphorus is bound up

in the chlorophyll complex and does not occur in ionic form. We have recog-

nized with complete certainty glycerophosphoric acid and cholin. Consequently

the assertion of Euler and of Schulze, that the chlorolecithin hypothesis is

finally refuted by Willstatter's work, is at least premature."—C. R. B.

The " germination " of Gnetum.

—

Hill, in studying Gnetum Gnenion^

finds that the root and hypocotyledonary axis soon escape from the seed coats,

leaving behind, in close connection with the reserve food, a foot or sucker. The
cotyledons are at first small, but later enlarge somewhat and do photosynthetic

work. An older specimen shows the pronounced rodlike foot in the center of

the endosperm. The foot contains vascular tissue.

Hill remarks that the foot develops to a greater extent in Gnetum than in

either Tumboa or Ephedra. Comparison with the last genus is certainly astonish-

ing. The reviewer can speak for many of the ephedras of the western world.

They do not have a structure in the remotest degree resembling the foot of Gnetum

as figured by Hill, nor is there even a rudimentary trace of such a structure.

—

W. J. G. Land.

Sex of Sphaerocarpus.—Acting upon a suggestion by Strasburger, Douin4°

has carefully examined 81 groups of Sphaerocarpus terrestris, taken by chance

from material collected at Chavannes. He finds that about 75 per cent, clearly

show 2 male plants and 2 female arising from the spore tetrad, whose members

cohere usually until germination. The others were mainly explicable by non-

germination of one or more spores of a single or double tetrad, or the accidental

dissociation of the members of a tetrad. Several cases clearly anomalous were

found: one group (from 2 tetrads) of 54 and 3$; another of 3^ and 1$; and two

others, iS and 3?. He corrects certain earlier misstatements regarding sporelings,

and now specifies differences between juveniles of S. tcrrcstris and S. calijornicus,

which before he declared indistinguishable.—C. R. B.

Necrosis of the grape.—Vines killed by this disease** 1 have usually, in the

opinion of the owners, "just died," yet the writer regards it as a serious disease

causing a larixe percentage of damage. In one young vineyard of 14 acres it is

39 Hill, T. G., The germination of Gnetum Gnemon L. Jour. Roy. Hort. Soc.

34:1, 2. 1908.

40 Douin, Ch., Nouvelles observation der Sphaerocarpus. Rev. Bryol. 36:37-41.

1909

41 Reddick, D., Necrosis of the grape vine. Cornell Univ. Agric. Exp. Sta. Bull.

263. Feb. 1909.
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estimated 4000 to 5000 vines succumbed. The symptoms are: A trimmed and

tied vine that has failed to put out shoots; a vine that has sent forth shoots, the

latter dying after a few weeks; shoots and leaves that exhibit dwarfing; blanched

and chlorotic leaves; leaves and fruit shriveling and dying in the summer; the

presence of fleshy or corky excrescences on the stem, of minute black pimples on

a dead spur, or of small reddish-brown spots on the green shoots. The disease

is attributed to Fasicoccum viticolum, which is described as a new species.—F. L.

Stevens.

Origin of plastids.—Without giving any adequate evidence, even in outline,

Schiller propounds the idea in a preliminary paper42 (which can have no other

purpose than to secure priority, and this ought to be denied in such cases even

if the guen proves correct) that the plastids of plant cells arise by the extrusion

and fragmentation of nucleoli, whose fragments subsequently grow and change
their structure. He "is inclined to the view" that the plant cell is therefore to be
looked upon as binucleate, in the sense that the chromatophores correspond to a
macro- or yolk -nucleus, a view which has lately been expressed by Moroff for

animal cells.—C. R. B.

Leaf blight.—Stevens and Hall describe^ a disease of apple, pear, and
quince, whose prominent symptom suggests the name leaf blight. As it is due
to Hypochnus ochroleucus Noack, they propose the name hypochnose, in conform-
ity to a scheme for making names of diseases by combining euphonically the name
of the fungus with the termination -ose. The disease resembles fire-blight (bacil-

lose), but only the leaves are affected (no twigs), and they stand erect instead of

drooping. The disease prevails in the mountain section of North Carolina, West
Virginia, and Alabama, but is probably much more widespread.—C. R. B.

Geoglossaceae of N. A.—The attention of those interested is directed to an
elaborate monograph*-* f this family of Discomycetes, allied to the better-known
Helvella and Morchella types, as represented on this continent. There are

eleven genera, and the original fifty-three species Dirand reduces to forty-two.

We have no competence to review the work critically.—C. R. B.
j- T-r _ ,^__JJX_L •

4* Schiller, Jos., Ueber die Entstehung der Plastiden aus dem Zellkern. Oesterr.
Bot. Zeits. 59:89-91. figs. 3. 1909.

43 Stevens, F. L., and Hall, J. G., Hypochnose of pomaceous fruits. Ann.
Mycol. 7:49-59- figs- 8. 1909.

44 Durand, Elias J., The Geoglossaceae of North America. Ann. Mycol.
6:387-477. pis. 5-22. 1908.
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irtum Madaga- irieose" 338
Hodgkiss, R. I. work of 172
Hoffmannia Tuerckheimii a ;

Holm, Theo. 167
Hom .si^. crab claw showing 38; in

plants, principles of ;o
Hooki j. I)., ^ , r k «.f 161
House, H. h

. work of r6i
Hum

, development on sea benches 1 r r

Huron River valley *>tanicai survey f

HS
Hu II., m k of 252
Huthia, ( ban on 162
Hybrid graft- 8 Hildebrand 01 seed

ling of graft- 486; of Oenothera, I>e -

\neson 4 quadruples; Tischleron
sterility in 246; triple 1; Winkler on
graft- 250

Hydrocotyle umbellata, hornoeosis in 51
Hydrometeoric condition, influence on

vegetation 00

moeons in 50
Jeffrey, I < 42 . work of 171
JohaoaM .

v rk of 164
Justiria multicaulis 2 ,

K

Mephani on ^"VJ' *k ,
of »6*

K 1, \\ work of 1 . 341
K Simon, work of t<

koehnr. 1 rk of 47 J

K >maro\ \ I work of 161
Krinxl work of 162 172
Knemieniewsk , work of

Land, \Y 1 | j 4^7
Lang. \Y H .

v rk of 477
Latency, Shull on 82
Lauracea Klmer on 161
I^arauxia lobata 4.

I^awsor.. A. A work of 484
I.*af, anatorn} of fsoetf

S ns and Hall on 1 58; of 1

lum $

J^eandra, stngiiliflora ^4 Tuerckheimii
2 54

I ivitt. R. (r

Lcbetina azz

*.*

biigh*

phyl

K .it . work of 170
i < • llata 4 Cooper

i

porophylla 4 porophylloides
speaosa 4 5

1 mte. Henry, work 4 1^2
Lendrmr, A., work of ju
1 pidium puheacen Thrilling on 472
I*esdain, B. de. work of 163
L^sqi

1 la tenella42f'
La \\U H work of rh2. 163
LicheT Lcsdain on 163
Light. factor in r leistogamy 403; influ-

en< on vegetation 90; Hildebrand
and Kinzel on germination and 1 U

Linaria, pollination in 4
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Lindau, G. 241

Linum leptopoda 426
Loco, Crawford on barium and 344
Luffa, histology of fruit and seed 305
Lutz, Anne M., work of 475
Lycopodium Selago, homoeosis in 61

Lythraceae, Koehne on 473

M
Magnolia gautemalensis 253; portoricen-

sis 253
Maiden, J. H., work of 163
Maize, Shull on 169
Malinowski, Edmond, work of 161

Malpighiaceae, Dop on 163
Maivales, Fries on 164
Mangin, L., work of 4*24

Marila, macrophylla 254; verapazensis

2 53
Marryat, D. C. E., work of 470
Mastigobryum, Stephani on 472
Mattei, G. E., work of 163

Mazus, Bonati on 161

McNichols, M., work of 169
Melon, musk, histology of fruit and seed

287 ; water, histology of fruit and seed

292
Melothria, histology of- fruit and seed

308
Mendelism, Gregoire on cytological basis

of 79
Mentzelia, polita 427; synandra 428
Merinthopodium, campanulatum 257

;

neuranthe 257
Merrill, E. D., work of 164
Microcachrys, megasporophvll of 345;

tetragona, pollen of 26

Microcycas calocoma, vascular anatomy
of 127

Mirabilis glutinosa 426
Mitosis, in Fucus 173; Oes on solutions

of 172
Moisture of air, influence on vegetation 90
Molisch's "Purpurbacterien" 75
Moore, Spencer le M., work of 161

Morphology of Hypogaeae, Fischer on 76
Mortierella, Dauphin on 422
Mortonia, scabrella utahensis 427; utah-

ensis 427
Mosses, Paris on 472
Mounting of algae 237
Mucilage ducts in Pipereae 167

Mucor, papers on 418
Mucuna, Leveille on 162

Mutability and variability in Oenothera

476
Mutant, a vegetative 30
Mutation and isolation, Leavitt on 170

Myrmecocystis, Fischer on 77

Myrmecophily, Nieuwenhuis-Uexkull on
81

N
Nadson, G. A., work of 472
Nakai, T., work of 162

Necrosis of the grape, Reddick on 487
Nectaries, Nieuwenhuis-Uexkull on extra-

floral 81

Nelson, Aven 425
Neocalamites, Halle on 424
Neotuerckheimia 258; megalophylla 258;

gonoclada 259
Nephrodium molle, homoeosis in 42
Nicholas, see Evans
Nieuwenhuis-Uexkull, work of 81

Nieuwland, J. A. 237
Nitraria, Komarov on 161

Nitrogen fixation by Azotobacter, Krze-

mieniewski on 475
Norwegian mucors, Hagem on 418
Nothoscordum, Beauverd on 472

o
Oaks, Merrill on 164

Oes, Adolf, work of 172

Oenothera, canescens 437; Geerts on

cytology of 480; DeVries on hybrids

of 1, 473; mutability and variability

Oliver, F. AY., work of 244

Olsson-Seffer, Pehr 85

Opuntia, Griffiths on 163

Orchidaceae, Fawcett and Rendle on 473;

Kranzlein on 472
Orchid, flowers and formative stimuli,

Fitting on 479; Finet on 162; Rolfe

on 163
Osmosis in root hairs, Hill on 170

Osmunda cirmamomea, homoeosis in

pinna 48
Osterhout, W. J. V. 148; work of 344

Oxalis, Hus on virescence in 252

Oxidation by roots 355

P

Pachvlophus cylindrocarpus 429

Palladin, W., work of 8^

Palla, Ed., work of 162

Palms, Beccari on 472

Pandanus, Campbell on embryo sac o

48 s

Paris, E. G., work of 47 2

Parthenogenesis in Pinus pinaster 406

Peat deposits in local bogs 445

Peck, C H., work of 163

Peckolfs " Yolksbenennungen der bra-

silianischen Pflanzen" 244

Pedicularis, Bonati on 162
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Peirce, George J. 72
Pelargonium, homoeosis in 51
Periodicity in Spirogyra 9
Perkins, J. 239
Permeability, Ruhland on 342
Petrak, F., work of 162

Phalaris, Hackel on 162

Philippine ferns, Christ on 164
Phototropism, Blaauw on 343
Phyllonoma ruscifolia, homoeosis in 59
Physalis crassifolia 431; genucaulis 430;

muriculata 431
Physostoma elegans, Oliver on 245
Pi( < ard, Haberlandt on rotation experi-

ments 482
Pierson fern, mutation in 32
Pinus pinaster, parthenogenesis in 406
Pipereae, van Tieghem on 167
Pittier, H., work of 162, 472
Pittosporaceae, Gagnepain on 472
Platanthera viridis, abnormal flower of 36
Plastids, Schiller on origin of 488
Podophyllum, leaves of 438
Pollen of Microcachrys tetragona 26
Pollination in Linaria 454
Polygonaceae, Nakai on 162
Polystichum, acrostichoides, homoeosis in

46; angulare, homoeosis in 43; Braunii,
homoeosis in pinna 47

Pond, Raymond H. 247, 483
Potato, breeding, East on 251; Stewart

et al. on spraying 343
Prain, D., work of 163
Prantl, see Engler
Proteases, Vines on plant 483
Pseudoabutilon, Fries on 164
Pseudobalsami^, Fischer on 78
Pseudotragia, Schinz on 161
Pseudotsuga, Lavvson on morphology

of 484
Pueraria, Leveille on 163
Pumpkin, histology of fruit and seed 273
Punnett, R. C, work of 469

Q
Quincula, lepidota 430; lobata 430

R
Radermachera, Merrill on 164
Ramaley, Francis 72
Ranales, Worsdell on 171
Ranunculus bulbosus 41
Reaumuria, Bornmuller on 163
Reddick, D., work of 487
Reduction division in Agave
Reed, Howard S. 355
Reiche's " Pflanzenverbreitung in

Rendle, A. B., work of 473
"Report of American Breeders' Associa-

198

Chile

tion" 337

•

Reproduction, Freund on stimuli 342
Respiration, calorimeter 72; chromogens
and 83

Reviews: Bernard's " Protococcacees et

Desmidiacees" 243; Borntraeger's

"Tabulae Botanicae" 160; DeVries's
"Naar Californie II" 159; Drude, see

Engler; Drygalski's "Deutsche Siid-

polar-Expedition" 244; Ducamp's"Du
colibacille et du bacille typhique" 76;
Engler's " Das Pflanzenreich" 157; Eng-
ler and Drude's " Vegetation der Erde"
73; Engler and Prantl's "Natiir-

lichen Pflanzenfamilien" 161; Errera's

"Recueil d'ceuvres" 417; Evans and
Nicholas's "Bryophytes of Connecticut"

159; Fernald, see Robinson; Foslie's
" Lithothamnien " 244; Ganong's
"Laboratory course in plant physi-

ology" 242; Gray's "New manual
of botany" 153; Hanausek's "Micro-
scopy of technical products" 416;
Hard's "The mushroom" 414; Hay-
ata's "Flora montana Formosae" 158;
Hochreutiner's "Sertum Madagascar-
iense" ^7,8] Molisch's "Purpurbac-
terien" 75; Peckolt's "Volksbenen-
nungen der brasilianischen Pflanzen"

244; Prantl, see Engler; Reiche's

"Pflanzenverbreitung in Chile" 73;
Reinbold's "Die Meeresalgen" 244;
"Report of American Breeders' Asso-
ciation" 337; Robinson and Fernald's

"Gray's new manual of botany" 153;
Rydberg's "Rosaceae" 339; Schiffner's

"Ergebnisse der botanischen Expedi-
tion nach Sudbrasilien" 467; Schnei-

der's "Handbuch der Laubholzkunde"
415; Simroth's "Pendulationstheorie"

74; Smith's "Guide to Sowerby's
models of British Fungi" 161; Smith's

"Synopsis of British Basidiomycetes"
160; Tansley's "Evolution of filicinean

vascular system" 336; Thaxter's "La-
boulbeniaceae " i=;6; Thomson's
"Heredity" 154; ^Thonner's "Die
Blutenpflanzen Afrikas" 157; Ward's
"Trees" 415; Wettstein's "Ergeb-

73
Reinbold's "Meeresalgen" 244

nisse der botanischen Expedition nach
Sudbrasilien" 467; Winton's Hanau-
sek's "Microscopy of technical pro-

ducts" 416
Rhinanthaceae, Sperlich on germination

of 340
Rhizopus nigricans, Sumstine on 423
Rhododendron, von Schrenk on cankers

of 252
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Rhodosphaerium diffiuens, Nadson on
472

Robertson, T. B., work of 342
Robinson and Fernald's "Gray's new
manual of botany" 153

Rocky Mountain plants 425
Rolfe, R. A., work of 163
Root, anatomy of Isoetes 315; excretions,

Stoklasa and Ernst on 249; hairs, Hill

on osmotic properties of 170; oxidizing

power of 355
Rose, J- N., work of 472
Rosenstock, E., work of 472
Ruhland, W., work of 342
Ruppia, Graves on morphology of 478
Ruprechtia, colorata 260; Cumingii 261;

Deamii 260; fusca 261; Kellermanii
260

Rydberg's "Rosaceae" 339

s

Sagittaria, Hiern on 161

Salts of aluminum, Fluri on 252
Sand, influence on vegetation 101, 102

Sapium, Pittier on 162

Sargent, C. S., work of 163
Satyria meiantha 256
Saxegothaea, megasporophylls of 345;

Stiles on anatomy of 251
Saxton, W. T. 406
Scallop, histology of fruit and seed 281

Schaffner, John tt. 198
ScherfTel, A., work of 473
SchifTner's "Ergebnisse der botanischen

Expedition nach Siidbrasilien" 467
Schiller, Jos., work of 488
Schinz, Hans, work of 161

Schneider's "Handbuch der Laubholz-
kunde" 415

Schreiner, Oswald 355
Schroeder, B., work of 163

Scolopendrium, homoeosis of 44
Scrophulariaceae, Bonati on 472
Seedling, of Araucaria, Shaw on 481; of

conifers, Hill and Fraine on 248, 481;

of a graft-hybrid, Hildebrand on

486
Seeds, of Cucurbitaceae, comparative

histology of 263; Heinricher on germi-

nation and light 164; Ewart on longev-

ity 69, 339; Kinzel on germination and
light 164, 341; longevity of 69 ; Oliver

on primitive 244; of Rhinanthaceae,
Sperlich on germination 340

Selenipedium caudatum, homoeosis in 40
Sennen, F., work of 164
Sex, inheritance of, Bateson and Punnett

on 468; Castle on 471; Correns on

468; Doncaster and Raynor on 468;

Durham on 470; Marryat on 470; of

Sphaerocarpus, Douin on 487
Shaw, F. J. F., work of 482
Shreve, Forrest, work of 252
Shull, George H. 337, 468; work of 82,

169
Sicyos, histology of fruit and seed 296
Simroth's "Pendulationstheorie" 74
Sincoraea, Ule on 473
Sirrine, F. A., work of 343
Smith's "Guide to Sowerby's models of

British Fungi" 161; "Synopsis of

British Basidiomycetes" 160

Smith, John Donnell 253
Soils, effect of bog toxins upon 389; ex-

tracts, oxidation in 37 1 ; and vegetation,

relation of on sandy shores 85
Solanaceae, Winkler on graft hybrids 84,

250
Solutions, Osterhout on balanced 148, 344
Somali land plants, Mattei on 163

South American plants, Urban on 162

Spanish plants, Sennen on 164

Sperlich, A., work of 340
Spermatogenesis in Dioon edule 215

Sphaerocarpus, Douin on sex of 487
Spiranthes cernua, homoeosis in 59
Spirogyra, calospora 16; catenaeformis

18; dubia 19; Fluri on 252; Hantz-

schii 17; inflata 16; Jurgensii 18;

longata 18; Lutetiana 19; mirabilis 17;

orthospira 19; periodicity in 9; quad-

rata 16; varians 18

Squash, histology of fruit and seed, crook

-

necked 279; winter 282

Stapf, O., work of 163

Statolith theory, Buder on 170

Stem, anatomy of Isoetes 320
Stephani, F., work of 161, 163, 472

Sterility in hybrids, Tischler on 246

Stevens, F. L. 172, 343* 409, 487

Stewart, F. C, work of 172, 343
Stiles, W., work of 251

Stimuli, Fitting on formative 479; to

reproduction, Freund on 342
Stokey, Alma G. 311

Stoklasa, J.,
work of 249, 486

Storage, Shreve on transpiration and

water 252
Sumstine, D. R., work of 424

Symplocaceae, Brand on 161

Synchytrium, amitosis in 136

Swiss mucors, Lendner on 4x9

Swynnertonia, Moore on 161

T
Tammes, Tine, work of 341

Tansley's " Evolution of rilicinean

lar system" 336

vascu-
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Taxonomy 161, 472
Temperature, and growth, Balls on 247;

influence on vegetation 86, 95
Thaxter's "Laboulbeniaceae" 156
Thellung, A., work of 472
Thomson, Robert B. 26, 345; J. Arthur,

Heredity" 154 '

Thonner's "Die Blutenpflanzen Afrikas"

Tischler, G., work of 246
Topography, influence on vegetation in
Toxins, bog 389; effect on oxidation 384
Tracheids, of conifers, Chrysler on 172;

in Cunninghamia 171
Transpiration, influence on vegetation
90; and water storage, Shreve on 252

I nchosanthes, histology of fruit and seed

Tswett, M., work of 486
Tropaeolum, Wagner on 164
Tulbaghia, Beauverd on 472
Tyloses, in ferns, Kirsch on 169;
Mc\ichol on 169; in tracheids of
conifers 172

u
Ule, E., work of 473
Urban, I., work of 162
Uropedium Lindenii, homoeosis in 40

V
Van Tieghem, P., work of 167
Variability in Oenothera 476
Vascular system of Ranales 171
\ egetation and soil on sandy sea shores 8*
Violaceae, Boissieu on 163

Vines, S. H., work of 483
Virescence in Oxalis, Hus on 252
Von Schrenk, H., work of 252
Vries, Hugo de 1; "Naar Californie II"

159; work of 473

w
Wagner, R., work of 164
Wangerin, W., work of 472
Ward's " Trees" 415
Welwitschia, Pearson on 166
Wr

esterdijk, Johanna 241
West Indian plants, Britton on 162;

U. S. plants, Greene on 473
Wettstein's "Ergebnisse der botanischen

Expedition nach Siidbrasilien" 467
Wiesner,

J., work of 344
Wildeman, E. de, work of 163
Willstatter, R., work of 486
Wilson,

J. K., work of 343
Winge, O., work of 472
Winkler, Hans, work of 250
Winton's Hanausek's " Microscopy of

technical products" 416
Wisniewski, P., work of 421
Wissadula, Fries on 164
Wolff, work of 472
Worsdell, W. C, work of 171

Y
Yamanouchi, Shigeo 173

Zingiberaceae,

Zygorhynchus

z

Gagnepain on 163, 472
Moelleri, Wisniewski on

421
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This argument demonstrates the necessity foreducation with reference to sex-the theme ohe second part of the work. In this part isfound a careful d.scussion of educational ahns!he scope of educational activities, the cooperat-ing agencies in education, the care of infancy
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Industrial Insurance

in the United States

Part I 75 pages, 8vo, paper; net 75c, postpaid 78c
* art II, top pages ; net 75c, postpaid 8or. j . .

THIS book, revised and enlarged for the English-
speaking public, has already been published in a

German series. The introduction contains a
summary of the European laws on workingmen's in-
surance against accident, sickness, invalidism, and old
age, with statistics to 1908. The text describes the
various forms of social insurance known in the United
States and Canada; local clubs and associations, fra-

ternal societies, trade union benefit funds, schemes of
large firms, corporations, and railways. One chapter
is directed to labor legislation and another to employ-
er's liability laws. Illustrations of the movement are
given in chapters on municipal pension plans for
policemen, firemen, and teachers; also the military
pensions of the federal government and southern states.
The appendix supplies bibliography, forms used by
firms and corporations, text of bills, and laws on the.
subject.

448 pages. 8vo cloth. Price, $2.00 net
; postpaid, $2.19
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NEW YORK
The University of Chicago Press
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COCOA
The perfection of

American Manufacture.

SOLUBLE *nd

DIGESTIBLE

Imported Cocoas
are higher in Price than those of

American manufacture. The fact
that our Government collects a
Heavy Duty on the same does
not improve the QUALITY, but
only increases the PRICE.

COCOA amo

SOLD EVERYWHERE IN 10*15* &25<t CANS.

Ihe Function of Religion in

Man's Struggle for Existence

GEORGE BURMAN FOSTER

APOPULAR embodiment of reconstructive

religious thought. The book traces the

evolution of religion from its past physical and

intellectual interpretations to the voluntary and

intuitive concepts of modern psychology. It is

designed especially for young men and women
to whom knowledge of science and of the higher

criticism has made a new philosophy essential.

The author lays stress upon the enduring quality

of religion. He writes in a style of peculiar

power and expresses so well the trend of

present-day religious thought that his work will

appeal to students of philosophy everywhere.

306pages i6mo t cloth net$f.oo $1.10 postpaid

Address Dept. P
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NEATNESS
COMFORT

THE IMPROVED
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The Name is stamped on

every loop— Be sure it's there

THE

CUSHION
BUTTON

v-:

LIES FLAT TO THE LEG—NEVER
SLIPS, TEARS, NOR UNFASTENS

WORN ALL OVER THE WORLD

Sample pair, Silk 50c., Cotton 25c.

Mailed on receipt of price.

GEORGE FROST CO., Makers

Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

INSIST ON HAVING THE GENUINE
REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES

BAUSCH & LOMB
NEW OPAQUE PROJECTOR
AS been made in response to the demand for

a reliable instrument for the projection of

opaque objects. It is not a toy, but a scientific

apparatus projecting with brilliancy and even

illumination and sharp definition pictures 4 x 4*4*

to distances up to 75 feet, dependent upon the lens.

If Projection by direct or reflected light at will. Price of ap-

paratus complete, with lens of ten inch equivalent focus,$70.

*| We have also a new combined opaque and lantern slide

projector in which the change from one form ofprojection to

the other can be easily and instantaneously made.

€J Descriptive circular on request.

€J PRISM is our little lens expositor. Send for Copy D, free

on request.

Our Name on a Photographic Lens,

Microscope, Field Glass, Laboratory Ap-
paratus, Engineering or any other Scien-

tific Instrument is our Guarantee.

The University of Chicago Press gausch & [pmb OPtical ©•
CHICAGO NEW YORK Mrw YOQK WAS"HlNG"TON CHICAGO SAN rftAKClSCO

' london &OCHESTEH.N.Y. rRANKroftT
s
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DENTACURA
Tooth Paste

Cleanses the teeth, hardens the gums, and

perfumes the breath. It differs from the ordi-

nary dentifrice by destroying the harmful bac-

teria in the mouth, thus minimizing the causes

of decay. Endorsed by thousands of dentists.

In tubes, deliciously flavored and a delightful

adjunct to the dental toilet. Sample and

literature free.

Dentacura Tooth Powder
is now offered to those who prefer a denti-

frice in form of powder. For sale at best

stores everywhere or direct.

Price' 25'cents for either

Dentacura Company, 265 Ailing St.,
Newark, N.J.

thing

have, b it is terribly

Lead Pencil

:of

An
unevenly graded pencil is an

abo d should not

be tolerated for a moment.

You may use any pencil you

like, but is it not better to

like the pencil you use?

On receipt of 16c in stamps

samples will be sent you of

the best pencils that are made
in this or any other country.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Jersey City, N. J.
12

UG MEMORY SCHOOLS EXPOSED"
AND ADDRESS ON DEVELOPMENT OF THE

To introduce a series of valuable
educational works, the above

will be sent to all applicants

MEMORY LIBRARY
Room 810 14 Park Place, New York

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER
Edited by the Faculty of the Elementary School of the
University of Chicago. Published monthly, except in

July and August, with illustrations. Subscription price,

$1.50 a year; single copies, 20 cents; foreign postage,
46 cents

Chicago THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS new YORK

. Child
200 Qark Street, Chicago

COPPER-PLATE ENGRAVERS AND PRINTERS

Wedding Invitations, Announcements
Fine Correspondence Stationery

Crests, Monograms, Address Dies

Stamping and Illuminating

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Genuine Mennen's Borated
Talcum Toilet Powder

Mermen's Borated Talcum Powder lays claim

to being the most perfect powder on the market
both in materials and method of manufacture. It

is the oldest of Talcum Powders put up for general

use, and has established itself on its merits in every

quarter of the civilized world.

The woman who buys Mennen's for toilet use or

any other purpose may rest assured that she is

getting the purest and most perfect powder that

chemical knowledge can originate or skill manu-
facture.

There is a difference in Mennen's and those who
have once used it are quick to appreciate that this

difference is a difference of superiority which is

easily perceived in comparison with any other

powder.

Some people may say: The same ingredients
are open to everybody, why can't others get the

same results and produce a perfect powder ?

Ask the woman who is famous for her cake why
Mrs. Brown working with the same recipe can't pro-

duce the same article. She has the same ingredi-
ents, the same directions for making and yet she
can't make good cake. It is this knack, this touch
of skill and genius which makes the difference

between all original productions and imitations.

It is this same genius which makes Mennen's original

Talcum Powder superior to every other. 6



The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOKS
Made in 150 Styles

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333
Business, 048, 14, 130

Broad Points, 312,313,314
Turned-up Points, 477

531, 1876

Esterbrook Steel Pen Mfg. Co.

Works: Camden, N. J. 26 John St., N. Y

10

The mencan

Sociological Society

PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS OF
THE THIRD ANNUAL MEETING

Dec. 28-30, 1908

General Topic: The Family

CONTRIBUTORS

William G. Sumner, Charlotte Perkins Gil-

man, Charles Zueblin, Prince A. Morrow,
R. C. Chapin, Margaret F. Byington,

Edward T. Devine, Charles Richmond
Henderson, Kenyon L. Butterfield, D. Collin

Wells, U. G. Weatherly, George Elliot

Howard, James E. Hagerty, George K.
Holmes. Many other noted people took part

in the discussions, which are all reported.

22b pages
y 8vo t

paper; net $1.50, postpaid $i.bo

Address Department P

The University of Chicago Press
Chicago New York
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emington
name which distinguishes

BEST Typewriter the name which

means Typewriter.

The name which

stands for the latest

and greatest devel-

opment in writing

machines.

See the new models

10 and 11

1

1

4fimmv ww -1 *

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere
000000000000000000c

FINE INKS AND ADHESIVES
For those who KNOW

Higgins

Drawing: Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink

% } Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, Etc.

Are the Finest and Best Inks and Adhesives

Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive and

ill-smelling inks and adhesives andadopt the Mig-

glns Inks and Adhesives, They will be a

revelation to you, they are so sweet, clean, well

put up, and withal so efficient.

At Dealers Generally.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.

Branches: Chicago, London

271 Ninth Street. Brooklyn, N
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Where the N. E. A. meets

is summer.
Go to Denver— attend the meeting of

N, E. A,—and spend the ensuing
vacation weeks among the cool Colorado
Rockies and beyond.

^
Climb mountains, fish, hunt, golf, motor,

ride, tramp, explore strange places, live in

the open, absorb the sunshine.

All this and more can be done, and at very
small expense. The Santa Fe has arranged
low fare excursions costing only $30 from
Chicago, $25 from St. Louis, $17.50 from
Missouri River. On these tickets you have
until October 31 for final return.

By traveling via the Santa Fe you pass along
the old Santa Fe Trail, so rich in border history.
Also, you pass in review the Front Range of the

I

Rockies, the most magnificent panorama of
mountain scenery on the continent.

K
j

While in the West See the numer-

MM

,'.H"

H
s>^;

ous mountain resorts, see the gorges, canyons,
parks ; but above all see the Grand Canyon of
Arizona, it's the greatest, most wonderful of all.

Let me assist in planning your tour by mail-

_

. :—_^

ing tne aanta *e 09 bummer books

:

"A Colorado Summer," " Voscmite "
"California Summer Outings," -Titan of Chasms"(Grand Canyon)

Also, special convention folders for N. E. A. at Denver.

G. T. Gunnip, Gen. Agt.,
A. T. & S. F. Ry.,

105 Adams St., Chicago.

I



Is a natural spring water bottled at the springs only. It has been be-

fore the public for thirty-seven years and is offered upon its record of

results accomplished. In Bright's Disease, Albuminuria, Inflammation of

the Bladder, Gout, Rheumatism, and all diseases dependent upon a Uric

Acid Diathesis, it has been tested by leading physicians* at home and
abroad. The testimony of these physicians and their patients— based

on actual clinical test and not on theory— tells our story. Are they

not competent witnesses ?

DR. ALFRED A, LOOMIS f Professor of Pathology and Practical Medicine in the

Medical Department of the University of New York, wrote: "For the past four years I

have used BUFFALO LITHIA WATER in the treatment of Chronic Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, occuring in Gouty and Rheumatic subjects, with marked
benefit."

DR. Q. A. FOOTE, Warrenton,N. C, Ex-President State Medical Society, formerly
Member of the State Board of Medical Examiners, and also of the State Board of Health :

"In Blight's Disease of the Kidneys I have in many cases noted the disappearance

of Albumin and Casts under the action of BUFFALO LITHIA WATER, which
as

tana, says:
ifNew Orleans, Ex-President of the State Board ofIlea ofLo

WATE
Urinary and

in irritable condition of Bladder and Urethra in females. satisfy

extraord

M. HAMMOND, M.D.. Professor of Diseases cf the Mind and Nervous

System in the New York Post- Graduate Medical School and Hospital: "In all cases

Bright'5 Disease I have found BUFFALO LITHIA WATER of the great

service in increasing the quantity of Urine and in eliminating the Albumei

MEDICAL TESTIMONY ON REQUEST
FOR SALE BY THE GENERAL DRUG AND MINERAL WATER TRADE

uffalo Lithia Springs Water Co.
BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS, VIRGINIA.



HIGHEST IN HONORS Purify your Refrigerator/
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EUROPE
AND

AMERICA
A perfect food, preserves

health, prolongs life

ndsickness by
Keeping inyour
refrigerator a
sponge sprinkled

occasionai/y with

P/atts Chforides.
fash the sponge
^fce a week !

Registered,
U. S. Fat. Off,

Walter
Established 1780

TH
DORCHESTER, MASS

Write to
Sold by Druggists Everywhere

the manufacturer, Henry B. Piatt,
Street, New York, for free book.
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